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FOREWORD BY MARIO MONTI
Member of the Commission in charge of competition policy

Looking back at the developments of competition policy in 2002, an obvious common denominator
comes to mind: modernisation — in the broadest sense of the term. Whether we think of the culmination
of our ambitious efforts in the successful adoption of new legislation, as in antitrust, or of the essential
intermediate stages passed in reforming EU merger control, or of the further steps taken to streamline
State aid control, the modernisation drive is evidence of the Commission’s determination to continually
adjust its policy and enforcement tools to a fast-changing economic environment, but also of its
willingness to ensure that its decision-making process matches the most stringent standards of due
process. Modernisation is necessary to warrant a systematic, efficient and legitimate application of
competition rules in an enlarged Union, with the ultimate goals to enhance the benefits consumers derive
from competitive markets and to maintain this irreplaceable incentive for undertakings to increase their
competitiveness.

A condition of our success is that the existing competition rules are systematically and properly enforced.
This has been a driver of our action in 2002. This year has seen the adoption of Regulation (EC)
No 1/2003, a fundamentally new procedural framework for the application of antitrust rules in the Union.
Taking stock of the wealth of enforcement experience gained over the past 40 years, this new instrument
creates the conditions for a more effective enforcement in an enlarged Union. The resounding success of
our fight against cartels in 2002, highlighting the Commission’s increased focus on the prosecution of the
most serious infringements, is already a striking illustration of the changes to expect. But our striving for
better enforcement concerns also merger control. The thorough review process carried out over the year
has touched upon both procedure and substance. It should result soon in another major reform
contributing decisively to better enforcement of our competition policy.

Enforcing the rules is one thing. But ensuring that their content is finely tailored to the needs of our
economy is another essential requirement of any sound competition policy. The achievements of 2002
also illustrate our commitment to this permanent screening of the substance of our rules. Not only have
we kept on adjusting them to the fast evolution of the sectors of the economy to which they apply, but we
have striven to simplify them, in order to reduce compliance costs to a minimum.

All this would be somewhat vain, should it be done in splendid isolation from the rest of the world. In
today’s globalised economic world, intensified international cooperation is key to effectiveness. This
implies a sustained effort of dialogue and coordination with all our partners, not least in the context of
our global commitment to competition advocacy.

Towards an even more systematic and effective enforcement satisfying the most stringent
standards of due process

The achievements of 2002 reflect the determination with which the Commission has pursued its objective
to promote a better enforcement of its competition policy.
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Antitrust: a new framework for better enforcement

The experience gained so far by businesses as well as by national authorities and courts, led to the
conclusion that a vigorous decentralisation of the enforcement of EU antitrust law was not only desirable,
but also feasible. Just at the end of 2002, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 which lays
down a new framework for applying Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, with a view to making more
widespread, but nevertheless tighter, enforcement possible after enlargement. As symbolised by its
number, this regulation opens a new chapter in the joint application of a single body of rules by the
Commission, national competition authorities (NCAs) and national courts throughout Europe. But such
decentralising alone is not enough: effective mechanisms, based on precise criteria, for assigning
responsibilities to the most appropriate level are also required. The newly created network of European
competition authorities (ECN) will have a key role to play in this respect as of 1 May 2004, when the new
regulation will come into force.

Decentralising the application of the antitrust rules and abolishing the notification system will enable the
Commission to focus on its core task. More than ever, it will be in a position to detect and punish the
most serious infringements. The results achieved in 2002 show that the Commission has prepared itself
for a reinforcement of this priority. Following the resounding precedent set in 2001, 2002 was another
exceptional year for the fight against anti-competitive agreements and practices employed by
undertakings, in particular against cartels. Ten prohibition decisions were taken imposing fines totalling
more than EUR 1 billion.

But to keep pace with increasingly subtle methods of disguising illegal behaviour, appropriate tools need
to be available to enforcement agencies. The new leniency programme adopted in 2002 considerably
strengthens the Commission’s ability to detect and punish cartels by offering compelling incentives for
the companies involved to cooperate with the Commission and to come forward as quickly as possible
with information that helps the Commission to uncover and terminate a cartel. This new leniency policy
already yields substantial results. Combined with the wider investigative powers foreseen in Regulation
(EC) No 1/2003, it will allow the Commission to maintain and step up its enforcement activity in the field
of cartels.

Progress in our thorough review of merger control

The concern for optimal allocation of enforcement responsibility inspires the reform process in the
merger field, too. Of course, one of the principal positive features of the EU merger control system,
namely that it provides for a one-stop shop for scrutiny of mergers with a Community dimension, needs
to be maintained. But that does not prevent some aspects of a case being referred back to the national
authorities where they have greater expertise in the field. The year 2002 saw a significant increase in the
number of such instances; and for the first time, two cases were also jointly referred by Member States to
the Commission, as it had a better overview of the situation in the relevant markets. These developments
should shortly be confirmed through simplification of the referral procedures in both directions proposed
as part of the review of the merger regulation.

After wide-ranging consultation on the draft, the Commission presented the Council on 11 December with
a proposal for a root-and-branch reform of Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89. While the proposal maintains
the substantive test so far applied under the merger regulation — which by and large has proven perfectly
capable of dealing with the complexity of today’s transactions — it recognises a need to spell out some of
its aspects more clearly. In addition, a draft notice on the appraisal of horizontal mergers has already been
adopted by the Commission, so as to ensure that the reasoning of Commission decisions becomes more
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transparent; and other notices will follow. A further objective of the proposal is to take greater account of
the efficiencies that can result from mergers. These should be taken into consideration in the analysis
provided that they are of direct benefit to consumers and that they are substantial, verifiable and directly
linked to the transaction.

The calibre of our substantive rules would count for little, however, if we were unable to apply them in a
decision-making process that satisfies the most stringent standards of due process and transparency. The
annulment by the Court of First Instance of three prohibition decisions last year in the field of mergers
has turned the spotlight sharply on the need for the Commission’s economic reasoning to be beyond
reproach. The measures proposed by the Commission take full account of these requirements. It is
suggested to make the deadlines for timing of notifications and for consideration of appropriate remedies
more flexible. In addition, early and systematic access for all the parties concerned to the documents in
the file and information on the stage reached in our analysis should contribute to ensuring due process. A
further strengthening of the role of the hearing officers, the status of interested third parties and
consumers is equally envisaged. In order to improve the quality of the investigation and the Competition
DG’s economic expertise I decided to appoint a chief economist in order to underpin our quest for
excellence. Last but not least, internal checks and balances were subject to a thorough rethink and are in
the process of being reinforced, for example by putting in place regular peer-review panels in the most
complex cases.

Tailoring the content of our rules to the needs of our economy, reducing compliance costs

Modernisation also means reviewing the substance of rules to take account of the way markets currently
operate without losing sight of the integration objectives enshrined in the Treaty. This particularly
concerns sectors where competitive forces have come to bear only recently. The development of a new
regulatory environment by way of a gradual liberalisation process ensures not only that competitive
conditions are introduced which provide fresh business opportunities for market entrants and incumbent
operators alike, but also that adjustment to the new competitive situation effectively translates into
benefits for consumers. But rules also need to be reviewed where competitive forces have not delivered
their expected effects, despite the fact that operators have been subject to competition for a long time.

Reacting to economic change, provoking it when needed

The Commission demonstrated again in 2002 its commitment in favour of the competitiveness and
development objectives set at the Lisbon Summit. In this respect discussions in the Council and European
Parliament on proposed new legislation made good progress. In the energy sector, political agreement
was reached in November on the new acceleration directive and a regulation to speed up market
liberalisation for electricity and gas. The new legislation will eliminate the distortions of competition
resulting from the different speeds at which the Member States have been opening up their markets and
improve competition conditions for effective liberalisation. The regulation on cross-border trade in
electricity will also be a major step towards a truly internal electricity market. However, this legislative
progress will require increased monitoring activity by the competition authorities to ensure that new
market opportunities are not undermined by restrictive and/or abusive behaviour on the part of energy
companies and in particular vertically integrated incumbents or by incompatible State aid they receive
which allows them to distort competition in the liberalised markets. In another field, the new postal
directive adopted in June clears the way for more competition between operators on what is intended to
become a genuine single market in postal services. For its part, the new regulatory framework for
electronic communications networks and services, adopted in February, assigns a more decisive role to
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analysis of competitive conditions with a view to rolling back ex ante regulations as far as possible. That
is why competition instruments must be shown to be effective in sanctioning rapidly any abusive
behaviour that may occur as well as to avoid State aid being used to distort competition.

The Commission also needs to play its role as an initiator of change where markets do not function
satisfactorily in the light of the Treaty objectives. The adoption in July of the new exemption regulation
for motor vehicle distribution can serve as a concrete example. It is high time we had a genuine single
market in cars, for the benefit of consumers but also in the interests of the competitiveness of European
industry. A review had clearly shown that the market integration pursued by the old regulation applicable
to the sector had not been achieved to the extent hoped for, and that consumers were not receiving their
share of the benefits deriving from the exempted restrictions. Thus, a new system has been put in place to
give a fresh boost to market integration, so that consumers can benefit from better prices, wider choice
and improved services. At the same time it widens the scope for business initiative. The Commission’s
efforts at an even-handed approach was reflected in the extensive consultation of all stakeholders that
preceded and enabled the adoption of the new regulation.

Minimising compliance costs: the example of State aid control

Another factor influencing the way markets function is State intervention. In order to fulfil market
integration objectives, it is necessary to maintain a strict State aid discipline within the internal market. In
2002 progress was made towards simplification and clarification of applicable State aid rules. The new
multisectoral framework for large regional projects, adopted in March, lays down clearer rules for
assessing major investment projects and does away with the prior notification requirement for aid
granted under an already approved scheme. A new regulation on aid for employment, adopted in
November, facilitates Member State initiatives to promote job creation by eliminating the requirement to
notify certain aid measures. This approach facilitates appropriate and timely action of Member States to
boost economic growth and job creation. It is also in line with and anticipates a more far-reaching reform
package in the State aid field designed to streamline procedures and to allow the Commission to focus on
those parts of State aid which are most likely to distort competition.

Competition advocacy through international cooperation: a sustained ambition

This rapid overview of major EU competition policy developments in 2002 illustrates well the type of
challenges competition authorities around the world face on a daily basis. These efforts would be in vain
if we lost sight of the fact that globalisation makes it essential for us to discuss competition issues with
our trading partners. Our action will bear fruit only if similar action is taken in other countries. That is
why I have always endeavoured to develop international cooperation, at both bilateral and multilateral
level. Here too, 2002 saw a good deal of progress. With a view to preparing for enlargement, efforts by
the candidate countries to implement the acquis communautaire, particularly in the State aid field,
continued, and this enabled negotiations with the Czech Republic, Hungary, Malta, Poland and Slovakia
to be rounded off before the end of the year. As far as bilateral cooperation is concerned, clear headway
was made towards the conclusion of a cooperation agreement with Japan, with the adoption of a proposal
for a Council decision to that effect. Finally, at multilateral level, work progressed satisfactorily. The
inaugural conference of the international competition network (ICN) was held in Naples in September,
and the WTO working group on trade and competition continued its discussions at meetings where we
put forward highly concrete proposals.

*
* *
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What we accomplished in 2002 is considerable and forms part of an overall logic. I am confident that this
points at our lasting concern to prepare for future challenges. Let us be under no illusion: those will be
substantial. With implementing the new antitrust regulation, reforming merger control, modernising our
policy on controlling State aid and running the last lap to enlargement, we will have our hands full in
2003 to ensure that the seeds we have sown in 2002 fulfil their promise.
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INTRODUCTION

1. The virtues of effective competition on the market in delivering efficient allocation of resources
and fostering innovation and technical development are widely recognised throughout the world.
However, ensuring or creating the conditions which allow markets to function competitively constitutes
an ongoing challenge both as regards the behaviour of actors on these markets and in view of obstacles
created by State measures. Competition policy then serves a twofold aim: addressing market failures
resulting from anticompetitive behaviour by market participants and from certain market structures, on
the one hand, and contributing to an overall economic policy framework across economic sectors that is
conducive to effective competition, on the other. In a world of continuing globalisation, competition
advocacy within an integrated economic area, such as the European Union, necessarily needs to find also
its external expression in order to provide for a level playing field in the international arena.

2. EU competition policy rests on three closely related pillars, all of which serve to bring the
benefits of effective competition to the consumer and at the same time to enhance the competitiveness of
European industry. The first pillar is vigorous enforcement of the antitrust rules which prohibit
undertakings from engaging in unjustified restrictive agreements or practices and from abusing dominant
positions they hold on the market. This activity focuses increasingly on preventing the most serious
forms of anticompetitive behaviour by market players, such as price-fixing or market-sharing cartels,
from disrupting effective competition. At the same time, the control of concentrations is necessary to
avoid a situation in which dominant positions on a market are created or reinforced through mergers and
acquisitions. Secondly, the opening-up of economic sectors in which effective competition is not yet
firmly rooted is pursued through a gradual liberalisation policy which accompanies legislative measures
to further integrate the single market. Thirdly, EU competition policy covers the control of State aid on a
supranational level to ensure that State intervention does not distort the competitive situation on the
market through subsidies and tax exemptions.

3. The main challenges which EU competition policy has been facing over the past few years and
which have shaped the legislative and enforcement priorities of the Commission are well known:
imminent enlargement of the European Union to 25 members implies a substantial effort both within the
Union and by the 10 candidate countries in order to prepare the ground for the Treaty competition rules to
be applied effectively upon accession of the new Members States. Globalisation of markets requires
increased cooperation between competition policy-makers around the world. Finally, changes in the
economic environment, such as the reduced prospects of economic growth or the difficulties facing
certain sectors which we have seen in 2002, cannot be ignored, although they are no reason to
compromise the fundamental logic of an effective competition policy.

4. Apart from its continuing fight against hardcore horizontal cartels, one of the most serious
infringements of competition law, the Commission has proceeded successfully with a number of reform
projects in all fields of competition policy to address these challenges. Most prominently in 2002, an
ambitious and fundamental overhaul of the antitrust rules implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty
has led to the adoption of a new basic regulation by the Council. It will usher in a new era of antitrust
enforcement in the European Union, involving national competition authorities and national courts more
directly in the application of the Treaty competition rules within the framework of a European network of
competition authorities. The new block exemption regulation applying to the motor vehicle industry
represents a major overhaul of competition rules in that sector. The review of the merger regulation has
likewise advanced with the adoption by the Commission of a proposal for a new regulation based on an
extensive consultation of stakeholders and drawing on the experience gathered in applying the first
merger regulation. Last but not least, the recognised importance of a smoothly running State aid control
COMPETITION REPORT 2002
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has filtered into a number of important reform projects to simplify State aid procedures with a view to
further enhancing the crucial role of this instrument within the EU competition policy framework.

5. In 2002, the total number of new cases was 1 019, comprising 321 antitrust cases (under Articles
81, 82 and 86 of the EC Treaty), 277 merger cases and 421 State aid cases. Comparable figures for 2001
were a total of 1 036 new cases, comprising 284 antitrust cases, 335 merger cases and 417 State aid cases
(excluding complaints). The overall development in new cases therefore shows no uniform tendency
across the pillars of competition policy. While a significant increase can be reported in the field of
antitrust, the number of merger cases clearly went down and new State aid cases remained stable.

6. In antitrust, the number of new notifications remained at a relatively low level, whereas
significantly more new own-initiative cases were opened in 2002 (91) than in 2001 (74). This tendency
prepares the ground for the phasing-out of the notification system which modernisation of the antitrust
rules will bring about. The number of complaints continued to grow this year (129 in 2002, after 116
in 2001 and 112 in 2000).

7. The total number of cases closed in 2002 was 1 283, comprising 363 antitrust cases, 268 merger
cases, and 652 State aid cases (excluding complaints). Comparable figures for 2001 were 1 204 cases
closed, comprising 378 antitrust cases, 346 merger cases and 480 State aid cases. While the decrease in
closed antitrust cases can be attributed to the continuing priority given to resource-intensive cartel cases,
the backlog of pending cases was further reduced, with the number of closed cases exceeding the number
of new cases.

8. In 2002, the Commission’s input-driven activity of scrutinising mergers and alliances further
slowed down significantly after an initial stagnation of the growth trend in 2001, but nevertheless
remained at a high level (277 new cases). In terms of output, 275 formal decisions were taken during the
year (against 340 in 2001). The number of cases requiring in-depth investigation decreased considerably
and was back to the level seen in the mid-1990s (7 initiations of phase II proceedings in 2002 compared
with around 20 per year between 1999 and 2001). However, additional resources had to be devoted to the
follow-up of previous decisions in court proceedings.

9. In the field of State aid, the number of notifications and new cases of non-notified aid increased
compared with 2001, while requests for the review of aid schemes were back to the level of previous years
after a surge in 2001. The number of proceedings initiated remained stable (62 in 2002 against 66 in
2001), whereas negative final decisions showed a slight upward trend (37 in 2002 against 31 in 2001).
Overall, the number of cases pending in the field of State aid showed a clear reduction in the backlog
(from 621 in 2001 to 582 in 2002, of which 255 were complaints).

Box 1: A more meaningful role for consumers

One of the main purposes of European competition policy is to promote the interests of
consumers, that is, to ensure that consumers benefit from the wealth generated by the European
economy. This objective, which Commissioner Monti has emphasised on various occasions and
continues to consider one of his top priorities, is horizontal in nature: the Commission thus takes
the interest of consumers into account in all aspects of its competition policy, namely in countering
anticompetitive agreements, in particular hardcore cartels, and abuses of dominant positions, but
also in the control of concentrations and State aid granted by Member States.
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The Commission is well aware that it is usually difficult for individual consumers to appreciate the
impact which competition policy has on their daily lives. This is because of the complexity of
many individual competition cases and the fact that the Commission’s action in this field often
impacts indirectly on their interests. While, for example, termination of a cartel relating to
consumer goods or the prohibition of excessive prices charged by a dominant telecommunications
operator may directly result in a drop in prices which is felt in the budget of every household, an
efficient merger control system may not necessarily be perceived as beneficial by the consumers
who profit from it. This is indeed because merger control in the EU serves to pre-empt negative
effects of concentrations on consumer welfare which may otherwise occur.

The positive results of merger control are therefore often only apparent in the longer term. State
aid control also plays a part in efficient resource allocation within the European economy, thus
contributing to a sound economic environment for companies and consumers alike. In its State aid
decisions, the Commission takes into account aspects related to the proper functioning of services
of general interest (1).

In order to receive essential input from, and raise awareness among, consumers about its work in
the competition field, the Commission pursues a number of avenues. Twice a year a ‘European
Competition Day’ is held in the country holding the EU Presidency (2), with the active
participation of the Commission and the European Parliament. These events serve to make
competition matters more accessible to consumers and their representatives. The Commission
also cooperates intensively with consumer organisations, notably the BEUC (3), the Europe-wide
consumer association, and encourages national consumer organisations to become more actively
involved in pointing out areas of particular concern to consumers. This report is another channel
of communication with consumers.

The reform currently being undertaken in the antitrust field and in relation to the control of
concentrations will help to bring the decision-making process closer to consumers. Specifically,
the decentralised application of antitrust rules will allow consumers to address their grievances to
national competition authorities which will be fully involved in the implementation of European
antitrust rules. These rules are directly applicable in all Member States and the reform also
strengthens the role of national courts in punishing infringements (4). In the context of the
proposed reform of the merger regulation, there are plans to create a consumer liaison function
within the Commission (5) to enhance the possibility for consumers and their representatives to
make their views on specific concentrations known in good time.

Last but not least, this year’s revision of the block exemption for the motor vehicle industry will
change both the way cars are sold and the after-sales services provided in Europe (6). As the
purchase of a (new) car is one of the major investment decisions of most consumers, the
fundamental changes to the system of car distribution and after-sales service is clearly of great
importance to consumers, even if it is, as yet, too early to assess the effects of the reform on car
prices in the EU and the quality and availability of after-sales service.

(1) See Chapter IV.
(2) European competition days in 2002: 26.2.2002 (Madrid) and 17.9.2002 (Copenhagen).
(3) Press release IP/02/415, 14.3.2002.
(4) See Chapter I.A.2, in particular point 17.
(5) See points 312 and 313.
(6) See Chapter I.C.6.
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As regards casework in 2002, consumers should refer in particular to the anti-cartel decision in the
Plasterboard case (1), which covered a product familiar to anyone who has ever built or
refurbished his home. The Nintendo case (2), in which anticompetitive agreements between
Nintendo and its distributors concerning console game cartridges were brought to an end, is
equally deserving of particular mention in this respect.

In conclusion, the attention of consumers is drawn to Part C of this report, ‘Sector-based competition
developments’. Here they will find information relating to the energy, telecommunications, postal
and transport sectors, which are of crucial importance to consumers. Also of particular consumer
interest are details of antitrust cases in the media, financial services, liberal professions and
information society sectors.

(1) See points 50 et seq.
(2) See points 61 et seq.
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I — ANTITRUST — ARTICLES 81 AND 82; STATE MONOPOLIES 
AND MONOPOLY RIGHTS — ARTICLES 31 AND 86

A — Modernisation of the legislative and interpretative rules

1. Expiry of the ECSC Treaty

10. The Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) expired on 23 July.
This means that as from 24 July the sectors previously covered by the ECSC Treaty and the procedural
rules and other secondary legislation derived from the ECSC Treaty are subject to the rules of the EC
Treaty as well as the procedural rules and other secondary legislation derived from the EC Treaty.

11. In order to cover issues related to this transition and specifically arising in the areas of antitrust,
mergers and State aid, the competent Commission departments (Competition DG, Energy and Transport
DG) prepared a Commission communication on certain aspects of the treatment of competition cases
resulting from the expiry of the ECSC Treaty (1), which was adopted on 21 June. The communication is
meant to give guidance to undertakings which are subject to the antitrust and merger rules, as well as to
Member States which are subject to the State aid rules, providing information, reassurance and planning
security in the context of the expiry of the ECSC Treaty. Without prejudice to the interpretation of the
ECSC and EC rules by the Court of First Instance and the Court of Justice, the communication
summarises the most important changes with regard to the applicable substantive and procedural law and
explains how the Commission intends to deal with specific issues raised by the transition.

12. As a general message, the communication explains that the substantive and procedural changes
arising from the expiry of the ECSC Treaty are unlikely to cause major problems thanks to the efforts
made for many years now to align practice under the ECSC and EC Treaties.

13. These are the most important differences in substance between the old and the new regimes.

(a) Antitrust

— Under the EC rules, the Commission no longer enjoys exclusive jurisdiction as under the ECSC
Treaty.

— An effect on trade between Member States is a prerequisite for applying these rules, contrary to the
previous situation under the ECSC Treaty.

(b) Merger control

— The Commission has no exclusive jurisdiction independently of any thresholds, as used to be the
case under the ECSC rules.

14. The communication also tackles specific issues raised by the transition, and in particular by cases
which from a factual or legal point of view started before, but continue after, the expiry of the ECSC

¥1∂ OJ C 152, 26.6.2002.
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Treaty. The basic principle with regard to procedural law is that the rules applicable are those in force at
the time of taking of the procedural step in question.

Antitrust, mergers and State aid

The Commission will apply EC procedural rules in all pending and new cases as from 24 July. Unless
otherwise stated in the communication, procedural steps validly taken under the ECSC rules before
expiry of the ECSC Treaty will after the expiry be considered to have fulfilled the requirements of the
equivalent procedural step under the EC rules.

Furthermore, the communication addresses a variety of issues in the three areas.

(a) Antitrust

— The exemption provisions of Article 65(2) of the ECSC Treaty and Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty are
largely similar and — in view of the forthcoming modernisation of the antitrust enforcement rules
— the Commission’s action in the antitrust field should concentrate on prohibition procedures. 

— Therefore, the Commission informs the undertakings of its intention not to initiate Article 81 of
the EC Treaty procedures in respect of the future implementation of agreements formerly exempted
under the ECSC regime, subject, however, to any substantial new elements of fact or law which may
appear afterwards and which may clearly call the exemptability under Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty
into question.

(b) Merger control

— The treatment of joint ventures differs in that more joint ventures would be classed as concentrations
under Article 66 ECSC than is the case under the EC merger regulation, which covers only full
function joint ventures. Where notifications of joint ventures lodged under the ECSC Treaty are
pending on the expiry of that Treaty, some might not be notifiable as concentrations under the EC
merger regulation.

— The communication indicates that such notifications may be converted into notifications of
cooperative agreements under Regulation No 17/62 if the requirements of Article 5 of the
implementing regulation are met, in particular if the notifying parties request such a conversion.

(c) State aid

— Where after the expiry of the ECSC Treaty the Commission has to take a decision assessing the
compatibility of aid put into effect without prior Commission approval before the expiry, the
question of the appropriate criteria to be applied arises.

— The Commission will apply the Commission notice on the determination of the applicable rules for
the assessment of unlawful State aid (2). According to this notice, the Commission will always assess
the compatibility of unlawful State aid on the basis of the substantive criteria set out in any
instrument in force at the time the aid was granted.

¥2∂ OJ C 119, 22.5.2002.
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2. Modernisation of the rules implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty

15. On 16 December, the Council adopted Regulation 1/2003 (3). This new regulation, for which the
Commission submitted its proposal in September 2000, enshrines the most comprehensive antitrust
reform undertaken since 1962. Indeed, Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 replaces the 40-year-old procedural rules
embodied in Regulation No 17, which govern how the Treaty provisions on agreements between
undertakings which restrict competition (Article 81 of the EC Treaty) or commit abuses of a dominant
position (Article 82 of the EC Treaty) are enforced. The new rules will apply from 1 May 2004, the date
of the enlargement of the European Union to include 10 new Member States.

16. Without altering the substantive content of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, the reform will
fundamentally simplify the way in which the Treaty’s antitrust rules are enforced throughout the
European Union. While reducing the compliance burden for undertakings by abolishing the notification
system for agreements between undertakings, the new regulation will allow a more vigorous antitrust
enforcement by means of a better and more effective sharing of enforcement tasks between the
Commission and national competition authorities (NCAs). It will allow both the Commission and NCAs
to focus their resources on the fight against those restrictions and abuses that are most harmful to
competition and consumers.

17. The core features of the reform are the following.

1. The shift from a system of authorisation under which all agreements have to be notified to the
Commission in order to obtain antitrust approval towards a legal exception system

Maintaining the system of notifications after decades of case-law of the Court of Justice and Commission
practice on the application of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty would entail an unjustified
prolongation of unnecessary bureaucracy and legal costs for companies. Also, in view of enlargement the
notification system no longer seemed workable. The reform thus places greater responsibility on
companies, which will need to assess themselves whether their agreements restrict competition and, if so,
whether the restrictions qualify for exemption under Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty. Of course, where
cases give rise to genuine uncertainty because they present novel or unresolved questions for the
application of the EU competition rules, companies may wish to seek informal guidance from the
Commission. The latter may then decide to issue a written opinion.

2. The direct applicability of Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty

Ending the exclusive competence of the Commission to grant exemptions under Article 81(3) of the EC
Treaty makes it possible for the Commission, NCAs and national courts to jointly enforce the rules
governing restrictive practices. All competition authorities involved will closely cooperate in applying
the antitrust rules. Since the treatment of a great number of individual cases has contributed to the
establishment of case-law of the Court of Justice and Commission practice on the exemption criteria
of Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty, NCAs and national courts can have recourse to this case-law to
determine the conditions under which the latter provision can be applied. In order to assist NCAs and
national courts in this regard, the Commission also intends to issue a notice on the application of
Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty which will go over the main points of the relevant acquis.

¥3∂ Council regulation on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty (OJ L 1,
4.1.2003).
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The application of EU competition rules by national courts will furthermore be facilitated by the
extended possibility for those courts to ask the Commission for information or for its opinion on
questions concerning the application of those rules. It will also be possible both for the Commission and
for NCAs to submit amicus curiae briefs to national courts applying Articles 81 or 82 of the EC Treaty.

3. The European competition network

The Commission and Member States’ competition authorities will put in place a network of competition
authorities, called the European competition network (ECN), which will be a key plank in the new
enforcement system. It will allow for consultation, cooperation and information exchange between
European competition authorities for purposes of applying Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. These
processes are provided for at any stage of decision-making, from the time a case is allocated to a
competition authority to the time a final decision is taken. As guardian of the Treaty, the Commission will
bear ultimate responsibility within the network for ensuring consistent application of the EU competition
rules. The modalities of the cooperation between the Commission and national competition authorities
are laid down in a joint statement of the Council and the Commission on the functioning of the network
of competition authorities, which is annexed to the new regulation.

4. The relationship between Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty and national competition laws

Although NCAs and national courts can continue to apply national competition rules to agreements,
decisions of associations of undertakings or concerted practices which may affect trade between Member
States, they are obliged to apply Articles 81 or 82 of the EC Treaty at the same time, and the application
of national competition rules may not produce an outcome which deviates from that resulting from the
application of Article 81 of the EC Treaty. The resulting convergence of the rules applicable to
transactions falling under Article 81 of the EC Treaty, the so-called level playing field, will facilitate
doing business in Europe and will be central to completion of the single market and to consistent
application of EU competition law once the Commission has given up its monopoly of granting
exemptions under Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty.

5. The extended investigation powers of the Commission

In order to keep the Commission’s central role as enforcer of the EU competition rules as effective as
possible, its investigation powers have been extended. These extended powers include the possibility for
the Commission to interview any person who may be in possession of useful information within the
framework of a specific investigation and the possibility of affixing seals for the period necessary for an
inspection. The Commission will also be able to enter any premises where business records may be kept,
including private homes. The Commission may enter private homes only if it has reasonable grounds for
suspecting that incriminating information is likely to be found there and only after it has received
authorisation from a national judge. Such authorisation will depend among other things on the
proportionality of the home search having regard to the seriousness of the suspected infringement and the
importance of the evidence sought.

3. Review of the Commission’s leniency policy

18. On 13 February, the Commission adopted a new leniency policy which creates greater incentives
for companies to ‘blow the whistle’ on one of the most serious violations of antitrust rules. The new
policy not only increases legal certainty for companies wishing to cooperate, but also enhances the
overall transparency and predictability of the Commission’s practice in this respect. The 2002 Commission
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notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (4) thus marks another important step
towards uncovering and suppressing price-fixing pacts and other hardcore cartels. The new rules update
the previous leniency notice of 1996 and apply to classic horizontal cartels (5).

19. Under the 2002 notice, the Commission will grant immunity from fines to the first company to
submit evidence of a cartel unknown to, or unproved by, the Commission. More precisely, complete
immunity is granted in the following cases:

— the undertaking is the first to submit evidence which in the Commission’s view may enable it to
adopt a decision to carry out an investigation within the meaning of Article 14(3) of Regulation
No 17 (or the equivalent procedural regulations for particular sectors) in connection with an alleged
cartel affecting the European Union; or

— the undertaking is the first to submit evidence which in the Commission’s view may enable it to find
an infringement of Article 81 of the EC Treaty in connection with an alleged cartel affecting the
European Union, when the Commission is already in possession of enough information to launch an
inspection, but not to establish an infringement. This type of immunity is available only in cases
where no other cartel member has been granted ‘conditional immunity’ (see point 21 below) under
the conditions set out in the previous indent.

20. To obtain full immunity, a company must also:

— cooperate fully and on a continuous basis with the Commission and provide all evidence in its
possession;

— put an end to the infringement immediately; and

— not have taken steps to coerce other undertakings to participate in the cartel.

21. A company fulfilling the conditions summarised in point 19 above will promptly receive a letter
from the Commission confirming that full immunity will be granted if the conditions set out in the notice
are observed.

22. The 2002 notice provides also for a reduction of fines for companies that do not qualify for
immunity but provide evidence that represents ‘significant added value’ to that already in the
Commission’s possession and terminate their involvement in the cartel. The first company fulfilling these
conditions receives a reduction of 30 to 50 % of the fine which would otherwise have been imposed, the
second successful applicant 20 to 30 % and subsequent successful applicants a reduction of up to 20 %.
Within each of these bands, the final amount of any reduction will depend on the time of submission of
the evidence and the quality of the evidence provided.

23. Successful applicants for reduction of fines will also be given a letter indicating the band to
which they will, in principle, be entitled. This letter will be sent no later than the day the statement of
objections is notified.

¥4∂ OJ C 45, 19.2.2002; see also http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/leniency
¥5∂ As opposed to cases in which illegal price-fixing occurs between undertakings in a vertical relationship, that is, between

actors on different levels of the production and/or distribution chain, for example a producer and his distributors.
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24. The 2002 notice came into force on 14 February and applies to companies which file for leniency
in a cartel case after that date, unless another firm is already cooperating with the Commission in an
investigation into that same cartel on the basis of the 1996 notice.

4. Review of the car block exemption regulation

25. In July, the Commission adopted Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 on the application of
Article 81(3) to vertical agreements and concerted practices in the motor vehicle sector. While this
regulation deals with sector-specific problems, it is nevertheless based on the Commission’s general policy
for the assessment of vertical restraints as laid down in Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999 and the
Commission’s respective guidelines. The details of the new rules applicable to vertical distribution in the
motor vehicle sector are presented in Section C.6.

B — Application of Articles 81, 82 and 86

1. Article 81

1.1. Cartels

1.1.1. Overview of developments in anti-cartel enforcement activity and application of the 2002
leniency notice

26. Hardcore cartels are among the most serious violations of competition rules. What distinguishes
them from all other anticompetitive practices is that they are secret agreements or concerted practices
between competitors. It is due to this characteristic that they are considered ‘cardinal sins’. Cartels are
particularly harmful to European industry and consumers. They diminish social welfare, create allocative
inefficiency and transfer wealth from consumers to the participants in the cartel by modifying output and/
or prices in comparison with market-driven levels. Cartels are harmful also over the long run. Engaging
in cartels to avoid the rigours of competition can result in the creation of artificial, uneconomic and
unstable industry structures, lower productivity gains or fewer technological improvements and sustained
higher prices. Furthermore, the weakening of competition leads to a loss of competitiveness and threatens
sustainable employment opportunities.

27. For all these reasons, the detection, prosecution and punishment of secret hardcore cartel
agreements is one of the central elements of the Commission’s competition policy. To that effect, a
panoply of instruments has been put into place.

28. The Commission has devoted resources specifically to the fight against cartels since 1998, when a
special anti-cartel unit was created within the Competition DG. The decision to create a special unit was
triggered by the fact that cartel members make use of ever more sophisticated tools enabling them to
conceal their activities and to cover their tracks.

29. In 2002, this gradual increase in resources culminated in the creation of a second cartel unit. The
two new units have benefited from the introduction of a more flexible and efficient management
methodology. These units make use of advanced information technologies developed in-house in the
realm of inspections and the processing of documents. Officials are specifically trained in investigatory
techniques and are also specialised in the complex procedural aspects of large contentious cases.
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30. The priority given to the fight against cartels and the handling of cartel cases in 2001 continued
apace and even intensified in 2002. The number of cases dealt with increased more than proportionally to
the additional resources made available to the activity during this period.

31. After 2001, 2002 was again a record year in terms of cartel decisions. The Commission
adopted nine decisions imposing fines totalling about EUR 1 billion: Austrian Banks, Methionine,
Industrial and medical gases, Fine art auction houses, Plasterboard, Methylglucamine, Concrete
reinforcing bars, Specialty graphites and Food flavour enhancers.

32. The number of unannounced inspections also surged considerably, among them being the biggest
inspection the Commission has ever undertaken. This drive stems from the top priority given by the
Commission to stopping illegal cartel activity, and to do so swiftly. In this regard it should be noted that,
once there is awareness of an illegal cartel, time for reaction is very brief, between four and six weeks.
Experience so far shows that, following an inspection, cartels generally collapse and hence stop their
illegal activities.

33. The politically most important occurrence was the adoption of the new leniency notice of
February 2002 (6). Since 1996, the Commission’s leniency policy has been one of the cornerstones of the
Commission’s anti-cartel policy. The new leniency notice improves on the 1996 leniency notice in several
respects. It incorporates a number of changes designed to make it more attractive for companies to come
forward, and thereby to make the Commission’s fight against cartels even more effective. Key elements
of the new notice are: first, full immunity from fines is available to the first company that comes forward;
second, the evidence supplied should be enough for the Commission to order an inspection; third, the
Commission allows hypothetical applications, where actual evidence only needs to be supplied in a
second stage; fourth, taking decisions granting conditional immunity within a matter of weeks provides
up-front legal certainty to the applicant; fifth, even after the Commission has undertaken an inspection,
immunity is still available under certain circumstances; sixth, if immunity has already been granted, or
the Commission already has enough evidence to find an infringement, reductions of fines of up to 50 %
remain possible for companies that provide significant added value to the Commission’s case; last but not
least, with a view to introducing more certainty with respect to reductions, the Commission takes a
preliminary decision on the band of reduction to be applied as soon as possible following the application.

34. The fact that, in its first 10 months of operation, the new notice led to the uncovering of around
10 different cartels in Europe is a clear indication of its effectiveness. This also has a broader effect. The
fear that a cartel member might go to the authorities and obtain immunity tends to destabilise cartel
activity in general. On this basis, the application of the 2002 notice is likely not only to ensure the
detection and punishment of a large number of cartels in the future, but also to significantly undermine
the stability of other, already existing cartels.

35. In the course of 2002, the Commission had the opportunity to highlight another aspect deterring
companies from engaging in cartel activities, namely the increase applied to any fines in case of repeated
infringements of competition rules. The Plasterboard decision is an example of this approach. In this
case, two companies that had previously been found to have committed a similar infringement, for which
they had been fined, incurred higher fines by reason of their repeated infringement. In this context and in
connection with the leniency programme, it should be underlined, however, that even companies with
recidivistic behaviour can still qualify for leniency if they choose to cooperate with the Commission.

¥6∂ OJ C 45, 19.2.2002.
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36. Deterrence is also the underlying objective in cases where the Commission imposes higher fines
or penalties to counteract companies’ practices of obstruction and refusal to cooperate during
inspections. As a response to certain obstructionist and uncooperative practices that occurred mainly in
2002, the Commission will take the necessary measures to ensure compliance with the competition rules,
in particular as regards inspections.

37. On the other hand, the Commission will in future not consider, pursuant to its guidelines on the
method of setting fines, as an aggravating circumstance to be taken into account in determining the
amount of a pecuniary penalty to be imposed on a company, the fact that in-house legal advisers had
warned the management of the illegality of the conduct forming the subject-matter of the Commission’s
decision. Such a communication may, however, be used as evidence of the existence of an infringement.

38. Finally, the high level of international cooperation was maintained in 2002. In particular, the
coordination of investigations and the exchange of non-confidential information with the US and
Canadian anti-cartel authorities was very successful. Moreover, the Commission was involved in three
US civil litigations that raised issues regarding the impact of US discovery proceedings on the
Commission’s leniency policy.

1.1.2. Individual cases in 2002

Austrian banks (7)

39. On 11 June, the Commission imposed fines totalling EUR 124.26 million on eight Austrian banks
for their participation in a wide-ranging price cartel. For details, please refer to the chapter on financial
services below (8).

Methionine (9)

40. On 2 July, the Commission fined Degussa AG and Nippon Soda Company Ltd EUR 118 million
and EUR 9 million respectively for participating in a price-fixing cartel in methionine with Aventis SA
(together with its wholly-owned subsidiary Aventis Animal Nutrition SA). Methionine is one of the most
important amino acids used in compound animal feeds and premixes for all animal species. Following an
investigation which started in 1999, the Commission found that these companies had participated in a
worldwide cartel between February 1986 and February 1999.

41. Aventis (formerly Rhône-Poulenc) was granted full immunity from fines under the Commission’s
leniency notice because it revealed the cartel’s existence to the Commission and provided decisive
evidence on its operation.

Industrial and medical gases (10)

42. On 24 July, the Commission fined AGA AB, Air Liquide BV, Air Products Nederland BV, BOC
Group plc, Messer Nederland BV, NV Hoek Loos and Westfalen Gassen Nederland NV a total of
EUR 25.72 million for participating in a secret cartel in the industrial and medical gases sector in the
Netherlands.

¥7∂ Case COMP/D-1/36.571; IP/02/844, 11.6.2002.
¥8∂ See points 190 et seq.
¥9∂ Case COMP/37.519; IP/02/976, 2.7.2002.
¥10∂ Case COMP/36.700; OJ L 84, 1.4.2003.
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Carlsberg and Heineken (11)

43. On 4 November, the Commission closed its investigation into an alleged market-sharing
agreement between Danish brewer Carlsberg and Dutch brewer Heineken, having found no evidence to
suggest that the suspected infringement had continued after May 1995. Any infringement would therefore have
fallen outside the time limit for fines.

44. On 1 March, the Commission issued statements of objections to Carlsberg and Heineken,
alleging that the two brewers had reached an informal agreement to limit their activities, in particular
their acquisition activities, in each other’s ‘home market’ during the period 1993 to 1996 (12). The
Commission’s case was based on documents found during surprise inspections at the two companies in
spring 2000.

45. Both parties replied in writing to the statement of objections, rejecting the Commission’s
allegations and stressing how difficult it was to enter each other’s home market. Carlsberg also presented
its case at an oral hearing. In the light of the parties’ arguments, the Commission decided to complete its
fact finding by carrying out further inspections at the two brewers’ offices in August. However, these
inspections yielded no fresh evidence falling within the five-year limitation period for imposing fines (13).
On this basis, the Commission decided to close its case (14).

Fine art auction houses (15)

46. In a decision adopted on 30 October, the Commission found that Christie’s and Sotheby’s, the
world’s two leading fine art auction houses, had breached EU competition rules by colluding to fix
commission fees and other trading terms between 1993 and early 2000. The purpose of the cartel
agreement was to reduce the competition between the two leading auction houses that had developed
during the 1980s and early 1990s. The most important aspect of the agreement consisted in an increase in
the commission paid by sellers at auction (the so-called vendor’s commission). But the collusive
agreement also concerned other trading conditions, such as advances paid to sellers, guarantees given for
auction results and payment conditions.

47. In applying the 1996 leniency notice, the Commission considered that Christie’s ought to benefit
from full immunity because it provided decisive proof of the cartel at a time when the Commission had
no investigation open and because it was the first to come forward with such evidence. Sotheby’s fine was
set at EUR 20.4 million, i.e. 6 % of its worldwide turnover. The amount included a 40 % reduction for its
cooperation in the investigation.

Methylglucamine (16)

48. On 27 November, the Commission fined Aventis Pharma SA and Rhône-Poulenc Biochemie SA
(jointly and severally liable) EUR 2.85 million for participating in a price-fixing and market-sharing cartel

¥11∂ Case COMP/F-3/37.851.
¥12∂ IP/02/350, 1.3.2002.
¥13∂ Council Regulation (EEC) No 2988/74 of 26 November 1974 concerning limitation periods in proceedings and the

enforcement of sanctions under the rules of the EEC relating to transport and competition (OJ L 319, 29.11.1974). In this
case, the limitation period ran from May 1995, five years before the date of the Commission’s first inspection at
Carlsberg’s premises.

¥14∂ IP/02/1603, 4.11.2002.
¥15∂ Case COMP/37.784.
¥16∂ Case COMP/37.978; IP/02/1746, 27.11.2002.
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in methylglucamine together with Merck KgaA. Methylglucamine is a chemical used for the synthesis of
X-ray media, pharmaceuticals and colourings. The Commission found that the companies had
participated in a worldwide cartel between November 1990 and December 1999.

49. Merck was granted full immunity from fines under the Commission’s leniency notice because it
revealed the cartel’s existence to the Commission and provided decisive evidence on its operation.

Plasterboard (17)

50. On 27 November, the Commission adopted a decision imposing fines totalling EUR 478 million
on Société Lafarge SA, BPB plc, Gebrüder Knauf Westdeutsche Gipswerke KG and Gyproc Benelux SA/
NV. The Commission characterised these companies’ behaviour as a very serious infringement of
European competition law. The Commission’s investigation, which it had opened on its own initiative,
revealed that the main European plasterboard producers had taken part in a secret cartel covering the four
main markets of the European Union (Benelux, Germany, France and the United Kingdom), whereby
they had agreed to restrict competition on these markets in line with their interests, exchanged
information on their sales volumes and informed one another of price increases on the German and UK
markets. The value of the relevant markets is one of the highest encountered in any Commission cartel
decision over the past decade. BPB, Knauf and Lafarge were involved in the cartel from 1992 to 1998
and were joined by Gyproc in 1996.

51. The amount of the fines was justified by the duration of the infringement and, in the case of
Lafarge (EUR 249.6 million) and BPB (EUR 138.6 million), by the fact that for these companies it was a
repeat infringement of Article 81, which constituted an aggravating circumstance. Only BPB and Gyproc
cooperated with the Commission’s services, and they alone benefited from a reduction in their fines on
that score.

52. This decision is further proof of the Commission’s determination to uncover and punish
infringements of competition law, whether on the basis of investigations opened on its own initiative or
on that of requests for application of the leniency policy. In its fight against cartels, the Commission gives
priority to the important sectors of the European economy and in particular to sectors where its action is
directly capable of enhancing consumer welfare. The decision confirms, moreover, the Commission’s
determination to suitably punish companies which repeat manifestly anticompetitive behaviour by
increasing the amount of their fine.

Food flavour enhancers (18)

53. On 17 December, the Commission fined Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Japan), Cheil Jedang Corporation
(South Korea) and Daesang Corporation (South Korea) EUR 15.54 million, EUR 2.74 million and EUR
2.28 million respectively for participating in a price-fixing and customer allocation cartel in nucleotides
together with Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd (Japan). Nucleotide, or nucleic acid, is made from glucose
and is used in the food industry to add flavour to foods. Following an investigation which started in 1999,
the Commission found that these companies had participated in a worldwide cartel between 1988
and 1998.

¥17∂ Case COMP/37.152.
¥18∂ Case COMP/37.671; IP/02/1907, 17.12.2002.
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54. With regard to the leniency notice, it is important to note that Takeda was granted full immunity
from fines because it submitted decisive evidence on the operation of the cartel at a time when the
Commission had no knowledge of the cartel.

Specialty graphite (19)

55. On 17 December, the Commission fined SGL Carbon AG, Le Carbone-Lorraine SA, Ibiden Co.
Ltd, Tokai Carbon Co. Ltd, Toyo Tanso Co. Ltd, NSCC Techno Carbon Co. Ltd, Nippon Steel Chemical
Co. Ltd, Intech EDM BV and Intech EDM AG a total of EUR 51.8 million for taking part in a price-
fixing cartel on the market in isostatic specialty graphite (20). In addition, SGL Carbon AG was fined
EUR 8.81 million for its involvement in another price-fixing collusion affecting the market in extruded
specialty graphite. GrafTech International Ltd (formerly UCAR), which was also found liable for both
infringements, benefited from a 100 % reduction in its fine because it revealed the cartel’s existence to
the Commission and provided decisive evidence on its operation.

Concrete reinforcing bars (21)

56. On 17 December, the Commission adopted a decision imposing fines totalling EUR 85 million
on nine undertakings, corresponding to 11 companies (Alfa Acciai SpA, Feralpi Siderurgica SpA,
Ferriere Nord SpA, IRO Industrie Riunite Odolesi SpA, Leali SpA and Acciaierie e Ferriere Leali Luigi
SpA in liquidation, Lucchini SpA and Siderpotenza SpA, Riva Acciaio SpA, Valsabbia Investimenti SpA
and Ferriera Valsabbia SpA) and one trade association (Federacciai) for their involvement in a cartel
covering the Italian concrete reinforcing bars market. This constituted a very serious infringement of
Article 65(1) of the ECSC Treaty.

57. The single, complex and continuous agreement in question consisted of several elements: the
fixing of prices for ‘size extras’ (a supplement based on the diameter of the concrete reinforcing bar,
which is added to the basic price), the fixing of the basic price, the fixing of payment times, and the
restricting or controlling of production and/or sales.

58. The companies were fined between EUR 26.9 million and EUR 3.57 million. The Commission
took into account the fact that Riva and Lucchini are major groups whose turnover is much bigger than
that of the other members of the cartel.

59. In accordance with the Eurofer judgment (22), Federacciai was an addressee of the Commission’s
decision but no fine was imposed on it. Ferriere Nord was a repeat offender, which constituted an
aggravating circumstance; at the same time, it alone cooperated with the Commission’s services and it
therefore qualified for a reduction in its fine as provided for in the leniency notice.

60. In this case, the Commission applied the provisions of the ECSC Treaty after that Treaty had
expired. In so doing, it was acting in accordance with its communication of 26 June 2002 concerning
certain aspects of the treatment of competition cases resulting from the expiry of the ECSC Treaty (23), in
which it stated its intention to follow the general principles of law in relation to the succession of laws.
According to the communication: ‘If the Commission, when applying the Community competition rules

¥19∂ Case COMP/37.667; IP/02/1906, 17.12.2002.
¥20∂ ‘Specialty graphites’ is the general term widely used in the industry to describe a group of graphite products for diverse

applications.
¥21∂ Case COMP/37.956.
¥22∂ Case T-136/94, judgment of 11.3.1999.
¥23∂ OJ C 152, 26.6.2002.
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to agreements, identifies an infringement in a field covered by the ECSC Treaty, the substantive law
applicable will be, irrespective of when such application takes place, the law in force at the time when the
facts constituting the infringement occurred. In any event, as regards procedure, the law applicable after
the expiry of the ECSC Treaty will be the EC law’.

1.2. Vertical agreements

Nintendo (24)

61. On 30 October, the Commission imposed fines totalling EUR 167.9 million on Nintendo
Corporation Ltd and Nintendo of Europe GmbH (respectively the ultimate parent company of the
Nintendo group and its main European subsidiary); John Menzies plc; Soc. Rep. Concentra L.DA; Linea
GIG SpA; Nortec SA; Bergsala AB; Itochu Corporation; and CD-Contact Data GmbH.

62. In the decision, the Commission concluded that the addressees participated in an infringement of
Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement restricting parallel trade in
Nintendo’s consoles and game cartridges throughout the EEA. Apart from formal distribution agreements
that restricted parallel exports, the parties collaborated closely to trace the origin of parallel trade and
identify parallel traders.

63. The infringement was orchestrated by Nintendo, but the rest of the addressees, Nintendo’s
independent distributors in different EEA countries, actively and, in most cases, willingly cooperated
with Nintendo in the implementation of the infringement and benefited from it. In determining the fines
imposed, groupings were made to reflect the real impact on competition of each undertaking’s offending
conduct, given the large disparities between them. In addition, a multiplying factor was applied to the
starting amount of the fine set for Nintendo, John Menzies and Itochu to ensure a sufficiently deterrent
effect in view of their size and overall resources.

64. Several aggravating circumstances led to increases in the amounts of fines: acting as the leader
and instigator of the infringement (Nintendo), continuation of the infringement after the Commission had
started its investigations (Nintendo, John Menzies) and an attempt to mislead the Commission with
regard to the real scope of the infringement by providing incorrect information in response to a formal
request for information (John Menzies). The Commission also recognised attenuating circumstances in
this case: a purely passive role (Soc. Rep. Concentra L.DA) and effective cooperation with the
Commission in the course of the administrative procedure (Nintendo, John Menzies).

65. By granting large reductions to Nintendo and John Menzies following their cooperation, the
Commission stressed the importance it attaches to such cooperation even where infringements of a
vertical nature are concerned, to which the leniency notice does not apply. Finally, account was taken of
the fact that Nintendo offered substantial financial compensation to third parties having suffered financial
harm as a result of the infringement.

66. As this decision highlights, restrictions of parallel trade constitute a very serious infringement of
Article 81 of the EC Treaty and will be prosecuted and punished by the Commission in a way similar to
its enforcement action addressing classical horizontal cartels.

¥24∂ Cases COMP/C-3/35.587, COMP/C-3/35.706 and COMP/C-3/36.321.
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2. Articles 82 and 86

2.1. Article 82

67. While no formal decisions concerning the abuse of dominant positions were adopted in the
course of the year, the Commission continued to pay great attention to the disruptive effects which
abusive behaviour by dominant firms has on competition on the markets. A number of cases, both
triggered by complaints and started on the Commission’s own initiative, are currently under
investigation, concerning a variety of sectors such as telecommunications, transport and the media (25).

IMS Health (26)

68. During 2002 there were a number of further developments in this case, in which the Commission
had decided to impose interim measures (27) on IMS Health on 3 July 2001. This decision was
subsequently suspended by the courts pending a final judgment in the proceedings for its annulment (28).
These latter proceedings are suspended pending the outcome of a reference for a preliminary ruling (29)
from the Frankfurt Landgericht (regional court) on questions related to the Commission decision.

69. While the Commission continued its assessment of IMS’ conduct in the main proceedings
in 2002, the German courts delivered a number of rulings of relevance to IMS’s intellectual property
rights in the 1 860 brick structure (30). The Commission decision had been based on the premiss that the
structure and derivatives thereof were covered by copyright (31). The most recent ruling, made by the
Frankfurt Oberlandesgericht (higher regional court) on 17 September in IMS v Pharma Intranet (PI) (32),
found that IMS did not have standing to sue to assert copyright law claims, either in respect of a
copyright or a sui generis right, but that it could assert a cease and desist claim for PI’s infringement of
the German unfair competition act. However, the court held that this latter right did not allow IMS to
monopolise all structures similar to or derived from the 1 860 structure. The Commission will continue to
monitor ongoing cases in the German courts in deciding what action to take in the main proceedings in
this case.

2.2. Article 86

70. In its max.mobil judgment of 30 January 2002 in Case T-54/99, the Court of First Instance had to
decide upon an action for annulment brought under Article 230 of the EC Treaty by the second-ranking
Austrian mobile phone operator max.mobil. The action was directed against a letter in which the
Commission had informed max.mobil that it would not pursue the complaint by which the applicant had
requested the Commission to intervene against Austria on the basis of Article 86(3) of the EC Treaty,
given that Austria had allegedly infringed Article 86(1), read in conjunction with Article 82 of the EC
Treaty in the context of fixing concession fees.

¥25∂ For more details, see the sectoral sections of this report: Section I.C.4.3 on railway transport, point 133; Section I.C.8. on
the information society, point 196.

¥26∂ Case COMP/38.044: IMS Health/NDC.
¥27∂ Decision of 3.7.2001 (OJ L 59, 28.2.2002), which ordered IMS to license its ‘1 860 brick structure’, which segments

Germany into 1 860 sales zones.
¥28∂ Orders of 26.10.2001 in Case T-184/01 R and of 11.4.2002 in Case C-481/01 P(R).
¥29∂ Case C-418/01.
¥30∂ Segmentation of the national territory into 1 860 geographical areas, or bricks, for the purpose of aggregating sales data

for the pharmaceutical industry in Germany.
¥31∂ Decision, paragraph 36.
¥32∂ Pharma Intranet AG was bought by NDC on 16 October 2000.
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71. Article 86(3) of the EC Treaty empowers the Commission to ensure the application of
Articles 86(1) and 86(2) and, where necessary, to address the appropriate directives or decisions to
Member States. For a long time, the position of the Community judicature had been to confirm the
Commission’s view that it can exercise its discretion as to whether and how to make use of its powers
under Article 86(3) without being limited in this exercise by the existence of complaints made by third
parties. This meant that where the Commission did not act upon a complaint brought by an individual
against a Member State for infringement of Article 86(1), or where the Commission refused to act, that
individual had no standing for an application for failure to act or for annulment, as the case may be. In
a judgment of 20 February 1997 (33), while again rejecting as inadmissible the application for annulment
brought at the time by a complainant against the refusal by the Commission to intervene under Article
86(3), the Court of Justice considered that it could not be ruled out that in exceptional circumstances an
individual might have standing to bring such an action (34).

72. In its abovementioned max.mobil judgment, the Court of First Instance substantially deviated
from the previous case-law. It held that individual complainants under Article 86(3) had a right to the
Commission’s examining their complaint in a diligent and impartial way. According to the Court of First
Instance, that obligation was amenable to judicial review, which meant that the complainant had standing
to bring an action under Article 230 of the EC Treaty for annulment of an act by which the Commission
refused to use its powers under Article 86(3). In substance, the judgment held that the role of the
Community judicature was limited to scrutinising the Commission’s act with regard to three points, i.e.
(1) whether it included a statement of reasons which was prima facie consistent and reflected due
consideration of the relevant aspects of the case; (2) whether the facts relied on were materially accurate;
and (3) whether the prima facie assessment of those facts was not vitiated by any manifest error.

73. Following those criteria when considering the Commission’s letter at issue, the Court of First
Instance rejected max.mobil’s application as unfounded. Nevertheless, given that this case raised
important questions of principle, the Commission has appealed to the Court of Justice, requesting that the
Court of First Instance’s judgment be set aside and that max.mobil’s action be rejected as inadmissible (35).

C — Sector-based competition developments

1. Energy: liberalisation in the electricity and gas sectors

74. The year 2002 was very important for the liberalisation of the European gas and electricity
markets. Significant progress was made towards the adoption of new legislation (a directive for the
completion of the internal gas and electricity markets — hereinafter called the ‘acceleration directive’, a
regulation on cross-border electricity trade and a directive on security of supply in the gas sector). At the

¥33∂ Judgment of the Court of 20.2.1997 in case C-107/95 P: Bilanzbuchhalter.
¥34∂ On the basis of the Court of Justice’s ruling in Bilanzbuchhalter, an action against the Commission for failure to act was

for the first time considered admissible by the Court of First Instance in its TF 1 judgment (3.6.1999, Case T-17/96). The
Court of First Instance was of the opinion that the complainant was in an exceptional situation. However, since the
Commission had taken a position before the date of the judgment, there was no need to adjudicate upon the application
for failure to act. On appeal, the Court of Justice (12.7.2001, Joined Cases C-302/99 and C-308/99 P) confirmed that,
since the Commission had defined its position and thus deprived the action for failure to act of its object, it had not been
necessary for the Court of First Instance to examine the admissibility of that action.

¥35∂ OJ C 169, 13.7.2002.
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same time, the Commission concluded a number of very important competition cases relating to the
energy sector.

75. The key event of the year was the Council meeting of energy ministers on 25 November. In the
course of this meeting, EU Member States reached political agreement on the acceleration directive (36)
(revision of Directive 96/92/EC for electricity and Directive 98/930/EC for gas) and on the regulation on
cross-border electricity trade. This political agreement is a major step for energy liberalisation and —
once formally adopted (expected for summer 2003) — will provide market participants with the required
legal certainty to carry on their business activities in the energy sector in the years to come.

76. As regards the acceleration directive, the essential elements of the political compromise reached
between EU Member States in November can be summarised as follows: (1) market opening for all non-
domestic gas and electricity customers as of 1 July 2004 and for all other customers — i.e. including private
households — as of 1 July 2007; (2) reinforced universal service obligations in the electricity sector
(guarantee of supply at reasonable prices); (3) legal and functional unbundling for transmission system
operators as of 1 July 2004 (for distribution system operators, functional unbundling as of 1 July 2004 and
legal unbundling as of 1 July 2007); (4) introduction of a regulated third party access regime for
transmission and distribution networks and LNG (37) facilities. For storage, EU Member States have a
choice between regulated and negotiated third party access regimes; (5) regulatory authorities need to be
established, which have at least the authority to fix methodologies underlying the calculation of the
network access tariffs, or to approve such methodologies prior to their entry into force; (6) derogations
from regulated tariffs might be permitted by the Commission for major new gas infrastructure.

77. The regulation on cross-border trade in the electricity sector aims at setting fair rules for cross-
border exchange in electricity, thus enhancing competition within the internal electricity market. The
essential elements of the political compromise reached between EU Member States can be summarised
as follows: (1) establishment of a compensation mechanism in favour of transmission system operators
for costs incurred as a result of hosting cross-border flows of electricity, compensation to be paid by the
operators of the transmission systems from which cross-border flows originate and the transmission
system where those flows end; (2) setting harmonised principles on cross-border transmission charges, in
particular, the application of non-discriminatory, transparent, non-distance-related charges for network
use, although signals to reflect generation/consumption balance (38) are allowed; (3) setting rules to
maximise availability of transmission capacity; (4) establishment of principles to deal with congestion;
(5) setting rules on the use of revenues from congestion management; (6) involvement of regulators in
tariff and capacity allocation issues; (7) setting of penalties by Member States for regulation infringements
and reporting obligation by Member States to the Commission, which monitors the implementation of
the regulation.

78. The political agreement reached by EU Member States is largely in conformity with the
Commission’s amended proposal for an acceleration directive and for a regulation on cross-border trade
in the electricity sector, both adopted in June (39). This proposal incorporated the results of the Barcelona
European Council and of the discussions in the Council working groups and took into account a series of
amendments adopted by the European Parliament in the course of its first reading of the legislative
package. The Commission had, however, proposed an earlier date for full market opening.

¥36∂ Council Document 14867/02 of 27.11.2002 for gas and Council Document 14869/02 of 27.11.2002 for electricity.
¥37∂ Liquified natural gas.
¥38∂ ‘Locational signals’.
¥39∂ COM(2002) 304 final, 7.6.2002.
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79. In addition to the internal market package, the Commission adopted a proposal for a directive on
security of supply in the gas sector (40). This proposal is aimed at clarifying and defining the responsibilities
of market operators in the liberalised European gas markets as regards security of supply. In this respect,
it is an important element of the proposal that Member States should introduce certain minimum
standards for supplying non-interruptible customers, e.g. capacity and volume available under severe
weather conditions or in the event of a major supply disruption. However, these rules will not apply to
companies with small market shares.

80. The proposal for a directive also underlines the importance of long-term gas supply contracts for
Europe’s supply security in the gas sector. Whilst the proposal maintains that the degree to which
long-term gas supply contracts are currently used is more than satisfactory at EU level, it also introduces
a mechanism that allows for the monitoring of these contracts and for taking appropriate action should
the degree to which such long-term contracts are used be considered to be no longer satisfactory. In this
respect, it is also important to underline that long-term gas supply contracts are not ipso facto
incompatible with EU competition law but the Commission will monitor whether such an incompatibility
arises in individual cases. To the extent that restrictions in gas supply contracts are necessary to underpin
significant investments, e.g. in a new gas field, the Commission will take this into account.

81. The adoption of legislation aimed at liberalising European energy markets must be accompanied
by the strict application of European competition law. The contribution of European competition law to
the liberalisation process is likely to increase over the next few years, when legislative measures in EU
Member States create the appropriate legal framework for the introduction of effective competition in the
energy markets. In this respect, it is the role of European and national competition authorities to ensure
that State measures which prevent the creation of a common energy market are not replaced by measures
taken by market operators.

82. Taking into account the modernisation exercise, which leads to the decentralisation of the
application of European competition law, close cooperation between the Commission and national
authorities will be required. In order to set the right priorities, this cooperation should not be limited to
national competition authorities, but will also be extended as far as possible to national regulators, which
have a decisive role to play when it comes to putting liberalisation policy into practice.

83. The Commission considers that the various energy markets are often still dominated by
national champions, calling for strict application of the antitrust rules; that the liberalisation process
will in all likelihood lead to further merger activity, calling for strict application of the merger control
legislation; and that certain energy companies might try to benefit from State aid in order to improve
their competitive situation in liberalised energy markets, calling for strict application of the State aid
rules.

84. In the antitrust sector, the Commission continues to focus on aspects of supply competition and
network issues. The Commission considers that arrangements between suppliers may artificially reduce
choices for customers and restrict their ability to switch suppliers. As regards access to networks, the
Commission takes the view that, without the introduction of an effective, transparent and non-
discriminatory third party access regime, alternative suppliers will be prevented from reaching customers
with competing offers.

¥40∂ COM(2002) 488 final, 11.9.2002.
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85. As regards supply competition, the main achievement in 2002 was the settlement of the GFU
case (41). This case concerned the joint marketing of Norwegian gas through a gas negotiation committee
(GFU). It was this committee, rather than individual companies, that decided who could buy Norwegian
gas and at what price. The effect of the GFU scheme was that European customers could not choose
between Norwegian gas producers, which together meet 10 % of European demand, but could deal only
with GFU. The case was closed by the Commission after the companies undertook to market their gas
individually in future and after certain accompanying measures were taken by the two leading operators,
Statoil and Norsk Hydro, which favour new customers.

86. Synergen is another case relating to the improvement of the supply structure (42). This concerned
the construction of a power plant in Dublin, Ireland, by the incumbent Irish electricity producer ESB and
the Norwegian gas and oil company Statoil. In order to overcome the relevant competition concerns (due
among other things to Statoil’s commitment to leave the marketing of the electricity produced by
Synergen to ESB), ESB undertook to make electricity available by means of auctions or direct sales.
These volumes can be used by new market entrants to build up a customer base when constructing a new
power plant.

87. As regards the improvement of the network access regime, the Commission carried out a number
of important investigations, most of which have, however, not yet been concluded. In 2002, the
Commission dealt in particular with the operation of the United Kingdom–Belgium gas interconnector (43).
It was able to conclude this investigation after it became clear that the companies concerned had taken or
would take certain measures in the near future facilitating third party access to this important pipeline
linking the United Kingdom and Belgium.

88. Merger activity in the energy sector continued in 2002, at both national and EU level. At the latter
level, however, there was a tendency for the number of transactions to decrease slightly compared with
previous years. However, there are indications that the liberalisation which is currently taking place in the
gas sector may lead to more mergers in this area. The main area of concentration took place in the
generation and supply of electricity and in the trading business. No full, in-depth investigation was
undertaken into electricity mergers during 2002.

89. In the gas sector, one merger was of particular importance in 2002. The Commission authorised,
subject to conditions, the joint acquisition of the Baden-Württemberg regional gas wholesaler Gas
Versorgung Süddeutschland (GVS) by the German electricity firm Energie Baden-Württemberg AG
(EnBW) and the Italian gas and petroleum company ENI SpA (44). The operation, as initially notified to
the Commission, would have led to the strengthening of GVS’s dominant position on the regional gas
wholesale market by securing a substantial part of GVS’s customers, currently controlled by EnBW. In
order to address these competition concerns, the parties undertook to grant early termination rights to all
local gas distributors which entered into long-term supply contracts with GVS or with other subsidiaries
currently controlled by EnBW.

90. The year 2002 was also very important for State aid control in the energy sector. The
investigations related most prominently to the question of stranded costs (45). In this context, the
Commission’s departments published a first inventory of public aid granted in respect of different energy

¥41∂ Case COMP/E-4/36.072; IP 02/1084, 17.7.2002.
¥42∂ Case COMP/E-4/37.732; IP 02/792, 31.5.2002.
¥43∂ Case COMP/E-4/38.075; IP 02/401, 13.3.2002.
¥44∂ Case COMP/M.2822; IP 02/1905, 17.12.2002.
¥45∂ See in this respect the section on State aid, points 386 et seq. 
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sources (46). The inventory identifies and records the various national and EU measures taken in the field
of energy, where the relevant information is available. The inventory goes beyond the strict legal concept
of State aid, and is designed as a tool to monitor the future impact of aid on the various markets.

2. Postal services

2.1. New postal directive

91. On 10 June, the Council and the European Parliament adopted the new postal directive, Directive
2002/39/EC (47). Following a Commission proposal, the Council had reached a common position on a
text aimed at amending the existing postal directive on 15 October 2001. The main changes introduced
by the Council at that time were as follows:

— a further opening of the market with a progressive reduction of the reserved area as of 1 January 2003
and as of 1 January 2006 (48);

— the possibility of completing the internal postal market in 2009 (49), by means of a Commission
proposal to be approved by the European Parliament and the Council;

— the liberalisation of outgoing cross-border mail except for those Member States where it needs to be
part of the reserved services in order to ensure the provision of the universal service;

— the prohibition of cross-subsidisation of universal services outside the reserved area out of revenues
from services in the reserved area, unless this is strictly necessary to fulfil specific universal service
obligations imposed in the competitive area;

— the application of the principles of transparency and non-discrimination whenever universal service
providers apply special tariffs.

92. The text was subsequently revised and approved by the European Parliament with three further
amendments, which, however, do not influence the new elements listed above.

¥46∂ http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/energy_transport/home/aids/energy_en.htm
¥47∂ Directive 2002/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 June 2002 amending Directive 97/67/EC with

regard to the further opening to competition of Community postal services.
¥48∂ In particular, as of 2003 the non-reserved area will include letters weighing more than 100 g; this weight limit will not

apply if the price is equal to or more than three times the public tariff for an item of correspondence in the first weight
step of the fastest category. As of 2006, the non-reserved area will include letters weighing more than 50 g; this weight
limit will not apply if the price is equal to or more than three times the public tariff for an item of correspondence in the
first weight step of the fastest category.

¥49∂ In 2006, the Commission will complete a study evaluating, for each Member State, the impact on universal service of the
completion of the internal postal market in 2009. On the basis of this study the Commission will submit a report to the
European Parliament and the Council accompanied by a proposal confirming, if appropriate, the date of 2009 for the full
completion of the internal postal market or determining any other step in the light of the study’s findings.
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3. Telecommunications

3.1. New regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services

93. On 14 February, the Council adopted a new regulatory framework for the ex ante regulation of
electronic communications networks and services, which entered into force on 24 April. This new
legislative package made up of five directives (50) in all is a major overhaul of the regulatory framework
for telecommunications, aimed at bringing more competition into this crucial sector for the European
economy. Four of the directives (Framework Directive 2002/21/EC, Access Directive 2002/19/EC,
Authorisation Directive 2002/20/EC and Universal Service Directive 2002/22/EC) are to be transposed
into national law by 25 July 2003 and applied from that date, while the directive on privacy and electronic
communications, Directive 2002/58/EC, is to be implemented by 31 October 2003.

94. The new regulatory package aims to be technology-neutral, treating all transmission networks in
an equivalent manner. It ensures that market players are regulated only where necessary and in a
consistent manner across the EU, inter alia by giving the Commission powers to require national
regulatory authorities to withdraw draft decisions in key areas linked to the functioning of the internal
market.

95. One of the most important features of the new framework is the new definition of the notion of
‘significant market power’ (SMP), which is now based on the definition of dominance under Article 82 of
the EC Treaty (see Article 14 of the framework directive). As a result of this change in definition, as a
general rule, an ex ante regulatory obligation can only be imposed on undertakings in a single or
collective dominant position within the meaning of Article 82. Under the previous regulatory framework,
an undertaking was subject to ex ante regulation if it had a 25 % market share. The new definition of SMP
will thus have the effect of raising the regulatory barrier while at the same time ensuring consistency
between ex ante regulation and ex post enforcement of the competition rules concerning dominant
undertakings.

96. Another important aspect of the new framework is the obligation on national regulatory
authorities (NRAs) to conduct a proper market analysis before imposing any kind of regulatory
obligations on undertakings with SMP. In particular, NRAs will have to define the relevant product and
geographic market in order to assess whether an undertaking has SMP. In that respect, the
Commission (51) has adopted guidelines for market analysis and the assessment of SMP (52), setting out
the methodology and competition law principles that NRAs should follow when carrying out their market
analysis. In practice, NRAs are expected to focus their market analysis on those markets which justify ex
ante regulation in view of certain criteria. These markets are listed in a recommendation that the
Commission adopted on 11 February 2003 (53) pursuant to Article 15 of the framework directive. If an
NRA decides to regulate a market which is not listed in the recommendation, it will have to seek the
Commission’s prior approval and follow the procedure set out in Article 7 of the framework directive.

97. Finally, the new framework provides that NRAs are expected to collaborate with national
competition authorities (NCAs) when carrying out their market analysis. The role of NCAs will thus be
reinforced since they will have to ensure that market definitions or issues related to dominance will be
treated consistently from an ex ante and from an ex post perspective. Within the context of this

¥50∂ OJ L 108, 24.4.2002 and OJ L 201, 31.7.2002.
¥51∂ In accordance with Article 15 of the framework directive.
¥52∂ OJ C 165, 11.7.2002.
¥53∂ Case C(2003) 497.
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cooperation, NRAs and NCAs will also be entitled to exchange confidential information provided that
the receiving authority ensures the same level of confidentiality as the originating authority (Article 3(5)
of the framework directive).

98. In its communication on the 1999 communications review (54) the Commission had envisaged
codifying and simplifying Directive 90/388/EEC on competition in the markets for telecommunications
services (55), at the same time as adopting a new regulatory framework for electronic communications
networks and services.

99. Following the adoption of a first draft directive on 12 July 2000, which was submitted for
public consultation (56), the Commission proceeded to rework it to ensure consistency and establish a link
with the directives of the new regulatory framework. The new directive, Directive 2002/77/EC, which
was adopted on 16 September (57), pursues the same fundamental objectives as Directive 90/388/EEC,
namely: (a) the abolition of existing exclusive and special rights and the prohibition of the granting of
new exclusive and special rights in the electronic communications sector in the broad sense; (b) the
recognition of the right of undertakings to exercise their fundamental freedom of establishment and to
provide services within an undistorted competitive framework.

100. More particularly, only those provisions that are still necessary to attain the objectives of the
original directives based on Article 86 have been maintained. A number of provisions that have become
obsolete have been deleted, as have the provisions of the old ‘competition’ directive which have been
reproduced in the new regulatory framework and which concern harmonisation of the conditions of
access to networks and services.

3.2. Closure of sector enquiry into leased lines

101. In November, the Commission decided to close the leased line sector enquiry it had launched in
1999, since the concerns relating to high prices and issues of possible discrimination were now being
adequately addressed, both at national level through the enforcement of the EU sector-specific regulation
by national regulatory authorities (NRAs), and through own-initiative procedures by the Commission
relating to specific EU Member States (58).

102. The conclusions of the first phase of the enquiry had emphasised high prices and diverging
pricing policies in the EU that were not justified by cost differences (59). In November 2000, the
Competition DG had opened five own-initiative investigations into possible excessive prices and/or
discriminatory behaviour in the provision of leased lines in Belgium, Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain.
Two years later, the Commission found a considerable decrease in leased line prices across the EU. For
example, since the launch of the sector enquiry in July 1999, 2 Mbps international leased line prices have
gone down by 30 to 40 % on average (60). A second important outcome is a proactive stance on the part of
NRAs regarding the provision of leased lines and pricing for such lines.

¥54∂ COM(1999) 539.
¥55∂ As successively amended by Directives 94/46/EC, 95/51/EC, 96/2/EC, 96/19/EC and 1999/64/EC.
¥56∂ OJ C 96, 27.3.2001.
¥57∂ OJ L 249, 17.9.2002.
¥58∂ IP/02/1852, 11.12.2002.
¥59∂ For more details of the outcome of the sector enquiry, see working document of September 2000 at: http://europa.eu.int/

comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/leased_lines/
¥60∂ For more details of the outcome of the sector enquiry and the individual own-initiative cases, see explanatory

memorandum of November 2002 at: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/leased_lines/
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103. The Commission therefore decided to close its own-initiative investigations regarding Belgium
and Italy given the evidence of significant improvements in the competitive situation in those Member
States. Similarly, subject to a further decrease in prices for international leased lines between
neighbouring or nearby EU Member States or further justification of their level, the Spanish case
might be closed. The Competition DG will continue to closely monitor the situation in Portugal and
Greece.

4. Transport

4.1. Air transport

4.1.1. Renewal of block exemption Regulation (EEC) No 1617/93

104. On 25 June, the Commission adopted Regulation (EC) No 1105/2002 (61), renewing the block
exemption for passenger tariff conferences for the purpose of interlining in Regulation (EEC) No 1617/93
until 30 June 2005. The renewal is conditional on air carriers participating in conferences collecting
certain data on the relative importance of the consultations for interlining. Interlining occurs when a
passenger travels with more than one airline or alliance on the same ticket.

105. The block exemption applies to just one organisation, the International Air Transport Association
(IATA). Most EEA airlines (including all flag carriers) are members of IATA and take part in twice-yearly
conferences where they agree fares for interline journeys. Having considered the arguments advanced by
the various respondents to a consultation paper that the Competition DG issued in 2001, the Commission
concluded that the block exemption should be extended for a further three years. The tariff conferences
result in a benefit in the form of fully flexible interlining and it is unlikely that such a benefit could currently
be completely achieved using other less restrictive means. While prohibiting the tariff conferences would
not mean the end of interlining altogether, it would reduce the fare products available for a significant
number of consumers and, in the short term at least, could make it harder for small airlines to compete.

106. However, as alliances develop, it might be argued that in the longer term the need for tariff
conferences becomes less obvious, in particular on high-traffic routes. In order to enable it to examine in
future whether a block exemption is still necessary, the Commission has imposed a further condition on
the airlines participating in the conferences, obliging them to collect data providing concrete information
on the extent to which tickets issued in the EEA are tickets at IATA tariffs, and the relative importance of
such tickets for interlining.

107. The new regulation also extends the current block exemption for slot allocation and airport
scheduling until 30 June 2005. This block exemption is closely related to Council Regulation (EEC)
No 95/93 of 18 January 1993 on common rules for the allocation of slots at Community airports.
Together, the block exemption and the Council regulation set out the conditions under which air carriers
can take part in the scheduling conferences at which slots at congested airports are allocated. The
Commission has proposed certain amendments to Regulation (EEC) No 95/93 and the possibilities of
further amendments that are more than purely technical are currently being examined. The extension of
the block exemption for airport scheduling will also ensure that the two remaining exemptions in
Regulation (EEC) No 1617/93 are synchronised and will allow the Commission to reconsider that
regulation in its entirety before 30 June 2005.

¥61∂ OJ L 167, 26.6.2002.
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4.1.2. Competition policy in international aviation

108. In order to ensure that competition is preserved and promoted in the field of international air
transport, it is an essential prerequisite that the Commission has effective and efficient enforcement tools.
In the past the Commission has submitted several proposals, most recently in 1997, to the Council for
extending the scope of Regulations (EEC) No 3975/87 and (EEC) No 3976/87 to transport between the
EU and third countries. So far, the Council has not decided on these proposals (62). The Court’s judgments
in the ‘open skies’ cases, confirming the need for a coordinated international air transport policy, also
imply the need for a review and relaunching of these proposals (63). A fully effective competition policy
in international aviation can only be achieved by overcoming the Commission’s existing investigation
and enforcement limitations. The Commission is currently preparing a new proposal, which it envisages
submitting to the Council in the course of 2003.

4.1.3. Transatlantic alliances

109. On 21 February, British Airways and American Airlines confirmed that their alliance agreements,
which had been investigated by the Commission in close cooperation with the UK Office of Fair Trading,
were terminated. As a consequence, the Commission decided to close the procedure it had opened in this
case.

110. On 28 October, the Commission decided (64) to close the proceedings it had initiated in 1996
with a view to examining the alliance between KLM and its US partner NorthWest under the EU
competition rules, as well as that between Lufthansa, SAS and the US carrier United Airlines. In the
case of LH/SAS/UA the Commission came to its conclusion on the basis of a package of commitments
proposed by the parties to address the competition concerns on a number of routes from Frankfurt airport
to the United States, as well as on the basis of a declaration by the German Government, removing
possible regulatory barriers for new entrants on those routes. In the case of KLM/NorthWest no
commitments were held necessary.

111. In November, the Commission also closed its investigation in the bmi British Midland/United
Airlines case. In this case the Commission had not launched formal proceedings but had cooperated
actively with the UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) (65). The OFT adopted a formal decision on
1 November granting the alliance an individual exemption under Article 81(3) of the Treaty. Both
authorities have come to the conclusion that the alliance agreement between bmi and United Airlines
fulfils the necessary requirements to merit such an exemption.

112. The Commission is continuing to investigate the Skyteam Alliance, between Air France, Alitalia,
Delta, CSA, Korean Air and AerMexico, which was officially launched in July 2000. To that end a notice
was published in the Official Journal of the European Communities in March, inviting third parties to

¥62∂ COM(97) 218 final.
¥63∂ Cases C-466/98, C-467/98, C-468/98, C-469/98, C-471/98, C-472/98, C-475/98 and C-476/98 against the United

Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria and Germany.
¥64∂ OJ C 264, 30.10.2002.
¥65∂ For procedural reasons the OFT took the lead in this case, using its powers under the EC competition law enforcement

regulations 2001. It should be recalled that Council Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87, which lays down detailed rules for the
application of Articles 81 and 82, relates only to air transport between EU airports. However, the OFT has powers under
the enforcement regulations to make a decision on the application of Articles 81 and 82 in relation to (inter alia) air
transport between Member States and third countries. In the absence of such powers, the Commission would have had to
investigate the alliance using its powers under Article 85, under which it would only have been able to propose measures
to be taken to bring infringements to an end.
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comment (66). The Commission is currently examining the comments submitted by third parties and other
information received in the meantime.

4.1.4. Intra-European alliances and mergers

113. On 1 July, the Commission sent a letter of serious doubts to Air France and to Alitalia concerning
their cooperation on certain routes between France and Italy. The Commission believes that their
cooperation agreement cannot be approved in its current form, since it would eliminate competition on a
large number of routes between Italy and France. Sending a letter of serious doubts is the first formal step
in the Commission’s investigation. It could lead to a prohibition decision unless the companies address
the Commission’s concern.

114. On 5 July, subject to substantive undertakings from the parties, the Commission approved the
partnership between Lufthansa and Austrian Airlines (67). The conditions imposed in the decision aim to
reduce entry barriers and to encourage inter-modal competition. Given the serious effects of the alliance
on competition, the Commission imposed a number of remedies on the parties that had not been required
in previous decisions, in particular a price reduction mechanism and the obligation to enter into special
prorate agreements and inter-modal agreements.

115. During 2002 the Commission also started to investigate alliance agreements between British
Airways, Iberia and GB Airways and between British Airways and SN Brussels Airlines. In the latter case
a notice summarising the cooperation agreements was published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities (68).

116. The Commission also examined the SAS/Spanair merger and took a decision clearing the merger
in March (69). Furthermore, the Commission did not oppose a global freight exchange distribution
channel set up by Lufthansa, British Airways and Air France.

4.2. Maritime transport

4.2.1. Case-law developments

117. On 28 February, the Court of First Instance delivered three judgments of great significance for
EU maritime competition policy (70).

118. All three cases concern the application of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86, the main
maritime competition regulation. The regulation provides for a block exemption for various activities of
liner shipping conferences. Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86 thus permits a liner shipping
conference not only to fix a common freight rate but also, inter alia, to regulate the capacity offered by
each member of the conference (71).

¥66∂ OJ C 76, 27.03.02 p. 12.
¥67∂ OJ L 242, 10.9.2002 p. 25.
¥68∂ OJ C 306, 10.12.2002.
¥69∂ OJ C 93, 18.4.2002.
¥70∂ Cases: T-18/97 Atlantic Container Line and others v Commission (TACA) (2002) ECR II-1125; T-395/94 Atlantic

Container Line v Commission (TAA) (2002) ECR II-875; and T-86/95 Compagnie générale maritime and others v
Commission (FEFC) (2002) ECR II-1011.

¥71∂ The Commission has interpreted this provision as allowing capacity regulation only under certain strict conditions (see
further below).
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119. In the TAA case, the Court of First Instance found that the TAA (Trans-Atlantic Agreement) was
not a liner conference, because it failed to meet the basic criterion of operating under common or uniform
freight rates. Not being a conference, it obviously could not enjoy the benefit of the liner conference
block exemption. Nor did its activities — consisting not only in maritime and inland price fixing but also
in the collective limitation of available vessel capacity — qualify for individual exemption, as they
variously failed to satisfy the conditions of Article 81(3) relating to improvement of production,
indispensability, and non-elimination of competition.

120. The FEFC case concerned the dividing line between Council Regulation (EEC) No 1017/68
(inland transport) and Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86 (maritime transport). The FEFC (Far Eastern Freight
Conference) parties argued that when inland transportation was provided as part of an intermodal (land
and sea) transport operation, the applicable regulation for both transport legs was Regulation (EEC)
No 4056/86. It followed, in the FEFC’s view, that the liner conference block exemption applied not only
to the maritime leg of the intermodal operation but also to the inland leg, and that a conference was
therefore entitled to fix rates for both legs. The Court of First Instance rejected this interpretation, finding
that inland transport, even when provided as part of an intermodal operation, was a service distinct from
maritime transport and was therefore governed by Regulation (EEC) No 1017/68 rather than Regulation
(EEC) No 4056/86.

121. The liner conference block exemption could not therefore cover inland price fixing by a
conference.

122. Nor had the FEFC parties shown that their price-fixing arrangements were necessary in order to
achieve the stated objective of stability and that they were therefore eligible for individual exemption.

123. In its judgment in the TACA (Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement) immunity case, the Court of
First Instance found that as inland price fixing falls within the scope of the inland transport regulation (72),
Regulation (EEC) No 1017/68, and as the latter does not contain any provision granting immunity from
fines, the Commission’s decision (73) purportedly withdrawing immunity from fines did not alter the TAA
parties’ legal position. The parties’ appeal was therefore inadmissible.

124. In reaching the above conclusion, the Court of First Instance rejected the argument that, even if
Regulation (EEC) No 1017/68 does not expressly provide for immunity from fines, it must be regarded as
a general principle of EU competition law that formal notification has that consequence.

4.2.2. Review of Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86

125. In April, the OECD Secretariat published its final report on competition policy in liner
shipping (74). The report, which differed little from a draft version discussed by competition and maritime
transport experts at an OECD workshop in December 2001 (75), concluded that antitrust immunity or
exemption for price fixing or rate discussions was unjustified.

¥72∂ The Court of First Instance referred to the FEFC judgment. 
¥73∂ The decision was taken as a precautionary measure only, to take account of the possibility that the Court of First Instance

or Court of Justice might consider that the inland part of an intermodal transport operation fell within the scope of
Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86, which does provide for immunity from fines if an agreement is formally notified.

¥74∂ OECD document DSTI/DOT/(2002)2 ‘Competition policy in liner shipping — Final report’, Paris, 16 April 2002.
¥75∂ See XXXIst Report on competition policy, point 159.
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126. The liner conference block exemption contained in Article 3 of Regulation 4056/86 is predicated
on the assumption that collective rate setting by members of a liner conference is an indispensable
prerequisite for reliable liner shipping services. No review of this economically very important
exemption has been undertaken in the fifteen years since it entered into force, contrary to normal
Commission practice. For that reason, and taking into account changes that have occurred on the market,
the Commission has decided to undertake a review of the block exemption and of the other substantive
provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86.

127. The Commission has now launched a review process, the first stage of which consists of a
consultation paper, to be published in January 2003. The consultation paper will invite comments and
evidence from governments and industry on certain key issues relevant to an assessment of the
justification for a continued block exemption for liner conferences. It will also invite comments on the
need to simplify and modernise Regulation (EEC) No 4056/86 in other substantive respects.

4.2.3. Individual cases

128. On 14 November, the Commission adopted a decision granting the TACA an exemption from the
EU competition rules; TACA is a grouping of shipping companies which provide regular container
transport for freight between ports in northern Europe and the United States (76). The decision came after
a lengthy investigation in the course of which the TACA members agreed to make substantial
concessions.

129. The agreement granted clearance is the direct successor to the TACA agreement ruled illegal by
the Commission in a 1998 decision imposing fines totalling EUR 273 million on the TACA members —
a record at the time. The new agreement — commonly known as the ‘revised TACA’ — brings the
activities of the TACA conference into line with the main guidelines for conference behaviour laid down
by the TACA decision.

130. As a consequence of the 1998 TACA decision and pro-competitive amendments to US shipping
legislation, the members of TACA now face a substantial increase in the extent and intensity of
competition. This factor played a crucial role in the Commission’s decision to grant exemption to the
revised TACA.

4.3. Rail transport

131. In January, the Commission tabled a second package of legislative proposals for the integration
of national rail networks into a single European railway area. The package includes opening the domestic
and cabotage freight markets, establishing a European approach to rail safety (including measures to
ensure fair and non-discriminatory access to train crew training facilities), furthering interoperability of
rail systems and the creation of a European Railway Agency. The Commission meanwhile continued
work in a comitology committee in order to assist Member States in the transposition of the first
package (77) into national law.

¥76∂ OJ L 26, 31.1.2001.
¥77∂ Directive 2001/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2001 amending Council Directive

91/440/EEC on the development of the Community’s railways. Directive 2001/13/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 26 February 2001 amending Council Directive 95/18/EC on the licensing of railway undertakings.
Directive 2001/14/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2001 on the allocation of railway
infrastructure capacity and the levying of charges for the use of railway infrastructure and safety certification (OJ L 75,
15.3.2001).
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132. In May, Commissioner Monti set out the Commission’s approach to competition policy in the rail
transport market. He identified three structural defects which continue to hamper market integration and
effective competition: a lack of proper separation between those who manage railway infrastructure and
those who operate train services over it; a lack of transparency in the arrangements for the allocation of
international train paths; a lack of effective supply-side competition.

133. The Commission continued with proceedings against Ferrovie dello Stato (FS) (78) and Deutsche
Bahn (DB) (79). Both cases concern discriminatory and exclusionary behaviour by the incumbents
towards a new entrant. The Commission opened formal proceedings in 2001. In the first case, a small
German private railway company lodged a complaint against FS arguing that the latter has prevented it
from entering the market to provide an international passenger railway service from Basle to Milan. In
the second case, the complainant argued that DB applied discriminatory treatment in the provision of
traction and prevented the new entrant from maintaining an international passenger service from
Germany to Sweden. In both cases a hearing has taken place. This triggered detailed fact-finding
exercises, which have continued.

5. Media

134. The media sector is undergoing substantial restructuring due to a stagnating advertising market,
spiralling costs of premium content, and a difficult transition to digital platforms. As a result, horizontal
and vertical concentration, particularly in premium sports TV rights, and consolidation of platforms (80)
led to a number of complex cases during the year and provided the Commission with an opportunity to
set out principles guiding the handling of future cases in this field.

5.1. Access to premium content

135. UEFA and most national football associations jointly sell the TV rights to football events on
behalf of football clubs. The Commission has identified these joint-selling arrangements combined with a
practice of selling the rights in a bundle and on an exclusive basis as having a significant effect on the
structure of TV broadcasting markets. Generally, all the TV rights in a whole tournament are sold in one
exclusive package to a single broadcaster for a long period. Because a single broadcaster wins all rights,
there is fierce competition for rights when they are offered, and in the end they can be won only by the
largest broadcasters. This is likely to increase concentration in the media sector and hamper competition
between broadcasters.

136. The Commission considers that joint selling restricts competition within the meaning of
Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty because the clubs participating in the league are prevented from
individually selling any of the media rights in competition with one another.

137. However, an appropriately modified joint-selling arrangement may be an efficient way to
organise the selling of the media rights to sport events, and may benefit from an exemption under
Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty. First of all, the arrangement may enhance the production of a league
product (covering the key matches of the league) which is distinct from other football broadcasts. In

¥78∂ Case COMP/37.685.
¥79∂ Case COMP/37.985.
¥80∂ Compare the merger between the two Spanish pay-TV platforms Canal Satélite Digital and Vía Digital, Case COMP/M.2645

Sogecable/Canalsatélite Digital/Via Digital, subject to a referral to the Spanish authorities, and the merger between the
two Italian pay-TV platforms Stream and Telepiú, Case COMP/M.2876 Newscorp/Telepiú.
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addition, a single point of sale of the media rights may be an efficient trading method for the parties
involved. Joint selling may also be an efficient way to promote the branding of a league.

UEFA Champions League

138. In a major case which concerned the joint selling of the TV rights for the UEFA Champions
League (81) a settlement was reached in June and an Article 19(3) notice was published in August (82).
The settlement resulted in a commitment by UEFA to sell the rights in question in accordance with fair,
open and non-discriminatory tendering procedures for a duration of not more than three years; to break
up the rights into a number of packages to allow more market participants access to rights; and to open
access also for the new media (Internet, UMTS) (83).

139. The Commission will scrutinise similar national and Europe-wide agreements according to the
same principles.

5.2. Access to new media rights

140. During 2002, new media became an important focus of the Commission in the context of several
cases in the media field. While most of the recent cases relating to football rights concerned only pay-TV
or free-to-air TV, new cases now also deal with new media platforms, such as the Internet and UMTS
mobile networks.

141. For the rollout of new services over these two platforms, premium content is necessary. Potential
content providers in these new markets contacted the Commission about the availability of premium
content, in particular sports rights. There are essentially two kinds of sport content owner: owners of
rights, such as sport federations and clubs, and agents acting as aggregators who package and structure
content from different sources for delivery. The information currently available to the Commission shows
that content owners refrain from making such content available to the new platforms.

142. Football can be a driving content for the rollout of services over new media platforms. However,
this potential does not appear to be currently exploited, and there are indications that sports rights are
held back by their owners in order to safeguard the value of the respective TV rights.

143. One potential competition concern is that the content owners’ refusal to supply may infringe
Article 82 of the EC Treaty. Holding back rights from use for the new media for the sole purpose of
protecting market positions in traditional TV markets can be considered an output restriction limiting
provision of services to consumers.

144. Agreements on the selling of TV rights that prohibit or hinder the marketing of new media rights
may restrict competition by limiting production and technological development in the market within the
meaning of Article 81 of the EC Treaty. Other restrictions, such as limitations on the timing of
transmission, may have the same effect. Finally, exclusivity may also restrict competition if it forecloses
the market to a significant extent, particularly where the exclusivity is excessive in duration or scope.

¥81∂ Case COMP/37.398; UEFA notified its joint-selling arrangement on 1 February 1999 and received a statement of
objections on 19 July 2001. UEFA replied on 16 November 2001 and shortly after settlement negotiations were initiated.

¥82∂ OJ C 196, 17.8.2002.
¥83∂ IP/02/806, 3.6.2001.
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145. The Commission will continue to scrutinise the new media field with particular attention, and
will launch enquiries where required.

5.3. Collective copyright management and licensing agreements

146. The collective management and licensing of copyright in Europe has been giving rise to
significant competition concerns for a number of years (84). At present, the Commission is handling a
number of cases concerning changes in the way that copyright has traditionally been administered (TV,
radio, discotheques, etc.) to reflect the new technological environment resulting from the commercial
development of the Internet and satellite broadcasting.

147. A major exemption decision with conditions and obligations attached concerning the licensing
conditions imposed by collecting societies on copyright users was adopted on 8 October (85) following
notification of a standard agreement between collecting societies acting on behalf of producer
companies. This agreement is aimed at facilitating the grant of ‘one-stop shop’ international licences for
the relevant related rights (broadcasting and public performance rights) to radio and TV broadcasters
who wish to engage in simulcasting (86) and thereby make musical works available to the public via the
Internet.

148. This is the first Commission decision to deal with collective management and copyright licensing
for the purpose of commercial exploitation of musical works on the Internet. In order to obtain an
exemption, the parties agreed to eliminate the (originally provided for) territorial restrictions from their
cross-licensing agreements, allowing competition to emerge between them in respect of copyright
licensing in Europe for Internet-based services. Competition now becomes possible both as regards the
service to be provided and in respect of administration fees to be paid by licensees. EEA-based
broadcasters will consequently be able to choose from which EEA-based collecting society they wish to
obtain their ‘one-stop shop’ simulcasting licence.

149. As the parties also agreed to distinguish the copyright royalty proper from their own
administration fee, which is meant to cover the administrative costs of the licensing society, and to charge
the two separately, there is an increase in transparency in terms of costs incurred by collecting societies.
More cost transparency means that EEA-based broadcasters can choose the most efficient among the
EEA-based collecting societies for their simulcasting licence. In this context, efficiency is understood
both in terms of price (royalty) and level of administration fees.

150. Since the costs of collecting societies are regularly passed on to end-users by broadcasters,
pressure on both price and fees will make management of rights and access by broadcasters to these
rights for the provision of services via the Internet more efficient and thereby increase consumer benefits.
The creation of a legitimate market place for simulcasting will not only ensure that consumers enjoy
access to a wider range of audio and video music programmes via the Internet, but at the same time that
rightholders and artists are properly remunerated.

¥84∂ See, for example, the Commission decisions in Case IV/26.760 GEMA, decision of 2.6.1971 (OJ L 134, 20.6.1971) and
decision of 6.7.1972 (OJ L 166, 24.7.1972); Case IV/29.971 GEMA Statutes, decision of 4.12.1981 (OJ L 94, 8.4.1982);
Case 29.839 GVL, decision of 29.10.1981 (OJ L 370, 28.12.1981); or the Court judgments in Phil Collins (1993) ECR
I-5145; Musik-Vertrieb membran (1981) ECR 147; Tournier (1989) ECR 2521; Lucazeau (1989) ECR 2811.

¥85∂ Case COMP/C-2/38.014 IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry) ‘Simulcasting’.
¥86∂ Simulcasting is the transmission by radio and TV stations of their signal simultaneously and unaltered by traditional

means and via the Internet.
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5.4. Print media

151. In the print media sector, in particular in relation to books, the Commission has long been dealing
with cross-border price-fixing agreements. It does not object to truly national resale price maintenance
agreements for printed products as long as they do not appreciably affect trade between Member States.
The major cases, in particular those pertaining to Germany, were settled and closed during the year (87).

152. Following the introduction of the euro on 1 January, enhanced price transparency in the print
sector, in particular regarding periodicals, triggered a considerable flow of informal complaints by Union
citizens about allegedly unjustified cross-border price differentials for identical periodicals. In the field of
academic and professional publishing, the Commission is observing continuous price increases by big
international publishers, in particular, for scientific, technical and medical (STM) journals.

153. Both issues will be kept under review, and enquiries will be carried out where required.

6. Motor vehicle distribution

154. In the course of the year, the Commission’s work focused mainly on the adoption of a new
exemption regulation for the motor vehicle sector, on an explanatory brochure to accompany the
regulation, and on the twice-yearly report on prices in the European Union.

6.1. Adoption of the new exemption regulation for the motor vehicle sector

6.1.1. Context

155. Until it expired on 30 September 2002, Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 exempted a category of
selective and exclusive distribution agreements from the prohibition in Article 81(1). By the exempted
agreements, which involved the distribution of motor vehicles having three or more road wheels,
manufacturers set up dealerships in exclusive territories; these dealerships could sell vehicles to final
consumers or their intermediaries, and to other dealers authorised by the manufacturer (88).

156. After a long and fruitful process of consultation and evaluation begun in 1999, the Commission
adopted a new regulation applying Article 81(3) to certain categories of vertical agreements and
concerted practices in the motor vehicle sector, namely Commission Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 of
31 July 2002 (89). The regulation entered into force on 1 October and will expire on 31 May 2010. It
provides for a general transition period of one year, during which Article 81(1) will not apply to existing
vertical agreements that fulfil the exemption requirements of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95.

157. The new block exemption regulation represents a major advance over the old one in two respects.
First, although it is a sector-specific regulation, it is based on the philosophy behind Regulation (EC)
No 2790/1999 as regards the economic analysis of vertical restraints and the abandonment of authorised
(‘white’) clauses in favour of an approach consisting in excluding hardcore restrictions of competition from

¥87∂ Cases COMP/C-2/34.657 Sammelrevers; COMP/C-2/37.906 Internetbuchhandel; COMP/C-2/38.019 Proxis/KNO et al.;
IP/02/461, 22.3.2002.

¥88∂ Commission Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 of 28 June 1995 on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to certain
categories of motor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements (OJ L 145, 29.6.1995); press release IP/02/1073 and
Commission document MEMO/02/174, 17.7.2002.

¥89∂ OJ L 203, 1.8.2002.
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exemption. Secondly, while it no longer prescribes a single exempted system of distribution, preferring
instead to give greater flexibility of choice to economic operators themselves, the new regulation lays down
stricter rules both for sales of new vehicles and their spare parts and for after-sales servicing.

158. This stricter approach was necessary in the light of the findings of the Commission’s report on
the evaluation of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95, which concluded that the premisses underlying that
regulation were no longer entirely up to date and that the regulation’s objectives had not all been attained,
notably as regards intra-brand competition, market integration and benefits for consumers (90). The
Commission concluded that Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999 on the application of Article 81(3) of the
Treaty to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices (91) did not help remedy the problems
identified (92), especially as a cumulative effect existed in the motor vehicle sector owing to the degree of
similarity between the distribution agreements in force and to the restrictions of competition they
involved, which justified a stricter regime. The adoption of a regulation specific to the motor vehicle
sector was the only means of providing appropriate solutions to the problems identified.

6.1.2. Significant stages in the adoption of the regulation

159. The adoption of this new regulation took place in the context of a very wide consultation of all
economic operators both actually and potentially concerned, and of consumers.

160. The report on the evaluation of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 was based on information gathered
from vehicle manufacturers, parts manufacturers, authorised dealers responsible for sales and after-sales
servicing, independent resellers of vehicles, intermediaries, independent repairers, independent spare-part
wholesalers and retailers, potential new entrants, consumers and certain categories of customer such as
leasing companies. As soon as the report was adopted, the Commission invited all interested parties to
submit remarks and comments, and organised a hearing, which was attended not only by the categories of
operator already described but also by consumers’ associations, national competition authorities, and
representatives of the European Parliament and of national parliaments (93).

161. The Commission also sponsored four independent studies, all of which were of a consultative
nature and contained no recommendations as to the nature of the forthcoming regime. In 2000, two
studies covered firstly, the link between the sale of new vehicles and after-sales services and, secondly,
price differentials in the European Union (94). In 2001, the Commission launched a study to identify and
measure the economic impact of possible future legislative scenarios on all parties concerned (95). At the

¥90∂ Report on the evaluation of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 on the application of Article 85(3) (now 81(3)) of the Treaty to
certain categories of motor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements, 15.11.2000, COM(2000) 743 final; see also
2000 Competition report, points 112 to 115.

¥91∂ OJ L 336, 29.12.1999.
¥92∂ For example, in regard to access by independent repairers to technical information, tools, equipment — including

diagnostic equipment — and training, or in regard to access to the market in spare parts produced by original-equipment
manufacturers. Moreover, the application of this regulation would not take account of the cumulative effect of virtually
identical agreements in motor vehicle distribution. In regard to vehicle sales, this regulation would, on the contrary, not
bring any progress towards market integration or towards, say, multi-branding.

¥93∂ The hearing was held on 13 and 14 February 2000 and brought together more than 350 participants. Participants’
contributions may be consulted via the ‘Car sector’ section of the Competition DG’s web site: http://europa.eu.int/comm/
competition/car_sector/, under ‘Hearings and speeches’.

¥94∂ These two studies may be consulted on the Competition DG’s web site: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/car_sector/.
‘The natural link between sales and service’ (Autopolis), ‘Car price differentials in the European Union: An economic
analysis’ (Hans Degryse and Frank Verboven — KU Leuven and CEPR). See also 2000 Competition report, point 113.

¥95∂ The terms of reference of this study, and the study itself, may be consulted on the Competition DG’s web site: http://
europa.eu.int/comm/competition/car_sector/. This study was carried out by Arthur Andersen.
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same time, a study into consumers’ expectations was commissioned to determine their position with
regard to the current motor vehicle distribution system and possible alternatives for the future (96). The
Commission also took into account all other sources of information, such as other available studies (97).

162. Following this wide-ranging consultation exercise and in the light of its own experience, notably
as regards the handling of some of its cases involving serious infringements of Article 81 (98), the
Commission adopted a draft regulation on 5 February, which it discussed with the Member States at a
first Advisory Committee meeting on 7 March (99). After the draft was published, the Commission
received some 350 written submissions from manufacturers, dealers, consumers, resellers,
intermediaries, repairers, spare-part suppliers and numerous legal advisers. Once it had examined these
submissions and the comments and suggestions of the Member States made at the first Advisory
Committee meeting, the Commission submitted an amended draft to the Member States on 6 May with a
view to a second Advisory Committee meeting on 6 June.

163. In parallel, as soon as the first draft of the regulation was adopted in February, the Commission
took the initiative of consulting the European Parliament and the European Economic and Social
Committee, which delivered their opinions on 29 May (100) and 30 May (101) respectively. Parliament and
the European Economic and Social Committee agreed both with the Commission’s views on the need for
substantial amendment of the content of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 and with the draft’s general thrust.
Parliament made a number of recommendations, which the Commission largely took on board,
concerning, among other things, the transitional period after which the prohibition on location clauses
would take effect. In accordance with Parliament’s wishes, the Commission extended this period —
which under the draft regulation as published was originally to have lasted one year — until
30 September 2005.

6.1.3. Salient features of Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002

General remarks

164. Unlike Regulation (EC) No 1475/95, the new regulation does not exempt, irrespective of the
market power of the undertakings party to the agreement, a single, predetermined format compulsorily
linking new vehicle distribution and after-sales service provision.

165. Where vertical agreements concluded in the motor vehicle sector are caught by the prohibition in
Article 81(1) of the Treaty, Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 exempts those agreements under certain
conditions. The vertical agreements which fall within the scope of the exemption are those which relate
to the terms of purchase, sale or resale of new motor vehicles (102), spare parts for motor vehicles, and the

¥96∂ ‘Customer preferences for existing and potential sales and servicing alternatives in automotive distribution’, Dr Lademan
& Partner (http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/car_sector/).

¥97∂ Among these sources, mention may be made of the study commissioned by the Association of European Carmakers
(ACEA), which deals inter alia with the economic effects of alternative distribution systems. 

¥98∂ See the cases Volkswagen I (Commission decision of 28.1.1998, OJ L 124, 25.4.1999), Volkswagen II (Commission
decision of 29.6.2001, OJ L 262, 2.10.2001), Opel (Commission decision of 20.9.2000, OJ L 59, 28.2.2001) and
DaimlerChrysler (Commission decision of 10.10.2001, OJ L 257, 25.9.2002).

¥99∂ Draft published in OJ C 67, 16.3.2002.
¥100∂ Report by Dr Konrad — A5-0144/2002, published on the European Parliament’s web site in the section entitled

‘Activities — Committees — Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs’ (www.europarl.eu.int).
¥101∂ OJ C 221, 17.9.2002.
¥102∂ In Article 1(n), motor vehicles are defined as being self-propelled vehicles intended for use on public roads and having

three or more road wheels (i.e., passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, trucks, buses and coaches).
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provision of repair and maintenance services for motor vehicles. The scope of the new regulation
therefore includes various categories of vertical agreement and is broader and more diverse than that of
Regulation (EC) No 1475/95.

166. As under the general rules applicable to vertical restraints, exemption is henceforth linked to
market share thresholds (generally 30 %, but 40 % as regards quantitative selective distribution for the
sale of motor vehicles). The Commission thus retains the option of individually verifying compliance
with the exemption conditions laid down in Article 81(3) where the parties to the vertical agreement hold
a market share in excess of the thresholds, even where vertical agreements fulfil the specific conditions of
Article 5 of the regulation and contain none of the hardcore restrictions of competition listed in Article 4.

167. The new regulation is accordingly based on an economic analysis of vertical restraints, taking a
similar approach to that followed when Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999 was adopted. This approach
produces an exemption regulation which, rather than prescribing the sole admissible method of
distributing products in the manner of Regulation (EC) No 1475/95, excludes from the benefit of
exemption a series of restrictions whose negative effects in terms of serious distortion of competition in
the motor vehicle sector are as a rule not outweighed by any beneficial effects, even below the market
share thresholds up to which exemption is automatically granted.

168. The adoption of stricter rules on quantitative selective distribution for the sale of cars and light
commercial vehicles justifies the adoption of a market share threshold of 40 %, rather than the 30 % laid
down in the general rules applicable to vertical restraints.

Sale of new vehicles

169. In relation to the distribution of new vehicles, the main conditions for exemption under the new
regulation are as follows.

— Henceforth, manufacturers must in practice choose between a system of distribution which is either
selective (qualitative or quantitative) or exclusive. A combination of exclusive and selective
distribution is no longer allowed because both the studies carried out and experience gained show
that combining territorial protection with a prohibition on selling to unauthorised members in the
motor vehicle sector curtails effective competition between members of the network and undermines
the objective of integrating the internal market.

— Exemption is not granted to any restriction of passive sales nor to restrictions of active sales in a
selective distribution system, nor to any restriction preventing distributors of passenger cars or light
commercial vehicles within a selective distribution system from opening additional sales outlets or
delivery points in other areas of the internal market where selective distribution is used (103). These
provisions are intended to strengthen intra-brand competition between distributors and to increase
market integration by facilitating arbitrage between markets with substantial price differentials.

— The obligatory link between the activities of selling and after-sales servicing is no longer exempted.
The same goes for the ban on dealers subcontracting the provision of after-sales services to repairers
authorised by the manufacturer. The reorganisation of the link between selling and after-sales
servicing is intended to permit the market entry of operators interested in only one of the two

¥103∂ This non-exemption of location clauses will be effective as from 1 October 2005. See Articles 5(2)(b) and 12(2) of
Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002.
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activities and to promote a better allocation of specific investments by existing operators, who will
be free to concentrate such resources on their chosen field.

— The prohibition on multi-branding (104) within the same showroom is not exempted by the new
regulation. On the other hand, the manufacturer may require the various brands to be displayed in
brand-specific areas within the showroom.

— Vertical agreements limiting a distributor’s right to sell motor vehicles with different specifications
from those of equivalent models in the range covered by the agreement are not exempted. Any
consumer may thus procure a vehicle in another Member State whose specifications match those of
vehicles normally sold in his country (commonly known as the ‘availability clause’) (105).

— The activities of intermediaries acting on behalf of a consumer are no longer subject to any
conditions. Such intermediaries are a powerful instrument for the development of cross-border trade.

— Lastly, the independence of vehicle distributors from their supplier is increased by enabling them to
freely represent more than one brand of vehicle and by strengthening minimum standards of
contractual protection (including as regards the minimum duration of contracts and the period of
notice and grounds for termination). Their independence is also substantially increased by allowing
them the freedom to sell their businesses to other authorised members of the network to which they
belong. Moreover, a vertical agreement is granted exemption only if the contracting parties can refer
contractual disputes to an independent third party or arbitrator.

After-sales servicing and the sale of spare parts

170. After-sales servicing (repair and maintenance) accounts for the same proportion of the cost of
ownership of a vehicle as the purchase price (about 40 %). It was therefore essential that the conditions of
competition be improved here too, all the more so as, while a consumer may decide to purchase his
vehicle in a Member State where it is cheaper, he does not have this option as regards after-sales
servicing, for obvious reasons of proximity.

171. The new regulation accordingly seeks to increase competition between authorised members of
after-sales networks, as well as between authorised members and independent repairers (106), and to
improve access to spare parts, while preserving, in the interests of quality and safety, the right of
manufacturers to set the selection criteria for members of their authorised networks.

172. Competition between authorised repairers will be enhanced as, from now on, where the vehicle
manufacturer sets purely qualitative selection criteria, any operators who fulfil these criteria will be
entitled to join the authorised repair network, establishing themselves wherever they like (107). Moreover,
in the light of the restructuring of vehicle sales networks, dealers whose contracts have been terminated
will readily be able to become authorised members of after-sales networks, thereby helping to maintain

¥104∂ ‘Multi-branding’ means the ability to represent more than one competing brand belonging to different groups of
undertakings.

¥105∂ The availability clause enables British and Irish consumers, say, to purchase right-hand-drive vehicles on the Continent.
¥106∂ The latter include various categories of operator, from independent garage owners to specialist service centres (e.g. body

shops, electronics fitters), through chains active especially in standardised repairs and servicing.
¥107∂ Manufacturers’ market shares in after-sales servicing are in principle higher than the 30 % threshold laid down in

Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 for the sale of spare parts and the provision of after-sales services. Consequently,
servicing will be governed by a qualitative selective system.
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servicing outlets near to consumers. Those independent repairers who so wish will also be able to
become authorised members by fulfilling the criteria laid down.

173. Competition between authorised members and independent repairers will likewise be enhanced
because the conditions governing access by the latter to technical information are eased, and such
operators are now given access to the same training as authorised repairers, as well as to diagnostic
equipment. Technical skills, which are becoming increasingly complex, are thus accessible to independent
repairers under the same conditions as to authorised repairers. In this way, not only will these independent
operators continue to compete on better terms with official repairers, but they will also contribute to the
upholding of safety standards in matters of vehicle repair and maintenance in general. Other operators
such as automobile clubs and roadside assistance providers will also contribute, which is why this type of
operator has also been given the same wider access to technical information (108).

174. Lastly, manufacturers of automotive components and spare parts will enjoy easier access to parts
distribution channels and authorised repairers. They will be free to supply original spare parts or parts of
matching quality both to authorised repairers and to independent repairers. By the same token,
distributors and authorised repairers will be free to source original spare parts and parts of matching
quality from the supplier of their choice. A vehicle manufacturer will therefore no longer be able to
secure exclusivity of supply of components or spare parts which it does not itself produce. This is an
important development as nowadays parts manufacturers account for 80 % of spare parts and component
supply, and vehicle manufacturers for 20 %. Moreover, the term ‘original spare part’ will henceforth be
deemed to cover not only parts supplied by the vehicle manufacturer but also those produced by the parts
manufacturer for the initial assembly of the motor vehicle and those produced by the same parts
manufacturer according to the specifications and standards provided by the vehicle manufacturer for the
production of components or original spare parts intended for the motor vehicle in question.

Conclusion

175. The objective of Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 as regards increasing competition for the sale of
new vehicles and their spare parts and the provision of after-sales services goes hand in hand with the
objectives of improving the way that the internal market functions, and securing substantial advantages for
consumers. However, the fixing of these objectives in no way affects the quality control exercised by the
manufacturers concerned over their distribution networks or over the safety and reliability of their
products. This new regulation affords the operators concerned a whole series of commercial opportunities,
and the attainment of the above objectives will depend entirely on the commercial decisions taken by each
category of those operators, at their level, with a view to benefiting from those opportunities.

176. The introduction of parameters for differentiating distribution systems should enable the
operators concerned to adapt more easily and efficiently to market conditions and consumer needs, which
are, moreover, likely to evolve over time.

6.1.4. Explanatory brochure

177. The explanatory brochure of 30 September 2002 on Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 adopts the
same pragmatic approach as the brochure explaining the practical implications of the old regulation. The
brochure was desirable in view of the substantial changes brought about by the new exemption regime,
and was asked for both by consumers and by all the economic operators concerned. The European

¥108∂ See the non-exhaustive list of these independent operators in Article 4(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002.
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Parliament also recommended that it be drawn up. The brochure was published at the same time as the
new regulation came into force, i.e. on 1 October 2002 (109).

178. The explanatory brochure serves as a practical guide for consumers and for all operators involved
in vertical agreements in the motor vehicle sector. It is also intended to contribute to undertakings’ own
analysis of the compatibility of their vertical agreements with the competition rules.

179. The brochure explains the philosophy behind and objectives of the regulation, as well as its
structure and certain legal aspects, and above all provides answers to practical questions which
consumers and the economic operators involved might raise concerning the sale of vehicles and spare
parts and the provision of after-sales services. A section with examples is devoted to the principles
underlying the market definition in the motor vehicle sector and to the calculation of market shares (110).
This section is all the more important as the new regulation is based on the application of market share
thresholds.

6.2. General assessment of the application of exemption Regulation (EC) No 1475/95 in respect of
new car prices

180. As required by Regulation (EC) No 1475/95, the Commission compared pre-tax prices for new
cars in the European Union. This comparison is carried out twice yearly, in May and November, on the
basis of the sales prices recommended by manufacturers for each EU member country (111).

181. The comparisons carried out for prices on 1 November 2001 and 1 May 2002 both show that no
significant price convergence has taken place despite the introduction of the euro on 1 January 2002.

182. As at the time of the last car price reports, Spain, Greece, Finland and Denmark — a non-member
of the euro zone — continue to be the markets where pre-tax car prices are generally the lowest.
Germany — the biggest market in volume terms — and Austria remain the countries with the highest
prices in the euro zone. The United Kingdom generally remains the most expensive market.

183. As in the price report of 1 May 2001 (112), in the first four car segments (A to D), where the large
number of models from competing manufacturers would normally lead one to suppose that competition
should be strong, the average price differential within the euro zone is much wider (well above 20 %) than
in segments E, F and G (113). This finding is valid for prices both on 1 November 2001 and on 1 May 2002.

184. In absolute terms, these price differentials represent considerable sums of money (for example,
between EUR 4 000 and EUR 7 000 for some models in segment D). Such considerable price differentials
explain why many consumers continue to buy their cars in other EU countries, not without some difficulty,
as attested by the steady stream of consumer complaints reaching the Commission, concerning, for

¥109∂ The Competition DG’s explanatory brochure is available in the 11 official languages both on paper and on the
Competition DG’s web site (http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/car_sector/). It is not legally binding. See also
Commission press release IP/02/1392, 30.9.2002.

¥110∂ To this end the Commission asked Professor Verboven of Katholieke Universiteit van Leuven to carry out a ‘Quantitative
study to define the relevant market in the passenger car sector’. The study may be consulted in the ‘Car sector’ section of
the Competition DG web site, under ‘Studies’. It is of a purely consultative nature and does not prejudge the outcome of
the Commission’s market analysis in individual cases.

¥111∂ See press releases IP/02/305, 25.2.2002 and IP/02/1109, 22.7.2002.
¥112∂ See press release IP/01/1051, 23.7.2001.
¥113∂ Segments A and B (small cars), C (medium-sized cars), D (upper-medium cars), E (executive cars), F (luxury cars) and

G (multi-purpose vehicles, sports cars).
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example, excessively long delivery periods or other obstacles such as bans on exports to other Member
States (114).

185. These persistent problems encountered by purchasers in recent years indicate that there is still
substantial room for improvement in the way the internal market operates in the motor vehicle sector.
Bringing about such an improvement in the interests of consumers and economic operators is one of the
aims of the Commission’s new exemption regulation. It is for this reason that when it adopted Regulation
(EC) No 1400/2002 the Commission announced that it would continue monitoring price developments
and publishing price reports twice a year.

7. Financial services

186. The year 2002 saw significant developments in the application of competition law to the financial
services sector. As far as individual cases are concerned, the Commission adopted two decisions, the first
on Visa International’s multilateral interchange fee and the second fining eight Austrian banks for their
participation in a wide-ranging price cartel. On the regulatory side, the Commission published a draft
revised block exemption regulation in the insurance sector, with the aim of seeking comments and
allowing it to adopt the new regulation early in 2003.

Visa International (multilateral interchange fee) (115)

187. On 24 July, the Commission adopted a decision in the Visa International case, concerning
multilateral interchange fees (MIFs). An MIF is an interbank payment made for each transaction carried
out with a payment card. In the Visa system, it is paid to the cardholder’s bank by the retailer’s bank and
constitutes a cost for the latter which is normally passed on to retailers as part of the fee they pay to their
bank for each Visa card payment. The default level of the Visa MIF — which applies unless two banks
agree otherwise — is set by the Visa Board and laid down in the Visa International payment card rules,
which had been notified to the Commission.

188. The decision grants a conditional exemption to certain of Visa’s MIFs, namely those for cross-
border payment transactions with Visa consumer cards within the European Economic Area. The
decision thus does not apply to MIFs for domestic Visa payments within Member States, nor to MIFs for
corporate Visa cards. The exemption is valid until 31 December 2007.

189. In September 2000, the Commission had issued a statement of objections concerning Visa’s
previous system of MIFs. However, it was possible to grant an exemption after Visa proposed substantial
reforms to its MIF system.

Austrian banks (116)

190. On 11 June, the Commission imposed fines totalling EUR 124.26 million on eight Austrian banks
for their participation in a price cartel. Following reports in the Austrian press, the Commission
conducted in June 1998 surprise inspections at a number of Austrian banks. The documents found

¥114∂ In this connection, Volkswagen has lodged an application for annulment of the judgment of the Court of First
Instance of 6 July 2000 (Case T-62/98 (2000) ECR II-2707) largely upholding the Commission’s infringement decision
of 28 January 1998 imposing a fine (OJ L 124, 25.4.1998). Mr Advocate-General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer proposes in his
opinion of 17 October 2002 in Case C-338/00/P that the Court of Justice dismiss the application.

¥115∂ Case COMP/D-1/29.373 (OJ L 318, 22.11.2002).
¥116∂ Case COMP/D-1/36.571, not yet published in the Official Journal.
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unearthed a highly institutionalised price-fixing scheme which covered the whole of Austria and all
banking products and services as well as advertising, or rather the lack of it. The CEOs of the banks met
every month, except August, as the ‘Lombard Club’. In addition, for every banking product there was a
separate committee on which the employee responsible for these matters at the second or third level of
management sat.

191. The cartel started well before the accession of Austria to the European Economic Area in 1994.
However, in this case, the Commission levied fines only for the period starting with EU membership
(1995) until June 1998, when the surprise inspections put an end to the cartel behaviour.

192. The Commission considered the Austrian banks’ behaviour to amount to a very serious
infringement of the competition rules laid down in Article 81 of the EC Treaty.

Draft block exemption regulation in the insurance sector (117)

193. On 9 July, the Commission published, for the comments of interested parties, a draft revised
block exemption regulation in the insurance sector, intended as a possible replacement for the existing
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3932/92 on its expiry on 30 March 2003. The deadline for comments
was 30 September. Twenty-three contributions were received from third parties, including insurance
sector bodies, associations of insurance customers and public authorities. The Commission then
considered possible further changes to its draft in the light of the comments received, with a view to
adopting a new regulation early in 2003.

8. Information society

194. The Commission continued to work towards an open and competitive environment for the
development of the Internet and e-commerce. The ‘eEurope 2005’ action plan endorsed by the Seville
European Council in June is to further promote the spread and use of the Internet in Europe, in particular to
stimulate secure services, applications and content based on a widely available broadband infrastructure.
The eEurope initiative is part of the Lisbon strategy to make the European Union the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy with improved employment and social cohesion by 2010.

195. Competition policy concerns remain in respect of telecommunications infrastructure used for
Internet traffic. Such concerns relate in particular to Internet access markets, both broadband (high
capacity) and narrowband (low capacity).

196. Again, competition concerns became apparent in the area of Internet governance. The
Commission continues to deal with complaints against registry operators of top-level domain names
under Article 82. The Commission has no doubts that the EU competition rules apply to the domain name
system. In the same way as other more traditional products, domain names are traded on markets.
Customers pay for the right to exploit domain names for their own purposes, and profits result from this
for registries and registrars.

¥117∂ OJ C 163, 9.7.2002.
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9. Liberal professions

9.1. The application of EU competition law to the liberal professions

197. Liberal professions are occupations requiring special training in the liberal arts or sciences, for
example lawyers, notaries, engineers, architects, doctors and accountants. The sector is usually
characterised by a high level of regulation, either imposed by national governments or self-regulation by
the professional bodies. This regulation can affect, inter alia, the numbers of entrants into the profession;
the prices professionals may charge and the permitted charging arrangements (e.g. contingency fees); the
organisational structure of professional services undertakings; the exclusive rights they enjoy; and their
ability to advertise. Such regulation clearly has the potential to affect competition and when it is decided
by associations of undertakings it may therefore come within the scope of Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty.

198. The Commission’s policy with respect to the liberal professions is to fully apply the competition
rules to this sector, whilst recognising its specificities, such as the asymmetry of information between
customer and service provider. The policy does not question the existence of professional bodies as such,
but it requires, for example, that professional bodies must use their self-regulatory powers to benefit
consumers, and not merely the interests of their own members. The overall goal is to improve the welfare
of consumers of professional services.

9.1.1. Consequences of Court of Justice judgments

199. In 1998, the Court of Justice made it clear that professional services are subject to the application
of the competition rules of the EC Treaty. It ruled in the CNSD case (118) that the law requiring Italian
customs agents to adopt a decision setting a fixed tariff for all customs agents was contrary to Article 81
(ex-Article 85) read in conjunction with Article 10 (ex-Article 5). The Commission had already found
that the participation of the professional body in fixing this tariff also breached Article 81, and this was
later confirmed by the Court of First Instance (119). In 2001, the Court of First Instance also largely upheld
a Commission decision finding that the Institute of Professional Representatives before the European
Patent Office (120) had breached Article 81 in particular through its rule prohibiting members from
carrying out comparative advertising.

200. In February, two new rulings by the Court of Justice helped clarify the scope of action under
competition rules in the field of liberal professions. The Court had been asked to rule on lawyers’ price
fixing in Italy and on a self-regulatory ban on lawyer–auditor partnerships in the Netherlands. It ruled, in
the Arduino case (121), that a Member State can fix a fee scale if this is necessary in the public interest and
if it has the last word and control over the proposal put before it by a professional body. In Wouters (122),
the Court of Justice held that a professional body entrusted with a duty to protect the public interest can
prohibit multi-disciplinary partnerships where they would lead to serious conflicts of interest. It laid
down an arguably general rule according to which it must be examined whether or not the effects
restrictive of competition resulting for members of the professional body from a self-regulatory measure
go beyond what is reasonably necessary in order to ensure the proper practice of the profession in the
Member State concerned.

¥118∂ Case C-35/96 Commission v Italy (1998) ECR I-3851.
¥119∂ Case T-513/93 Consiglio Nazionale degli Spedizionieri Doganali v Commission (2000) ECR II-1807.
¥120∂ Case T-144/99. Known as the IMA case (in French) or EPI (in English), (2001) ECR II-1087.
¥121∂ Case C-35/99 (2002) ECR I-1529.
¥122∂ Case C-309/99 (2002) ECR I-1577.
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201. As regards fixed fee scales, the Commission believes that intervention is possible where a
common tariff is not fixed by the State. More precisely, the following could be challenged:

— ‘rubberstamp approvals’, including simple validations and tacit approvals, granted by Member
States for agreements or decisions where the legislative procedures in force do not provide for
checks and balances and/or for the authority to carry out consultations;

— practices whereby the authorities of a Member State are only entitled to reject or endorse the
proposals of professional bodies without being able to alter their content or substitute their own
decisions for these proposals;

— proposals put forward by economic operators on their own initiative and not explicitly envisaged by
legislation and for which no specific procedure is laid down with a view to active revision, possible
amendment or rejection and explicit adoption;

— proposals having binding or coordinating effects for professionals before their adoption by the
competent State authority.

202. As regards multi-disciplinary partnerships (MDPs), the conclusions are less obvious. Member
States may prohibit MDPs between certain professions, depending on the respective legal regimes under
which those professions operate and the necessity of the prohibition to ensure the public interest the
Member State believes to be at stake. Essentially, every case must be examined on its merits.

203. The Wouters judgment does, however, also give some guidance on examining purely
‘deontological’ (professional ethics) rules. Any examination of such rules in competition terms will have
to take account of the Court’s finding that deontological rules are not called into question in so far as they
are reasonably necessary to guarantee the proper exercise of the profession, and to this extent are not
caught by Article 81(1). For rules which are not reasonably necessary to guarantee this objective, they
must be assessed to see if they qualify for an exemption under Article 81(3). In this way Wouters will
affect the Commission’s approach to other types of restrictive rules and practices in this area, such as
restrictions on advertising, soliciting clients and access to the profession.

9.1.2. Study on the economic impact of regulation

204. Consumers and businesses still encounter considerable difficulties in deriving benefits from the
internal market in liberal professions’ services. This is likely to result to some extent from State
regulation and self-regulation of professions having effects on conditions of competition. While the
primary goal of such regulation is presumably to guarantee quality of service, the hypothesis is that some
current regulations may well produce more costs than benefits. At the very least, some allegedly
deontological rules are maintained in place without any clear justification of how they benefit consumers.
If unjustified restrictions were identified and removed, consumers would benefit from better choice and
value for money, and service providers would have more room for creativity and innovation and for
adapting their business to demand.

205. With this in mind, the Competition DG launched a study in April into the regulations applicable
to liberal professions, which should produce results in the first half of 2003 (123). The study is expected to
provide the Competition DG with, first, relevant and up-to-date facts on the regulations concerning

¥123∂ The contractor, chosen after an open tender competition, is the Institute for Advanced Studies, a non-profit-making
organisation based in Vienna.
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lawyers and notaries, architects and engineers, auditors and accountants, medical practitioners and
pharmacists. For each area, the factual comparison will cover all Member States. It is already clear at this
stage that the extent of regulation varies greatly across the EU, suggesting that the public interest
objectives which are considered to require specific laws in some Member States are seen differently
elsewhere.

206. Second, the consultants are expected to carry out a cost–benefit analysis of the regulation of some
professions in a sufficiently representative subset of Member States. This is intended to illustrate the
economic effects of the various regulatory choices. Ideally, the results of the study would help the
Commission to benchmark Member States according to the ‘quality’ of their regulations in this area, and
provide sufficient economic evidence to at least suggest that some liberalisation, yet to be determined,
would be beneficial to the whole European economy and in particular to consumers. A priori the potential
benefits in business-to-business exchange (B2B) are expected to be greater than those to private
consumers, mainly because businesses’ demand for new types of services and for more flexibility appears
greater, and because B2B service provision is more important in volume terms.

9.1.3. Coordinated actions with national competition authorities

207. It is against this background that the Competition DG is seeking to initiate a discussion on the
competition issues relating to liberal professions. The Competition DG has been in contact with national
competition authorities (NCAs) to learn of their past and current cases in this sector, first at a meeting of
NCA Directors-General on 26 June, and then amongst Member State experts on 28 October.

208. The meeting of Directors-General was based on the replies to a number of questions sent
previously to the NCAs concerning their experience of applying competition law to this sector. The
replies received made clear that, although national competition laws cover the liberal professions sector
in almost all Member States, the application of competition law in practice is limited by national
legislation which imposes restrictions on competition. NCAs are not generally empowered to act where
such legislation exists. In this area, therefore, NCAs are limited to giving opinions on draft legislation.
The most common cases have been against price fixing by professional associations, discriminatory
conditions of access to the profession and advertising restrictions. Some NCAs have taken or are taking a
general programme of action to liberalise the sector.

209. On 28 October, an ad hoc advisory committee of Member State experts met in Brussels to discuss
the interpretation of the Arduino and Wouters judgments and what kind of competition intervention these
rulings permit. Member State experts welcomed the opportunity to discuss together and exchange
experience in this sector. They agreed with the Commission’s interpretation of the two judgments as
outlined above. Another conclusion of the meeting was that, since many of the restrictions appeared to
result from national legislation, dialogue with the Member State bodies responsible for such legislation
(e.g. justice ministries), as well as with economic affairs ministries, could be beneficial.
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D — Statistics           
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II — MERGER CONTROL

A — General policy and new developments

1. Introduction

210. In line with the decline in world stock markets, the number of mergers and acquisitions notified
to the Commission fell back in 2002 to levels seen in the late 1990s. While 335 concentrations of
Community dimension were notified in 2001, which already marked a slight decline from 2000 (345),
there were only 277 notifications in 2002 (see chart).

211. Apart from the decline in quantity, the percentage of mergers that gave rise to competition
problems and hence required an in-depth (phase II) investigation leading to a decision pursuant to
Article 8 of the EC merger regulation (ECMR) declined by more than two thirds, from 20 cases in 2001
to 7 in 2002. All seven transactions were finally approved, either because the companies involved
submitted undertakings that removed the original competition problems (five cases) or initial competition
concerns were not confirmed by the in-depth investigation (two cases). In addition, the Commission
issued two decisions pursuant to Article 8(4) relating to transactions that had been subject to a prohibition
decision in 2001. In both Tetra Laval/Sidel (124) and Schneider/Legrand (125), the parties had made
unconditional bids in accordance with French stock exchange rules and had already acquired more than
90 % of their respective target’s shares at the time of the prohibition decision. Exceptionally in the case
of public bids, the ECMR allows such acquisitions prior to the Commission’s final decision. Under
Article 8(4) of the ECMR, the Commission had to order the companies to separate in accordance with a
timetable and arrangements that would restore conditions of effective competition while affording the
best protection to the interests of the two companies.

212. There were no prohibition decisions in 2002, while there were five in the previous year. The
fluctuation in the number of prohibitions highlights the small percentage of notified mergers that is
actually prohibited. Even the ‘record’ number of five prohibitions in 2001 amounted to only 1.7 % of
those mergers that were large enough to meet the thresholds of the EC merger regulation in that year. At
these levels, random effects easily outweigh any systematic trend one may try to read into the figures.

213. In total, the Commission took 275 final decisions in 2002, 7 of which followed in-depth
investigations (0 prohibition, 2 clearances without conditions and 5 conditional clearance decisions)
and 10 of which were conditional clearances at the end of an initial investigation (‘phase I’). The
Commission cleared 252 cases in phase I. Of these, 111 (44 %) of the first-phase clearance decisions
were taken in accordance with the simplified procedures introduced in September 2000. The Commission
adopted one decision under Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty. In addition, the Commission took 13 referral
decisions pursuant to Article 9 of the merger regulation and opened in-depth investigations in 7 cases.

Year 1990 1991 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 2000 2001 2002 Total

Number 
of notified cases

12 63 60 58 95 110 131 172 235 292 345 335 277 2 185

¥124∂ COMP/M.2416 Tetra Laval/Sidel, 30.1.2002.
¥125∂ COMP/M.2283 Schneider/Legrand, 30.1.2002.
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214. On 17 April, the Commission decided to clear, subject to commitments, the acquisition by Bayer
of Aventis Crop Science (ACS) (126). Bayer’s animal health business group produces a wide range of
veterinary medicines and vaccines to maintain the health of livestock and companion animals as well as a
variety of grooming products. Aventis Crop Science was formed in 1999 as the combination of AgrEvo
(the former Hoechst/Schering joint venture) and the Rhône-Poulenc agriculture division. After an initial
investigation lasting one month, the Commission decided on 4 December 2001 that it needed to further
investigate the impact of the transaction on competition conditions in several crop protection and animal
health markets. The in-depth investigation, which was conducted in close cooperation with the US
Federal Trade Commission, revealed that the transaction as notified would have led to many competition
problems in agricultural insecticides, herbicides, fungicides as well as in seed treatment, molluscicides,
professional pest control products and certain animal health products (anti-flea preparations for cats and
dogs). The Commission decided to clear the case, subject to substantial divestitures. As initially notified,
the operation would have led to the creation or strengthening of dominant positions on about 130 markets
for crop protection, professional pest control and animal health products. But Bayer offered a
comprehensive set of commitments, including the sale, in a single package, of best-selling insecticide
Fipronil and a number of fungicides, which together constitute ACS’s entire European seed treatment
business. The commitments fully resolve the Commission’s competition concerns, enabling it to issue an
Article 8(2) clearance decision.

215. The Commission cleared three cases involving Haniel Baustoff-Industrie Zuschlagstoffe GmbH
(Haniel), a German company active in the building materials sector. Haniel/Fels (127), Haniel/Ytong (128)
and Haniel/Cementbouw/JV (CVK) (129) were all cleared after in-depth investigation and, in two cases,
after substantial undertakings had been submitted.

216. The first was the acquisition of Fels-Werke GmbH (Fels), also a German company active in the
building materials sector. The Commission examined carefully the deal’s impact in the Dutch market for
wall building materials. In this market, Haniel’s activities consisted of an indirect 50 % stake in CVK, a
cooperative comprising all existing production facilities of sand-lime products in that country. The other
50 % of CVK is indirectly owned by Cementbouw, a Dutch building materials group. The Commission
concluded that Haniel, through CVK, already held a dominant position in the market for wall building
materials for load-bearing walls, with a market share in excess of 50 %. However, it was concluded that
the acquisition of Fels would not further strengthen this position of dominance as Haniel’s share of the
market would increase only to a very small extent. This acquisition was therefore granted regulatory
approval (130).

217. The second operation considered by the Commission involved the proposed acquisition by
Haniel of Ytong Holding AG (Ytong), another German company active in the building materials sector.
The acquisition of Ytong would have strengthened Haniel’s dominant position in the market for wall
building materials. Haniel was already the only supplier of sand-lime products in the Netherlands and, by
acquiring Ytong, Haniel would also become the leading supplier of cellular concrete. Therefore, building
materials traders and construction companies likewise would have been even more dependent on the

¥126∂ M.2547.
¥127∂ COMP/M.2495 Haniel/Fels, 21.2.2002.
¥128∂ COMP/M.2568 Haniel/Ytong, 9.4.2002.
¥129∂ COMP/M.2650 Haniel/Cementbouw/JV (CVK), 26.6.2002.
¥130∂ In October 2001, at the same time that the Commission had started its in-depth investigation into the Dutch building

materials market, it had referred the review of the transaction’s impact in the relevant German markets to the German
Federal Cartel Office. Subsequently the Commission also referred the German aspects of Haniel’s acquisition of Ytong to
the Federal Cartel Office. Both deals were subsequently cleared subject to commitments.
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products offered by Haniel, thereby giving Haniel additional power to raise prices above competitive
levels to the detriment of its customers. As the proposed divestiture of Ytong’s business in the
Netherlands would eliminate the overlap in the Netherlands, the Commission was able to approve the
operation.

218. The third case was, in fact, a retroactive clearance of the 1999 acquisition of the Dutch sand-lime
joint venture CVK by the Haniel group of Germany and Dutch firm Cementbouw. The agreement only
came to the Commission’s knowledge during the course of its investigations into Haniel’s acquisition of
Fels and of Ytong. Haniel and Cementbouw took control of CVK and, indirectly, its members in 1999
through a series of agreements, but did not notify them to the Commission. After a careful analysis of the
1999 CVK deal, notified in January 2002, the Commission came to the conclusion that the concentration
would have led to a dominant position on the part of the combined entity on the Dutch market for wall
building materials for load-bearing walls, with a market share substantially in excess of 50 %. CVK
would have been, together with one of its parent companies (Cementbouw), the only suppliers of sand-
lime products, the wall building materials most in demand by construction companies in the Netherlands.
This would have made Dutch building materials traders and construction companies, an important sector
for the economy, dependent on CVK.

219. In order to meet the Commission’s competition concerns, Haniel and Cementbouw undertook to
terminate their joint control over CVK and its members. Furthermore, joint sales and marketing
activities through CVK will be terminated. As a result of this undertaking, two groups of sand-lime
companies will compete in the Dutch building materials sector, and the concentration will not create (or
strengthen) a dominant position in the relevant market.

220. In May, the bid by Carnival Corporation to take over P&O Cruises (131) was cleared
unconditionally after an in-depth investigation. On 16 December 2001, Carnival Corporation, a cruise
company active worldwide, launched a bid to acquire all the shares in P&O Princess plc, a UK-based
cruise company also active worldwide. The UK competition authorities requested referral of the case
pursuant to Article 9 of the ECMR. The Commission did not refer the case as it initially also raised
concerns in other Member States, particularly in Germany.

221. Carnival and P&O Princess accounted in 2000 for around a third of cruise passengers in the EEA,
with the main overlap being in the United Kingdom and Germany. Market shares were also high in Italy
and Spain, but in these countries the addition of P&O’s cruise operations was minimal. An in-depth
investigation was opened owing to initial concerns about the parties’ strong position in the cruise market
in the United Kingdom and in Germany. But after an in-depth analysis it was concluded that the strong
growth enjoyed in the market, the absence of substantial barriers to entry and the ability for rivals in the
market to shift capacity, for example from the United States to the United Kingdom, would exert a
sufficient competitive pressure on Carnival. The deal was subsequently cleared. In the course of its
investigation, the Commission had contact with the United Kingdom’s Competition Commission, which
assessed and cleared a rival bid for P&O Princess by Royal Caribbean, and with the Federal Trade
Commission of the United States, which examined and cleared both deals.

222. In December, the Commission authorised, subject to conditions, the joint acquisition of German
regional gas wholesaler Gas Versorgung Süddeutschland (GVS) by German electricity firm Energie
Baden-Württemberg AG (EnBW, controlled by Electricité de France) and Italian gas and petroleum firm
ENI SpA (132). The operation, as initially notified to the Commission, would have strengthened GVS’s

¥131∂ COMP/M.2706 Carnival Corporation/P&O Cruises, 24.7.2002.
¥132∂ COMP/M.2822 ENBW/ENI/GVS, 17.12.2002.
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dominant position on the wholesale gas market in Baden-Württemberg, in south-west Germany, by
securing GVS’s hold on EnBW’s local distributors. In order to address these competition concerns, the
parties proposed, at an early stage of the in-depth investigation, to grant early termination rights to all
local gas distributors which had entered into long-term supply contracts with either GVS or EnBW’s
existing subsidiaries Neckarwerke Stuttgart AG (NWS) and EnBW Gas GmbH. The undertakings given
by the parties will potentially free up substantial demand as local distribution companies can switch to
other gas wholesale suppliers. The timing of the commitments matches the arrival of increased
competition in Baden-Württemberg with the completion of a new Wingas pipeline, which is expected for
the end of 2004. Wingas operates its own gas pipeline system in Germany, and the new pipeline will cross
Baden-Württemberg from east to west giving access to the high-consumption Stuttgart area.

2. Judicial review of merger decisions in 2002

223. During the course of 2002 the European Court of First Instance handed down three judgments in
three merger prohibition cases. The speed with which two of these judgments were issued was made
possible by the application of a new expedited (‘fast-track’) procedure introduced in 2000, which has
greatly enhanced the effectiveness of the judicial review of the Commission’s merger control procedure.
There were 16 appeals against Commission decisions pending before the Court of First Instance and the
Court of Justice at the end of 2002. Some decisions have generated more than one appeal.

2.1. Airtours v Commission (133)

224. On 6 June, the Court of First Instance annulled the Commission’s decision to prohibit a merger
between Airtours and First Choice, two UK-based holiday tour operators. The Commission had received
the notification of Airtours bid to take over First Choice on 29 April 1999. After an in-depth phase II
investigation, the Commission decided on 22 September 1999 to prohibit the merger because the merger
would have created a situation of collective dominance in the market for short-haul foreign package
holidays in the United Kingdom (134).

225. After the merger there would have been three major tour operators left in the market: the merged
entity (with 19.4 + 15.0 = 34.4 % market share), Thomas Cook (20.4 %) and Thomson (30.7 %). All
other players would have had less than 3 %. The Commission’s view was that the three remaining large
operators would be able to coordinate behaviour by restricting the capacity put on sale, thereby raising
prices for British consumers.

226. The applicant had argued that the Commission had used a new and incorrect definition of
collective dominance. The Commission had stated in the decision that it is not a necessary condition for
the finding of collective dominance that the oligopolists will behave tacitly as if they were a cartel.
Collective dominance in the context of the merger regulation could also occur in a situation where a
‘merger makes it rational for the oligopolists, in adapting themselves to market conditions, to act —
individually — in ways which will substantially reduce competition between them, and as a result of
which they may act, to an appreciable extent, independently of competitors, customers and
consumers’ (135). This statement was not of immediate relevance for this particular merger since the
Commission had indeed found that the conditions for tacit coordination were present and the Court of
First Instance thus abstained from giving its opinion as to whether the concept of collective dominance

¥133∂ Judgment of the Court of First Instance in Case T-342/99 Airtours plc v Commission of the European Communities.
¥134∂ Case No IV/M.1524 Airtours/First Choice.
¥135∂ Decision, paragraph 54.
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could include other situations than tacit coordination. The Court of First Instance concluded that ‘since
the decision is a measure applying Article 2 of Regulation No 4064/89 to a specific concentration, the
Court must, in its review of the legality of the decision, confine itself to the position adopted by the
Commission in relation to the transaction as notified’ (136).

227. A number of features in the market had led the Commission to conclude that there was an
incentive for the big operators to coordinate tacitly. The investigation had shown that operators were
interdependent, that the financial markets were hostile to aggressive strategies based on organic growth
and that institutional investors owned significant shares in several of the operators.

228. The Court of First Instance found, however, that the Commission had not mustered enough
evidence for its claim. In 1997, the UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC) published a
detailed study of the foreign package holiday business. This report concluded that in 1997 the market was
broadly competitive. The Court of First Instance placed great emphasis on some of the findings in this
report and was in the end not convinced that the situation at the time of the merger differed sufficiently
from that analysed in the MMC report to justify the Commission’s concerns.

229. The Court of First Instance found that the Commission made an error of assessment when it
concluded that, if the transaction were to proceed, the three main operators would have an incentive to
cease competing with one another. It found that the Commission had not provided adequate evidence in
support of its claim that there was already a tendency in the industry towards collective dominance and
that it had not appropriately taken the volatility of market shares into account (137). It also found that the
Commission had misinterpreted the data available to it concerning demand growth (138).

230. With respect to the general analysis of tacit coordination, the Court of First Instance specified
three necessary conditions for a collective dominant position as defined in this case to exist: transparency,
deterrent mechanisms and the unlikelihood of a response from competitors and consumers (139).

Transparency

231. For tacit coordination to be credible, each member of the oligopoly must have the ability to know
how the other members are behaving in order to monitor whether or not they are adopting the common
collusive policy. The Commission had concluded in its assessment that the market was sufficiently
transparent, partly due to the frequent interaction of the oligopolists, partly due to the publication of
brochures that allowed each operator to closely monitor the capacity of the others. The Court of First
Instance disagreed with this assessment (140).

Deterrents

232. For tacit coordination to be sustainable there must exist punishment or retaliation mechanisms
that deter the oligopolists from departing from the common policy. The Commission had found that
several punishment mechanisms existed. An increase in capacity of one operator could severely hurt the
others and since each operator sold the products of the other operators in its retail chain, it could de-rack

¥136∂ Judgment, paragraph 53.
¥137∂ Judgment, paragraph 120.
¥138∂ Judgment, paragraph 133.
¥139∂ Judgment, paragraph 62.
¥140∂ Judgment, paragraph 180.
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a deviator’s products. The Court of First Instance rejected these deterrent mechanisms since they were
either not credible, or costly to implement (141).

Reaction from competitors and customers

233. Tacit coordination is only stable if current and future competitors as well as consumers are not
able to jeopardise the results expected from the common policy. The Commission did not believe that the
fringe could constrain the oligopolists because the vertical integration of the big operators had brought
the fringe into a situation of dependence vis-à-vis the members of the oligopoly. The Court of First
Instance concluded that the Commission’s assessment was incorrect and that it underestimated their
ability to react as a countervailing force capable of counteracting the creation of a collective dominant
position (142).

234. Despite its negative finding, the judgment should be welcomed as a significant step forward in
that it brings clarity as to what are the necessary standards of proof in cases of creation of collective
dominance.

2.2. Schneider v Commission

235. On 22 October, the Court of First Instance, adjudicating for the first time under an expedited
procedure in a merger case, annulled the Commission decision of 10 October 2001 declaring the merger
between the French electrical equipment manufacturers Schneider and Legrand incompatible with the
common market (143).

236. The annulment of the Commission decision was based on two sets of considerations: first, errors
of analysis and assessment and, second, infringement of the rights of the defence.

237. With regard to the Commission’s economic analysis of the impact of the merger operation, the
Court of First Instance considered that it was vitiated by errors of analysis and assessment which
deprived it of probative value.

238. First, the Court of First Instance noted that the Commission had relied on evidence such as the
range of products and the combination of brands which it would have been able to offer throughout the
EEA in assessing the economic power which the new entity resulting from the merger would enjoy in
each of the different national markets affected by the operation. Without ruling out in principle the
possibility of taking into account, on a supplementary basis, transnational factors in the analysis of the
effects of a merger on national markets, the Court of First Instance held that, in the present case, the
Commission had not shown that such effects existed in each of the national markets affected.

239. Secondly, the Court of First Instance held that the Commission had been wrong not to take
account of the internal sales of certain vertically integrated competitors, leading it to overestimate the
strength of the entity resulting from the merger. The Court considered that the prices of non-integrated
manufacturers such as Schneider and Legrand were subject to direct competitive pressure from integrated
manufacturers when it came to carrying out large construction projects following an invitation to tender.

¥141∂ Judgment, paragraph 207.
¥142∂ Judgment, paragraph 277.
¥143∂ Judgment of the Court of First Instance in Case T-310/01 Schneider Electric SA v Commission of the European

Communities.
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240. The Court of First Instance then laid down the important principle that, whatever the scale of the
defects affecting a Commission decision declaring a merger incompatible with the common market,
those defects cannot lead to its annulment if it follows from the other elements of the decision that
implementation of the operation will create or strengthen a dominant position as a result of which
effective competition will be significantly impeded. The Court found that the merger between Schneider
and Legrand did have such an effect on the French markets.

241. However, with regard to those markets, the Court of First Instance held that the Commission had
infringed Schneider’s rights of defence as it had included in its decision an objection that did not feature
in the statement of objections. The objection in question concerned the position of strength of the entity
resulting from the merger enjoyed vis-à-vis wholesalers. The Court of First Instance took the view that
this infringement of Schneider’s rights of defence had affected the outcome of the proceedings in two
respects. First, Schneider had not been given a proper opportunity to comment on the objection, either
in its reply to the statement of objections or at the hearing. Secondly, Schneider had not been given an
opportunity to submit in good time proposals for divestiture capable of resolving the competition
problems identified by the Commission on the French markets.

242. The Court of First Instance considered that, in view of the requirement for speed which
characterises the overall scheme of Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89, the period of 12 days, corresponding
to five working days, set by the Commission to allow the parties to respond to a request for information
under Article 11(5) of the regulation was reasonable despite the large number of questions put (322).

243. In a separate judgment (144) delivered the same day, the Court of First Instance, again acting under
the expedited procedure, annulled the Commission decision of 30 January 2002 ordering Schneider to
demerge from Legrand. The Court held that, since the decision finding that the merger operation was
incompatible with the common market had been annulled, the demerger decision had no basis in law.

244. In both these cases, the Court of First Instance delivered its judgment approximately 10 months
after the application was lodged and approximately 12 months after the incompatibility decision was
adopted. It did so, moreover, before the deadline imposed on Schneider and Legrand to demerge had
expired.

245. After careful consideration, the Commission decided not to appeal against the judgment in this
case.

2.3. Tetra Laval v Commission (145)

246. On 25 October, the Court of First Instance annulled the Commission’s decision of 30 October 2001
declaring the merger between Tetra Laval, a Swiss packaging company active mainly in carton
packaging, and Sidel, a French packaging company active mainly in plastic PET packaging equipment,
incompatible with the common market.

247. The case is of wide significance. It is the first case in which the Court of First Instance has
expressly considered a merger involving conglomerate issues and creates new, potentially controversial
case-law in this field by directly addressing issues such as the assessment of conglomerate mergers under
the ECMR, the relationship between Article 82 and the ECMR, and the role of behavioural remedies. The
case was dealt with under the Court of First Instance’s expedited procedure.

¥144∂ Case T-77/02.
¥145∂ Judgment of the Court of First Instance in Case T-05/02 Tetra Laval v Commission of the European Communities.
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The Commission’s decision

248. The Commission’s decision focused mainly on the likely anticompetitive conglomerate effects of
the merger. The Commission concluded that the two companies were active in distinct product markets,
carton packaging and PET packaging equipment respectively, which were, however, closely
neighbouring markets. PET is a technical substitute for the so-called sensitive products that traditionally
have been packaged in carton (liquid dairy products, juices, fruit-flavoured still drinks, and tea/coffee
drinks) and PET is expected to grow significantly in those segments in the near future in competition with
carton. The merger would create a market structure allowing the merged entity to leverage its dominant
position in carton to turn its leading position in PET packaging equipment into a dominant one. The
merger would also strengthen Tetra’s existing dominance in carton by eliminating the actual and potential
competition represented by Sidel as the leading company in a neighbouring, rival market. The
Commission rejected remedies offered by Tetra consisting mainly of promises not to engage in abusive
practices, to hold Sidel as a separate company and to offer a licence for Sidel’s SBM machinery to an
independent third party. The Commission found that the remedies were not viable, impossible to monitor
and insufficient to address the serious anticompetitive effects of the merger.

The Court of First Instance judgment

249. The Court of First Instance was asked to annul the Commission’s decision on the basis of
procedural and substantive arguments. Regarding procedure, the applicant claimed that it had been
unlawfully denied access to the file in respect of an expert report and the responses to a market survey on
its offer of commitments. On the substance, Tetra claimed that the Commission had not shown that the
merger would lead to the creation or strengthening of a dominant position as leveraging was not possible,
foreclosure could not take place and elimination of potential competition would not change Tetra’s
incentives to innovate and lower prices in the carton market.

250. The Court dismissed the applicant’s procedural arguments. It found that the applicant had had
sufficient access to the expert report and had been able to understand and to comment on this report. As
regards the market test of the commitments, the Court found that the Commission was entitled to provide
access in the form of summaries in order to protect the identity of certain respondents, who feared
retaliation. The Court also dismissed claims made by Tetra that the questionnaires were inaccurate or
misleading and concluded that it was not apparent that respondents were misled or confused. The rights
of defence were therefore not infringed by the use of summaries.

251. As regards the substantive issues, the Court confirmed that the Commission was entitled to assess
the possible anticompetitive conglomerate effects of the merger, even though, in the Court’s view,
mergers between undertakings active on distinct markets do not usually give rise to competition concerns
(paragraph 150). The Court observed that, in certain circumstances, the means and capacities brought
together by a conglomerate merger may immediately create conditions allowing the merged entity to
acquire, in the relatively near future, a dominant position on a neighbouring market by leverage
(paragraph 151). Indeed, the Court acknowledged that, in this case, the Commission had shown, on the
basis of well-established and objective evidence, that the two markets in question were closely related
and that the merged entity would have the ability to engage in leveraging practices (paragraph 199).

Leveraging

252. However, noting that, while the Commission enjoys a certain margin of discretion, the lapse of
time before the emergence of the anticipated dominant position requires the Commission’s analysis of
the future position to be ‘particularly plausible’ (paragraph 162), the Court held that, in the circumstances
of the case, the merged entity would be unlikely to engage in leveraging practices with significant,
anticompetitive foreclosure effects.
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253. The Court based its reasoning on three elements. First, the Commission should have considered the
extent to which the incentives of the merged entity to leverage would be reduced, or even eliminated, by the
illegality of the conduct in question, the likelihood of its detection, action taken by the competent authorities,
both at EU and national level, and the financial penalties which could ensue (paragraph 159). Furthermore,
the Commission should have taken into account the behavioural commitments offered by the applicant in
assessing the likelihood of the merged entity engaging in unlawful leveraging activity (paragraph 161). In the
absence of such an assessment, the Court based its analysis of leveraging exclusively on conduct ‘which
would, at least probably, not be illegal’ (paragraph 162). Second, the Court disagreed with the Commission’s
assessment of the growth prospects of PET in respect of milk and fruit juice, considering that it was not based
on convincing evidence (paragraphs 203 to 214). Third, the Court of First Instance held that the decision did
not provide sufficient evidence to justify the definition of sub-markets among SBM machines with reference
to their end-use (paragraph 269) and that there was no distinct market for SBM machines for sensitive
products. Finally, the Court of First Instance found that the Commission underestimated the importance of
the merged entity’s competitors on the carton and the PET side and the interaction of PET and carton with
other packaging materials such as glass, cans and HDPE where the merged entity would not be present or
would have a modest position. On this basis, the Court thus found that the Commission committed a manifest
error of assessment in concluding that a dominant position would be created on PET equipment markets, and
particularly on those for low- and high-capacity SBMs (paragraph 308).

Reduction of potential competition in the carton market

254. Again, the Court acknowledged that the Commission was entitled to examine potential
anticompetitive conglomerate effects, namely the significance for the carton markets of a reduction of
potential competition from the neighbouring PET equipment markets (paragraph 323). However, the
Court held that Tetra’s behaviour as regards pricing and innovation in the carton market would not
change after the merger as there was a sufficient level of competition to ensure that Tetra would have to
continue to fight and innovate. Therefore, the Court concluded that it had not been demonstrated that the
merged entity’s position would be strengthened vis-à-vis its competitors on the carton markets.

255. The Commission has lodged an appeal against the judgment in this case.

3. Remedies

256. Ten cases in 2002 were cleared after an extended (six-week) phase I investigation and after
undertakings had been submitted by the merging parties that provided a clear-cut solution to identified
competition problems (resulting in a decision pursuant to Article 6(2) of the merger regulation). Many of
the cases outlined below were preceded by extensive discussions between the Commission and the
merging parties prior to notification, during which potential competition problems were identified. This
can be an effective way for companies to obtain clearance of a notified merger, in particular where they
are aware of the likely competitive issues and have already considered potential divestitures.

SEB/Moulinex (146)

257. SEB/Moulinex was the first such decision in 2002. It involved SEB, a French manufacturer of small
electrical household appliances (e.g. deep-fryers, toasters, coffee machines, kettles, food processors, irons)
under brands such as Tefal, Rowenta Calor and SEB. Moulinex, also French, is a direct competitor of SEB,
and owns global brands such as Moulinex and Krups and Swan in the United Kingdom. SEB’s

¥146∂ COMP/M.2621 SEB/Moulinex, 8.1.2002.
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acquisition of Moulinex was expected to have significant effects on competition in France, where SEB is the
market leader for some products and Moulinex for others. These aspects were referred under Article 9(2)(a)
to the French authorities, following their request received on 7 December 2001. The acquisition would also
have raised competition concerns in Portugal, Greece, Belgium and the Netherlands, where one or other
of the two companies had large market shares before this transaction. In Germany, Austria, Denmark,
Sweden and Norway the transaction would have appreciably altered the terms of competition on several
product markets, especially for deep-fryers. The non-French aspects of the transaction were authorised
after SEB proposed granting exclusive licences to use the Moulinex brand for a period of five years for
the sale of small electric household appliances in nine countries (Portugal, Greece, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Denmark, Sweden and Norway). SEB will not reintroduce the Moulinex
brand in those countries for a further period of three years from the expiry of the exclusive licence, so as
to allow the licensee time for the gradual introduction of a brand name of its own.

Masterfoods/Royal Canin (147)

258. Masterfoods, a French subsidiary of the American company Mars Inc., notified its proposed
acquisition of the French pet food company Royal Canin SA in January. Mars manufactures snack foods,
ice cream, pet foods, including Pedigree, Advance, Cesar, Whiskas and Sheba brands, which are sold
worldwide, and national/regional brands such as Canigou and Brekkies. Royal Canin is a leading supplier
of dry prepared pet food products and has developed its branded business primarily through sales in
specialist outlets throughout the European Union. The six-week examination of the transaction identified
competition concerns in the dry prepared pet foods markets in France and Germany. To address these
concerns, Mars undertook to divest for the whole of Europe its businesses connected to five of the
merged group’s pet food brands, i.e. Advance, Premium, Royal Chien, Playdog and Brekkies, together
with two major manufacturing plants and all other assets relating to the divested business. The merger
cannot be implemented before the conditions have been fulfilled. The Commission examined the impact
of the acquisition only for the European Union, as pet food products are excluded from the application of
the EEA Agreement between the EU, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.

Solvay/Montedison/Ausimont (148)

259. In February, Solvay, a Belgian chemicals and pharmaceuticals group, notified to the Commission
its planned purchase of Ausimont, an Italian chemicals company with operations in Italy, Germany, Japan
and the United States. The operation led to serious concerns in two markets: persalts, a raw material with
a bleaching agent used in the production of detergents; and non-coatings polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF), a high-performance fluoropolymer. In the persalts markets, the deal would have created a direct
link between Solvay — the leading producer in Europe — and Degussa, its largest competitor, through
MedAvox, a joint venture set up by Degussa and Ausimont. Solvay, Degussa and MedAvox hold over
75 % of the EEA persalts market. To resolve this, Solvay offered to divest Ausimont’s 50 % stake in
MedAvox, effectively severing the links between Solvay and Degussa. The non-coatings PVDF market
was already highly concentrated with only four players: Solvay, Ausimont, Atofina and Kureha. Solvay
and Atofina are by far the largest players with over 90 % of the market. The Commission’s investigation
raised concerns that, in the light of the characteristics of the market, the operation could have brought
about a situation of joint dominance for Solvay and Atofina. To address these concerns, Solvay
committed itself to divesting its non-coatings PVDF plant based at Decatur in the United States. This is
one of six production facilities for non-coatings PVDF and represents around 20 % of worldwide
capacity. This divestment also included Solvay’s shares in Alventia, a production-only joint venture

¥147∂ COMP/M.2544 Masterfoods/Royal Canin, 15.2.2002.
¥148∂ COMP/M.2690 Solvay/Montedison — Ausimont, 9.4.2002.
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company which produces vinylidene difluoride (VF2) at Decatur. VF2 is the key raw material for PVDF.
The Commission and the US Federal Trade Commission cooperated in their analysis of Solvay’s
acquisition of Ausimont.

Imperial Tobacco/Reemtsma Cigarettenfabriken (149)

260. This case involved two of the world’s biggest cigarette manufacturers. Imperial Tobacco
manufactures and sells a range of tobacco products, including Superkings, Lambert and Butler, Embassy,
John Player Special, Regal and Richmond cigarette brands, Drum ‘roll-your-own’ tobacco and Rizla
cigarette papers. Reemtsma, the target, is the world’s fifth largest cigarette manufacturer, supplying the
West and Davidoff cigarette brands. The activities of the parties are mostly complementary and the
investigation revealed substantial competition concerns only in the UK cigarette market. Imperial
Tobacco and Gallaher are the clear leaders in this market. Gallaher’s strength is in the premium brand
segment whereas Imperial Tobacco’s is more in the low-priced sector. While Reemtsma’s market share is
relatively small, it has a unique position in the supply of own-label cigarettes, for which it has been the
only significant supplier. Unusually, Reemtsma owns many of the own-label cigarette trademarks such as
Red Band in the United Kingdom, even though exclusivity is granted to distributors. The acquisition of
Reemtsma would therefore give Imperial Tobacco not only a strong position in the low-priced cigarette
sector but would also establish it as the only supplier of own-label cigarettes. As own-label cigarettes are a
significant source of competition in the UK market, particularly in the low-priced sector, this situation gave
rise to serious competition concerns.

261. To alleviate these concerns, Imperial Tobacco undertook not to develop the trademarks for its
own account and to maintain the exclusivity distributors currently enjoy. It also undertook that, if own-
label distributors were to find other suppliers in the future, they would retain the trademarks at stake.
These undertakings should remove any dependency of distributors on Imperial Tobacco, thereby ensuring
that own-label cigarettes continue to be an effective source of competition in the UK market.

Barilla/BPL/Kamps (150)

262. Barilla and the Italian bank Banca Popolare di Lodi Scarl (BPL) launched a public bid for all of
Kamps’s listed shares which would have given Barilla and BPL joint control over Kamps. Barilla
produces and sells pasta and pasta sauce products, bakery products (bread, bread substitutes and cakes)
and ice cream. While most of the company’s bakery operations are centred in Italy, Barilla’s Wasa
subsidiary is a leading crispbread manufacturer in several European countries, notably Germany. Kamps
produces and sells bakery products across Europe. Among the brands it owns are Lieken Urkorn and
Golden Toast. The deal would have reinforced Barilla’s leading position in Germany for crispbread.
Barilla already owned the Wasa brand, by far the market leader in Germany, and the addition of Kamps’s
Lieken Urkorn would have strengthened this position. To address these concerns, Barilla undertook to
divest Lieken Urkorn’s crispbread business to a viable competitor with experience in the food sector.

BP/Veba Oel (151)

263. This case involved BP plc acquiring control of the whole of Veba Oel, a joint venture between BP
and E.ON which had been approved by the Commission in December 2001 (152) and by the German
Federal Cartel Office. The creation of the Veba Oel joint venture had been cleared with conditions

¥149∂ COMP/M.2779 Imperial Tobacco/Reemtsma Cigarettenfabriken, 8.5.2002.
¥150∂ COMP/M.2817 Barilla/BPL/Kamps, 25.6.2002.
¥151∂ COMP/M.2761 BP/Veba Oel, 1.7.2002.
¥152∂ COMP/M.2533 BP/E.ON, 20.12.2001.
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addressing competition concerns which resulted from the combination of BP’s and Veba Oel’s petroleum
activities. The acquisition by BP of full control of Veba Oel did not give rise to new competition
problems. However, in view of the fact that some of the conditions imposed in the BP/E.ON joint venture
by both the Commission and the Federal Cartel Office had not yet been met, the original concerns had
not been fully eliminated. To address these concerns, BP committed itself to complying fully with the
undertakings previously submitted to the Commission and to the Federal Cartel Office in the BP/E.ON
case. The Commission was therefore able to clear the transaction, subject to full compliance with this
commitment.

Telia/Sonera (153)

264. The acquisition of the Finnish telecommunications group Sonera Corp. by Sweden’s Telia AB
was also cleared following a phase I investigation. Telia and Sonera are the leading telecommunications
operators in their respective countries. The transaction would have led to direct overlaps in the parties’
activities in Finland for mobile communications services to retail customers, wholesale international
roaming and wireless local area network (WLAN) services. The concerns raised by these overlaps were
remedied by the parties’ commitment to divest Telia’s mobile communications business in Finland,
including its WLAN business. Competition concerns also arose from the parties’ strong market positions
in a number of vertically related markets, in particular certain retail markets, wholesale call termination
on Telia/Sonera’s fixed and mobile telephony networks (where they enjoy a monopoly position) and the
provision of wholesale international roaming in Sweden and Finland. Vertical integration in this context
would have given the merged entity the incentive and ability to foreclose competitors from the retail
services markets in both countries, resulting in the strengthening of already strong positions for mobile
communications services and bundled voice and data communications solutions. These foreclosure
concerns were remedied by the companies’ offer to create a legal separation between their fixed and
mobile networks as well as services in Finland and in Sweden. They also undertook to grant non-
discriminatory access to their networks. Finally, the parties offered to divest Telia’s cable TV business in
Sweden. Cable TV networks are considered to be the most credible substitute for the infrastructure of
incumbent telecommunications firms.

RAG/Degussa (154)

265. The acquisition of the German specialty chemicals company Degussa AG by the German mining
and technology group RAG initially raised competition concerns in the construction materials sector.
RAG Aktiengesellschaft is an international mining and technology group based in Germany. Its business
activities comprise coal mining, power generation, environmental technology, chemicals and plastics.
Degussa AG is an international company based in Germany which makes specialty chemicals. Its
activities range from food additives to construction chemicals, coatings and specialty polymers. Degussa
is currently 64 %-owned by the German utility group E.ON. The Commission’s investigation of the
transaction showed that the combination of RAG’s and Degussa’s activities could have led to the creation
of a dominant position in the field of input products for concrete admixtures. These products are designed
to influence the viscosity and water content of concrete to make it more workable. In order to remove
these competition concerns, RAG offered to divest its Naphtalene Sulfonate (NSF) business in the EU, an
important concrete admixture input product, including production plants in Italy, Spain and Germany.
These commitments eliminated the overlap of RAG’s and Degussa’s activities and enabled a viable new
competitor to be created in order to remedy the removal of Degussa as an independent supplier.

¥153∂ COMP/M.2803 Telia/Sonera, 10.7.2002.
¥154∂ COMP/M.2854 RAG/Degussa, 18.11.2002.
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4. Article 9 and Article 22 referral cases — new developments

4.1. Introduction

266. The year 2002 was marked by a significant increase in referral cases on the basis of Article 9 of
the ECMR (7 in 2001, 11 in 2002) (155) and for the first time since the entry into force of the merger
regulation on 21 September 1990 Member States in two instances made a joint referral to the
Commission pursuant to Article 22(3) of the ECMR (156). Remarkably, half of the Article 9 cases were
referred to the relevant national authorities in January and February of this year. One of these cases (157)
concerned a referral to the Norwegian Government pursuant to Article 6 of Protocol 24 to the EEA
Agreement. In Leroy Merlin/Brico for the first time a case has been referred to three different Member
States. The Commission welcomes this development, because it fits well into the context of the merger
review process, which, as stated below, has as one of its main objectives the optimisation of the allocation
of cases between the Commission and Member States. Furthermore, the use of Article 22(3) of the
ECMR by Member States demonstrates the successful cooperation between the Commission and
national competition authorities (NCAs) to the benefit of European companies.

267. Another striking development this year was the number of appeals against Article 9 decisions.
Such appeals were lodged both by competitors and by parties to a transaction. The first such decision
appealed against was taken in SEB/Moulinex. The referral decision in BAM NBM/Hollandsche Beton
Groep was appealed against in September. However, following a clearance decision by the Dutch
competition authorities, that appeal was withdrawn. In Sogecable/Canalsatélite/Via Digital, two appeals
have recently been lodged against the referral decision.

268. More detailed information on the abovementioned Article 9 and Article 22 referral cases is set out
below.

4.2. Referral cases under Article 9 of the ECMR

SEB/Moulinex

269. On 8 January, the Commission authorised SEB to acquire sole control of Moulinex, subject to
compliance with commitments. On the same day, the Commission referred the question of the impact of
the merger in France. Both SEB and Moulinex (158) are French companies manufacturing small electrical
household appliances, such as deep-fryers, toasters, coffee makers and espresso machines, kettles,
tabletop ovens, sandwich, waffle and snack toasters, barbecues and grills, food processors and irons.
Extensive market investigation evidenced the national dimension of the markets for small electrical
household appliances. As far as the French market was concerned, market investigation further
demonstrated that there was a risk that the transaction might lead to the substantial strengthening of the
current market leader and to the elimination of a competitor.

¥155∂ M.2621, SEB/Moulinex, 8.1.2002; M.2502, Cargill/Cerestar, 18.1.2002; M.2683, Aker Maritime/Kvaerner (II),
23.1.2002; M.2662, Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg, 14.2.2002; M.2639, Compass/Restorama/Rail Gourmet, 26.2.2002;
M.2730, Connex/DNVBVG/JV, 24.4.2002; M.2760, Nehlsen/Rethmann/SWB/Bremerhaven, 30.5.2002; M.2845,
Sogecable/Canalsatélite/Via Digital, 14.8.2002; M. 2881, Koninklijke BAM NBM/HBG, 3.9.2002; M.2898, Leroy Merlin/
Brico, 13.12.2002; and M.2857, Electrabel Customer Solutions/Intercommunale d’Electricité du Hainaut, 23.12.2002.

¥156∂ M.2698, Promatech/Sulzer, 17.4.2002; M.2738, GEES/Unison, 17.4.2002.
¥157∂ Aker Maritime/Kvaerner II.
¥158∂ See above.
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270. On 15 July, the French Minister for Finance, Economic Affairs and Industry cleared the
transaction for its domestic part, on the grounds of the failing company defence. This argument was not
taken up by the Commission in its assessment of the other EU national markets. The referral decision, as
well as the first-phase clearance decision, have been appealed against before the Court of First Instance
by competitors Babyliss and Philips.

Cargill/Cerestar (159)

271. This case concerned the acquisition of the French undertaking Cerestar by US company Cargill
Inc. Cargill is a leading international player in a variety of agricultural businesses, such as commodities
trading and the processing of grains. Cerestar is Europe’s leading producer of starch and starch
derivatives. The United Kingdom requested referral of the proposed concentration as far as the impact in
the UK market for glucose syrups and blends was concerned. The Commission cleared the operation for
the whole of the European Economic Area with the exception of the UK glucose syrups and blends
market; the examination of these latter aspects was referred to the United Kingdom’s Office of Fair
Trading on 21 January. After an in-depth investigation the case was cleared by the UK authorities.

Aker Maritime/Kvaerner (II) (160)

272. In January, the Commission referred the examination of the impact on the oil and gas
installations markets of the proposed acquisition of the Anglo-Norwegian firm Kvaerner by Aker
Maritime of Norway to the Norwegian competition authority. This was the first time the Commission had
referred a case to an EFTA State. As regards the shipbuilding sector, the Commission granted a clearance.
The Norwegian Government had requested the Commission to refer the case as it considered that the
planned combination of the parties’ oil and gas activities would mainly raise competition issues relating
to the Norwegian market, in particular the market for new oil and gas installations (EPC contracts) and
the market for maintenance and modifications of platforms (MMO). Article 6 of Protocol 24 to the EEA
Agreement allows the Commission to refer a case to the competent authorities of an EFTA State if a
transaction has its main impact in an EFTA State. Being of the opinion that the Norwegian national
authorities were best placed to assess the impact of the deal on the oil and gas markets on the Norwegian
continental shelf, the Commission granted the request for referral. The Norwegian authorities
subsequently cleared the transaction without commitments.

Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg (161)

273. In Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg, the merger of Denmark’s two largest slaughterhouses, the
competition concerns were limited to the Danish market. On 28 December 2001, the Danish authorities
submitted a request for referral of the case on the grounds that the merger threatened to give rise to severe
competition concerns on five markets: the market for the purchase of live pigs, the sale of fresh pork for
direct human consumption, the supply of fresh pork for further processing, the supply of processed pork
products and the collection of abattoir by-products in Denmark. On 14 February, the Commission
decided to accept the Danish request and to refer the examination of the effect of the transaction on the
Danish market to the Danish competition authorities. This was the first occasion on which Denmark had
submitted a referral request. Denmark introduced its own merger control law in October 2000. The
Danish competition authorities subsequently cleared the case, subject to commitments, in second-phase
proceedings.

¥159∂ COMP/M.2502 Cargill/Cerestar, 18.1.2002.
¥160∂ COMP/M.2683 Aker Maritime/Kvaerner (II), 23.1.2002.
¥161∂ COMP/M.2662 Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg, 14.2.2002.
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Compass/Restorama/Rail Gourmet/Gourmet Nova (162)

274. This transaction concerned the proposed acquisition from SAirLines of Switzerland by Compass
Group plc, one of the United Kingdom’s largest foodservice companies, of Rail Gourmet, Restorama and
Gourmet Nova, three food catering businesses. The Commission’s review of the case had revealed that
the competition concerns were limited to the UK on-train catering market, where after the operation the
parties’ combined share would be 85 to 95 %. Following a request by the UK authorities, the
Commission referred the proposed acquisition by Compass of Rail Gourmet UK to the United
Kingdom’s Office of Fair Trading. The Commission cleared the rest of the acquisition from SAirLines,
comprising Rail Gourmet outside the United Kingdom, part of the Gourmet Nova business and
Restorama. The case was subsequently cleared by the UK authorities following an in-depth investigation.

Connex/DNVBVG/JV (163)

275. On 19 March, the Commission referred to the German Federal Cartel Office a joint venture
between Connex Verkehr GmbH, a subsidiary of the French Vivendi group, and Deutsche
Nahverkehrsgesellschaft mbH for the provision of local public transport services in the Riesa area
(Saxony, Germany). The case was referred as the competitive impact of the transaction was limited to
local markets within Germany. In particular, the joint venture would create structural links between the
operator of public transport in Hannover and Connex, which, from its established base in the adjacent
Schaumburg market, would be best placed to act as a competitor in Hannover. The proposed
concentration would link some of the main players in a market that has only recently been opened to
competition by private operators. Although, theoretically, operators from anywhere in Europe can bid for
licences to operate local public transport in Germany, only competitors who are already active in
geographic proximity have so far been successful in breaking into former monopoly markets. The
Federal Cartel Office subsequently cleared the case after a phase II investigation.

Nehlsen/Rethmann/SWB/Bremerhavener Entsorgungsgesellschaft (164)

276. By decision of 24 April, the Commission referred the proposed acquisition of joint control of
Bremerhavener Entsorgungsgesellschaft mbH by Karl Nehlsen GmbH & Co KG, Rethmann
Entsorgungswirtschaft GmbH & Co KG and swb AG to the German Federal Cartel Office. The Federal
Cartel Office had requested this referral as the merger threatened to create dominant positions on the
regional markets for the incineration of municipal and commercial wastes in Lower Saxony, Bremen and
Hamburg. On 17 December, the Federal Cartel Office prohibited the operation on the ground that the
operation would lead to the creation or strengthening of a dominant position in certain markets
concerning the collection, transport and disposal of household and industrial waste.

Sogecable/Canalsatélite Digital/Vìa Digital (165)

277. On 3 July, the Commission received a notification under the merger regulation requesting
clearance of a proposed acquisition by Sogecable, the dominant pay TV operator in Spain, of DTS
Distribuidora de Televisión Digital (Vía Digital), the second-largest pay TV operator in Spain. DTS is
controlled by the Spanish undertaking Grupo Admira Media, which belongs to the Telefónica group.
Sogecable is controlled jointly by the Spanish media group Promotora de Informaciones (Prisa) and
Groupe Canal +, which is owned by Vivendi Universal. The Spanish Government requested the

¥162∂ COMP/M.2639 Compass/Restorama/Rail Gourmet/Gourmet Nova, 26.2.2002.
¥163∂ COMP/M.2730 Connex/DNVBVG/JV, 24.4.2002.
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Commission to refer the case on the ground that the merger threatened to create a dominant position
impeding competition in certain distinct markets within Spain. The Commission decided to grant the
referral, as its review of the case had confirmed that the concentration would threaten to create or
strengthen a dominant position in the following markets geographically limited to Spain: pay TV;
acquisition of exclusive rights for premium films and acquisition and exploitation of football and other
sports; the sale of TV channels. Furthermore, the Commission investigated the effects of the transaction
on several telecommunication markets. The investigation showed that the creation of a link between the
dominant operators in pay TV and telecommunications in Spain carried a risk that Telefónica’s dominant
position would be strengthened in a number of telecommunication markets. On 29 November, the
Spanish authorities approved the case, subject to conditions. Two groups of competitors active as cable
pay TV service providers have lodged appeals against this referral decision before the Court of First
Instance.

Hollandsche Beton Groep/Koninklijke BAM NBM (166)

278. This operation concerned the acquisition of Dutch construction company Hollandsche Beton
Groep by its rival Koninklijke BAM NBM. The Dutch competition authority (Nederlandse
Mededingingsautoriteit) requested a referral of those aspects of the proposed acquisition which
concerned the Netherlands, being of the opinion that the proposed concentration threatened to create or
strengthen a dominant position on a number of markets in the building sector as well as on a number of
markets for the production of asphalt in the Netherlands. The Commission’s findings in its first-phase
investigation had revealed that such a threat might exist in relation to a possible market for large building
projects, in which BAM and HBG were particularly strong, as well as on several regional asphalt
markets. Given that the competition concerns were confined to the Dutch market, the Commission
considered the Dutch competition authority to be best placed to assess the competitive impact of this
case. The case was referred to the Dutch competition authority by decision of 3 September. On the same
date the Commission cleared the operation in respect of the Belgian market. On 27 September, the
referral decision was appealed against by the parties. However, after further investigation and a clearance
decision by the Dutch competition authority on 24 October, the appeal was dropped.

Leroy Merlin/Brico (167)

279. This operation concerned the acquisition of outlets located in France, Spain and Portugal
belonging to the Belgian group Brico by the French company Leroy Merlin. Both Brico and Leroy
Merlin are specialised in the distribution of DIY (‘do-it-yourself’) products through large surface area
outlets. The transaction would have brought about significant horizontal overlaps in a number of local
markets in those three countries. In view of this, the French, Spanish and Portuguese competition
authorities requested a referral of the case with respect to the distribution market, being of the opinion
that the proposed concentration threatened to create or strengthen a dominant position at the distribution
level. The Commission’s findings in its first-phase investigation had revealed that such a threat might exist
in relation to a possible market definition for large superstores of DIY products, the so-called GSB (grande
surface de bricolage). Given that a competition analysis had to be carried out in relation to every local
market where competition concerns could arise, the Commission considered the national authorities to be
best placed to assess the competitive impact of this case. The case was referred to the three Member States
on 13 December. In respect of the DIY procurement market, the Commission cleared the operation on the
same date as no competition concerns were identified.

¥166∂ COMP/M.2881 Hollandsche Beton Groep/Koninklijk BAM NBM, 3.9.2002.
¥167∂ COMP/M.2898.
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Electrabel Customer Solutions/Intercommunale d’Electricité du Hainaut (168)

280. The Commission referred to the Belgian authorities the proposed operation by which Electrabel
Customer Solutions (ECS) was to acquire from Intercommunale d’Electricité du Hainaut (IEH) activities
concerning the supply of electricity to eligible customers. A referral had been requested as the operation
threatened to create or strengthen a dominant position in the market for electricity supply to eligible
customers in Belgium. Furthermore, the Belgian authorities indicated that a referral of the case would
add to consistent decision-making, as it had earlier in the year dealt with five similar concentrations in
this market. According to the Belgian liberalisation legislation regulating the electricity market, public
utilities (intercommunales) are not allowed to engage in the supply of electricity to eligible customers
while at the same time managing the distribution network. The relevant legislation prescribes that a
default supplier must be appointed by the intercommunales in order to separate these two functions and
to warrant the continued supply of electricity to eligible customers who have not chosen a supplier. All of
the intercommunales in which Electrabel participates (intercommunales mixtes), including IEH, have
appointed ECS as the default supplier. As a result, the transaction would result in a transfer of customers
from IEH to ECS. To compensate the intercommunales for the loss of revenue from these customers, the
parties have re-balanced their financial interests. Hence the case was notifiable under the ECMR.
Following an extensive market investigation which confirmed that the transaction threatened to reinforce
Electrabel’s dominant position in the market for electricity supply to eligible customers in Belgium, and
after having concluded that the undertakings offered by the parties were insufficient to remedy the
competition concerns identified, the Commission decided to refer the case to the Belgian authorities on
23 December. This referral decision was motivated mainly by the objectives of administrative efficiency
and consistency in decision-making.

Referral cases under Article 22(3) of the ECMR

Promatech/Sulzer Textil (169)

281. Following the joint referral of the case by the competition authorities of Austria, France,
Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom under Article 22(3) of the ECMR, the
Commission cleared the acquisition of Sulzer Textil, the textile machinery division of Swiss company
Sulzer Ltd, by Italy’s Promatech SpA, another producer of weaving machinery. An in-depth investigation
showed that the deal would have led to a dominant position on the western European market for rapier
weaving machines. To address the Commission’s concerns, Promatech offered to divest Sulzer Textil’s
rapier weaving machine businesses in Schio, near Verona (Italy), and Zuchwil, near Solothurn
(Switzerland). These commitments eliminated the overlap created by the acquisition and fully removed
the Commission’s objections to the operation.

GEES/Unison (170)

282. GEES/Unison concerned the proposed acquisition of Unison Industries, a leading US supplier of
aircraft engine accessories and controls, by GE Engine Services Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company. The transaction was originally notified to several EU Member States (United
Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Austria and Greece) as it did not meet the turnover threshold
requirements laid down in Article 1 of the ECMR. Following a joint referral of the case by these Member
States under Article 22(3) of the ECMR, the Commission’s examination of the deal showed that there
were no horizontal overlaps between the activities of GEES and Unison. The assessment was therefore

¥168∂ COMP/M.2857 ECS/IEH, 23.12.2002.
¥169∂ COMP/M.2698 Promatech/Sulzer Textil, 16.4.2002.
¥170∂ COMP/M.2738 GEES/Unison, 17.4.2002.
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limited to the vertical integration of GE’s businesses and those of Unison. The Commission concluded,
however, that there would be no risk of foreclosure in the markets for engine accessories produced by
Unison or in the markets for aero engines. A clearance was granted on 17 April.

5. Reform of merger control

283. On 11 December, the Commission adopted comprehensive proposals for reform of the EU
merger control system. These proposals followed a year of consultation and debate on the consultation
document, the Green Paper on the review of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89 (171) (the merger
regulation) (172). The Green Paper called for views on how the effectiveness of the legal framework for EU
merger control might be improved, adapting it better to the realities of a globalising economy, against the
backdrop of an enlarging and increasingly integrated European Union. The merger regulation provides
for a regular review of certain of its provisions, notably those concerning the scope of the Commission’s
competence in merger control (173). Since its adoption in 1989, the merger regulation has been
substantially amended once, in 1997 (174). The current review, however, contains proposals which go
beyond jurisdictional matters, and includes a more comprehensive and forward-looking examination of
the functioning of the merger regulation as a whole. These reforms comprise: a proposal for amendments
to the current merger regulation; a draft Commission notice on the appraisal of horizontal mergers, which
is open for public consultation until the end of March 2003; certain best practice recommendations and
other administrative measures designed to enhance transparency as well as the current internal
procedures and systems within the Competition DG.

5.1. Objectives of the reform

284. The revision proposals build on the Commission’s experience in applying the merger regulation
for more than 12 years. They are designed to improve the regulation’s effectiveness, and to take account
of changes which have occurred in that period both in terms of the increase in the number of cases, their
greater economic complexity and the higher levels of industrial concentration which have necessitated
greater sophistication in the economic analysis contained in the Commission’s reasoned decisions. The
proposed reform also seeks to respond to perceived shortcomings that have emerged over the years. In
this regard, particular account has been taken of the three recent judgments of the European Court of First
Instance overturning on appeal the prohibition decisions the Commission had taken in Airtours/First
Choice, Schneider/Legrand and Tetra Laval/Sidel.

285. The reform pursues the twofold objective of, on the one hand, consolidating the successful
features of the EU merger control system, and, on the other, seeking to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of the merger regulation as an instrument of merger control in meeting the new challenges
faced by the economy of the European Union, notably including its pending enlargement.

¥171∂ COM(2001) 745 final.
¥172∂ OJ L 395, 30.12.1989; corrected version, OJ L 257, 21.9.1990.
¥173∂ In its report of 28 June 2000 to the Council on the application of the merger regulation thresholds, the Commission

concluded that there were strong indications that the existing thresholds should be revised, so as to better cover all
concentrations with a Community interest. It set out, moreover, a number of other jurisdictional, substantive and
procedural issues that would merit a more in-depth discussion (see COM(2000) 399 final, 28.6.2000).

¥174∂ Council Regulation (EC) No 1310/97 (OJ L 180, 9.7.1997); corrigendum in OJ L 40, 13.2.1998.
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Responses to the Green Paper

286. The Green Paper launched a wide public consultation on a number of concrete ideas for reform of
the EU merger control regime. The consultation was focused on issues of jurisdiction, substantive review,
and merger control procedures. However, the Green Paper also included a discussion of systemic issues,
seeking views on the effectiveness of the administrative system generally, including the due process
guarantees and ‘checks and balances’ built into the system. Views were also sought on the effectiveness
of judicial review, while making it clear that changes in this area fall outside of the scope of what the
Commission can propose.

287. The Commission received considerable feedback on the Green Paper, with the submission of
over 120 replies. Close to half of the submissions were from industry (industry associations and
individual companies), and more than a quarter from law firms. In addition, submissions were received
from trade unions, consumer organisations and academics. Several Member States also submitted written
comments, as have a couple of the accession candidate countries. Most respondents expressed
satisfaction with the Commission’s open-minded approach regarding possible reform of the merger
regulation, and the broad objectives being pursued by the Green Paper enjoy the support of the vast bulk
of those who expressed views. A comprehensive summary of the Green Paper feedback can be found on
the Competition DG’s web site (175).

288. Where systemic issues are concerned, most respondents to the Commission’s Green Paper lauded
the merits of the EU merger control system, and notably the short, fixed deadlines and reasoned,
published decisions. Few respondents advocated an abandonment or a radical overhaul of the current
system, or suggested, for example, a move to a US-style prosecutorial system. At the same time, certain
respondents had misgivings about the effectiveness of the system’s due process guarantees and
concerning the possibilities for effective judicial review of the Commission’s decisions in merger cases.

5.2. The proposed reform

5.2.1. Substantive issues

Amendment of the substantive test in the merger regulation

289. The Commission’s Green Paper launched a reflection on the merits of the substantive test
enshrined in Article 2 of the merger regulation (the dominance test). In particular, it invited comment on
how the effectiveness of the test compares with the ‘substantial lessening of competition’ (SLC) test used
in several other jurisdictions (and notably in the United States). The consultation spawned a wide range
of commentary pleading both for and against change. The main thrust of the arguments of those pleading
for a change to SLC is that such a test would be inherently better suited to dealing with the full range and
complexity of competition problems that mergers can give rise to, and in particular that there may be a
‘gap’ or gaps in the scope of the current test.

290. The Commission concluded, however, based on its experience to date, that these potential
drawbacks to retention of the dominance test were over-emphasised and that in practice the dominance
and SLC standards have produced broadly convergent outcomes, especially in the EU and United States
in recent years. Retaining the dominance test would also better preserve the body of case-law developed
by the Courts over the years in interpreting its meaning, thereby guaranteeing a high degree of legal
certainty. With a view, however, to ensuring legal certainty and enhancing transparency regarding the

¥175∂ http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/review/comments.html
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scope of the current test, the Commission proposed a clarification of the notion of dominance contained in
the current substantive test to be added to the text of Article 2 (by the addition of a paragraph in Article 2
and of further recitals to the regulation), so as to make it clear that the test also applies where a merger
results in so-called ‘unilateral effects’ in situations of oligopoly, a potential ‘gap’ to which some
commentators have pointed. The clarification proposed is consistent with how the Court of Justice has
defined dominance in merger cases (176), but is intended to more closely focus on the economic impact of
concentrations.

Draft notice on the appraisal of horizontal mergers

291. In addition to this clarification of the scope of Article 2 of the merger regulation the Commission
also adopted a draft notice on the appraisal of ‘horizontal’ mergers, thereby providing transparency and
predictability regarding the Commission’s merger analysis, and consequently greater legal certainty for
all concerned. The Commission also announced that it intends to adopt, at a later stage, further guidance
on its approach to the assessment of ‘vertical’ and ‘conglomerate’ mergers.

292. The first set of draft guidelines have been drafted with a view to setting out a sound economic
framework for the assessment of concentrations where the undertakings concerned are active sellers on
the same relevant market or potential competitors on that market (horizontal mergers). In doing so, it will
deal with how the effect of a merger on competition in a market should be analysed, providing clarity,
among other issues, about how the Commission will apply the notion of collective dominance. The draft
guidelines also deal with particular factors that could mitigate an initial finding of likely harm to
competition — factors such as buyer power, ease of market entry, the fact that the merger may be the only
alternative to the demise of the firm being acquired, and efficiencies.

The treatment of efficiencies

293. As regards the treatment of efficiencies the draft Commission notice states that the Commission
intends to carefully consider any efficiency claim in the context of the overall assessment of a merger,
and may ultimately decide that, as a consequence of the efficiencies the merger brings about, the merger
does not create or strengthen a dominant position as a result of which effective competition would be
significantly impeded.

294. This is in line with the responses to the Green Paper which pointed out that recognition of
merger-specific efficiencies is possible without changing the present wording of the substantive test in the
merger regulation. Article 2(1)(b) of the merger regulation provides a clear legal basis in that respect by
stating that the Commission shall take account, inter alia, of ‘the development of technical and economic
progress provided it is to consumers’ advantage and does not form an obstacle to competition’.

295. The draft notice indicates that efficiency claims would only be accepted when the Commission is
in a position to conclude with sufficient confidence that the efficiencies generated by the merger will
enhance the incentive of the merged entity to act pro-competitively for the benefit of consumers, because
the efficiencies generated by the merger will either counteract any adverse effects on consumers or make
these effects unlikely. For the Commission to reach such a conclusion, the efficiencies would have to be
of direct benefit to consumers, as well as being merger-specific, substantial, timely, and verifiable. The
burden of proof would rest on the parties, including the burden of demonstrating that the efficiencies are
of such a magnitude as to counteract anticompetitive effects the merger might otherwise have. The draft

¥176∂ Case T-102/96 Gencor v Commission (1999) ECR II-753, paragraph 200.
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notice also indicates that it is unlikely that efficiencies could be accepted as sufficient to permit a merger
leading to monopoly or quasi-monopoly to be cleared.

5.3. Reform of the merger control process

296. As indicated above, the reform will in part require changes to the merger regulation itself but also
non-legislative measures. These measures are designed to ensure that the Commission’s merger
investigations are conducted in a manner which is more thorough, more focused, and more firmly
grounded in sound economic reasoning. As a result, the soundness of the Commission’s decisions in
merger cases should be enhanced.

5.3.1. Legislative measures

Time limits

297. The Commission proposes a number of significant amendments to the timing provisions in the
regulation. First, the period during which merging parties may offer commitments in phase I would be
extended from three to four weeks (177). This amendment will thus provide an additional week in which to
address competition concerns. Second, the submission of a remedy offer in phase II will, unless it is
made early in the procedure (before the 55th working day), lead to an additional three weeks being
added, thereby allowing more time for the proper consideration of remedies, including the consultation of
Member States. Thirdly, the draft regulation proposes that up to four weeks could be added to phase II for
the purpose of ensuring a thorough investigation in complex cases. The parties would have an initial right
to add such extra time. It could, however, also be added at request of the Commission (but with the
agreement of the merging parties), where the Commission is convinced that additional investigation time
is warranted. Finally, the draft regulation provides for the introduction, by means of a Commission
notice, of generalised exemptions for non-problematic cases from the prohibition to implement a
transaction pending clearance.

Timing of notifications

298. A further proposal relates to the need for more flexibility as regards the timing of notifications to
the Commission. The proposed amendment would make it possible to notify prior to the conclusion of a
binding agreement. It is also proposed that the current deadline for notification of one week after the
conclusion of such an agreement be removed, provided no steps are taken towards its implementation.
The more flexible rules should allow companies to better organise their transactions without having to
fit their planning around unnecessary regulatory rigidities, and would at the same time facilitate
international cooperation on merger cases, particularly when it comes to synchronising the timing of
investigations by different agencies.

Enhanced fact-finding powers

299. With regard to the merger regulation’s fact-finding provisions, the Commission proposes, with
some exceptions, to align its fact-finding powers, including the fining provisions, with those proposed in
the new implementing regulation for Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. This will enable the
Commission to obtain information more easily for the purposes of an investigation and includes the
possibility of imposing higher fines for failure to comply with requests to supply such information.

¥177∂ The calculation of the time limits laid down in the merger regulation and in the implementing regulation will be
simplified and rendered more transparent by expressing all deadlines in terms of working days (WD), with one week
generally having five working days, except if it includes official Commission holidays.
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300. These measures are important, not least with regard to the high evidentiary burden incumbent
upon the Commission, which becomes apparent particularly in cases where it proposes to intervene.
Nonetheless, certain powers provided for in the context of Articles 81 and 82, mainly home searches and
sector enquiries, are not proposed to be included in the merger regulation.

Simpler and more flexible allocation of cases

301. Another of the main objectives of the reform was to optimise the allocation of cases between the
Commission and national competition authorities in the light of the principle of subsidiarity, while at the
same time tackling the persistent phenomenon of ‘multiple filing’ (i.e. parallel notification to various
competition authorities within the EU).

302. In the Green Paper, the Commission put forward for discussion the possibility of granting
it exclusive jurisdiction over all merger cases that were notifiable in at least three Member States
(the ‘3 + proposal’). This was seen as a simple and efficient means of reducing the number of
concentrations that would require multiple filing. The aim of strengthening the application of the
principle of subsidiarity in case allocation was widely supported in feedback to the Green Paper.
However, the results of the public consultation have revealed a series of potential drawbacks associated
with the initial proposal, in particular the legal uncertainties it might bring about.

303. In the light of this feedback, the Commission decided not to pursue the 3 + proposal but instead
proposed to simplify the referral mechanism while at the same time rendering it more flexible. The
Commission proposes first to simplify the criteria for such referral, including a closer alignment of the
criteria for referral in both directions, and secondly to allow referrals to be made at the pre-notification
stage. Notifying parties would be given the exclusive right of initiative at this early stage, and could, in
cases where they consider that a referral would increase the efficiency of the merger control procedure,
make a reasoned request for a pre-notification referral of the case in either direction. The request would
have to be acceded to by both the Commission and the national competition authorities concerned within
short deadlines, thereby excluding situations of deadlock. Thirdly, the Commission proposes that, if at
least three Member States agree to a case being referred to the Commission, the case should be deemed
to fall under exclusive EU jurisdiction. These amendments to the merger regulation would be
complemented by a set of guiding principles regarding the criteria upon which referral decisions should
be based, and which would in due course be submitted for the approval of the Commission.

5.3.2. Non-legislative measures

Enhancing the Competition DG’s economic capabilities

304. The Commission envisages that a new position of Chief Competition Economist will be created
within the Competition DG, with the staff necessary to provide an independent economic viewpoint to
decision makers at all levels, as well as guidance throughout the investigative process. He or she would
be an eminent economist, on temporary secondment to the Commission, thus ensuring that the holder of
this post is someone who is very much in touch with the latest thinking in the field of industrial
economics. The role of the chief economist would not be limited to his or her involvement in merger
control, but would also extend to competition law enforcement generally, including the control of State
aid.

305. It is also intended to accelerate the Competition DG’s recruitment of industrial economists and
that greater use be made of outside economic expertise. In particular, it is envisaged that independent
econometric studies would more frequently be commissioned in phase II merger investigations.
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Enhancing peer review

306. A further change is an enhanced and more systematic use of a peer review ‘panel’ system in
phase II merger cases. A panel composed of experienced officials would be appointed for all in-depth
investigations, and would have the task of scrutinising the case team’s conclusions with a ‘fresh pair of
eyes’ at key points of the enquiry. Those serving on the panel would be chosen from throughout the
directorate-general. Officials from other relevant departments of the Commission would be invited to
contribute to the discussions. To this end, it is intended to create a new unit to provide the necessary
support and structure to allow these panels to become a real and effective internal check on the soundness
of the investigators’ preliminary conclusions. It is intended, moreover, that this panel system would be
deployed throughout the directorate-general, to the equal benefit of the Commission’s decision-making in
the antitrust and State aid areas.

New best practice guidelines — enhancing due process generally

307. The Commission has also announced that it intends to amend its internal rules so as to allow
earlier access to the Commission’s file than is currently possible. First, the merging parties would be
granted full access to the file shortly after the opening of an in-depth investigation (i.e. following the
issuance of a decision pursuant to Article 6(1)(c) of the regulation). Secondly, the intention is that
merging parties should be given ad hoc access throughout the investigation to the main third party
submissions running counter to the merging parties’ views — respecting, of course, legitimate claims to
the protection of confidential information. This will enhance even further the transparency of procedures
and allow the parties to contest these submissions at early stages of the investigation and not, as presently,
only once a statement of objections is issued.

308. An opportunity should, it is proposed, furthermore, be provided for the merging parties to
confront ‘complaining’ third parties at a meeting which should ideally be held prior to the issuing of a
statement of objections. This would enable an earlier confrontation of opposing arguments relating to the
likely effects of the proposed merger and would therefore assist in the preparation of a more focused
statement of objections.

309. It is also intended to introduce some further discipline and transparency into the conduct of
investigations by offering merging companies the possibility of attending ‘state-of-play’ meetings with
the Commission at decisive points in the procedure. This should ensure that the merging parties are kept
constantly updated on progress in the investigation, and that they are given an ongoing opportunity to
discuss the case with senior Commission management.

310. Some of these non-legislative measures are contained in a draft set of best practices on the
conduct of merger investigations, which will be discussed with the legal and business community before
they are finalised. These best practices should deal with the day-to-day handling of merger cases by the
Competition DG, as well as the Commission’s relationship with merging parties and interested third
parties, and would in particular concern the timing of meetings, transparency, pre-notification contacts,
and due process in merger proceedings. The draft best practices are published for comments on the
Competition DG’s web site.

Reinforcement of the hearing officers

311. A further strengthening of the hearing officers’ role is also a part of the envisaged reforms. It is
intended that the hearing officers should be equipped with resources, including A grade officials,
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sufficient to enable them to fully discharge their responsibilities. A strengthening of the hearing officers’
role was widely called for in feedback to the Green Paper.

Participation of consumers and other interested third parties

312. Other reforms include the creation of a Consumer Liaison function, to encourage and facilitate
the involvement of consumer associations, which are often poorly resourced bodies. The purpose here is
to enhance consumer involvement in competition proceedings. Despite the fact that the ultimate goal of
merger control is the protection of consumer welfare, consumers and their organisations rarely express
views to the Commission about the likely impact of specific mergers.

313. The Commission also intends to amend the merger notification form so as to include a reminder
to companies of the need to respect their obligations under national and EU law with regard to the
consultation of worker representatives.

Strengthening of the Advisory Committee

314. Furthermore, it is envisaged that the involvement of the Advisory Committee on Concentrations
(composed of Member State competition experts) should be enhanced. This body plays a key role in
providing external scrutiny of the Commission’s investigations, particularly towards the conclusion of an in-
depth investigation. While any changes are ultimately a matter for the internal organisation of the advisory
committee itself, the Commission has proposed that the Member State ‘rapporteur’ could become more
closely involved in tracking merger investigations from the opening of a phase II investigation. The advisory
committee might also consider appointing ‘discussants’ to support the ‘rapporteur’ in his or her functions
by, for example, exploring particular aspects of the investigation more deeply. The Commission could
facilitate such a development by opening lines of communication with the rapporteur and discussants at an
early stage in the investigation, and by ensuring that relevant information is promptly transmitted to them.
The additional time which it is proposed to add to phase II investigations for the proper consideration of
remedy proposals (see above) should also facilitate this enhanced role for the advisory committee.

Improving case management and investigation

315. Finally, the Commission also intends to take practical measures to improve the manner in which
investigations are conducted particularly in view of the high evidentiary burden incumbent upon the
Commission in all cases. Where it proposes to intervene, it will, in particular, be necessary to ensure that
there are sufficient management resources available to deal with the Commission’s full merger caseload,
that case teams are sufficiently large, and that they are equipped with the expertise necessary to cope with
in-depth investigations. It must also be ensured that due attention is paid to the quality of evidence on
which decisions are based.

Judicial review

316. The Commission has also announced that it intends to continue to press for speedy review of its
decisions by the Courts. The introduction by the Court of First Instance of a fast-track procedure
represents an important step forward, demonstrating that judicial review can be delivered with relative
speed: the efficiency with which the Court of First Instance disposed of the appeals in Schneider/Legrand
and Tetra Laval/Sidel represents real progress.

317. The Commission, in parallel with the discussions in the Council of Ministers on the revision of
the merger regulation, has announced its intention to explore with the Member States the various options
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available which would ensure speedier judicial review in merger cases. The Commission will also pursue
contacts with the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance on this matter.

6. International cooperation

6.1. International competition network (ICN)

318. The Commission has been actively participating in the ICN’s working group on multi-
jurisdictional merger control since it was set up at the end of 2001. The working group’s activities have
been organised into three different sub-groups: one on investigative techniques in merger investigations;
one on the analytical framework underlying merger control; one on notification and procedures in merger
control regimes. A number of private sector organisations and individuals are contributing to the work of
the sub-groups. The Commission is an active participant in all three sub-groups.

The notification and procedures sub-group

319. The purpose of the sub-group is threefold: to enhance each jurisdiction’s effectiveness; to
facilitate convergence; to reduce the public and private burden of multi-jurisdictional merger control. To
that end, the sub-group in cooperation with private sector advisors has compiled an inventory of merger
control laws and is collecting information on the costs and burdens of merger control. The sub-group has,
moreover, developed a set of guiding principles for merger notification and review procedures, which
were approved by the wider ICN membership at the ICN’s first annual conference, held in Naples in
October.

320. It is further intended that the guiding principles will be expanded into a comprehensive set of best
practice recommendations (‘Recommended practices’). Work has already begun, and recommended
practices focusing on three topics ((1) sufficient nexus between the transaction’s effects and the
reviewing jurisdiction; (2) clear and objective notification thresholds; and (3) the timing of merger
notification) were approved by the wider ICN membership. Further recommended practices are being
prepared with a view to the second annual ICN conference (in 2003).

The investigative techniques sub-group

321. This subgroup is focusing on the development of best practices for investigating mergers,
including in particular (i) methods for gathering reliable evidence; (ii) effective planning of a merger
investigation; and (iii) use of economists/the evaluation of economic evidence. The work programme for
next year includes the development of an ‘Investigative techniques compendium’, which would contain a
collection of investigation tool examples from various jurisdictions.

322. The sub-group organised a two-day international merger conference in Washington DC on 21 and
22 November for staff lawyers and economists. The conference consisted of several panels/workshops on
the investigative tools used in different jurisdictions, agencies’ experience with these tools, as well as on
the role of economists in merger investigations and possibilities of enhancing international cooperation in
merger cases.

The analytical framework sub-group

323. This sub-group focuses on the general analytical framework for merger review, including the
substantive standards for analysing mergers and the criteria for applying those standards. Information is
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being compiled on the substantive standard applied in each member jurisdiction, including information
on enforcement guidelines or other interpretative material. A more in-depth study has been made of the
impact of different standards in four different jurisdictions (Australia, South Africa, Germany and the
United Sates).

324. To date, the sub-group has prepared a comprehensive ‘issues’ paper which seeks to set out the
main policy objectives underlying merger control. In addition, the subgroup is pursuing a detailed work
plan for the year following the first annual conference. The work plan consists of four projects: (1) an
analysis of merger guidelines around the world; (2) an analysis of the approach taken to merger
efficiencies worldwide; (3) a comparison of dominance and SLC-type tests; (4) an analysis of non-
competition issues in merger evaluation. Priority is being given to the first two projects.

6.2. EU–US mergers working group

325. Following agreement between US Assistant Attorney-General for Antitrust Charles James, FTC
Chairman Timothy Muris and Commissioner Monti at the EU–US bilateral meeting (Commission/DoJ/FTC)
in Washington on 24 September 2001 that the activities of the existing EU–US mergers working group
should be expanded and intensified, the Competition DG agreed with the US agencies that the working
group should consist of a number of sub-groups (178). One sub-group has been dealing with procedural
issues and two other sub-groups with substantive issues (one with conglomerate aspects of mergers, and
another with the role of efficiencies in merger control analysis).

326. To date, work has been completed in the sub-groups on procedural issues and on conglomerate
aspects of mergers. In each of these sub-groups, a series of videoconferences was conducted, involving
presentations and discussions of each other’s policy approach and of the lessons learned from the review
of mergers. The officials involved also made a visit to each other’s agencies, in April (meetings in
Brussels for the procedural sub-group) and in May (meetings in Washington for the conglomerates sub-
group). In July, the conglomerates sub-group reported its findings to the EU–US bilateral meeting
between US Assistant Attorney-General James, FTC Chairman Muris and Commissioner Monti in
Brussels. Though there remain some differences in view and emphasis on the point of conglomerate
mergers, it is clear that the discussions have helped obtain a much better mutual understanding of each
other’s approach in this field. Work in the sub-group dealing with efficiencies in merger control is still in
progress.

Best practices on EU–US cooperation in merger cases

327. On 30 October, Commissioner Monti with his US counterparts, Timothy Muris, Chairman of the
US Federal Trade Commission, and Charles James, US Assistant Attorney-General for Antitrust, issued a
set of best practices on cooperation in reviewing mergers that require approval on both sides of the
Atlantic, with a view to minimising the risk of divergent outcomes and to enhancing the good
relationship developed over the past decade (179). They result from the deliberations of the procedures

¥178∂ The EU–US mergers working group was originally set up in 1999, and its principal activity before September 2001
consisted in discussions on the respective EU and US approaches to remedies in merger cases. This proved to be a highly
productive experience for all three agencies.

¥179∂ The Commission has been cooperating closely with its US counterparts, the US Department of Justice’s Antitrust
Division and the US Federal Trade Commission, since the entry into force of the EU’s merger regulation in 1990. That
cooperation was put on a firm footing with the conclusion of the EU–US Agreement on the application of their
competition laws in 1991. EU–US cooperation has been particularly close in investigations of many of the large cross-
border mergers which fall to be scrutinised in both jurisdictions. Inter-agency contacts have served to minimise the risk of
divergent outcomes and have underpinned a process of substantive convergence in their analytical approaches.
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sub-group of the EU–US merger working group, which brought together experienced officials from the
three agencies, and which had been closely studying how the effectiveness of EU–US cooperation in
merger cases might be further improved.

328. The best practices put in place a more structured basis for cooperation in reviews of individual
merger cases. The best practices recognise that cooperation is most effective when the investigation
timetables of the reviewing agencies run more or less in parallel. Merging companies will therefore be
offered the possibility of meeting at an early stage with the agencies to discuss timing issues. Companies
are also encouraged to permit the agencies to exchange information which they have submitted during
the course of an investigation and, where appropriate, to allow joint EU–US interviews of the companies
concerned. The practices, moreover, designate key points in the respective EU and US merger
investigations when it may be appropriate for direct contacts to occur between senior officials on both
sides.
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B — Statistics           
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Figure 4
Number of final decisions adopted each year since 1996 and number of notifications
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III — STATE AID

A — General policy

329. The control of State aid focuses on the effects on competition of aid granted by Member States to
undertakings. The objective is to ensure that government support does not interfere with the smooth
functioning of the internal market or harm the competitiveness of EU undertakings, as well as to enhance
structural reform. Particular attention is given to ensuring that the beneficial effects of liberalisation are
not undermined by State aid measures. In line with the policy objectives of the European Council the
Member States have to continue their efforts to reduce aid levels, in GDP percentage terms, while
redirecting aid towards horizontal objectives of Community interest, such as the strengthening of
economic and social cohesion, employment, environmental protection, promotion of R & D and
development of SMEs. The amount of aid awarded should remain in proportion to its objectives.

330. State aid control is exercised through the implementation of regulatory instruments. These may
take the form of legal instruments that are binding on both the Commission and the Member States as
well as soft law texts that are binding only on the Commission such as guidelines, frameworks or
communications. Regulations define the procedures for the notification and assessment of aid and exempt
certain non-problematic types of aid from notification. Certain specific texts also define the State aid rules
applicable to particular sectors (e.g. shipbuilding). Soft law texts seek to clarify the legal situation relating
to State aid and explain the criteria by which the Commission assesses specific cases.

331. The Commission moreover monitors recovery of unlawful aid by Member States as well as aid
which is exempted from notification. Such monitoring will gradually be extended to all State aid decisions
containing conditions the Member States have to comply with.

1. Modernising State aid control

1.1. General approach

332. A substantial project to reform both the procedural and the substantive aspects of the State aid
rules has progressed considerably and should be finalised before enlargement takes place so that the new
rules can be applied in all 25 countries not later than the date of the first enlargement.

333. One of the main purposes of the reform package is to streamline procedures and free the process
of examining State aid from unnecessary procedural burden, thereby facilitating speedy decisions in most
cases and reserving major resources for the most contentious questions in the area of State aid. The
reform also aims to achieve major improvements in cooperation with Member States by raising the
awareness of State aid issues among regional, local and national authorities and the national judiciary.

334. At the same time efforts will be undertaken to put State aid control in the broader context of
contributing to the further development of a genuine internal market and to the modernisation of
European industry in order to increase its long-term competitiveness. Light, predictable and transparent
procedures as well as sound economic criteria for the implementation of State aid measures should be the
result of the reform process.
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1.2. Transparency

335. In an interrelated market like the internal market it is obvious that the commonly agreed objective
of modernising the economy can only be achieved by concerted action and exchange of information on
best practices; the basic tools for such an exchange of information are the State aid register and the State
aid scoreboard. Both instruments have been further developed since their creation in 2001.

1.3. Development of statistical tools

336. Member States currently provide detailed information on State aid through a series of annual
reports and statistics on State aid schemes. The rules governing this obligation (Commission letter to
Member States) are currently under review. A simplified revised reporting format will be adopted after
consultation with the Member States.

337. Member States should be encouraged to comply fully with this reporting obligation in order to
make State aid more transparent and give a better view of where improvement in State aid control is
necessary or desirable.

1.4. State aid scoreboard

338. One of the main aims of the State aid scoreboard is to monitor Member States’ progress in
implementing the commitments undertaken at the Stockholm and Barcelona European Councils, that is
to reduce total State aid and redirect aid towards horizontal objectives of common interest such as
research and development and small and medium-sized enterprises.

339. The quality of the State aid scoreboard again relies to a great extent on the information the
Commission departments receive from the Member States. Member States should feel encouraged to use
the scoreboard also as a forum for discussing different approaches to State aid in order to analyse best
practices. The Commission sees its role in this process as a facilitator rather than a controller. In this
context it might be worth noting that about 80 % of the cases of notified aid are approved without
opening the formal investigation procedure, some 5 % are subject to a formal investigation and around
15 % are withdrawn by Member States. More extensive information by the Member States could help
improve this score even more.

340. Much of the material in the previously published State aid survey has now been integrated into the
scoreboard, which is now published in the spring and autumn, the spring version compiling the figures
received for the previous year from Member States, the autumn version analysing the information received
more thoroughly with regard to the objectives derived from the European Council conclusions on State aid.
A special edition of the scoreboard, published on the Commission’s web site on 28 November, analysed the
situation in the candidate countries in preparation for their accession to the EU.

1.5. Revision of existing frameworks and guidelines

1.5.1. Multisectoral framework

341. Following completion of consultations with Member States, a new multisectoral framework for
large regional aid projects (180) was adopted. However, the entry into force of the main part of the

¥180∂ Communication from the Commission on multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects (OJ C 70,
19.3.2002).
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framework has been postponed until 1 January 2004. The new framework sets out a much clearer set of
rules for the evaluation of State aid for large regional investment projects and at the same time eliminates
the need for prior notification of many aid projects provided the aid is granted under an approved regional
aid scheme. At the same time the framework brings together and consolidates in a single text the different
sectoral rules which applied previously in the steel, synthetic fibres and automobile sectors. As
announced in the framework, work has begun to identify the sectors suffering from structural difficulties
which should be subject to stricter State aid rules.

1.5.2. R & D

342. The Commission has also recently undertaken a review of the Community guidelines for State
aid for research and development (181). To that end, it published an open invitation to Member States and
interested parties to submit their observations on their experience with the current framework and the
need for change. After considering these comments, the Commission concluded that the current rules
were no obstacle to the achievement of the target set by the Barcelona European Council that overall
spending on R & D and innovation in the Union should be increased with the aim of approaching 3 % of
GDP by 2010, with two thirds of this investment coming from the private sector. The Commission
therefore decided to extend the current framework until the end of 2005 and will review it then in the
light of the progress achieved towards the Barcelona target, as well as on the basis of ongoing analysis of
the effectiveness of different types of public R & D support measures and the exercise of benchmarking
national R & D policies.

1.5.3. Employment aid

343. On 6 November, the Commission adopted a regulation on employment aid (182) designed to
facilitate Member States’ job-creation initiatives. The new regulation offers Member States the
possibility of granting aid for the creation of new jobs and the recruitment of disadvantaged and disabled
workers without having to seek the Commission’s prior clearance. For long-term unemployed and other
disadvantaged workers, Member States may take over up to 50 % of one year’s wage costs and
compulsory social security contributions. In the case of disabled persons Member States may even defray
60 % of these costs.

344. The regulation is meant to speed up the implementation of job-creation measures taken by the
Member States through removing the need to notify the Commission of all measures taken which comply
with the terms and conditions of the regulation. It covers two of the most frequent types of employment
aid, i.e. aid to create new jobs and aid to promote recruitment of disadvantaged and disabled workers.
Other types of aid are not prohibited, but must be notified.

345. The initiative is in line with the conclusions of various European Councils, which call for a shift
in emphasis from supporting individual companies or sectors towards tackling horizontal objectives of
common interest. It allows Member States greater flexibility to design and implement measures for
supporting employment, and thus facilitates the achievement of the employment targets set at the Lisbon
European Council in 2000.

346. The rules on aid for employment are aligned to a great extent on those for SME/regional aid (183),
except for the period during which maintenance of the jobs is required. The rules limit that requirement

¥181∂ OJ C 111, 8.5.2002.
¥182∂ OJ L 337, 13.12.2002.
¥183∂ OJ L 10, 13.1.2001.
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to three years and two years in the case of SMEs. The regulation differs in that respect from the one on
SME/regional aid, since it became evident that the requirement that jobs be maintained for five years was
too strict, especially for SMEs, where greater flexibility of the labour market is needed.

1.5.4. Coal and steel (ECSC Treaty)

347. As regards coal and steel, the Commission adopted a communication clarifying certain aspects of
the treatment of competition cases, including the application of State aid procedures, following the expiry
of the ECSC Treaty on 23 July (184).

348. On steel, the Commission decided to continue the strict approach towards aid to this sector by
maintaining the ban on regional investment aid (185) and rescue and restructuring aid (186).

349. The Council adopted, on 23 July, Regulation (EC) No 1407/2002 (187) concerning the treatment of
State aid to the coal industry after expiry of the ECSC Treaty while at the same time encouraging
continued efforts to restructure and modernise European coal production with the aim of guaranteeing a
basic supply of energy in the European Union.

1.5.5. SMEs

350. After completion of the review of the definition of small and medium-sized enterprises (188),
which it uses for a variety of purposes, the Commission will propose an amendment of the current block
exemptions for SMEs and for training aid in order to incorporate the new definition. At the same time the
Commission will consider whether to extend the scope of the block exemption for SMEs in order to
include aid for R & D. The review will be on the agenda for 2003.

1.5.6. State aid and tax policy

351. Following the adoption by the Ecofin Council of the code of conduct for business taxation,
particular attention was paid this year to cases relating to State aid granted through different tax
measures. The Commission applied its notice on the application of State aid rules to measures relating to
direct business taxation (189) and on 11 July 2001 started a wide-ranging investigation into different tax
measures taken by the Member States (190). A number of cases were finalised by the end of 2002 and the
measures have to be either modified or abolished by the Member States. In the context of the discussions
on the proposed energy directive, the Commission also clarified the way the State aid rules are applied to
tax measures relating to energy products and electricity.

1.5.7. Deprived urban areas

352. The Commission guidelines on State aid for undertakings in deprived urban areas have been
abolished. Cases of aid of this nature and aid linked to regeneration problems in other areas are now

¥184∂ Communication from the Commission concerning certain aspects of the treatment of competition cases resulting from the
expiry of the ECSC Treaty, points 18–21 (OJ C 152, 26.6.2002).

¥185∂ Communication from the Commission on multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects, point 27
(OJ C 70, 19.3.2002).

¥186∂ Communication from the Commission on rescue and restructuring aid and closure aid for the steel sector (OJ C 70,
19.3.2002).

¥187∂ OJ L 205, 2.8.2002.
¥188∂ OJ L 107, 30.4.1996.
¥189∂ OJ C 384, 10.12.1998.
¥190∂ IP/01/982.
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examined on their own merits, with a view to possible approval under Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty,
without prejudice to other State aid rules, such as the rules on regional aid. This should allow the
Commission to develop the necessary experience to check whether new rules are needed.

2. Enlargement (191)

353. Negotiations have been successfully concluded and the chapters on competition have been closed
with 10 candidate countries. They continue with the remaining two candidate countries. With Turkey the
analytical examination of Turkish competition legislation has been started.

354. As regards State aid, it should be pointed out that the candidate countries had under the old
economic system a rather generous attitude towards it. Under the Europe agreements they were already
urged to adapt their legislation to the existing EU rules. Although a number of legislative efforts have
been undertaken by most candidate countries, they have at the same time tried to attract foreign
investment through a number of incentives which would clearly be classed as State aid under Articles 86
and 87 of the Treaty.

355. One of the main objectives of the negotiations has been to render those incentives compatible
with the existing rules on State aid from the moment of membership onwards in order to avoid major
distortions of competition.

B — Concept of aid

1. Origin of resources

356. In the Stardust judgment, the Court of Justice (192) confirmed once more that in order to constitute
State aid, financial support must derive from public funds. The mere fact that the company giving out the
funds is a public company does not suffice. The decisive element will be whether the State has control
and actually exercises that control over the undertaking paying out the funds. Unless this can be proven
the financial support cannot be imputed to the State and therefore does not constitute State aid.

357. Following complaints, the Commission examined certain aspects of the scheme introduced by the
German Government for encouraging operators to produce electricity from renewable energy sources (193).
Under the scheme, electricity distributors were required to connect green electricity generating plants to
their networks and to purchase the electricity at a minimum price which exceeded the market price.

358. The Commission dismissed the complainants’ claims and found that the scheme did not involve
aid. Although it offered an economic advantage to firms producing electricity from renewable sources,
that advantage was not financed by State resources. It was of no consequence that some of the distributors
on which the obligation to buy electricity at regulated prices was imposed were public enterprises, since
all distributors, irrespective of their legal status, were subject to the same constraints. This was the first
instance in which the Preussen Elektra (194) case-law was applied to a group of public operators.

¥191∂ See separate chapter below.
¥192∂ Case C-482/99 France v Commission (2002) ECR I-4397.
¥193∂ Case NN 27/2000, decision of 22.5.2002.
¥194∂ Case C-379/98 Preussen Elektra AG v Schleswag AG (2001) ECR I-2099.
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359. In the case of a competitive transition charge (195), the British Government imposed a tax on the
final consumer of electricity. This tax was paid directly to the electricity provider, thus without the
intermediary of a body collecting the taxes centrally and redistributing them. The taxes should compensate
for the additional costs resulting from long-term delivery contracts at prices actually or potentially higher
than market prices. The Commission here again following the Preussen Elektra (196) case-law considered
that these taxes were not public resources and therefore concluded that no State aid was involved.

2. Advantage to a firm or firms

360. During the year, the Commission initiated the formal investigation procedure in six cases of capital
and asset transfers to Landesbanken in Germany (Landesbank Berlin, Landesbank Schleswig-Holstein,
Hamburgische Landesbank, Norddeutsche Landesbank, Landesbank Hessen- Thüringen and Bayerische
Landesbank). Owing to the possible impact of the Landesbank Berlin proceedings on the investigation of
restructuring aid for Bankgesellschaft Berlin, to which Landesbank Berlin belongs, this procedure was
brought forward to July. The other five cases were opened in November.

361. In the course of the 1990s the Landesbanken had received from their shareholders, the respective
German Länder, capital by means of transfers of Land assets such as mortgage credit bodies. These
transfers increased the own funds of the Landesbanken, the level of which crucially determines lending
capacity, and therefore allowed them to expand their business substantially. Private banks had complained
that the Länder concerned made available capital on favourable terms, thereby conferring a significant
competitive advantage on the Landesbanken in question. On the basis of a preliminary assessment the
Commission expressed doubts as to whether the Länder received appropriate remuneration for the capital
transferred, i.e. the market rate of return to be regarded as ‘normal’ for the type of capital concerned at the
relevant points in time. If the remuneration was indeed lower than the normal market rates, the difference
has to be regarded as aid.

362. The cases are similar to that involving the transfer of Wohnungsbauförderanstalt to WestLB,
in which the Commission decided in 1999 that aid amounting at the time to some EUR 800 million had
to be recovered. The Commission had announced that it would be looking into other cases of transfers to
Land banks in the light of the WestLB decision still pending before the Court of First Instance. The
decisions to open the formal investigation procedure do not prejudge the results of the investigations.
Naturally, the Court’s findings in the WestLB case will be taken into account in each of the investigations.

363. Following the understanding of 17 July 2001 on State guarantees in favour of German Landesbanken
and savings banks, there were intensive discussions between the Commission and the German authorities
on the incorporation of the understanding into German law. Two issues could not be solved until the end
of 2001: firstly, the precise elements to be put in the legal texts, recitals or separate commitments by the
German authorities to ensure the effective replacement of Anstaltslast and, secondly, the exact content of
the grandfathering of Gewährträgerhaftung concerning liabilities entered into during the transitional
period (from 19 July 2001 to 18 July 2005).

364. On 28 February, Commissioner Mario Monti, representatives of the Federal State, the Länder and
the savings banks reached conclusions on the above two issues and another two new issues, which were
discovered after the conclusion of the understanding of 17 July 2001. These two new issues concern,
firstly, a subsidiary obligation (Nachschusspflicht) in some Länder for owners of savings banks to provide

¥195∂ Case N 661/99, decision of 1.3.2002.
¥196∂ Case C-379/98 Preussen Elektra AG v Schleswag AG (2001) ECR I-2099.
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institutional security funds (Institutssicherungsfonds) with financial means, and, secondly, State
guarantees to so-called free savings banks. The conclusions constitute an agreement on the elements of
the legal texts, the recitals and separate commitments to be made by the German authorities.

365. The understanding of 17 July 2001 and conclusions of 28 February 2002 on Landesbanken and
savings banks, as well as the understanding of 1 March 2002 on special credit institutions, were
transformed on 27 March into a Commission decision which amended the Commission recommendation
of 8 May 2001 with effect from 31 March. This amendment was accepted by the German Government on
11 April. Following further discussions, all necessary changes to the laws on Landesbanken and savings
banks were then adopted by the German authorities in due time and manner by the end of the year.

366. The Commission ruled on 22 August that certain Italian tax measures introduced in 1998 and
1999 in favour of banking foundations were not subject to the EU State aid rules (197). This is because the
Commission considers that the activity of managing own assets and using the proceeds to award grants to
non-profit-making entities is not an economic activity. Banking foundations are therefore not to be
considered undertakings within the meaning of the relevant EU rules.

367. The tax measures which were the subject of the Commission decision were introduced by Law
No 461 of 23 December 1998 and the related Legislative Decree No 153 of 17 May 1999 and concerned
the attribution to banking foundations of the legal status of ‘non-commercial entities’. This legal status
carries a 50 % reduction in the standard corporation tax in Italy (IRPEG). Other advantages concern
exemption from tax on the sale by foundations of the holdings they have in banks or on the acquisition of
instrumental goods.

368. The Commission took the view that since the donation of funds does not represent an economic
activity, foundations that do not perform other tasks cannot derive from the legislative measures any
competitive advantage in any specific ‘market’. Accordingly, the measures do not constitute State aid.
The Commission was able to reach this decision only after the Italian Government strengthened the
separation between banks and foundations in Article 11 of Law No 448 of 28 December 2001. The new
legislation prevents joint control of banking institutions by more than one foundation and introduces
stricter rules on incompatibility between managing positions. This rules out the exercise of banking
activity by the foundations (through controlled banks).

369. The decision, however, indicates that in the event foundations were to carry on economic
activities and in so far as these activities affected trade between Member States, any tax advantage could
represent State aid and would have to be notified to the Commission.

370. After a second investigation, the Commission confirmed on 30 October its original approval of
EUR 647 million in aid for the construction of the Leuna 2000 refinery in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany (198).
The Commission re-examined the costs of the project and concluded that allegations it had received that
the investment costs had been inflated to receive more subsidies were unfounded.

371. The recipient of the aid is Mitteldeutsche Erdöl Raffinerie GmbH (MIDER), owner of the Leuna
refinery in Leuna/Spergau, Saxony-Anhalt and itself a subsidiary of TotalFina Elf SA. In 1993 and 1994,
the Commission authorised a package of aid to be paid by Treuhandanstalt, the former East German
privatisation agency, towards the construction of a new refinery on the old Leuna chemical site. Most of
the aid measures were granted on the basis of regional programmes authorised by the Commission.

¥197∂ Case C 54/2000.
¥198∂ Case C 47/1997.
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372. In 1996 the Commission received information suggesting that the costs indicated by Elf, since
then merged with TotalFina, were well above the normal building costs for a comparable plant. The
Commission’s decisions of 1993 and 1994 were based on Elf’s cost estimate. After a preliminary
examination of the allegations, the Commission started a formal investigation in July 1997 as it had
doubts as to the implementation of its original decisions and as to the costs estimate on which its
decisions were based. An inflated presentation of the investment costs eligible for aid could have resulted
in an aid amount higher than the amount strictly needed for carrying out the project and could have led to
an aid intensity higher than the maximum allowed for the region.

373. However, the investigation showed no evidence of overstatement of costs or misuse of aid and
confirmed the eligible costs for the overall investment project at EUR 2 403.1 million. The Commission
also verified that payments for the construction of the refinery had been made and properly accounted for.
Moreover, the gross aid intensity for the eligible investment costs concerned amounted to 26.9 %, which
was well within the aid ceiling allowed for Saxony-Anhalt of 35 %. Consequently, the aid was legal and
the investigation procedure could be closed. The aid that had been paid out up to October 2002 amounted
to EUR 585.7 million. The final amount of aid will total EUR 647 million and includes a remaining sum
of EUR 61.4 million blocked on an escrow account. The Commission withdrew its opposition to the
payment of this sum.

374. The Commission received a number of complaints concerning the financing of the construction
in Mainz-Lerchenfeld, Germany, of a leisure park (199) at which the attractions were to be provided by the
German public television channel ZDF. To determine whether the financing at issue was to be classed as
State aid within the meaning of the Treaty, the Commission examined whether the park operator would
derive any advantage from the use of programme content provided by ZDF. Since the park operator had
to purchase the broadcasting rights from ZDF’s commercial subsidiary at market prices and therefore had
no advantage over its competitors, the financing at issue did not constitute aid.

375. The Belgian authorities having refused to adopt the proposed appropriate measures, the
Commission decided to initiate proceedings against the tax arrangements for coordination centres in
Belgium. It takes the view that those arrangements should be adjusted in line with changes in the EU
rules, and in particular in the light of its notice on the application of the State aid rules to measures
relating to direct business taxation (200).

376. The selectivity of the scheme is beyond dispute given the eligibility criteria for administrative
authorisation. The doubts raised by the Commission relate, on the other hand, to the exemption from
property tax and registration duty on contributions made to coordination centres and capital increases and
the exclusion of financial costs from the basis for calculating the taxable income of coordination centres.
The Commission takes the view that the cost-plus taxation method applicable in this case is in principle
acceptable provided that it does not confer an economic advantage on the companies authorised to use it.

377. The possibility cannot therefore be ruled out at this stage that the reduction in financial charges
granted to Belgian coordination centres may constitute operating aid, which is normally incompatible
with the Treaty, whereas companies that are unable to set up coordination centres bear the full weight of
all the taxes in Belgium (201).

¥199∂ Case NN 2/2002, decision of 4.6.2002.
¥200∂ OJ C 384, 10.12.1998.
¥201∂ Case E 1/2000.
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378. In its final decision on exemption from the UK climate change levy (202) the Commission classed
as a general measure rather than as State aid the dual-use exemption (for energy products used as fuel and
as raw materials) introduced by the UK Government programme for reducing CO2 emissions.

379. The Commission first stressed the long- standing principle that a tax on the consumption of
energy products does not in itself constitute State aid. But that principle did not apply where the
exemptions established by a scheme had the effect of favouring certain undertakings or the production of
certain goods, except in so far as the exemptions were justified by the nature or general logic of the
scheme. In the case in point, the Commission found that the dual-use exemption could benefit only
businesses using certain energy production processes that were exhaustively listed in the UK regulations.
The criterion of selectivity of the aid was thus established.

380. However, since apportionment of the levy between the fuel/non-fuel use of a product was
according to the experts not a viable alternative to the exemption of dual-use products, the Commission
found the measure justified by the logic and nature of the climate change levy.

381. The Commission terminated the investigation opened in 2001 into the public support which a
complainant alleged had been received by the Terra Mitica theme park in Alicante (203). The Commission’s
clearance is based partly on the classification of the financing for the infrastructure necessary for the park’s
operation.

382. Terra Mitica covered the costs of connection to the general infrastructure, which is available to
the community as a whole, and the fact that it was financed by the authorities does not mean that aid was
involved. When assessing aid, the Commission takes no account of the reasons for public funding; the
specificity of the planned measure is sufficient. In this case, the specificity test was not met.

383. The Commission decided to open formal proceedings in respect of the tax treatment of US
foreign sales corporations (FSCs) established in Belgium (204). The scheme was based on a ruling, i.e.
prior approval given by the tax administration of the favourable treatment to be granted to certain
commercial transactions between affiliated companies, which are excluded from the tax base of FSCs.
The Commission’s decision does not challenge the Member States’ right to use a flat-rate method for
calculating companies’ taxable income, but places the tax administration under the obligation to aim to
ensure that transactions of this type incur a tax liability comparable to that applied to transactions
between two independent operators under the conventional method.

384. The grounds given by the Commission for adopting a negative final decision in this case were
broadly based on the advantage derived by German coordination centres from a similar scheme (205). This
introduced the cost-plus method of calculating taxable profit together with the possibility for the
coordination centre to opt for a rate of taxation of its profit margin of less than 10 % even in individual
cases where the German tax administration would be entitled to demand a higher rate. This led the
Commission to find that the scheme in question reduced the amount of corporation tax payable by
coordination centres and conferred an advantage on them.

¥202∂ Case C 18/2001 (ex N 123/2000), decision of 3.4.2002.
¥203∂ Case N 42/2001 (ex NN 14/2001), decision of 22.6.2002.
¥204∂ Case C 30/2002 (ex NN 36/2002).
¥205∂ Case C 47/2001 (ex NN 42/2000).
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385. The formal investigation also having revealed that, in view of the de facto exclusion of German
companies from the arrangement, its selective nature could not be disputed, the Commission found the
aid scheme in question incompatible with the Treaty.

2.1. Stranded costs

386. A specific issue raised in connection with liberalisation of the single market in electricity under
Directive 96/92/EC (206) prompted the Commission to identify a set of costs specific to the sector that
were not written off before liberalisation. These are referred to as stranded costs.

387. The authorities are likely to introduce arrangements aimed at restoring in each territory a level
playing field between established operators and new entrants in the sector. The Commission then has to
examine such arrangements in order to determine the conditions in which any State aid they may involve
can be authorised in order to offset undertakings’ stranded costs.

388. In a UK case (207), the stranded costs imputable to the private company Northern Ireland
Electricity derived from obligations which it had entered into under existing long-term supply contracts
at prices that were actually or potentially higher than those prevailing on the market. To compensate for
the resulting extra costs borne by the undertaking, the government introduced a charge payable by
electricity end-users, which was collected by the distributors without the involvement of an agency
centralising and redistributing the levy.

389. The Commission found, in accordance with the principles established in Preussen Elektra, that
the resources involved were of private origin and therefore that the scheme did not involve State aid.

390. A Belgian case prompted the Commission to spell out, in the light of the methodology for
analysing State aid linked to stranded costs which it adopted on 26 July 2001 (208), the criteria it intends to
apply in determining the conditions in which the derogation in Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty can be
applied to stranded costs constituting aid. The Commission thus divided the Belgian scheme into three
parts.

391. The first concerns the dismantling of experimental nuclear sites for which the electricity
generators have, with the Federal Government, been jointly responsible since 1990, six years before the
adoption of the directive. Having noted that its decision was without prejudice to the provisions of the
Euratom Treaty, the Commission found that the compensation granted to Electrabel and SPE fulfilled the
criteria set out in points 4.1 to 4.3 of the methodology.

392. As regards the part of the scheme concerning pensions for employees in the electricity industry,
on the other hand, the Commission raised doubts inter alia on the grounds of the non-specific nature of
the commitments given in this area by Electrabel and SPE to their employees: all companies covered by
the collective agreement for the electricity and gas industry, including new entrants, were subject to the
same obligations. Other aspects reinforced the Commission’s doubts: the arrangement did not appear to
be limited in time, neither was the compensation to be modulated according to trends in market prices for
electricity and the foreseeable productivity gains of the undertakings concerned, as indicated in
points 3.12, 4.1 and 4.5 of the methodology.

¥206∂ OJ L 27, 30.1.1997.
¥207∂ Case N 661/1999.
¥208∂ Commission letter SG (2001) D/290869, 6.8.2001.
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393. The third part of the scheme concerned the promotion of renewable energy sources and rational
energy use, which was financed by setting a price for electricity end-users higher than the market price.
Since the details were similar to those of the UK case referred to above, the Commission followed the
same line of reasoning and found, in accordance with the Preussen Elektra case-law, that this part of the
scheme did not involve any aid.

3. Selectivity

394. In a case similar to the one reported in point 375 above, the Commission closed by means of a
negative final decision the investigation it opened on 11 July 2001 into a Spanish scheme granting
favourable treatment to coordination centres, although without requiring the reimbursement of aid
already paid.

395. On the question of recovery, it acknowledged that, given the similarities between the legislation
applicable to coordination centres in Vizcaya and that applicable to Belgian coordination centres, the
Spanish authorities could legitimately regard the Basque scheme as not involving any aid. The
Commission had adopted a decision in 1984 finding that no aid was involved in the Belgian scheme.

396. The Commission’s analysis of the substance of the case revealed that the rules on coordination
centres in Vizcaya conferred on the businesses eligible under the scheme a tax advantage by excluding
the financial costs of their transactions from the calculation of their tax base. Since one of the eligibility
conditions was furthermore that the firms concerned had to generate 25 % of their turnover through
exports, the Commission took the view that the effect on trade strengthened the selectivity of the scheme.

397. The Commission closed a formal investigation into tax concessions granted to Åland Islands
captive insurance companies (209) by means of a decision finding that the scheme, based on the location of
the companies concerned in that region of Finland, constituted State aid.

398. The Commission took the view that the only purpose of companies of this type was to insure the
risks incurred by the companies to which they belonged; the scheme therefore established de facto
selectivity between undertakings. Any business, irrespective of its size and the sector in which it
operated, was of course legally entitled to set up its own reinsurance company; however, only a few large
firms were able to achieve economies of scale by using the scheme. The selectivity criterion is thus
assessed by the Commission on the basis of the actual situation.

399. In May, the Commission took a negative decision on aid to porcelain manufacturer GEA, closing an
investigation procedure which had been initiated in September 2001 (210). Back in 1997, the Commission
authorised aid for Grupo de Empresas Álvarez (GEA) on condition that no further aid be provided to that
group during the implementation of its restructuring plan. However, in 2001 the Commission received
several complaints indicating that the company had benefited, at least since January 1997, from favourable
treatment with regard to its debts towards social security and the tax authorities. The Commission
considered that the persistent and systematic non-payment of social security contributions constituted a
transfer of public resources to GEA and Vanosa. Such a transfer gave them a competitive advantage, since
— unlike their competitors — they were not obliged to defray these costs as would ordinarily be the case.
This situation therefore constituted aid within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.

¥209∂ Case C 55/2001.
¥210∂ Case C 71/2001.
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400. The mere fact that the national legislative provisions relied on by Spain were applicable to any
enterprise subject to a court-supervised recovery scheme, or which had contracted debts towards social
security and the Treasury, was not sufficient to enable the measures taken by Spain automatically to
escape being categorised as aid within the meaning of Article 87 of the Treaty. The advantage resulting
from the persistent and systematic non-payment of social security contributions at least between January
1997 and January 2001 arose from Spain’s failure to take measures available under Spanish law
(bankruptcy proceedings, separate forced collection procedures) to avoid companies continuing to
operate endlessly without complying with their tax and social obligations. Nothing in the State’s
behaviour suggested that it acted as a private creditor trying to recover at least a marginal amount of
unpaid taxes and social contributions.

401. On 17 July, the Commission decided not to raise any objections to the privatisation of Société
Française de Production (SFP). SFP is a public undertaking and operates in the audiovisual production
sector. As part of the privatisation, France intends to finance social measures in favour of the laid-off
workers. To the extent that these social measures do not relieve the undertaking of costs that it normally
has to bear in accordance with its legal and contractual obligations, the Commission considered that the
social plan financed by the State did not involve State aid to SFP.

4. Distortion of competition

402. The Court of Justice confirmed its broad interpretation of the effect on trade: it is sufficient for
the aid to strengthen the competitive position of the beneficiary in relation to its competitors and thereby
distort competition (211). The distortion does not need to be substantial or significant. The fact that the
amount of aid is small does not by itself rule out the distortion of competition, except in cases falling
under the de minimis rule.

5. Effect on trade between Member States

403. In July, the Commission proposed, as part of its review of tax aid measures in force in the
Member States, that Italy adopt appropriate measures to bring a tax aid scheme into line with its recently
adopted notice on the application of the State aid rules to measures relating to direct business
taxation (212). Since the Italian authorities did not adopt the proposed measures by the deadline set, the
Commission opened a formal investigation in February and then adopted in December a negative final
decision on this existing scheme, which, however, had never entered into force (213).

404. The scheme granted tax concessions to financial institutions, insurers and credit companies
established in the centre and working with the countries of central and eastern Europe. The Commission
approved it in 1995 on the grounds that it facilitated the raising of private capital for developing financial
markets in that region.

405. It now took the view, in the light of its notice on the application of the State aid rules to measures
relating to direct business taxation, that the scheme constituted operating aid which did not fulfil the

¥211∂ See for instance its judgments of 12 December 2002 in Case C-5/2001 Belgium v Commission and 23 October 2002 in
Joined Cases T-269/99, T-271/99 and T-272/99 and T-346/99, T-347/99 and T-348/99 Diputación Foral de Giupúzcoa and
others v Commission, not yet reported.

¥212∂ OJ C 384, 10.12.1998.
¥213∂ Case C 16/2002 (ex E 5/2000).
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conditions for exemption laid down in the notice. Given the agreements concluded between the EU and
the applicant countries, implementation of the scheme would furthermore henceforth affect trade on the
financial services market (214).

C — Assessing the compatibility of aid with the common market

1. Horizontal aid

1.1. Rescue aid

406. On 13 November, the Commission decided to give conditional approval to the rescue aid granted by
France to Bull (215). The decision concludes proceedings that were launched on 9 April. The French
Government, a shareholder in Bull, granted a rescue loan of EUR 450 million in December 2001 and during
the first half of 2002. As the Commission had doubts whether this rescue aid complied with the Community
guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty, it decided to open formal
proceedings. The Commission was mainly concerned about the fact that the aid appeared to be part of a
long-term restructuring process, whereas the guidelines provide that a rescue operation must be exceptional
and must be designed solely to keep the firm afloat for a limited period while its future can be assessed.
Furthermore, the Commission suspected that Bull could have used the rescue aid to cover restructuring
costs. As Bull already received restructuring aid in 1993–94, further restructuring aid could not normally be
accepted in view of the ‘one time, last time’ principle laid down in the rescue and restructuring guidelines.

407. During the investigation procedure, the French authorities gave sufficient evidence that the rescue
and restructuring guidelines were respected: the rescue loan was warranted on the grounds of serious
social difficulties, the loan had been made available at an interest rate at least comparable to the interest a
wealthy firm needs to pay under normal market conditions, and it was limited to the amount needed to
keep the firm in business for a six-month period. The French authorities argued that the rescue loan
constituted short-term rescue aid and that the restructuring costs had been financed by the sale of assets,
not by the rescue loan.

408. In accordance with the rescue and restructuring aid guidelines (216), the rescue aid has to be
reimbursed within 12 months after the last instalment of the loan paid to Bull. The Commission therefore
decided to make its approval subject to the explicit condition that the French authorities give evidence of
the reimbursement of the loan by Bull before the end of the period of 12 months after disbursement of the
last instalment. In addition, the Commission carefully assessed whether the aid was restricted to the
amount needed to keep the firm in business for a period of six months and, in particular, that the aid
received was not used to undertake new investments. Finally, the Commission’s decision made it clear
that no additional support in the form of restructuring aid could be granted before 31 December 2004.
Neither may any further rescue aid be granted to Bull, as rescue aid, by definition, is a one-off operation
designed to keep an undertaking in business for a limited period.

409. The Commission approved on 27 November rescue aid granted by the UK Government to British
Energy plc (217). British Energy plc is one of the largest players on the UK electricity market. It operates

¥214∂ Case C 48/2001 (ex NN 43/2000).
¥215∂ Case C 29/2002.
¥216∂ OJ C 288, 9.10.1999.
¥217∂ Case NN 161/2002.
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primarily nuclear stations. The fall in electricity wholesale prices which followed the introduction of a
new electricity trading system in England and Wales severely reduced the cash flow generated by the
group’s nuclear stations. On 9 September, the UK Government took the decision to award British Energy
plc two credit facilities. The principal purposes of these are to enable the company to meet its operating
costs and to prevent it defaulting on its trading contracts and regulatory requirements for a period of six
months. The credit facilities may at some point be replaced by State guarantees on loans granted by
private banks to British Energy plc.

410. After stating that the decision was without prejudice to compliance with the Euratom Treaty rules
and obligations, notably with respect to the measures to be taken in the context of a restructuring or
liquidation plan, the Commission found that the aid amount was limited to the amount necessary to keep
the group afloat. In this respect, the UK Government had put in place a very rigorous mechanism aimed
at ensuring that money could be drawn only when and to the amount strictly necessary. The need for each
payment requested by the beneficiary will be established in advance by independent auditing experts. In
any event, aid is capped at a maximum amount of UKL 899 million, plus where appropriate
UKL 276 million for specifically identified contingencies, to be used solely for the dedicated purposes.
The Commission concluded that the credit facilities at issue fulfilled the conditions set out in the
Community guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty. They were justified
by serious social difficulties, were granted in the form of loans at market rates which had to be repaid or
in the form of State guarantees for such loans, were restricted to the minimum necessary and had no
unduly adverse spillover effect on other Member States.

411. The Commission therefore decided to approve the aid for six months. Approval is based on the
UK Government’s undertaking to present to the Commission within six months a comprehensive
restructuring plan for British Energy plc. Furthermore the United Kingdom undertook to report monthly
to the Commission on the payments made to British Energy plc and to inform the Commission of any
substantial change in the situation of the group. Any future aid to British Energy plc within the context of
the restructuring plan will have to be notified to the Commission and will be assessed on its own merits.

1.2. Restructuring aid

412. On 9 April, the Commission opened proceedings with regard to Bankgesellschaft Berlin AG
in order to carry out a detailed investigation of restructuring aid granted to the bank by the Land of
Berlin (218). Bankgesellschaft Berlin, which is controlled by the Land of Berlin, is the 10th largest bank
in Germany and the leading credit institution in Berlin. As a result of high-risk real estate transactions
such as rent guarantees given to fund investors during the 1990s, the bank went into a serious crisis in 2001.
In summer 2001, a capital increase of EUR 2 billion was needed in order to avoid action by the banking
supervisory authorities. The Land provided a capital injection of EUR 1.8 billion, which the Commission
authorised as rescue aid on a provisional basis, pending the submission and approval of a restructuring plan.
Due to the discovery of further risks, the Land in December 2001 had to intervene again and provided the
bank with a so-called ‘risk shield’ comprising credit and book value guarantees with a theoretical nominal
maximum value of roughly EUR 21 billion. Although this amount is a theoretical one which will not
materialise under realistic scenarios, the guarantees over the next 25 to 30 years will probably amount to
several billion euro.

413. The capital increase and the guarantees of the risk shield form the basis of the restructuring plan
submitted to the Commission at the end of January. Following a preliminary assessment the Commission
had doubts as to the compatibility of the restructuring aid with the common market. These doubts mainly

¥218∂ Case NN 5/2002.
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concerned the bank’s future viability and the sufficiency of the measures planned in order to cut back the
bank’s market presence. Following the publication in June of the decision opening proceedings, the
Commission received comments from third parties and several further factual submissions from the
German authorities. Due to the complexity of some of the issues in question — among others, the impact
of another procedure opened in July with respect to a former capital and asset transfer to the subsidiary of
Bankgesellschaft Berlin, Landesbank Berlin — the investigation was still continuing at the end of the year.

1.3. Environmental aid

414. The Commission took three decisions concerning excise duty rates on biofuels. Similar measures
were notified by the United Kingdom (219), Italy (220) and France (221). The three decisions were adopted on
the basis of Council decisions taken on 25 March and 27 June pursuant to Article 8(4) of Council
Directive 92/81/EEC on the harmonisation of the structures of excise duties on mineral oils. The Italian
measure consisted in the extension of a tax scheme in favour of the production of biodiesel. Under the UK
measure biodiesel produced from either rape methyl ester or recovered vegetable oil should qualify for the
new excise duty reduction. As far as France is concerned, the decision was taken following a judgment
handed down by the Court of First Instance on 27 September 2000 partly annulling the Commission
decision of 9 April 1997 whereby the Commission declared the aid in favour of esters of vegetable oil and
ETBE compatible with the common market.

415. In the three cases, the aid was approved on the grounds of compatibility with the environmental
guidelines, and more particularly Section E.3.3. According to this section, operating aid in favour of the
production of renewable energy can usually be approved. In order to assess whether the temporary tax
exemption could be justified, the Commission examined whether the operating aid was limited to
covering the difference between the cost of producing energy from renewable energy sources and the
market price of energy. The Commission concluded in the three cases that overcompensation within the
meaning of the environmental guidelines was ruled out, and that the aid was restricted to covering the
difference in production cost from a renewable energy source in relation to the market price of energy. In
the French case, however, the aid was also approved on the ground that it did not adversely affect trading
conditions to an extent contrary to the common interest. It therefore qualified for exemption under
Article 87(3)(c) of the EC Treaty.

416. The Commission approved on 3 April the so-called ‘dual-use exemption’ under the United
Kingdom’s climate change levy (CCL) (222). The CCL is an environmental tax levied on the non-domestic
use of energy for fuel purposes. It is a central part of the UK Government’s strategy to achieve a 12.5 %
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, agreed under the Kyoto Protocol. The ‘dual-use exemption’
applies to energy products used for both fuel and non-fuel purposes. The Commission opened a formal
investigation into this exemption in March 2001 because of doubts about its distortive effect on
competition. However, these doubts were allayed and the Commission decided that the dual-use
exemption did not constitute State aid. Furthermore, the Commission also approved as compatible aid a
further exemption covering a limited range of production processes that directly compete with those
processes benefiting from the dual-use exemption.

417. On 24 April, the Commission decided to raise no objections to the aggregates levy, an
environmental tax levied on the commercial exploitation of rock, sand and gravel when used as aggregate

¥219∂ Case N 804/2001 (OJ C 238, 3.10.2002).
¥220∂ Case N 461/2001 (OJ C 146, 19.6.2002).
¥221∂ Case C 64/2000, not yet published.
¥222∂ Cases C 18 and C 19/2001.
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for construction purposes (223). On the basis of the Community guidelines on State aid for environmental
protection, the Commission approved a phased introduction of the levy in Northern Ireland, in the form
of a degressive exemption from the levy for a period of five years.

418. The Commission found that the general logic of the scheme justified the introduction by the
Dutch authorities of an overall system for assessing the change in the price of land after
decontamination (224). Use of the system should limit the intensity of aid financed by the scheme to 70 %
of eligible costs.

419. A planned German scheme for aiding the construction of a solar power station (225) was the first
individual case of aid for investment in renewable energy sources examined by the Commission. The
scheme was approved in the light of the relevant provisions of the guidelines on State aid for
environmental protection (226), and in particular point 37, which determines investment costs that are
eligible for aid.

420. In the case of solar energy, these are limited to the additional costs incurred by a business which
has decided not to install a traditional energy production plant. To determine the additional costs of the
aided investment, the German authorities adopted a calculation method which the Commission found
convincing and the different aspects of which are described in its favourable decision.

1.4. R & D aid

421. France notified an individual grant of R & D aid under an approved scheme (227) which exceeded the
notification thresholds for aided Eureka projects. The general objective of Medea+ is to develop, through
cooperation between public or university laboratories and industrial research centres in different Member
States, the necessary building blocks for designing the network architecture for electrical and electronic
components. The Commission found that the quantitative and qualitative importance of the cooperation
in question justified its approval under Article 87(3)(b) of the Treaty as an ‘important project of common
European interest’.

422. The Commission authorised funding for the programme established by the KLICT foundation (228),
a Dutch NGO, with the aim of encouraging research on removing bottlenecks, particularly in the fields of
traffic flow, pollution and land use by both individuals and businesses. The foundation is the primary
recipient of the aid but does not carry out any research itself. It establishes the research topics, chooses on
the basis of pre-established criteria the subcontractors who will be the final aid beneficiaries and requires
them to set up research groups.

423. The KLICT scheme meets the conditions laid down in points 5.3, 5.4 and Annex 1 of the
framework for State aid for research and development as regards both the definition of and the maximum
aid intensities for industrial research and fundamental research.

¥223∂ Case N 863/2001.
¥224∂ Case N 520/2001 (OJ C 146, 19.6.2002).
¥225∂ Case N 345/2002, decision of 14.11.2002.
¥226∂ Case C 71/2001.
¥227∂ Case N 702/B/2001, decision of 3.8.2002.
¥228∂ Case N 652/2001, decision of 1.2.2002.
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424. Scrutiny of the BSIK scheme (229) provided the Commission with an opportunity to spell out the
nature of the obligation to notify individual grants of aid under an R & D aid scheme that it has
previously authorised.

425. Point 4.7 of the R & D framework (230) provides that in such cases the notification requirement is
normally limited to research projects costing more than EUR 25 million and for which it is proposed to
provide aid with a gross grant equivalent of more than EUR 5 million.

426. The BSIK scheme is intended to benefit consortia bringing together public research centres and
businesses with an interest in the fundamental or industrial research project conducted by each of them.
Only the public centres will be able to exploit the intellectual property rights deriving from the research
results. The businesses taking part in the project will gain an indirect advantage from joining the
consortium. The intensity of the aid granted to each will be assessed according to a methodology
established by the Dutch authorities with the aim of identifying individual research projects costing over
EUR 12 million conducted by firms receiving total aid in excess of EUR 3.5 million.

427. The Commission found that the notification thresholds for individual grants of aid under the
BSIK scheme were in line with point 4.7 of the R & D framework and accordingly authorised the
scheme.

2. Regional aid

428. On 17 July, the Commission approved the application of a reduced rate of excise duty on traditional
rum produced in the French overseas departments (231). By its decision of 18 February, the Council had
already authorised this reduction from a taxation standpoint (Article 3 of Directive 92/84/EEC). The
budgetary cost (forgone revenue) amounts to around EUR 46 million per annum. The Commission can
authorise operating aid of this type in the outermost regions under point 4.16 of the guidelines on national
regional aid, as amended in 2000. Economic dependence on the sugar cane/sugar/rum sector in the overseas
departments was a major factor in the Commission’s assessment of the measure.

429. Acting under the powers conferred on it by the Portuguese constitution, the region of the Azores
introduced favourable tax arrangements for economic operators based in its territory (232). The
Commission examined the scheme in the light of the guidelines on national regional aid (233) and found
that the reductions in tax rates constituted operating aid. Since the aid was granted in an outermost
region, it could qualify for exemption under Article 87(3)(a) or (b) provided that it helped to compensate
for the additional costs of carrying on an economic activity there.

430. Since this condition did not appear to be met, with special reference to location of service
activities that were largely independent of any regional handicaps, the Commission decided in April to
initiate a formal investigation into the scheme.

¥229∂ Case N 291/2002, decision of 8.8.2002.
¥230∂ Case C 71/2001.
¥231∂ Case N 179/2002.
¥232∂ Case C 35/2002 (ex NN 10/2000).
¥233∂ Communication from the Commission on multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects (OJ C 70,

19.3.2002).
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431. It was thus prompted, among other things in the light of the comments submitted by the
Portuguese authorities, to state its position on the selective nature of tax measures adopted by regional
entities for the benefit of businesses established within their jurisdiction. In the tax field, the existence of
a selective advantage benefiting a business is determined in relation to a reference rate of taxation. In the
case in point, in view of the powers conferred on the region to reduce by way of exception the rate of tax
applicable throughout Portugal, the national tax system constituted the appropriate reference framework.

432. The Commission consequently found, in view of the geographical selectivity on which it was
based, that the exceptional tax treatment of businesses in the Azores constituted a regional aid scheme
rather than a general measure. Since its compatibility with the Treaty was not established, it decided in
April to open formal proceedings in order to ascertain whether the level of aid was proportional to the
additional costs it was intended to offset.

433. It wound up its investigation in December by means of a decision approving the scheme under
Article 87(3)(a) subject to the exclusion therefrom of firms in the financial sector or providing
intra-group services. Since tax benefits had unlawfully been granted to businesses of that type, Portugal
was required to recover the aid involved.

434. The Commission authorised a new tax aid scheme intended to encourage job-creating economic
activities to locate in the Madeira free zone (234). Given their aim, which is to overcome the permanent
structural handicaps from which Madeira suffers as a result of its distance from the mainland economic
centres, the measures in question constitute operating aid.

435. It took the view in this case that the restrictive conditions imposed by the guidelines on national
regional aid were counterbalanced by the fact that Madeira qualified for the derogation in Article 87(3)(a)
of the Treaty. As in the case of the Canary Islands Special Zone (ZEC) scheme, the tax concessions were
granted in proportion to the impact of the activities concerned on local development. The Commission
found the planned aid proportionate and targeted at the objective pursued in accordance with its notice on
the application of State aid rules to measures relating to direct business taxation and accordingly
approved the scheme. This favourable decision is subject to qualifications excluding from its scope
businesses carrying on activities that have no real impact on regional development, such as financial and
intra-group service activities (coordination, treasury or distribution centres, etc.).

2.1. Multisectoral cases

436. On 9 April, the Commission decided not to raise objections with regard to a new large
semiconductor investment by StMicroelectronics in Catania, Sicily (235). The investment project was one
of the largest individual investment projects ever assessed by the Commission. The proposed aid
amounted to EUR 542.3 million, out of a total of EUR 2 066 million eligible costs. The project consisted
in the construction of a new plant designed to use 12-inch silicon wafers for producing mainly flash
memories of the NOR new technological generation. The Commission concluded that the proposed
intensity of 26.25 % net grant equivalent was equal to the maximum aid intensity allowable under the
multisectoral framework for this particular project. In assessing the compatibility of the aid, the
Commission took into account the market situation and the fact that the project created 1 150 direct jobs,
as well as the beneficial effects of the investment on the economies of the assisted regions, resulting in
the creation of between 650 and 800 indirect jobs.

¥234∂ Case N 222/A/2002.
¥235∂ Case N 844/2001.
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437. On the same date, the Commission approved EUR 219 million in investment aid for Infineon
Technologies SC 300 for the construction of a new plant in Dresden, Saxony, producing DRAMs (dynamic
random-access memory — semiconductors that store binary data) with a storage capability of 512 megabits
and beyond (236). The aid represented 19.8 % of the total investment costs of EUR 1 106 million. The
Commission had opened the formal investigation procedure in October 2001 as it doubted that the intended
aid intensity of 19.8 % was in conformity with the maximum allowable aid intensity calculated on the basis
of the multisectoral framework. The Commission’s in-depth investigation came to the conclusion that the
market is not in absolute decline and that the project will have a positive impact on the economies of the
region. The aid amount was thus considered compatible with the multisectoral framework.

438. On 9 April, the Commission finally approved three quarters of the proposed aid in favour of paper
company Hamburger AG (237). Germany may subsidise the project up to 26.25 % of the eligible
investment costs of EUR 153 million, i.e. to the amount of roughly EUR 40 million, instead of the
initially notified 35 %, corresponding to EUR 54 million. The project concerns the construction of a new
plant for the production of corrugated base paper in Brandenburg. The Commission had opened the
formal investigation procedure in October 2001 among other things because it questioned whether the
sector concerned could be regarded as not being in relative decline and whether the whole number of
indirect jobs claimed by Germany could be taken into account for the assessment of the compatibility of
the aid. After the investigation the Commission came to the conclusion that the sector was indeed in
relative decline and that not all the jobs allegedly to be created could be taken into account.

439. On 19 June, the Commission approved State aid of around EUR 250 million to help Zellstoff
Stendal GmbH build a new pulp mill in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany (238). The investment, costing a total
of some EUR 800 million, will result in the creation of 580 direct jobs at the pulp mill, which will
produce bleached softwood kraft pulp used as an input for all kinds of paper. Moreover, roughly
1 000 indirect jobs will be created in the region itself or in neighbouring assisted areas. Given the positive
impact on employment as well as the fact that the sector concerned is not characterised by structural
overcapacity, the notified aid intensity of roughly 31 % could be accepted for this large project. The
normal aid intensity for large companies in the region in question is 35 %.

440. On 16 October, the Commission decided not to raise objections with regard to a new large
investment project by Schott Lithotec in Hermsdorf, Thuringia (239), an assisted area in Germany. The
proposed aid amounted to EUR 80.5 million, out of a total of EUR 230 million in eligible costs. The project
concerns the construction of a new plant for the production of calcium fluoride crystals for optic lithography
used to produce wafer steppers. The Commission concluded that the proposed intensity of 35 % gross grant
equivalent was equal to the maximum aid intensity allowable under the multisectoral framework for this
particular project. In assessing the compatibility of the aid, the Commission took into account in particular
the fact that the project will create 350 direct jobs as well as the beneficial effects of the investment on the
economies of the assisted regions, resulting in the creation of 190 indirect jobs.

441. On 30 October, the Commission authorised Germany to grant proposed aid amounting to EUR
371 million in investment grants, investment tax refunds and a loan guarantee in favour of Communicant
Semiconductor Technologies AG for the construction of a new semiconductor plant located in Frankfurt/
Oder, in the eastern region of Brandenburg. The total proposed aid intensity amounted to 23.9 % based
on the eligible investment costs of EUR 1 553 million. According to Germany, the project would lead

¥236∂ Case C 86/2001.
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to the creation of 1 318 direct jobs. Around 725 indirect jobs were expected to be created in the region.
The Commission came to the conclusion that the market for application-specific integrated circuits, to
which the products of Communicant Semiconductor Technologies AG belonged, was not in decline
and in fact had grown faster than the overall manufacturing industry in recent years. Taking into
account the market situation as well as the direct and indirect job creation linked to the project the
Commission considered that, following the provisions of the multisectoral framework, aid up to 26 %
of the investment cost would, in this case, be compatible with the EU rules.

442. The Commission decided on 13 November that part of the aid Germany proposed to grant to
Capro Schwedt GmbH for the construction of a new caprolactam complex exceeded the maximum
amount allowable under the multisectoral framework (240). Germany had in August 2001 notified aid
amounting to EUR 92.7 million to Capro Schwedt GmbH for a large investment in a newly created
chemical industrial park in Schwedt (Brandenburg). The production complex, which also includes three
supplying companies, will produce caprolactam, the main input material for the production of synthetic
fibres. The eligible investment cost was EUR 331 million. The total proposed aid intensity was 28 %,
which is the regional ceiling for large undertakings in the assisted area. During the investigation
procedure, which the Commission opened in January, two competitors and an agricultural industry
association expressed their reservations about the project, supporting the Commission’s doubts. The
Commission concluded the investigation procedure finding that the caprolactam market was in relative
decline (compared to the average for manufacturing industry). Consequently, the level of allowable aid
was reduced to 21 % of the investment costs, i.e. to roughly EUR 69.5 million. In addition, the last aid
instalment may be paid out only after the Commission has verified that all 528 announced jobs have in
fact been created.

¥240∂ Communication from the Commission on multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects (OJ C 70,
19.3.2002).

Box 2: New multisectoral framework for regional investment aid, 
including new rules on automobile and synthetic fibres sectors

On 13 February, the Commission adopted a major reform to establish a faster, simpler and more
accountable control system for government support to large investments in the EU. The new
multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects will enter into force on
1 January 2004 and replace the current framework that has been in force since September 1998. It
includes a limited notification requirement for large projects balanced by a significant reduction in
allowable aid levels. The new rules will also apply to the synthetic fibres industry and the motor
vehicles sector, for which separate rules existed.

The need for a restrictive approach to regional aid for large-scale mobile investment projects (i.e.
projects which the company concerned could carry out in various locations) is widely acknowledged.

— The distorting effect of such aid is magnified as other government-induced distortions of
competition are eliminated and markets become more open and integrated.

— Large investments can effectively contribute to regional development although they are less
affected by region-specific problems in disadvantaged areas.
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— Companies making large investments usually wield considerable bargaining power vis-à-vis
the authorities granting aid, which may lead to a spiral of increasingly generous promises of
aid, possibly to a level much higher than is necessary to compensate for the respective
regional handicaps.

According to the new framework, the actual aid intensity that a large project can receive
corresponds to the aid ceiling laid down in the regional aid maps, which is then automatically
reduced in accordance with the following scale:

Example: In an area with a regional aid ceiling of 20 %, a project with an eligible investment cost
of EUR 80 million can obtain up to EUR 13 million in aid; i.e. EUR 10 million for the first
EUR 50 million of investment, plus EUR 3 million for the remaining EUR 30 million of investment.

A ‘cohesion bonus’ can be granted to large projects co-financed by the EU Structural Funds. For
such projects, the allowable aid intensity calculated under the above scale will be multiplied by a
factor of 1.15. In so doing, the new system will take into consideration the added value of these
large co-financed projects for the economic and social cohesion of the EU.

Projects are still to be notified and assessed individually if the intended aid is higher than what a
EUR 100 million project could get. If such a project reinforces a high market share (> 25 %), or
increases capacity in a non-growing sector by more than 5 %, no aid will be authorised.

The framework also provides for a list of sectors suffering from structural problems to be drawn
up. No regional aid will be authorised for investment projects in these sectors, unless the Member
State demonstrates that, although the sector is deemed to be in decline, the market for the product
concerned is fast growing (typically the production of a certain product is only one of the activities
carried out in a sector). The Commission will establish this list by 31 December 2003.

The new framework will apply from 1 January 2004 until 31 December 2009. There are some
transitional rules. For the year 2003, projects in the synthetic fibres sector will not be eligible for
investment aid. Projects in the motor vehicle sector will be allowed up to 30 % of the respective
regional ceiling for the year 2003. While the rate of 30 % of the regional ceiling might seem rather
low, it should be remembered that, in comparison with the current rules, a larger number of projects
in the motor vehicle sector will be eligible for aid, and for some individual projects the eligible costs
may be higher than currently. The 30 % transitional rule is expected to achieve, in a simpler and less
time-consuming setting, a result that is, on average, comparable to the working of the current motor
vehicle framework. As from 2004, the synthetic fibres sector and the motor vehicle sector may or
may not figure on the list of sectors. This is still to be assessed and hinges on the question as to
whether or not these sectors should be regarded as suffering from serious structural problems.

Size of the project Adjusted aid ceiling

Up to EUR 50 million No reduction. 100 % of regional 
State aid ceiling

For the part between EUR 50 million 
and EUR 100 million

50 % of regional State aid ceiling

For the part exceeding EUR 100 million 34 % of regional State aid ceiling
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2.2. Aid for developing businesses’ international activities

443. The Commission decided to open a formal investigation into aid which Portugal planned to
grant in the services sector under a previously approved scheme for promoting business strategies (241).
The project involved the type of expenditure covered by the scheme, namely investment in the
internationalisation of businesses. The Commission has to decide here whether a Portuguese company
operating in the tourism industry can obtain, for its Brazilian subsidiary, a grant for converting a
building awaiting renovation into a luxury hotel.

444. Although it was not opposed to the principle of financing a project of this nature, the Commission
raised doubts as to whether the Portuguese authorities had complied with the criterion of the necessity of
the aid: it had not so far been demonstrated that the political and economic risks incurred by an EU
investor in Brazil needed to be compensated by means of aid.

445. The Commission initiated formal proceedings in respect of aid to promote the internationalisation
of the Sicilian economy (242). Two types of activity can be financed under the scheme: lasting investments
on foreign markets (exhibition centres, representation offices) and international promotion campaigns
conducted by consortia of SMEs set up for the purpose.

446. The possibility that the aid towards lasting investments might be found incompatible with the
common market cannot be ruled out at this stage.

447. The aid to consortia appears a priori to constitute operating aid, and the incomplete information
in the Commission’s possession does not enable it to assess the proportionality of the aid to the regional
handicaps it is intended to alleviate.

2.3. Social aid

448. The Commission approved under Article 87(3)(c) an aid scheme financed by the region of
Veneto in Italy (243) for providing accommodation for non-EU workers in the region. The firms employing
them will receive the grants but will benefit only marginally from the aid.

449. It took the view that the scheme was devised chiefly in the interests of the workers and that the
grants awarded to firms would serve mainly to cover the costs they incurred in seeking and providing
appropriate accommodation; however, the advantages received by the workers concerned were not
without effects on their choice of employer and thus favoured businesses in Veneto. The provision of
proper accommodation is recognised by the Council as one of the means of integrating third-country
nationals residing legally in the Union. The Commission therefore took a favourable view of the scheme
since it pursued an objective in the interest of the EU as a whole, namely combating social exclusion, and
involved only small amounts of aid to the firms concerned.

450. On 2 October, the Commission adopted a decision classing as a general measure the French
scheme introduced by the law of 1 August to promote employment. The scheme is targeted at people
aged between 16 and 22 who have left school without a general, technological or vocational upper
secondary education qualification. The Commission’s assessment was based on the non-selective and

¥241∂ Case C 47/2002 (ex N 137/2002), decision of 2.7.2002.
¥242∂ Case N 285/2001.
¥243∂ Case N 599/A/2001.
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non-discretionary nature of the scheme, which met all the other cumulative criteria for classing a measure
as aid.

451. It assessed the scheme in the light of its notice on monitoring of State aid and reduction of labour
costs (244), which states that ‘a general, automatic and non-discretionary reduction of non-wage labour
costs is clearly not covered by the competition rules relating to State aid’ and adds that ‘this remains the
case even if the measures are targeted at certain categories of workers ... provided they apply
automatically without discrimination between firms’.

452. The Commission decision also found that this youth employment promotion scheme met the
conditions laid down in the guidelines on aid to employment (245).

2.4. Sectoral aid

2.4.1. Cableways

453. The Commission adopted on 27 February two decisions on State aid to cableway installations in
Italy (246) and Austria (247), thereby clarifying the application of State aid rules to the sector. The
Commission distinguished between installations addressing general transport needs and installations for
the practice of sports. It is also recalled that State aid exists only when the public support measures affect
trade between Member States: thus State support to installations for purely local use does not constitute
State aid. On the other hand, aid to installations in resorts that are in competition with installations in
other Member States must be gradually reduced to the intensity accepted under the existing legislation
and guidelines over a transitional period of five years.

454. In assessing State support to cableway installations, the Commission considered that funding of
an installation supporting an activity capable of attracting non-local users will generally be seen as
having an effect on trade between Member States. This might not, however, be the case for sport-related
installations in areas with few facilities and limited tourism capability. Installations mainly serving the
general mobility needs of the population would have an effect on trade between Member States only if
there was cross-border competition in the supply of the transport service.

455. Accordingly, the Commission found that out of 82 installations that were to benefit from State
financing as part of the first application of the Italian scheme, State aid was involved in only 40 cases. In
those cases, a distinction was made between installations for general transport purposes, all of which
were assessed and exempted under Article 73, and installations for sport purposes, all of which were
exempted under Article 87(3)(c).

456. Similarly, in the case of the Mutterer Alm project in Tyrol, Austria, the Commission regarded the
public support to investment in ski lifts and snow cannons, aimed at revitalising the ski resort, as aid
compatible under Article 87(3)(c).

457. The Commission considered that the provision of services for winter sports has become subject
to increasing cross-border competition. The growing competition is changing the nature of the problems

¥244∂ OJ C 1, 3.1.1997.
¥245∂ OJ C 334, 12.12.1995. Following the decision reported here, on 12 December 2002 the Commission adopted Regulation

(EC) No 2204/2002 (OJ L 337, 13.12.2002), which sets out the criteria it will henceforth apply in similar cases. This does
not affect the Commission’s analysis in the case in point.

¥246∂ Case N 376/2001.
¥247∂ Case N 860/2001.
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and increases the distortive effects of aid to the cableway sector. For these reasons the view was taken
that in the future the Commission’s policy in the sector needed to be more clearly defined, strictly
interpreted and uniformly applied. The Commission recognised that enterprises in the sector have largely
benefited in the past from several forms of economic support from the national, regional and local
authorities. Some of these were considered to be compatible aid under Article 87(3)(c). A change in
policy setting stricter limits to compatibility could not, therefore, be too abrupt and a gradual application
of the standard rules was necessary.

458. The Commission will assess aid projects in the sector by referring to the normal set of rules as
clarified, inter alia, in the Commission regulation on State aid to small and medium-sized enterprises and
the guidelines on national regional aid. However, for a transitional period of five years — from
1 January 2002 to 31 December 2006 — it will accept a temporary but degressive top-up of the aid levels
otherwise justified under the existing legislation and guidelines as set out below:

— 25 additional percentage points for aid granted in 2002;

— 20 additional percentage points for aid granted in 2003;

— 15 additional percentage points for aid granted in 2004;

— 10 additional percentage points for aid granted in 2005;

— 5 additional percentage points for aid granted in 2006.

459. This approach appears to balance the needs of, on the one hand, allowing beneficiaries to adjust
to the new approach, while, on the other hand, bringing the treatment of cableways into line with that of
other sectors within a reasonable period.

2.4.2. Shipbuilding

460. The Council approved the Commission’s twin-track strategy for combating unfair Korean
practices in the shipbuilding sector by adopting the temporary defensive mechanism (TDM) (248), on the
one hand, and agreeing to take Korea to the WTO on the other hand. The TDM is an exceptional and
limited measure that is designed to support the EU’s WTO action (it will be activated only once the WTO
action has been initiated). This role of the TDM as a support mechanism to WTO action is clearly
reflected in its substance.

461. Operating aid up to a maximum of 6 % of contract value may be authorised only for the two ship
types in which the EU industry is suffering material injury as a result of unfair Korean practices, namely
container ships and product/chemical tankers; LNGs will also be eligible for aid, should the Commission’s
further investigations conclude that EU industry is also suffering material injury in this segment.

462. Aid may only be authorised in relation to contracts for which there has been competition from a
Korean shipyard offering a lower price than that offered by the EU yard. The TDM will expire on
31 March 2004, to coincide with the approximate conclusion of the WTO proceedings. Should the WTO
proceedings be resolved or suspended before that date, no further aid will be authorised. As for
procedural questions, any aid that a Member State proposes to grant under the TDM must receive
Commission approval, either in the form of a scheme or as ad hoc aid.

¥248∂ Council Regulation (EC) No 1177/2002 of 27.6.2002.
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463. The Commission decided on 5 June to approve EUR 29.5 million in State aid to the Greek
company Hellenic Shipyards (249) to cover costs linked to the early retirement of around 200 employees
working in civil shipbuilding. The Commission also decided to initiate a detailed investigation
concerning other aid earmarked for the same company as it had not been able to establish that all the aid
to be given to the company met the criteria of the shipbuilding regulation.

464. On the same date, the Commission approved EUR 51.1 million out of a total of EUR 55.1 million in
aid granted by the Dutch authorities to support the restructuring of Koninklijke Schelde Groep (KSG) in
the context of its sale to Damen Shipyards Group (Damen) (250). The Commission found that Damen’s
restructuring plan for KSG provided a firm basis for viability and that the aid was limited to the minimum.
However, since there was no capacity reduction for civil shipbuilding as required by the regulation on
shipbuilding aid, the Commission found EUR 4.0 million of the total aid incompatible with the common
market. The Dutch authorities have recovered this part of the aid from the beneficiary. The Dutch
authorities claimed that all the measures fell within the scope of Article 296 of the EC Treaty, concerning
measures necessary for the protection of essential security interests. The Commission was not able to
accept this since the measures clearly affected competitive conditions in the common market regarding
products which are not intended specifically for military purposes.

2.4.3. Motor vehicles

465. The existing Community framework for State aid to the motor vehicle industry expired in
December. The framework required the Commission to ensure that any aid granted in this sector was both
necessary and proportional. As for necessity, the aid recipient had clearly to prove that it had an
economically viable alternative location for its project. In other words, the project had to be mobile and
the aid necessary for its implementation at the location for which it was planned. To assess the
proportionality of the aid, a cost–benefit analysis was carried out. This compared the costs which an
investor would bear in order to carry out the project in the region in question with the costs for an
identical project at the alternative location. It was thus possible to determine the specific regional
handicaps of the project. The aid could exceed neither the regional aid ceiling applicable to new
investments in the assisted area nor the regional handicap calculated in the cost–benefit analysis.

466. From 2004 onwards, the motor vehicle sector will be fully integrated into the new multisectoral
framework on regional aid for large investment projects (251). The rules in the new multisectoral
framework become progressively stricter with the size of the investment. Very big projects will still be
eligible for State aid, but the maximum allowable amount will be lower than it is today. In the meantime,
in 2003, very simple transitional rules will apply to the sector. Under these rules, projects in the motor
vehicle sector will be eligible for aid up to 30 % of the maximum allowable for each region (compared to
up to 100 % under the existing rules).

467. The year 2002, the last year of validity of the motor vehicle framework, saw an increase in the
number of notified cases.

468. On 22 May, the Commission decided to initiate a detailed investigation into aid amounting to
EUR 61 million earmarked for the Volkswagen plant in Pamplona (252). The regional aid project concerns

¥249∂ Case N 513/2001.
¥250∂ Case C 64/2001.
¥251∂ Communication from the Commission on multisectoral framework on regional aid for large investment projects (OJ C 70,

19.3.2002).
¥252∂ Case N 121/2001.
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production of the new Polo model. In its decision opening the procedure, the Commission expressed its
doubts as to whether the Volkswagen plant in Bratislava was actually considered as a viable alternative
for the project. Additionally, the Commission doubted that the cost disadvantage of Pamplona compared
to Bratislava was correctly reported in the notification.

469. On 2 October, the Commission approved regional investment aid to Opel Portugal (GM group)
for its Azambuja plant in the Lisbon region, following an in-depth investigation (253). The aid went to a
EUR 124 million investment for the installation of the production lines for a new small passenger and
commercial vehicle, the Corsa Combo. The in-depth investigation was started in March and led to the
approval of EUR 35 million in regional aid. With the same decision, the Commission authorised a
grant of  EUR 3 million towards Opel Portugal’s EUR 7 million internal training costs for the
investment project. The authorised grant was lower than what had been proposed by the Portuguese
authorities (EUR 3.4 million), because the Commission found that a number of training actions provided
skills only partly transferable to other firms or fields of work.

470. The Commission also approved on 2 October, following an in-depth investigation, regional
investment aid to Iveco (254) (Fiat group) for its Foggia plant (Italy). The aid went to a EUR 323 million
investment for the production of a new engine called the F1, which is to power light commercial vehicles.
The in-depth investigation was started in December 2001, and led to the approval of EUR 121 million in
regional aid. The project is located in the Apulia region, which is recognised by the Commission as
eligible for regional aid up to 35 % of eligible investment costs.

471. Lastly, the Commission decided on 2 October to initiate a detailed investigation into aid for
BMW’s engine plant at Steyr (255) in Upper Austria. In April, Austria had notified plans to grant aid for
regional development as well as training, research and development, innovation and environmental
protection. The proposed aid amounts to approximately EUR 40.25 million and would help various
investments at the plant, which produces four- and six-cylinder petrol/diesel engines and develops diesel
engine technology.

472. On 27 November, the Commission decided to start an in-depth investigation into proposed aid
amounting to EUR 30 million in connection with investments costing EUR 440 million carried out by
Opel in its car plant at Zaragoza (256), Spain. The project concerns the production of the Opel Meriva, a
new, small, multi-purpose vehicle based on the Opel Corsa platform. In the decision opening
proceedings, the Commission expressed doubts as to the mobility of the project as well as the regional
handicap facing the Zaragoza region as calculated in the cost–benefit analysis.

473. The Commission decided on 11 December that Germany had to reduce planned regional aid to
BMW for the construction of a new car plant in Leipzig (Saxony) (257). The eligible investments amount
to a total of EUR 1 204.9 million. The aim of the planned aid of EUR 418.6 million was to attract the
company to invest in Leipzig, a regionally assisted area within the meaning of Article 87(3)(a). As the
Commission had doubts as to the compatibility of the aid with the specific State aid rules for the motor
vehicle sector, it decided to open a formal investigation on 3 April 2001. The Commission considered
that the project was mobile and that Kolin in the Czech Republic had been a viable alternative location.
The aid was therefore necessary for carrying out the project in the assisted region of Leipzig. The

¥253∂ Case C 23/2002.
¥254∂ Case C 92/2002.
¥255∂ Case N 316/2002.
¥256∂ Case C 75/2002.
¥257∂ Case C 26/2002.
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Commission’s doubts concerned the proportionality of the aid. After examining the cost–benefit analysis,
the Commission concluded that the regional handicap of carrying out the project in Leipzig (compared to
Kolin) was 31.14 %, which was lower than initially indicated by Germany. The cost disadvantage of
Leipzig had consequently been overestimated. Owing to the significant increase in production capacity,
the allowable aid ratio was further reduced by one percentage point to 30.14 %. Consequently, the
Commission authorised aid amounting to 30.14 % of the eligible investment of EUR 1 204.9 million. This
corresponds to EUR 363.16 million. The remaining EUR 55.4 million in notified aid was considered
incompatible with the common market.

2.4.4. Coal

474. Four Member States currently produce coal. Owing to unfavourable geological conditions most
EU mines are not competitive in comparison with imported coal. Until the expiry of the ECSC Treaty on
23 July, State aid was governed by Decision No 3632/93/ECSC (258), which sets out the terms and
conditions under which such aid may be granted. The Council adopted on 23 July a regulation on State
aid to the coal industry to deal with State aid granted as from 24 July 2002 (259). The new regime is based
on a minimum production of coal, which will help to maintain a proportion of indigenous primary energy
sources in order to strengthen the EU’s security of energy supply.

475. State aid to the coal industry will also support the restructuring of this sector, taking into account
the social and regional repercussions of the reduction in activity. Member States therefore notify State aid
on an annual basis. The Commission authorised State aid schemes allowing Germany (260), France (261),
Spain (262) and the United Kingdom (263) to grant the necessary public funding to the coal industry for
2002. This aid covers the difference between production costs and the price of internationally traded coal
and also provides compensation for the payment of social security contributions.

476. Regarding the acquisition in 1998 of the German coal producers Saarbergwerke AG and Preussag
Anthrazit GmbH by RAG Aktiengesellschaft (RAG), the Commission found (264) that no aid was involved
in RAG’s purchase of Saarbergwerke from the Federal State and the Saarland.

2.4.5. Steel

477. The Commission initiated proceedings against planned aid for environmental purposes to be
granted to Ilva SpA, Acciaierie di Sicilia SpA, Duferdofin SpA and Acciaerie Valbruna SpA, Italy. The
Commission closed the procedure by noting the withdrawal of the notification in the cases of Duferdofin
SpA (265) and Acciaerie Valbruna SpA (266) and approving the aid in the cases of Ilva SpA (267) and
Acciaierie di Sicilia SpA (268).

¥258∂ OJ L 329, 30.12.1993.
¥259∂ OJ L 205, 2.8.2002.
¥260∂ Commission decision of 2.10.2001 (OJ L 56, 27.2.2002) (aid covering 2002); Commission decision of 2.10.2002 (aid

covering costs from 24 July 2002).
¥261∂ Commission decision of 2.10.2002.
¥262∂ Commission decision of 2.7.2002 (aid covering costs until 23 July 2002); Commission decision of 12.6.2002 (aid

covering costs from 24 July 2002).
¥263∂ Commission decision of 20.3.2002; Commission decision of 5.6.2002; Commission decision of 17.7.2002.
¥264∂ Commission decision of 7.5.2002.
¥265∂ Case C 9/2002.
¥266∂ Case C 12/2002.
¥267∂ Case C 10/2002.
¥268∂ Case C 8/2002.
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478. The Commission closed the proceedings initiated in 2001 against R & D aid illegally granted to
several steel undertakings in the Basque Country by adopting a partly negative decision (269). The
Commission also decided to extend the procedure initiated in 2001 against certain measures adopted by
the Galician Government in favour of a newly created undertaking, Siderúrgica Añón (270).

479. In a case concerning Belgium, the Commission initiated proceedings against the participation of
the Walloon region in a newly created undertaking, called Carsid (271).

480. The Commission also initiated proceedings against planned aid for environmental purposes to be
granted to Sollac SA in France. Later on, the Commission closed the procedure by noting that the
notification had been withdrawn (272).

3. Transport

3.1. Rail

481. Revitalising the railway sector is a key element in the EU’s common transport policy, which
seeks to develop a sustainable transport system by shifting the balance between different modes of
transport. Indeed, as stated in the Commission’s White Paper on European transport policy (273), rail is the
strategic sector on which the success of the efforts to shift the modal balance will depend. The
Commission therefore takes a favourable view of public funding that promotes rail as a means of
transport, in particular investments in railway infrastructure. It accordingly authorised several State
measures that seek to develop the rail sector.

482. Two Commission decisions related to the infrastructure management of the main national railway
network in the United Kingdom. The UK authorities notified a financial rescue package to ensure the
continued provision of rail infrastructure services, without which the UK rail sector risked imminent
collapse. The rescue aid was authorised by the Commission on 13 February for a period of 12 months
during which a more sustainable solution was to be found (274). Subsequently, on 17 July, the Commission
approved a financial package to allow a newly established company, Network Rail, to take over
responsibility for operating and managing the UK rail network on a not-for-profit basis and which put an
end to the uncertainty regarding the future of the network (275). On 24 April and 18 September, the
Commission also authorised modifications and amendments to the financial mechanisms that the UK
authorities had put in place for the construction of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) (276).

483. Concerning other Member States, the Commission authorised, on 27 February, a scheme set up in
Denmark for cancelling old public loans issued almost free of reimbursement and interest to 13 local
railways (277). On 19 June, it also allowed an Austrian aid scheme to provide public support for the construction,
extension and modernisation of private railway sidings alongside the main national rail network (278).

¥269∂ Case C 20/2001.
¥270∂ Case C 95/2001.
¥271∂ Case C 25/2002.
¥272∂ Case C 27/2002.
¥273∂ European transport policy 2010: time to decide.
¥274∂ Case NN 170/2001, decision of 13.2.2002 (OJ C 98, 23.4.2002).
¥275∂ Case N 356/2002 Network Rail, decision of 17.7.2002 (OJ C 232, 28.9.2002).
¥276∂ Case N 706/2002 (OJ C 130, 1.6.2002) and Case N 523/2002 (OJ C 262, 29.10.2002).
¥277∂ Case N 784/2001 Aid for Danish private railways, decision of 27.2.2002 (OJ C 88, 12.4.2002).
¥278∂ Case N 643/2001 Austria — Programme of aid for the development of railway sidings, decision of 19.6.2002 (OJ C 178,
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Moreover, on 18 September, it authorised the Land of Saxony-Anhalt (Germany) to grant aid to promote
the transfer of freight traffic flows from road to rail. The scheme intends to safeguard and develop the
system of freight traffic centres, as well as handling and loading areas (279). Finally, on 11 December, the
Commission authorised the extension for four years of a Danish scheme which offsets the effect of
railway infrastructure charges by introducing an environmental subsidy for the transport of goods by
rail (280).

3.2. Combined transport

484. The European Union has for some time pursued a policy of achieving a balanced intermodal
transport system, and the fostering of the competitiveness of combined transport vis-à-vis road is part and
parcel of this policy. The central aim of the EU combined transport policy is a modal shift from road to
other modes. In this sense, the Commission takes a favourable view of aid schemes which aim to promote
this mode of transport through the acquisition of equipment designed for combined transport and the
construction of specific infrastructure (281).

485. On 13 February, the Commission approved a combined transport aid scheme for the
Autonomous Province of Bolzano-Alto Aldige (Italy) (282). The scheme awards subsidies to the logistics
companies which provide rail services for combined transport departing from or ending in its territory
and particularly on the Bolzano–Brenner route. The subsidies will facilitate the reduction of the price
paid by the users of the combined transport infrastructures and competition with road transport on similar
market conditions. In order to avoid any possible distortion of competition, a tender procedure for the
provision of rail services is established and the scheme will be limited in time.

486. The Commission approved, on 27 February, start-up aid for a new private pilot service between
Germany and Italy (283) with the aim of shifting traffic from road to rail on the Munich to Verona route
via the Brenner. The one-year pilot service, which already received support from the European PACT
programme (284), will contribute to relieve traffic on the much-used motorway on this very important
corridor.

487. On 14 May, after conducting a formal investigation, the Commission found that no State aid
within the meaning of Article 87(1) was involved in the relationship between the State-owned company
Deutsche Bahn AG (Germany) and its subsidiary, the freight forwarding company BahnTrans (285).

488. On 17 July, the Commission decided to initiate a formal investigation into Dutch aid for the
construction of a container terminal at Alkmaar in favour of Huisvuilcentrale Noord-Holland
(HVC) (286). Based at Alkmaar, in the immediate vicinity of a waste incineration plant operated by HVC,
the container terminal would encourage household waste transport by inland waterways instead of road

¥279∂ Case N 308/2002 Promotion of investments for railway infrastructure, decision of 18.9.2002 (OJ C 277, 14.11.2002).
¥280∂ Case N 287/02, not yet published.
¥281∂ Case N 644/2001 Austrian State Fund ERP, decision of 27.2.2002 (OJ C 88, 12.4.2002); Case N 406/2002 Support of
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transport. The Commission considered it necessary to analyse the proportionality of the aid, possible
distortion of competition between inland waterway terminals and the impact of the subsidy on the waste
management market.

489. On 24 July, the Commission approved the main part of the special provisions for the transport
sector of the Autonomous Province of Trento to encourage the transfer of goods traffic from road to
alternative modes of transport (287). Nevertheless, the Commission decided to initiate the procedure laid
down in Article 88(2) of the Treaty with respect to the investment aid for railway wagons and new or
reconditioned rolling stock, since there were doubts as to its compatibility with Commission Regulation
(EC) No 70/2001 of 12 January 2001 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty to small
and medium-sized enterprises (288).

3.3. Road transport

490. On 27 February, in the context of the increase in oil prices in 2000, the Commission decided to
initiate the formal investigation procedure with regard to two schemes granting aid to a specific type of
vehicles through the reduction of tolls (289). When assessing the cases the Commission had doubts as to
the appropriateness of the measures for the protection of the environment and their compatibility with the
common transport policy.

491. Several decisions were adopted concerning transport investment aid (290). However, the Commission
stresses the fact that in sectors with overcapacity such as road transport, no aid can in principle be granted
for the purchase of transport vehicles. Nevertheless, it is possible to grant aid in connection with the
purchase of new vehicles, if such an incentive is aimed at environmental protection or safety objectives and
actually represents compensation for the costs of higher technical standards than those laid down by
national or EU legislation.

492. Accordingly, the Commission authorised a Spanish aid scheme for the purchase of electric or
hybrid motorcycles within the territory of the Autonomous Community of Castile-Leon (291) and a
scheme which seeks to bring into service vehicles adapted to persons with reduced mobility (292). Other
decisions related to a Danish aid scheme to encourage the use of less polluting trucks (293) and a series of
employment schemes put in place in Asturias (Spain) (294) for 2001 and 2002 in the transport sector with a
view to creating and preserving jobs in this area.

¥287∂ Case N 833/2001 (OJ C 242, 8.10.2002).
¥288∂ OJ L 10, 13.1.2001.
¥289∂ Case C 11/2002 (ex N 382/01) Italy (Piedmont) — Reduction of tolls for certain heavy goods vehicles in order to divert

them from the Lake Maggiore State road 33 to the A/26 motorway (OJ C 87, 11.4.2002); Case C 14/2002 (ex NN 72/01)
Portugal — Reduction of tolls for certain heavy goods vehicles, coaches and buses adopted following the rise in oil prices
in summer/autumn 2000 (OJ C 88, 12.4.2002).

¥290∂ Case N 762/2001 Investment aid scheme of the autonomous region of Madeira, decision of 27.2.2002; Case N 646/00
Italy — decision of 7.5.2002; Case N 507/2001 Portugal — Siriart, decision of 7.5.2002 (OJ C 146, 19.6.2002).

¥291∂ Case N 203/2002, decision of 18.9.2002 (OJ C 9, 15.1.2003).
¥292∂ Case N 337/02 Spain (Community of Madrid) — Aid for the acquisition of public transport vehicles adapted to persons

with reduced mobility, decision of 27.11.2002, not yet published.
¥293∂ Case N 100/01 Subsidies for certain environment friendly lorries, decision of 22.5.2002 (OJ C 154, 28.6.2002).
¥294∂ N 600/B/2001, decision of 16.10.2002.
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3.4. Passenger transport

493. On 2 October, the Commission decided not to raise any objections to the various arrangements
which the UK Government is to set up for the renovation and enhancement of the London Underground
by a public–private partnership (295). The objective of the measures is to develop a better Underground in
London through an efficient public sector operator working with an enhanced infrastructure managed by
the private sector. The Commission is of the opinion that these arrangements, notably the compensation
to be paid to the infrastructure companies, do not constitute State aid. They are indeed the result of
competitive procurement processes eliminating any possible advantage.

3.5. Waterways

3.5.1. Inland waterway transport

494. The White Paper on European transport policy for 2010 (296) calls for the promotion of modes of
transport that are less harmful to the environment and have unused capacity available, such as inland
waterway transport. Switching the transport of goods from road to inland waterways is therefore in the
common interest within the meaning of Article 87(3)(c). On 27 November (297), the Commission found
that the sale of substantial parts of Erste Donau-Dampfschiffahrt-Gesellschaft mbH, wholly owned by
Austria, to the City of Vienna could not be regarded as State aid.

Box 3: Road transport undertakings

In May, the Council unanimously adopted three decisions on the granting of national aid by the
Netherlands, Italy and France (1) in favour of road transport undertakings. These decisions ensure
that the derogation measures adopted by the Council (2001/224/EC) on 12 March 2001
authorising the Netherlands, Italy and France to apply reduced rates of excise duty for certain
mineral oils in favour of road hauliers are considered compatible with the common market. It is
recalled that in 2001 the Council decided to allow the Netherlands until 1 October 2002 and Italy
and France until 31 December 2002 to apply reduced rates of excise duty on diesel fuel for road
hauliers. However, against the background of the Commission’s decision to launch proceedings
against these three countries under Article 88(2) of the Treaty (2), the three States in question
sought and obtained an acknowledgement from the Council that exceptional circumstances within
the meaning of Article 88(2)(b) existed, making it possible to consider such aid compatible with
the common market.

(1) Netherlands (Doc. 8032/02 + COR1); Italy (Doc. 8033/02 + COR1); France (Doc. 8034/02 + COR1).
(2) Case C 24/2001 Italy; Case C 25/2001 France; Case C 26/2001 Netherlands.

¥295∂ Case N 264/2002 (OJ C 309, 12.12.2002).
¥296∂ COM(2001) 370.
¥297∂ Case N 471/2002 Austria.
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3.5.2. Maritime transport

495. On 30 January, the Commission authorised a French scheme intended to cover for a period of
three years up to 30 % of the operating costs of new short sea shipping services (298). The French
authorities will add national aid to the European support measures for short sea shipping by financing
projects that would not qualify for EU funding on the grounds that only national operators are involved.

496. The Commission approved several tonnage tax schemes (299) allowing companies to pay taxes
according to the capacity of their fleet rather than on the basis of profits made. These schemes add to a
series of tonnage taxes that were previously approved by the Commission for the Netherlands, Germany
and the United Kingdom. Such measures appear to be already proving successful in reversing the decline
of EU shipping.

497. On 19 June, the Commission took a negative decision on the grant of maritime transport aid to
Dutch towage operations carried out inside and around EU ports (300). As port towage is considered a port
service, which does not constitute a maritime transport activity, the grant of maritime transport aid for such
port services was considered to be incompatible with the common market. Since the aid had already been
granted, the Commission decided that the Netherlands should recover it as from 12 September 1990.

498. The Commission decided on 20 December 2001 to initiate the formal investigation procedure in
respect of an Italian aid scheme (301) granting an incentive to shipowners for the elimination of single hull
tankers over 20 years of age. However, on 17 July, the Commission came to the conclusion that the aid
scheme would provide an important contribution to the protection of the environment and to safer seas.

499. On 2 July, the Commission approved aid for public service obligations (PSOs) in respect of
maritime services in Corsica (302). On 17 July it authorised aid in the form of a EUR 22.5 million loan to
rescue Société nationale maritime Corse-Méditerranée (SNCM) (303). The aid is to be granted by the
French State via the 100 % State-owned Compagnie générale maritime et financière (CGMF). In
addition, the formal investigation procedure was initiated on 19 August with regard to planned
restructuring aid to SNCM (304).

500. The Commission did not raise any objections to the extension for 2002 of an Italian aid scheme
which reduces social security contributions for maritime shipping companies in the cabotage sector (305).
This scheme was already approved by the Commission for the period 1999–2001.

501. On 2 October, the Commission decided to initiate a formal investigation into a planned UK
investment subsidy in favour of Clydeboyd Ltd (306) for the provision of a larger berth and enhanced
freight handling facilities. The Commission had doubts as to the proportionality of the State contribution
and as to the possible harmful impact on existing infrastructures.

¥298∂ Case C 65/2000 (ex N 679/2000) (OJ L 196, 25.7.2002).
¥299∂ Case N 736/2001 Spain, decision of 27.2.2002; Case N 563/2001 Denmark, decision of 12.3.2002 (OJ C 146, 19.6.2002);

Case N 195/2002 Finland, decision of 16.10.2002; Case N504/2002 Ireland, decision of 15.12.2002.
¥300∂ Case C 56/2001 (OJ L 314, 18.11.2002).
¥301∂ Case C 97/2001 (ex N 93/2001) Maritime transport safety, decision of 20.12. 2001.
¥302∂ Case N 781/2001 Maritime services in Corsica (OJ C 186, 6.8.2002).
¥303∂ Case NN 27/2002, not yet published.
¥304∂ Case C 58/2002 (ex N 118/2002). OJ C 308, 11.12.2002.
¥305∂ Case N 519/2002 Extension of a scheme to reduce social charges in the maritime cabotage sector, decision of 6.9.2002

(OJ C 262, 29.10.2002).
¥306∂ Case C 62/02 (ex N 221/02) (OJ C 269, 5.11.2002).
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502. The Commission also gave the go-ahead to German maritime training aid for 2002 (307), as it had in
the past already approved similar German schemes for 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001. The aid regime will help
preserve maritime know-how and expertise on board German merchant ships. It also decided not to object
to public subsidies from the Flemish Region to finance the harbourmasters’ offices at Belgian seaports (308).

503. On 13 November, the Commission approved Danish income tax reduction measures (309) for
seafarers on board Danish vessels registered either in the ordinary register (DAS) or in the second register
(DIS). On 2 December it decided to raise no objections to a small amendment to a scheme that reduces
local tax for maritime companies (310). Moreover, the Commission considered that the reduction from 169
to 161 days in the minimum duration of time spent at sea for being eligible for the Irish seafarers’
income tax allowance scheme (311) would not undermine the conclusions of its 2 March 1999 decision and
held that the amended scheme would remain compatible with the common market.

3.6. Air transport

504. In the wake of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks, which prompted the insurance industry to
review its risk exposure and withdraw practically all war and terrorism cover at short notice, the
Commission continued to apply the policy which it set out in its 10 October 2001 communication (312). It
stated in that document that if the situation of inadequate insurance cover were to drag on, the Member
States could decide to continue to offer an additional insurance guarantee or to assume the risk directly
themselves. The authorisation for action at national level was thus extended three times, until 31 March,
30 June and finally 31 October 2002 (313). The Commission also spelled out in its communication the
conditions in which it would deem measures taken by governments in the insurance field to be
compatible with Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty, under which Member States may grant aid ‘to make good
the damage caused by natural disasters or exceptional occurrences’. The Commission consequently
examined in the light of that article the measures notified to it at each renewal of the aid (314).

505. The Commission also authorised the schemes set up by several Member States to compensate
airlines for the losses caused by the closure of certain parts of the airspace between 11 and
14 September 2001. It nevertheless considered that a number of criteria, set out in the communication,
had to be fulfilled if such aid was to be allowed.

506. It accordingly approved the schemes introduced by France, the United Kingdom and Germany,
by decisions taken respectively on 30 January, 12 March and 2 July (315). Conversely, it decided on 5 June
to initiate a formal investigation into the extension, notified by France, of the French aid scheme in
order to cover costs incurred after 14 September 2001 (316); a negative final decision was taken in this case

¥307∂ Case NN 94/2002 Germany, decision of 30.10.2002, not yet published.
¥308∂ Case N 438/2002 Belgium, decision of 16.10.2002 (OJ C 284, 21.11.2002).
¥309∂ Case NN 116/1998 Denmark, decision of 13.11.2002.
¥310∂ Case N 662/2002 France, decision of 2.12.2002.
¥311∂ Case N 661/2002 Ireland, decision of 2.12.2002 (OJ C 15, 22.1.2003).
¥312∂ Communication on the repercussions of the terrorist attacks in the United States on the air transport industry, COM(2001)

574.
¥313∂ Communication of 2.7.2002, COM(2002) 320 final.
¥314∂ Ireland: Case NN 34/2002 Aviation Insurance scheme, decision of 27.02.2002; Netherlands: Case NN 35/2002 State-

guaranteed scheme for covering aviation risks, decision of 27.2.2002; United Kingdom: Case NN 43/2002 Extension of
airline insurance, decision of 27.2.2002; Finland: Case NN 45/2002, decision of 6.3.2002.

¥315∂ France: Case N 806/2001 (OJ C 59, 6.3.2002); United Kingdom: Case N 854/2001 (OJ C 98, 23.4.2002); Germany: Case
N 269/2002, not yet published.

¥316∂ Case C 42/2002 (ex N 286/2002) (OJ C 170, 16.7.2002).
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on 11 December (317). On 16 October the Commission decided partly to approve the scheme introduced by
Austria but to open a formal investigation into the compensation granted by that country for costs
incurred after 14 September 2001 (318). It is continuing its examination of similar emergency aid schemes
notified by other Member States.

507. The Commission decided on 6 March (319) to launch a formal investigation under Article 88(2) of
the Treaty into possible misuse of aid granted by Greece and authorised in 1994 and 1998 (320) and the
grant of further aid to Olympic Airways (OA) and its subsidiaries. On 11 December it ruled that some of
the aid previously granted by Greece (321) and further aid that was illegal because it had not been notified
were incompatible with the Treaty. It therefore called on Greece to recover aid paid after 14 August 1998.

508. On 9 April, the Commission decided not to raise any objections to refinancing measures planned
by TAP (322). It took the view that the Portuguese carrier’s plan to discharge several securities and use the
assets released to guarantee additional financial facilities did not constitute State aid.

509. It also authorised, on 19 June (323), two financial measures in favour of the Italian carrier Alitalia.
It found that payment of the third instalment of restructuring aid approved in 1997, amounting to
EUR 129 million, was compatible with the Treaty and that the future capital injection of not more than
EUR 1.4 billion, to be submitted to the airline’s shareholders, satisfied the market economy investor
principle and did not constitute State aid.

510. Lastly, on 11 December, the Commission decided to open a formal investigation into advantages
received by Ryanair when it located its first hub in continental Europe at Charleroi in 2001. The
advantages were granted by the Walloon Region (non-transparent and discriminatory reduction in airport
fees) and the airport operator, which is a public enterprise controlled by the Region (grants towards the
costs of opening new routes, hotel expenses for staff, payment of advertising/marketing costs, etc.).

511. It also decided on the same date to launch proceedings in respect of aid granted to Intermediación
Aérea (Intermed) for its scheduled service between Gerona and Madrid. It voiced doubts as to whether
the specific conditions allowing a Member State to impose public service obligations had been met.

4. Agriculture

4.1. Policy developments and legislative initiatives in 2002

4.1.1. New guidelines for State aid concerning TSE tests, fallen stock and slaughterhouse waste

512. On 27 November, the Commission adopted new guidelines for State aid concerning tests for
transmissible spongiform encephalopathy (TSE), fallen stock and slaughterhouse waste (324). The new
rules clarify and modify State aid policy in these areas; this was necessary because the different policies
followed by the Member States were creating a serious risk of distortion of competition.

¥317∂ Case C 42/2002 (ex N 286/2002), not yet published.
¥318∂ Case C 65/2002 (ex N 262/2002) (OJ C 309, 12.12.2002).
¥319∂ Case C 19/2002 (ex NN 133/2000) (OJ C 98, 23.4.2002).
¥320∂ OJ L 128, 21.5.1999; OJ L 273, 25.10.1994.
¥321∂ In the light of Article 87(1) of the Treaty.
¥322∂ Case N 132/2002.
¥323∂ Cases C 54/96 and N 318/02, not yet published.
¥324∂ OJ C 324, 24.12.2002
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513. BSE legislation has significantly altered the economics of slaughterhouse waste. What was a
valuable product in the past is now waste, to be disposed of at high cost.

514. In order to allow the sector to adapt, the Commission has authorised very high amounts of State
aid. However, this could lead to serious distortions of competition. Some Member States grant a lot of
aid, others do not. Therefore, a review of the policy was necessary. The new rules respect the need to
protect human health and the environment, which can justify the granting of aid, without creating undue
distortions of competition.

515. These new guidelines do not in any way affect the possibility of granting State aid or the legal
obligations under specific Council regulations to compensate farmers for losses where their animals are
actually found to be infected by BSE or comparable diseases. Rather, they are aimed at reducing the
permanent cost burden stemming from the general obligation to test and separate risk material from
healthy animals.

516. In the future, no more State aid may be granted towards the costs of the disposal of
slaughterhouse waste of any kind. Exceptionally, Member States may grant 50 % aid for the disposal of
specified risk material and meat and bone meal with no further commercial use produced in 2003.

517. As to TSE tests, Member States will have to respect an upper limit of EUR 40 of total public
support towards the cost of BSE testing of bovine animals slaughtered for human consumption from 1
January 2003 onwards. No such upper limit existed previously. This amount refers to the total costs of
testing, i.e. test kit, taking, transporting, testing, storing and destruction of the sample. It should be
remembered that currently EUR 15 out of the EUR 40 is paid by the EU (EUR 10.5 in 2003). The limit of
EUR 40 was found to be sufficient to cover the price of the most competitive test-kit suppliers in the EU.
This limitation should avoid undue distortions of competition and encourage more expensive test-kit
suppliers to lower their prices. For other TSE tests (e.g. on fallen cattle or sheep) the Commission has
decided that it will continue to authorise State aid of up to 100 %.

518. For fallen stock at farm level, and only for such fallen stock, Member States may grant State aid
covering up to 100 % of the costs of removal (i.e. collection and transport) and 75 % of the costs of
destruction (i.e. storage, transformation, destruction and final disposal). A whole 100 % aid for
destruction may be granted in some circumstances, e.g. if it is financed through fees or contributions
from the meat sector. In order to allow Member States to adapt existing financing systems, the
Commission will authorise aid of up to 100 % of costs until the end of 2003.

519. These guidelines will apply to new State aid, including pending notifications from Member
States, with effect from 1 January 2003. The Commission proposes that Member States amend their
existing aid schemes to bring them into line with these guidelines by 31 December 2003 at the latest. The
guidelines will remain in force until 31 December 2013.

4.2. Overview of cases

520. The Commission received 341 notifications of planned State aid measures in the agricultural
and agri-industrial sector. The Commission also started the examination of 34 aid measures which had
not been notified in advance under Article 88(3). No review of existing aid measures pursuant to
Article 88(1) was commenced or concluded. Overall the Commission raised no objections to
250 measures. Several of these were approved after the Member States concerned either amended or
undertook to amend them in order to bring them into line with EU State aid rules. The Commission
started the procedure laid down in Article 88(2) in respect of five cases, where the measures concerned
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raised serious doubts as to their compatibility with the common market. The Commission closed the
Article 88(2) procedure in four cases, taking a final negative decision in three of them. In all the cases
where a negative decision was taken, and State aid had already been granted by the Member State
concerned, the Commission requested recovery of the aid paid.

521. The overview of cases which follows includes a selection of the cases which raise the most
interesting issues of State aid policy in the agricultural and agri-industrial sector in 2002.

4.2.1. Natural disasters

522. The Commission approved five aid schemes aimed at compensating victims in the agricultural
sector for the damage caused by the recent floods in Germany. The schemes were examined rapidly and it
was concluded that the compensation proposed by Germany could be paid in its entirety. The measures
were considered compatible with Article 87(2)(b) of the Treaty, which states that the Commission can
approve aid to make good the damage caused by natural disasters. The measures approved were as follows.

— Financial compensation of up to a total of 20 % (30 % in disadvantaged areas) was to be granted to
farmers for lost revenues due to floods and land surface damage (325).

— On-the-spot-payments of up to a total of 50 % were to be handed out for damage due to floods and, in
particular, the loss or destruction of or damage to economic goods, such as plant, machinery, land and
livestock. Farmers were to be compensated for circulating capital as well as evacuation costs (326).

— Aid was also to be given for the full or partial compensation of property investment losses in order to
keep businesses in operation (327).

— The special programme of the common ‘Agriculture’ action (Gemeinschaftsaufgabe) for flood damage
was especially to cover aid for the restoration of villages, streets in rural areas and forests and
aquaculture activities. Particular emphasis would be given to environment-friendly restoration (328).

— Loans from the Landwirtschaftliche Rentenbank would be supported by a guarantee of 80 % for
loans for liquidity aid or for investments in agricultural and forestry holdings (329).

523. On 18 September, the Commission approved a major aid scheme designed to provide
compensation for losses caused by natural disasters in Greece (330). The method for calculating losses is
based not on total output in reference years, the main method recommended by the Community
guidelines for State aid in the agriculture sector, but on departmental yields (the guidelines allow for the
possibility of using other calculation methods than the above, provided that they are shown to be
appropriate). The budget for the scheme is very high: over EUR 171 million in State aid and over
EUR 126 million in aid which the Greek authorities are seeking to have co-financed by the EU and which
is currently still under examination.

¥325∂ Case N 567/2002.
¥326∂ Case N 581/2002.
¥327∂ Case N 595/2002.
¥328∂ Case N 647/2002.
¥329∂ Case N 682/2002.
¥330∂ Case N 143/2002.
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4.2.2. Promotion and advertising

524. On 13 February, the Commission authorised Germany (Bavaria) to pay aid totalling
EUR 3.5 million in 2002 for the introduction of a new quality label. For the years 2003 and 2004, an
annual budget of more than EUR 2 million was approved. The quality label is part of an extensive quality
assurance and control programme which has been introduced in order to recover consumer confidence
after a significant drop in beef sales following the BSE crisis. Access to the quality label is open to all
enterprises in the EU that comply with the programme requirements.

525. The aid is to cover the cost of several individual measures, such as:

— controls on and certification of companies participating in the programme;

— information measures designed to explain the label and its advantages to the consumer;

— sales promotion and advertising measures.

526. The aid will be granted to groups of users of the quality label, such as marketing associations or
other firms in the area of food production. The label users must meet the conditions in the field of
production, processing and marketing of cattle and beef and will face clearly higher control standards
than normal. It is also planned to extend the label to products other than beef at a later stage.

527. The Commission authorised this aid on the basis of new guidelines for State aid for the
advertising of agricultural products, which entered into force on 1 January. These guidelines allow, for
the first time, information on product quality and product origin to be combined under such a label. The
label for which the Commission authorised the grant of State aid allows producers from all over the EU
to indicate the respective origin of their products.

528. On 27 February, the Commission approved an aid scheme for promotion and advertising
in Italy (331), which modifies the similar schemes already approved by the Commission in cases
N 558/2000 (332) and N 729/A/2000 (333) in order to bring them into line with the requirements of the
Community guidelines for State aid for advertising of products listed in Annex I to the EC Treaty and
of certain non-Annex I products (334).

529. This is one of the first instances in which the above guidelines have been applied on a large scale
(all types of association representing agricultural producers are eligible under the scheme).
Implementation of the scheme will be checked on the basis of the annual reports which the Italian
authorities will have to submit.

4.2.3. Increase in the cost of fuel

530. On 11 December, the Commission took a partly negative decision on support measures adopted
by Spain following the increase in fuel prices and in respect of which it opened a formal investigation in
April 2001 (335). It considered that a number of measures directly linked to the price increase did not fall

¥331∂ Case N 30/2002.
¥332∂ Letter SG(2001) D/286564, 28.2.2001.
¥333∂ Letter SG(2001) D/286847, 13.3.2001.
¥334∂ OJ C 252, 12.9.2001.
¥335∂ Case C 22/2001.
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within the scope of the State aid rules, but that Spain had not demonstrated that two of the measures in
the package presented (interest-rate and guarantee subsidies and certain tax concessions) were limited
to compensation for damage sustained following the increase in fuel costs. The Commission therefore
found that those measures constituted operating aid that was incompatible with the competition rules.

531. The Commission decided that the following measures did not constitute aid within the meaning
of the Treaty:

— amendment of the law on value added tax;

— tax measures to assist agricultural cooperatives;

— measures concerning personal income tax and value added tax including the following:

• for 2000, the application to certain stock farming activities subject to the objective assessment
scheme of a corrective index for animal feed purchased from third parties;

• for 2001, reduction of net income under the scheme for the objective assessment of personal
income tax for farming and stock farming activities;

• also for 2001, reduction of the percentage used to determine quarterly payments under the
simplified value added tax scheme for certain farming activities and increase in the percentage of
expenses deductible that are difficult to substantiate for personal income tax purposes.

532. On the other hand, it decided that the State aid granted to farmers in the form of interest-rate and
guarantee subsidies and the measure extending for 2000 and 2001 the tax concessions applicable for
personal income tax purposes to the transfer of certain agricultural holdings and land were incompatible
with the common market. With regard to these measures, Spain had not provided any information
demonstrating a link between the oil price increase and the damage sustained by farmers. Since the aid
was illegal, Spain had to abolish it and recover aid already paid from the beneficiaries without delay; it
had to inform the Commission within two months of the decision of the steps it had taken to withdraw
and recover the aid.

4.2.4. Opening of formal investigations

Aid to olive-pommace oil extraction, refining and bottling plants

533. On 14 March, the Commission decided to launch a formal investigation into aid granted by Spain
to olive-pommace oil extraction, refining and bottling plants (336). The aid took the form of loans totalling
up to ESP 5 billion (EUR 30.05 million) with an interest rate subsidy from the Agriculture Ministry,
which could also subsidise the guarantees for such loans.

534. It regarded the measures at that stage as State aid which was designed to improve the financial
position of the beneficiary firms but in no way contributed to the development of the sector. They could
therefore constitute operating aid that was incompatible with the common market and could also be in
breach of the rules on the common organisation of the market.

¥336∂ Case C 21/2002 (ex NN 14/2002).
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Aid to olive oil producer organisations

535. The Commission initiated formal proceedings on 19 July with regard to a regional aid scheme
(Extremadura, Spain) to support olive oil producer organisations. The aid, in the form of a grant
calculated on the basis of the number of applications submitted for olive oil and table olive production
aid, was in addition to the EU aid granted under Regulation (EEC) No 136/66.

536. It took the view at that stage that a grant to producer organisations calculated on the basis of the
number of applications submitted for olive oil and table olive production aid constituted State aid which
was designed to improve the financial position of the organisations but in no way contributed to the
development of the sector. It would therefore have to be regarded as operating aid that was incompatible
with the common market; it was furthermore liable to interfere with the mechanisms governing the
common organisation of the market and therefore to be in breach of EU legislation.

Aid to finance a public rendering service

537. On 10 July the Commission decided to launch a formal investigation into certain aspects of the
rendering system in France (337). It had received several complaints claiming that the rendering charge
created distortions. The rendering charge finances a public service which collects and destroys livestock
carcasses and seizures from slaughterhouses declared unfit for human or animal consumption.
Established with effect from 1 January 1977, the charge is levied on purchases of meat and other
specified products by all persons engaged in the retail sale of such products and is based on the net value
of VAT of purchases irrespective of their origin.

538. The Commission’s examination is focusing on the fact that the rendering charge introduced to
finance the system is levied also on meat from other Member States, which cannot benefit from the
rendering system. The apparent effect of the service being free is also that the direct beneficiaries, in
particular slaughterhouses, stock farmers and holders of animal meal, are relieved of the costs of
eliminating waste produced in the course of their business. This could constitute State aid to those
operators and could be deemed incompatible.

539. The Commission is also examining the fact that the charge is levied above a particular total
turnover figure for a business, and not on the basis of meat sales: some businesses are exempted from the
charge even if they sell more meat than others which generate a larger turnover with other products. Such
exemption could constitute incompatible State aid to those firms which are not subject to the charge.

540. A request for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of Article 87(1) of the Treaty in relation to
the rendering charge has also been referred to the Court of Justice of the European Communities (338).

Rationalisation aid scheme for pig slaughterhouses

541. On 28 December 2001 the Commission decided to initiate a formal State aid investigation into a
notified rationalisation scheme for pig slaughterhouses in the Netherlands (339). In the light of the judgment of
the Court of First Instance in Weyl Beef Products BV and others v Commission (340), it was deemed necessary
to examine whether the notified measure, involving an agreement between undertakings to reduce
capacity, complied with Article 81 of the Treaty. The Commission doubted whether the measure could be

¥337∂ Case C 49/2002.
¥338∂ Case C-126/2001 Ministre de l’économie, des finances et de l’industrie v GEMO SA.
¥339∂ Case C 91/2001 (ex N 568/2001) (OJ C 37, 9.2.2002).
¥340∂ Joined Cases T-197/1997 and T-198/1997, judgment of 31.1.2001.
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exempted as a crisis cartel because there appeared to be no structural overcapacity in the sector and it
seemed doubtful that the measure would improve production. Lastly, the Commission had doubts as to
the compatibility of the proposed measure with the provisions of Section 9 of the guidelines on State aid
in the agriculture sector. By letter of 5 August the Dutch authorities withdrew the notification of the
measure. No final decision will therefore be taken in this case.

5. Fisheries

542. On account of its social and economic features, the fisheries sector received during the reporting
period large amounts of public assistance, both from the EU and from national sources.

543. The Commission assessed the compatibility of national aid schemes in the light of the guidelines
for the examination of State aid to fisheries and aquaculture (341).

544. In December the Council agreed on the reform of the common fisheries policy. Council
Regulation (EC) No 2369/2002 (342) simplified Article 19 of Regulation (EC) No 2792/1999, which
determines how far the State aid rules of the Treaty are applicable to the fisheries sector.

545. To speed up the payment of EU Structural Funds and reduce the administrative burden on both
Member States and the Commission resulting from ‘routine’ positive State aid decisions, without
relaxing the control regime for State aid, Articles 87 to 89 no longer apply as from 1 January 2003 to past
or future payments by Member States which are the obligatory national co-financing for expenditure
under the rules of the Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance. However, Articles 87 to 89 remain
applicable to any aid which goes beyond what is obligatory under these rules. In addition, ex post control
when Member States are reimbursed under the rules of the Structural Funds will remain in place.

546. The Commission approved on 27 November an aid scheme notified by the Dutch authorities for
the repurchase in the course of 2003 of ‘reserved’ fishing licences (343). Such licences are not tied to a
given vessel but placed on the market by their owner. They may be acquired by the owner of a fishing
vessel at any time within a period of two years after their issue.

547. The notified scheme, involving aid amounting to EUR 900 000, will enable the Dutch authorities
to repurchase reserved licences at the market price with a view to withdrawing them from circulation in
the run-up to the disappearance of such licences on 1 January 2004. They have given assurances that no
further aid will be paid for this purpose, and that the system of reserved licences will end by 2004.

548. In November the Commission took two positive final decisions (344) concerning schemes aimed at
compensating fishermen who were obliged to stop fishing temporarily in 2000. For one scheme, the
temporary cessation of fishing was caused by a pollution phenomenon and for the other scheme, the
cessation of fishing was decided as part of a plan for the protection of marine resources. On the same
date, the Commission decided not to raise any objections to schemes of the same kind set up under plans
for the protection of resources for the years 2001 and 2002 (345).

¥341∂ OJ C 19, 20.1.2001.
¥342∂ Council Regulation (EC) No 2369/2002 amending Regulation (EC) No 2792/1999 laying down the detailed rules and

arrangements regarding Community structural assistance in the fisheries sector (OJ L 358, 31.12.2002).
¥343∂ Case N 546/2001.
¥344∂ Cases C 83 and C 84/2001.
¥345∂ Cases NN 159/2001 and NN 107/2002.
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D — Procedures

1. Existing aid

549. On 16 October, the Commission decided to open a formal investigation into existing aid paid to
German producers of grain brandy (Kornbranntwein) (346). This was in response to the refusal by the
German authorities to comply with the Commission’s recommendation of 19 June calling on them to
incorporate into German law by the end of 2003 appropriate measures for reforming the spirit monopoly
act. As they stand, the German arrangements constitute aid to domestic producers which is not available
to producers from other Member States. The German authorities take the view that grain brandy comes
under the — relatively lax — rules applicable to agricultural products, whereas the Commission
considers that, being classed as a spirituous beverage, it is subject to the rules in Articles 87 and 88 of the
EC Treaty.

550. The EU common position on the competition chapter adopted in November 2001 sets out a
procedure for assessing State aid measures which will have entered into force before the actual date of
accession and which the candidate countries wish to operate beyond that date.

551. The draft Accession Treaty provides that the following aid measures be regarded as existing aid
within the meaning of Article 88(1) of the EC Treaty from the date of accession:

(a) aid measures put into effect before 10 December 1994;

(b) aid measures listed in an appendix to the Accession Treaty (the ‘Treaty list’); and

(c) aid measures which prior to the date of accession were assessed by the State aid monitoring
authority of the new Member State and found to be compatible with the acquis, and to which the
Commission did not raise an objection on the grounds of serious doubts as to the compatibility of the
measure with the common market (the ‘interim procedure’).

552. All measures which constitute State aid and which do not fulfil the conditions set out above are to
be considered new aid upon accession for the purposes of Article 88(3) of the EC Treaty.

553. The above provisions do not apply to aid to the transport sector, or to activities linked to the
production, processing or marketing of products listed in Annex I to the EC Treaty with the exception of
fisheries products and products derived therefrom. The above provisions will also be without prejudice to
the transitional measures regarding competition policy set out in the draft Accession Treaty.

554. During 2002, and on the basis of measures submitted by the candidate countries, the Treaty list
was established. By the end of October, candidate countries had submitted 322 State aid measures (57 %
concerning individual aid cases and 43 % concerning aid schemes). The Commission departments
assessed these measures on the basis of information provided by the candidate countries and concluded
that 69 % of the measures submitted were compatible with the acquis. These measures were therefore
proposed for inclusion in the Treaty list.

¥346∂ Case E 47/2002.
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2. Exempted aid

555. Exemption regulations have been adopted in order to facilitate the granting of aid by the Member
States to certain sectors. The practical consequence is that Member States do not need to officially notify
the Commission of their plans before granting the aid.

556. However, to enable the Commission to exercise its controlling tasks in those sectors as well,
Member States have to report once a year to the Commission which aid has been granted under the
exemption regulations.

557. Reporting by Member States needs to be improved. The Commission has started a major training
initiative directed at Member States to show them the utility of reporting in terms of increased
transparency in the State aid sector as well as the minimum requirements for proper reporting that enable
the Commission to comply with its monitoring obligations.

3. Recovery of aid

558. On 12 March, the Commission ordered the recovery of EUR 7.83 million of aid from Neue Erba
Lautex GmbH (NEL), Germany, and its parent company, the bankrupt Erba Lautex GmbH. The two legal
entities form a group artificially kept alive by this new aid and by non-recovered aid of
EUR 61.36 million, which was already declared incompatible in July 1999. The Commission could not
allow a company which had not repaid aid declared incompatible two and a half years ago to set up a
subsidiary merely as a vehicle to obtain more State aid and further distort competition. In its decision the
Commission first established that NEL was not an independent new company but formed a group
together with its parent company, the bankrupt Erba Lautex GmbH. Second, the Commission ruled that
the aid was incompatible with the common market as it clearly did not fulfil the conditions of the rescue
and restructuring guidelines. Finally, the Commission noted that the new aid together with the non-
recovered aid declared incompatible in July 1999 had a cumulative negative effect on competition, as
distortions of competition had only been worsened.

559. On 30 October, the Commission brought a three-year investigation to a close by ordering the
recovery of EUR 15.7 million of incompatible aid from the east German porcelain manufacturer Kahla,
which is headquartered in Thuringia (347). The decision concerns two different legal entities: Kahla
Porzellan GmbH (Kahla I) — a porcelain manufacturer privatised in 1991 and declared bankrupt in 1993
after heavy losses — and its legal successor, Kahla/Thüringen Porzellan GmbH (Kahla II), which was
created in 1993 to take over the assets of the bankrupt Kahla I and to continue its activities in the
production of porcelain dishes and household china. The formal investigation procedure was initiated in
November 2000 and extended in November 2001. The investigation encompassed a total of 33 measures
in favour of both Kahla I and Kahla II, totalling some EUR 79 million. Of the 10 measures in favour of
Kahla I, the Commission found that some EUR 37 million was not State aid and that a further
EUR 19 million was covered by approved aid schemes. The remaining EUR 3 million was assessed
under the rescue and restructuring guidelines but, since the criteria of these guidelines were not fulfilled,
it was declared incompatible. The 23 measures in favour of Kahla II were found to be aid. Of the
total amount, some EUR 7.3 million was covered by approved aid schemes and the remaining
EUR 12.7 million was assessed as ad hoc aid. Reports drawn up when the company was formed clearly
indicated that Kahla II had been in difficulties from the time of its creation until 1996. The aid awarded
during that period was accordingly assessed on the basis of the rescue and restructuring guidelines.

¥347∂ Case C 62/2000.
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However, in the absence of a sound restructuring plan and a substantial contribution towards the
restructuring, this aid was declared incompatible. The aid awarded as from 1996 was assessed as regional
investment aid. However, since it was clearly operating aid not linked to any initial investment, it was
also declared incompatible. The incompatible aid of EUR 15.7 million has to be recovered from Kahla I
and Kahla II.

Recovery of aid and use by the Council of Article 88(2) of the Treaty

560. On 27 February, the Commission brought an action for annulment before the Court of Justice in
respect of a Council decision (348) of 21 January authorising Portugal to grant a maximum of EUR 16.3 million
in aid to pig farmers. This amount is the same as that which 2 116 farmers were supposed to have repaid
under two negative final Commission decisions of 25 November 1999 (349) and 4 October 2000 (350).

561. The Commission had found that the measures concerned were incompatible with the Treaty’s
State aid provisions (Articles 87 and 88) and therefore demanded that Portugal take steps to recover the
amounts unlawfully granted. Portugal did not appeal to the Court of Justice and so the Commission’s
decisions remained unchallenged.

562. The Portuguese authorities did in fact launch proceedings to recover the incompatible aid but
they changed their minds and by letter dated 23 November 2001 they formally asked the Council to
authorise, under Article 88 of the Treaty, aid totalling EUR 16.3 million for the 2 116 farmers affected by
the Commission’s two negative decisions.

563. On 21 January, the Council adopted a decision authorising this aid. The formal basis of that
decision is Article 88(2) of the Treaty. The Commission considers that the Council has misused that
provision. The Council took its decision more than 15 months after adoption of the Commission’s
decisions. For the first time, the Council has used this exceptional procedure to approve an aid measure
the sole purpose of which is to cancel out the financial impact of two final Commission decisions. The
Commission sees the legal security of European Union decisions as being seriously threatened by the
Council’s decision.

564. In the Commission’s opinion, the Council’s use of Article 88 to annul de facto and regardless of
time the financial impact of the two final decisions:

— unacceptably violates the legal security of all the interested parties;

— involves an assumption by the Council of a position of higher authority that infringes both the
Commission’s decision-making power and the Court of Justice’s jurisdictional power;

— raises questions of principle on the reality of the Commission’s authority in State aid policy matters
and on the allocation of responsibilities between the institutions as intended by the Treaty itself.

The Commission has therefore laid the matter before the Court of Justice (351).

¥348∂ Decision 2002/114/EC (OJ L 43, 14.2.2002).
¥349∂ OJ L 66, 14.3.2000.
¥350∂ OJ L 29, 31.1.2001.
¥351∂ Case C-110/02 Commission v Council, not yet reported.
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4. Non-execution of decisions

565. By judgment of 3 July 2001, the Court of Justice ruled that the Commission decision of
4 December 1996 ordering the recovery of aid unlawfully granted under the Belgian Maribel bis/ter
scheme, which granted reductions in social security contributions to the sectors most exposed to
international competition, had not been implemented.

566. Belgium admittedly adopted on 24 December 1999 a law for the recovery of the aid known as
Maribel quater. However, in the Commission’s view this law still did not enable all the aid in question to
be recovered. In fact it allowed firms which had repaid the aid to deduct the amount repaid once more for
tax purposes, which was tantamount to granting them fresh unlawful aid. Moreover, the application by
the Belgian authorities of the de minimis rule appeared to the Commission to be incorrect in that it
permitted firms in the excluded sectors (transport, agriculture, coal and steel) to benefit from the rule.

567. Since the Court’s judgment had not been properly complied with, on 20 March the Commission
served notice on the Belgian authorities under Article 228 of the Treaty. This resulted in the abolition of the
double tax deduction. The problem posed by the de minimis rule, on the other hand, remained unresolved.

568. The Commission accordingly decided on 17 July to send the Belgian authorities a reasoned
opinion for failing to comply with the judgment. If its demands are not met, the Commission may refer
the matter to the Court, asking it to impose financial penalties on Belgium. This would be the first time
such action has been taken in the State aid field.

5. Court judgments

569. On 17 October, the Court of First Instance, denying the State aid character of the contested
measures, annulled the Commission decision of 18 January 2000 (352) in which the Commission had
found aid being given to Linde AG to be incompatible. In 1996/97 the German State-owned privatisation
agency Treuhandanstalt (THA/BvS), which owned a carbon monoxide production plant at the chemical
site of Leuna, incurred substantial losses owing to the fact that it had agreed on an economically
unfavourable long-term supply obligation to Union Chimique Belge (UCB). The price for the carbon
monoxide did not even cover the production costs. In order to cut its losses, the THA/BvS subsidised
with DEM 9 million the construction of a new carbon monoxide plant by Linde. In return for the subsidy,
Linde took over the THA/BvS supply obligation to UCB.

570. The Commission considered that, despite the fact that the subsidisation of Linde presented an
economic advantage for the German State, the subsidy constituted aid because it allowed Linde to obtain
a new production facility without having to bear the full costs thereof. The Court denied the finding of aid
owing to the specific market conditions of the product in question and in particular the fact that it had to
be produced at the place of consumption. In the Court’s legal reasoning the confirmation of the market
economy investor principle (MEIP), though without naming it as such, is most important.

571. Even though the Court evaluates broadly the ‘economically rational’ behaviour of the THA/BvS
in saving money for the State, it finally applies the MEIP as the lead test, in the way the Commission
interprets it. The Court states that only the (hypothetical) part of the subsidy which might be higher than
the market price (equivalent) for the transfer of the carbon monoxide supply obligation could constitute
State aid. For that purpose the Commission should have examined whether the amount of the subsidy

¥352∂ Case COMP C 18/1999, Decision 2000/524/EC (OJ L 211, 22.8.2000).
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reflected the (market) price which would have been agreed between economic operators in the same
situation in the way the Commission reads the judgment.

572. This required the Commission to determine a market price for the takeover of the delivery
obligation and to compare this with the DEM 9 million paid by the German State. The subsidy given by
the German State would not be aid if a private market investor would have paid the same amount, i.e. if
Germany acted as a homo oeconomicus. Consequently, if a part of the subsidy was in excess of the
market price, this part would qualify as State aid. The Commission has again taken up the investigation.

573. On 11 July, the Court of First Instance gave judgment in an action brought by Hijos de Andrés
Molina SA (HAMSA) with the support of Spain for the annulment of Commission Decision 1999/484/
EC of 3 February 1999 (353) declaring State aid granted to HAMSA by the Spanish Government to be
illegal and incompatible with the common market.

574. HAMSA had since 1993 benefited from several financial support measures, namely loans and
guarantees from a public body (the IFA), the conversion into capital of part of the debts owed to the IFA,
and the remission of debts by several public authorities. Of the eight grounds for annulment of the
Commission decision submitted by the applicant with the support of the Spanish State, the only one to be
accepted by the Court concerned the aid granted in the form of the cancellation of debts by State bodies.

575. In its judgment, the Court states that the Commission assessed the overall situation of the public
creditors compared with that of the private creditors, drawing definitive conclusions from a mere
comparison between the total amount of public debts and that of private debts and between the average
percentage of remission by public creditors and that by private creditors and from the fact that, unlike most
of the private creditors, the public creditors had preferential claims or mortgages. The Court considers that
it was incumbent on the Commission to determine, for each of the public bodies concerned and taking into
account the abovementioned factors, whether the debt remission it had granted was manifestly more
substantial than that which would have been granted by a hypothetical private creditor placed, vis-à-vis the
applicant, in a situation comparable to that of the public body concerned and trying to recover sums due to
it. It is therefore the global, ‘unsubtle’ approach followed by the Commission that resulted in this part of
the decision being annulled.

576. On the other hand, the Court dismissed all the other complaints formulated by the applicant, in
particular that concerning the non-application of the regional discipline principle to an ad hoc sectoral aid
and that concerning the effect on trade based on global data without any concrete analytical
demonstration.

577. The Court of Justice heard two actions for annulment brought against Commission Decisions
2000/237/EC (354) and 2000/240/EC (355) of 22 December 1999 declaring incompatible with the Treaty
two Spanish aid schemes, one in favour of horticultural products intended for industrial processing, and
the other to finance operating capital. In both cases, the Court confirmed firstly that the relatively small
scale of an aid measure or the relatively modest size of the recipient firm does not rule out in advance the
possibility that trade between Member States may be affected, and secondly that agricultural aid is not
covered by the de minimis rule.

¥353∂ OJ L 193, 26.7.1999.
¥354∂ OJ L 75, 24.3.2000.
¥355∂ OJ L 76, 25.3.2000.
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578. As to the alleged insufficient statement of reasons for the effect on trade, the Court confirmed that
the Commission is not required to prove that the aid has such an effect. At the same time, it pointed out
that the decisions appealed against did contain figures on trade between the other Member States and
Spain, thereby indicating the overall context in which the aid had been granted, as well as information on
the general impact of the aid on production costs and on the existence of a common market organisation.

579. The Court also confirmed in the two judgments that:

— the use of the terms ‘abnormally’ and ‘serious’ in the derogation in Article 87(3)(a) shows that the
derogation concerns only areas where the economic situation is extremely unfavourable compared
with the EU as a whole, while the derogation in point (c) of that same provision has a wider scope in
that it permits the development of certain areas of a State which are disadvantaged compared with
the national average. It adds that, with respect to operating aid which is not designed as regional aid
for investment or job creation and is not covered by another practice such as, for example, that
relating to operating loans, the analysis of the sectoral impact takes precedence over that of the
regional impact;

— the aid at issue contained a financial incentive to sell and buy raw materials produced in the region
and hence it constituted a restriction on the free movement of goods, or more precisely a measure
having an effect equivalent to a quantitative restriction prohibited by the Treaty. As a result, it
could not be declared compatible with the common market, the common market organisation
concerned being affected.
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IV — SERVICES OF GENERAL INTEREST

1. General principles

580. The importance which the European Union attaches to the maintenance and development of
high-quality services of general interest at European level was reiterated in many ways in recent years, in
particular by successive European Councils, and is reflected in the close attention the European
Parliament pays to this matter. This separate chapter focuses on developments in 2002 in relation to
services of general economic interest (SGEIs) (356), following on from the special effort made for the first
time in last year’s report to facilitate access by a wider public to the relevant information on SGEIs (357).

581. In its report to the Laeken European Council, the Commission stated that it ‘intends to establish
during 2002, in close consultation with the Member States, a Community framework for State aid
granted to undertakings entrusted with the provision of services of general economic interest. Such a
framework will inform Member States and undertakings of the conditions under which State aid granted
as compensation for the imposition of public service obligations can be authorised by the Commission. It
could in particular specify the conditions for the authorisation of State aid schemes by the Commission,
thus alleviating the notification obligation for individual aid. As a second step, the Commission will
evaluate the experience gained with the application of this framework, and, if and to the extent justified,
the Commission intends to adopt a regulation exempting certain aids in the area of services of general
economic interest from the obligation of prior notification.’

582. The report was prepared by the Commission in the light of the case-law of the Court of First
Instance (358), according to which public service compensation constitutes State aid within the meaning of
Article 87(1) of the Treaty. In the meantime, however, the Court of Justice has delivered its judgment in
Ferring (359), in which it inclines to the view that compensation which does not exceed what is necessary
to perform SGEIs does not confer any advantages on the recipient undertakings and does not, therefore,
constitute State aid within the meaning of Article 87 of the EC Treaty.

583. After Ferring, Mr Advocate-General Léger delivered his opinion in Altmark Trans (360), in which
he proposes that the Court of Justice should reverse Ferring and revert to the case-law of the Court of
First Instance in FFSA and SIC. On 30 April, Mr Advocate-General Jacobs delivered his opinion in
GEMO (361), in which he proposes that a distinction should be drawn between two categories of case
based on the nature of the link between the financing granted and the general interest duties imposed and
on how clearly those duties are defined. Those cases in which the link between, on the one hand, the State
financing granted and, on the other hand, clearly defined general interest obligations is direct and manifest
would be analysed according to a compensation approach such as that followed in Ferring. By contrast,
those cases in which it is not clear that the State financing is intended as a quid pro quo for clearly defined
general interest obligations should be analysed according to a State aid approach. The approach proposed

¥356∂ In accordance with the definitions laid down in several Commission communications, services of general interest (SGIs)
comprise general interest services of a non-economic and economic nature, whereas services of general economic interest
(SGEIs) are confined to general interest services of an economic nature.

¥357∂ For a short summary of the general principles applicable in this field, please refer to Section IV.1, points 487–489, of the
2001 Competition report.

¥358∂ In particular, Cases T-106/95 FFSA and others v Commission (1997) ECR II-229 and T-46/97 SIC v Commission (2000)
ECR II-2125.

¥359∂ Case C-53/00 (2001) ECR I-9067.
¥360∂ Opinion of 19 March 2002 in Case C-280/2000.
¥361∂ Case C-126/2001.
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by Mr Jacobs seems to have been followed by Mrs Advocate-General Stix-Hackl in her opinion of
7 November 2002 in Enirisorse SpA (362).

584. In its report to the Seville European Council (363), the Commission outlined the case-law
developments and stated that, owing to the uncertainty surrounding the legal classification of public
service compensation, it was not possible to finalise a text on the subject as envisaged in the report to the
Laeken European Council. A text drawn up in the light of the current case-law would not provide the
legal certainty expected by the Member States and undertakings performing SGEIs.

585. If in its forthcoming judgments the Court of Justice finds that public service compensation
constitutes State aid, the approach envisaged by the Commission in its report to the Laeken European
Council can be pursued. If, on the other hand, the Court reaffirms its judgment in Ferring, compensation
the amount of which does not exceed what is necessary to perform SGEIs does not constitute State aid
and hence the obligation of prior notification provided for in Article 88(3) of the Treaty is not applicable.

586. From a substantive point of view, it must be stressed that, at all events, the legal debate about the
classification of public service compensation does not affect the proper performance of SGEIs. If the
Ferring judgment is confirmed, Member States may grant compensation which, if correctly calculated,
does not constitute aid. If the Ferring judgment is not confirmed, the compensation is State aid, but if it
does not lead to overcompensation it is compatible with the Treaty pursuant to Article 86(2). In either
eventuality, undertakings performing SGEIs are therefore assured of having the resources necessary for
their performance.

587. In its report to the Copenhagen European Council (364), the Commission set out these principles
once more and announced the preparation of a document dealing in particular with the following
questions:

— the concept of SGEI and the freedom of Member States to define their SGEIs;

— the scope of the rules on State aid, particularly as regards the concepts of economic activity and
effect on trade;

— the relationship between Member States and undertakings entrusted with the provision of SGEIs, in
particular the need for a precise definition of undertakings’ obligations, and any compensation
granted by the State;

— the procedures for selecting undertakings entrusted with the provision of SGEIs;

— public service financing. Irrespective of how compensation is classified, the amount of any
compensation must be correctly calculated so as to avoid any excess compensation constituting
incompatible State aid.

588. Following a preliminary discussion with Member States’ experts in December on the basis of a
non-paper drawn up by its departments, the Commission intends to continue its work in 2003 and to
prepare a document in the light of the case-law of the Court.

¥362∂ Joined Cases C-34/2001 to C-38/2001.
¥363∂ Report on the status of work on the guidelines for State aid and services of general economic interest, COM(2002) 280

final.
¥364∂ COM(2002) 636 final.
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2. Recent developments

2.1. Draft Green Paper concerning a framework directive on SGIs

589. In its report to the 2001 Laeken European Council, the Commission promised to examine the
suggestion that the principles of services of general interest (SGIs) underlying Article 16 of the EC
Treaty be consolidated and specified in a framework directive. In response to a request by this year’s
Barcelona European Council, the Commission reported on the status of its work at the end of 2002. The
Commission explained that it would first prepare a consultation document in the form of a Green Paper
concerning a possible framework directive, thereby engaging in an exercise to take stock of all the EU’s
policies in the area of SGIs and reviewing them with regard to their coherence and consistency. The
Green Paper, the adoption of which is scheduled for the first quarter of 2003, will allow the Commission
to launch a debate at European level on a range of issues related to SGIs and to draw operational
conclusions on the basis of the results of this debate, as well as of its own analysis.

2.2. State aid cases dealt with by the Commission

Crédit Mutuel

590. On 15 January, the Commission decided that Crédit Mutuel had been overcompensated by the
French State for operating the Livret Bleu system (365). The Commission was not in any way criticising or
compromising the Livret Bleu savings account, a financial product devised by the French State, which it
recognised in its decision as delivering a benefit to consumers by providing a defiscalised savings product
at the disposal of a very wide public.

591. A public service mission has both obligations and compensations which can be translated into
costs and revenues. Whereas conducting a public service mission can in itself create an advantage for an
undertaking, this is considered as not contravening the rules on State aid if the compensations exactly
match the extra costs of carrying out this mission.

592. As costs, the Commission took into account the portion of branch operating costs resulting from
the distribution of the Livret Bleu, the payment of tax-free interest to Livret Bleu account holders as well
as overheads related to the management of the system, such as the transfer of funds to the Caisse des
Dépôts et Consignations (CDC) or to selected investment projects. On the revenues side, the Commission
took into account and classed as State resources the commission paid by the State-owned CDC on the
State’s instructions of 1.3 % of the funds deposited with the CDC and the reimbursement of the fiscal
advantage. As Crédit Mutuel also managed part of the Livret Bleu funds itself, either investing in projects
as directed by the State or making its own investment decisions, the net margins which it derived from
these operations were also part of the Livret Bleu system. As the balance of these costs and revenues was
positive for Crédit Mutuel over a long period, the Commission concluded that it had been
overcompensated for this service. Crédit Mutuel was obliged to reimburse these extra revenues and the
French authorities will amend and monitor the compensation system in line with the Treaty rules.

593. The decision taken by the Commission ended a long, complex proceeding which confirmed both
its support for Member States’ providing services which they consider to be of public interest and its role
of ensuring that intermediaries in the process do not derive an unjustified financial or commercial benefit
at the expense of taxpayers and other market competitors.

¥365∂ Case C 88/1997.
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Ente Poste Italiane

594. In 1997, the Commission received a complaint alleging that Italy had adopted in connection with
the transformation of Amministrazione Poste e Telegrafi into Ente Poste Italiane (EPI) (366) a number of
measures granting State aid without notifying these measures to the Commission. In July 1998, the
Commission opened a formal investigation procedure, also identifying several other measures as
possible State aid that had not been mentioned by the complainant, and extended the procedure in the
course of 1998. EPI was later transformed into Poste Italiane SpA.

595. The first step in the Commission’s appraisal was to calculate the amount of financial support
granted by these measures adopted in favour of EPI between 1994 and 1999. Over this period, the
amount of the financial support provided by the State to Poste Italiane was ITL 17 960 billion (almost
EUR 9 billion). The second step was to compare the amount of support with the extra cost borne by EPI
in fulfilling the public service mission that the State has entrusted to it. Indeed, when evaluating the
compliance with the Treaty of financial measures favouring an undertaking entrusted with a mission of
general interest, it is important to check whether or not such financial measures result in support which
goes beyond the extra cost incurred by that undertaking in fulfilling the mission of general interest. As the
Court of Justice has consistently held, Member States are entitled to ensure that undertakings charged
with a mission of general interest perform that mission in conditions of economic equilibrium. Therefore,
if the support does not go beyond the extra cost, the measures do not raise concerns under the State aid
rules.

596. To calculate the extra cost, the Commission referred to the separate certified accounts of EPI.
Indeed, before the entry into force of the postal directive, EPI had already put in place a separate
accounting system that complied with the wording and spirit of the directive and allowed for a
calculation of the extra cost of every service EPI had to provide subject to a general service obligation.

597. The Commission concluded that over the period 1994–99 the extra cost of the general service
mission entrusted to EPI had been around ITL 3 000 billion (EUR 1.5 billion) a year. This very high
cost could be explained by a number of factors, especially the very heavy burden imposed by the
preferential tariff for press and non-profit publications. The net extra cost incurred by Poste Italiane in
fulfilling the various general service obligations entrusted to it amounted to more than ITL 18 000 billion.

598. The comparison between the amount of the extra cost of the general service mission and the
amount of the support granted to EPI revealed that EPI had not been over-compensated for the general
service mission. As the financial support granted to EPI up to 1999 by the measures considered in the
Commission’s investigation was not higher than the net extra cost of the general service mission
entrusted to the same undertaking, the Commission decided to close its State aid investigation with a
positive decision.

599. Based on similar comparisons between the additional costs to be incurred for the provision of
services of general economic interest and related government payments, the Commission decided not to
raise any objections to four postal notifications from the UK, Swedish and Irish State authorities. In each
of these cases, the government required that the network remain economically over-dimensioned in order
to maintain countrywide over-the-counter access to government and payment services.

600. In Sweden, a government payment is made to compensate the post office network for the net cost
of providing basic payment and current account transaction facilities both through uneconomic offices

¥366∂ Case C 47/1998.
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(defined as being those based in locations without any bank presence) and through a rural postman
service dedicated to the 700 000 individuals and 5 000 companies based in remote locations. In Ireland,
the EUR 12.7 million equity injection intended to reconfigure the network in a way which will ensure its
sustainability is clearly lower than the net extra cost of delivering public services through the uneconomic
part of the network which the government has committed itself to maintaining open. Similarly in the
United Kingdom, the government compensation payments within the proposed ‘reinvention of the urban
post office network’ aims at guaranteeing the continuity of public service provision. Finally, in the ‘UK
universal banking service’ proposal, which aims at enabling the compulsory migration of social security
benefits to automated credit transfers on bank accounts and at facilitating access to current accounts by
those who are unbanked, the government compensation payments paid to the post office network for
ensuring the front- and back-office operations of a post office bank do not exceed the net costs of the
related public service.

601. As the mechanisms are in place to ensure that there is no overcompensation and, should it occur,
for it to be recovered within reasonable periods, the Commission decided not to raise any objections to
any of the above notifications.

Italian utilities

602. In the Italian utilities case (367) the Commission had to assess certain benefits granted to
companies established under Italian legislation pertaining to the possible creation of joint stock
companies with a majority or even minority public shareholding. These companies can take over the
provision of services such as transport, water, gas, electricity, waste and pharmaceutical products,
traditionally provided by municipalities. The reform allows greater participation of private capital in the
utilities sector and the management of such activities in a more entrepreneurial way.

603. The companies in question enjoy a three-year income tax exemption as well as a transfer tax
exemption and the possibility of taking out loans from an Italian administrative body, the Cassa Depositi
e Prestiti. The loan facility and the income tax exemption were considered by the Commission to be State
aid, giving the companies privileged access to private capital as well as to loans.

604. The Commission rejected the argument that these benefits had to be considered compensation for
public services provided by the Italian authorities. Irrespective of whether or not the Court of First
Instance’s judgment in the Ferring case will be upheld by the Court of Justice, the principles of
neutrality, entrustment and definition as well as proportionality were applied in assessing this case. The
Commission found that none of these principles had been respected in the case in point. The aid was not
linked to the entrustment of a general service mission, as no general service obligation could be deduced
from the Italian legislation empowering the municipalities to set up the companies. The act did not
clearly define the public service mission, nor did it explicitly entrust the new category of undertakings
with such tasks. The proportionality of the benefits could therefore not be assessed, it being impossible
even to determine the amount of public funds granted to these companies.

605. Assessed on the basis of the 2001 Commission communication (368), the benefits in question were
considered State aid within the meaning of Article 86 of the Treaty.

¥367∂ Case C 27/1999.
¥368∂ OJ C 17, 17.1.2001.
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Public service broadcasters

606. In 2002 the Commission took two decisions approving State financing of public service
broadcasters after notification by Member States.

607. On 13 February, the Commission approved financial support for local television stations in the
French-speaking Community in Belgium (Case N 548/01) (369). The financial support was meant to
compensate local television stations for their public service obligations. The Commission concluded that
the public service obligation did not contain any manifest error and was officially entrusted to the
stations. As regards proportionality, the Commission found that legal provisions were in place to
safeguard the correct utilisation of the financial support for only the public service obligations and that
control mechanisms were in place to prevent cross-subsidisation of non-public-service activities. The
Commission therefore raised no objections to the aid.

608. On 22 May, the Commission approved State financing provided by the United Kingdom out of
licence fee money to the BBC for running nine new digital channels (Case N 631/2001). The
Commission concluded that the new digital channels formed part of the public service obligation of the
BBC, which contained no manifest errors and which was officially entrusted to the BBC. Furthermore,
the Commission found that the State compensation was not disproportionate to the net costs of the new
channels. The Commission therefore concluded that the measure did not constitute State aid within the
meaning of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty.

Understanding on special credit institutions

609. On 1 March, Commissioner Monti and State Secretary Caio Koch-Weser reached an
understanding on German special credit institutions as part of the overall exercise involving State
guarantees to German public banks. The latter may continue to benefit from State guarantees to the extent
that they are entrusted with promotional tasks in compliance with the State aid rules of the EU. The
fulfilment of promotional tasks will be subject to compliance with the prohibition of discrimination under
EU law. Another public task, which will also in future be allowed under the umbrella of State guarantees,
is participation in the financing of projects in the interests of the EU which are co-financed by the
European Investment Bank. In addition, special credit institutions may pursue activities of a purely
social character, financing of the State and municipalities, and export financing outside the EU, the
European Economic Area and candidate countries, which is in line with the WTO rules and other
relevant international obligations binding on the EU. The understanding is without prejudice to the
examination of these activities under the EU State aid rules vis-à-vis the beneficiaries.

610. The understanding of 1 March provides that the German authorities will have to specify public
tasks clearly in the relevant laws by the end of March 2004. Commercial activities will have to be either
discontinued or isolated from State guarantees by being split off into a legally independent undertaking
without State support. This has to be implemented by the end of 2007.

611. The understanding addresses the relationship between banks’ commercial business and activities
in the public interest from a State aid point of view. This represents quite a new field of analysis. When
an undertaking’s business includes both commercial activities and activities in the public interest, it is
essential that aid granted to the activities in the public interest does not spill over into the commercial
sphere. The Commission had to examine this in particular in the case of Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau
(KfW). It came to the conclusion that the aid was likely to produce such an effect and that an effective

¥369∂ OJ C 150, 22.6.2002.
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separation between the two fields of activity was necessary. The Commission concluded that, if KfW
wanted to keep the aid in the form of State guarantees, it would have to hive off the commercial business
into a separate legal entity without any State support. Such a solution constitutes the benchmark against
which the Commission will in future examine similar aid schemes in favour of commercial institutions
charged with public service tasks.

Box 4: Deutsche Post

On 19 June, the Commission concluded the State aid proceedings it had initiated in respect of
various forms of State aid granted to Deutsche Post AG (DPAG) by finding that the German postal
incumbent had, between 1994 and 1998, used EUR 572 million of State funds earmarked for
financing its public service missions to subsidise below-cost pricing in competitive door-to-door
parcel services. In the Commission’s view, postal incumbents which receive State funding for the
discharge of services of general interest may not use these State resources to subsidise below-cost
prices in activities open to competition.

In 1994, United Parcel Service (UPS), a private operator specialising in door-to-door parcel
services for business customers, lodged a complaint accusing DPAG of selling its own parcel
delivery services below cost. In 1997, the German association of private parcel undertakings,
BIEK, joined in this complaint, stating that, without State support, DPAG would not have been
able to survive in the commercial parcels sector.

Unlike the general letter mail service, parcel deliveries in Germany are open to competition. Since
the 1970s, private undertakings have been entering this market, specialising in door-to-door services
for business customers. Since then, a number of private parcel operators have emerged, creating new
job opportunities and, for the first time, a choice of suppliers for businesses and consumers resulting
in improved services and price competition. By the 1990s the market saw the emergence of faster and
safer parcel delivery services exemplified by the 24-hour door-to-door services offered by a variety
of private operators. Besides Deutsche Post and UPS there are many other suppliers of door-to-door
parcel services, such as Deutscher Paket Dienst, German Parcel and Hermes Versand Service.

For Deutsche Post this new competitive environment brought about new challenges. Initially
constrained by regulatory control in Germany over its parcel prices, in 1994 Deutsche Post was
granted the commercial freedom to offer rebates to door-to-door parcel customers.

Door-to-door parcel services are provided to business customers who send large volumes and
therefore prefer to have parcels collected by DPAG directly at their premises, rather than carry
those volumes to the local post office for processing. DPAG offers special prices only to customers
who do not use a post office. Users of the conventional ‘over-the-counter’ service pay the
generally applicable uniform tariff.

Between 1994 and 1998, DPAG engaged in an aggressive rebate policy with respect to commercial
door-to-door parcel services. Throughout that period, certain business customers paid significantly
less than the uniform tariff deemed affordable by all other users. This generated total losses of EUR
572 million in the parcel delivery business between 1994 and 1998 — losses which were covered
by the State funding DPAG received for the discharge of its public service mission. The situation
was corrected in 1999, when revenues covered costs in the door-to-door parcel delivery business.
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3. Antitrust (including liberalisation)

612. In 2002 a number of Court judgments further clarified the scope of services to which competition
rules do not apply and how SGEIs can be provided in a way that is compatible with those rules.

613. The Court of Justice has previously classified as non-economic activity the management of
compulsory (i.e. State-imposed) social security schemes which are centrally based on the principle of
solidarity (370). Organisations charged with the management of such compulsory social security schemes
are not undertakings within the meaning of EU competition law. This approach was confirmed by the
Court of Justice in its INAIL judgment (371), in which it held that a body entrusted by law with the
management of a compulsory scheme providing insurance against accidents at work and occupational
diseases did not exercise an economic activity. The Court of Justice based this finding on two
considerations.

— The insurance scheme was centrally based on the principle of solidarity because the rate of
contributions was not systematically proportionate to the risk insured, and the amount of benefits not
necessarily proportionate to the insured person’s earnings. The absence of any direct link between
the contributions paid and the benefits granted thus entailed solidarity between better paid workers
and those who, given their low earnings, would be deprived of proper social cover if such a link
existed. The Court of Justice also stressed that the compulsory nature of membership of the
insurance scheme was essential to the scheme’s financial equilibrium and to the application of the
solidarity principle.

— The amounts of benefits and contributions were subject to supervision by the State and in the last
resort fixed by the State.

Following an antitrust case under Article 82 of the EC Treaty (abuse of a dominant position),
which was also triggered by a UPS complaint, Deutsche Post last year decided to create a separate
business parcel company in order to prevent this situation of cross-subsidisation from arising
again.

The Commission would point out that Deutsche Post’s behaviour cannot be explained by
regulatory constraints or by public service obligations. The public service mission did not oblige
DPAG to favour any door-to-door customers with prices significantly below the affordable and
uniform tariff. As a result, there is no link between the losses incurred owing to the rebate policy
and the public mission entrusted to DPAG.

Although not causally linked to the public service mission, the EUR 572 million loss was
ultimately financed through State resources, which was unlawful. This distorted the competitive
situation in the parcel delivery market to the detriment of private operators. In order to remedy this
distortion, the German authorities are having to recover the amount of State support used to
undercut parcel competitors.

¥370∂ The benefits paid perform an exclusively social function where they are prescribed by law and not proportional to the
amount of the compulsory contributions.

¥371∂ Case C-218/2000 (2002) ECR I-691.
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614. In its Aéroports de Paris (ADP) judgment (372), the Court of Justice fully upheld a judgment (373)
by the Court of First Instance confirming a Commission decision under Article 82 of the EC Treaty
concerning an abuse of a dominant position committed by ADP in its capacity as manager of the Paris
airports. A key question in this case was whether and, if so, to what extent ADP was to be regarded as an
undertaking within the meaning of the EU competition rules. In this context, the Court of First Instance
and the Court of Justice stressed the functional approach which focuses on the activity concerned when
assessing this question. As a result, the Court of First Instance made clear that the same entity can have a
dual function. It can on the one hand engage in the exercise of public authority, which is an activity of a
non-economic nature, and on the other hand also engage in economic activities with regard to which this
entity will be considered an undertaking if these economic activities can be severed from the exercise of
public authority. Therefore, in the case at hand, the fact that ADP was a public corporation placed under
the authority of the minister responsible for civil aviation and that it managed facilities in public
ownership did not in itself mean that ADP could with regard to some of its activities not be considered an
undertaking within the meaning of Article 82. The Court of First Instance confirmed the severability
between ADP’s purely administrative and supervisory activities (in particular the supervision of air traffic
control, embarkation and disembarkation of passengers), which constituted the exercise of public
authority, and ADP’s services as manager of the Paris airports, which were provided to other operators
within the airports (airlines, groundhandling companies, etc.) and which were remunerated by
commercial fees according to turnover. The Court of First Instance and the Court of Justice confirmed the
Commission’s view that the provision of these latter services constituted an economic activity.

615. In its UPS judgment (374), the Court of First Instance confirmed a Commission decision rejecting
a complaint under Article 82 of the EC Treaty brought by UPS against Deutsche Post. UPS alleged that
Deutsche Post had abused its dominant position on the standard letter market, for which it enjoyed an
exclusive right, by using profits earned on this reserved market to finance the acquisition of an
undertaking operating on the parcel market, which was open to competition. The complainant argued that
the exclusive right was granted to Deutsche Post solely in order to guarantee the performance of a service
of general economic interest, i.e. the universal service for standard letter mail, by preserving the
economic equilibrium of this service. Deutsche Post would therefore infringe Article 82 by using income
flowing from the exclusivity for other purposes such as acquiring undertakings active in liberalised
neighbouring markets.

616. In its judgment, the Court of First Instance first pointed out that the mere fact that an exclusive
right was granted to an undertaking in order to guarantee that it provided a service of general economic
interest did not preclude that undertaking from earning profits from the activities reserved to it or from
extending its activities into non-reserved areas. Secondly, the Court of First Instance indicated that the
acquisition of an undertaking operating in a liberalised neighbouring market could raise problems in the
light of the EU competition rules where the funds used by the undertaking holding the monopoly derived
from excessive or discriminatory prices or from other unfair practices in its reserved market. In such a
situation, where there were grounds for suspecting an infringement of Article 82 of the EC Treaty, it was
necessary to examine the source of the funds used for the acquisition in question in order to determine
whether that acquisition stemmed from an abuse of a dominant position. However, with regard to the case
at hand, the Court of First Instance finally concluded that the mere fact that Deutsche Post possessed
funds enabling it to effect the acquisition at issue did not justify presuming the existence of abusive
conduct in the reserved market. In the absence of any evidence to show that the funds used by Deutsche
Post for the acquisition in question derived from abusive practices on its part in the reserved standard

¥372∂ Judgment of 24.10.2002 in Case C-82/01 P, not yet reported.
¥373∂ Case T-128/1998 Aéroports de Paris v Commission (2000) ECR II-3929.
¥374∂ Case T-175/1999 (2002) ECR II-1915.
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letter market, the mere fact that it used those funds to acquire joint control of an undertaking active in a
neighbouring market open to competition did not in itself, even if the source of those funds was the
reserved market, raise any problem from the standpoint of the competition rules and therefore could
neither constitute an infringement of Article 82 of the EC Treaty nor give rise to an obligation of the
Commission to examine the source of those funds in the light of that article.

4. Liberalisation through legislative measures

617. In line with the conclusions of the Lisbon European Council of March 2000, the Commission
continued throughout 2002 to promote market opening and competition by making and following up on
legislative proposals and by monitoring the implementation of existing EU legislation. As in previous
years, this activity included areas in which services of general economic interest are performed, taking
account of the proportionality principle and the particularities of each sector dealt with.

Transport

618. In the transport sector, discussions continued on the Commission’s amended proposal for a
regulation to introduce controlled competition in the road, rail and inland waterway sector (375). Much of
public transport provided in the EU is likely to require public financial support for the foreseeable future
and there is a long history of public authorities intervening to ensure a higher level of services and/or
lower fares than the market will provide. Intervention has traditionally been through the establishment of
a public operator, owned and/or controlled by the public authorities, and granted exclusive monopoly
rights and financial compensation in return for public service obligations.

619. The fact that the services are SGEIs (376) has not prevented several Member States from
legislating at national level to introduce some sort of competition in their domestic public transport
markets. There are now about a dozen European operators involved in providing services. However,
substantial parts of the market remain closed to any form of competition.

620. Because of the particular characteristics of public transport, market opening has most often
tended to take the form of ‘controlled competition’ (competitive bidding for the right to operate an
exclusive and/or subsidised service for a specified period) and this is the model which the Commission
has proposed.

Postal services

621. On 10 June, the Council and the European Parliament, following a Commission proposal,
adopted the new postal directive (Directive 2002/39/EC) (377) amending the existing postal directive
(Directive 97/67/EC). The new postal directive sets a clear path towards completing the internal market
for postal services, through a gradual and controlled liberalisation of these services combined with the
continued provision of a high-quality universal service. This is to be achieved through a progressive
reduction of the reserved area. The need to establish a balance between completion of the internal postal
market and the maintenance of a high-quality universal service is attested to by other elements of the new
postal directive. First, outgoing cross-border mail has been opened to competition except in those

¥375∂ Proposal on action by Member States concerning public service requirements and the award of public service contracts in
passenger transport by rail, road and inland waterway, COM(2002) 107 final.

¥376∂ Ibid, recitals 11, 14 and 17.
¥377∂ Directive 2002/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 June 2002 amending Directive 97/67/EC with

regard to the further opening to competition of Community postal services.
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Member States where its revenues are deemed necessary to ensure the provision of the universal service.
Secondly, cross-subsidisation of universal services outside the reserved area out of revenues from
services in the reserved area is prohibited unless strictly necessary to fulfil specific universal service
obligations imposed in the competitive area. The new directive also states that, whenever universal
service providers apply special tariffs, they need to do so in a transparent and non-discriminatory way.

Telecommunications

622. On 14 February, the Council adopted a new regulatory framework for the ex ante regulation of
electronic communications networks and services which entered into force on 24 April. This new
legislative package made up of four directives is a major overhaul of the regulatory framework for
telecommunications, aimed at bringing more competition into this crucial sector for the European
economy. The directives are to be implemented by 25 July 2003. The directive on universal service and
users’ rights forms part of this package. Its main purposes are, on the one hand, to ensure the availability
of universal service in electronic communications and, on the other, to safeguard users’ and consumers’
interests. The latter are addressed mainly through regulated retail tariffs if wholesale tariff regulation is not
sufficient.

Energy

623. In the energy sector, the Commission proposed two new directives, which will assist in improving
the security of the EU’s oil and gas supplies (378). In the oil sector the directive proposes new measures to
add to the already existing ones. The proposal provides for the increasing of the current security stock
obligations from 90 to 120 days’ consumption. It also provides for the creation of a public oil stockholding
body, which will own stocks representing at least 40 days’ consumption. The proposal also envisages that
the EU will adopt a common strategy in the event of an energy crisis. Finally, the stocks could be used not
only in the case of an oil crisis but also if there is a risk of dangerous market volatility.

624. In the gas sector the proposed directive provides that Member States must define a general policy
and standards for the security of gas supply based on a clear definition of the roles and responsibilities of
the various market players. In a crisis, joint and coordinated mechanisms will be implemented. Member
States will also be obliged to determine national objectives so that gas storage and other measures ensure
continued supply for non-interruptible gas customers.

625. Apart from these measures aiming at an improved security of supply policy, the Commission
adopted an amended proposal for a directive on the completion of the common gas and electricity
market (379). This revised proposal incorporated a series of suggested amendments on universal and public
service obligations made by the European Parliament within the framework of its first reading of the
Commission proposal. On 25 November, the Council reached a political agreement, endorsing the
Commission proposals notably reinforcing the protection of the most vulnerable customers. Once
adopted, this directive will significantly contribute to the high level of universal service obligations, in
particular for all households and small businesses consuming electricity, which will have the right to be
supplied with electricity of a specified quality at reasonable prices. In addition, the energy-labelling
provisions require the contribution of each energy source to the fuel mix to be shown on energy bills as
well as the environmental impact in terms, at least, of CO2 emissions and radioactive waste. The elements
of this proposal which relate to market opening are described in the sectorial chapter on energy (380).

¥378∂ COM(2002) 488 final, 11.9.2002; see also IP/02/1288.
¥379∂ COM(2002) 304 final, 7.6.2002.
¥380∂ See Section I.C.1 above.
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V — INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

A — Enlargement

1. Accession preparation and negotiations

626. In 2002, the European Union continued with the accession preparations in the competition field
with the 12 negotiating candidate countries, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. With Turkey the analytical examination
of the Turkish competition legislation has been started.

627. With a view to fulfilling the criteria for accession, the candidate countries have been required to
demonstrate the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with
competitive pressure and market forces within the Union. In the field of competition policy, this implies
that the candidate countries need to show well before accession that their companies and authorities have
become accustomed to operating in an environment such as that of the EU and will therefore be ready to
withstand the competitive pressures of the internal market. The EU has in this context set out in the
negotiations three elements that must be in place in the candidate countries: (i) the necessary legislative
framework (for antitrust and State aid); (ii) the necessary administrative capacity; (iii) a credible
enforcement record of the competition acquis.

628. On the basis of an assessment of these criteria, the EU was able to provisionally conclude
negotiations on the competition chapter, as proposed by the Commission, with Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
and Slovenia at the accession conferences of November 2001.

629. In June, the negotiations were provisionally concluded with Cyprus. This required substantial changes
to the Tax Code, and subsequently fiscal aid was brought under full State aid control. International business
enterprises are allowed to continue to pay a reduced corporate income tax rate until 31 December 2005.

630. Further progress by the remaining countries, in particular in improving the record of enforcement of
the competition acquis in the State aid control field, made it possible for the Commission in September to
propose closing the negotiations with the Czech Republic, Hungary, Malta, Poland and Slovakia. On the
basis of the Commission’s proposal, the EU finally concluded the negotiations first with the Czech Republic,
Malta and Slovakia in October, and then in November with Poland and in December with Hungary.

631. Overall, where identified State aid measures have been deemed to be incompatible with the EU
acquis, the candidate countries have been required either to abolish these measures or to modify them
into aid arrangements that are in close conformity with the principles of the acquis. In exceptional cases,
arrangements have been negotiated whereby incompatible aid will be gradually phased out. Furthermore,
restructuring aid has in certain cases been exceptionally authorised, the quid pro quo being a reduction in
the production capacity of recipient firms so as to minimise the risk of distortions of competition.

632. On the basis of this restrictive approach, the EU has agreed to limited transitional arrangements
in the area of fiscal aid measures and of restructuring of sensitive industries (steel and shipbuilding) for
Hungary, Malta, Poland and Slovakia (381).

¥381∂ In addition to the already mentioned Cyprus.
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633. As to the Czech Republic, a transitional period was agreed on for steel restructuring, stipulating
conditions for obtaining the viability of Czech steel companies, the proportionality of the aid and
capacity reduction.

634. The grace period under Protocol 2 to the Europe Agreement, which provides for the possibility of
exceptionally granting restructuring aid in the steel sector, was also prolonged. This was done on the
basis of the steel restructuring programme submitted by the Czech Government at the end of June, which
was considered acceptable to the EU.

635. As to Hungary, limited transitional arrangements were agreed on concerning the conversion and
phasing-out of incompatible fiscal benefits granted under the old tax legislation. The agreed conversion
system sets out strict maximum ceilings in relation to the tax exemptions already granted under two
investment-related schemes, whereas for tax reductions previously granted to offshore companies and
certain tax exemptions granted by local authorities, the benefits will be phased out by 2005 and 2007
respectively.

636. As to Malta, limited transitional arrangements were agreed on concerning the adjustment until
2005 of the market in the importation, stocking and wholesale marketing of petroleum products under
Article 31 of the EC Treaty. Moreover, limited transitional arrangements were agreed on concerning the
conversion and phasing-out of incompatible fiscal aid measures under the old tax legislation, whereby
strict maximum ceilings are imposed in relation to the tax exemptions already granted. Furthermore, it
was agreed that Malta may retain a system of a reduced rate of tax under certain fiscal aid schemes until
2008, and that it may grant restructuring aid to its shipyards, subject to conditions on levels of production
and reductions of capacity.

637. As to Poland, a framework has been set out in the negotiations for approving restructuring aid to
the steel industry on the basis of the revised restructuring programme, which lays down strict conditions
on reductions in capacity. Before the transitional arrangement for the restructuring aid can come into
effect under the Accession Treaty, the grace period under Protocol 2 to the Europe Agreement for the
acceptance of restructuring aid is still to be prolonged.

638. For the aid measures applied in the Polish special economic zones, fiscal aid granted on the basis of
Polish tax legislation which is incompatible with the EU State aid rules is to be converted into aid
arrangements so that strict maximum ceilings are imposed in relation to the tax exemptions already granted.
For the measures applied in favour of SMEs, Poland may apply the tax measures for a shortened period of
time, i.e. until 2011 for small companies in the zones and until 2010 for medium-sized companies.

639. Finally, in certain areas, Polish companies will, for a limited period of time, be able to benefit
from State aid for environmental investments aimed at meeting EU environmental standards.

640. As to Slovakia, the transitional arrangements relate to fiscal aid measures in favour of two
companies. Incompatible fiscal aid to one beneficiary in the steel sector is to be discontinued at the end of
2009 or when aid reaches a predetermined amount, whichever occurs first. The object of this aid is to
facilitate the orderly rationalisation of excessive staffing levels, the resulting total cost being comparable
to the aid. Furthermore, incompatible fiscal aid to one beneficiary in the motor vehicle manufacturing
sector was converted into regional investment aid; the aid will be limited to a maximum of 30 % of the
eligible investment costs.
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641. An essential part of the accession negotiations in the competition field concerns the procedure
with regard to aid which the candidate countries wish to continue to operate beyond the date of
accession. A list of all existing aid measures (both schemes and ad hoc aid) which has been assessed
by the State aid authorities of the respective candidate countries and which was found to be
compatible with the acquis is transmitted to the Commission. If the Commission does not object, the
aid measures are considered to be existing aid. All aid measures which are considered to be State aid
according to the acquis and which are not included in the list will be considered new aid upon
accession.

2. Progress in alignment of competition rules

642. The Commission reports regularly on progress made by each of the candidate countries towards
accession. The fifth regular reports for the 10 central and east European countries (CEECs), Cyprus,
Malta and Turkey, which were adopted by the Commission in October, assess progress made since the
previous reports of 2001.

643. The achievements in the area of antitrust and mergers are generally satisfactory, both on the
legislative side and with regard to the creation of the necessary administrative capacity. All the candidate
countries have adopted basic competition laws, taking over the core elements of Articles 81 and 82 of the
EC Treaty, and most of them have also established merger control. The establishment of competition
authorities has also taken place relatively quickly.

644. Not least in view of the planned modernisation and decentralisation of the application of EU
antitrust rules, efforts to reinforce the administrative capacity of the authorities and to further strengthen
the antitrust enforcement record need to continue, giving priority to cases concerning the most serious
distortions of competition, and imposing more deterrent sanctions. Similarly, it is important to continue
with awareness-raising efforts, and to further involve the judiciary in antitrust matters.

645. In comparison with the antitrust field, the introduction of State aid control in the candidate
countries has generally proved more controversial, slower and politically sensitive. However, the
accession negotiations have helped to speed up the creation of legal and procedural frameworks for
State aid discipline. At the end of 2002, most of the candidate countries control State aid in line with
criteria similar to those of the EU.

646. All negotiating candidate countries have created national State aid monitoring authorities. Turkey
has agreed to do so by 1 January 2003. The Commission has emphasised that these authorities should
effectively control new and existing State aid granted by all aid-granting authorities.

647. To ensure the necessary transparency, most candidate countries have created comprehensive
inventories of existing aid that are kept permanently up to date. In addition, the Commission has
continued to work with the monitoring authorities of the candidate countries to ensure that their annual
State aid reports conform to the methodology of the Commission’s State aid survey. In 2002, data from
the candidate countries were for the first time included in the Commission’s State aid scoreboard. This
provides a transparent and publicly accessible source of information on the overall State aid situation in
the European Union and the candidate countries.
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3. Instruments under the association agreements

648. With a view to further completing the legal framework for relations between the EU and the
10 associated CEECs in the field of competition, two sets of implementing rules have been subject to
discussion with the CEECs (382). The first concerns the implementation of the competition provisions of
the Europe Agreements applicable to undertakings (antitrust). The second relates to the rules concerning
State aid.

649. Implementing rules for antitrust had already been adopted in the preceding years for all CEECs
(Czech Republic (383), Poland (384), Slovak Republic (385), Hungary (386), Bulgaria (387), Romania (388),
Estonia (389), Lithuania (390), Slovenia (391) and Latvia (392)). However, in view of certain constitutional
problems regarding the application of the implementing rules in Hungary, the Association Council
adopted amended antitrust implementing rules for Hungary in 2002 (393). State aid implementing rules
had previously been adopted for eight CEECs (Czech Republic (394), Lithuania (395), Latvia (396),
Romania (397), Slovenia (398), Poland (399), Bulgaria (400) and Slovakia (401)), and were in 2002 also adopted
with Estonia (402).

650. As regards regional aid maps, which are to be adopted by the respective Association Committees,
the Council in 2002 approved regional aid maps for Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovenia, which had
been submitted by the Commission based on proposals by the associated countries. The Commission also
submitted to the Council in 2002 draft regional aid maps for Poland and Romania.

651. As regards steel, the grace period under Protocol 2 to the Europe Agreement for the acceptance of
steel restructuring aid was prolonged in 2002 (403), including the approval of a restructuring
programme, for the Czech Republic. Similar prolongations for Poland, Romania and Bulgaria are
envisaged pending the approval of restructuring programmes.

¥382∂ The EC–Turkey Association Council of December 2001 adopted single implementing rules as requested under the
customs union decision of 1995, covering both rules for undertakings and State aid control.

¥383∂ Decision 1/96 of the EC–Czech Association Council of 30 January 1996 (OJ L 31, 9.2.1996).
¥384∂ Decision 1/96 of the EC–Poland Association Council of 16 July 1996 (OJ L 208, 17.8.1996).
¥385∂ Decision 1/96 of the EC–Slovak Association Council of 15 August 1996 (OJ L 295, 20.11.1996).
¥386∂ Decision 2/96 of the EC–Hungary Association Council of 6 November 1996 (OJ L 295, 20.11.1996) superseded by Decision

1/2002, see footnote 403.
¥387∂ Decision 2/97 of the EC–Bulgaria Association Council of 7 October 1997 (OJ L 15, 21.1.1998).
¥388∂ Decision 1/99 of the EC–Romania Association Council of 16 March 1999 (OJ L 96, 10.4.1999).
¥389∂ Decision 1/99 of the EC–Estonia Association Council of 28 April 1999 (OJ L 144, 9.6.1999).
¥390∂ Decision 4/99 of the EC–Lithuania Association Council of 26 May 1999 (OJ L 156, 23.6.1999).
¥391∂ Decision 4/2000 of the EC–Slovenia Association Council of 21 December 2000 (OJ L 130, 12.5.2001).
¥392∂ Decision 5/2001 of the EC–Latvia Association Council of 25 April 2001 (OJ L 183, 6.7.2001).
¥393∂ Decision 1/2002 of the EC–Hungary Association Council of 29 January 2002 (OJ L 145, 4.6.2002).
¥394∂ Decision 1/98 of the EC–Czech Association Council of 24 June 1998 (OJ L 195, 11.7.1998).
¥395∂ Decision 2/2001 of the EC–Lithuania Association Council of 22 February 2001 (OJ L 98, 7.4.2001).
¥396∂ Decision 4/2001 of the EC–Latvia Association Council of 20 March 2001 (OJ L 163, 20.6.2001).
¥397∂ Decision 4/2001 of the EC–Romania Association Council of 10 April 2001 (OJ L 138, 22.5.2001).
¥398∂ Decision 2/2001 of the EC–Slovenia Association Council of 3 May 2001 (OJ L 163, 20.6.2001).
¥399∂ Decision 3/2001 of the EC–Poland Association Council of 23 May 2001 (OJ L 215, 9.8.2001).
¥400∂ Decision 2/2001 of the EC–Bulgaria Association Council of 23 May 2001 (OJ L 216, 10.8.2001).
¥401∂ Decision 6/2001 of the EC–Slovakia Association Council of 22 November 2001 (OJ L 48, 20.2.2002).
¥402∂ Decision 1/2002 of the EC–Estonia Association Council of 15 January 2002 (OJ L 299, 1.11.2002).
¥403∂ See point 634.
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4. Technical assistance to the candidate countries

652. Technical assistance in the field of competition continues to be an essential tool to prepare the
candidate countries for accession. Specific actions are being taken under the Phare programme. Under
the institution building (‘twinning’) arrangement, EU Member State experts are providing advice on a
long-term basis to the competition and State aid authorities in the CEECs. In addition, joint training
sessions were organised in April for officials from the competition offices of the candidate countries.
These sessions focused on the explanation of the new competition acquis to the candidate countries as
well as on the implementation and enforcement of the competition rules. In October, a training session in
the field of competition policy was organised for judges in the candidate countries.

653. The Commission is pursuing a proactive policy of further intensifying its contacts with the
competition authorities of the candidate countries. In June, the eighth annual competition conference
between the competition offices of the candidate countries and the Commission took place in Vilnius,
Lithuania. The delegations included high-level officials from the respective competition and State aid
authorities, including Commissioner Monti. The annual conference serves as a forum for the exchange of
views and experience. It also serves to establish and strengthen professional contacts between officials
responsible for competition policy. This year’s conference concentrated on the concrete preparations for
accession in the competition field.

654. The Competition DG continued to hold various bilateral meetings with the competition and State
aid authorities of the candidate countries during 2002. Technical discussions at expert level were held on
antitrust approximation, institution building and enforcement. Similar meetings also took place on
legislative approximation in the State aid area, on the creation of State aid monitoring authorities and
on specific State aid issues, such as the drafting of the annual State aid reports, regional aid maps, the
State aid aspects of investment incentives and special economic zones, and the assessment of individual
cases in the sensitive sectors.

B — Bilateral cooperation

1. United States

655. Bilateral cooperation with the United States is based on the Competition Cooperation Agreement
dating from 23 September 1991. Every year, the Commission reports in detail to the Council and the
European Parliament on its cooperation activities with the United States under the 1991 Cooperation
Agreement (404) and the 1998 Positive Comity Agreement (405). The latest report covered the period
1 January 2001 to 31 December 2001 (406). The report for 2002 will be published in the course of 2003.

656. During 2002, the Commission continued its close cooperation with the Antitrust Division of the
US Department of Justice (DoJ) and the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC). A large number of
operations in all areas of antitrust were scrutinised simultaneously by the Commission and the US

¥404∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of the United States regarding the application of
their competition laws (OJ L 95, 27.4.1995, as corrected by OJ L 131, 15.6.1995).

¥405∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of the United States on the application of positive
comity principles in the enforcement of their competition laws (OJ L 173, 18.6.1998).

¥406∂ Adopted on 17.9.2002 (COM(2002) 505 final).
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agencies. Inter-agency discussions tend to focus on issues such as the definition of markets, the likely
competitive impact of a transaction on those markets, and the viability of any remedies suggested.

657. Merger investigations involving close transatlantic cooperation included Bayer/Aventis Crop
Science, HP/Compaq and Solvay/Ausimont. The Commission also cooperated closely with its US
counterparts in a number of non-merger investigations. In particular, large international cartel cases are
often treated simultaneously by the Commission and the Department of Justice. The cooperation in cartel
investigations includes also the coordination of investigative measures, such as the timing of inspections.
Case-related EU–US cooperation is discussed in further detail in this report’s chapter on merger control.

658. Numerous bilateral contacts between the Commission and the relevant US authorities and
frequent visits by officials from both sides took place during 2002. On 23 July, Commissioner Monti met
in Brussels the heads of the US antitrust agencies, Assistant Attorney-General Charles James and
Chairman Timothy Muris of the Federal Trade Commission, for the annual bilateral EU–US meeting.

659. The EU–US merger working group continued its work in 2002. The working group consists of
several sub-groups, of which one is dealing with procedural issues and the others with issues of substance.
In October, the Commission and the antitrust authorities of the United States, the DoJ and the FTC, agreed
on ‘best practices’ on cooperation in merger investigations. In these guidelines the Commission and the
US agencies set forth practices to be followed when they review the same transaction.

2. Canada

660. The bilateral cooperation with Canada is based on the Competition Cooperation Agreement
which entered in force in June 1999 (407). Every year, the Commission reports in detail to the Council and
the European Parliament on its cooperation activities with Canada. The latest report covered the period
1 January 2001 to 31 December 2001 (408). The report for 2002 will be published during the course of 2003.

661. An increasing number of cases are being examined by the competition authorities on both sides.
Contacts between the Commission and its Canadian counterpart, the Canadian Competition Bureau, have
been frequent and fruitful. Discussions have concerned both case-related issues and more general policy
issues. Members of the merger and cartel units from the respective authorities met to discuss issues
specific to their areas of enforcement. Furthermore, for the first time in 2002 a staff exchange for a period
of six months was organised and an official from the Commission and one from the Competition Bureau
were seconded to the other agency.

3. Japan

662. Numerous meetings and official contacts between the Commission and the Japanese authorities
took place. The annual bilateral meeting between the Commission and the Fair Trade Commission of
Japan took place in Brussels on 25 October. Both sides discussed recent policy developments and further
prospects of bilateral cooperation.

¥407∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of Canada regarding the application of their
competition laws (OJ L 175, 10.7.1999).

¥408∂ Adopted on 17.9.2002 (COM(2002) 505 final).
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663. The Commission successfully concluded negotiations with the Government of Japan on a
bilateral cooperation agreement. Consequently, on 8 May, the Commission adopted a proposal for a
Council and Commission decision concluding the agreement between the European Communities and
the Government of Japan concerning cooperation on anticompetitive activities (409). Annexed to this
proposal is a draft of the envisaged EU–Japan bilateral agreement. The draft agreement is the result of
intensive negotiations between the Commission and the Government of  Japan — in Tokyo and Brussels
— from June 2000 until May 2002. The Commission conducted the negotiation of the proposed draft text
on the basis of directives approved by the Council on 8 June 2000. The envisaged agreement will usefully
reinforce the expanding network of bilateral competition cooperation agreements, next to agreements
such as the 1991 and 1998 EU–US agreements, the 1999 EU–Canada agreement (410) and the 1999 US–
Japan agreement (411). Before taking a decision on the text proposed by the Commission, the Council
consulted the European Parliament, which approved the text on 3 July. The procedure for the adoption
and the signature of the agreement will now be continued in the Council. The proposed agreement will
increase the ability of the Commission and the Japanese Fair Trade Commission to cooperate with each
other and is expected to lead to a much closer relationship between the two competition authorities and to
a greater understanding of their respective competition policies.

4. Other OECD countries

664. During 2002 the Commission engaged in cooperation with the competition authorities of a
number of other OECD countries, most notably Australia, New Zealand and Korea. These contacts
concerned both case-related and more competition policy-related issues.

665. During the course of the year the Commission also continued its close cooperation with the ESA
(EFTA Surveillance Authority) in enforcing the Agreement on the European Economic Area.

C — Multilateral cooperation

1. International competition network (ICN)

666. The international competition network (ICN) is a recent initiative that provides a forum for
antitrust authorities from all over the world to discuss possibilities for convergence in relevant fields of
international competition policy. The Commission has been one of the driving forces behind the ICN’s
launch by 14 competition authorities in New York in October 2001. One year on, 77 competition agencies
from 68 jurisdictions representing five continents have joined the ICN. One of its distinguishing features is
the integration of many of the younger competition authorities from developing and transition economies.
The ICN was created as a virtual network, engaged in work on specific projects that are expected to
facilitate practical cooperation between competition authorities. It ultimately aspires to recommend
concrete ‘best practices’ that are expected to help to enhance governance in a globalising world.

667. During its first year of existence, the ICN initially focused on two projects: one working group
studied procedural and substantive aspects of the control of concentrations that concern more than one

¥409∂ COM(2002) 230 final, 8.5.2002, available online at http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/com/pdf/2002/com2002_0230en01.pdf 
¥410∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of Canada regarding the application of their

competition laws (OJ L 175, 10.7.1999).
¥411∂ Available online at http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/international/docs/3740.htm
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jurisdiction. The second project reviewed approaches to competition advocacy, a term which refers to
the particular mission of competition authorities in preventing and addressing distortions of
competition created by public intervention. The results of these projects were presented to senior
competition officials, representatives of other international bodies working in the same field as well as
non-governmental advisors during ICN’s inaugural annual conference in Naples, Italy, from 27 to
29 September. In particular, ICN members endorsed a set of non-binding ‘Guiding principles for
merger notification and procedures’, and discussed a number of more operational ‘recommended
practices’ in the area of international merger control. In Naples, ICN members also debated an
appropriate analytical framework for the review of mergers. The ICN working group on competition
advocacy, for its part, presented a comprehensive study on what ICN’s agencies are doing in terms of
competition advocacy, and which tools they employ in this particular mission. The findings of this
unparalleled overview, to which the Commission was one of the key contributors, are to a large extent
based on a survey conducted among ICN’s membership. All ICN documents are available on its web
site, www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org.

668. In Naples, ICN members also set up an additional working group to address the specific needs of
developing and transition economies, and asked the Commission and the South African Competition
Tribunal to co-chair the project, labelled ‘Capacity building and competition policy implementation’. The
working group will initially focus on three themes: (i) the benefits of competition law enforcement in
developing countries; (ii) an assessment of the challenges faced by developing countries in implementing
competition policies and in establishing credible enforcement agencies, including strategies these
countries have used to overcome such challenges; (iii) models of support from partner countries and
multinational agencies.

2. WTO working group on trade and competition (WGTCP)

669. At the fourth WTO ministerial conference in Doha, Qatar (9–14 November 2001) ministers
recognised ‘the case for a multilateral framework (on competition policy) to enhance the contribution of
competition policy to international trade and development (…)’ and the WGTCP was given a new and
more focused mandate for its work in the period leading up to the fifth ministerial conference. Ministers
further agreed that WTO negotiations would commence after the fifth ministerial conference. The
WGTCP meeting on 23 and 24 April was the first one since the WTO ministerial conference in Doha and
the clear mandate given in the Doha development agenda (DDA) to ‘clarify’ issues related to the
negotiation of a multilateral agreement on trade and competition in the WTO. The main item on the
agenda for this meeting was the short- and long-term technical assistance and capacity building (TACB)
needs of developing countries to understand the issues relevant for future negotiations and to establish
credible domestic competition systems. With a view to the discussion, the secretariat produced a
background document on TACB. The secretariat also produced three further background papers in 2002:
on voluntary cooperation, on hardcore cartels; on core trade and competition principles. The EU
submitted a contribution (412) on technical assistance and international voluntary cooperation modalities.
During the discussion, the EU stressed the need to provide TACB support that, on the one hand, will build
a country’s institutional capacity to analyse its economy and the marketplace and also to enforce the rules
and, on the other, will raise public awareness of the objectives of competition policy and spread
competition culture.

670. The second meeting of the WGTCP took place on 1 and 2 July and was an occasion for lively and
substantive discussion on both issues on the agenda: hardcore cartels and voluntary cooperation between

¥412∂ WT/WGTCP/W/184.
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competition authorities. The EU submitted a contribution on hardcore cartels (WT/WGTCP/W/193).
Discussions covered the options for the scope of a prohibition of hardcore cartels (international cartels
only; all cartels with an impact on international trade; all cartels without exception) and the link between
‘per se’ prohibition and ‘rule of reason’ type approaches. Another issue focused on was that of the
minimum features of a multilateral prohibition (e.g. explicit ban, obligation to provide effective
sanctions, etc.). Participants also reviewed the general aspects of cooperation (multilateral discussion,
WTO Committee, peer review, methodologies, etc.) and cooperation in specific cases (including a
discussion on positive comity).

671. The third WGTCP meeting took place on 26 and 27 September and was devoted to core
principles of trade and competition. The EU position was presented orally and in the light of comments
made and questions raised during the September meeting, the EU tabled a paper on ‘core principles’
ahead of the November meeting. Other papers and presentations for the September meeting were given
by New Zealand (proposing to introduce a new ‘principle of comprehensiveness’ requiring that
exemptions/exceptions be implemented in a way minimising economic distortions), Australia, Korea,
Thailand (which proposed a separate principle on ‘special and differential treatment’), Switzerland, the
United States (including detailed questions on the contents of ‘procedural fairness’), Japan, India (hinting
at possible agreement if given a sufficiently long transitional period prior to implementation) and the
Czech Republic.

672. The last WGTCP meeting for the year took place on 20 November. The EU paper on ‘core
principles’ (the sole substantive contribution) was well received and elicited some positive reactions,
despite the widespread absence of capital-based officials. On the procedural front, there was agreement
on two substantive meetings of the group in 2003 before the fifth WTO ministerial conference in Cancun
in September 2003 where ministers will agree on the modalities for negotiations.

3. OECD Competition Committee (CC)

673. In 2002, three CC meetings were held, on 12 February, 5 and 6 June, and 23 and 24 October. The
first CC meeting dealt with the peer review of Turkey and Turkey’s report focusing on its growing
enforcement efforts. The CC secretariat also presented its note on product market competition, on which
the EU expressed a positive position, adding that the performance indicators needed to be developed and
updated.

674. The second CC meeting reviewed plans for future meetings of the Global Forum on Competition
(GFC) and agreed to hold the next GFC in February 2003 (413), back to back with the OECD CC
meetings. Furthermore, the CC discussed loyalty/fidelity rebates and discounts. Some jurisdictions are
keen to prohibit such discounts whenever they are offered by firms enjoying a dominant position, while
others insist on evidence that buyers are ultimately harmed by behaviour that, at least initially, should
benefit buyers receiving the discounts. There was consensus, however, on the point that market power
makes it more likely that fidelity discounts will have anticompetitive effects. Finally, the CC held a round
table on merger review in emerging (high innovation) markets. Delegates agreed that, while a special
approach to merger review is not required in high innovation markets, competition authorities will
experience special difficulties in defining markets, assessing barriers to entry, and predicting how markets
will likely evolve. Those special difficulties necessitate placing less weight on structural characteristics,

¥413∂ The agenda will include the following topics: (1) an in-depth review of South Africa’s competition institutions; (2) a
discussion on optimal design of competition institutions and the objectives of competition law and policy; (3) a
discussion on the role of competition policy in a small economy.
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i.e. concentration indices. They also put a premium on improving understanding of high innovation
markets, including through making full use of information gleaned from competition advocacy in
relation to markets featuring network infrastructures. Competition authorities are well aware that in
mergers in such markets, significant pro- and anti-competitive effects are more likely to show up in effects
on dynamic as contrasted with static efficiency. The focus is typically confined to product and technology
markets, with a good deal of attention being paid to potential competition. The most obvious difference
between merger review in other markets and in emerging markets lies in the remedies applied.
Concerning emerging markets, much greater reliance is placed on highly customised behavioural or
mixed behavioural/structural remedies to eliminate net anticompetitive effects.

675. The last CC meeting held a round table on communication and policy towards the media, with
discussion focusing on methods for improving communication in the competition policy area. A further
round table addressed the substantive tests used to assess mergers and discussed the pros and cons of the
‘substantial lessening of competition’ and the ‘dominance’ test. Finally, it was agreed to hold a round
table on merger remedies (spring 2003), predatory foreclosure (autumn 2003), consumer protection
issues (autumn 2003) and competition and innovation (spring 2004).

4. Unctad Intergovernmental Group of Experts (IGE)

676. The fourth Unctad IGE session took place in Geneva from 3 to 5 July, with a satisfactory level of
participation by competition experts from developing countries and regional organisations. Following a
keynote speech by the Chairman of the Korean FTC, Mr Nam Kee Lee, delegates took the floor to present
policy and enforcement developments in their respective countries, notably Russia, France, Ukraine,
Iran, India, Cuba, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Venezuela, Romania, China (414),
Côte d’Ivoire, Malaysia, Morocco, Argentina, Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, Lebanon, Bangladesh,
Costa Rica, Korea, Benin and the African regional organisations UEMOA and Comesa. The
contributions stressed the particular needs and requirements of developing economies and requested
enhanced technical cooperation and assistance to build their capacity with a view to the forthcoming
negotiation round in the WTO. The EU delegation intervened from the panel in the discussion on the
interface between sector regulation and ‘generalist’ competition agencies and presented the basic
principles behind the decision to open up public utilities to competition, the share of work between
regulators and antitrust agencies and EU experience in a number of areas (e.g. telecommunications
ONP, local loop unbundling, ex ante asymmetric regulation, etc.). The EU also joined in the discussion
on technical assistance and capacity building activities.

¥414∂ A competition law dealing with both antitrust and unfair competition was passed in 1993. The Chinese authorities dealt
with 285 cases involving restrictive business practices and 203 cases involving monopolisation attempts in 2001 (the case
load in 2001 exceeded the total load for the five years from 1995 to 2000).
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VI — OUTLOOK FOR 2003

1. Antitrust and liberalisation

New instruments in the context of the modernisation of the rules implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the
EC Treaty

677. In order to prepare for the effective application of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 (415) from
1 May 2004 onwards, the Commission will adopt in the course of 2003 a Commission implementing
regulation and a number of notices intended to assist NCAs, national courts, consumers and industry in
the functioning of the new enforcement regime. It is expected that the Commission will adopt notices on
cooperation with NCAs and national courts, on the application of Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty and of the
‘effect on inter-State trade’ criterion, on the issuing of guiding opinions and on the handling of
complaints.

Enforcement activities

678. The main part of the Competition DG’s work of enforcing the antitrust rules will continue to
consist in dealing with individual cases. Continued efforts will be made to further shorten the average
length of proceedings and to focus resources on cases of major legal, economic or political importance to
the EU, including measures which prevent full market integration and damage consumers’ interests.

679. Cases of abusive behaviour by dominant firms, particularly in sectors involving rapid economic
or technological development (e.g. telecommunications, the media) will be given top priority.

680. Casework will remain the first priority in the Commission’s cartel enforcement activity. The fight
against hardcore cartels can only be won if there is credible deterrence. Without a sufficiently large
number of secret cartels being detected and terminated, as well as being continually punished by
decisions imposing fines, deterrence from this kind of illegal behaviour will not occur. On the basis of the
work done in 2002, a number of decisions punishing cartels as effectively as in the previous year can be
expected in 2003.

681. With respect to casework, the Commission will continue to give priority to important sectors of
the European economy, where its enforcement action directly improves consumer welfare.

682. As regards procedural aspects of antitrust enforcement, access to the file is one of the principal
safeguards designed to protect the rights of the defence. To take account of experience gained so far
under the Commission notice on the internal rules of procedure for processing requests for access to the
file (416), and to adapt the notice in the light of recent case-law, a revised notice is expected to be adopted
by the Commission in the course of 2003.

683. A further effort will be made to improve expertise in carrying out on-the-spot inspections in view
of the new powers that antitrust modernisation assigns to the Commission, including in particular the
methods and skills needed to search for electronic information. The new antitrust rules will strengthen

¥415∂ Council regulation on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty (OJ
L 1, 4.1.2003).

¥416∂ OJ C 23, 23.1.1997.
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the Commission’s capacity to obtain evidence, notably by enabling it to inspect private homes where
business records may be kept.

684. Last but not least, the fifth International Cartel Workshop also forms part of the Commission’s
agenda for 2003, in order to demonstrate the priority attributed to international cooperation. This is a yearly
conference of around 200 representatives of cartel enforcement agencies from all over the world, organised
on a rotating basis, where ‘best practices’ of the respective agencies are shared, for instance on investigation
techniques, conducting electronic searches, international cooperation and other related cartel issues.

685. Building on the Lisbon process, priority for liberalisation will be given to enforcement actions
relating to opening the electricity and gas markets, as well as to cases in the transport sector.
Furthermore, specific attention will be paid to competition in sensitive sectors/areas where the
Commission is undertaking single market measures, such as financial services and liberal professions.

2. Mergers

686. In the area of merger control, the most important task is the initiative for a revised framework in
which mergers of a Community dimension are to be dealt with by the Commission (review of the basic
Council regulation and the derived regulatory measures). Another focus in 2003 will be the adoption of a
notice on the assessment of horizontal mergers and the enhancement of cooperation with other
competition authorities internationally towards possible convergence in procedures and substantive
analysis.

3. State aid

687. State aid policy will be further developed in 2003 in order to modernise and simplify it and provide
all parties concerned with a predictable and clear framework within which they can operate. Its objectives and
rationale should be more explicitly described in a Commission communication. Existing State aid control
instruments will be scrutinised with a view to removing possible conflicts between them and to simplify them
substantially. Wherever possible, attempts will be made to simplify and rationalise procedures.

688. Specific priorities for 2003 will include the development of a block exemption regulation for
research and development aid for SMEs, and the establishment of a list of sectors suffering from serious
structural problems in which regional investment aid is restricted. New rules for the shipbuilding sector
will be prepared, the existing rules expiring in 2003. High priority will also be given to the establishment
of guidelines concerning the provision of compensation for the cost of providing services of general
economic interest. Cooperation with the candidate countries will continue in 2003 in order to establish
the lists of existing aid measures which need to be included in the Accession Treaties.

4. International field

689. As regards enlargement, the Commission will closely monitor the fulfilment by the 10 candidate
countries of the agreed conditions and requirements for accession.

690. With a view to promoting international convergence, the Commission will continue its
substantial work within the framework of the international competition network and on the preparation of
the fifth WTO ministerial conference to be held in Cancun in September 2003.
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ANNEX — CASES DISCUSSED IN THE REPORT        

1. Articles 81, 82 and 86

2. Merger control

Case Publication Point
Air France/Alitalia 113

Austrian banks IP/02/844, 11.6.2002 39, 190 ff.

Carlsberg and Heineken IP/02/1603, 4.11.2002 43 ff.

Concrete reinforcing bars IP/02/1908, 17.12.2002 56 ff.

Deutsche Bahn AG (DB)/Georg 
Verkehrsorganisation (GVG) and Statens 
Järnvägar (SJ) 133

Deutsche Lufthans/Austrian Airlines OJ L 242, 10.9.2002 114

Ferrovie dello Stato (FS)/Georg 
Verkehrsorganisation (GVG)

133

Fine art auction houses IP/02/1585, 30.10.2002 46, 47

Food flavour enhancers IP/02/1907, 17.12.2002 53, 54

IMS Health OJ L 59, 28.2.2002 68, 69

Industrial and medical gases IP/02/1139, 24.7.2002 42

International Federation of the Phonographic 
Industry (IFPI)

IP/02/1436, 8.10.2002
147 ff.

KLM/Northwest Airlines OJ C 264, 30.10.2002 110

Leased lines IP/02/1852, 11.12.2002 101 ff.

Lufthansa/SAS/United Airlines OJ C 264, 30.10.2002 110

Methionine IP/02/976, 2.7.2002 40, 41

Methylglucamine IP/02/1746, 27.11.2002 48, 49

Nintendo IP/02/1584, 30.10.2002 61 ff.

Plasterboard IP/02/1744, 27.11.2002 50 ff.

‘Skyteam’ Airline Alliance OJ C 76, 27.3.2002 112

Specialty graphite IP/02/1906, 17.12.2002 55

Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement (TACA) OJ L 26, 31.1.2003 128 ff.

UEFA Champions League 138 ff.

United Air Lines/SAS OJ C 264, 30.10.2002 110

United Airlines/Lufthansa OJ C 264, 30.10.2002 110

Visa International (Multilateral interchange fee) OJ L 318, 22.11.2002 187 ff.

Case Publication Point
Airtours/First Choice OJ L 93, 13.4.2000

OJ C 191, 10.8.2002 224 ff.

Aker Maritime/Kvaerner (II) 272

Barilla/BPL/Kamps IP/02/914, 26.6.2002 262

Bayer/Aventis Crop Science IP/02/570, 17.4.2002 214

BP/Veba Oel IP/02/974, 2.7.2002 263

Cargill/Cerestar IP/02/97, 21.1.2002 271
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Carnival Corporation/P&O Cruises IP/02/552, 11.4.2002
IP/02/1142, 24.7.2002 220 ff.

Compass/Restorama/Rail Gourmet/Gourmet Nova IP/02/319, 26.2.2002 274

Connex/DNVBVG/JV IP/02/267, 25.4.2002 275

Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg IP/02/260, 15.2.2002 273

Electrabel Customer Solutions/Intercommunale 
d’Electricité du Hainaut

IP/02/1962, 23.12.2002
280

EnBW/ENI/GVS IP/02/1312, 17.12.2002 222

GEES/Unison IP/02/578, 18.4.2002 282

Haniel/Cementbouw/JV (CVK) IP/02/313, 25.2.2002
IP/02/933, 26.6.2002 215 ff.

Haniel/Fels IP/01/1438, 18.10.2001
IP/02/288, 21.2.2002 215 ff.

Haniel/Ytong IP/01/1709, 30.11.2001
IP/02/530, 9.4.2002 215 ff.

Hollandsche Beton Groep/Koninklijke BAM NBM IP/02/1267, 4.9.2002 278

Imperial Tobacco/Reemtsma Cigarettenfabriken IP/02/692, 8.5.2002 260 ff.

Leroy Merlin/Brico IP/02/1881, 13.12.2002 279

Masterfoods/Royal Canin IP/02/263, 15.2.2002 258

Nehlsen/Rethmann/SWB/Bremerhavener 
Entsorgungsgesellschaft

IP/02/785, 31.5.2002
276

Promatech/Sulzer Textil IP/02/569, 17.4.2002 281

RAG/Degussa IP/02/1698, 19.11.2002 265

Schneider/Legrand IP/01/481, 30.3.2001
IP/01/1393, 10.10.2001
IP/02/173, 31.1.2002 235 ff.

SEB/Moulinex IP/02/22, 9.1.2002 257, 269 ff.

Sogecable/Canalsatélite Digital/Vìa Digital IP/02/1216, 16.8.2002 277

Solvay/Montedison/Ausimont IP/02/532, 9.4.2002 259

Telia/Sonera IP/02/1032, 10.7.2002 264

Tetra Laval/Sidel IP/01/965, 5.7.2001
IP/01/1393, 10.10.2001
IP/02/173, 31.1.2002
IP/02/1952, 20.12.2002
OJ C 19, 25.1.2003 246 ff.

Case Publication Point
Aid for damage caused by German flood Not yet published 522

Bankgesellschaft Berlin OJ C 141, 14.6.2002 412

Belgian coordination centres OJ C 384, 10.12.1998 375

BMW Leipzig Not yet published 473

BSIK OJ C 18, 22.1.2002 424

Cableways Italy OJ C 172, 18.7.2002 453

Captive insurance companies OJ L 329, 5.12.2002 397

Excise duties on rum produced in the French 
overseas departments OJ C 252, 19.10.2002 428

Exemption from the UK climate change levy OJ L 229, 27.8.2002 378

Existing tax scheme in Italy OJ L 296, 30.10.2002 403
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First solar power station Germany Not yet published 419

GEA OJ L 329, 5.12.2002 399

German coordination centres Not yet published 384

German producers of energy from renewable 
sources

OJ C 164, 10.7.2002
357

German regional banks IP/02/354 360 ff.

Hamburger AG OJ L 296, 30.10.2002 438

Infineon, Germany OJ L 307, 8.11.2002 437

Italian tax measures for banks 366 ff.

KLICT OJ C 88, 12.4.2002 422

KSG Not yet published 464

Leuna Refinery Saxony-Anhalt Not yet published 370

Mutterer Alm Austria OJ C 150, 22.6.2002 456 ff.

Natural disasters in Greece OJ C 257, 24.10.2002 523

Northern Ireland aggregates levy OJ C 133, 5.6.2002 417

Northern Ireland Electricity OJ C 113, 14.5.2002 388

Rescue aid to British Energy plc IP/02/1747 409 ff.

Rescue aid to Bull Not yet published 406 ff.

Schott Lithotec Not yet published 440

STMicroelectronics Sicily OJ C 146, 19.6.2002 436

Support for fuel price increase Not yet published 530

Tax arrangements in the Azores Not yet published 429 ff.

Terra Mitica Not yet published 381

UK climate change levy OJ L 229, 27.8.2002 416

UK competitive transition charge OJ C 113, 14.5.2002 359

US foreign sales corporations Not yet published 383

ZDF leisure park OJ C 137, 8.6.2002 374

Zellstoff Stendal OJ C 232, 28.9.2002 439
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Notice to the reader
The following Part Two ‘Report on the application of the competition rules’ does not
summarise cases that are already described in Part One (‘XXXIInd Report on
Competition Policy 2002’) — cross-references are provided where appropriate. More
information on individual cases can be found on the Competition DG’s web site at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/index_en.html.
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I — ANTITRUST: ARTICLES 81 AND 82 OF THE EC TREATY
— ARTICLE 65 OF THE ECSC TREATY 

A — Case summaries

1. Prohibitions

1.1. Horizontal agreements

Cartels

Austrian Banks (Case Comp/D-1/36.571)

On 11 June, the Commission imposed fines totalling EUR 124.26 million on eight Austrian banks for
their participation in a wide-ranging price cartel. The banks fined were: Erste Bank der österreichischen
Sparkassen AG (Erste); Bank Austria Aktiengesellschaft (BA); Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich AG
(RZB); Bank für Arbeit und Wirtschaft Aktiengesellschaft (BAWAG); Österreichische Postsparkasse
Aktiengesellschaft (PSK); Österreichische Volksbanken AG (ÖVAG); NÖ Landesbank-Hypothekenbank
AG (NÖ Hypo) and Raiffeisenlandesbank Niederösterreich-Wien reg Gen mbH (RLB). 

Following reports in the Austrian press, the Commission conducted simultaneous surprise inspections at
a number of Austrian banks in June 1998. The documents found unearthed a highly institutionalised
price-fixing scheme which covered the whole of Austria ‘down to the smallest village’, as one bank put
it. The CEOs of the banks met every month, except August, as the ‘Lombard Club’. In addition, for
every banking product there was a separate committee on which the competent employee at the second
or third level of management sat. The cartel covered all banking products and services, including
interest rates for loans and savings for private/household and for commercial customers, the fees
consumers had to pay for certain services, money transfers and export financing, as well as advertising,
or rather the lack of it. 

The cartel started well before the accession of Austria to the European Economic Area in 1994. However,
in this case, the Commission levied fines only for the period starting with EU membership (1995) until
June 1998, when it carried out surprise inspections at the banks’ premises putting an end to the cartel
behaviour. 

The documents seized showed that the banks were aware of the antitrust implications of their behaviour.
For example, one participant at a cartel meeting suggested that, as a precaution, in future ‘no more
minutes should be kept of such meetings’. The legal department of one bank was also consulted on the
matter and recommended: ‘Destruction of all existing records’. 

The Commission considered the Austrian banks’ behaviour to amount to a very serious infringement of
the competition rules laid down in Article 81 EC. 

In accordance with the 1996 leniency notice, the Commission reduced the fines to take into account the
cooperation afforded by the companies to the Commission while it was conducting its investigation.
As the banks did not contest the facts set out in the statement of objections, a reduction of 10 % was
granted. 
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All the banks have appealed for annulment of the Commission decision (1).

Methionine (Case COMP/E-2/37.519)

On 2 July, the Commission fined Degussa AG and Nippon Soda Company Ltd for participating in a price-
fixing cartel in methionine. Aventis SA (formerly Rhône-Poulenc) also participated in the cartel, but was
granted full immunity from fines because it revealed the cartel’s existence to the Commission and
provided decisive evidence on its operation.

Methionine is one of the most important amino acids used to compound animal feeds and premixes for
all animal species. The principal application is in poultry feed, but methionine is increasingly being
added to pig feed and speciality animal feeds. In 1998, the EU market for methionine was worth around
EUR 260 million.

Following an investigation which started in 1999, the Commission established that Degussa AG, Nippon
Soda Company Ltd and Aventis SA, together with its wholly-owned subsidiary Aventis Animal Nutrition
SA (formerly Rhône-Poulenc Animal Nutrition SA), participated in a cartel between February 1986 and
February 1999, through which they agreed on price targets, implemented price increases and exchanged
information on sales volumes and market shares for methionine.

The cartel was implemented through the holding of regular meetings at both top level — the so-called
‘Summit’ meetings — and at a more technical level — the ‘Managerial’ or ‘Staff’ level meetings. During
these meetings, the participants exchanged data on sales volumes, which would then be compiled and
used in the discussions to determine the target prices to be fixed.

The Commission characterised the companies’ behaviour as a ‘very serious’ infringement of the
Community and EEA competition rules, and adopted a decision under Article 81(1) EC and Article 53(1) of
the EEA Agreement, imposing fines: Degussa AG and Nippon Soda were fined EUR 118.12 million and
EUR 9 million respectively.

Calculation of fines and application of the leniency notice

In fixing the amount of the fines, the Commission took into account the gravity and duration of the
infringement, as well as the existence, as appropriate, of aggravating and/or mitigating circumstances.
The role played by each undertaking was assessed on an individual basis. The 1996 leniency notice was
applied.

All the undertakings concerned were found to have committed a very serious infringement. Within this
category, the undertakings were divided into two groups according to their relative importance in the
market concerned. Further upward adjustments were made in the case of two companies, having regard
to their very large size and thus to their overall resources. All participants committed an infringement of
long duration (exceeding five years).

¥1∂ Cases T-259/02 Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich AG; T-260/02 Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG, T-261/02 Bank für
Arbeit und Wirtschaft AG, T-262/01 Raiffeisenlandesbank Niederösterreich-Wien AG, T-263/02 Österreichische
Postsparkasse AG, T-264/02 Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG and T-271/02 Österreichische Volksbanken
AG und Niederösterreichische Landesbank-Hypothekenbank AG, pending.
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Application of the leniency notice

The Commission’s policy with respect to immunity in cartel cases was modified in February this year to
make it easier to grant full immunity and provide legal certainty that immunity will indeed be granted,
thus making policy more effective. However, as the first application under the leniency notice in the
methionine cartel was made in 1999, before the new notice entered into force, the 1996 leniency notice
was applied in this case.

Aventis SA was the first undertaking to provide the Commission with decisive information and it was
granted a 100 % reduction in the fine which would otherwise have been imposed (that is, a fine similar to
the one imposed on Degussa).

The difference in the fines reflects the disproportion in the market shares of Degussa, the world’s biggest
producer of methionine, and Nippon Soda, almost five times smaller in terms of 1998 market share
figures.

Nippon Soda and Degussa cooperated in one way or another with the Commission and were granted
appropriate reductions. Nippon Soda provided detailed information, which together with that obtained
from Degussa was used in the decision. Nippon Soda was able to provide the Commission with
documents dating from the time of the infringement, including handwritten notes taken during cartel
meetings and valuable information confirming the existence of the cartel before 1990. On these grounds,
Nippon Soda was granted a 50 % reduction.

Part of the information provided by Degussa was not provided voluntarily and Degussa also contested its
participation in the cartel prior to mid-1992 and after 1997 despite the fact that evidence in the
Commission’s file clearly demonstrates otherwise. On these grounds, the Commission granted Degussa a
reduction of 25 % of its fine.

Degussa has contested the decision before the Court of First Instance (2).

Industrial gases (Case COMP/E-3/36.700)

On 24 July, the Commission fined AGA AB, Air Liquide BV, Air Products Nederland BV, BOC
Group plc, Messer Nederland BV, NV Hoek Loos and Westfalen Gassen Nederland NV a total of
EUR 25.72 million for participating in a cartel in the industrial and medical gases sector in the
Netherlands.

The industrial and medical gases concerned in this case include oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, argon
and argon mix supplied in cylinder and liquid form. They are used in several industrial sectors and
manufacturing processes. The largest volumes of industrial gases are used for producing, cutting and
welding metals and in the chemical industry. In the case of oxygen and carbon dioxide they can also be
used for medical purposes, especially in hospitals.

Following an investigation which started in 1997, the Commission established that AGA AB (AGA), Air
Liquide BV (Air Liquide), Air Products Nederland BV (Air Products), BOC Group plc (BOC), Messer
Nederland BV (Messer), NV Hoek Loos (Hoek Loos) and Westfalen Gassen Nederland NV (Westfalen)
participated in a cartel in the Netherlands from 1989 until 1991 and from 1993 until 1997. These

¥2∂ Case T-279/02, pending.
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companies held regular meetings to discuss and fix price increases and other trading conditions for
cylinder and liquid gases supplied to their customers. They agreed not to deal with each other’s
customers for a period of two to five months every year in order to implement the price increases and to
respect minimum prices and other trading conditions when offering gases to new customers. These
trading conditions concerned in particular the rent for cylinders, a safety and environment charge for
supplies in cylinders, transportation costs charges and a delivery charge for liquid gases.

Although the Commission collected evidence for both periods mentioned above, it only took into
consideration the period after September 1993 for the purposes of calculating the fine, since prescription
applied for the first infringement, which ended more than five years before the investigation began.

The market for industrial and medical gases in cylinder and liquid form in the Netherlands was worth
about EUR 180 million in 1996. At the material time, Hoek Loos and AGA were the largest undertakings
on that market, followed by Air Products and Air Liquide. AGA subsequently sold its operations in the
Netherlands to Hoek Loos and Air Products in 2001.

The Commission adopted a decision under Article 81(1) of the Treaty, imposing fines. Hoek Loos was
fined EUR 12.6 million, AGA EUR 4.15 million, Air Liquide EUR 3.64 million, Air Products
EUR 2.73 million, BOC EUR 1.17 million, Messer EUR 1 million and Westfalen EUR 0.41 million (3).

In calculating the amount of the fines, the Commission took into account the gravity and duration of the
infringement as well as the existence as appropriate of aggravating and/or mitigating circumstances. The
leniency notice was applied. 

Hoek Loos and Westfalen have contested the decision before the Court of First Instance (4).

Fine art auction houses (Case COMP/E-2/37.784)

In a decision adopted on 30 October, the Commission found that Christie’s and Sotheby’s, the world’s
two leading fine art auction houses, breached EU competition rules by colluding to fix commission fees
and other trading terms between 1993 and early 2000. The Commission consequently fined Sotheby’s
EUR 20.4 million. Christie’s, on the other hand, escaped a fine because it was the first to provide crucial
evidence, which enabled the Commission to prove the existence of the cartel. 

The Commission collaborated with the US Department of Justice (USDoJ) in this case. The cooperation
between the two competition authorities was made easier by the fact that both Christie’s and Sotheby’s
granted waivers as regards the exchange of confidential information. Cooperation with the USDoJ took
place not only as regards substance, but also on the timing of the procedural steps taken by each
authority. 

Based on evidence provided by Christie’s to the EU and US competition authorities and confirmed by
both auction houses during the proceedings, the Commission concluded that Sotheby’s and Christie’s
entered into an anti-competitive cartel agreement in the course of 1993 which lasted until early 2000,
when the parties recovered their freedom to set prices individually. 

¥3∂ The original amount of the fine imposed on Westfalen of EUR 0.43 million was amended by decision of 9.4.2003
(OJ L 123, 17.5.2003).

¥4∂ Cases T-303/02 and 304/02, pending.
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The purpose of the cartel agreement was to reduce the competition between the two leading auction
houses that had developed during the 1980s and early 1990s. The most important aspect of the agreement
consisted of an increase in the commission paid by sellers at auction (the so-called vendor’s
commission). But the collusive agreement also concerned other trading conditions, such as advances paid
to sellers, guarantees given for auction results and payment conditions. 

According to the Commission’s findings, the origins of the collusive behaviour could be traced to the
most senior level of both companies. In 1993, the then two chairmen of Sotheby’s and Christie’s entered
into secretive discussions at their respective private residences in London and/or New York. These first
high-level meetings were followed by regular gatherings and contacts between the companies’ chief
executive officers.

Calculation of the fines and application of the 1996 leniency notice 

The Commission’s investigation started in January 2000, when Christie’s approached both the USDoJ
and the Commission with proof relating to a cartel between itself and Sotheby’s and applied for leniency
in both jurisdictions. The evidence consisted mainly of documents that Christopher Davidge, former
CEO of Christie’s, had gathered about contacts between the two auction houses. 

Sotheby’s subsequently also applied for leniency in Europe and provided further evidence to the
Commission. 

The calculation of the fines for both companies took place according to the 1998 method on the
calculation of fines for cartel behaviour and abuse of market power. That calculation, based on the gravity
of the offence (a very serious infringement in this case) and its duration, resulted in a basic amount of fine
close to (Christie’s) or exceeding (Sotheby’s) the maximum fine that the Commission can legally impose,
namely 10 % of worldwide turnover as laid down in Regulation 17/62, which sets out the rules and
procedures for applying Articles 81 and 82, the latter covering abuses of dominant positions. The basic
amount obtained for Sotheby’s was therefore reduced to 10 % of the company’s worldwide turnover, to
which the reduction granted in regard to leniency was applied.

In applying the 1996 leniency notice (5), the Commission considered that Christie’s ought to benefit from
full immunity because it provided decisive proof of the cartel at a time when the Commission had no
investigation open and because it was the first to come forward with such evidence. The fine for
Sotheby’s was set at EUR 20.4 million, i.e. 6 % of its worldwide turnover. The amount includes a 40 %
reduction for its cooperation in the investigation.

Methylglucamine (Case COMP/E-2/37.978)

On 27 November, the Commission fined Aventis Pharma SA and Rhône-Poulenc Biochemie SA for
participating in a price-fixing and market-sharing cartel in methylglucamine. Merck KgaA also
participated in the cartel, but was granted full immunity from fines because it revealed the cartel’s
existence to the Commission and provided decisive evidence on its operation.

Methylglucamine is a chemical product used for the synthesis of X-ray media, pharmaceuticals and
colourings. In 1999, the EU market for methylglucamine was worth EUR 3.1 million.

¥5∂ The 1996 rules applied to this case because the application for leniency dates from 2000, i.e. before the entry into force of
the revised leniency notice in 2002.
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Following an investigation which started in 2000, the Commission established that the companies, which
together controlled the entire world market for pharmaceutical quality methylglucamine, participated in a
cartel from November 1990 to December 1999.

The cartel was implemented through annual meetings. During these meetings the participants agreed on
list prices and ensured that no major customer changed supplier.

The Commission characterised the companies’ behaviour as a ‘very serious’ infringement of the
Community and EEA competition rules, and adopted a decision under Articles 81(1) EC and 53(1) of the
EEA Agreement, imposing a fine of EUR 2.85 million on Aventis Pharma SA and Rhône-Poulenc
Biochemie SA, which were held jointly and severally liable for the fine.

In fixing the amount of the fine, the Commission took into account the gravity and duration of the
infringement, as well as the limited size of the product market. The 1996 leniency notice was applied.

Merck KgaA was the first undertaking to provide the Commission with decisive information and it was
granted a 100 % reduction in the fine which would otherwise have been imposed.

Specialty graphite (Case COMP/E-2/37.667)

On 17 December, the Commission fined SGL Carbon AG, Le Carbone-Lorraine SA, Ibiden Co., Ltd,
Tokai Carbon Co., Ltd, Toyo Tanso Co., Ltd., NSCC Techno Carbon Co., Ltd, Nippon Steel Chemical
Co., Ltd, Intech EDM BV and Intech EDM AG a total of EUR 51.81 million for participating in a price-
fixing cartel in the market for isostatic specialty graphite. In addition, SGL Carbon AG was fined
EUR 8.81 million for its involvement in another price-fixing collusion affecting the market for extruded
specialty graphite. GrafTech International, Ltd (formerly UCAR), which was also found liable for both
infringements, benefited from a 100 % reduction in fines because it revealed the cartel’s existence to the
Commission and provided decisive evidence on its operation.

‘Specialty graphites’ is the general term widely used in the industry to describe a group of graphite
products for diverse applications. Specialty graphite products are often categorised by the way the
graphite is produced: isostatic graphite (produced through isostatic moulding), used in EDM electrodes,
continuous casting dies, hot press moulds and semiconductor applications; and extruded graphite
(produced through extrusion), used in electrolytic anodes and cathodes, boats, sintering trays and
crucibles.

In the course of an investigation into the graphite electrodes market, UCAR approached the Commission
in order to submit an application under the leniency notice. The submission concerned alleged anti-
competitive practices in the neighbouring area of specialty graphite products. On the basis of the
information provided by UCAR, the Commission opened a new investigation in March 2000.

The isostatic cartel began with a ‘top-level meeting’ on 23 July 1993 in Gotenba (near Tokyo), Japan, at
which the major producers agreed on the basic operating principles of the worldwide market. A
monitoring and enforcement scheme was set up, which entailed the holding of regular multilateral
meetings from the top-executive level (always in Japan) to the regional and national executive levels. The
cartel functioned for a period of more than four and a half years until February 1998.

A meeting in Paris on 24 and 25 February 1993 also marked the beginning of the price collusion
behaviour between UCAR and SGL in the market for unmachined extruded specialty. Throughout the
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duration of the cartel, the parties regularly discussed prices, including who would announce what price
on which date. These arrangements went on for more than three and a half years.

For both cases, the Commission characterised the companies’ behaviour as a ‘very serious’ infringement
of the Community and EEA competition rules, and adopted a decision under Article 81(1) and Article
53(1) of the EEA Agreement, imposing the following fines (million EUR):

— SGL : 27.75 (18.94 for the isostatic cartel, 8.81 for the extruded one)

— Toyo Tanso: 10.79

— Carbone-Lorraine: 6.97

— Tokai Carbon: 6.97

— Ibiden: 3.58

— Nippon Steel Chemical: 3.58

— Intech: 0.98

Calculation of fines and application of the leniency notice

In fixing the amount of the fines, the Commission took into account the gravity and duration of the
infringement, as well as the existence, as appropriate, of aggravating and/or mitigating circumstances.
The role played by each undertaking was assessed on an individual basis. The 1996 leniency notice was
applied.

In both cartels, all the undertakings concerned were found to have committed a very serious
infringement. Within this category, the undertakings participating in the isostatic cartel were divided into
five groups according to their relative importance in the market. The participants in the extruded cartel
were placed in a single category. In both cases, all the parties committed an infringement of medium
duration (between one and five years).

The Commission identified SGL as ringleader of the isostatic cartel, since it took the initiative in
launching the cartel and steered its development, and on that ground it increased the fine on this company
by 50 %. The Commission also found that the involvement of Intech in the isostatic cartel was a special
case in that it was to a considerable extent acting under instructions from Ibiden; this circumstance led to
a reduction of 40 % in Intech’s fine. As the present infringement took place before the Commission had
occasion to find UCAR, SGL or Tokai responsible for their participation in the Graphite Electrodes
cartel, there was no ground for establishing an aggravating circumstance of recidivism.

Application of the leniency notice

The Commission’s policy with respect to immunity in cartel cases was modified in February this year to
make it easier to grant full immunity and provide legal certainty that immunity will indeed be granted,
thus making policy more effective. However, as the leniency application behind the investigation into the
specialty graphite cartels was filed in 1999, the 1996 leniency notice applied in this case.
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UCAR disclosed the arrangements to the Commission, and was granted a 100 % reduction in its fine. The
Commission also granted a reduction of 35 % in the fine imposed on SGL, LCL, Ibiden, Tokai, Toyo
Tanso and NSC/NSCC, because they provided additional information on the cartel before the statement
of objections was sent and did not contest the facts. The information gathered from those companies,
together with that obtained from UCAR, was used in the decision. Intech received a 10 % reduction for
not contesting the facts.

Section 5.b of the guidelines on fines

According to Section 5.b of the 1998 guidelines on fines, the Commission should, depending on the
circumstances of a given case, take into account certain objective factors when fixing fines. In this
respect, the Commission considered that SGL was both in a difficult financial position and had recently
incurred a substantial Commission fine (EUR 80.2 million in the Graphite Electrodes cartel case). The
Commission considered that, in these particular circumstances, imposing the full amount of the fine did
not appear necessary in order to ensure effective deterrence, and reduced SGL’s fine in this case by 33 %.

Several companies have lodged an appeal against the decision before the Court of First Instance (6).

Concrete reinforcing bars (Case COMP/E-2/37.956)

On 17 December, the Commission adopted a decision imposing fines totalling EUR 85 million on nine
undertakings, corresponding to 11 companies (Alfa Acciai SpA, Feralpi Siderurgica SpA, Ferriere Nord
SpA, IRO Industrie Riunite Odolesi SpA, Leali SpA and Acciaierie e Ferriere Leali Luigi SpA in
liquidation, Lucchini SpA and Siderpotenza SpA, Riva Acciaio SpA, Valsabbia Investimenti SpA and
Ferriera Valsabbia SpA) and one trade association (Federacciai) for their involvement in a cartel covering
the Italian reinforcing bars market. This constituted a very serious infringement of Article 65(1) of the
ECSC Treaty.

Reinforcing bars are a long hot-rolled steel product in bars or coils of 5–40 mm with a smooth, crenelated
or ribbed surface, for the manufacture of reinforcement for reinforced concrete. They may have been
subjected to cold deformation such as, for example, torsion around the longitudinal axis. 

Since the product is listed in Annex 1 to the ECSC Treaty, at the time of the facts the Commission had
sole jurisdiction, pursuant to Article 65(4) of that Treaty, to prosecute the infringements, even in the case
of cartels concerning national markets.

In this case, the Commission applied the provisions of the ECSC Treaty after that Treaty had expired. In
so doing, it was acting in accordance with its communication of 26 June 2002 concerning certain aspects
of the treatment of competition cases resulting from the expiry of the ECSC Treaty (7), in which it stated
its intention to follow the general principles of law in relation to the succession of laws. According to the
communication: ‘If the Commission, when applying the Community competition rules to agreements,
identifies an infringement in a field covered by the ECSC Treaty, the substantive law applicable will be,
irrespective of when such application takes place, the law in force at the time when the facts constituting
the infringement occurred. In any event, as regards procedure, the law applicable after the expiry of the
ECSC Treaty will be the EC law’.

¥6∂ Cases T-71/03 Tokai Carbon Co. Ltd, T-72/03 Toyo Tanso Co. Ltd, T-74/03 Intech EDM BV, T-87/03 Intech EDM AG and
T-91/03 SGL Carbon AG, pending.

¥7∂ OJ C 152, 26.6.2002.
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On the basis of information gathered during inspections carried out from October 2000 onwards, in
accordance with Article 47 of the ECSC Treaty, on the premises of various producers and following the
replies to requests for information, the Commission was able to establish that the abovementioned
undertakings and association had between 1989 and 2000 been parties to a restrictive agreement to which
there were several different aspects: the setting of ‘size extras’ (a supplement based on the diameter of the
reinforcing bar, which is added to the basic price), the setting of base prices, the setting of terms of
payment, and the restriction or monitoring of production and/or sales. 

The undertakings did not necessarily all take part in all the above infringements, and some did not take
part throughout the entire period. Ferriere Nord, for example, became a member of the cartel in 1993.
And the measures to restrict or monitor production were not introduced until 1995.

All the conduct described constitutes a single, complex and continuous infringement: complex, because
some aspects of the conduct constituting it are covered by the concept of agreement, while others are
covered by that of concerted practice; continuous, because the infringement was committed through the
repetition of conduct considered to be individual instances of the same intention of setting uniform prices
for ‘size extras’; and single, because all the measures in question were aimed at increasing reinforcing
bar prices in Italy.

The undertakings in question were fined between EUR 3.57 million and EUR 26.9 million. 

In evaluating the seriousness of the infringement, the draft decision took account of the facts described
above and assessed them according to the principle that an agreement or a concerted practice such as a
price-fixing or market-allocating cartel constitutes a very serious infringement of Community law. It
should be pointed out in this connection that the relevant market is worth EUR 1 billion (at 2000 prices).

Notwithstanding the very serious nature of the infringement, the draft decision has regard to the specific
features of this case, concerning as it does a national market subject at the time of the infringement to the
special rules of the ECSC Treaty, and in which the addressees of the decision accounted, during the initial
phase of the infringement, for a limited share of the relevant market.

The Commission also bore in mind that Riva and Lucchini achieve a turnover which is appreciably
higher than that of the other cartel members. 

The infringement lasted more than 10 and a half years for all the parties except Ferriere Nord, for which
the infringement lasted more than seven years. Consequently, the basic amount of the fine was increased
by 105 % for all the undertakings except Ferriere Nord, for which it was increased by 70 %.

Ferriere Nord had committed these offences before, which is an aggravating circumstance. The amount
of its fine was accordingly increased by 50 %. The Commission considered, however, that, as the only
firm to furnish information which enabled it to better understand the operation of the cartel, Ferriere Nord
qualified for a reduction of the fine, as provided in the leniency notice of 18 July 1996 (in force at the
time of its request).

All the companies have lodged an appeal against the decision before the Court of First Instance (8).

¥8∂ Cases T-27/03 SP, T-45/03 Riva Acciaio SpA, T-46/03 Leali SpA, T-58/03 Acciaierie e Ferriere Leali Luigi SpA (in
liquidation), T-77/03 Feralpi Siderurgica SpA, T-79/03 IRO Industrie Riunite Odolesi SpA, T-94/03 Ferriere Nord SpA,
T-97/03 Ferriera Valsabbia SpA and Valsabbia Investimenti SpA, T-98/03 Alfa Acciai SpA, T-80/03 Lucchini SpA,
pending.
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Food flavour enhancers (Case COMP/E-1/37.671)

On 17 December, the Commission fined Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Japan), Cheil Jedang Corporation (South Korea)
and Daesang Corporation (South Korea) EUR 15.54 million, EUR 2.74 million and EUR 2.28 million
respectively for participating in a price-fixing and customer allocation cartel in nucleotides together with
Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd (Japan). Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd was granted full immunity
from fines because it revealed the cartel’s existence to the Commission and provided decisive evidence on
its operation.

Nucleotide, or nucleic acid, is made from glucose and is used in the food industry to add flavours to
foods. During the infringement, the EEA market for nucleotides was worth around EUR 8 million. 

Following an investigation which started in 1999, the Commission found that Ajinomoto, Cheil Jedang,
Daesang and Takeda Chemical Industries had participated in a worldwide cartel between 1988 and 1998,
through which they had agreed on price targets, implemented price increases, allocated customers and
exchanged information on sales volumes and market shares for nucleotides.

The cartel was implemented through the holding of regular meetings during which the participants
discussed target prices to be fixed and reviewed the implementation of price increases.

Calculation of fines and application of the leniency notice

In fixing the amount of the fines, the Commission took into account the gravity and duration of the
infringement, as well as the existence, as appropriate, of aggravating and/or mitigating circumstances.
The role played by each undertaking was assessed on an individual basis. The 1996 leniency notice was
applied. The Commission also took into account the small size of the EEA market.

All the undertakings concerned were found to have committed a very serious infringement. Within this
category, the undertakings were divided into two groups according to their relative importance in the
market concerned. Further upward adjustments were made in the case of two companies, having regard
to their very large size and hence to their overall resources. All participants committed an infringement of
long duration (in excess of five years).

Application of the leniency notice

As the first application under the leniency notice in the food flavour enhancers cartel was made in 1999,
i.e. before the entry into force of the new notice, the 1996 leniency notice was applied in this case.

Takeda Chemical Industries Ltd was the first undertaking to provide the Commission with decisive
information and it was granted a 100 % reduction in the fine which would otherwise have been imposed.

All other participants cooperated in one way or another with the Commission and were granted
appropriate reductions: Daesang was granted a 50 % reduction. Cheil received a reduction of 40 % and
Ajinomoto was granted a reduction of 30 %. The Commission took into account the fact that — although
it was not the first — Daesang approached the Commission on its own initiative before receiving any
request for information from the Commission.
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Plasterboard (Case COMP/E-1/37.152)

On 27 November, the Commission adopted a decision imposing fines totalling EUR 478 million on
Société Lafarge SA, BPB plc, Gebrüder Knauf Westdeutsche Gipswerke KG and Gyproc Benelux
SA/NV for taking part in a cartel in the plasterboard market. 

Plasterboard is a manufactured product used as a prefabricated construction material consisting of a sheet
of gypsum plaster sandwiched between two sheets of paper or some other material. It is an attractive
product for the building industry and the consumer owing to its technical characteristics (durability, ease
of use, low cost). Plasterboard is widely used in the construction of modern dwellings and in do-it-
yourself work, and is readily identifiable, the name of the companies’ products being commonly used to
designate the product itself (‘gyproc’ in Belgium, ‘placoplâtre’ in France, etc.).

The Commission’s investigation, which it had opened on its own initiative in 1998, revealed that the main
European plasterboard producers had taken part in a secret cartel covering the four main markets of the
European Union (Benelux, Germany, France and the United Kingdom), whereby they had agreed to
restrict competition on these markets in line with their interests, exchanged information on their sales
volumes and informed one another of price increases on the German and UK markets. The Commission
established that BPB, Knauf and Lafarge were involved in the cartel from 1992 to 1998 and were joined
by Gyproc in 1996. 

In 1997 and 1998, the total annual value of these markets was approximately ECU 1 210 million, for a
volume of approximately 692 million m2 in 1997 and 710 million m2 in 1998. The companies involved in
the cartel together accounted for almost all plasterboard sales in the four relevant markets. The value of
those markets is one of the highest in any Commission cartel decision for a decade.

In setting the amount of the fines, the Commission took account of the gravity and duration of the
infringement and of the existence of aggravating and mitigating circumstances. In addition, the
Commission applied its notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases (‘leniency
notice’).

The infringement in this case took the form of a complex, continuous agreement aimed at restricting
competition, comprising various arrangements by which the competitors sought to end the price war and
stabilise the market and carried out exchanges of confidential information over a long period as well as,
in the United Kingdom and even more so in Germany, exchanges of information on certain price increase
initiatives. Such an agreement belongs by its very nature to the category of the most serious
infringements of Article 81(1) of the Treaty.

Within the category of very serious infringements, and in order to take into account the real economic
capacity of the companies concerned to significantly harm competition, the Commission divided the
addressees of its decision into three groups based on their market share in all four relevant markets. In
order to make the fines imposed sufficiently dissuasive, it also increased the starting amount of the fine
imposed on Lafarge by 100 %.

Apart from Gyproc, which committed an infringement of medium duration, all the other companies
which had taken part in the cartel committed an infringement of long duration (more than five years).

As far as BPB and Lafarge are concerned, the Commission viewed as an aggravating circumstance the
fact that both these companies had previously infringed the competition rules. Lafarge was fined in 1994
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in the cement cartel case, and BPB, through its subsidiary BPB De Eendracht, was one of the companies
covered by the cartonboard decision, also in 1994. This means that, at the time when these decisions were
notified to them, the two companies were participating in another restrictive agreement with which they
continued. The fact that they repeated the same type of conduct in a sector other than that for which they
had been punished shows that the first penalty imposed did not prompt them to alter their behaviour. This
aggravating circumstance induced the Commission to increase by 50 % the basic amount of the fine
imposed on these two companies.

The Commission granted Gyproc a 25 % reduction in its fine on the grounds that a number of factors
militated in favour of its situation being regarded as objectively different from that of the other
companies and constituted a mitigating factor. Thus, for a substantial part of the time during which it
participated in the cartel, Gyproc seems to have had difficulty preventing BPB from obtaining and
forwarding information concerning it owing to BPB’s being represented on its board of directors; it was a
constant destabilising element, helping to limit the cartel’s impact on the German market; and it was
absent from the UK market, where the cartel’s manifestations were more frequent.

Lastly, unlike BPB and Gyproc, Knauf and Lafarge did not cooperate with the Commission’s
investigation. According to the leniency notice, the Commission may reduce a fine even in the event of
recidivism, provided the companies cooperate in uncovering the cartel. Pursuant to the notice, BPB and
Gyproc were granted significant reductions in the amount of their fines, namely 30 and 40 % respectively.

All the companies have lodged an appeal against the decision before the Court of First Instance (9).

1.2. Vertical agreements

Nintendo (Cases COMP/C-3/35.587 — 35.706 — 36.321)

On 30 October, the Commission adopted a prohibition decision with fines totalling EUR 167.9 million
addressed to Nintendo Corporation Ltd and Nintendo of Europe GmbH (the ultimate parent company of
the Nintendo group and its main European subsidiary), John Menzies plc, Soc. Rep. Concentra L.DA,
Linea GIG SpA, Nortec SA, Bergsala AB, Itochu Corporation and CD-Contact Data GmbH.

The products covered are game consoles, such as the Game Boy and the N64, and games cartridges
manufactured by Nintendo. Nintendo distributes these products itself in some parts of the EEA and relies
on independent distributors in other parts.

The decision finds that the addressees participated in a single, continuous infringement of Article 81(1) of
the EC Treaty and Article 53(1) of the EEA Agreement by restricting parallel trade in Nintendo’s
consoles and game cartridges throughout the EEA. For the first time, the concept of single, continuous
infringement, often used in ‘traditional’ cartel cases, was applied in a case that was more vertical in
nature.

Besides entering into formal distribution agreements that restricted parallel exports, the parties
collaborated closely to trace the origin of parallel trade and identify parallel traders. Companies that
parallel exported products or resold them to companies that would do so were sanctioned and, as a result,
intra-EEA parallel trade was significantly reduced. Even if the infringement was orchestrated by

¥9∂ Cases T-50/03 Gyproc Benelux NV, T-53/03 BPB plc, T-54/03 Lafarge SA, T-91/03 SGL Carbon AG and Knauf
Westdeutsche Gipswerke KG, pending.
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Nintendo, independent distributors actively and, in most cases, willingly cooperated with Nintendo in the
implementation of the infringement and benefited from it — a reason to fine them also in this case.

The Commission deemed that the addressees committed a very serious infringement of Article 81(1) EC
and Article 53(1) EEA. This determination was made on the basis of the nature of the infringement, its
actual impact on the market and the fact that the infringement affected the EEA as a whole. Given the
large disparities between the different firms involved, groupings were made to reflect the real impact of
the offending conduct of each undertaking on competition. In addition, a multiplying factor was applied
to the starting amount of the fine set for Nintendo, John Menzies plc and Itochu Corporation to ensure a
sufficient deterrent effect in view of the size and overall resources of these addressees.

The duration of the single infringement was from January 1991 until December 1997. However, the
length of participation of each of the individual addressees varied from slightly more than two months in
the case of Nortec SA and CD Contact Data GmbH to six years and 11 months in the case of Nintendo.

Aggravating circumstances for Nintendo were the fact that it was the leader and instigator of the
infringement and that it continued such a manifest infringement after the Commission had started its
investigations — conduct showing that it was particularly determined to continue the infringement in
spite of the risk of fines. This second aggravating circumstance was also applied to John Menzies plc. A
further aggravating circumstance is John Menzies plc’s attempt to mislead the Commission with regard
to the real scope of the infringement in mid-1997 by providing incorrect information in response to a
formal request for information.

The decision also recognises a number of attenuating circumstances. First, Soc. Rep. Concentra L.DA’s
role was considered to be purely passive. Second, account needed to be taken of the fact that John
Menzies and Nintendo, after initially having continued the infringement, finally decided to collaborate
with the Commission’s procedure. In view of the vertical nature of the present infringement, the leniency
notice could not be applied to this cooperation. Nintendo’s and John Menzies plc’s cooperation was none
the less considered an attenuating circumstance. The large reductions in fines that were granted stress the
importance the Commission may attach to cooperation by companies that have infringed EC competition
law even if this was not through participation in a ‘classic’ horizontal cartel to which the leniency notice
applies. Thirdly, account was taken of the fact that Nintendo offered substantial financial compensation to
third parties identified in the statement of objections as having suffered financial harm from the
infringement. The Commission looks favourably on any efforts by companies to repair the damage that
was done and has shown this by reducing Nintendo’s fine to reflect a large part of the financial
compensation that it has given.

The total fine imposed amounted to EUR 167.9 million, of which just over EUR 149 million was
imposed on the main culprit, Nintendo. This is the largest fine ever imposed for a vertical infringement.

1.3. Abuses of dominant positions

See Part One, Section I.B.2.1.

1.4. Article 86(1) of the EC Treaty

See Part One, Section I.B.2.2.
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2. Authorisations

2.1. Horizontal agreements

Financial services

Operational riskdata eXchange (Case COMP/D-1/38.318)

On 25 April, the Commission cleared by comfort letter the creation of an electronic data pool, called
operational riskdata eXchange (ORX), which provides its members (financial institutions) with
operational risk-related loss information in a standardised and anonymous form. The data pool was set up
by a number of globally active banks in response to the Basle Committee’s intention to establish a new
capital adequacy framework for the banking industry (Basle II), aimed at improving the measurement of
operational risks. The objective of ORX is to help improve the management of these risks, with a view to
ultimately lowering the minimum capital requirements for them.

Inreon (Case COMP/D-1/38.031)

Inreon is a business-to-business (B2B) electronic trading platform, created by Swiss Re and Munich Re,
two major players in the reinsurance market, together with two other companies. It is not, however, a
joint venture. The online exchange enables insurers and insurance brokers to obtain bids from reinsurers
on certain risks and conclude reinsurance contracts online. Inreon is the first B2B online exchange in the
field of reinsurance to have been notified to the Commission. Currently, the exchange only offers quotes
for coverage of property risks and catastrophic risks (terrorist risks are not included). A preliminary
investigation of the case revealed possible competition concerns. A negative clearance comfort letter was
issued in May, after the parties had provided the Commission with the assurance that adequate safeguards
had been put in place to prevent the exchange of sensitive commercial information through the exchange
and that the exchange would not enable joint selling. 

Centradia (Case COMP/D-1/38.327)

Centradia is a B2B online trading platform, established by four European banks for the purpose of
offering a range of foreign exchange products to commercial clients of the participating banks. After
Volbroker.com, Centradia is the second online multi-bank FX trading platform to have been notified to
the Commission. Currently, only the four founding banks are participating in Centradia. Taking into
account that the prices of the current range of foreign exchange products on the interbanking market
move constantly and that collusion on prices is not likely to happen, the Commission considered that the
platform in its current form did not raise serious competition problems. A negative clearance letter was
issued on 25 June.

U.DI (Case COMP/D-1/38.422)

After having published a Carlsberg notice, the Commission issued a comfort letter in September to clear
the setting-up of ‘u.di Unterstützungs- und Vorsorgewerk für den Dienstleistungsbereich GmbH’, a joint
venture between DBV-Winterthur Lebensversicherung AG, Volksfürsorge Deutsche Lebensversicherung
AG and BHW Holding AG. Through the joint venture the companies concerned intend to offer insurance
products relating to the various forms of provision of occupational pension schemes in the German
services industry on a uniform basis. The primary reasons for this clearance were (a) the cooperation’s
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limited scope, (b) the parties’ relatively minor market shares in the market segments concerned and
(c) the strong competition from the market leaders in the field of occupational pension schemes.

Zurich-Deutsche Bank (Case COMP/D-1/38.409)

On 25 February, Zurich Financial Services and Deutsche Bank notified a proposed concentration by
which Zurich would acquire sole control of almost the whole of the insurance business of Deutsche Bank
in a number of Member States. This concentration was cleared by the Commission on 26 March. As part
of the whole operation, the parties also concluded a framework cooperation agreement and a number of
local cooperation agreements for the Member States in question, according to which each would offer
marketing services to retail and private customers in relation to some of the other’s financial services
products. These agreements were notified on 12 April. After examination of the notification and the
information subsequently received, the Commission concluded that the cooperation agreements would
not raise any competition concerns. A negative clearance letter was issued on 13 September.

Air transport

Austrian Airlines/Lufthansa (Case COMP/37.730)

On 5 July, the Commission took an exemption decision approving the partnership between Lufthansa and
Austrian Airlines subject to substantive commitments by the parties. The parties envisage building a
lasting alliance by creating an integrated air traffic system which is built on close cooperation in
commercial and operational activities and marketing. The most far-reaching cooperation has been
established for bilateral traffic between Austria and Germany with the conclusion of a ‘neighbourhood
agreement’. This creates a joint venture for traffic between Germany and Austria which includes the
sharing of profits and losses.

As the cooperation agreement raised a number of serious competition concerns, the Commission had sent
the parties a statement of objections in May 2001 in which it announced its intention to prohibit the
agreement. At the time of the notification in 1999, the parties had a combined market share of almost
100 % on most of the bilateral routes between Austria and Germany in terms of both the total number of
flights and total passenger numbers. The Commission was concerned, therefore, that the parties would
eliminate competition on a large part of the Austrian–German air passenger markets. A number of high
market entry barriers, in particular the scarcity of slots at congested airports, would have made it almost
impossible for new entrants to enter the market. Subsequent negotiations with the parties, however, led to
a significant remedy package.

The commitments given by the parties oblige AuA and Lufthansa to make available to new competitors
up to 40 % of the slots they operate on any given route between Austria and Germany. A ‘price-reduction
mechanism’ aims to protect the interests of consumers flying on ‘lighter routes’ in terms of passenger
numbers. Many of these routes are of limited attraction to potential competitors. The parties are therefore
required to apply any price cuts that they introduce on routes which are subject to competition to three
other Austrian-German routes on which they do not face competition. AuA/Lufthansa are further obliged
to allow new entrants to participate in their frequent flyer programmes if they do not have one of their
own. Other commitments relate, for example, to interlining with new entrants — i.e. the ability for
passengers to travel on more than one airline on a given journey based on a single ticket — and to the
conclusion of special prorate agreements with them which are comparable to those agreed with other
alliance carriers. In order to ensure that new entrants are not squeezed out of the market shortly after
entry, the parties are obliged to maintain a frequency freeze during a start-up period of two years. Finally,
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AuA/Lufthansa will have to enter into intermodal agreements in particular with railway companies, to
ensure greater choice and better transport services for consumers. 

The conditions imposed in the decision aim to reduce entry barriers and to encourage intermodal
competition. Given the serious effects the alliance could have on competition, the Commission imposed a
number of new remedies — compared to previous decisions — on the parties, in particular the price
reduction mechanism and the obligation to enter into special prorate agreements and intermodal
agreements. A market test has shown that the remedy package offers new competitors the possibility of
entering the market and of competing effectively.

Despite a dramatic downturn in the air transport market following the terror attacks of 11 September 2001,
the remedies appear to be sufficient to attract newcomers. Airlines have already entered important routes
like Vienna–Frankfurt, Vienna–Munich, Vienna–Berlin and Vienna–Stuttgart. Several low-cost carriers
have entered a number of other routes between Austria and Germany. Most importantly, as a result of the
remedies imposed, an Austrian investment group has created a new regional carrier. This airline started
operations on eight routes between Austria and Germany in March 2003.

SAS/Icelandair (Case COMP/D-2/37.945)

On 7 November, the Commission sent a comfort letter to SAS and Icelandair regarding their cooperation
on certain routes to and from Reykjavik. 

As regards the Reykjavik-Oslo, Reykjavik-Stockholm and Reykjavik-Copenhagen routes, the
Commission took the view that the agreement fell under the prohibition in Article 81(1) of the Treaty but
fulfilled the conditions for exemption. As regards the one-stop routes between Reykjavik and destinations
in the European continent (Reykjavik-Vienna, Reykjavik-Zurich, Reykjavik-Brussels, Reykjavik-
Munich, Reykjavik-Dusseldorf, Reykjavik-Hamburg, Reykjavik-Helsinki and Reykjavik-Gothenburg),
as well as the one-stop routes to/from the US, the Commission took the view that the agreement does not
appreciably restrict competition within the meaning of Article 81(1), in so far as the two parties cannot
operate competing services in an independent manner, having regard to the small number of passengers
and of frequencies on the O&D pairs concerned.

Opodo (Case COMP/D-2/38.006)

Opodo Limited is an online travel agent created by nine of the largest European airlines as a joint venture
which was notified to the Commission in November 2000. Opodo intends to offer its services on a pan-
European basis and has already launched its web site in Germany, the UK and France. As notified, the
joint venture was likely to raise some concerns under Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty. The notifying
parties therefore proposed a set of commitments (10). These commitments, which are monitored by the
Commission, have two main purposes: (a) to prevent the joint venture from being used by its
shareholders as a vehicle to coordinate their competitive behaviour; and (b) to prevent shareholder
airlines from favouring Opodo over other travel agents. The Commission took these commitments into
account as part of its assessment of the joint venture and eventually issued a ‘negative clearance’ type
comfort letter on 18 December (11).

¥10∂ See under Annexes.
¥11∂ For the rejection of a related complaint see ‘TQ3 Travel Solutions GmbH/Opodo Limited’ under heading 3 below.
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Inland transport

European rail shuttle (ERS) (Case COMP/D/38.086)

On 17 April, the Commission decided not to oppose the continuation for another three years of ERS, a
joint venture between Maersk Intermodal BV and P&O Nedlloyd BV that provides scheduled rail
transport services for the movement of containers between a number of deep-sea ports and inland
terminals. The Commission originally approved the joint venture in 1998. The network subsequently
expanded to include the ports of Bremerhaven and Hamburg as well as additional inland terminals in
Germany and new points in Poland and Hungary among other countries.

On the basis of the information available, the conclusion was that, while ERS continued to have the
potential to distort competition, there were countervailing benefits, notably that the expansion of ERS
would further enhance competition in a market which, until relatively recently, had been almost the sole
preserve of the State-owned railways.

Maritime transport

Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement (Case COMP/D-2/37.396)

On 14 November, the Commission adopted a decision granting individual exemption to a revised version
of the Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement (TACA), a grouping of shipping companies which provide
scheduled deep-sea containerised transport between ports in northern Europe and the United States. The
decision came after a lengthy investigation in the course of which the TACA members agreed to make
substantial concessions. 

The agreement that has been cleared is the direct successor to the TACA agreement ruled illegal by the
Commission in a 1998 decision imposing fines totalling EUR 273 million — a record at the time. The
new agreement — commonly known as the ‘Revised TACA’ — brings the activities of the TACA
conference into line with the main guidelines for conference behaviour laid down by the 1998 TACA
decision. 

As a consequence of the 1998 TACA decision and pro-competitive amendments to US shipping
legislation, the members of TACA now operate on a market that is substantially more open and
competitive than was the case four years ago. Furthermore, an explosive growth in the number of
confidential individual contracts between shipping lines and shippers has contributed to an erosion of the
power of the conference. That power has also been reduced by a decline in the market share of the TACA
lines from approximately 60 % at the time of the TACA decision to less than 50 % today.

This substantial increase in the extent and intensity of competition faced by the members of the
conference has been a crucial factor in the Commission’s decision to grant exemption to the Revised
TACA. 

Another important element influencing the Commission’s decision has been the concessions made by the
TACA parties. The parties have agreed to place strict limits on the nature and amount of commercially
sensitive information that can be exchanged between members of the conference. They have also agreed
to submit reports of contract activity, so that the Commission can verify that the exchange of information
between the members of the TACA is not contributing to a decrease in the number of individual
contracts. 
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Finally, the members of TACA have undertaken not to increase prices in conjunction with any temporary
withdrawal of vessel capacity and to provide the Commission with reports allowing the latter to check
that the withdrawal constitutes a strictly proportionate response to a temporary decrease in demand from
transport users. 

Energy

Synergen (Case COMP/E-4/37.732)

The Commission cleared the joint venture agreements between Ireland’s dominant electricity company
ESB and the Norwegian gas company Statoil relating to a power plant in Dublin, Ireland (so-called
Synergen joint venture) on condition that certain commitments — given to the Irish Commission for
Electricity Regulation (CER) — are respected (12). 

In July 2000, ESB and Statoil notified four agreements concerning the construction and operation of the
Synergen power plant (capacity of 400 MW). According to the ‘Partnership Deed’ ESB holds a 70 %
stake in Synergen while Statoil holds the remaining 30 %. According to the ‘Supply Agreement’, a
subsidiary of ESB, ESB Independent Energy Limited (ESBIE), is entrusted with marketing the power
generated by Synergen for 15 years. The ‘Gas Supply Agreement’ provides that Statoil will supply
Synergen with gas for 15 years. The ‘Operation and Maintenance Agreement’ stipulates that ESB will
provide operation and maintenance services to Synergen for 15 years. 

The Commission analysed the competition concerns raised by this case. It found out, amongst other
things, that Statoil had undertaken to leave the marketing of the electricity entirely to ESB.

The Commission established that ESB still holds a dominant position on the Irish markets for ‘electricity
production and sales to wholesalers’ (ESB’s market share 97 %) and for ‘electricity sales to eligible
customers’ (ESB’s market share is 60 %). Whilst the market structure is likely to improve in the years to
come, in particular when Viridian, the Northern Irish electricity company, commissions its new 340 MW
power plant at Huntstown (Ireland), the Commission took the view that Viridian might not develop into
ESB’s fiercest competitor. This is due to the fact that ESB and Viridian are both active in Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland, creating a certain equilibrium of potential competitive threats. 

The companies proposed to address the Commission’s competition concerns in a settlement. The
settlement negotiations were carried out by the CER following discussions with the Commission. The
main elements of the commitments submitted by ESB and Synergen are: (1) ESB and Synergen will
make available 600 MW of electricity per year until additional sources of electricity of 400 MW become
available, of which 300 MW must be produced by a single new plant; (2) the volumes provided by
ESB (400 MW) will be sold under an auction system (so-called VIPP scheme). The Synergen volumes
(200 MW) can be sold on the basis of bilateral contracts running up to three years and, if this fails, by
means of an auction; (3) ESB companies — such as ESBIE — are excluded from the Synergen sales and
cannot buy/sell more electricity than any other competitor in the Irish supply market.

The Commission takes the view that the commitments will facilitate market entry into the Irish electricity
markets. Once Viridian’s power plant at Huntstown is commissioned, suppliers will be able to buy
electricity from at least three different sources: Huntstown, ESB auction and Synergen. New producers
will have the opportunity to build up a customer base for their future power plant. In this respect it was

¥12∂ IP/02/792, 31.5.2002.
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also noted favourably that the duration of the supply contracts for Synergen output (up to three years)
will provide operators with more certainty for medium-term planning and that 600 MW accounts for
approximately 50 % of the electricity demand of all customers currently free to choose a supplier. 

The Commission also cleared the gas supply contract under which Statoil delivers gas to Synergen (30 %
Statoil participation) for 15 years on an exclusive basis. The Commission considered that the Irish gas
market is still dominated by the incumbent gas supplier BGE. The Commission also noted that the
Synergen contract is the first large-scale gas supply contract for Statoil in Ireland, which raises Statoil’s
market share slightly above the so-called de minimis threshold. The contract should also ensure Statoil’s
long-term presence in the Irish gas market. Furthermore, the Commission took into account that Statoil
offered a special price formula for its gas, which it would not have offered had it not been assured long-
term exclusivity.

2.2. Vertical agreements

Consumer electronics

B&W Loudspeakers (Case COMP/C-3/37.709)

In January 2000, B&W Loudspeakers notified a selective distribution system. In December of that year,
the Commission issued a statement of objections because this distribution system contained several
‘hardcore’ restrictions of competition, namely minimum retailer prices and margins (disguised as a
prohibition on ‘bait pricing’(13)), a prohibition on cross supplies to wholesalers and a prohibition on
distant sales, including through the Internet (14). The block exemption provided for in Commission
Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999 on vertical restraints could not apply as such restrictions are contrary to
its Article 4. An individual exemption for such provisions under Article 81(3) is not possible either.

Following the opening of formal proceedings, B&W Loudspeakers decided to modify its agreements.
The restriction on cross supplies and pricing were deleted. 

As regards distant — and in particular Internet — sales, dealers that have already been authorised have in
principle the right to sell products via the Internet, and do not need specific permission to do so. A
manufacturer can, however, impose qualitative service requirements specific to particular sales methods,
such as requirements relating to the design of a dealer’s web site, in order to protect its brand image and
the reputation of its products, in the same way as is possible for window displays or mail order
catalogues.

In this particular case, B&W Loudspeakers did not have any experience of Internet sales and was not able
to define in advance the particular requirements with which its authorised dealers had to comply when
using this sales method. It agreed, however, to forbid dealers from engaging in Internet sales only in
writing and solely on the basis of criteria related to the need to maintain the brand image and reputation
of its products. B&W Loudspeakers will therefore need to develop an explicit policy on Internet sales
that can be monitored if necessary. It was further specified that the criteria must be applied
indiscriminately to all dealers and must not discriminate between sales methods, given that a lack of
advance specification of service requirements for Internet sales must not be abused in order to impose

¥13∂ ‘Bait pricing’ is the practice of offering a certain product at a very attractive price with the aim of attracting customers to
the sales outlet.

¥14∂ See also 2000 Competition Report, point 215.
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requirements that render such sales more difficult than other, more ‘traditional’, sales methods or even
make them impossible.

The case was closed by a comfort letter stating that the agreements could benefit from the block
exemption provided by Commission Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999.

DVD 6 C amended patent licensing programme (Case COMP/C-3/37.506)

On 22 July, the Commission cleared agreements contained in a supplementary notification lodged on
28 February by the members of the 6C DVD patent pool (15). The original agreements had been notified
in May 1999 and cleared by a comfort letter under Article 81(3) on 3 October 2000 (16).

Following the inclusion in the joint licensing programme of several new families of DVD products
(namely, DVD-Audio, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD-R and DVD Video Recording), the originally
notified agreements were modified. 

On the occasion of the supplementary notification, the Commission re-examined the possible anti-
competitive effects of the patent pool and came to the conclusion that anti-competitive effects were
unlikely in any of the three types of market affected, namely a technology market for DVD, a general
market for innovation and several vertically related markets covering video and audio products as well as
the mass replication of optical discs.

In particular, the Commission ascertained that only essential patents were included in the pool and that
pool members would grant individual non-exclusive licences which extend to products irrespective of
their conformity to the DVD standard specifications. In addition, the pool is open to third parties which
acquire (additional) essential patents and the grant-back provision, applicable to all licensees, is limited
to essential patents. Furthermore, (a) a ‘most-favoured-nation’ clause impedes discrimination between
pool members and third parties, as well as amongst third parties, (b) pool members (licensors) have also
taken licences from the pool themselves and (c) the royalties currently due do not appear to represent a
very significant part of the final prices of DVD products. Finally, the licensors have erected firewalls to
protect competitively sensitive information and keep it confidential.

During discussions with the Commission, licensors agreed to offer licensees the opportunity to sign a
side letter limiting the scope of the licence to a specific category of products. Licensees will be able to
learn about the existence of the letter through the 6C DVD web. (17) In addition, expiry dates and the
identity of patent owners have been added to the patent list in the same web.

Financial services

Visa International — Multilateral interchange fee (Case COMP/D-1/29.373)

On 24 July, the Commission adopted a formal decision in the Visa International case, concerning
multilateral interchange fees (MIFs)(18). An MIF is an interbank payment made for each transaction

¥15∂ Current pool members: Hitachi, Ltd; Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd and its subsidiary company Victor Company
of Japan Ltd; Mitsubishi Electric Corporation; Time Warner Inc. and Toshiba Corporation.

¥16∂ 2000 Competition Report, Part Two, Chapter I.A.2.1.2.
¥17∂ http://www.dvd6cla.com
¥18∂ OJ L 318, 22.11.2002.
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carried out with a payment card. In the Visa system, it is paid to the cardholder’s bank by the retailer’s
bank and constitutes a cost for the latter which is normally passed on to retailers as part of the fee they
pay to their bank for each Visa card payment. The default level of the Visa MIF — which applies unless
two banks agree otherwise — is set by the Visa Board and laid down in the Visa International payment
card rules, which had been notified to the Commission.

The decision grants a conditional exemption to certain MIFs of Visa, namely those for cross-border
payment transactions with Visa consumer cards within the European Economic Area. The decision thus
does not apply to MIFs for domestic Visa payments within Member States, nor to MIFs for corporate
Visa cards (that is, cards used by employees for business expenditure).

In September 2000, the Commission had issued a statement of objections concerning Visa’s previous
system of MIFs. However, it was possible to grant an exemption after Visa proposed far-reaching reforms
to its MIF system. The main reforms are as follows:

— First, Visa will reduce the level of its MIFs for the different types of consumer cards. As regards
Visa’s deferred debit card and credit card payments, the weighted average MIF rate will be brought
down in stages, to a level of 0.7 % in 2007. For debit card transactions, Visa will introduce
immediately a flat-rate MIF of EUR 0.28.

— Secondly, the MIF will be capped at the level of costs for certain specific services provided by issuing
banks, which in the Commission’s view correspond to services provided by cardholders’ banks
which benefit those retailers who ultimately pay the cross-border MIF. These services are: transaction
processing, payment guarantee (19) and free funding period (20). The level of costs will be determined
by a cost study, to be carried out by Visa and audited by an independent accountant. This ceiling will
apply regardless of the reductions in the level of the MIF offered by Visa (that is, if the cost cap is
below 0.7 %, then the MIF will have to be below 0.7 %).

— Furthermore, Visa will allow member banks to reveal information about the MIF levels and the
relative percentage of the three cost categories (currently considered business secrets) to retailers at
their request. Retailers are to be informed of this possibility.

The exemption will be valid until 31 December 2007, after which date the Commission will be free to re-
examine the Visa MIF system in the light of the effects of the revised MIF on the market.

The MIF of Visa, inter alia, was the subject of a formal complaint in 1997 by EuroCommerce, a
European organisation of retailers. The complaint has now been rejected, in so far as it concerns the MIFs
exempted by the decision of 24 July 2002.

¥19∂ The term ‘payment guarantee’ is used to describe the promise of the cardholder’s bank to honour payments made by
cardholders, even those which turn out to be fraudulent or for which the cardholder ultimately defaults, on condition that
the retailer undertakes all the necessary security checks. This effectively constitutes a kind of payment insurance for
retailers.

¥20∂ The ‘free funding period’ corresponds to the time period before the cardholder must either pay the card bill or (for credit
cards only) ‘roll over’ the balance of the credit card bill into the extended credit facility, to which a rate of interest is
applied. This ‘free funding period’ is considered by the Commission to benefit retailers in a cross-border context by
stimulating additional sales.
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Energy

WINGAS/EDF Trading (Case COMP/E-4/36.559)

The Commission cleared two gas supply agreements by which UK-based EDF Trading is to deliver a
total of two billion m3 of natural gas per year to the German gas company WINGAS for a total period of
10 years, renewable for a further five years (21). Gas deliveries started in 1998/99. The clearance followed
the commitment of the companies to modify the agreements in respect of the so-called reduction
mechanism. This mechanism leads to a reduction of the volumes bought by WINGAS if and when EDF
Trading sells gas into WINGAS’s main supply territory in Germany.

With respect to the reduction mechanism, the Commission considered that it reduces EDF Trading’s
incentive to sell gas directly to customers located in Germany and restricts competition in an appreciable
manner. The Commission also established that — in the case in point — the reduction mechanism does
not apply if and when EDF Trading sells gas to certain incumbent wholesalers in Germany such as
Ruhrgas, which puts these companies in a favourable position over other wholesalers — most
prominently newcomers — in Germany.

Following discussions between the parties and the Commission, the companies proposed to amend the
contracts. The new mechanism provides that EDF Trading can sell to all wholesalers — incumbents and
newcomers on the German border — and thus creates a level playing field for all market participants at
the wholesale level eliminating the restriction of competition to a degree that was no longer considered
appreciable in the case in point. In the light of this amendment, the Commission cleared the notified gas
supply contracts by means of a comfort letter. 

The Commission also considered that the notified contracts do not prevent WINGAS from buying gas
from other sources. In this respect the Commission established that the volumes supplied under the
contracts correspond to approximately 20 % of WINGAS’s total annual gas purchases, which
corresponds to approximately 2 % of total annual gas consumption in Germany.

3. Rejections of complaints

Huntstown Air Park Ltd and Omega Aviation Services Ltd 
(Case COMP/D-2/37.341)

The Commission decided on 20 March to reject a complaint lodged against Ireland by Huntstown Air
Park Ltd and Omega Aviation Services Ltd, two companies owned by Irish businessmen who own land in
the immediate vicinity of Dublin airport.

The complaint contested a 1997 decision by the Irish Minister for Transport denying the complainants
access to runways at Dublin airport. This decision had been taken in the context of the procedure
followed by the local planning authorities to examine Huntstown Air Park’s application for outline
planning permission to build a second passenger terminal at Dublin airport.

¥21∂ IP/02/1293, 12.9.2002.
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The complaint also involved Aer Rianta, a public undertaking fully owned by the Republic of Ireland and
which operates Dublin airport. It is currently the sole supplier of passenger terminal services at the
airport.

After examination, the Commission rejected allegations that the refusal amounted to an abuse of
dominant position by airport authority Aer Rianta and a breach by Ireland of Article 86(1) EC. The Irish
Minister for Transport at the time found that, from both an airport planning and an economic point of
view, the existing terminal should be developed to its maximum capacity before it would be appropriate
to develop a second terminal. The decision by the Irish planning authorities to refuse Huntstown Air Park
Ltd outline permission to build a second terminal at Dublin airport was based on 10 reasons, including
aeronautical safety, general planning and environmental impact. Without planning permission, any
authorisation of access to runways at Dublin airport given to Huntstown Air Park Limited and Omega
Aviation Services Ltd would have been notional only.

Complaint against FIFA (Case COMP/37.124)

By decision dated 15 April (22), the Commission rejected one of two complaints that had been lodged with
it against the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) rules governing the activity of
players’ agent. It had conducted an in-depth investigation into the rules introduced by FIFA concerning
football players’ agents, who act as intermediaries between the player and the club in the event of a
transfer. The investigation led to a statement of objections being sent to FIFA on 19 October 1999. 

The Commission considered that the FIFA rules amounted to agreements within the meaning of
Article 81 which restricted competition in that they prevented or restricted access to this profession by
persons possessing the requisite skills and qualifications, particularly by requiring payment of a large and
non-interest-bearing deposit. Accordingly, FIFA decided to review the rules in question, adopting new
rules on 10 December 2000 that entered into force on 1 March 2001 and were most recently amended on
3 April 2002.

The criteria contained in the new rules for access to the profession are objective and transparent. The
deposit has been replaced by liability insurance.

Anyone wishing to become a players’ agent has to pass a written examination. This consists of a
multiple-choice test made up of 20 questions, 15 concerning the international rules and five concerning
national rules and civil law (personal law, contract law, powers of attorney). Any candidate obtaining the
minimum number of marks required will pass. The dates for the test and the first 15 questions are the
same throughout the world. 

To obtain a licence, the candidate must then take out professional liability insurance to cover any claims
for compensation from a player or club arising from activities which contravene the principles of these
rules. The agent must also sign a Code of Professional Conduct containing the principles of professional
integrity, transparency, honesty and the fair management of interests, as well as the requirement to keep
accounts. 

Under these circumstances, the Commission believed that FIFA’s aims of extending good practice,
raising professional standards and protecting its members (players and clubs) from unqualified or
unscrupulous agents prevailed over competition considerations. Had they been notified, the rules might

¥22∂ Published on http//europa.eu.int/comm/competition.
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have qualified for exemption under Article 81(3). The Commission therefore decided to reject the
complaint. 

It pointed out, however, that, should it later emerge that these objectives could be achieved without the
FIFA rules because, for example, the Member States regulate the profession or because players’ agents
are able to introduce self-regulation while ensuring a high level of professionalism and integrity, the
Commission might review the rules. 

The complainant has brought an action for annulment (23) before the Court of First Instance.

SETCA+FGTB/FIFA (Case COMP/36.583) and
Sport et libertés/FIFA (Case COMP/36.726) 

On 28 May, the Commission closed its investigation into the FIFA rules on international footballer
transfers by rejecting two remaining complaints relating to the former FIFA rules that were changed
in 2001. 

In response to a number of complaints, the Commission had opened a detailed investigation into FIFA’s
rules on international footballer transfers. This led to a statement of objections being sent to FIFA on
14 December 1998. 

On 5 March 2001, Commissioners Anna Diamantopoulou, Viviane Reding and Mario Monti finalised
discussions with Sepp Blatter, President of FIFA, and the President of UEFA, Lennart Johansson on
international transfers. The outcome was formalised in an exchange of letters between Mr Blatter and
Mr Monti. 

Following the discussions, Mr Blatter submitted a document which sets out the principles for amendment
of the FIFA rules regarding international transfers. The new regulations, including a set of Application
Regulations, were finally adopted by FIFA’s Executive Committee on 5 July 2001 in Buenos Aires.
Moreover, at the end of August 2001, FIFA and FIFPro, the main players’ union, reached an agreement
about FIFPro’s participation in the implementation of FIFA’s new regulations on international transfers of
football players. 

According to the new rules and in case of dispute over their implementation, players may have recourse
to voluntary arbitration or to the national courts. This should therefore mark the end of the Commission’s
involvement in disputes between players, clubs and football organisations.

Following the entry into force of the new rules, three complaints were withdrawn. 

The Commission has now closed the procedure that had been opened by officially rejecting the two
remaining complaints. These complaints focused on the ban on unilateral breaches of contract by a
player, an issue that is now settled in the new FIFA rules. The new rules strike a balance between, on the
one hand, players’ fundamental right to free movement and stability of contracts and, on the other, the
legitimate objective of integrity of the sport and the stability of championships.

The discussions with the football authorities and the rejection of the two complaints have helped to
confirm that EU and national law apply to football, and it is also now understood that EU law is able to

¥23∂ Case T-193/02 X v FIFA.
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take into account the specificity of sport, and in particular to recognise that sport performs an important
social, integrating and cultural function. 

The complainants in question (Syndicat des employés, techniciens et cadres de la Fédération Générale
des travailleurs de Belgique (SETCA-FGTB) and Sports et Libertés) have not appealed to the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg following the rejection of their complaints. 

ENIC/UEFA (Case COMP/37.806) and the UEFA rule on ‘Integrity of the 
UEFA club competitions: independence of clubs’ (Case COMP/37.632)

By decision dated 25 June (24), the Commission rejected ENIC’s complaint against the UEFA rule on
multiple ownership of football clubs entitled ‘Integrity of the UEFA club competitions: independence of
clubs’. It also responded to UEFA’s notification by granting it negative clearance on 5 July.

On 18 February 2000, ENIC plc, an investment company with stakes in six European clubs (Glasgow
Rangers FC in Scotland (25.1 %), FC Basle in Switzerland (50 %), Vicenza Calcio in Italy (99.9 %),
Slavia Prague in the Czech Republic (96.7 %), AEK Athens in Greece (47 %) and Tottenham Hotspur in
England (29.9 %)), lodged a complaint against UEFA, the European football governing body, concerning
its rule on multiple ownership of clubs. Under this rule, which was adopted by UEFA’s Executive
Committee in 1998, two or more clubs participating in a UEFA club competition (Champions League or
UEFA Cup) may not be directly or indirectly controlled by the same entity or managed by the same
person. 

ENIC considered that the rule distorted competition by limiting the opportunities for investment in
European clubs. 

After a detailed investigation, the Commission concluded that, although the UEFA rule was a decision
taken by an association of undertakings and could therefore theoretically be caught by the prohibition in
Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty, it could be justified by the need to protect the integrity of competitions. 

The Commission considers that it is the task of sports organisations to organise and promote their
particular sports, particularly as regards pure sporting rules, such as the number of players that play in a
football team or the size of the goal posts. The Court of Justice has ruled on several occasions that the
economic aspects of sport are subject to EU law, but it also recognises that the special characteristics of
the sector must be taken into account when applying the treaty rules.

In the case of the UEFA multi-ownership rule, the Commission established that the purpose of the rule
was not to distort competition, but to guarantee the integrity of the competitions UEFA organises. The
main purpose of the UEFA rule is to protect the integrity of competitions — in other words, to avoid
situations where the owner of two or more clubs participating in a competition might be tempted to rig
matches. 

In any case, the limitation of the freedom of action of clubs and investors which the rule entails does not
go beyond what is necessary to ensure its legitimate aim, i.e. to protect the uncertainty of the results in
the interest of the public.

¥24∂ Published on http//europa.eu.int/comm/competition.
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This decision makes clear that a rule may fall outside the scope of the competition rules, and of Article 81
EC in particular, despite possible negative economic effects, provided that it does not go beyond what is
necessary to ensure its legitimate aim and that it is applied in a non-discriminatory way.

Meca Medina and Majcen/IOC (Case COMP/38.158)

By decision (25) dated 1 August, the Commission rejected a complaint brought against the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) by two swimmers banned from competitions for doping. The two
complainants had come first and second in the Marathon Swimming World Cup at Salvador de Bahia,
Brazil, on 31 January 1999. They tested positive at the event. Analyses revealed that their bodies contained
higher-than-permitted levels of nandrolone, norandrosterone and norethiocholanolone metabolites.

On 8 August 1999, the doping panel of the Fédération Internationale de Natation Amateur (FINA) banned
them for four years for a first-time contravention of the doping rules. An appeal was lodged against the
decision at the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Lausanne (Switzerland), where it was dismissed in
a ruling on 29 February 2000. The CAS subsequently amended the decision on 23 May 2001, reducing the
ban to two years. One of the swimmers is a member of the Spanish Swimming Federation, which is a
member of FINA. The other is a member of the Slovenian Swimming Federation, which is also a member
of FINA. 

The swimmers believed that the rules adopted by the IOC and FINA regarding the definition of doping,
the threshold for defining the presence of a banned substance in the body as doping and recourse to the
CAS restricted competition within the meaning of Article 81 of the EC Treaty and unjustifiably restricted
the freedom of swimmers to provide services under Article 49 of the Treaty.

The Commission decided that the complaint was unfounded and that the anti-doping rules of the IOC and
FINA and the way in which they were applied did not restrict competition. If such rules drawn up by
sporting organisations are necessary to ensure in a proportionate manner the integrity of sporting events
by providing for effective control of doping, they fall outside the scope of Article 81(1).

In its decision, the Commission noted that the complaint did not contain sufficient details suggesting the
existence of a restrictive agreement between the IOC and third parties or of an abuse of a dominant
position on the part of the IOC. Similarly, the complaint did not contain details that could lead to the
conclusion that a Member State or associated State had infringed Article 49 of the EC Treaty. 

Even if the contested anti-doping rules derive from a restrictive agreement, they are not intended to
restrict competition between economic operators but to combat doping. The fixing of a threshold to take
account of the possible endogenous production of banned substances favours athletes. The penalty for
doping — a ban — has an impact on an athlete’s freedom of action. However, a restriction on freedom of
action is not automatically a restriction on competition within the meaning of Article 81 since the
resulting restrictive effects may be inherent in the pursuit of legitimate objectives that are recognised as
positive in a particular context. 

In this case, the Commission therefore believed that the anti-doping rules in question were closely linked
to the smooth functioning of competition in sport, that they were necessary for the fight against doping to
be effective and that their restrictive effects did not go beyond what was necessary to achieve that
objective. Accordingly, they were not caught by the prohibition under Article 81. 

¥25∂ Published on http//europa.eu.int/comm/competition.
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The two swimmers appealed against the Commission’s decision before the Court of First Instance on
10 October. The application for annulment is registered under No T-313/02.

Banghalter & de Homem Christo/SACEM (Case COMP/C-2/37.219 )

On 6 August, the Commission decided, pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty and Article 9(2)
of Regulation No 17, to reject a complaint lodged by Mr Banghalter and Mr de Homem Christo against
the copyright society SACEM. The complainants are two French composers who founded the group Daft
Punk in 1993.

As regards Article 82, the Commission found that the statutory obligation imposing collective
management of all categories of rights on SACEM members was inequitable and thus constituted an
abuse of a dominant position. However, it also took the view that a statutory amendment introduced by
SACEM terminated the infringement, with SACEM being required to give reasons for any rejection of a
request for exemption from the general collective management rule.

As regards Article 81, the Commission found that individual management of rights by rightholders was
not affected by the agreements on mutual representation between the collective management societies of
different countries.

ADUSBEF/ABI (Case COMP/D-1/38.067)

On 4 October, the Commission rejected a complaint from ADUSBEF, an Italian consumer association,
against the Italian State and the Associazione Bancaria Italiana (Italian Banking Association). The
complaint concerned principally two issues: usury (the charging of excessive interest rates), and
‘anatocism’ (the practice of charging compound debit interest on accounts presenting a negative
balance). The complaint alleged the existence of anti-competitive agreements in these areas, and that
certain Italian laws reinforced these by legalising them. However, the Commission’s investigation found
that there were no agreements or concerted practices between banks, since banks determined
independently their interest rates (although certain non-binding models of standard banking conditions
do exist). Some of the ABI documents allegedly constituting anti-competitive agreements consisted of
circulars providing interpretations of Italian legislation; these documents merely contained the opinion of
the ABI, and thus fell within the functions of a trade association.

PhRMA (Case COMP/D-1/37.988)

On 16 October, the Commission decided not to take action against the French Republic following a
complaint from PhRMA, an association of US pharmaceutical manufacturers. The complaint, based on
Articles 3(g), 10 and 81 of the Treaty, concerned the role of the Comité Economique des Produits de
Santé (CEPS) in setting prices and negotiating quotas for branded pharmaceuticals in France. However,
the Commission considered that CEPS was not an undertaking as its members are all representatives of
State bodies, with undertakings not represented.

TQ3 Travel Solutions GmbH/Opodo Limited (Case COMP/D-2/38.321)

On 9 December, the Commission adopted a decision rejecting a complaint lodged by TQ3 Travel
Solutions GmbH, a German travel agent, against Opodo Limited, an online travel agent created as a joint
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venture by nine of the largest European airlines. This notified joint venture was subsequently cleared by
the Commission (26). As the arguments put forward by the complainant were similar to those raised by
other travel agents in response to the Opodo notification, the Commission took the view that these
concerns would be dealt with in the final package of commitments (27) submitted by the parties and
therefore rejected the complaint.

Cupido Tickets/UEFA (Case COMP/D-3/37.932)

On 13 December, the Commission rejected a complaint from Cupido Tickets, a Dutch company selling
tickets to major sporting and other events. Cupido made a complaint against UEFA for its ticketing
arrangements for the ‘Euro 2000’ European Football Championships. The Commission considered these
ticketing arrangements at the time and sent UEFA a comfort letter on 7 June 2000.

The ground for Cupido’s complaint was that it could not get tickets for the tournament, which it had
intended to resell to the public. Cupido complained that UEFA obliged its members, the national football
associations, to ensure that the tickets it allocated to them were distributed to their own supporters. Whilst
it is clear that this had the effect of preventing Cupido from obtaining Euro 2000 tickets, this was not
contrary to EU competition law.

Because it was UEFA and not its member associations that bore the commercial and investment risk
inherent in selling tickets for the tournament, the Commission took the position that UEFA and its
member associations were in a principal-agent relationship. Therefore, limitations imposed by UEFA on
its member associations regarding the consumers with whom they could deal or the prices at which
tickets should be sold represented a normal exercise of UEFA’s right to determine its commercial sales
strategy. Such limitations did not therefore restrict competition within the meaning of Article 81. 

With regard to Article 82, even if the market was considered to be that for tickets to the Euro 2000
tournament, on which UEFA had a 100 % monopoly, there was no abuse of a dominant position. The rule
that tickets allocated to national associations should go to the supporters of that national team, the
limitation on the number of tickets per person and the non-transferability of tickets were measures that
were not disproportionate to the legitimate objective of ensuring safety at Euro 2000 football matches.

Fred Olsen/Compañía Trasmediterránea (Case COMP/38.376)

On 23 December, the Commission adopted a decision rejecting a complaint lodged by Fred Olsen SA
against the Trasmediterránea shipping company.

The complaint concerned the pricing policy pursued by the public company providing maritime cabotage
services between San Sebastiàn de la Gomera and Los Cristianos de Tenerife and between Santa Cruz de
Tenerife and Agaete on the island of Gran Canaria.

The complainant raised the matter of the dominant position enjoyed by Trasmediterránea due to a public
service contract under which it received substantial sums each year.

Since the facts had occurred several years previously in only one Member State and had not had any
lasting anti-competitive impact or durable effect on the complainant’s market position, the Commission

¥26∂ See ‘Opodo’ under heading 2.1 above.
¥27∂ See under Annexes.
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decided to reject the complaint on grounds of lack of Community interest. The Commission had already
dealt with the aspects involving aid granted by the Spanish State to Trasmediterránea in earlier decisions.

4. Settlements and other procedural closures

Media

German book price fixing agreements: 
Sammelrevers (Case COMP/C-2/34.657); Internetbuchhandel 
(Case COMP/C-2/37.906); Proxis/KNO et al. (Case COMP/C-2/38.019)

The cross-border system of fixed book prices in Germany and Austria was first notified in 1993. The
Commission had objected to the underlying agreements because they infringed Article 81(1) EC and the
conditions for an exemption under Article 81(3) were not fulfilled. As a compromise the publishers
notified in March 2000 a ‘re-nationalised’ book price fixing agreement (‘Sammelrevers’) limited in its
scope to Germany (28). On 10 June 2000, the Commission published a notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of
Regulation No 17 announcing its intention to clear the amended ‘Sammelrevers’ as it was presumed not
to have an appreciable effect on trade between Member States (29).

The Commission had to resume its investigation into the amended ‘Sammelrevers’ following the
submission of two complaints in summer 2000. The first complaint was lodged by the Austrian
bookseller Libro AG and its affiliated Internet branch Lion.cc, which had sold German best-sellers to
German final consumers via the Internet at prices far below the fixed prices (30). The second complaint
was filed by Belgian Internet bookseller Proxis, which planned similar rebate sales in Germany (31). The
complainants alleged infringements of Article 81(1) EC on the part of the Börsenverein des Deutschen
Buchhandels eV, the German publishers’ and book traders’ association, and of German publishers and
booksellers. These were said to have engaged in a concerted embargo aimed at blocking cross-border
Internet trade in cut-price books between foreign Internet booksellers and German final consumers.
There were indications that the presumed concerted embargo was ultimately based on an interpretation
and practical implementation of the ‘Sammelrevers’ which continued to affect trade between Member
States appreciably. Prosecution of the suspected concerted practice therefore also implied a challenge to
the amended ‘Sammelrevers’.

The investigation resulted in the issuing of a statement of objections on 19 July 2001 (32). It was followed
by a hearing on 30 November 2001 with the participation of the Börsenverein, the publisher
Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH and the wholesaler Koch, Neff & Oetinger GmbH. Subsequent to
intense talks with the Commission’s departments the aforementioned parties offered a commitment
(‘undertaking’(33)) on 20/21 March. As a result, the Commission, with the agreement of the complainants,
announced on the same day that it would no longer pursue proceedings (34). On 17 April, the Commission

¥28∂ Case COMP/C-2/34.657.
¥29∂ OJ C 162, 10.6.2000.
¥30∂ Case COMP/C-2/37.906 — Internetbuchhandel.
¥31∂ Case COMP/C-2/38.019 — Proxis/KNO et al.
¥32∂ Press release IP/01/1035, 19.7.2001.
¥33∂ See under Annexes.
¥34∂ Press release IP/02/461, 22.3.2002.
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granted a negative clearance comfort letter for the amended ‘Sammelrevers’ — based on the lack of
appreciable effect on trade between Member States — as interpreted in the light of the commitment.

The commitment guarantees the freedom of direct cross-border selling by foreign traders of German
language books to final consumers in Germany, in particular via the Internet, including the freedom to
provide ancillary services, such as cross-border advertising. This enables consumers to benefit fully from
lower prices and other advantages offered by new marketing technologies, such as cross-border Internet
book trade (e-commerce).

Moreover, the commitment promotes legal certainty by enumerating and narrowly defining situations in
which cross-border selling of books to German final consumers is to be considered a circumvention of
the ‘Sammelrevers’ and can therefore exceptionally be prevented and sanctioned by the parties to the
price-fixing system. The concept of circumvention essentially presupposes that a bookseller bound by the
‘Sammelrevers’ takes the initiative of circumventing the fixed price. As an exception, this concept is
subject to strict interpretation and the burden of proof rests with the parties invoking circumvention.

The ‘undertaking’ exclusively refers to the inapplicability of Article 81(1) EC. More specifically, the
‘Sammelrevers’, as long as it is interpreted and applied in conformity with this undertaking and the
Commission notice of 10 June 2000 pursuant to Article 19(3) of Regulation No 17, does not appreciably
affect trade between Member States within the meaning of Article 81(1) EC. On the other hand, the
‘undertaking’ has no bearing on the interpretation of national book price-fixing systems in the light of EC
law as a whole, in particular, the free movement of goods and services as well as the freedom of
establishment. Finally, the undertaking’s validity in time is limited until the entry into force of a German
law on fixed book prices (scheduled for 1 October) or comparable State measures replacing the
contractual price-fixing system.

Information industries

Stonesoft/Check Point (Case COMP/C-3/38.168)

On 24 May, following receipt of a formal undertaking from Check Point Software Technologies Ltd, the
Commission closed an investigation it had initiated in response to a complaint by Stonesoft Corporation.

Stonesoft, a Finnish software company, alleged that Check Point, an Israel-based producer of firewall and
virtual private network (VPN) software, had told some of its distributors and resellers that if they
attempted to sell Stonesoft’s competing firewall/VPN product they would no longer be supplied with
Check Point’s own product. Firewall/VPN software is used to prevent unauthorised external access to
internal computer networks, and to provide data encryption in public computer networks.

Following an extensive market investigation, the Commission was concerned that Check Point might
hold a dominant position in the market for firewall/VPN software, and that some of its actions were
having a negative foreclosure effect on the market for firewall/VPN software in violation of EU
competition rules. Following negotiations between the Commission and Check Point, the Commission
accepted a formal commitment from Check Point which addressed the Commission’s concerns. More
particularly, Check Point:

(i) confirmed that it would not place undue or unacceptable pressure on its distributors and resellers
regarding their independent decision whether or not to sell competing products;
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(ii) confirmed to its distributors and resellers that it would not condition the supply of its products, or the
terms and conditions of supply of its products, on whether or not its distributors and resellers stock,
market and sell competing products; 

(iii) ensured that its sales and other relevant personnel were informed about EU competition rules and
that they understood the requirement to comply with those laws in their business dealings.

As a result of Check Point’s commitment, Stonesoft’s complaint was withdrawn and the Commission
closed the case file. Nevertheless, the Commission will continue to monitor developments in this market
in order to ensure that the terms of the commitment are respected.

AllVoice/IBM (Case COMP/C-3/36.824)

In June, the Commission closed an investigation triggered by a complaint from AllVoice Computing plc
(AllVoice) against International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), after the latter agreed to modify
its licensing terms. 

AllVoice is a British firm that develops and sells voice recognition software. Voice recognition software is
a technology which enables a computer to recognise spoken words and transcribe them into written text.
In its complaint AllVoice alleged that IBM had a dominant position on the market for the licensing of
general-purpose dictation speech recognition engines and was abusing that position in a number of ways,
particularly through unfair licensing terms.

Both IBM and AllVoice sell end products (i.e. a dictation speech recognition engine plus a speech
application program), but AllVoice only makes application programs, so that it needs a licence for its
speech recognition engine. Besides IBM, there were a few other suppliers of speech recognition engines.

Following careful analysis of the complaint, the Commission’s departments sent a warning letter on
June 2001 to IBM expressing concern that IBM might be dominant on the engine licensing market and
that some of its licensing terms might be abusive within the meaning of Article 82 EC.

The Commission’s concerns were based on the fact that IBM retained the right to terminate the speech
recognition licence if AllVoice were to initiate proceedings against IBM or any of its customers for
infringement of AllVoice’s speech recognition patents. IBM also imposed on AllVoice a requirement to
add value to the licensed technology at least equivalent to the value of that licensed technology, with the
possible consequence that such a requirement might result in resale price maintenance.

In its reply, IBM maintained that it was not dominant on the relevant product market and that, in any
event, these clauses were not anti-competitive. However, following negotiations between it and the
Commission, IBM proposed to modify the relevant clauses.

IBM’s right to terminate the licence is now limited to situations where AllVoice challenges IBM’s engine
on the basis that it infringes AllVoice’s patents. AllVoice could nevertheless challenge IBM’s intellectual
property rights on any other ground without fearing termination of its contract. This is in fact a more
narrowly tailored clause than the Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulation would allow. 

According to IBM, the purpose of the value-add provision was to ensure that the application program
meets a certain quality and that it adds ‘usefulness’ to the end package. IBM changed the wording of the
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provision so that it now refers to functionality, product differentiation, creation of new marketing
opportunities, or integration in other products.

The modified clauses do not infringe the EU competition rules any more. As a result of IBM’s
modifications and a settlement between the parties for the past, AllVoice withdrew its complaint and the
Commission closed the file.

Energy

United Kingdom–Belgium gas interconnector (Case COMP/E-4/38.075)

In several documents, the Commission has highlighted the importance of functioning interconnectors in
order to enable import competition in gas and electricity markets so as to improve the supply conditions
on these markets. 

In that context, the Commission conducted an own-initiative investigation into the operation of the gas
interconnector linking the UK gas network with those of continental Europe, which is run by a company
called Interconnector UK Ltd. The agreements relating to the operation of the pipeline and its marketing
arrangements were notified to the Commission in 1995 and cleared by way of a comfort letter (35). In
January 2001, the UK Department of Trade and Industry raised concerns about the fact that, at the
beginning of that month, the flows on the interconnector changed from reverse flow (imports into the
UK) to forward flow (exports to the Continent) and did not reverse back before the end of that same
month, although UK prices were higher than on the Continent. This led the Commission to check
whether any anti-competitive behaviour could help explain the UK price increases. The Commission
more particularly investigated whether any rules adopted within IUK and/or any behaviour of the
16 shippers holding capacity rights could constitute an infringement of antitrust rules. The analysis
focused on three aspects: (1) whether it could be established that IUK shippers had colluded in order to
influence the flow direction of the interconnector; (2) whether the technicalities allegedly necessary for a
proper functioning of the interconnector justify the rigidities in the applicable procedures; and
(3) whether Belgian company Distrigas has, alone or with the help of other shippers, profited from its
capacity as the Belgian transmission system operator in order to put the interconnector into reverse. 

As far as the first issue is concerned, it would appear that gas producers owning interconnector capacity
did not collectively have any influence over the flow reversal at issue. In regard to technicalities, the
Commission identified a series of rigidities within the rules governing the interconnector which restrict
shippers’ ability to transfer capacity to third parties. However, on 30 November 2001, the IUK shippers
agreed on more flexible interconnector rules. Moreover, IUK increased the transparency of its operations
by announcing flow reversals in advance. If properly implemented, the new rules should guarantee a
sufficiently level playing field. Finally, the Commission confirmed the influential role played by Distrigas
in the flow reversal of January 2001. However, it found no evidence of antitrust infringements or any
indications that Distrigas had opposed the transport of gas from the Continent to the UK (36). 

¥35∂ 1995 Competition Report, point 82.
¥36∂ IP/02/401, 13.2.2002.
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GFU (Case COMP/E-1/36.072)

On 17 July, the Commission closed its proceeding relating to the Norwegian GFU scheme (37). The GFU
case concerned joint sales of Norwegian natural gas through a single seller, the GFU (Gas Negotiation
Committee), since at least 1989. The GFU was composed of two permanent members, Statoil and Norsk
Hydro, Norway’s largest gas producers, and was occasionally extended to certain other Norwegian gas
producers. The main task of the GFU was to negotiate the terms of all supply contracts with buyers
located, inter alia, in the EU on behalf of all natural gas producers in Norway. In this respect the
Commission established that Norway is the third-largest non-EU country supplying gas to the EU,
accounting for approximately 10 % of all gas consumed in the EU.

In June and July 2001, the Commission initiated formal proceedings against approximately 30 Norwegian
gas companies, arguing that the GFU scheme was incompatible with European competition law (38). At a
hearing in December 2001, the gas companies concerned as well as the Norwegian Government claimed
that European competition law should not be applied, since the GFU scheme had been discontinued for
sales to the European Economic Area (EEA) as of June 2001 following the adoption of a Royal Decree by
the Norwegian Government. They also argued that European competition law could not be applied since the
Norwegian gas producers had been compelled by the Norwegian Government to sell through the GFU
system established by the Norwegian Government itself. 

Following the hearing and while reserving their respective legal positions, the Norwegian gas producers
and the Commission explored the possibilities for a settlement. A distinction was made between (1) the
permanent members of the GFU (Statoil and Norsk Hydro), (2) six groups of companies actually selling
Norwegian gas through contracts negotiated by the GFU (ExxonMobil, Shell, TotalFinaElf, Conoco,
Fortum and Agip) and (3) all other Norwegian gas producers in respect of which formal proceedings had
been opened. The companies mentioned under (1) and (2) submitted commitments to the Commission
with the view to settling the GFU case. On the basis of these commitments, the Commission decided to
close the case in respect of all the companies concerned.

The settlement consisted of two main elements, namely (1) the discontinuation of all joint marketing and
sales activities unless these are compatible with European competition law (for existing supply
relationships this requires individual negotiations when contracts come up for review) and (2) the
reservation of certain gas volumes for new customers who in the past have not bought gas from
Norwegian gas producers (this part of the commitment was only given by Statoil — 13 BCM — and
Norsk Hydro — 2.2 BCM, is valid for the period from June 2001 to September 2005 and will be
monitored by external auditors). 

When accepting the commitments on the volumes for new customers, the Commission noted that a
significant number of European customers (most prominently large industrial users, electricity producers
and new trading houses) were known to be actively looking for alternative sources of supply. The
commitment will thus facilitate the establishment of new supply relationships. This should also help
improve the European market structure, which is still characterised by dominant suppliers in almost all
national markets. Most of these dominant suppliers are already customers of the Norwegian gas
companies and have bought significant gas volumes under long-term contracts that still have many years
to run. Amendments to these contracts are possible within the framework of price reviews.

¥37∂ IP/02/1084, 17.7.2002.
¥38∂ IP/01/830, 13.6.2001.
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Finally, and although not forming part of the GFU case, Statoil and Norsk Hydro confirmed that they
would not introduce territorial sales restrictions and/or use restrictions in their gas supply contracts. Both
types of clause are considered incompatible with European competition law as they prevent the creation
of a single market, but are considered necessary by certain market operators. The Commission welcomed
Statoil’s and Norsk Hydro’s position as it demonstrates that gas can indeed be marketed in the European
Union without these anti-competitive clauses. 

The commitments submitted by the Norwegian producers ensure that European gas purchasers will have
a choice between gas suppliers from Norway. This — as well as the commitment to make available
certain volumes for new customers — will facilitate the establishment of new supply relationships.

In order for European customers to effectively benefit from the new choices, it must now be ensured that
Norwegian gas can be transported through European gas pipelines without any artificial obstacles. When
closing the GFU case, the Commission therefore underlined once again (39) that it would pursue with
vigour any refusals to grant access to European pipelines. 

Territorial restrictions — Nigeria LNG Limited (Case COMP/E-4/37.811)

In the territorial sales restriction case relating to the European gas market, a landmark agreement was
reached with the Nigerian gas company Nigeria LNG Ltd (NLNG) (40). NLNG agreed to delete a clause
preventing one of its European customers from reselling gas outside its national borders (territorial sales
restrictions or destination clause). The company also undertook not to introduce this clause or any use
restrictions in its future contracts with European companies. Finally, the company confirmed that its
existing contracts did not contain any profit-splitting mechanisms (PSM) and that it would not include
them in new contracts. 

Use restrictions are clauses preventing the buyer from using the gas for purposes other than those agreed
upon. Profit-splitting mechanisms are clauses obliging the buyer to pass on to the producer a share of the
profits made when reselling the gas outside its national borders or when the gas is resold to a customer
using the gas for a different purpose than that agreed upon. All of the above clauses, territorial sales
restrictions, use restrictions and profit-splitting mechanisms violate European Union competition rules. 

The investigation of suspected territorial sales restrictions in gas supply contracts between non-EU
producers and European companies had been on the Commission’s agenda for some time. The
investigation related to the Nigerian company NLNG, the Russian company Gazprom and the Algerian
company Sonatrach, which together account for a very large proportion of gas imported into and
consumed in the EU. The Commission considers that territorial sales restrictions are a serious breach of
European competition law as they prevent cross-border trade and undermine the ongoing creation of a
single European gas market. The same applies to use restrictions and profit-splitting mechanisms.

NLNG is the second-largest supplier of liquefied natural gas (LNG) in Europe with approximately five
billion cubic metres of gas shipped every year to customers in Italy, Spain, France and Portugal. The
investigation showed that only one of the many European contracts entered into by NLNG contained a
territorial sales restriction, from which NLNG has agreed to release its customer. This means that once
the gas is delivered and paid for, the buyer is free to resell the gas to customers located in any EU
Member State. This approach is fully compatible with European competition law.

¥39∂ IP/01/1170, 2.8.2001.
¥40∂ IP/02/1869, 12.12.2002.
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The Commission welcomes the clarifications given by NLNG as they demonstrate that non-EU gas
producers can successfully market their gas in the Union without making use of these anti-competitive
clauses.

Air transport

The proposed British Airways–American Airlines alliance 
(Case COMP/38.147)

In August 2001, the Commission, the UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) and the US Department of
Transportation (DoT) were informed of the intention of British Airways (BA) and American Airlines
(AA) to deepen their bilateral alliance on transatlantic routes. This proposed alliance included profit-
sharing, code sharing, joint marketing and schedule coordination. As a result of these arrangements, BA
and AA would have ceased to compete against each other.

In the light of the procedural constraints at Commission level (41) and the full competence of the OFT to
investigate and make decisions in respect of such agreements (42), the Competition DG and the OFT
investigated the BA/AA alliance in parallel. From the start, both authorities decided to work very closely
together. Notices inviting comments on the alliance were published on the same day and identical
questionnaires were sent out to competitors, travel agents and corporate customers. Joint meetings were
also held with the notifying parties as well as with third parties. As a result of this close cooperation, both
competition authorities were able to reach a common understanding of the benefits arising from the
alliance, the possible competition concerns and the remedies that might have been needed to address
these.

On 25 January 2002, the US DoT tentatively granted BA/AA’s application for antitrust immunity subject
to the divestiture of 224 weekly slots at London’s Heathrow airport. The parties considered this too high
a price and decided to abandon their planned alliance. On 21 February, the parties officially confirmed
that their alliance agreements were terminated and that they consequently wished to withdraw their
notification under the UK enforcement regulations. As a consequence, the Competition DG decided to
close the procedure it had opened in this case.

The alliances between KLM/NorthWest (Case COMP/D2/36.111) 
and between Lufthansa/SAS/Unites Airlines (Case COMP/D2/36.201)

On 28 October, the Commission decided to close its investigations under Article 85 (ex 89) of the Treaty
into two transatlantic aviation alliances, that is, the alliance between KLM and NorthWest (Wings) on the
one hand, and the alliance between Lufthansa, SAS and United Airlines (STAR Alliance) on the
other (43). In the latter case, the Commission’s decision was based on certain commitments which were
proposed by the parties, addressing the Commission’s concerns about reduced competition on a number
of routes between Frankfurt and certain US destinations. The Commission also took account of a
declaration by the German Government, meant to lift possible regulatory entry barriers on the routes
concerned. In the case of KLM/NorthWest no remedies were held necessary. 

¥41∂ Council Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87 (OJ L 374, 31.12.1987), which lays down the procedure for the application of the
rules on competition to undertakings in the air transport sector, only covers air transport between EEA airports.

¥42∂ Pursuant to the EC Competition Law (Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement Regulations 2001, as amended by the EC
Competition Law (Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement (Amendment) Regulations 2002. 

¥43∂ Notices published in OJ C 264, 30.10.2002; press release IP/02/1569, 29.10.2002.
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In its investigation, the Commission came to the conclusion that both transatlantic aviation alliances
restricted competition within the meaning of Article 81 of the Treaty on certain city pairs where the
parties were prior to the alliance either actual or potential competitors and where they held substantial
combined market shares, even when accepting a certain substitutability between direct and indirect
flights on the transatlantic routes concerned.

Although the Commission accepted that the alliances brought benefits in terms of increased frequencies
and reduced fares to the advantage of consumers and that these benefits were unlikely to be achieved by
less restrictive alternatives, it identified in the case of LH/SAS/UA a risk that the alliance would eliminate
competition on certain routes from Frankfurt to the US because of the existence of market entry barriers.
These barriers were both of a regulatory nature (government price control on indirect services) and of a
commercial nature (slot constraints at Frankfurt airport). 

In order to meet the identified competition concerns, the parties proposed certain commitments. In
essence, they offered to surrender slots at Frankfurt airport to allow new air services (either direct or
indirect) on the routes concerned. They offered to surrender sufficient slots to allow two additional daily
competing air services on the Frankfurt–Washington route and one additional daily competing air service
on each of the other three routes. In addition, new entrants using the slots, if they operated a non-stop
service, would be admitted to the parties’ frequent flyer programme and be offered interlining facilities.
Moreover, the parties would not participate in that part of the IATA tariff conference which concerned
services on the routes in question.

The Commission considered that, on the basis of these proposed commitments and the declaration by the
German Government, the alliance could be said to fulfil the cumulative conditions of Article 81(3) of the
Treaty and could be accepted. The proposed commitments and the declaration by the German Government
address possible entry barriers for competitors and thereby avoid the risk of elimination of competition.

As regards the KLM/NW alliance, no substantial market entry barriers were identified and therefore no
specific remedies were held necessary.

The bmi British Midland/United Airlines alliance (Case COMP/D2/38.234)

In November, the UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) adopted a formal decision granting an individual
exemption under Article 81(3) of the Treaty to the alliance between bmi British Midland and its US
partner United Airlines, both members of the global STAR alliance (44). As a result, the Competition DG
decided to close its investigation under the EU competition rules in relation to this alliance. In this case,
the Commission did not launch formal proceedings but cooperated actively with the OFT.

British Midland Airways Limited and United Airlines, Inc. entered into an alliance expansion agreement
on 5 September 2001. On 13 December 2001, the parties formally notified the agreement to the OFT under
the enforcement regulations. The parties did not formally make a parallel notification of the agreement to
the European Commission, although the parties supplied the Commission with a copy of the agreement
and with all subsequent information supplied to the OFT. The Commission conducted a parallel informal
investigation (45). In its decision of 1 November 2002, the OFT concluded that the alliance agreement, if
implemented, would infringe Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty as it would have the effect of appreciably

¥44∂ The OFT’s decision was made under the EC Competition Law (Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement Regulations 2001, as
amended by the EC Competition Law (Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement (Amendment) Regulations 2002 (the
enforcement regulations).

¥45∂ See notice published in the Official Journal (OJ C 367, 21.12.2001). 
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preventing, restricting or distorting competition in relation to the scheduled air transport of passengers, but
that the requirements for individual exemption under Article 81(3) were also met. The OFT therefore
decided to grant the agreement an exemption from the prohibition in Article 81 of the EC Treaty.

For procedural reasons, it was decided that the OFT should take the lead in this case, using its powers under
the enforcement regulations (46), although the formal exemption decision adopted on 1 November 2002 was
developed jointly with the Commission. The Commission agrees with the competition assessment set out
in the decision, which is consistent with the approach taken by the Commission in other airline alliance
cases. It is another good example of effective and fruitful cooperation between the Commission and a
national competition authority, in advance of modernisation of the EC competition rules.

The bmi/United alliance case is the first time that the Commission and the OFT have completed a
competition investigation together, through all stages of the enforcement procedure. As a result of this
close cooperation, the competition authorities were able to formulate a joint competition assessment and
reach fully shared conclusions. Therefore the Commission fully concurs in the analysis and conclusions
set out in the OFT’s formal exemption decision. The early and coordinated cooperation between the two
competent competition authorities enabled any enforcement or policy problems to be avoided. It was
therefore not necessary for the Commission to open a formal investigation in this matter.

Cartels

Carlsberg and Heineken (Case COMP/F-3/37.851)

On 4 November, the Commission closed its investigation into an alleged market-sharing agreement
between Danish brewer Carlsberg and Dutch brewer Heineken (47).

5. Intermediate procedural steps 

Air France/Alitalia (Case COMP/D-2/38.284)

On 1 July, the Commission sent a letter of serious doubts to Air France and to Alitalia in connection with
their cooperation on certain routes between France and Italy.

In November 2001, Air France and Alitalia had notified to the Commission a number of cooperation
agreements and requested an exemption under Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87. The agreements pursue the
double aim of integrating Alitalia into the worldwide SkyTeam alliance and of building a far-reaching,
long-term strategic bilateral alliance based on close cooperation between the parties. The agreements aim
at interconnecting the two airlines’ respective hubs at Paris-Charles de Gaulle, Rome Fiumicino and
Milan Malpensa.

On 8 May, the Commission published a summary of the cooperation agreements in the Official Journal,
giving third parties the opportunity to submit their views. Under Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87, the

¥46∂ It should be recalled that Council Regulation 3975/87, which lays down detailed rules for the application of Articles 81
and 82, only relates to air transport between Community airports. However, the OFT has powers under the enforcement
regulations to make a decision on the application of Articles 81 and 82 in relation to (inter alia) air transport between
Member States and third countries. In the absence of such powers, the Commission would have had to investigate the
alliance using its powers under Article 85, under which it would only have been able to propose measures to be taken to
bring infringements to an end. 

¥47∂ For details, see Part One, points 43 et seq. 
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publication of the summary triggers a 90-day period within which the Commission must decide whether
to raise serious doubts or not. If it does not raise serious doubts, the agreement is automatically exempted
for a period of six years from the date of publication.

The cooperation agreements as they currently stand would significantly restrict competition between Air
France and Alitalia, because the parties would agree on passenger capacity, flight frequencies and prices
to be charged on flights between France and Italy. The agreements also include code sharing, sharing of
earnings and the pooling of frequent-flyer programmes. Air France and Alitalia together would control
almost all traffic on a number of routes between the two countries, including Paris–Rome, Paris–Milan
and Paris–Venice, where the two airlines have very high market shares. The pooling of forces between
the two flag carriers will also make it difficult for third parties to enter the routes concerned in the future
or, where third airlines operate, to maintain their operations.

While the Commission’s departments are satisfied that the alliance could contribute to technical and
economic progress, given the improvements in connectivity and the cost savings and synergies achieved
by the parties, the agreements would significantly reduce competition on key routes between France and
Italy, which would be against the interests of passengers on these routes. The Commission therefore
decided to send the parties a letter of serious doubts before the expiry of the 90-day deadline, informing
them that there are indeed competition concerns and that an antitrust exemption cannot be granted at this
stage of the procedure. This does not prejudge the outcome of the procedure.

6. Summary of judgments made by the Community courts

Pre-insulated pipes cartel

On 20 March, the Court of First Instance delivered a series of judgments (48) on appeal against the
Commission’s decision in the pre-insulated (or district heating) pipes cartel case (49). While the Court
largely upheld the Commission’s decision, it reduced the fines imposed on certain undertakings on
different accounts and found, in particular, that two entities of the group targeted could not be held liable
for the infringement established by the Commission given, in particular, that they were created after the
infringement was terminated. However, the Court confirmed the legality of the Commission’s fining
policy in general, and more specifically of the Commission guidelines on fines (50). It held in particular
that the Commission is entitled to raise the general level of fines, within the limits laid down in
Regulation 17, if that is necessary to ensure the implementation of Community competition policy. 

M6 (Eurovision)

On 8 October (51), the Court of First Instance (CFI) annulled the Commission’s exemption decision of
10 May 2000 in the Eurovision case (52). 

¥48∂ Cases T-9/99 HFB Holding für Fernwärmetechnik, Isoplus Fernwärmetechnik, T-15/99 Brugg Rohrsysteme GmbH,
T-16/99 Lögstör Rör (Deutschland) GmbH, T-17/99 KE Kelit Kunststoffwerk GmbH, T-21/99 Dansk Rorindustrie A/S,
T23/99 LR af 1998 A/S (formerly Løgstør Rør A/S), T-28/99 Sigma Tecnologie di rivestiment Srl, T-31/99 ABB Asea
Brown Boveri Ltd.

¥49∂ Case COMP/35.691.
¥50∂ OJ C 9, 14.1.1998.
¥51∂ Joined Cases T-185/00, T-216/00, T-299/00 and T-300/00 Métropole télévision and others v Commission. 
¥52∂ Case IV/32.150 — Eurovision (OJ L 151, 24.6.2000).
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In its decision, the Commission had granted an exemption pursuant to Article 81(3) EC to the Eurovision
system, that is, to the rules within the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) which govern:

(a) the joint acquisition of sport television rights; 

(b) the sharing of jointly acquired sport television rights; 

(c) the exchange of the signal for sporting events; and 

(d) the contractual access to Eurovision sports rights for third parties (the sub-licensing scheme). 

The exemption was based on the fact that the Eurovision system permitted better broadcasting of sports events
by a large number of broadcasters by ensuring maximum coverage of these events. Moreover, the decision
emphasised that the EBU actually held a rather limited portfolio of rights that had decreased significantly
under the competitive pressure of powerful private operators. However, while acknowledging a risk of
elimination of competition on the market for the acquisition of rights to major international sports events,
which could constitute a separate market on its own, the decision discounted this risk in the light of the sub-
licensing scheme, which was supposed to give third parties access to jointly acquired Eurovision rights.

The CFI first considered the structure of the markets in question and the restrictions on competition
resulting from the Eurovision rules. It accepted the Commission’s view that there is no need to define the
relevant markets precisely, as long as the Commission’s assessment of the exemption conditions of
Article 81(3) EC are based on the narrowest possible definition of the market for certain international
sports events, such as the Olympic Games.

According to the CFI, the Eurovision system leads to two types of restrictions of competition:

— first, joint acquisition and sharing of television rights to sporting events and the exchange of the
signal restricts or even eliminates competition among EBU members which are competitors on both
the upstream and the downstream markets;

— second, the system leads to a foreclosure effect with regard to third parties. Since the sports rights are
generally sold on an exclusive basis, non-EBU members are refused access to them.

With respect to the joint purchase of broadcasting rights to sports events, the CFI held that this does not,
in itself, constitute a restriction of competition, but the exercise of those rights in a specific legal and
economic context may none the less lead to such a restriction. The CFI concluded that in this case such a
restriction existed because of the structure of the market, the market position of the EBU and the degree
of vertical integration of the EBU and its members.

The CFI then considered whether the foreclosure of third parties resulting from the Eurovision system could
be remedied by the sub-licensing scheme so as to avoid the risk of an elimination of competition. The CFI
found that, even if it should be necessary — for reasons related to the exclusivity of transmission rights for
sports events and to the safeguarding of their economic value — that EBU members reserve live
transmissions of programmes acquired via Eurovision for themselves, none of these reasons could justify
the extension of this reservation to all competitions of one and the same event, even though EBU members
had no intention to transmit all these competitions live. As a result, the CFI held that both the rules and the
operation of the scheme failed to provide competitors of the EBU members with an opportunity to obtain
sub-licences for the live broadcast of unused Eurovision rights. According to the CFI, the system in reality
only allowed the transmission of sporting competition round-ups under very restrictive conditions.
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Consequently, the CFI found that the Commission was wrong to conclude that the sub-licensing scheme
compensated for the restrictions of competition in respect of third parties even on the market for the
acquisition of rights to major international sports events.

Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij and others (PVC II)

On 15 October, the Court of Justice upheld in substance (53) the judgment delivered by the Court of First
Instance on appeal against the decision which the Commission had re-adopted in the course of proceedings
relating to the polyvinylchloride cartel (PVC II decision (54)). The Court thereby confirmed that neither the
principle of res judicata nor that of non bis in idem preclude the Commission from re-adopting a decision
which was previously annulled by the Courts on purely formal grounds. Furthermore, such an annulment
does not affect those preparatory acts (such as, for example, a statement of objections or a hearing) which
have been taken prior to the point in time at which the illegality affecting the (annulled) decision occurred.
Such acts therefore do not need to be repeated in order to enable the Commission to take a fresh decision
which meets the requisite legal standards. As to the reasons underlying fines, the Court stated that the
Commission is not obliged to explain in detail its calculation and that the Court of First Instance’s
suggestion in this respect is nothing more than the confirmation of an option for the Commission to go
beyond what is a mandatory statement of reasons. As regards time limitation of the Commission’s ability to
impose fines for infringements of competition law, the Court further held that an action brought against a
final Commission decision imposing penalties suspends the limitation period in proceedings pending
delivery by the Community judicature of a final ruling on that action.

Roquette Frères

On 22 October, the Court of Justice gave an important preliminary ruling on the scope of review by national
courts of the requests for a judicial authorisation presented to them, as a preventive measure, pursuant to
Article 14(6) of Regulation 17 (55). When an inspection is ordered by decision of the Commission on the
basis of Article 14(3) of Regulation 17, it is current practice in certain Member States that the competent
authority asks for the preventive delivery of a judicial order in case the undertaking concerned refuses to
submit to the investigation. In the instant case, the judicial order had been issued against Roquettes Frères
by a regional French court in the course of the Commission’s investigation into the sodium gluconate
cartel (56) and had been challenged before the French Court of Cassation by its addressee. The Court of
Cassation had subsequently asked the European Court of Justice to clarify the scope of the review by
national courts of the requests submitted to them pursuant to Article 14(6).

In its preliminary ruling, the Court of Justice confirmed that a national court having jurisdiction under
domestic law to authorise entry upon and seizures at the premises of undertakings suspected of an
infringement of competition rules is required to verify that the coercive measures sought are not arbitrary
or disproportionate to the subject-matter of the investigation ordered. The Court set out in detail which
information the Commission has to provide to national courts for the purpose of their review and ruled
that national courts are required to seek additional information from the Commission — or the national
competition authorities assisting it — in the event that the information supplied proves to be insufficient.
The elements to be provided by the Commission are in particular: 

¥53∂ Joined Cases C-238/99 P, C-244/99 P, C-245/99 P, C-247/99 P, C-250/99 P, C-251/99 P, C-252/99 P and C-254/99 P.
¥54∂ Case COMP/31.865.
¥55∂ Case C-94/00.
¥56∂ Case COMP/36.756. See 2001 Competition Report.
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— a description of the essential features of the suspected infringement (at least an indication of the market
thought to be affected and of the nature of the suspected restrictions of competition), but without it
being necessary to precisely define the relevant market or the exact legal nature of the infringement; 

— explanations concerning the manner in which the undertaking under investigation is thought to be
involved in the infringement; 

— detailed explanations showing that the Commission possesses solid factual information and evidence
for suspecting such an infringement by the undertaking in question, but without it being necessary to
provide the evidence itself;

— as precise as possible an indication of the evidence sought, of the matters to which the investigation
must relate and of the powers conferred on the Community investigators. However, the Commission
is not required to limit its inspection to documents/files it can precisely identify in advance.

Where assistance of the national authorities is requested as a precautionary measure:

— explanations enabling the national court to satisfy itself that, if authorisation for the coercive
measures were not granted, it would be impossible, or very difficult, to establish the facts amounting
to the infringement.

B — New legislative provisions and notices adopted or proposed 
by the Commission

Title Date Publication

Commission notice on immunity from fines and reduction 
of fines in cartel cases

13.2.2002 OJ C 45, 29.2.2002, p. 3

Commission Regulation (EC) No 1105/2002 amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 1617/93 as regards consultations on 
passenger tariffs and slot allocation at airports

25.6.2002 OJ L 167, 26.6.2002, p. 6

Communication from the Commission concerning certain 
aspects of the treatment of competition cases resulting 
from the expiry of the ECSC Treaty 

26.6.2002 OJ C 152, 26.6.2002, p. 5

Commission guidelines on market analysis and the 
assessment of significant market power under the 
Community regulatory framework for electronic 
communications networks and services

9.7.2002 OJ C 165, 11.7.2002, p. 6

Notice pursuant to Article 5 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 1534/91 of 31 May 1991 on the application of Article 81(3) 
of the EC Treaty to certain categories of agreements, 
decisions and concerted practices in the insurance sector

9.7.2002 OJ C 163, 9.7.2002, p. 7

Commission Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 on the 
application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to categories of 
vertical agreements and concerted practices in the motor 
vehicle sector

31.7.2002 OJ L 203, 1.8.2002, p.30

Commission Directive 2002/77/EC on competition in the 
markets for electronic communications networks and services

16.9.2002 OJ L 249, 16.9.2002, p. 21

Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 on the implementation 
of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 
of the Treaty

16.12.2002 OJ L 1, 4.1.2003, p. 1
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C — Formal decisions pursuant to Articles 81, 82 and 86 of the EC Treaty

1. Published decisions

2. Other formal decisions (57)

2.1. Rejections of complaints by decision

Case 
No COMP/ Published decisions Date 

of decision Publication

36.571 Österreichische Banken (‘Lombard’) 11.6.2002 Not yet published

37.519 Methionine 2.7.2002

37.730 Deutsche Lufthansa AG and Austrian Airlines 5.7.2002 OJ L 242, 10.9.2002, p. 25

29.373 Visa International 24.7.2002 OJ L 318, 22.11.2002, p. 17

36.700 PO/Industrial and medical gases 24.7.2002 OJ L 84, 1.4.2003, p. 1

38.014 International Federation of the Phonographic 
Industry (‘Simulcasting’)

8.10.2002 OJ L 107, 30.4.2003, p. 58

35.587,
35.706,
36.321

Nintendo 30.10.2002

37.784 Fine art auction houses 30.10.2002

37.396 Revised TACA 14.11.2002 Not yet published

37.978 Methylglucamine 27.11.2002

37.152 Plasterboard 27.11.2002

37.671 Food flavour enhancers 17.12.2002

37.956 Concrete reinforcing bars 17.12.2002

37.667 Specialty graphites 17.12.2002

¥57∂ Not published in the Official Journal.

Case No COMP/ Name Date of decision

37.124 ‘X’ vs FIFA 15.4.2002

36.583 SETCA+FGTB/FIFA+URBSFA+1 30.5.2002

36.726 Sport et Libertés/FIFA+URBSFA 30.5.2002

37.806 ENIC/UEFA 25.6.2002

38.128 Schomann-Esso Deutschland 9.7.2002

38.158 Meca Medina+Majcen/International Olympic Committee 1.8.2002

37.219 Banghalter-de Homem Christo/SACEM 6.8.2002

36.518 EuroCommerce/Financial institutions 26.11.2002

38.321 TQ3/Opodo 9.12.2002

37.932 Cupido + 2 Stichting Euro 2000 + 2 13.12.2002

38.376 Fred Olsen SA/Trasmediterránea SA 23.12.2002
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2.2. Other non-published decisions58

D — Cases closed by comfort letter in 2002 

Case No COMP/ Name Date of decision

38.086 European Rail Shuttle + Maersk Intermodal Europe 
+ P&O Nedlloyd

17.4.2002

37.341 Huntstown+Omega Aviation/Ireland 20.6.2002

36.072 GFU 17.7.2002

35.357 Newsprint 9.8.2002

36.111 KLM/NorthWest 28.10.2002

36.201
36.076
36.078

PO/United Airlines + Lufthansa
PO/United Airlines + SAS
PO/Lufthansa + SAS + United 

28.10.2002

¥58∂ 1 = Negative clearance 81(1) or 82
2 = Individual exemption 81(3)
3 = Conformity with notice/block exemption.

Case No 
COMP/ Name Date Type of

Comfort letter (58)

36.566 Estée Lauder 16.1.2002 2

36.591 Calvin Klein 31.1.2002 2

37.644 Recticel + Woodbridge 6.2.2002 2

38.207 CNH Global NV Group + Kobelco Construction 
Machinery Co.LTD

6.2.2002 1

38.264 EEA + Verbund — European Hydro Power (EHP) 12.2.2002 1

38.089 M6 + TF1 + TF6 + Série Club 22.3.2002 1

417 BPICA — International Permanent Bureau of Motor 
Manufacturers (new name OICA)

15.4.2002 1

34.657 Manzsche Verlag + Nomos + Droemersche 17.4.2002 1

38.042 Autocruise + Visteon 17.4.2002 1

38.318 Operational Riskdata eXchange (ORX) 25.4.2002 1

38.219 Axciom Co + Bertelsmann Direct + Reinhard Mohn 30.4.2002 1

38.031 Swiss Reinsurance Company — Munich Reinsurance 
Company + 2

16.5.2002 1

38.405 FIFA+Byrom plc 24.5.2002 1

38.268 TSANet Europe + TSAnet Inc 29.5.2002 1

37.823 EPN + 6 30.5.2002 1

37.434 UK Germany Undersea Cable Consortium 3.6.2002 1

37.822 TAT 14 7.6.2002 1

35.968 Radisson + SAS 10.6.2002 1

37.733 Elbodan + Elon 10.6.2002 1

37.732 Synergen 14.6.2002 1

37.709 B&W Loudspeakers 24.6.2002 3

38.327 Centradia Group Ltd & Others 25.6.2002 1
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38.363 BBC Enterprises + Others 27.6.2002 2

38.390 Polish coal export to Ireland 2.7.2002 2

38.393 ARCOR/DB 5.7.2002 1

37.632 UEFA rule on integrity of competitions 
(multiple ownership of clubs)

5.7.2002 1

38398 DSB + Skanetrafiken 23.7.2002 1

37.506 DVD 6C patent licensing group 29.7.2002 2

36.069A Wirtschaftsvereinigung Stahl + 16 6.8.2002 1

38.178 MAN B&W Diesel A/S + H.Cegielski — Poznan SA 22.8.2002 2

38.272 MAN B&W Diesel A/S + IZAR Construcciones Naveles SA 22.8.2002 2

38.301 MAN B&W Diesel A/S + China Shipbuilding 
Trading Co. Ltd

22.8.2002 2

38.396 MAN B&W Diesel A/S + HSD Engine Co. Ltd 22.8.2002 2

37.590 Pfizer + HMR + Inhale 26.8.2002 1

35.785 Football Association + 2 (Ticketing) 6.9.2002 1

38.422 U.DI 11.9.2002 1

38.409 Zurich Financial Services + Deutsche Bank 12.9.2002
13.9.2002

1

36.559 British Gas/WINGAS 20.9.2002 1

38.242 ARC Transistance SA 20.9.2002 1

38.448 Greencore + Malteurop SCA 2.10.2002 2

38.336 ME.CA.DES 14.10.2002 1

38.512 MAN B&W Diesel + Hitachi Zosen Corporation 4.11.2002 2

38.513 MAN B&W Diesel + Kawasaki Heavy Industries 4.11.2002 2

38.514 MAN B&W Diesel + Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding Co. 4.11.2002 2

38.165 EBF + ESBG + EACB 6.11.2002 2

37.945 SAS + Icelandair 7.11.2002 2

37.672 Diageo + LVMH 7.11.2002 1

37.934 OBI 11.11.2002 1

37.920 3G Patent Platform 12.11.2002 1

38.380 Whirlpool + BSH + Electrolux + Merloni 13.11.2002 1

36.053 DKVG (and 102 shareholders) — Atompool 29.11.2002 1

37.628 Citrique Belge + Cerestar Bioproducts 2.12.2002 1

37.989 European Banking Federation + 26 9.12.2002 1

38.110 European Mortgage Federation + National Banking 
Associations and Credit Instititutions + 33

9.12.2002 1

38.329 ASAIA (Usinor + NSC) 11.12.2002 1

38.416 Paulstra SNC + Bridgestone Corporation 12.12.2002 1

38.340 Electrabel+Compagnie Nationale du Rhône 17.12.2002 2

38.335 Liebherr-International AG 17.12.2002 2

38.324 Claas Inlandshandelvertrag für Deutschland 18.12.2002 2

38.006 Online Travel Portal Limited + 9 (Opodo) 18.12.2002 1

38.499 TILAK 26.12.2002 1
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E — Notices pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty

1. Publication pursuant to Article 19(3) of Council Regulation No 17

2. Notices inviting interested third parties to submit observations on proposed 
transactions

3. ‘Carlsberg’ notices concerning structural cooperative joint ventures

Case No COMP/ Name Publication

34.324 Europay (edc/Maestro) OJ C 89, 13.4.2002, p. 7

35.578 Europay (Membership rules and licensing policy) OJ C 89, 13.4.2002, p. 7

34.579 Europay (Eurocard-MasterCard) OJ C 89, 13.4.2002, p. 7

38.369 Network sharing Germany OJ C 189, 9.8.2002, p. 22

37.398 UEFA OJ C 196, 17.8.2002, p. 3

38.370 Network sharing UK OJ C 214, 10.9.2002, p. 17

35.470 A.R.A. OJ C 252, 19.10.2002, p. 2

35.473 Argev OJ C 252, 19.10.2002, p. 2

37.904 Interbrew OJ C 283, 20.11.2002, p. 14

38.139 De Beers: DTC ‘Supplier of choice’ OJ C 273, 9.11.2002, p. 2

Case No COMP/ Name Publication

38.086 European Rail Shuttle (ERS) OJ C 13, 17.1.2002, p. 5

37.984 ‘Skyteam’ airline alliance OJ C 76, 27.3.2002, p. 12

37.070 Renewal of Air Transport Block Exemption Regulation 
1617/93

OJ C 89, 13.4.2002, p. 2

38.284 Air France/Alitalia OJ C 111, 8.5.2002, p. 7

36.111 KLM/NorthWest: Commission notice concerning 
the alliance

OJ C 181, 30.7.2002, p. 6

36.201 LH, SAS and UA: notice concerning the alliance OJ C 181, 30.7.2002, p. 2

38.477 British Airways/SN Brussels Airlines OJ C 306, 10.12.2002, p. 4

Case No COMP/ Name Publication

38.327 Centradia Group Ltd & Others OJ C 38, 12.2.2002, p. 22

38.369 Network sharing Germany OJ C 53, 28.2.2002, p. 18

38.370 Network sharing UK OJ C 53, 28.2.2002, p. 18

38.194 Neste Markkinointi Oy + Jakeluasema Timo Peltonen Ky OJ C 70, 19.3.2002, p. 29

38.195 Neste Markkinointi Oy + Kaustisen Motelli Oy OJ C 70, 19.3.2002, p. 29

38.348 Repsol CPP SA — Distribution of motor fuels OJ C 70, 19.3.2002, p. 29

38.363 BBC Enterprises OJ C 91, 17.4.2002, p. 6

38.377 BIEM Barcelona Agreements OJ C 132, 4.6.2002, p. 18

38.380 Whirlpool + BSH + Electrolux + Merloni OJ C 139, 12.6.2002, p. 5

38.422 U.DI OJ C 152, 26.6.2002, p. 13
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F — Press releases

38.423 C4Gas – Fluxys + Gaz de France International
+ Transco

OJ C 166, 12.7.2002, p. 8

38.451 SFR + Bouygues Telecom + Orange France OJ C 179, 27.7.2002, p. 13

38.464 TF 1 + Eurosport SA + Consortium Eurosport OJ C 218, 14.9.2002, p. 4

38.450 Agora: BSH Electroménager, Elco-Brandt SA, Fagor 
Electrodomesticos sociedad cooperativa, Miele France 
SAS, Groupe Rosières, Whirlpool France SAS, 
Electrolux Home Products France and Merloni 
Electroménager SA

OJ C 235, 1.10.2002, p. 4

38.118
38.119

Pressplay (formerly Duet)
MusicNet

OJ C 253, 22.10.2002, p. 12

Reference Date Subject

IP/02/4 3.1.2002 Commission approves the Eurex financial derivatives exchange 

IP/02/13 7.1.2002 Competition policy: new notice on agreements of minor importance 
(de minimis notice) 

IP/02/14 7.1.2002 Competition policy: Commission opens debate on block exemption for 
licensing agreements 

IP/02/62 15.1.2002 Commission clears hydro power production joint venture between E.ON and 
Verbund 

IP/02/196 5.2.2002 Putting the consumer in the driver’s seat — the Commission proposes a bold 
reform of car sales rules 

MEMO/02/18 5.2.2002 The Commission’s draft for a new motor vehicle block exemption regulation —
 Questions and answers

MEMO/02/23 13.2.2002 Question & answer on the leniency policy

IP/02/296 22.2.2002 Telecoms liberalisation and sports rights: the benefits of competition law 
brought to light at the European Competition Day 

IP/02/305 25.2.2002 Car price differentials in the European Union remain high, especially in the 
mass market segments 

IP/02/312 25.2.2002 Commission clears inland tanker joint venture in mineral oils shipping sector 

IP/02/348 1.3.2002 Slow progress in unbundling of the local loop: Commission publishes report on 
sector enquiry 

IP/02/350 1.3.2002 The Commission issues statements of objections to Carlsberg and Heineken 

IP/02/356 4.3.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Merloni of a 50 % stake in UK white goods 
maker GDA 

IP/02/357 4.3.2002 Commission clears acquisition of industrial cleaning products manufacturer 
DiverseyLever by Johnson Wax 

IP/02/380 11.3.2002 Commission publishes its draft of a new regulation for the motor vehicle sector, 
invites comments from all concerned 

IP/02/401 13.3.2002 Commission closes investigation into UK/Belgium gas interconnector 

IP/02/440 20.3.2002 Commission rejects complaint over plans to build a second passenger terminal 
at Dublin Airport 

IP/02/461 22.3.2002 Commission accepts undertaking in competition proceedings regarding 
German book price fixing 

IP/02/483 27.3.2002 Commission suspects KPN of abusing its dominant position for the termination 
of calls on its mobile network 

IP/02/491 3.4.2002 Commission approves the UK climate change levy’s dual-use exemption 
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IP/02/521 9.4.2002 Commission closes probe into Check Point after receiving formal undertaking 
regarding its distribution practices 

IP/02/575 17.4.2002 Commission renews clearance of rail shuttle joint venture between Maersk and 
P&O Nedlloyd

IP/02/585 18.4.2002 Commission closes investigations into FIFA rules on players’ agents 

IP/02/595 19.4.2002 Commission brings its case against presumed cartel between Christie’s and 
Sotheby’s 

IP/02/671 7.5.2002 Postal services: Commission welcomes adoption of a new directive fostering 
competition 

IP/02/686 8.5.2002 Commission suspects Deutsche Telekom of charging anti-competitive tariffs for 
access to its local network 

IP/02/761 24.5.2002 Commission approves the creation of the inreon online reinsurance exchange 

IP/02/792 31.5.2002 Commission clears Irish Synergen venture between ESB and Statoil following 
strict commitments 

MEMO/02/119 31.5.2002 Commission chairs information meeting on freight traffic through Channel 
Tunnel

IP/02/806 3.6.2002 Commission welcomes UEFA’s new policy for selling the media rights to the 
Champions League 

IP/02/824 5.6.2002 Commission closes investigations into FIFA regulations on international 
football transfers 

MEMO/02/127 5.6.2002 The application of the EU’s competition rules to sports

IP/02/842 11.6.2002 ’Fair trading’ for consumers and business in the internal market: Commission 
consults on legislation 

IP/02/844 11.6.2002 Commission fines eight Austrian banks in ‘Lombard Club’ cartel case 

IP/02/849 12.6.2002 Unbundling of the local loop: Commission calls public hearing 

IP/02/860 13.6.2002 Commission and candidate countries take stock of progress in competition 
negotiations in Vilnius, and look to the future 

IP/02/916 24.6.2002 Commission clears B&W Loudspeakers distribution system after company 
deletes hard-core violations 

IP/02/924 25.6.2002 Commission renews block exemption for the IATA passenger tariff conferences 

IP/02/925 25.6.2002 Commission outlines application of competition rules to steel and coal sectors 
in changeover from ECSC to EC Treaty

IP/02/942 27.6.2002 Commission closes investigation into UEFA rule on multiple ownership of 
football clubs 

IP/02/943 27.6.2002 Commission clears electronic multi-bank trading platform for foreign exchange 
products 

IP/02/944 27.6.2002 Commission pursues infringement proceedings against six countries over 
separation of accounts directive 

IP/02/945 27.6.2002 EU agrees strategy to counter unfair Korean shipbuilding practices 

IP/02/966 1.7.2002 Commission raises competition concerns about cooperation agreement between 
Air France and Alitalia 

IP/02/976 2.7.2002 Commission fines Degussa and Nippon Soda in animal feed (methionine) cartel 

IP/02/1008 5.7.2002 Commission clears partnership between Austrian Airlines and Lufthansa 

IP/02/1016 9.7.2002 Commission issues market power assessment guidelines for electronic 
communications 

IP/02/1028 10.7.2002 Competition policy: Commission invites comments on draft revised insurance 
block exemption regulation 

IP/02/1071 17.7.2002 Commission approves privatisation and restructuring plan for Société Française 
de Production 

IP/02/1073 17.7.2002 Commission adopts comprehensive reform of competition rules for car sales 
and servicing 
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IP/02/1084 17.7.2002 Commission successfully settles GFU case with Norwegian gas producers 

MEMO/02/174 17.7.2002 The Commission regulation for a new motor vehicle block exemption — 
Questions and answers — Background information on press release IP/02/1073

IP/02/1109 22.7.2002 Car prices in the European Union: still substantial price differences, especially 
in the mass market segments 

IP/02/1138 24.7.2002 Commission exempts multilateral interchange fees for cross-border Visa card 
payments 

IP/02/1139 24.7.2002 Commission fines seven companies in Dutch industrial gases cartel 

IP/02/1211 9.8.2002 Commission rejects complaint against International Olympic Committee by 
swimmers banned from competitions for doping 

MEMO/02/181 28.8.2002 Commission statement on inspections at Carlsberg and Heineken

IP/02/1277 10.9.2002 Commission intends to clear 3G network-sharing agreements between 
T-Mobile and MM02 in the UK and Germany

IP/02/1293 12.9.2002 Commission clears gas supply contracts between German gas wholesaler 
WINGAS and EDF Trading

IP/02/1392 30.9.2002 Motor car sales: publication of an explanatory brochure on the new competition 
rules

IP/02/1430 4.10.2002 Commission closes certain proceedings against IMS Health

IP/02/1436 8.10.2002 Commission clears one-stop agreements for the licensing of TV and radio 
music via the Internet

MEMO/02/209 10.10.2002 Statement on inspections at producers of rubber chemicals

MEMO/02/211 10.10.2002 Commission statement on inspections in the bitumen sector

IP/02/1569 29.10.2002 Commission closes probe into KLM/NorthWest and Lufthansa/SAS/United 
Airlines transatlantic air alliances

IP/02/1584 30.10.2002 Commission fines Nintendo and seven of its European distributors for colluding 
to prevent trade in low-priced products

IP/02/1585 30.10.2002 Commission rules against collusive behaviour of Christie’s and Sotheby’s

IP/02/1603 4.11.2002 Commission closes cartel procedure against Carlsberg and Heineken 

IP/02/1651 12.11.2002 Antitrust clearance for licensing of patents for third generation mobile services

IP/02/1677 14.11.2002 Commission approves revised TACA liner conference 

MEMO/02/262 21.11.2002 Statement on inspections at producers of carbon black

IP/02/1739 26.11.2002 Landmark reform simplifies and strengthens antitrust enforcement 

MEMO/02/268 26.11.2002 Antitrust reform frequently asked questions

IP/02/1744 27.11.2002 Commission imposes heavy fines on four companies involved in plasterboard 
cartel

IP/02/1746 27.11.2002 Commission takes decision against Aventis and Merck in methylglucamine 
cartel

MEMO/02/288 6.12.2002 Statement on inspections relating to the tar pitch, creosote and naphthalene market

IP/02/1852 11.12.2002 Price decreases of up to 40 % lead Commission to close telecom leased line 
inquiry

MEMO/02/292 12.12.2002 Statement on EPDM synthetic rubber inspections

IP/02/1869 12.12.2002 Commission settles investigation into territorial sales restrictions with Nigerian 
gas company NLNG

IP/02/1906 17.12.2002 Commission fines seven companies in specialty graphites cartels

IP/02/1907 17.12.2002 Commission fines Ajinomoto, Cheil and Daesang in food flavour enhancers 
(nucleotides) cartel

IP/02/1908 17.12.2002 Commission fines eight firms for taking part in a concrete reinforcing bar cartel 
in Italy

IP/02/1951 20.12.2002 Commission opens proceedings into joint selling of media rights to the English 
Premier League
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G — Judgments and orders of the Community courts

1. Court of First Instance

EC Treaty

2. Court of Justice

EC Treaty

Case Parties Date Publication

T-54/99 Max.mobil Telekommunikation Service 
v Commission

30.1.2002 OJ C 109, 4.5.2002, p. 43

T-308/94 Cascades v Commission 28.2.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 33

T-354/94 Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags v Commission 28.2.2002

T-18/97 Atlantic Container Line and Others 
v Commission

28.2.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 34

T-395/94 Atlantic Container Line v Commission 28.2.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 33

T-86/95 Compagnie générale maritime and Others 
v Commission

28.2.2002 OJ C 169, 13.7.2002, p. 29

T-95/99 Satellimages TV5 v Commission 7.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002, p. 15

T-15/99 Brugg Rohrsysteme v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002, p. 14

T-16/99 Lögstör Rör v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002, p. 14

T-17/99 Ke Kelit v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 36

T-175/99 UPS Europe v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 38

T-21/99 Dansk Rørindustri v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002, p. 15

T-23/99 LR af 1998 A/S v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 36

T-28/99 Sigma Tecnologie v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 37

T-31/99 ABB Asea Brown Boveri v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 37

T-9/99 HFB and Others v Commission 20.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002, p. 13

T-131/99 Shaw and Others v Commission 21.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 38

T-231/99 Joynson v Commission 21.3.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002, p. 39

T-52/00_1 Coe Clerici Logistics v Commission 30.5.2002

T-312/01_1 Jungbunzlauer v Commission 9.7.2002 OJ C 261, 26.10.2002, p. 14

T-185/00,
T-216/00,
T-299/00 and
T-300/00

M6 v Commission 8.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 31

Case Parties Date Publication

C-218/00 Cisal di Battistello Venanzio & C. SAS 22.1.2002 OJ C 84, 6.4.2002, p. 26

C-35/99 Manuele Arduino 19.2.2002 OJ C 109, 4.5.2002, p. 1

C-309/99 J.C.J. Wouters 19.2.2002 OJ C 109, 4.5.2002, p. 4

C-480/01 
P(R)_1

Commerzbank v Commission 27.2.2002
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ECSC

C-477/01 
P(R)_1

Reisebank v Commission 27.2.2002

C-481/01 P(R) NDC Health Corporation and NDC Health v 
IMS Health Inc. and Commission

11.4.2002

C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland A/S v Commission 5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 9

C-205/00 P Irish Cement Ltd v Commission 5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 10

C-211/00 P Ciments Français SA v Commission 5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 10

C-213/00 P Italcementi — Fabbriche Riunite Cemento SpA 
v Commission

5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 11

C-217/00 P Buzzi Unicem SpA v Commission 5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 11

C-219/00 P Cementir — Cementerie del Tirreno SpA v 
Commission

5.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002, p. 12

C-302/00 Anthony Goldstein v Commission 12.6.2002 OJ C 289, 23.11.2002, p. 24

C-238/99 P Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij NV (LVM) v 
Commission 

15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-244/99 P DSM NV and DSM Kunststoffen BV v 
Commission 

15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-245/99 P Montedison SpA v Commission 15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-247/99 P Elf Atochem SA v Commission 15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-250/99 P Degussa AG v Commission 15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-251/99 P Enichem SpA v Commission 15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-252/99 P Wacker-Chemie GmbH and Hoechst AG v 
Commission 

15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-254/99 P Imperial Chemical Industries plc (ICI) v 
Commission

15.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 9

C-94/00 Roquette Frères 22.10.2002 OJ C 305, 7.12.2002, p. 3

C-82/01 P Aéroports de Paris v Commission and Alpha 
Flight Services

24.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002, p. 20

Case Parties Date Publication

C-480/99 P Plant and Others v Commission and South 
Wales Small Mines

10.1.2002 OJ C 84, 6.4.2002, p. 15
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ANNEXES

CASES COMP/C-2/34.657 SAMMELREVERS 
AND COMP/C-2/37.906 INTERNETBUCHHANDEL

Undertaking
by the Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels e.V., the Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH 

and the Koch, Neff & Oetinger GmbH given in the proceedings (59)

The Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels e.V., the Verlagsgruppe Random House GmbH and the
Koch, Neff & Oetinger GmbH give the subsequent undertaking with respect to the Commission notice, in
particular its paragraphs 7, 8 and 10, pursuant to Article 19(3) of Regulation No 17 on the granting of a
negative clearance by reason of the inapplicability of Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty to the Sammelrevers
(OJ C 162 of 10 June 2000, p. 25). The undertaking exclusively refers to the lack of applicability of
Article 81(1) EC Treaty to the Sammelrevers and, in particular, has no effect on the assessment and
interpretation of either its provisions or future State measures for the regulation of the price fixing of
books and other printed products in the light of EC law as a whole, in particular, on the free movement of
goods and services as well as the freedom of establishment: 

I.

1. The Sammelrevers does not apply to cross-border activities, in particular, cross-border sales of books
and other printed products to end consumers in Germany including ancillary services, such as cross-
border advertising. This includes cross border activities in the above sense via the Internet. 

2. As an exception to paragraph 1, the Sammelrevers is only applicable to cross border sales of books and
other printed products to German end consumers if it is shown on the basis of objective circumstances
that a bookseller bound by the Sammelrevers circumvents the retail price maintenance. Circumvention in
this sense takes place only if 

— a bookseller bound by the Sammelrevers colludes at retail level with a bookseller not bound by the
Sammelrevers in order to sell, on the basis of a common plan, books and other printed products to
end consumers in Germany at prices below the fixed price. Collusion in this sense takes place, in
particular, where the bookseller bound by the Sammelrevers, on the basis of the common plan, makes
available Internet access or other communication devices to the bookseller not bound by the
Sammelrevers; 

— a bookseller bound by the Sammelrevers exports books and other printed products in another
Member State for the sole purpose of reselling them to end consumers in Germany, either unilaterally
or by means of an affiliated undertaking or a third party not bound by the Sammelrevers; 

— a bookseller bound by the Sammelrevers or an undertaking either controlled by or affiliated and
intentionally cooperating with the former creates or gains control over an establishment in another
Member State for the purpose of circumventing the retail price maintenance under the Sammelrevers. 

¥59∂ Unauthorised translation; only the German text is authentic.
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II.

3. The Sammelrevers applies to cross-border sales of books and other printed products to booksellers
only if it is shown on the basis of objective circumstances that they were exported for the sole purpose of
re-importing them in order to circumvent the retail price maintenance under the Sammelrevers. 

III.

4. The clauses under paragraphs 2 and 3 constitute exceptions to be interpreted narrowly. 

5. The burden of proof for the presence of objective circumstances establishing circumvention of the
retail price maintenance in the sense of paragraphs 2 and 3 lies with the party invoking the exception. The
further interpretation of the notion of circumvention is left to the national courts, however, subject to the
competence of the European Court of Justice to give preliminary rulings and the notice on the
cooperation between the Commission and the national courts of 13 February 1993 (OJ C 39 of 1993,
p. 6). 

6. The Sammelrevers is to be applied by the publishers in accordance with proportionality. 

IV.

7. This undertaking is only valid during the maintenance in force of the Sammelrevers 2000 governing
the retail price maintenance of books and other printed products in Germany. As soon as the
Sammelrevers is repealed by State measures governing the retail price maintenance this undertaking
ceases its validity. 

Date and signatures’

CASE COMP/D-2/38.006 — ONLINE TRAVEL PORTAL (OPODO)

Undertakings

1. Commitments offered by the shareholders

Each shareholder of Opodo undertakes that it shall not contract with Opodo or treat Opodo differently or
more favourably than any other travel agent unless such treatment is objectively justified by reference to
the commercial basis on which that shareholder airline normally deals with travel agents, for example, in
relation to: 

— determining the remuneration to be paid to travel agents;

— agreeing to file fares on behalf of travel agents;

— providing information to travel agents (e.g. market and customer data);

— providing marketing refunds to travel agents; or

— providing travel agents with exclusive or preferential access to fares.
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In particular, each shareholder of Opodo undertakes that it shall:

Exclusive rights

— not contract with Opodo in respect of particular categories of products, services or geographic
markets to afford it terms, including but not limited to terms in relation to fares, booking conditions,
access to inventory and product-related services, on an exclusive basis (exclusive rights), unless such
exclusive rights are objectively justified by reference to the commercial basis on which that
shareholder normally deals with travel agents. This basis may reflect, for example, financial or
technical benefits or market penetration afforded to such shareholder by Opodo, but excluding any
benefits arising from equity ownership of Opodo.

— not refuse a request from any travel agent to contract on the same basis as had been agreed by that
shareholder with Opodo with respect to exclusive rights if that travel agent agrees to provide to the
shareholder comparable or more advantageous benefits than those regarded by that shareholder as
objective justification for affording Opodo the exclusive rights.

MFN Status

— not contract with Opodo in respect of particular categories of products, services or geographic
markets to afford it terms, including but not limited to terms in relation to fares, booking conditions,
access to inventory and product-related services, on at least as favourable a basis as it offers to any
other travel agent in respect of such categories of products, services or geographic markets (MFN
Status), unless MFN Status is objectively justified by reference to the commercial basis on which
that shareholder normally deals with travel agents. This basis may reflect, for example, financial or
technical benefits or market penetration afforded to such shareholder by Opodo, but excluding any
benefits arising from equity ownership of Opodo.

— not be prevented from offering fares, booking conditions, access to inventory and product-related
services to any other travel agent on a more favourable basis than it offers to Opodo by reason of any
MFN Status granted to Opodo in circumstances where another travel agent agrees to provide the
shareholder with benefits that are more advantageous than those offered by Opodo.

— not refuse a request from any travel agent to contract on the same basis as had been agreed by that
shareholder with Opodo with respect to MFN Status if that travel agent agrees to provide to the
shareholder comparable or more advantageous benefits than those regarded by that shareholder as
objective justification for affording Opodo the MFN Status.

Maintenance of a memorandum

— maintain a memorandum recording the benefits upon which it has assessed the commercial
justification for affording Opodo exclusive rights or MFN Status in respect of particular categories of
products, services, or geographic markets. Where a shareholder which grants Opodo exclusive rights
or MFN Status refuses a request from any travel agent to contract on the same basis with respect to
the exclusive rights or MFN Status, the shareholder shall also record in the memorandum the reasons
for the difference in treatment between Opodo and such travel agent. Each shareholder of Opodo
shall produce its memorandum and copies of all relevant agreements to the Commission six months
following the date of the comfort letter issued by the Commission to the notifying parties, and
thereafter on an annual basis or upon request by the Commission. Each shareholder shall ensure that
it shall not disclose the contents of its memorandum to Opodo or the other shareholders of Opodo. 
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No exchange of confidential information

— not to disclose to Opodo the contents or terms of its agreements with other travel agents, or any other
commercially sensitive information belonging to travel agents or other third parties.

2. Commitments offered by Opodo

Opodo undertakes:

— that it is not necessary to be a shareholder of Opodo in order to sell inventory as an airline through
Opodo, and that Opodo will not discriminate against non-shareholder airlines but will offer fair and
open access, under objective and equal conditions, to all airlines whether or not they are
shareholders.

— that shareholders are not obliged to confer MFN Status or exclusive rights on Opodo and that
agreements conferring MFN Status or exclusive rights on Opodo will not be a requirement for
shareholders or non-shareholder airlines wishing to sell their inventory through Opodo.

— that it will maintain in place various safeguards against the exchange of commercially sensitive
information between shareholders including that:

• Opodo will be managed separately from the shareholders and none of the management or staff
will have any contractual obligation to any of the shareholders;

• all agreements with both shareholder and non-shareholder airlines will be negotiated on a
confidential basis by Opodo’s staff and no information relating to the contents of individual
airline agreements will be disclosed to Opodo’s directors or shareholders;

• Opodo’s staff and management will be located in premises which are separate from those of its
shareholders;

• the shareholders will not have access to the information technology systems of Opodo nor to
commercially sensitive information belonging to Opodo or to other shareholders;

• Opodo will ensure that its management and personnel are fully informed of the importance of
maintaining the confidentiality of sensitive commercial information relating to its shareholders.

— that it will ensure that commercially sensitive information relating to shareholders (other than the
shareholder which appointed the relevant director) of Opodo or non-shareholder airlines is not
disclosed to the directors of Opodo. In this context, ‘commercially sensitive information’ shall mean
confidential or proprietary information held or acquired by Opodo in relation to the customers,
business, finances, assets or affairs of its shareholders or non-shareholder airlines including the
bilateral contractual arrangements between a shareholder or non-shareholder airline and Opodo
relating to the supply of information, customer data, goods or services by that shareholder or non-
shareholder airline to Opodo.

— that aside from Opodo’s obligation to comply with the currently applicable CRS code of conduct (60)
(the code) as a subscriber and to the extent that Opodo is not to be considered as a CRS for the
purpose of the code, in addition, it will apply those parts of the code relating to non-discrimination,
transparency and neutral display of information, save and to the extent that those provisions of the

¥60∂ Council Regulation (EEC) No 2299 of 24 July 1989 on a code of conduct for computerised reservation systems. 
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code that are not relevant to Opodo as a travel agent, and subject to any change in the scope of the
code that may come into effect in the future (61). 

— that, upon becoming an accredited IATA member, it will apply, in so far as they are applicable to
online travel agents, the provisions of the standard IATA passenger sales agreement and will not
agree any different or more favourable treatment from its shareholders than any other travel agency
nor will it utilise principles different to those employed by web sites of offline agents.

— that it will not agree with Amadeus (or any other CRS in which a shareholder may have an equity
interest) that it will provide its CRS services to Opodo other than at market rates and on market terms
and conditions and on a non-exclusive basis.

¥61∂ Opodo and its shareholders have provided the Commission with a list of the provisions of the code they undertake to
respect by analogy.
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II — MERGER CONTROL: COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 4064/89 
AND ARTICLE 66 OF THE ECSC TREATY

A — Case summaries 

1. Decisions taken under Article 6(1)(b) and 6(2) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

In 2002, the Commission took clearance decisions under Article 6(2) of the Merger Regulation in
10 cases. These cases in which commitments by the undertakings involved were accepted during phase I
are reported in Part One, Section II.A.3.

Hewlett Packard/Compaq (Case COMP/M.2609)

Hewlett Packard (HP)’s acquisition of Compaq was cleared by an Article 6(1)(b) decision issued on
31  January after extensive pre-notification discussions with the parties and careful first-phase
investigation. No commitments were submitted in this case. The concentration had been formally notified
just before the end of 2001. 

The Commission’s analysis focused on the combination of HP’s and Compaq’s activities in the markets
for PCs, servers, handheld products, storage solutions and services. In addition, the Commission assessed
the impact of the merger on the development of the Itanium processor, a project jointly undertaken by HP
and Intel, as well as the importance of HP’s increased opportunity for joint sales of PCs and printers
following the integration of Compaq’s PC products.

With regard to PCs, the Commission concluded that the merged entity will continue to face strong and
effective competition in Europe from a number of rivals, including IBM, Dell and Fujitsu-Siemens. This
competitive pressure, the absence of significant barriers to entry and the non-exclusive contractual
relationships between retailers and manufacturers practised in the market would prevent the merged
entity from attempting to raise prices significantly after the merger.

With regard to the market for servers, that is central computers linking PCs, workstations, printers and
related devices in a network, the Commission concluded that the proposed transaction was not likely to
raise competitive concerns due to a combination of factors, in particular the dynamic nature of this
growing market, the absence of entry barriers, the presence of several strong competitors as well as of a
series of fringe suppliers, and the availability of other server products built around Intel processors (so-
called white brands). 

As to the potential impact of the merger on the Itanium processor, the Commission concluded that HP
would not be able to foreclose competitors’ access to this component after the merger and that it was in
the merged entity and Intel’s interest to guarantee unrestricted access.

Finally, the results of the Commission’s analysis indicated that the proposed transaction was not likely to
give the merged entity the ability to foreclose competition from the printer market, given its moderate
share of the relevant PC market and the limited impact that joint PC/printer sales could have on its share
of the printer market.
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It should also be noted that the Commission cooperated closely with the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) of the United States, which investigated the case in parallel and cleared the concentration a few
days after the Commission.

2. Decisions taken under Article 8 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

2.1. Merger proposals where commitments pursuant to Article 8(2) of the ECMR have been given 
by the undertakings involved

In 2002, the Commission took five clearance decisions pursuant to Article 8(2) of the Merger Regulation
after accepting commitments during phase II. The respective cases are reported in Part One,
Section II.A.1, points 213–219, 222 and 282.

2.2. Merger proposals declared incompatible with the common market under Article 8(3) ECMR

No prohibition decisions pursuant to Article 8(3) of the Merger Regulation were taken by the
Commission in 2002.

3. Decisions pursuant to Article 2(4) of the ECMR (joint venture cases)

TPS (Case COMP/JV.57) 

On 30 April, the Commission decided not to raise any objections under Article 6(1)(b) of Regulation
No 4064/89 to a concentration consisting of the purchase by TF1 of shares in the digital channel Télévision
Par Satellite (TPS) held by France Télévision Entreprises. The purchase involved the 25 % of TPS’s capital
held by France Télévision Entreprises on behalf of France Télévision and France Télécom. TF1’s stake in
TPS thus increased to 50 %. Given the joint strategy pursued by M6 and Suez, which each owned 25 % of
TPS’s capital, TF1 was, as a result of the transaction, going to exercise joint control together with M6/Suez.

TF1, M6 and France Télévision are primarily active in the operation of television channels broadcast
unencoded. France Télécom is a telecommunications operator. Suez is a group with activities in the water
distribution, waste services, energy and communications sectors. TPS was created in 1996 for the
purposes of launching and managing a digital package of pay-TV channels and services broadcast by
satellite in France. The creation of TPS, which was originally a horizontal venture of a cooperative
nature, had been exempted by decision of 3 March 1999 (62).

The Commission considered that the withdrawal of France Télévision and France Télécom would result
in TPS and its parent companies occupying a combined position on the relevant markets that was less
strong than it used to be. The transaction would therefore not lead to the creation or strengthening of a
dominant position. The investigation carried out had also shown that no risk of coordination of the parent
companies’ conduct could be demonstrated on the related upstream markets on which they competed (the
marketing and operation of special-interest channels and the acquisition of broadcasting rights). The
Commission accordingly authorised the operation (63).

¥62∂ Decision in Case COMP/C-2/36.237 TPS (OJ L 90, 2.4.1999). When it expired, this decision was replaced by a comfort
letter.

¥63∂ Press release IP/02/645, 2.5.2002.
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4. Referral decisions taken under Articles 9 and 22 of the ECMR

In 2002, the Commission referred 11 cases partially or entirely to Member State authorities (and in one
case to the authority of an EFTA State) under Article 9 of the Merger Regulation. Two cases were
referred to the Commission by Member States under Article 22 of this regulation. For an overview of
these referrals, see Part One, Section II.A.4.

5. Judgments delivered by the Community courts

For a summary of the most important judgments of the Court of First Instance in 2002 and the underlying
Commission decisions prohibiting a concentration, see Part One, Section II.A.2.

B — New legislative provisions and notices adopted or proposed 
by the Commission

C — Commission decisions

1. Decisions under Articles 6 and 8 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

1.1. Decisions under Article 6(1)(a) and (b) as well as under Article 6(2) of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 4064/89

Title Date Publication

Proposal for a Council regulation on the control of 
concentrations between undertakings (‘The EC Merger 
Regulation’).

11.12.2002 OJ C 20, 28.1.2003, p. 4

Draft Commission notice on the appraisal of horizontal 
mergers under the Council regulation on the control of 
concentrations between undertakings

11.12.2002 OJ C 331, 31.12.2002, p. 18

The Competition DG draft best practices on the conduct of 
EC merger control proceedings

19.12.2002 http://europa.eu.int/comm/
competition/mergers/others/
best_practices_public_cons.pdf

Case Title Date of 
decision OJ Date of

publication

M.2667 UtiliCorp/DB Australia/Midlands Electricity/JV 3.1.2002 C 39 13.2.2002

M.2621 SEB/Moulinex 8.1.2002 C 49 22.2.2002

M.2176 K+S/Solvay / JV 10.1.2002 C 130 1.6.2002

M.2659 Fortum/Birka Energi 10.1.2002 C 43 20.2.2002

M.2648 KPNQwest/EBONE/GTS 16.1.2002 C 34 7.2.2002

M.2682 Credit Suisse/Belgacom/T-Mobile/Ben Nederland 17.1.2002 C 37 9.2.2002

M.2502 Cargill/Cerestar 18.1.2002 C 40 14.2.2002
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M.2666 Berkshire Hathaway/Fruit of the Loom 23.1.2002 C 53 28.2.2002

M.2683 Aker Maritime/Kvaerner (II) 23.1.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2668 Endesa Energía/Spinveste/Ecocicloendesa-Energía 24.1.2002 C 34 7.2.2002

M.2696 TMD/Meneta/MAST 25.1.2002 C 53 28.8.2002

M.2700 PGA Motors/Jardine Motors 25.1.2002 C 43 16.2.2002

M.2609 HP/Compaq 31.1.2002 C 39 13.2.2002

M.2689 3I/Dansk Kapitalanlaeg/Ibsen 31.1.2002 C 43 16.2.2002

M.2701 Vattenfall/BEWAG 4.2.2002 C 66 15.3.2002

M.2686 DMDATA/Strålfors/JV 7.2.2002 C 49 22.2.2002

M.2625 B.Braun/Acordis/MAT 11.2.2002 C 49 22.2.2002

M.2632 Deutsche Bahn/ECT International/United Depots/JV 11.2.2002 C 81 4.4.2002

M.2693 ADM/ACTI 11.2.2002 C 66 15.3.2002

M.2662 Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg 14.2.2002 C 114 15.5.2002

M.2544 Masterfoods/Royal Canin 15.2.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2715 E.ON/Oberösterreichische Ferngas/JIHOCESKA 18.2.2002 C 66 15.3.2002

M.2709 ING/DIBA 22.2.2002 C 65 14.3.2002

M.2597 Vopak/Van Der Sluijs 25.2.2002 C 93 18.4.2002

M.2631 PTT/Hermes Versand 25.2.2002 C 67 16.3.2002

M.2640 Nestlé/Schöller 25.2.2002 C 155 29.6.2002

M.2722 Autologic/TNT/Wallenius/Wilhelmsen/CAT JV 25.2.2002 C 88 12.4.2002

M.2639 Compass/Restorama/Rail Gourmet/Gourmet Nova 26.2.2002 C 65 14.3.2002

M.2665 Johnson Professional Holdings/Diverseylever 4.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2673 Swerock/Jehander/Aros 4.3.2002 C 90 16.4.2002

M.2702 Norsk Hydro/VAW 4.3.2002 C 89 13.4.2002

M.2703 Merloni/GE/GDA JV 4.3.2002 C 163 9.7.2002

M.2705 EnerSys/Invensys (ESB) 4.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2672 SAS/Spanair 5.3.2002 C 93 18.4.2002

M.2704 Elyo/Cofathec/Climespace 5.3.2002 C 88 12.4.2002

M.2681 Conoco/Philipps Petroleum 6.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2726 KPN/E-Plus 7.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2680 ECYR/Spinveste/TP 12.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2724 Royal Bank Private Equity/Cinven/Ambion Brick 13.3.2002 C 79 2.4.2002

M.2737 Royal Bank Private Equity/Cinven/Chelwood Group 13.3.2002

M.2710 3i /Capman/Pretax 18.3.2002 C 89 13.4.2002

M.2669 VTG/Warburg/Brambles European Rail Division 19.3.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2684 EnBW/EDP/Cajastur/Hidrocantabrico 19.3.2002 C 114 15.5.2002

M.2688 ODS/IHC Holland/Metalix JV 20.3.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2741 Vodafone/Arcor 20.3.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2522 SCA Hygiene Products/Cartoinvest 21.3.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2734 Sanmina-SCI/Alcatel 21.3.2002 C 91 17.4.2002

M.2619 Zurich/Deutsche Bank Insurance Business 26.3.2002 C 110 7.5.2002

M.2765 Mitsubishi/MMC Auto Deutschland 26.3.2002 C 91 17.4.2002

M.2757 BC Partners/Galbani 27.3.2002 C 91 17.4.2002

M.2732 Société Générale/Fiditalia 4.4.2002 C 105 1.5.2002

M.2740 Scottish & Newcastle/Hartwall 4.4.2002 C 133 5.6.2002

M.2751 Dragados/HBG 9.4.2002 C 112 9.5.2002

M.2762 OBI/Unicoop/JV 9.4.2002 C 113 14.5.2002
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M.2690 Solvay/Montedison-Ausimont 9.4.2002 C 153 27.6.2002

M.2735 TotalFinaElf Deutschland/MMH/TSG/EMB 17.4.2002 C 114 15.5.2002

M.2738 Gees/Unison 17.4.2002 C 134 6.6.2002

M.2707 Wienerberger/Hanson 18.4.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2712 Electrabel/TotalFinaElf/Photovoltech 18.4.2002 C 133 5.6.2002

M.2755 Saubermacher/Lafarge Perlmooser/JV 23.4.2002 C 108 4.5.2002

M.2756 Swiss Life/Fortis France 23.4.2002 C 105 1.5.2002

M.2770 First Aqua Holding Ltd/Southern Water plc 23.4.2002 C 108 4.5.2002

M.2736 ABB/Promotion Capital/Single Source 24.4.2002 C 106 3.5.2002

M.2778 Hochtief /Essen and Volkswagen/JV 24.4.2002 C 114 15.5.2002

M.2784 Jabil/Alcatel 24.4.2002 C 108 4.5.2002

M.2772 HDW/Ferrostaal/Hellenic Shipyards 25.4.2002 C 143 15.6.2002

M.2759 Industri Kapital/Gardena 26.4.2002 C 108 4.5.2002

M.2789 RWE Power/Lucchini/Elettra GLL JV 26.4.2002 C 108 4.5.2002

M.2780 GE Wind Turbines/Enron 30.4.2002 C 277 14.11.2002

M.2787 CVC/Massive 30.4.2002 C 141 14.6.2002

M.2727 Post Office Limited/First Rate Enterprises Limited /JV 2.5.2002 C 113 14.5.2002

M.2739 EDEKA /ADEG 2.5.2002 C 113 14.5.2002

M.2743 ING Groep/Piraeus Bank 2.5.2002 C 112 9.5.2002

M.2766 Vivendi Universal/Hachette/Multithematiques 3.5.2002 C 154 28.6.2002

M.2776 Norddeutsche Mischwerke/Haniel Baustoff-Industrie 
Zuschlagstoffe/JV

3.5.2002 C 113 14.5.2002

M.2792 Edison/Edipower/Eurogen 3.5.2002 C 217 13.9.2002

M.2800 Brack Capital/Haslemere 3.5.2002 C 114 15.5.2002

M.2745 Shell/Enterprise Oil 7.5.2002 C 204 28.8.2002

M.2777 Cinven Limited/Angel Street Holdings 8.5.2002 C 147 20.6.2002

M.2779 Imperial Tobacco/Reemtsma Cigarettenfabriken 8.5.2002 C 153 27.6.2002

M.2801 RWE/Innogy 17.5.2002 C 133 5.6.2002

M.2723 RTL/ProSiebenSat.1/VG Media 21.5.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2794 Amadeus/GGL/JV 21.5.2002 C 135 6.6.2002

M.2815 Sanmina-SCI/Hewlett Packard 28.5.2002 C 153 27.6.2002

M.2746 Volkswagen/Svenska Volkswagen 30.5.2002 C 137 8.6.2002

M.2788 New Holding for Tourism BV/Preussag AG/NEOS JV 30.5.2002 C 137 8.6.2002

M.2823 Bank One Corporation/Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft 
AG (HDW)

30.5.2002 C 160 4.7.2002

M.2791 Gaz de France/Ruhrgas/Slovensk† 6.6.2002 C 154 28.6.2002

M.2796 Siemens/Aerolas/JV 11.6.2002 C 161 5.7.2002

M.2809 Cinven/Carlyle/VUP 11.6.2002 C 143 15.6.2002

M.2795 NOK/WATT 13.6.2002 C 147 20.6.2002

M.2790 Siemens/First Sensor Technology 14.6.2002 C 147 20.6.2002

M.2807 Casino/Laurus 14.6.2002 C 150 22.6.2002

M.2819 Canal de Isabel II/Hidrocantabrico/JV 14.6.2002 C 168 13.7.2002

M.2834 Alchemy/CompAir 17.6.2002 C 154 28.6.2002

M.2785 Publicis/BCOM3 18.6.2002 C 163 9.7.2002

M.2804 Vendex KBB/Brico Belgium 18.6.2002 C 171 17.7.2002

M.2806 SABIC/DSM Petrochemicals 18.6.2002 C 166 12.7.2002

M.2836 Achmea/Royal & Sun Alliance Benelux 19.6.2002 C 153 27.6.2002
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M.2694 Metronet/Infraco 21.6.2002 C 164 10.7.2002

M.2813 Carlton+Thomson/Circuit A, RMBI, RMBC 21.6.2002 C 22 29.1.2003

M.2853 Volkswagen/Din Bil 21.6.2002 C 158 3.7.2003

M.2820 StMicroelectronics/Alcatel Microelectronics 24.6.2002 C 28 6.2.2003

M.2817 Barilla/BPL/Kamps 25.6.2002 C 198 21.8.2002

M.2747 Ondeo — Thames Water/Water Portal 26.6.2002 C 171 17.7.2002

M.2841 TXU/Braunschweiger Versorgungs AG 26.6.2002 C 160 4.7.2002

M.2831 DSV/TNT Logistics/DSV Logistics 27.6.2002 C 166 12.7.2002

M.2843 Amcor/Schmalbach-Lubeca 28.6.2002 C 253 22.10.2002

M.2793 DMT/EPC/SAAR Montan 1.7.2002 C 277 14.11.2002

M.2805 Natexis Banques Populaires/Coface 1.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2810 Deloitte & Touche/Andersen (UK) 1.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2761 BP/Veba Oel 1.7.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2842 Saipem/Bouygues Offshore 2.7.2002 C 168 13.7.2002

M.2825 Fortis AG SA/Bernheim-Comofi SA 9.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2803 Telia/Sonera 10.7.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2849 Doughty Hanson/ATU GROUP 15.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2859 Deutsche Bahn Cargo/Contship Italia/JV 15.7.2002 C 284 21.11.2002

M.2860 Lehman Brothers/Haslemere 17.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2847 CVC/Six Vendex KBB 18.7.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2832 General Motors/Daewoo Motors 22.7.2002 C 220 17.9.2002

M.2890 EDF/Seeboard 25.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2891 CD & R Fund VI Limited/Brake Bros plc 25.7.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.1795 Vodafone Airtouch/Mannesmann 26.7.2002

M.2773 Nestlé/L’Oréal/Inneov 26.7.2002 C 220 17.9.2002

M.2862 Kone/Partek 1.8.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2808 BLSI/Geopost 2.8.2002

M.2821 Hitachi/IBM Harddisk Business 2.8.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2887 Klepierre/Finiper/IGC 5.8.2002 C 255 23.10.2002

M.2894 AXA Private Equity/Bonna Sabla 5.8.2002 C 255 23.10.2002

M.2752 Kingfisher/Castorama Dubois 6.8.2002 C 255 23.10.2002

M.2744 RWE Gas/Lattice International/JV 7.8.2002 C 205 29.8.2002

M.2838 P & O Stena Line (Holding) Limited 7.8.2002 C 206 30.8.2002

M.2873 Logista/Gestcamp/Logesta 7.8.2002 C 200 23.8.2002

M.2900 Outokumpu OYJ/Avestapolarit OYJ 7.8.2002 C 204 28.8.2002

M.2885 Corus/Redrow/JV 9.8.2002 C 201 24.8.2002

M.2826 Alsen/E.ON/JV 14.8.2002 C 6 11.1.2003

M.2882 Terex/Demag 16.8.2002 C 246 12.10.2002

M.2920 Outokumpu/Lennox 22.8.2002

M.2829 Vivendi Environment/Southern Water UK 23.8.2002 C 205 29.8.2002

M.2892 Goodrich/TRW Aeronautical Systems Group 23.8.2002 C 11 17.1.2002

M.2691 TUI/Nouvelles Frontieres 26.8.2002 C 246 12.10.2002

M.2728 ATG/Wallenius Wilhelmsen Lines/ATN Autoterminal Neuss 27.8.2002 C 210 4.9.2002

M.2824 Ernst & Young/Andersen Germany 27.8.2002 C 246 12.10.2002

M.2855 Electrabel SA/ACEA SpA 27.8.2002 C 208 3.9.2002

M.2877 Karlsberg/Brau Holding International/Karlsberg 
International

27.8.2002 C 216 12.9.2002
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M.2932 CVC/Halfords 27.8.2002 C 210 4.9.2002

M.2933 Dexia/Banco Popular Espanol/Fortior 29.8.2002 C 210 4.9.2002

M.2840 Danapak/Teich/JV 30.8.2002 C 226 21.9.2002

M.2863 Morgan Stanley/Olivetti/Telecom Italia/Tiglio 30.8.2002 C 222 18.9.2002

M.2883 Bertelsmann/Zomba 2.9.2002 C 223 19.9.2002

M.2899 Dresdner Bank/Commerzbank/Montrada JV 2.9.2002 C 213 7.9.2002

M.2913 Groupama Seguros y Reaseguros/Plus Ultra Seguros y 
Reaseguros

2.9.2002 C 213 7.9.2002

M.2914 ING/Sonae/Filo JV 2.9.2002 C 213 7.9.2002

M.2880 Legal & General Ventures/IWP (UK) Holdings 3.9.2002 C 237 21.10.2002

M.2881 Koninklijke BAM NBM/HBG 3.9.2002 C 36 15.2.2002

M.2816 Ernst & Young France/Andersen France 5.9.2002

M.2895 Accor/Interépargne/JV Servepar 5.9.2002 C 228 25.9.2002

M.2915 DLJ Capital Funding Inc./Hamsard-Bowater 5.9.2002 C 216 12.9.2002

M.2930 KKR/Demag Holding/Siemens businesses 9.9.2002 C 250 17.10.2002

M.2942 Toyota/Toyota Espana 9.9.2002 C 220 17.9.2002

M.2848 Hermes/OEKB/Prisma 10.9.2002

M.2936 TMI/Darfon/JV 10.9.2002 C 222 18.9.2002

M.2957 Banco De Sabadell/Banco Comercial 
Portugues/Activobank JV

12.9.2002 C 227 24.9.2002

M.2958 Wind/Blu 12.9.2002 C 239 4.10.2002

M.2839 Cinven/National Car Parks 13.9.2002 C 228 25.9.2002

M.2934 Prudential Financial/SAL Oppenheim/JV 13.9.2002 C 227 24.9.2001

M.2937 Questor Bermuda/Teksid 13.9.2002 C 222 18.9.2002

M.2943 Vestar Capital Partners/Cardo Rail 13.9.2002 C 228 25.9.2002

M.2901 Magna/Donnelly 16.9.2002 C 246 12.10.2002

M.2926 EQT/H&R/Dragoco 16.9.2002

M.2905 Deutsche Bahn/Stinnes 17.9.2002 C 248 15.10.2002

M.2886 Bunge/Cereol 20.9.2002 C 250 17.10.2002

M.2907 Bank Austria/RZB/Erste Bank/JV 20.9.2002 C 248 15.10.2002

M.2950 Toshiba/Mitsubishi/JV 20.9.2002 C 230 27.9.2002

M.2959 Deutsche Telekom/Ben 20.9.2002 C 237 2.10.2002

M.2946 IBM/PWC Consulting 23.9.2002 C 249 16.10.2002

M.2954 Bayerische Landesbank/JP Morgan Chase/ Lehman 
Brothers/Formula One Group

26.9.2002 C 249 16.10.2002

M.2874 Starcore LLC 27.9.2002 C 248 15.10.2002

M.2951 A.S. Watson/Kruidvat 27.9.2002 C 258 25.10.2002

M.2961 Rheinmetall/Diehl/Dynitec 27.9.2002 C 243 9.10.2002

M.2948 CVC/KWIK-FIT 2.10.2002 C 275 12.11.2002

M.2871 Air Liquide/BOC/Japan Air Gases 10.10.2002 C 262 29.10.2002

M.2969 ZETA 4/Monte Dei Paschi/Banca Intesa/Gori Zucchi 10.10.2002 C 249 16.10.2002

M.2940 TPG Advisors III/Goldman Sachs/Bain Capital 
Investors/Burger King

11.10.2002 C 262 29.10.2002

M.2897 Sita Sverige AB/Sydkraft Ecoplus 14.10.2002 C 273 9.11.2002

M.2917 Wendel-KKR/Legrand 14.10.2002 C 36 15.2.2003

M.2928 Alcoa/Fairchild 14.10.2002

M.2965 Staples/Guilbert 14.10.2002 C 262 29.10.2002

M.2781 Northrop Grumman/TRW 16.10.2002 C 288 23.11.2002
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M.2867 UPM-Kymmene Corporation/Morgan Adhesives Company 16.10.2002 C 284 21.11.2002

M.2941 CNP/Taittinger 16.10.2002 C 327 28.12.2002

M.2963 RWE Solutions/Schott Glaskontor/RWE Schott Solar 17.10.2002 C 277 14.11.2002

M.2939 JCI/Bosch/VB Autobatterien JV 18.10.2002 C 284 21.11.2002

M.2908 Deutsche Post/DHL (II) 21.10.2002 C 25 1.2.2003

M.2968 Jabil/Philips (Contract Manufacturing Services Intl) 21.10.2002 C 292 27.11.2002

M.2974 ABN Amro Private Equity (UK)/Jessops 21.10.2002 C 277 14.11.2002

M.2962 Deutsche Post/Wegener/Interlanden 25.10.2002 C 271 7.11.2002

M.2956 CVC/PAI Europe/Provimi 28.10.2002 C 300 4.12.2002

M.2984 Sofinco/Commercial Bank Of Greece/JV 28.10.2002 C 280 16.11.2002

M.2904 Dmdata/Kommunedata/Post Danmark/E-Boks JV 30.10.2002 C 275 12.11.2002

M.2938 SNPE/MBDA/JV 30.10.2002 C 297 29.11.2002

M.2949 Finmeccanica/Telespazio 30.10.2002 C 272 8.11.2002

M.2952 Sumitomo/Takeda/JV 30.10.2002 C 273 9.11.2002

M.2931 Finmeccanica/Marconi Mobile Holdings 31.10.2002 C 309 12.12.2002

M.2970 GE/ABB Structured Finance 5.11.2002

M.2996 RTL/CNN/Time Warner/N-TV 5.11.2002 C 310 13.12.2002

M.2994 Dixon/UniEuro 8.11.2002 C 277 14.11.2002

M.2869 Mitsubishi/Nissho Iwai/JV 15.11.2002 C 284 21.11.2002

M.2925 Charterhouse/CDC/Télédiffusion de France SA 15.11.2002 C 327 28.12.2002

M.2977 Compass/Onama SpA 15.11.2002 C 309 12.12.2002

M.2854 RAG/Degussa 18.11.2002 C 45 25.2.2003

M.3006 ACEA Distribuzione/Bticino/Siemens 19.11.2002 C 30 8.2.2003

M.2975 AON Jauch & Hübener/Siemens/JV 26.11.2002 C 45 25.2.2003

M.3002 Hitachi/Mitsubishi/JV 26.11.2002 C 300 4.12.2002

M.3015 Credit Suisse/Blackstone/Nycomed 26.11.2002 C 309 12.12.2002

M.2763 Toray/Murata/Teijin 6.12.2002 C 25 1.2.2003

M.2998 AVH/CNP/GIB JV 6.12.2002 C 320 20.12.2003

M.2955 DZ-Bank/ÖVAG/VB-Leasing 9.12.2002 C 320 20.12.2003

M.3014 Logica/CMG 9.12.2002 C 10 16.1.2003

M.2898 Leroy Merlin/Brico 13.12.2002

M.2971 Aegon/La Mondiale 13.12.2002

M.2981 Knauf/Alcopor 13.12.2002 C 320 20.12.2002

M.3004 Bravida/Semco/Prenad/Totalinstallatören/ Backlunds 13.12.2002 C 15 22.1.2003

M.2783 Mediatrade/Endemol/JV 16.12.2002 C 320 20.12.2002

M.3001 Celanese/Clariant Emulsion Business 16.12.2002 C 13 18.1.2003

M.3013 Carlyle Group/EDSCHA 16.12.2002 C 10 16.1.2003

M.3025 Bain Capital/Dor Chemical/Trespaphan 17.12.2002 C 11 17.1.2003

M.3007 E.ON/TXU Europe Group 18.12.2002 C 14 21.1.2003

M.3017 Daimler Chrysler/Hyundai Motor Company/JV 18.12.2002 C 327 28.12.2002

M.3018 Candover/Cinven/KAP 18.12.2002 C 327 28.12.2002

M.2844 Linde/Komatsu/Komatsu Forklift 19.12.2002 C 26 4.2.2003

M.2868 Linde/Sonatrach/JV 19.12.2002 C 15 22.1.2003

M.2966 ENBW/Laufenburg 19.12.2002 C 22 29.1.2003

M.2980 Cargill/AOP 19.12.2002 C 13 18.1.2003

M.3010 Candover Investments/ONTEX 19.12.2002 C 327 28.12.2002

M.3024 Bain Capital/Rhodia 19.12.2002 C 17 24.1.2003
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64

1.2. Decisions under Article 8 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

2. Decisions pursuant to Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty

M.3032 Interbrew/Brauergilde 19.12.2002 C 13 18.1.2003

M.3034 CVC Group/El Arbol 19.12.2002 C 8 14.1.2003

M.3045 Masco/Hansgrohe 19.12.2002 C 22 29.1.2003

M.2818 Nestlé/Fonterra/JV 20.12.2002 C 28 6.2.2003

M.2924 EADS/Astrium 20.12.2002

M.2992 Brenntag/Biesterfeld/JV 20.12.2002

M.3042 Sony/Philips/Intertrust 20.12.2002 C 23 30.1.2003

M.3003 Electrabel/Energia Italiana/Interpower 23.12.2002 C 25 1.2.2003

M.2997 Accor/Ebertz/Dorint 23.12.2002 C 17 24.1.2003

JV.57 TPS 30.4.2002 C 137 8.6.2002

¥64∂ Not yet published but available on the Competition DG web site (http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/cases/).

Case Title Date of dec. Publication

M.2495 Haniel/Fels 21.2.2002 (64)

M.2706 Carnival Corporation/P&O Princess 24.7.2002 (64)

M.2547 Bayer/Aventis Crop Science 17.4.2002 (64)

M.2568 Haniel/Ytong 9.4.2002 (64)

M.2650 Haniel/Cementbouw/JV (CVK) 26.6.2002 (64)

M.2698 Promatech/Sulzer Textil 24.7.2002 (64)

M.2822 ENBW/ENI/GVS 17.12.2002 (64)

M.2283 Schneider/Legrand 30.1.2002 (64)

M.2416 Tetra Laval/Sidel 30.1.2002 (64)

Case Title Date of 
decision Publication

ECSC.1350 RAG/Saarbergwerke/Preussag Anthrazit II) 7.5.2002 (64)
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D — Press releases

1. Decisions under Articles 6 and 8 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

1.1. Decisions under Article 6(1) and (2) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

Reference Date Subject

IP/02/22 9.1.2002 SEB/Moulinex: Commission refers French aspects to France, approves deal 
for rest of Europe subject to conditions concerning nine countries 

IP/02/34 11.1.2002 Commission clears joint venture for the production and marketing of salt 
between K+S and Solvay 

IP/02/35 11.1.2002 Commission clears takeover of Birka Energi by Finland’s Fortum 

IP/02/71 16.1.2002 Commission clears purchase of European units of US telecoms company 
Global TeleSystems by KPNQwest 

IP/02/97 21.1.2002 Commission clears most of Cargill takeover of Cerestar, refers part to UK 

IP/02/123 23.1.2002 Commission refers review of oil and gas aspects of Aker Maritime/Kvaerner 
deal to Norway, clears shipbuilding aspects 

IP/02/142 25.1.2002 Commission clears joint venture between Meneta and TDM in the field of 
anti-vibration devices for automobile disc brakes 

IP/02/181 1.2.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of Compaq by HP 

IP/02/194 5.2.2002 Commission authorises acquisition of the German Bewag by the Swedish 
energy group Vattenfall 

IP/02/222 11.2.2002 Commission clears ADM’s acquisition of sole control of German grain trader 
Toepfer 

IP/02/223 12.2.2002 Commission clears JV between Deutsche Bahn, ECT and United Depots to 
operate container terminals at the German inland port of Duisburg 

IP/02/238 13.2.2002 Commission gives go ahead to Universal Banking Services in the UK, 
including the establishment of the UK Post Office Card Account bank. 

IP/02/260 15.2.2002 Commission refers Danish Crown/Steff-Houlberg merger to Denmark after 
clearing markets outside Denmark 

IP/02/263 15.2.2002 Commission gives conditional clearance to the acquisition of Royal Canin 
by Masterfoods 

IP/02/310 25.2.2002 Commission clears new ownership structure of CAT joint venture 

IP/02/311 25.2.2002 Commission approves takeover of Schöller by Nestlé 

IP/02/313 25.2.2002 Commission initiates formal investigation into the takeover of Dutch sand-lime 
brick producers

IP/02/319 26.2.2002 Commission refers Compass purchase of Rail Gourmet UK to United 
Kingdom, clears rest of Compass purchases from SAirlines

IP/02/359 5.3.2002 Commission clears acquisition by EnerSys of the Invensys Energy Storage 
Business 

IP/02/360 5.3.2002 Commission approves Norsk Hydro’s acquisition of German aluminium 
producer VAW 

IP/02/364 5.3.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Cofathec of a 50 % stake in Climespace 

IP/02/365 5.3.2002 Commission clears SAS majority stake in Spanair 

IP/02/372 6.3.2002 Commission clears merger of Conoco and Phillips Petroleum 

IP/02/376 7.3.2002 Commission clears KPN’s acquisition of sole control over E-Plus 

IP/02/408 14.3.2002 Commission clears bricks joint venture between Royal Bank Private Equity 
and Cinven 

IP/02/415 14.3.2002 Competition, consumers: two words, one battle 
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IP/02/438 20.3.2002 Commission clears with conditions joint control of Hidrocantábrico by EnBW, 
EDP and Cajastur 

IP/02/439 20.3.2002 Commission gives ’green light’ to take over of Brambles European Rail 
Division by VTG Lehnkering and Warburg 

IP/02/451 21.3.2002 Commission clears steel processing Dutch joint venture in hot-rolled flat 
products sector 

IP/02/460 22.3.2002 Commission clears acquisition by SCA of Italian tissue company CartoInvest. 

IP/02/506 5.4.2002 Commission clears takeover by Scottish & Newcastle of Hartwall 

IP/02/528 9.4.2002 Commission approves the Community Development Venture Fund providing 
risk capital for enterprises in the most deprived areas in the United Kingdom 

IP/02/532 9.4.2002 Commission gives conditional clearance to Solvay’s acquisition of Ausimont 

IP/02/536 10.4.2002 Commission clears acquisition of HBG by Dragados in the provision of 
construction and dredging services 

IP/02/552 11.4.2002 Commission launches detailed investigation into the takeover of P&O Princess 
by Carnival Corporation 

IP/02/569 17.4.2002 Commission deepens probe into Promatech’s acquisition of Sulzer 

IP/02/589 18.4.2002 Commission clears Wienerberger’s acquisition of the brick activities of Hanson 
in Continental Europe 

IP/02/587 18.4.2002 Commission approves acquisition of sole control of TotalFinaElf Deutschland 
over three German traders in refined mineral products 

IP/02/578 18.4.2002 Commission approves acquisition of Unison Industries by a General Electric 
subsidiary 

IP/02/591 19.4.2002 Commission authorises creation of Photovoltech solar joint venture 

IP/02/627 25.4.2002 Commission refers local public transport joint venture to German 
Bundeskartellamt 

IP/02/628 25.4.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Hellenic Shipyards by the HDW/Ferrostaal 
consortium 

IP/02/644 30.4.2002 Commission approves acquisition of Enron’s Wind Turbine Business by a 
General Electric subsidiary

IP/02/645 2.5.2002 Commission authorises the purchase by TF1 of 25 % of the capital of TPS, 
currently held by France Télévision and France Télécom. 

IP/02/655 3.5.2002 Commission clears purchase by Vivendi of Liberty’s stake in Multithématiques 
(thematic channels) 

IP/02/656 3.5.2002 Commission clears Edison’s purchase of Italian power generation company 

IP/02/674 7.5.2002 Commission clears RAG’s acquisition of Saarbergwerke and Preussag 
Anthrazit Separate decision finds that no State aid was involved 

IP/02/676 7.5.2002 Commission clears takeover of Enterprise Oil by Shell 

IP/02/692 8.5.2002 Commission gives conditional clearance to Imperial Tobacco’s acquisition of 
Reemtsma 

IP/02/695 8.5.2002 Commission clears acquisition of UK pub companies by Cinven 

IP/02/735 21.5.2002 Commission clears RWE’s purchase of UK power company Innogy 

IP/02/744 22.5.2002 Commission approves acquisition of joint control of VG Media by RTL and 
ProSiebenSat.1 

IP/02/745 22.5.2002 Commission clears online travel agency between Amadeus and French 
department store Galeries Lafayette 

IP/02/773 29.5.2002 Commission clears takeover by Sanmina-SCI of Hewlett-Packard’s 
manufacturing operations in Lyon, France 

IP/02/784 31.5.2002 Commission clears takeover of German shipbuilder HDW by US’s Bank One 
Corporation 

IP/02/785 31.5.2002 Commission refers BEG waste disposal joint venture to the German Cartel 
Office 
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IP/02/829 6.6.2002 Statement by Competition Commissioner Mario Monti on Court judgement on 
Airtours 

IP/02/834 7.6.2002 Commission clears acquisition of joint control of Gaz de France and Ruhrgas 
over Slovakian gas supplier 

IP/02/845 12.6.2002 Commission clears acquisition of a Siemens stake in German air bearings 
producer AeroLas 

IP/02/870 17.6.2002 Commission clears joint venture between Canal de Isabel II and Hidroeléctrica 
del Cantábrico. 

IP/02/880 18.6.2002 Commission clears Alchemy’s takeover of CompAir, the compressor business 
of Invensys. 

IP/02/891 19.6.2002 Commission clears acquisition of US advertising agency Bcom3 by Publicis of 
France 

IP/02/892 19.6.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of DSM Petrochemicals by Saudi firm 
SABIC 

IP/02/897 19.6.2002 Commission fines Deutsche BP for supplying incorrect information in 
notification of Erdölchemie purchase 

IP/02/900 19.6.2002 Commission clears Vendex acquisition of Brico Belgium 

IP/02/910 21.6.2002 Commission clears Metronet buy of two London Tube infrastructure companies

IP/02/915 24.6.2002 Commission clears joint acquisition by Carlton and Thomson in the cinema 
screen advertising sector. 

IP/02/918 24.6.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Alcatel’s microelectronics unit by 
STMicroelectronics 

IP/02/914 26.6.2002 Commission clears Barilla takeover of German bakeries group Kamps subject 
to divestitures 

IP/02/956 28.6.2002 Commission approves creation of water Internet portal by Ondeo and Thames 
Water

IP/02/957 28.6.2002 Commission clears TNT Logistics stake in two transport logistics service 
providers 

IP/02/968 1.7.2002 Commission clears the takeover of Andersen UK’s business by Deloitte & 
Touche 

IP/02/972 2.7.2002 Commission clears purchase by Australian firm Amcor of the plastic packaging 
(PET) and closure businesses of Schmalbach-Lubeca 

IP/02/974 2.7.2002 Commission clears BP acquisition of sole control of Germany’s Veba Oel 

IP/02/975 2.7.2002 Commission clears EPC stake in SAARMontan 

IP/02/978 2.7.2002 Commission gives go-ahead for takeover of Coface by Natexis Banques 
Populaires 

IP/02/988 3.7.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Italy’s Saipem of Bouygues Offshore 

IP/02/1025 9.7.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Bernheim-Comofi by Fortis 

IP/02/1032 10.7.2002 Commission clears merger between Telia and Sonera subject to conditions 

IP/02/1056 15.7.2002 Commission clears Deutsche Bahn JV with Contship in the field of intermodal 
transportation of containers 

IP/02/1091 18.7.2002 Commission launches discussion on best practice guidelines for divestiture 
commitments in merger cases 

IP/02/1122 23.7.2002 Commission clears acquisition of parts of Daewoo by General Motors. 

IP/02/1140 24.7.2002 Commission clears takeover of Sulzer Textil by Promatech subject to 
divestments 

IP/02/1132 25.7.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of Brake Bros by private equity firm CD&R 

IP/02/1166 26.7.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Seeboard by London Electricity Group. 

IP/02/1174 29.7.2002 Commission clears joint venture for food products with cosmetic purposes 
between L’Oréal and Nestlé 

IP/02/1194 5.8.2002 Commission clears takeover of IBM’s hard-disk drive business by Hitachi 
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IP/02/1183 6.8.2002 Commission clears separate sale of Blu’s business assets subject to 
commitments 

IP/02/1203 8.8.2002 Commission clears de-merger of cross-Channel ferry operator P&O Stena Line 

IP/02/1204 8.8.2002 Commission clears joint venture for gas related logistic services between RWE 
Gas and Lattice International 

IP/02/1216 16.8.2002 Commission refers the assessment of Vía Digital’s merger with Sogecable to 
the Spanish Competition Authorities. 

IP/02/1219 16.8.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of BauMineral Herten by Alsen and E.ON 

IP/02/1224 20.8.2002 Commission clears Terex acquisition of Demag Mobile Cranes 

IP/02/1233 23.8.2002 Commission approves acquisition of TRW’s aerospace components activities 
by Goodrich. 

IP/02/1237 26.8.2002 Commission clears TUI’s acquisition of Nouvelles Frontières International 

IP/02/1241 27.8.2002 Commission clears merger between Ernst & Young, Andersen Germany and 
Menold & Aulinger 

IP/02/1242 27.8.2002 Commission clears joint venture between Karlsberg and Brauholding 
International 

IP/02/1252 30.8.2002 Commission clears flexible packaging joint venture between Denmark’s 
Danapak and Teich of Austria 

IP/02/1253 30.8.2002 Commission authorises joint ventures between Morgan Stanley and 
Olivetti/Telecom Italia in the field of real estate 

IP/02/1263 3.9.2002 Commission clears Legal & General’s acquisition of joint control of IWP 
Household Group 

IP/02/1260 3.9.2002 Commission clears Bertelsmann’s buy of Zomba 

IP/02/1267 4.9.2002 Commission refers review of takeover of Hollandsche Beton Groep by 
Koninklijke BAM NBM to Dutch Competition Authority

IP/02/1271 5.9.2002 Commission clears merger between Ernst & Young and Andersen France 

IP/02/1276 10.9.2002 Commission clears Kohlberg Kravis & Roberts’s acquisition of several Siemens 
units 

IP/02/1295 12.9.2002 Commission approves acquisition by Wind of part of Blu’s assets 

IP/02/1311 17.9.2002 Commission clears EQT´s acquisition of H&R and Dragoco 

IP/02/1312 17.9.2002 Commission deepens probe into the joint control of German gas distributor 
GVS by ENBW and Italy’s ENI 

IP/02/1313 17.9.2002 Commission clears purchase of US car components supplier Donnelly by rival 
Magna International 

IP/02/1318 17.9.2002 Commission clears takeover of Stinnes by Deutsche Bahn 

IP/02/1349 20.9.2002 Commission approves joint venture by Bank Austria, RaiffeisenZentralbank 
and Erste Bank 

IP/02/1350 20.9.2002 Commission clears Bunge’s takeover of Cereol 

IP/02/1356 23.9.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of PwC consulting by IBM 

IP/02/1388 27.9.2002 Commission clears the acquisition of Kruidvat by AS Watson in the retail of 
health and beauty products 

IP/02/1393 30.9.2002 Commission clears joint venture between Agere, Infineon and Motorola 

IP/02/1420 2.10.2002 Commission clears CVC acquisition of Kwik-Fit

IP/02/1455 10.10.2002 Commission clears the creation of a joint venture between Air Liquide and 
BOC in Japan.

IP/02/1461 11.10.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Burger King by US investors TPG III, 
Goldman Sachs and Bain Capital Investors 

IP/02/1470 14.10.2002 Commission clears acquisition of the distance-selling business of Guilbert by 
Staples 

IP/02/1471 14.10.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Wendel and KKR of Legrand 

IP/02/1472 14.10.2002 Commission clears transaction in the Swedish waste management sector 
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IP/02/1469 14.10.2002 Commission approves acquisition of Fairchild’s fastener business by Alcoa 

IP/02/1501 17.10.2002 Commission grants regulatory clearance to Northrop Grumman’s acquisition of 
TRW 

IP/02/1510 17.10.2002 Commission authorises Albert Frère to buy a controlling stake in Taittinger

IP/02/1512 17.10.2002 Commission clears UPM-Kymmene’s acquisition of US adhesive labels maker 
Morgan Adhesives 

IP/02/1523 18.10.2002 Commission clears purchase by Johnson Control of Varta’s stake in an 
automotive battery venture with Bosch 

IP/02/1533 22.10.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Deutsche Post of full control of DHL 

IP/02/1534 22.10.2002 Commission clears Jabil’s acquisition of Philips’ printed circuit board business

IP/02/1560 28.10.2002 Commission clears GF-X air freight trading platform between several European 
airlines 

IP/02/1568 29.10.2002 Commission clears the purchase of Edison’s stake in Provimi by CVC and PAI 
groups

IP/02/1594 31.10.2002 Commission approves a joint venture between SNPE and MBDA in the field of 
solid rocket motors for tactical weapons

IP/02/1599 31.10.2002 Commission authorises Finmeccanica to acquire Marconi Mobile

IP/02/1613 5.11.2002 Commission clears acquisition of ABB’s financial services business by GE

IP/02/1614 5.11.2002 Commission clears acquisition by RTL of Holtzbrinck’s stake in the German 
TV channel N-TV

IP/02/1690 15.11.2002 Commission clears acquisition of control of France Telecom’s TV 
infrastructure arm by Charterhouse and CDC 

IP/02/1691 15.11.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Onama by Compass

IP/02/1698 19.11.2002 Commission clears takeover of Degussa by RAG subject to divestiture 
commitments

IP/02/1780 29.11.2002 Commission clears acquisition by Wallenius and Wilhelmsen of Hyundai 
Merchant Marine’s car carrier business, subject to commitments

IP/02/1782 29.11.2002 Commission opens in-depth probe into the acquisition of Telepiù by Newscorp

IP/02/1806 5.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Busslink by Keolis

IP/02/1817 6.12.2002 Commission clears venture between Japanese firms Toray, Murata and Teijin

IP/02/1825 9.12.2002 Commission clears merger of Logica and CMG

IP/02/1881 13.12.2002 Commission refers local examination of Leroy Merlin’s acquisition of Brico to 
the French, Spanish and Portuguese authorities, and approves the deal for the 
rest of the EU

IP/02/1886 16.12.2002 Commission clears purchase by Bravida of Obel’s electrical, ventilation and 
other technical installation units

IP/02/1893 16.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Germany’s Edscha by Carlyle

IP/02/1894 16.12.2002 Commission approves takeover of Clariant’s emulsions business by Celanese 

IP/02/1914 18.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of packaging material producers by UK private 
equity fund Bain Capital and Israel’s Dor Chemicals

IP/02/1935 19.12.2002 Commission authorises acquisition by E.ON of some assets of TXU Europe

IP/02/1939 19.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of German brewery Brauergilde by Interbrew

IP/02/1944 20.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Kraftwerke Laufenburg by EnBW

IP/02/1945 20.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of German bathroom fittings maker Hansgrohe 
by Masco

IP/02/1946 20.12.2002 Commission clears joint venture between Linde and Komatsu

IP/02/1947 20.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Associated Oil Packers by Cargill

IP/02/1948 20.12.2002 Commission clears creation of two joint ventures by Linde and Sonatrach

IP/02/1949 20.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of part of French chemicals group Rhodia by US 
investment fund Bain Capital
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1.2. Decisions under Article 8 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89

2. Others

E — Judgments of the Community courts

Court of First Instance

IP/02/1957 23.12.2002 Commission deepens probe into German toll collect venture between Daimler 
Chrysler and Deutsche Telekom

IP/02/1958 23.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of sole control of Astrium by EADS

IP/02/1959 23.12.2002 Commission clears acquisition of Intertrust by Sony and Philips

IP/02/1960 23.12.2002 Commission approves joint venture between the German companies Brenntag 
and Biesterfeld in the area of the distribution of commodity chemicals

IP/02/1961 23.12.2002 Commission clears Accor’s controlling stake in German Dorint hotels

IP/02/1962 23.12.2002 La Commission renvoie l’opération entre Electrabel et IEH aux autorités belges 
de la concurrence

IP/02/1963 23.12.2002 Acquisition of Enel’s power unit, Interpower, by Electrabel and Energia falls 
outside Merger Regulation

Reference Date Subject

IP/02/173 30.1.2002 Commission adopts decision on the demerger of Schneider and Legrand 

IP/02/174 30.1.2002 Commission adopts decision for the divestiture of Tetra Laval’s shareholding in 
Sidel

IP/02/288 21.2.2002 Commission clears Haniel’s purchase of Fels, Germany still investigating 

IP/02/530 9.4.2002 Commission clears Haniel’s purchase of Ytong subject to divestiture, Germany 
still investigating 

IP/02/570 17.4.2002 Commission clears Bayer’s acquisition of Aventis Crop Science, subject to 
substantial divestitures 

IP/02/933 26.6.2002 Commission grants retroactive approval to CVK joint venture between Haniel 
and Cementbouw, subject to substantial commitments 

IP/02/1141 24.7.2002 Commission clears Carnival’s takeover bid for P&O Princess 

IP/02/1905 17.12.2002 Commission clears joint control of regional gas wholesaler GVS by EnBW and 
ENI subject to conditions

IP/02/1591 30.10.2002 EU and US issue best practices concerning bilateral cooperation in merger 
cases

IP/02/1856 11.12.2002 Commission adopts comprehensive reform of EU merger control

IP/02/1952 20.12.2002 Commission appeals CFI ruling on Tetra Laval/Sidel to the European Court of 
Justice

Case Date Parties Field

T-342/99 6.6.2002 Airtours v Commission Competition

T-3/02_1 11.3.2002 Schlüsselverlag J.S. Moser and Others 
v Commission

Competition
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T-310/01 22.10.2002 Schneider Electric v Commission Competition

T-77/02 22.10.2002 Schneider Electric v Commission Competition

T-5/02 25.10.2002 Tetra Laval v Commission Competition

T-80/02 25.10.2002 Tetra Laval v Commission Competition

T-251/00 20.11.2002 Lagardère SCA, Canal+ SA v Commission Competition
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III — STATE AID

A — Overview of cases

In this overview, a number of cases are reported which are not mentioned in Part One of the annual report
but which merit a more detailed description in addition to the list of cases further below.

1. Sectoral aid

1.1. Shipbuilding

The Commission decided on 5 June to grant a derogation from the State aid rules on shipbuilding
allowing an extension of the delivery limit for a cruise ship built at Meyer shipyard in Papenburg,
Germany (65). The general rule, according to the Shipbuilding Regulation, is that shipbuilding contracts
signed before the abolition of operating aid in 2000 have to be performed at the latest by the end of 2003
in order to benefit from such aid, i.e. up to 9 % of the contract value. A derogation can be allowed under
strict conditions. Because of exceptional events and circumstances delaying the delivery of this particular
cruise ship the Commission decided that the conditions were met and approved an extension of the
delivery limit by a few months until 28 May 2004.

1.2. Steel

The Commission initiated proceedings against planned aid for environmental purposes to be granted to Ilva
SpA, Acciaierie di Sicilia SpA, Duferdofin SpA and Acciaerie Valbruna SpA. The Commission closed the
procedure by noting the withdrawal of the notification in the cases of Duferdofin SpA (66) and Acciaerie
Valbruna SpA (67) and approving the aid in the cases of Ilva SpA (68) and Acciaierie di Sicilia SpA (69).

1.3. Motor vehicles

On 3 April, the Commission decided to raise no objections to regional investment aid to Sevelnord SA (70).
Sevelnord is jointly owned by Fiat SpA and PSA Peugeot Citroën. It produces both multi-purpose
vehicles and utility vehicles for its parent companies. The relevant aid amounts to EUR 6.3 million,
which equals an aid intensity of 2.35 %. The project concerns the transformation of the existing plant at
Sevelnord’s site at Lieu St. Amand, in the Nord-Pas de Calais region of France. The purpose of the
transformation is to enable the construction of the new model multi-purpose vehicle. The Commission
considered that the aid fulfils the criteria of necessity and proportionality as set out in the motor vehicle
framework. Accordingly, it decided to raise no objections.

On 8 May, the Commission partially approved regional investment aid to Ford España for its Almusafes
(Valencia) (71) plant after an in-depth investigation. The aid went to a EUR 334 million investment for the

¥65∂ OJ C 238, 3.10.2002.
¥66∂ C 9/2002 (OJ C 251, 18.10.2002).
¥67∂ C 12/2002, (OJ C 251, 18.10.2002).
¥68∂ C 10/2002, not yet published.
¥69∂ C 8/2002, not yet published.
¥70∂ N 185/2001 (OJ C 127, 29.5.2002).
¥71∂ N 838/2000 (OJ C 219, 4.8.2001).
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production of a new engine. The in-depth investigation was started in June 2001, and led to a reduction of
the allowable aid from EUR 15.74 million to EUR 11.11 million, or 5.11 % of EUR 217 million eligible
costs. The project is taking place in a region recognised by the Commission as eligible for regional aid up
to 37 % of eligible investment costs.

On 5 June, the Commission authorised regional investment aid of EUR 22 million for the production of
diesel and petrol engines at the Renault plant in Valladolid (Spain) (72). After conducting the formal
investigation procedure opened in November 2001, the Commission was satisfied that the rules of the
Community framework for State aid to the motor vehicle industry had been complied with. The
Commission studied the geographical mobility of the project and considered that the Renault group’s
Bursa plant in Turkey could have hosted the project, and therefore that Renault had the option of carrying
out the investment at this alternative site. The Commission also assessed a cost–benefit analysis showing
that the extra cost of locating the production in Valladolid was higher than the aid for the project. It
therefore concluded that the rules of the Community framework for State aid to the motor vehicle
industry had been complied with.

On 18 September, the Commission took a positive, conditional decision with regard to planned regional
aid for an investment by Vauxhall Motors Ltd (73) at its plant in Ellesmere Port, Cheshire (United
Kingdom). After carrying out the investigation procedure the Commission concluded that it could clear
the GBP 10 million (around EUR 15.92 million) that the UK authorities planned to grant in regional aid.
The UK Government had argued that the subsidies were needed to compensate Vauxhall for the higher
costs of investing in Ellesmere Port rather than in Belgium, the alternative investment location, including
the higher cost of training the workforce. The Commission agreed to this, but made clear that the UK
could not grant further training subsidies for the same project under the specific Community training aid
regulation. 

On 9 October, the Commission decided to start a formal investigation into German plans to grant around
EUR 52 million in regional aid towards a DaimlerChysler AG (74) investment in Berlin. The project
concerns the production of a new 6-cylinder diesel engine and camshafts for engines and will be carried
out at the Berlin-Marienfelde engine plant, where DaimlerChrysler currently builds engines and engine
components. The eligible investment amounts to around EUR 188 million. The Commission had doubts
whether DaimlerChrysler seriously considered investing at Cugir. In the absence of an alternative
location, the project could not be considered mobile and the aid would not be necessary to carry out the
project in Berlin. The Commission also had doubts with respect to the proportionality of the aid. In
particular, the reported cost disadvantage of Berlin compared with Cugir might be lower than notified to
the Commission. After the Commission opened the investigation procedure, Germany withdrew the
notification on 13 December.

1.4. Electricity sector

In a British case concerning a transition charge to make certain transactions competitive following the
liberalisation of the electricity market, stranded costs imputable to the private company Northern Ireland
Electricity (75) resulted from obligations under existing long-term contracts for the supply of electricity at
prices higher or potentially higher than the market price. In order to offset the extra cost to the company,

¥72∂ N 839/2000 (OJ C 33, 6.2.2002).
¥73∂ C 4/2002, not yet published.
¥74∂ N 171/2002, not yet published.
¥75∂ N 661/1999 (OJ C 113, 14.5.2002).
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the government introduced a levy on final electricity consumers, collected by distributors without the
intermediation of a central redistribution body. 

The Commission considered the resources in question to be private resources whose situation was similar
to that examined by the Court of Justice in Preussen Elektra (76). As a result, the mechanism at issue did
not constitute State aid.

A Belgian case likewise concerning the transitional regime for the electricity market (77) afforded the
Commission an opportunity to specify, in the light of the methodology for analysing State aid linked to
stranded costs adopted by the Commission on 26 July 2001, the criteria it intended to apply in
determining the conditions under which the derogation in Article 87(3)(c) of the Treaty was applicable to
aid-constituting stranded costs.

The Commission distinguished between three components of the measure: one concerned the
dismantling of experimental nuclear sites for which electricity generators and the Federal State had been
jointly responsible since 1990, six years before the directive was adopted. The Commission considered
that the compensation received by Electrabel and SPE satisfied the criteria in points 4.1–4.3 of the
methodology.

As regards, however, the component relating to the pension scheme for employees in the electricity
sector, the Commission entertained doubts based inter alia on the non-specific nature of the
commitments given by Electrabel and SPE to their employees. All companies covered by the collective
agreement for the electricity and gas sectors, including therefore new entrants, were subject to the same
obligations.

The third component of the measure concerned the promotion of renewable energy sources and energy
conservation, financed by the setting of a price payable by final electricity consumers which was higher
than the market price. Since the facts were similar to those of the British case, the Commission
reproduced its earlier analysis and found, in accordance with the Preussen Elektra judgment, that the
component in question did not involve any aid element. Other factors confirmed the Commission in its
view inasmuch as the measure provided neither for any limitation in time nor for any modulation of the
compensatory amounts to take account of electricity market price trends or possible productivity gains by
the recipient companies, as indicated in points 3.12, 4.2 and 4.5 of the methodology.

The investigation of a Greek case (78) concerning a scheme to offset stranded costs led the Commission to
consider that that part of the costs which was generated by a long-term contract for the supply of cheap
electricity to an aluminium plant did not constitute State aid. The Commission found that the other two
components of the measure were in keeping with the principles laid down in the abovementioned
methodology and compatible with the Treaty.

One of these components concerned the offsetting of stranded costs linked to the poor competitiveness of
hydroelectric power stations in a competitive market. The other concerned the commitment entered into
by the operator PPC, at the Greek Government’s request, to finance investments outside the company’s
normal sphere of activity, namely irrigation plants.

¥76∂ Case C-379/98 [2001] ECR I-2099.
¥77∂ C 31/2002 (ex N 149/2000).
¥78∂ N 133/2001 (OJ C 9, 15.1.2003).
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1.5. Multi-sectoral framework

On 9 April, the Commission finally approved three quarters of the aid proposed for Hamburger AG (79), a
paper manufacturer. Germany may subsidise the project up to 26.25 % of the eligible investment costs of
EUR 153 million, i.e. to the amount of roughly EUR 40 million, instead of the initially notified 35 %
corresponding to EUR 54 million. The project concerns the construction of a new plant for the
production of corrugated base paper in Brandenburg. The Commission had opened the formal
investigation procedure in October 2001 because it in particular questioned whether it could be excluded
that the sector concerned was in relative decline and whether the whole number of indirect jobs claimed
by Germany could be taken into account for the assessment of the compatibility of the aid. After the
investigation, the Commission came to the conclusion that the sector was indeed in relative decline and
that not all the jobs that would allegedly be created could be taken into account.

On 2 October, the Commission authorised Germany to grant a proposed EUR 37 million in investment
aid to help Rapid Eye AG, a medium-sized company based in the eastern German region of
Brandenburg (80), develop and establish a new type of satellite-based geo-information service for users in
the agricultural and cartographic field. The aid would lead to the creation of 139 direct jobs and would
have no negative impact on competition. The total proposed aid intensity amounted to 30 % based on the
eligible investment costs of EUR 123 million. It thus remained within the 35 % ceiling of aid allowable
under the provisions of the multi-sectoral framework for this project.

On 2 October, the Commission also decided not to raise any objections to a new investment project by
Fibre Ottiche Sud in Battipaglia (81), Campania, an assisted area in southern Italy. The proposed aid
amounts to EUR 74.5 million, for a total amount of EUR 167.394 million eligible costs. The project
aims at the extension of capacity of an existing plant, designed to produce optical fibres for
telecommunications. The Commission calculated the maximum allowable aid for the project to be 28 %
net grant equivalent. As the proposed aid intensity in this case equals the threshold, the Commission
accordingly decided to consider the notified aid to be compatible with the Treaty rules. In assessing the
compatibility of the aid, the Commission took into account in particular that the project will create
311 direct jobs and 108 indirect jobs. 

On 16 October, the Commission authorised Germany to grant a proposed EUR 25 million in investment
aid to Kunz Faserplattenwerk Baruth GmbH (82) to help set up a new mill for the production of medium-
density fibreboard (MDF) in Baruth, Brandenburg. The total proposed aid intensity amounted to 35 %
based on the eligible investment cost of EUR 73 million. According to Germany, the project would lead
to the creation of 130 direct jobs and of a further 100 jobs in the region. The Commission concluded that
the MDF market was not in decline and that the project was expected to have a beneficial effect on the
regional economy. In accordance with the provisions of the multi-sectoral framework, the Commission
considered that aid up to 35 % of the investment cost would, in this case, be compatible with the EU
rules.

1.6. Fisheries

The Commission approved four aid schemes aimed at compensating Italian fishermen who had to
temporarily cease their fishing activities in 2000, 2001 and 2002. Two of the schemes were subject to a

¥79∂ C 72/2001 (OJ L 296, 30.10.2002).
¥80∂ N 416/2002 (OJ C 327, 28.12.2002).
¥81∂ N 421/2002 (OJ C 327, 28.12.2002).
¥82∂ N 361/2002 (OJ C 15, 22.1.2003).
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formal investigation procedure by the Commission. The first one related to aid for fishermen and shellfish
producers affected by the presence of mucilage in the Adriatic in 2000. The second one concerned
technical stoppages to protect fish resources in the Tyrrhenian and Ionian Seas, also in 2000. They
amounted to EUR 29.1 million in the Adriatic and EUR 1.5 million in the Tyrrhenian and Ionian Seas.
The other two aid schemes, which had been set up within the framework of a plan for the protection of
aquatic resources, related to aid for temporary cessation of activities in 2001 and 2002 to allow fish
stocks to grow. These two schemes totalled EUR 13.9 million for 2000 and EUR 10 million for 2002.
The Commission considered these four aid schemes compatible with internal market rules. 

The Commission decided that schemes of aid to 12 Italian regions for various projects in their fisheries
sectors were compatible with the rules governing State aid. These aid measures, which are worth a total
of EUR 55.24 million for the period 2000–06, represent the financial contribution by Italy which, under
the co-financing principle, is required for the allocation of aid from the EU Financial Instrument for
Fisheries Guidance (FIFG). The FIFG will finance eligible projects to the tune of EUR 39.88 million.
Projects benefiting from this financial support include measures to protect fish stocks, aquaculture,
upgrading of port facilities, processing and marketing of fisheries products, measures in favour of the
small-scale fleet and various operations undertaken by the industry to improve the situation of the sector.

1.7. Transport

Olympic Airways 

The Commission has been monitoring the airline’s situation since 1994. It has initiated the formal
investigation procedure on three occasions — in 1994, in 1996 and on 6 March 2002 — and has drawn
the attention of the Greek authorities to the fact that Olympic Airways has been unable to attain the
objectives of its restructuring plan, objectives which made the compatibility of aid subject to the rules on
competition. On the basis of the Commission’s decision of 1998 (confirming an earlier decision of 1994),
Olympic Airways received restructuring aid subject to compliance with 24 conditions plus the
introduction of a computerised management system, the provision of regular reports certifying
compliance with those conditions and the effective implementation of the restructuring plan. The
restructuring plan for the period 1998-2002 was intended to ensure the return of Olympic Airways to
viability as from 2000 as a result of intensified efforts to control costs and improve productivity.

In its decision of 11 December 2002 (83), the Commission found that the restructuring plan had not been put
in place and that, in particular, the viability of the company was not assured in the short or medium term.
Moreover, Greece had granted additional aid to Olympic Airways, contrary to another of the commitments
accompanying the aid granted in 1998. The Commission also found that Olympic Airways enjoyed
preferential treatment and therefore requested Greece to recover the aid paid after 14 August 1998.

This is one of the rare cases of restructuring aid where the Commission has found that its decision has not
been implemented and has called for the recovery of the incompatible and unlawful aid. In addition, the
Commission decided on 23 April 2003 to instruct its departments to refer the matter to the Court of
Justice under the second subparagraph of Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty and Article 23 of Council
Regulation (EC) No 659/1999 of 22 March 1999 for non compliance by the Greek Government with its
decision of 11 December 2002 requesting Greece to recover the unlawful aid.

¥83∂ Commission decision of 11.12.2002, Case C 19/2002 (ex NN 133/2000) (OJ C 98, 23.4.2002).
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London Underground

The Commission considered that the arrangements — worth EUR 42 billion — which the UK
Government will put in place for the renovation and enhancement of the London Underground by a
public-private partnership (84) (PPP) notably the compensation to be paid to the infrastructure companies,
do not constitute State aid. In this context, London Underground has been split into two groups of
companies: an operating company, London Underground Limited (LUL), which will remain publicly
owned and will be responsible for delivering services to the public, notably the transport of passengers;
and a second group of three private infrastructure companies (Infracos), which will provide services on a
contract basis to London Underground for 30 years. These will maintain, improve and upgrade the
Underground’s infrastructure for each of the three groups of underground lines into which the London
Underground has been divided. 

The public sector will retain freehold ownership of the real property elements of the network. As
compensation for their obligations under the PPP, Infracos will receive from London Underground
Limited regular, four-weekly payments which will be made available by the public sector operating
company over the life of the service contracts. The Commission found that this compensation is indeed
the result of competitive procurement processes eliminating any possible advantage not compatible with
State aid rules.

This case is one of the exceptional cases decided recently where the Commission, on the basis of a
negotiated public tender procedure, has come to the conclusion that no State aid has been granted. In
particular, the Commission considered that the price payable to the infrastructure companies was a fair
market price despite the fact that changes had occurred after the final selection of the bidders and during
the negotiations. First, those changes were of a degree acceptable under EU legislation and were not so
substantial, either individually or collectively, as to be likely to have attracted prospective tenderers
which did not consider tendering following publication of the original OJEC notices. Second, the
Commission also understood that the preferred bidders remained the best value for money in the light of
the changes made after the selection of the bidders. From an economic point of view, the Commission
considered that the changes in the value of the contracts may, in practice, only amount to a reasonable
increase.

Finally, the Commission estimated that the risk of over-compensation creeping in during the life of the
contract (30 years) was substantially limited, if not eliminated, by the various safeguard measures
examined and in view of the commercial incentives.

2. Horizontal aid

2.1. Tax aid 

The Commission terminated with a negative decision the proceedings it had initiated on 11 July 2001 in
respect of a Spanish scheme to assist coordination centres in Vizcaya (85), without, however, coupling its
decision with an order to repay any aid already disbursed. On this latter point it acknowledged that, in
view of the similarities between the legislation applicable to coordination centres in Vizcaya and that
applicable to coordination centres in Belgium, the Spanish authorities were entitled to consider that the

¥84∂ Commission decision of 2.10.2002, Case N 264/2002 (OJ C 309, 12.12.2002).
¥85∂ C48/2001 (ex NN 43/2000), not yet published.
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Basque measures contained no aid elements. In 1984, the Commission had adopted a decision along
those lines in relation to the Belgian measures.

Substantively, the Commission’s investigation had shown that coordination centres in Vizcaya conferred
a tax advantage on companies eligible under the scheme by excluding from the calculation of their tax
base the financial costs of their transactions. Inasmuch as one of the conditions governing the eligibility
of companies under the scheme was that 25 % of their turnover must be earned from exports, the
Commission considered that, in the present case, the effect on trade increased the scheme’s selectiveness.

The Commission closed the formal investigation procedure regarding the preferential tax scheme for
captive insurance companies in the Åland Islands (Finland) (86). It concluded that the 10 % reduction in
corporation tax granted to such companies in Åland constituted State aid. Captive insurance companies
are companies whose sole function is to insure the risks of the companies in the group to which they
belong. The scheme cannot be considered a general tax measure since, although it is not restricted to
specific sectors of the economy, in practice it benefits only those groups of companies that are large
enough to be able to set up a captive insurance company. The Commission also found that preferential tax
treatment is not generally speaking warranted for intra-group activities. Since the scheme has never been
applied, no aid will need to be recovered.

The Commission authorised the financing of a new scheme of tax aid aimed at assisting the localisation
of job-creating economic activities in the free zone of Madeira (87). In view of their objective, which is to
overcome the permanent structural handicaps suffered by the Madeira region due to its remoteness from
mainland economic centres, the measures in question constitute operating aid. 

The Commission considered that, in relation to such aid, the restrictive conditions imposed by the
regional aid guidelines were balanced by Madeira’s eligibility for the derogation in Article 87(3)(a) of the
Treaty. It therefore approved the scheme. This positive decision has a number of conditions attached
designed to exclude from its scope companies carrying on activities without any real impact on regional
development, such as coordination, treasury or distribution centres. 

The Azores region (Portugal) has introduced, in accordance with the powers devolved to it under the
Portuguese constitution, a tax scheme in favour of economic agents operating in its territory (88). The
Commission examined the scheme in the light of the regional aid guidelines (89) and found that the
planned rate reductions constituted operating aid. Being intended to assist an outermost region, such aid
qualifies for exemption under Article 87(3)(a) or (b) provided it helps to offset the additional cost of
carrying on a local economic activity. 

Since this point did not seem to be proven, particularly in the case of the localisation of tertiary economic
activities, which are largely independent of the existence of regional handicaps, the Commission decided
in April to open the investigation procedure with respect to the scheme. It found that, in view of the
territorial selectivity on which they were based, the exceptional tax arrangements applicable to the
Azores region constituted regional aid rather than a general measure and it therefore checked whether the
aid level was proportional to the additional costs the aid was designed to offset. It terminated its
investigation in December with the adoption of a positive decision under Article 87(3)(a) conditional on
the exclusion of companies carrying on financial or ‘intra-group service’ type activities from the benefit

¥86∂ C 55/2001 (OJ L 329, 31.12.2002).
¥87∂ NN 222/A/2002.
¥88∂ C 35/02, not yet published.
¥89∂ N 222/A/2002.
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of the scheme. Since tax concessions had, however, been granted to such companies unlawfully, the
Commission attached to its decision a demand that the associated aid be recovered. 

2.2. Environmental protection and energy saving

The Commission also initiated proceedings against planned aid for environmental purposes to be granted
to Sollac SA in France (90). Later on, the Commission closed the procedure by noting the withdrawal of
the notification.

In response to complaints, the Commission investigated certain aspects of a scheme introduced by the
German Government (91) giving preferential treatment to renewable energy sources so as to encourage
operators to generate electricity from such sources. Under the scheme, electricity distributors are required
to connect green electricity generating plants to their networks. The connection obligation imposed on
them is supplemented by an obligation to buy the electricity at a minimum price which is higher than the
market price.

The Commission considered that, contrary to the complainants’ allegations, the scheme does not contain
any aid element. Although it confers an economic advantage on companies which generate electricity
from renewable sources, that advantage is not financed by State resources. It matters little that the
obligation to buy electricity at regulated prices is imposed on distributors, some of which are public
undertakings, as all distributors, irrespective of their legal status, are subject to the same constraints. This
case is thus the first in which the judgment in Preussen Elektra (92) has been applied to public operators.

The Commission’s decision on a federal Belgian scheme of support for renewable energies (93)
constitutes a further application of the Preussen Elektra judgment according to which a mechanism
whereby a company is obliged to purchase electricity at an administered price does not constitute aid as it
does not confer on the transferred resources the status of public financing.

In the case in point, the Commission examined the two components of a measure notified by the Belgian
authorities aimed at promoting the generation of electricity from renewable energies. One of the
components concerns the setting-up at federal level of machinery for awarding green certificates attesting
to the quantity of electricity of offshore renewable origin attributable each year to each electricity
generator. The second component supplements the first by requiring the company responsible for
managing the federal transport network, ESO, to buy back at a price set by the State the green certificates
of all generators of electricity of renewable origin which so request. The Commission concluded that the
measure in question is not based on any transfer of State resources and that it therefore contains no aid
element within the meaning of the Treaty.

The Commission adopted a decision on the continuation of ecological tax reform in Germany (94). The
decision authorises the German Government to prolong a scheme of aid granted since 1999 to a wide
range of undertakings in the form of tax reliefs, mainly on mineral oils used as fuel, and on electricity.
The Commission relied on the guidelines on State aid for environmental protection (95), and in particular

¥90∂ C 27/2002 (OJ C 262, 29.10.2002).
¥91∂ NN 27/2000 (OJ C 164, 10.7.2002).
¥92∂ Case C-379/98.
¥93∂ N 14/2002 (OJ C 309, 12.12.2002).
¥94∂ N 449/2001 (OJ C 137, 8.6.2002).
¥95∂ JO C 37, 3.2.2001.
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on the provisions of point E.3.2 thereof applicable to operating aid, in order to justify its positive
assessment of the aid, both existing and newly introduced by the notified measure.

In its examination of the tax exemptions granted specifically to energy-intensive users, the Commission
took account of the provisions of the voluntary agreement by which, with a view to capping CO2

emissions, the German Government and German industry have set a target figure for 2012. This
agreement involves a continuous monitoring of emissions data, and if the results achieved in 2004 are
such that the target is unlikely to be met, the German Government will end the tax exemption. The
Commission accordingly made its positive decision conditional and limited in time on this point. It may
review the situation in 2005 after the German authorities have re-notified the aid, which would then take
the form of an exemption adapted to the changed situation.

The Commission approved a Dutch scheme of aid (96) in the form of a tax exemption introduced by the
Dutch Government with a view to ensuring optimum use of existing collective wastewater treatment
plants by dividing the running costs of each plant among the various economic operators present in its
catchment area in accordance with the ‘polluter pays’ principle laid down by the Treaty. The exemption
in question thus seeks to dissuade large enterprises from themselves pre-treating the wastewater
necessary for the conduct of their business. Its amount may not be greater than 50 % of the tax, nor may
it exceed the difference between the total tax and the cost of wastewater treatment by the enterprise itself.

The Commission considered that the aid at issue constitutes operating aid in the form of a tax exemption.
It approved it by reference to point E.3.2 of the guidelines on State aid for environmental protection, and
more specifically to point 51.2 on existing taxes.

2.3. Rescue and restructuring

On 2 October, the Commission declared State aid of an amount of around EUR 1 million for
restructuring that Germany had granted to Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau (TGI) (97) to be incompatible
with the common market. TGI is active in the field of special glass and is located in the eastern German
Land of Thuringia. TGI ran into serious difficulties at the end of 1997. A concerted action plan was
therefore adopted by the Bundesanstalt für vereinigungsbedingte Sonderaufgaben (BvS), the Land of
Thuringia and the owner of the company in order to restore the company’s viability. Within the
framework of this concerted action plan the BvS agreed to waive EUR 2 045 000 of the purchase price. A
bank guarantee for the remainder of the purchase price amounting to EUR 0.92 million was converted
into a junior mortgage. In addition, a loan amounting to EUR 1 020 000 was allegedly granted by the
Thüringer Aufbaubank under an approved aid scheme. In July 2001, the Commission initiated the formal
investigation procedure with respect to the exchange of securities and the loan allegedly granted under an
approved aid scheme. The waiver was the subject of a separate procedure and a negative final decision
was taken on 12 June 2001. The Commission finally concluded that the exchange of securities
constituted aid and that the loan was not covered by the scheme on the basis of which it had allegedly
been granted. Both measures thus had to be assessed in accordance with the rescue and restructuring
guidelines. The Commission found that the conditions set out in the guidelines were not fulfilled. In
particular, the restructuring plan was not based on realistic assumptions and the restoration of long-term
viability was open to doubt. Moreover, no private investor was making a significant contribution to the
restructuring, so the condition of the proportionality of the aid was not met.

¥96∂ N 157/2002. 
¥97∂ C 19/2000 (OJ L 62, 9.3.2002).
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3. Aid through accumulating tax and social security debts

By decision of 30 October the Commission ordered Spain to recover incompatible aid from Refractarios
Especiales SA (98). The aid consisted in insufficient efforts by the Wage Guarantee Fund (Fogasa) to
ensure the actual payment of a debt that arose from a restructuring operation in the early 1990s. A private
creditor in the same position would have taken more steps than Fogasa did and would have asked for
sufficient collateral to secure its claims. The aid was not compatible under the guidelines for rescue and
restructuring aid to companies in difficulties, or under other guidelines. The social security authorities
and the tax authorities were also owed money by Refractarios. The Commission assessed their efforts to
recover these amounts, but concluded that they did not contain State aid.

B — New legislative provisions and notices adopted or proposed 
by the Commission

C — List of State aid cases in sectors other than agriculture, fisheries 
and the coal industry

1. Measures which the Commission considered compatible with the common market 
without opening a formal investigation under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty 
or Article 6(5) of Decision 2496/96/ECSC

Austria

¥98∂ C 3/2002 (Ex NN 160/2001).

1 Communication from the Commission on new multi-sectoral 
framework on regional aid for large investment projects 

OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

2 Decision of the Commission to extend the current R&D guidelines 
until end 2005

OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

3 Commission regulation on a block exemption for employment aid OJ L 337, 13.12.2002

4 Communication from the Commission concerning certain aspects of 
the treatment of competition cases resulting from the expiry of the 
ECSC Treaty

OJ C 152, 26.6.2002

5 Communication from the Commission, rescue and restructuring aid 
and closure aid for the steel sector

OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

6 Council Regulation (EC) No 1407/2002 concerning State aid to the 
coal industry after expiry of the ECSC Treaty 

OJ L 205, 2.8.2002

7 New Community guidelines for State aid concerning TSE tests, 
fallen stock and slaughterhouse waste

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

8 Communication from the Commission on the consequences of the 
terrorist attacks in the United States (prolongation until 31 October)

COM(2002) 320 final

9 Commission notice on the reference/discount rates applicable from 
January 2002 

OJ C 21, 24.1.2002

N 689/2000 15.1.2002 Aid scheme of the province of Burgenland to assist tourism OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 850/2001 20.2.2002 Guidelines for environmental protection in upper Austria OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 860/2001 27.2.2002 Revitalising project of the Mutterer Alm OJ C 150, 22.6.2002
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Belgium 

Denmark

Finland 

France

NN 165/2001 22.5.2002 Energy tax rebate OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 9/2002 31.5.2002 Austrian guidelines 2002 for the rehabilitation of inherited 
waste

OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 105/2002 2.7.2002 Viennese innovation programme OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 326/2002 23.9.2002 Guidelines on the GEN-AU genome research programme 

N 811/2001 23.9.2002 Austrian guidelines 2002 for corporate sewage measures OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 285/2002 17.12.2002 Tourism impulse programme

N 548/2001 13.2.2002 Aid to local television stations in the French-speaking 
community

OJ C 150, 22.6.2002

N 714/2000 25.2.2002 Investment aid for medium-sized enterprises (Vlaams 
expansiedecreet van 15.12.1993)

OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 711/2000 8.4.2002 Aid for small companies OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

C 31/2002 
(ex N 149/2000)

24.4.2002 Transitional regime for the electricity market OJ C 222, 18.9.2002

NN 129/2000 7.5.2002 Employment promotion law OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 543/2000 19.6.2002 Phasing out Objective 1— financial engineering OJ C 310, 13.12.2002

N 14/2002 2.8.2002 Federal scheme to promote renewable sources of energy OJ C 309, 12 .12.2002

N 415 b/2001 18.9.2002 Draft decree to promote green electricity — production aid OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

N 498/2002 30.10.2002 Integrative enterprises

NN 93/2000 30.10.2002 Aid for training (vocational transition premium scheme) OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 681/2002 27.11.2002 Support for Flemish audio-visual production

NN 30a/2001 3.4.2002 Wastewater tax-cellulose production OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

NN 30b/2001 3.4.2002 Organic pigment production OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

NN 30c/2001 3.4.2002 Wastewater tax-vitamin production OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

NN 10/2002 3.4.2002 Social measures in the employment sector OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

NN 99/2002 19.6.2002 Prolongation of the three-year delivery limit for two ships OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

NN 26/2002 11.12.2002 The Danish industrial PhD fellowship programme OJ C 104, 30.4.2003

N 540/2002 20.12.2002 Energy tax scheme — modifications to the process list OJ C 78, 1.4.2003

N 862/2001 14.2.2002 Amendment of the Regional Transport Subsidy Act OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 76/2002 27.2.2002 GMP operating space for bio-enterprises OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 770/2001 12.3.2002 Aid in favour of a composting plant in Åland Islands OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 75/2002 21.6.2002 Modification of aid scheme for the energy sector OJ C 271, 7.11.2002

NN 75/2002 1.8.2002 Aid to energy-intensive companies OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 468/2002 13.11.2002 Extension of three-year-delivery-limit for a ship OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 469/2002 15.11.2002 Aid for chipping of energy wood OJ C 59, 14.3.2003

N 74a/2002 11.12.2002 Aid to energy-intensive companies OJ C 104, 30.4.2003

N 234/2001 27.2.2002 R&D aid for Snecma OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 702a/2001 12.3.2002 Individual cases under the MEDEA+ scheme 
(T 201, T 301 and T 304)

OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 185/2001 3.4.2002 Sevelnord OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

NN 151/2001 3.4.2002 Financing for firms in overseas departments by the French 
Development Agency (AfD)

OJ C 127, 29.5.2002
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Germany

N 493/2001 2.5.2002 Modification to ADEME aid scheme to promote efficient use of 
energy

OJ C 175, 23.7.2002

N 241/2002 2.5.2002 Aid scheme for companies affected by the industrial disaster in 
Toulouse

OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 310/2000 5.6.2002 Réunion 2000 to 2006 — Participating interests OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 37/2002 21.6.2002 Change to Ademe aid scheme OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 117a/2001 3.7.2002 Change to Ademe renewable energy management aid scheme OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 783/2001 8.7.2002 SODIV OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 179/2002 17.7.2002 Reduced rate of excise duty for traditional rum OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 117b/2001 2.8.2002 Change to ADEME aid scheme to promote municipal and 
commercial waste management

OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

N 702b/2001 2.8.2002 Individual cases under the MEDEA+ scheme 
(T 201, T 301 and T 304)

OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

N 163/2002 18.9.2002 Parafiscal charge in favour of BNIC (Bureau national 
interprofessionnel de Cognac)

OJ C 310, 12.12.2002

N 393b/2001 14.10.2002 Extension of the temporary aid scheme for firms affected by bad 
weather and oil slicks

OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 186/2002 28.10.2002 Transport aid for Martinique products OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 517/2001 28.10.2002 Exemption, subject to authorisation, for profits in the case of 
business start-ups in the overseas departments

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 207/2002 30.10.2002 Individual case under the MEDEA+ scheme (A 302) OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 13/2001 30.10.2002 Tax aid to provide investment in Corsica OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 422/2002 15.11.2002 Subsidised loan fund OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 423/2002 25.11.2002 Fitting out and restoration of traditional buildings forming part 
of Guadeloupe’s heritage

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

NN 86/2002 16.12.2002 Extension of the temporary aid scheme for businesses affected 
by bad weather and oil slicks (NN 62/2000)

OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 557/2001 15.1.2002 Change to the aid scheme of the Land of Thuringia for research 
bodies directly serving industry

OJ C 45, 19.2.2002

N 262/2001 21.1.2002 Innovative work processes OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 705/2001 21.1.2002 R&D programme — Germany OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 837/2001 22.1.2002 Promotion of telematic Saxony OJ C 130, 1.6.2002

N 349/2001 30.1.2002 Consolidation and Growth Fund, Saxony OJ C 62, 9.3.2002

N 694/2001 12.2.2002 German framework programme for R&D I optical technologies OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 692/2001 13.2.2002 157 nm lithography OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 449/2001 13.2.2002 Ecological tax reform OJ C 137, 8.6.2002

N 725/2001 12.3.2002 Individual R&D aid for Peene-Werft GmbH OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 628/2001 19.3.2002 Promotion of renewable energies (Rhineland-Palatinate) OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 754/2001 26.3.2002 Internet research OJ C 127, 29.95.2002

N 709/2001 9.4.2002 R&D promotion within the framework of the German space 
programme

OJC C 127, 29.5.2002

N 825/2001 17.4.2002 Innovation assistants Rhineland-Palatinate OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 558/2001 30.4.2002 Aid scheme of the Land of Saxony for technology transfers OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 602/2001 22.5.2002 Assistance to undertakings started by the unemployed — Land 
of Saxony

OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

NN 174a/2001 22.5.2002 Aid to shipbuilding 2001 OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 34/2002 24.5.2002 Technology and know-how for organic farming — Part B OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 843/2001 5.6.2002 Meyer Werft Papenburg — extension of the three-year delivery 
period for a cruise ship 

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 240/2002 19.6.2002 Zellstoff Stendal GmbH (MSF) OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 267/2002 19.6.2002 Rescue aid in favour of Fairchild Dornier OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 73/2002 26.6.2002 Rescue and restructuring scheme of the City of Bremen in 
favour of SMEs

OJ C 252, 19.10.2002
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N 655a/2001 26.6.2002 Climate protection Saxony OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 147/2002 2.7.2002 R&D aid for Thyssen Nordseewerke GmbH OJ C 277, 14.11.2002

N 146/2002 2.7.2002 R&D aid for Lürssen Werft GmbH OJ C 277, 14.11.2002

N 61/2002 2.7.2002 R&D aid Kvaerner Warnow Werft OJ C 277, 14.11.2002

N 59/2002 2.7.2002 Virtual engine room-passenger ship OJ C 277, 14.11.2002

N 359/2002 8.7.2002 Prolongation of the rescue and restructuring scheme for SMEs 
in the Land of Saxony until 31.12.2002

OJ C 39, 18.2.2003

N 306/2002 17.7.2002 Flensburger Schiffbaugesellschaft GmbH OJ C 227, 14.11.2002

N 360/2002 24.7.2002 Rescue aid in favour of BAE Berliner Batteriefabrik and 
MODAC

OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 380/2002 9.8.2002 Modification of the regional employment programme — Land 
of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania

OJ C 15, 22.1.2003 

N 372/2002 12.8.2002 Aid to Heraeus TENEVO AG (Betriebsstätte Bitterfeld) (MSF) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

N 96/2002 12.8.2002 Loan scheme of the Land of Saxony —Anhalt in favour of 
technology-orientated enterprises

OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 382/2002
(ex N 405/B/2000)

19.8.2002 Modification of the labour market programme of the Land of 
Mecklenburg-West Pomerania in favour of employment for 
recipients of social security benefit

OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 381/2002
(ex N 405/A/2000)

19.8.2002 Labour market programmes — Land of Mecklenburg-West 
Pomerania 

OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 483/2002 20.8.2002 Prolongation of the scheme in favour of employment measures 
of the Land of Thuringia in cooperation with the European 
Social Fund

OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 484/2002 18.9.2002 R&D Flensburger, ship safety OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

N 388/2002 18.9.2002 Promotion programme on information and communication 
techniques ‘IT research 2006’

OJ C.327, 28.12.2002

N 416/2002 2.10.2002 Rapid Eye AG (MSF)

N 554/2002 4.10.2002 German measures for the establishment of a fund ‘Aufbauhilfe’ 
— Solidarity law for flood victims

OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 97/2002 8.10.2002 Scheme of the Land of Thuringia in favour of technology 
transfer

OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 556/2002 16.10.2002 Double hull tanker OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 549/2002 16.10.2002 HFF— Support for film production in the German Länder — 
Hessen 

N 361/2002 16.10.2002 Kunz Faserplattenwerk Baruth GmbH (MSF) OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 319/2002 16.10.2002 Investment aid to Schott Lithotec AG (MSF)

NN 85/2002 16.10.2002 Aid in favour of CargoLifter AG OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 352/2002 21.10.2002 Lower Saxony scheme guaranteeing participations acquired by 
capital investment companies in SMEs

OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 379/2002 30.10.2002 Regional aid for mobile economic goods in the service sector OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 300/2002 30.10.2002 Communicant Semiconductor Technologies AG (MSF) OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

NN 13/2001 30.10.2002 Investment aid for Vallource and Mannesmann Tubes VUM OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 345/2002 13.11.2002 First solar power station Saarbrücken/Saarland OJ C 59, 14.3.2003

N 513/2002 25.11.2002 New materials programme (Bavaria) OJ C 78, 1.4.2003

N 565/2002 27.11.2002 Venture capital for small technology enterprises (BTU) — 
Prolongation of State aid N 551/2000

OJ C 76, 28.3.2003

N 514/2002 27.11.2002 State aid in favour of Agrolinz Melamin Deutschland GmbH 
(MSF)

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 633/2002 2.12.2002 Inno-Net R&D programme OJ C 76, 28.3.2003

N 632/2002 2.12.2002 Specific arrangements for establishments and independent 
professionals affected by the floods/summer floods 2002 in 
Bavaria

OJ C 68, 21.3.2003

N 559/2002 2.12.2002 Economy and environment programme (Lower Saxony) OJ C 76, 28.3.2003

N 436/2002 6.12.2002 Guideline for the promotion of corporate innovations 
(Schleswig-Holstein)

OJ C 75, 27.3.2003

N 640/2002 11.12.2002 State aid in favour of Vestas Deutschland GmbH Lauchhammer 
Brandenburg (MSF)

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 634/2002 11.12.2002 Aid in favour of Grundig AG — Rescue aid OJ C 85, 5.4.2003
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Greece

Ireland

Italy

N 404/2002 11.12.2002 Temporary tax exemption for certain combined cycle gas 
turbine power plants in Germany

OJ C 106, 3.5.2003

N 246/2002 11.12.2002 Programme for the training of vocational trainers (Bavaria) — 2 OJ C 108, 7.5.2003

N 245/2002 11.12.2002 Programme for the training of vocational trainers (Bavaria) — 1 OJ C 87, 10.4.2003

N 244/2002 11.12.2002 2002 programme for vocational trainers working with 
disadvantaged young persons (Bavaria)

OJ C 78, 1.4.2003

N 533/2002 23.12.2002 R&D aid scheme to promote the supplying industry concerning 
the Airbus A380

OJ C 106, 3.5.2003

N 547/2001 21.1.2002 Effective cooperation in R&D activities OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

N 93/2002 17.4.2002 HERON programme OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

C 40/2002 
(ex N 513/2001)

5.6.2002 Aid to Hellenic Shipyards

N 329/2002 2.7.2002 International cooperation in R&D (budget increase 2002) OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 349/2002 17.7.2002 Corrigendum Greek regional aid map for 2000–06 OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 548/2002 18.9.2002 New Economy Development Fund SA (Taneo A.E.) OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 187/2002 11.10.2002 Regional Development Law (modification 2002)

N 133/2001 16.10.2002 Stranded costs OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 375/2002 30.10.2002 Support for S&T Parks and Incubators (Eleftho programme)

N 412/2002 27.11.2002 Aid scheme for spin-off enterprises OJ C 148, 25.6.2003

N 826/2001 15.1.2002 Alternative energy requirements (AER) I to IV OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

N 553/2001 15.1.2002 AER programme OJ C 45, 19.2.2002

N 832/2000 15.1.2002 Capital allowances depreciation regime for hotels in Ireland OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

N 436/2001 21.1.2002 Tourism and recreational angling scheme OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 525/2001 30.1.2002 Cluster incubator scheme

N 650/2001 12.3.2002 Equity injection notification — An Post

N 271/2002 
(ex N 564/98)

8.7.2002 Prolongation rural renewal scheme OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 270/2002
(ex N 563/98)

8.7.2002 Prolongation urban renewal scheme OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 773/2001 2.8.2002 Marine RTDI measure OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 654/2002 15.11.2002 Trade fair participation by SMEs 
(Modification of State aid N 479/2000)

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 653/2002 15.11.2002 Consultancy services to SMEs 
(modification of State aid N 477/2000)

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

NN 118/2000 23.12.2002 Capital allowances depreciation regime for hotels in Ireland OJ C 143, 19.6.2003

N 414/2001 15.1.2002 Tuscany — Objective 2 — Aid for research OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

N 716/2000 12.2.2002 Aid scheme of the region of Calabria for training, research and 
development

OJ C.88, 12.4.2002

N 599a/2001 27.2.2002 Veneto — Housing aid for non-Community workers OJ C 89, 13.4.2002

N 376/2001 27.2.2002 Cableways aid scheme OJ C 172, 18.7.2002

C 18/2002 
(ex N 809/2000)

4.3.2002 Aid for investment in Italian shipyards 
(Article 4, Regulation 1540/98)

OJ C 141, 14.6.2002

N 343/2001 5.3.2002 Law 598/94 — Aid for research and development OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 648/2000 5.3.2002 Regional aid Calabria 2000–06 OJ C 89, 13.4.2002

N 844/2001 9.4.2002 Aid to ST Microelectronics, Catania (MSF) OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

N 461/2001 3.5.2002 Excise tax exemption for bio-diesel OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

N 535/2001 8.5.2002 Investment for environmental protection OJ C 252, 19.10.2002
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Netherlands

Portugal

N 324/2002 21.6.2002 Tax credits for investment in Article 87(3)(a) regions and in the 
Article 87(3)(c) areas of Abruzzi and Molise (draft decree law 
amending Article 8 of Law No 388 of 23.12.2000)

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 125/2002 26.6.2002 Italy — Basilicata region — Measures to support research, 
technological development and innovation

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

NN 8/2002 2.7.2002 Italy — Sardinia: restructuring aid scheme: LR 66/76 OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

C 45/2002
(ex N 428/2000)

2.7.2002 Employment aid (refinancing of Regional Law No 30/97) OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

N 407/2002 7.8.2002 Support for business start-ups, primarily in the new 
employment areas of Piedmont (measures D3, D4 and E1 
Objective 3)

OJ C 309, 12.12.2002 

N 756/2001 3.9.2002 Aid for tourism (Sicily) OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 421/2002 2.10.2002 State aid in favour of Fibre Ottiche Sud SpA, Battipaglia 
(Salerno) (MSF)

OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 526/2001 31.10.2002 Article 69 of lr 32/2000: renewable energy sources OJ C 23, 30.1.2003

N 424/2001 15.11.2002 Tuscany Region — Objective2 — Aid for environmental 
protection and energy saving

OJ C 78, 1.4.2003

N 526/2002 27.11.2002 Cableways 2002 — Trento

N 824/2001 6.12.2002 Aid to create jobs in assisted areas under the derogation in 
Article 87(3)(a) of the Treaty

OJ C 65, 19.3.2003

N 292/2002 11.12.2002 Risk capital for start-up of innovative enterprises OJ C 97, 24.4.2003

N 652/2001 1.2.2002 KLICT OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 812/2001 13.2.2002 Sludge treatment OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

N 831/2001 18.2.2002 Regional investment projects 2000 (IPR 2000–06) modification OJ C 89, 13.4.2002

N 520/2001 27.2.2002 Soil Protection Agreement OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

N 48/2002 27.3.2002 Development aid to Jamaica OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 724/2001 8.5.2002 Budget increase for the subsidy scheme for energy supplies in 
the non-profit and special sectors

OJ C 150, 22.6.2002

N 217/2002 6.6.2002 Firework disaster Enschede — Compensation of enterprises OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 746/2001 19.6.2002 NL — Support for film and audio-visual production

N 230a/2002 2.7.2002 Wages premium scheme north Netherlands 2002 — regional 
State aid

OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 157/2002 17.7.2002 Exemption water levy OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 291/2002 7.8.2002 Subsidies for investments in knowledge-infrastructure (BSIK) OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 465/2002 2.9.2002 TMI-regulation innovation on technology and environment OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 530/2002 14.10.2002 R&D aid in the field of geometry OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 616a/2002 15.11.2002 Frisian job plan 2003 — regional State aid OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 616b/2002 15.11.2002 Frisian job plan 2003 — agriculture (sectors of transformation 
and marketing)

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 455/2002 27.11.2002 Development aid to El Salvador OJ C 71, 25.3.2003

N 836/2001 27.11.2002 Development aid to Colombia — Shipbuilding OJ C 71, 25.3.2003

N 745/2001 2.12.2002 Environmental technology scheme OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 414/2002 3.12.2002 Rehabilitation of polluted old gas works sites OJ C 82, 5.4.2003

N 652/2002 11.12.2002 Fiscal reforms energy tax 2003 OJ C 104, 30.4.2003

N 638/2002 11.12.2002 Temporary collection system for CFCs and halons OJ C 82, 5.4.2003

N 707/2001 14.5.2002 Aid scheme for demonstrations of technically innovative 
products, processes and systems (R&D demonstrations)

OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

N 60/2002 6.6.2002 Aid scheme for the creation of research and technological 
development teams in enterprises (R&D teams)

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 254/2002 26.7.2002 Soft loans for investments in tourism OJ C 23, 30.1.2003

N 222a/2002 11.12.2002 Scheme of aid for the free zone of Madeira for the period 2003–06
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Spain

Sweden

N 141/2001 27.2.2002 Employment and investment aid scheme, Valencia OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 82/2002 19.3.2002 Aid to businesses for environmental protection OJ C 154, 28.6.2002

N 771/2001 19.3.2002 Aid scheme for R&D activities by promoters of scientific and 
technological parks

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 142/2002 9.4.2002 Scheme of aid to cinema production and film-related activities OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 8/2002 10.4.2002 Aid to promote re-industrialisation and business organisation — 
Cantabria

OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 739/2001 19.4.2002 Research and development — Torres Quevedo OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 86/2002 29.4.2002 Aid for research and development (Catalonia) OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 716/2001 29.4.2002 Aid for research and development (Asturias) OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 3/2002 7.5.2002 Development aid to Namibia OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 348/2001 22.5.2002 Aid to promote job stability, social integration and youth 
employment (Galicia)

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 106/2002 31.5.2002 Catalonia — Extension of aid N 670/98 (grants for eliminating 
waste from residual water)

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 88/2002 5.6.2002 Aid in favour of Papelera Guipuzcoana de Zikuñaga — Basque 
Country

OJ C.238, 3.10.2002

N 722/2001 19.6.2002 Aid for non-energy-generating mining activities OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

N 823/2001 24.6.2002 Regional aid scheme to promote investment-related 
employment (Asturias)

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 325/2002 17.7.2002 Scheme of aid to audio-visual production (Andalusia) OJ C 23, 30.1.2003

NN 73/2002 2.8.2002 Project to extend the Yesa dam OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 198/2002 6.8.2002 Aid to help finance investment projects in the renewable energy 
field 

OJ C 65, 19.3.2003

N 51/2002 7.8.2002 Aid to Panda Software OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 740/2001 7.8.2002 Regional aid (La Rioja) OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 417/2002 26.8.2002 Aid for the development of high-thrust aero-engines for civil 
aircraft

OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 347b/2002 2.9.2002 Aid in favour of Taller Escola Barcelona SCCL OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 347a/2002 2.9.2002 Aid in favour of Icaria Iniciatives Socials OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 334/2002 2.9.2002 Aid for strategic projects — Basque Country OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 208/2002 23.9.2002 Change to scheme N 141/2000 (investment and employment aid 
— Navarre)

OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 218/2002 9.10.2002 Aid for the promotion of solar energy (thermal, photovoltaic 
and wind-photovoltaic solar energy) — Castile-Leon

OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 49/2002 16.10.2002 Aid to Alfa Lan OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 219/2002 21.10.2002 Aid to promote energy-saving measures, energetic efficiency, 
co-generation and renewable energies (Castile-Leon)

OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 610/2002 30.10.2002 Aid to Iberdrola Distribución for electricity distribution 
infrastructure — Murcia

OJ C 92, 17.4.2003

N 516/2002 13.11.2002 Investment aid to Cobre Las Cruces OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 2/2002 13.11.2002 Ad hoc investment aid in favour of Tuboplast Hispania SA OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 50a/2002 27.11.2002 Investment aid to group Ibermatica

NN 40/2002 27.11.2002 Storm damage (Castile-Leon) OJ C 59, 14.3.2003

NN 66/2001 27.11.2002 Aeroplane fuselages OJ C 82, 5.4.2003

N 699/2002 2.12.2002 Aid for Icaria Iniciatives Socials for the recruitment of eight 
mentally disabled workers

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003

N 536/2002 3.12.2002 Comunidad de Madrid — aid for R&D projects by SMEs OJ C 78, 1.4.2003

N 827/2001 12.3.2002 Prolongation of two environmental aid schemes OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

NN 4a/2001 11.12.2002 Prolongation of CO2 tax scheme (Steel) OJ C 104, 30.4.2003

NN 3a/2001 11.12.2002 Prolongation of CO2 tax scheme OJ C 104, 30.4.2003
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United Kingdom

2. Cases in which the Commission found, without opening a formal investigation, 
that there was no aid element within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty 
or Article 1(2) of Decision 2496/96/ECSC

Austria

Belgium 

France

Germany

N 717a/2001 21.1.2002 Restructuring aid (Northern Ireland) OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 514/2001 13.2.2002 Modernisation of the UK benefit payment system and provision 
of access to universal banking services through post offices 
summarised as Universal Banking Services

N 104a/2002 1.3.2002 Emissions Trading Scheme — Amendment OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 104b/2002 12.3.2002 Emissions Trading Scheme — Amendment — (inclusion of a 
coal mining company)

OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 680/2001 3.4.2002 Property support scheme

N 560/2001 9.4.2002 State aid notification : national heritage fund for Brighton West 
Pier Trust

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

NN 17/2002 9.4.2002 State aid notification : national heritage fund for Brighton West 
Pier Trust

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 606/2001 9.4.2002 Community Development Venture Fund OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 863/2001 24.4.2002 Aggregates levy (Northern Ireland)

NN 12/2002 7.5.2002 International technology service — International secondments OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 239/2002 24.5.2002 Partnership support for regeneration OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 856/2001 24.5.2002 Link collaborative research scheme OJ C.164, 10.7.2002

N 158/2002 19.6.2002 First phase of major photovoltaic demonstration programme OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 209/2002 2.7.2002 Renewables obligations and capital grants for renewable 
technologies

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 124/2002 17.7.2002 Northern Ireland gas pipeline OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

N 804/2001 17.7.2002 Reduced rate of excise duty on bio-diesel OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 711/2001 2.10.2002 Community investment tax credit OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 317/2002 16.10.2002 Scottish property support — bespoke development

NN 51/2002 16.10.2002 Energy efficiency best practice programme (EEBPP) OJ C 39, 18.2.2003

N 299c/2002 30.10.2002 Green fuel challenge pilot project — Hydrogen OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

N 299b/2002 30.10.2002 Green fuel challenge pilot project — Biogas OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

NN 101/2002 27.11.2002 Aid in favour of British Energy plc OJ C 39, 18.2.2003

N 650/2002 20.12.2002 Scottish executive and Scottish enterprise research and 
development scheme

N 861/2001 27.2.2002 Sale of shares in the energy public company by the federal state 
of Upper Austria

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

NN 129/2000 7.5.2002 Employment promotion law OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 797/2001 17.7.2002 Privatisation of SFP

NN 74/2002 18.9.2002 Construction of a dam — Corsica OJ C 18, 25.1.2003

N 454/2002 2.10.2002 Measure to promote youth employment in firms OJ C 33, 13.2.2003

NN 2/2002 3.4.2002 ZDF Mediapark Mainz-Lerchenberg OJ C 137, 8.6.2002

N 610/2001 9.4.2002 Tourism infrastructure programme OJ C 164, 10.7.2002
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Ireland

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom

3. Aid cases in which the Commission initiated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty in respect of all or part of the measure

Austria

Belgium

NN 68/2000 22.5.2002 Law for the protection of electricity generation on the basis of 
combined heat and power

OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

N 487/2002 13.11.2002 Neue Maxhütte Stahlwerke GmbH i.K. Freiwillige Soziale 
Leistungen Bayern

OJ C 75, 27.3.2003

N 543/2001 27.2.2002 Capital allowances for hospitals OJ C 154, 28.6.2002

NN 152/2001 15.1.2002 Digital University OJ C 130, 1.6.2002

C 35/2002
(ex NN 10/2000)

24.4.2002 Tax system for the Azores OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 491/2002 13.11.2002 Grants to firms engaging post-graduate degree holders

NN 121/2002 13.11.2002 Legal facilities for the opening of petrol stations in 
supermarkets in Spain

N 749/2001 2.7.2002 Posten AB giro payment service

N 661/1999 27.2.2002 Competitive transition charge OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 191/2002 7.5.2002 DERA — Public private partnership

N 631/2001 22.5.2002 BBC licence fee OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

N 252/2002 18.9.2002 Reinvention of the urban post office network

N 316/2002
(C 63/2002)

2.10.2002 BMW/Steyr OJ C 308, 11.12.2002

E 1/2000
(C 15/2002)

27.2.2002 Tax scheme for coordination centres OJ C 147, 30.6.2002

NN 36/2002 
(C 30/2002)

9.4.2002 US foreign sales companies ruling

N 149/2000
(C 31/2002)

24.4.2002 Transitional regime for the electricity market OJ C 222, 19.9.2002

N 435/2002
(C 78/2002)

27.11.2002 OPEL/Antwerp OJ C 2, 7.1.2003

N 335/2002
(C 77/2002)

27.11.2002 Volvo/Gent — Training aid OJ C 2, 7.1.2003
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Denmark

France

Germany

Greece

Italy

N 246/2001
(C 59/2002)

16.9.2002 Grants to companies with working environment certificates

N 635/2001
(C 24/2002)

27.3.2002 PSA-Ford (Douvrin) OJ C 102, 27.4.2002

NN 23/2002
(C 29/2002)

9.4.2002 Cash advance from the French Government to Bull OJ C 128, 30.5.2002

NN 53/2002
(C 55/2002)

2.8.2002 Restructuring of Chantier Soreni OJ C 222, 19.9.2002

NN 77/2002
(C 57/2002)

19.8.2002 Article 44 septies CGI OJ C 284, 21.11.2002

NN 80/2002,
E 3/2002,
(C 68/2002)

16.10.2002 Advantage enjoyed by Électricité de France (EDF) as a result of 
the irregular creation of FF 56 866 million provisions for the 
renewal of the French high-voltage transmission network 
(Réseau d’alimentation générale (RAG)

OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 540/2001
(C 2/2002)

15.1.2002 Investment aid to Capro Schwedt GmbH OJ C 63, 12.3.2002

N 379/2001
(C 6/2002)

13.2.2002 Aid for the promotion of employment OJ C 83, 6.4.2002

N 802/2001
(C 26/2002)

3.4.2002 BMW/Leipzig OJ C 128, 30.5.2002

NN 5/2002
(C 28/2002)

9.4.2002 Restructuring aid for Bankgesellschaft Berlin AG OJ C 141, 14.6.2002

NN 87f/2002
(C 48/2002)

2.7.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Landesbank Berlin OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

NN 78/2002 
(C 53/2002)

2.8.2002 Space Park Bremen OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 171/2002
(C 64/2002)

9.10.2002 DaimlerChrysler/Berlin

E 47/2001
(C 67/2002)

16.10.2002 Alleged State aid in favour of the agricultural production of 
brandy

OJ C 308, 11.12.2002

NN 87d/2001
(C 72/2002)

13.11.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Landesbank Schleswig-
Holstein

OJ C 76, 28.3.2003

NN 87c/2001
(C 71/2002)

13.11.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Hamburgische Landesbank OJ C 81, 4.4.2003

NN 87a/2001
(C 69/2002)

13.11.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Norddeutsche Landesbank OJ C 81, 4.4.2003

NN 87b/2001
(C 70/2002)

13.11.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Bayerische Landesbank OJ C 81, 4.4.2003

NN 87e/2001
(C 73/2002)

13.11.2002 Landesbanken capital transfers: Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen OJ C 72, 26.3.2003

NN 18/2002
(C 36/2002)

24.4.2002 Premiums for tour operators OJ C 129, 31.5.2002

N 513/2001
(C 40/2002)

5.6.2002 Aid to Hellenic Shipyards OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 285/2001
(C 1/2002)

15.1.2002 Article 26 of Law 32/00: aid for the internationalisation of 
enterprises (Sicily)

OJ C 132, 4.6.2002

N 222/2001
(C 5/2002)

13.2.2002 Tax credits for new investments in assisted areas 
(Article 8.3, L 388/2000)
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Luxembourg

Portugal

Spain

United Kingdom

E 5/2000
(C 16/2002)

27.2.2002 Financial Services and Insurance Centre in Trieste, Law 19/91 OJ C 115, 16.5.2002

N 809/2000
(C 18/2002)

4.3.2002 Investment aid for various shipyards 
(Article 4, Regulation 1540/98)

OJ C 141, 14.6.2002

N 759/2001
(C 34/2002)

24.4.2002 Sardinia — Reduction in the energy costs of SMEs OJ C 132, 4.6.2002

N 715/2001
(C 37/2002)

7.5.2002 State aid to Montefibre SpA

N 134/2002
(C 41/2002)

5.6.2002 Investment aid to Aquafil Technopolymers SPA OJ C 170, 16.7.2002

N 428/2000
(C 45/2002)

2.7.2002 Employment aid (refinancing of Regional Law No 30/97) OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

N 747/2001
(C 60/2002)

2.10.2002 Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (Tuscany) OJ C 331, 31.12.2002

NN 24/2002
(C 44/2002)

5.6.2002 Tourist navigation on the Moselle OJ C 279, 15.11.2002

NN 75/2001
(C 43/2002)

5.6.2002 Compensation fund for the organisation of the electricity 
market

OJ C 255, 23.10.2002

N 161/2001
(C23/2002)

27.3.2002 Opel Azambuja OJ C 151, 25.6.2002

NN 10/2000
(C 35/2002)

24.4.2002 Tax system for the Azores OJ C 127, 29.5.2002

N 137/2002
(C 47/2002)

2.7.2002 Aid to Vila Galé-Cintra Internacional-Investimentos turisticos 
SA

OJ C 253, 22.10.2002

NN 160/2001
(C 3/2002)

15.1.2002 Refractarios Especiales SA OJ C 55, 2.3.2002

N 458/2001
(C 20/2002)

12.3.2002 Aid for R&D in the aviation field for Gamesa OJ C 153, 27.6.2002

N 731/2001
(C 33/2002)

24.4.2002 IZAR — extension of three-year delivery limit under 
shipbuilding regulation

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 121/2001
(C 38/2002)

22.5.2002 VW Navarra OJ C 161, 5.7.2002

N 148/2002
(C 75/2002)

27.11.2002 OPEL Zaragoza

N 594/2001
(C 4/2002)

23.1.2002 Vauxhall — Ellesmere Port OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 577/2001
(C 7/2002)

13.2.2002 Ford Bridgend OJ C 79, 3.4.2002

N 27/2002
(C 13/2002)

27.2.2002 Stamp duty exemption for non-residential property in 
disadvantaged areas

OJ C 102, 27.4.2002

N 56/2001
(C 46/2002)

2.7.2002 CDC Group plc OJ C 223, 19.9.2002

N 196/2002
(C 61/2002)

2.10.2002 Aid to newsprint reprocessing capacity support under the 
WRAP programme

OJ C 283, 20.11.2002

N 534/2002
(C 66/2002)

16.10.2002 Gibraltar Government corporation tax reform OJ C 300, 4.12.2002
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4. Aid cases in which the Commission initiated proceedings under Article 6(5) 
of Decision 2496/96/ECSC in respect of all or part of the measure

Belgium

France

Italy

5. Aid cases in which the Commission extended proceedings under Article 88(2) 
or under Article 6(5) of Decision 2496/96/ECSC in respect of all or part of the measure

Spain

6. Interim decisions requiring the Member State to supply the information needed 
by the Commission

France

Italy

Spain

N 714/2001
(C 25/2002)

3.4.2002 Financial stake of the Walloon Region in Carsid — ECSC steel OJ C 95, 19.4.2002

N 1/2002
(C 27/2002)

9.4.2002 Environmental aid to Sollac — ECSC steel OJ C 95, 19.4.2002

N 848/2001
(C 10/2002)

13.2.2002 ILVA — Environment — ECSC steel OJ C 71, 20.3.2002

N 845/2001
(C 8/2002)

13.2.2002 Acciaierie di Sicilia — Environment — ECSC steel OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 847/2001
(C 12/2002)

27.2.2002 Acciaierie de Valbruna — Environment — ECSC steel OJ C 81, 4.4.2002

C 69/2001 9.4.2002 Aid to Porcelanas Principado OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

C 70/2001 7.5.2002 Possible State aid in favour of Hilados y Tejidos Puignero, SA OJ C 164, 10.7.2002

C 95/2001 2.7.2002 Siderurgica Anon OJ C 223, 19.9.2002

NN 23/2002
(C 29/2002)

9.4.2002 Cash advance from the French Government to Bull OJ C 128, 30.5.2002

NN 80/2002
(C 68/2002)

16.10.2002 Aid measure in favour of Electric. de France-Tax relief linked to 
the irregular creation of FF 56 866 million provisions for the 
renewal of the French high-voltage transmission network

OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

NN 102/2002 30.9.2002 Morton machines v WAM engineering

C 95/2001 2.7.2002 Siderurgica Anon OJ C 223, 19.9.2002

C 40/2000 12.8.2002 Aid to shipbuilding — Further restructuring of public yards in 
Spain
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7. Cases in which the Commission considered that the aid was compatible 
with the common market and terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty by way of a positive final decision

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

United Kingdom

C 64/2000 15.5.2002 Tax exemption of biofuels

C 29/2002 13.11.2002 Cash advance from the French Government to Bull

C 30/2001 30.1.2002 Gothaer Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

C 67/2001 27.2.2002 Hoch- und Ingenieurbau GmbH, Gera OJ L 307, 8.11.2002

C 38/2000 3.4.2002 Rescue and restructuring aid for Ilka Mafa Kältetechnik GmbH OJ L 296, 31.10.2002

C 86/2001 9.4.2002 State aid in favour of Infineon (MSF) OJ L 307, 8.11.2002

C 47/1997 30.10.2002 Leuna 2000 (Saxony-Anhalt) OJ L 108, 30.4.2003

C 28/1996 30.10.2002 Amendment of the investment allowance OJ L 91, 8.4.2003

C 15/2001 27.11.2002 Aid in favour of AMBAU GmbH OJ L 103, 24.4.2003

C 39/2000 27.11.2002 Landtechnik Schönebeck GmbH

C 85/1998 27.11.2002 Incorrect application of the de minimis provisions in the context 
of the consolidation programme of the Land of Thuringia

C 41/2001 23.12.2002 Aid in favour of Klausner Nordic Timber GmbH & Co KG 
(KNT) Wismar — Germany

C 47/1998 12.3.2002 Aid measures allegedly granted to Ente Post Italiane OJ L 282, 19.10.2002

C 42/2000 9.4.2002 State aid to cableway installations in the Province of Bolzano

C 27/1999 5.6.2002 Tax exemption and privileged loans in favour of utilities with 
majority public shareholding

OJ L 77, 24.3.2003

C 54a/2000 22.8.2002 Tax measures for banks and banking foundations

C 54b/2000 22.8.2002 Tax measures for banks and banking foundations OJ L 55, 1.3.2003

C 92/2001 2.10.2002 Iveco Foggia OJ L 114, 8.5.2003

C 64/2001 5.6.2002 Restructuring and privatisation of Koninklijke Schelde Groep OJ L 14, 21.1.2003

C 23/2002 16.10.2002 Opel Azambuja

C 35/2002 11.12.2002 Tax system for the Azores

C 37/2000 11.12.2002 Scheme of financial and tax aid for the free zone of Madeira OJ L 111, 6.5.2003

C 82/2001 5.6.2002 Renault Valladolid OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

C 35/2001 19.6.2002 Construction of a power and heat supply station and a 
regasification plant — Bilbao

OJ L 329, 5.12.2002

C 42/2001 2.8.2002 Terra Mítica Park OJ L 91, 8.4.2003

C 20/2000 11.12.2002 Aid to SNIACE SA OJ L 108, 30.4.2003

C 18/2001 3.4.2002 Climate change levy OJ L 229, 27.8.2002
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8. Cases in which the Commission considered that the aid was incompatible 
with the common market and terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty by way of a negative or partly negative decision

Belgium

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Italy

C 74/2001 9.4.2002 Social fund for the diamond processing industry OJ L 272, 10.10.2002

C 36/2001 24.4.2002 Aid to Verlipack OJ L 296, 31.10.2002

C 55/2001 10.7.2002 Åland Islands — Captive insurance OJ L 329, 5.12.2002

C 88/1997 15.1.2002 Aid elements contained in the Livret Bleu system, Crédit Mutuel OJ L 88, 4.4.2003

C 46/2001 11.12.2002 Treasury centres

C 41/2001 15.1.2002 Aid in favour of Klausner Nordic Timber GmbH & Co. KG 
(KNT) Wismar — Germany

OJ L 165, 24.6.2002

C 16/2001 15.1.2002 Pollmeier GmbH OJ L 296, 31.10.2002

C 66/2001 12.3.2002 IGB Ingenieur- und Gewerbebau GmbH, Grossenstein OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

C 62/2001 12.3.2002 State aid in favour of Neue Erba Lautex GmbH Weberei und 
Veredlung, Saxony

OJ L 282, 19.10.2002

C 72/2001 9.4.2002 Aid to Hamburger AG (MSF) OJ L 296, 31.10.2002

C 44/2000 9.4.2002 Aid in favour of SKL Motoren- und Systemtechnik GmbH OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

C 77/2001 5.6.2002 Aid in favour of Eisenguss Torgelow GmbH- EGT, 
Mecklenburg-West Pomerania

C 61/1999 19.6.2002 Aid to business parcel activities of Deutsche Post AG

C 69/1998 19.6.2002 Misuse of the programme of the Land of Thuringia in favour of 
investment in SMEs

OJ L 91, 8.4.2003

C 47/2001 5.9.2002 Control and coordination centres of foreign companies

C 89/2001 24.9.2002 Aid for SMEs in Saxony 

C 44/2001 2.10.2002 Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau, GmbH

C 31/2001 30.10.2002 Schmitz-Gotha Fahrzeugwerk GmbH

C 62/2000 30.10.2002 Thüringen Porzellan GmbH (Kahla/Thüringen)

C 2/2002 13.11.2002 Investment aid to Capro Schwedt GmbH

C 28/1999 27.11.2002 Incorrect application of the de minimis provisions in the context 
of the programme of the Land of Thuringia, 20 July1993

C 87/1998 27.11.2002 Incorrect application of the de minimis provisions in the context 
of the SME loans programme of the Land of Thuringia, 
24 January 1996

C 85/1998 27.11.2002 Incorrect application of the de minimis provisions in the context 
of the consolidation programme of the Land of Thuringia

C 26/2002 11.12.2002 BMW/Leipzig OJ L 128, 24.5.2003

C 36/2002 27.11.2002 System of grants to tour operators OJ L 103, 24.4.2003

C 27/1999 5.6.2002 Tax exemption and privileged loans in favour of utilities with 
majority public shareholding

OJ L 77, 24.3.2003

C 34/2002 16.10.2002 Sardinia — Reduction of SMEs’ energy costs
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Luxembourg

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

9. Aid cases in which the Commission terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty after the Member State withdrew the proposed measure

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

United Kingdom 

C 56/1999 16.10.2002 Measures to promote employment (Sicily), Regional Law No 
16, 27/05/97, Article 11(1)

C 16/2002 11.12.2002 Financial services centre in Trieste, Law 19/91

C 50/2001 16.10.2002 Finance companies

C 49/2001 16.10.2002 Coordination centres

C 64/2001 5.6.2002 Restructuring and privatisation of Koninklijke Schelde Groep

C 23/2002 16.10.2002 Opel Azambuja

C 35/2002 11.12.2002 Tax system for the Azores

C 20/2001 30.1.2002 R&D aid to several ECSC undertakings granted by the Basque 
Government

OJ L 296, 30.10.2002

C 71/2001 14.5.2002 Aid in favour of Grup de empresas Alvarez (GEA), Vigo, Galicia OJ L 329, 5.12.2002

C 48/2001 22.8.2002 Coordination centres — Basque Country

C 3/2002 27.11.2002 Refractarios Especiales SA OJ L 108, 30.4.2003

C 27/2002 17.7.2002 Environment aid to Sollac, ECSC steel OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

C 24/2002 6.11.2002 PSA-Ford (Douvrin) OJ C 8, 14.1.2003

C 6/2002 19.6.2002 Aid for the promotion of employment OJ C 271, 7.11.2002

C 10/2001 30.1.2002 R&D aid to Lucchini SPA, ECSC steel OJ C 251, 18.10.2002

C 5/2002 19.6.2002 Tax credits for new investments in assisted areas 
(Article 8.3, L 388/2000)

C 12/2002 2.7.2002 Acciaierie de Valbruna — Environment — ECSC steel OJ C 251, 18.10.2002

C 9/2002 2.7.2002 Duferdofin — Environment — ECSC steel OJ C 251, 18.10.2002

C 37/2002 17.7.2002 State aid to Montefibre SpA OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

C 10/2002 17.7.2002 ILVA — Environment — ECSC steel

C 8/2002 17.7.2002 Acciaierie di Sicilia — Environment — ECSC steel

C 18/2002 2.9.2002 Investment aid to Italian shipyards (Article 4, Regulation 1540/98) OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

C 30/2000 27.2.2002 BOVA — Netherlands — Peru

C 7/2002 10.10.2002 Ford Bridgend OJ C 324, 24.12.2002
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10. Cases in which the Commission noted the Member State’s agreement to ensuring 
the compliance of existing aid awards following the proposal of appropriate measures 
under Article 88(1) of the EC Treaty

Belgium

Sweden

11. Other Commission decisions

Germany

Greece

Ireland

Italy

Spain

E 2/1999 27.2.2002 External trade fund — participation in fairs and exhibitions

E 1/2001 12.3.2002 Economic Expansion Act of 30.12.1970 (Articles 1, 2b, 
3–9, 18–25, 30–48)

OJ C 178, 26.7.2002

E 3/2000 30.1.2002 Foreign insurance companies

C 28/2000 30.1.2002 Aid in favour of Hirschfelder Leinen und Textil GmbH 
(HILTEX)

OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

N 449/2001 24.4.2002 Ecological tax reform OJ C 137, 8.6.2002

C 35/2000 7.5.2002 Aid to Saalfelder Hebezeugbau, GmbH, Thuringia

C 36/2000 2.10.2002 Graf von Henneberg Porzellan GmbH (Ilmenau/Thuringia) OJ L 307, 8.11.2002

C 2/2002 19.11.2002 Investment aid to Capro Schwedt GmbH

N 323/2001 18.2.2002 Aid for investment in sustainable energy OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 436/2001 27.2.2002 Tourism and recreational angling scheme OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 343/2001 19.4.2002 Law 598/94 — Aid for research and development OJ C 133, 5.6.2002

N 324/2002 29.7.2002 Tax credits for investment in Article 87(3)(a) regions and in the 
Article 87(3)(c) areas of Abruzzi and Molise (draft decree law 
amending Article 8 of Law No 388 of 23.12.2000) 

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

C 77/1998 30.10.2002 Covering of losses of INMA shipyard by the public holding 
company Itainvest

C 8/2001 13.11.2002 Aid to Pertusola Sud SpA.

N 348/2001 8.7.2002 Aid to promote job stability, social integration and youth 
employment (Galicia)

OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 834/2000 21.10.2002 Employment aid scheme for enterprises in the non-profit sector, 
Extremadura

OJ C 58, 13.3.2003
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D — List of State aid cases in other sectors

1. In the agricultural sector

1.1. Measures which the Commission considered compatible with the common market without 
opening a formal investigation under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty 

Austria

Belgium

Denmark

N 559/2001 8.1.2002 Investment aid for agricultural undertakings OJ C 35, 8.2.2002

N 744/2001 13.2.2002 Compensation for losses due to the BSE crisis OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 787/2001 13.2.2002 Aid to livestock farmers affected by the BSE crisis 
(Lower Austria)

OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 35/2002 13.2.2002 BSE crisis — Aid to livestock farmers (Styria) OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 755/2001 20.2.2002 Aid to reduce the cost of replacement feed in the grassland areas 
affected by drought in 2001

OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 22/2002 19.3.2002 Aid towards participation in fairs and exhibitions outside 
Austria (Burgenland)

OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 828/2001 5.4.2002 Investment aid for manure application machinery (Upper 
Austria)

OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 838/2001 16.4.2002 Aid to the fruit sector — frost damage (2001) (Burgenland) OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 78/2002 25.4.2002 Insurance premiums (Lower Austria) OJ C 126, 28.5.2002

N 681/2001 7.5.2002 BSE measures OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 310/2001 29.5.2002 Cultural landscape programme (Burgenland) OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 621/2002 13.12.2002 Financial aid for the purchase of forage and forage replacement 
products to agricultural and forestry enterprises having 
sustained damage due to exceptional weather conditions

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 21/2002 13.2.2002 BSE crisis — Payment of the costs of compulsory tests OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 58/2002 19.6.2002 Damage caused by heavy rain OJ C 174, 20.7.2002

N 339/2001 2.10.2002 Compensatory payments in less-favoured areas (Walloon Region) OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 182/2002 28.10.2002 Aid to help farmers or market gardeners through difficulties or 
conversion

OJ C 291, 26.11.2002

N 657/2002 6.12.2002 Compensation for damage to beech trees OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 257/2002 13.12.2002 Draft royal decree on contributions to the budgetary fund for the 
health and quality of livestock and animal products, as fixed on 
the basis of the health risks 

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 466/2001 12.2.2002 Fight against salmonella OJ C 64, 13.3.2002

N 213/2001 21.2.2002 Aid to the potato sector OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 467/2001 21.2.2002 Aid to introduce quality-assurance schemes OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 505/2001 9.4.2002 Electricity reform OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 346/2002 18.9.2002 Decree introducing subsidies within the framework of 
monitoring for TSE in cattle, sheep and goats

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 214/2002 8.10.2002 Aid to combat multi-resistant Salmonella typhimurium DT 104 
in pig herds

OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 608/2002 12.12.2002 Ecological agriculture OJ C 16, 23.1.2003
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Finland

France

N 732/2001 27.2.2002 Amendment to Skolt Act OJ C 86, 10.4.2002

N 294/2001 25.3.2002 Compensation for crop failure on the basis of exceptional 
natural conditions

OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 137/2001 16.4.2002 Aid to beekeeping OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 94/2002 29.5.2002 Aid for advertising horticultural products OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 274/2002 26.8.2002 Aid for early retirement in farming OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 552/2002 28.10.2002 Finnvera loan programme for processing and marketing OJ C 291, 26.11.2002

N 523/2001 5.3.2002 Aid to the greenhouse horticulture sector OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 572/2001 5.3.2002 Aid to the glasshouse horticulture sector OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 2/2001 12.3.2002 Aid to the fruit and vegetable sector OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 8/2001 12.3.2002 Aid to the fruit and vegetable sector OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 789/2001 19.3.2002 Aid to the dairy sector — ‘Roquefort’ OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 160/2002 3.4.2002 Aid to livestock farmers OJ C 110, 7.5.2002

N 690/2001 9.4.2002 Compensatory payment for soil cover OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 795/2001 16.4.2002 Programmes of studies, research, dissemination of information, 
and technical and economic development in the milk sector

OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 821/2001 16.4.2002 Traceability in the cereals sector OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 168/2002 16.4.2002 Aid to promote the livestock and meat products sector OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 165/2002 6.5.2002 Aid for research and development in the oilseed sector OJ C 134, 6.6.2002

N 162/2002 8.5.2002 Aid to promote milk and milk products OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 822/2001 5.6.2002 Investment in the tobacco sector OJ C 162, 6.7.2002

N 790/2001 3.7.2002 Milk production in mountain regions

N 796/2001 3.7.2002 Improvement of the quality of milk and milk products OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 813/2001 12.7.2002 Measures under national government/region and upland area 
planning contracts, measures to safeguard genetic diversity and 
improve animal health protection

OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 667/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Cattle, pig, sheep and goat production OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 668/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Rabbit production OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 669/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Production of fat palmipeds OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 670/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Egg sector OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 671/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Equine production and de-seasonalisation of the 
production of heavy foals

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 672/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. De-seasonalisation of the production of heavy foals OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 673/2001 25.7.2002 Ofival aid. Production of poultry for meat purposes OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 691a/2001 25.7.2002 Marketing structures in the winegrowing sector OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 792/2001 25.7.2002 Milk quality and conditions of dairy farms in mountain areas OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 793/2001 25.7.2002 Aid for the goat sector OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 164/2002 25.7.2002 Aid for advertising milk products OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 169/2002 25.7.2002 Aid to publicise the livestock and meat products sector

N 258/2002 25.7.2002 Aid for the promotion of ornamental horticulture on the 
domestic market

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 272/2002 25.7.2002 Parafiscal charge for the interbranch organisation for tomatoes OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 304/2002 25.7.2002 Parafiscal charge for the Centre technique de la salaison, de la 
charcuterie et des conserves de viandes 

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 307/2002 25.7.2002 Harvest insurance OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 660/2001 14.8.2002 Aid for farm buildings for livestock OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 794/2001 2.9.2002 Distribution of milk in schools OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 226/2002 2.9.2002 Quality of pigmeat produced in mountain areas OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 259/2002 2.9.2002 Aid for the advertising of ornamental horticulture products OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 242/2002 6.9.2002 Aid to investments by wine distilleries in alcohol meters OJ C 242, 8.10.2002
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Germany

N 659/2001 9.9.2002 Aid for farm buildings for veal calves OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 691b/2001 9.9.2002 Technical framework — winegrowing sector OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 791/2001 9.9.2002 State-region planning contracts. Regional agreements on milk 
production

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 232/2002 9.9.2002 Aid to the production and marketing of fresh and processed fruit 
and vegetables and others

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 234/2002 9.9.2002 Aid for equipment for agricultural cooperatives to ensure 
product traceability

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 255/2002 9.9.2002 Aid within the framework of State-region planning contracts in 
the winegrowing sector

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 365/2002 4.10.2002 Aid for research, development and experimentation in regional 
field crops — 12th planning contract

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 369/2002 4.10.2002 Programme under 12th State-region planning contract — 
production and marketing of high-quality products

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 336/2002 17.10.2002 Aid in the context of the government-region planning contracts OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 305/2002 28.10.2002 Parafiscal charge to fund the Comité interprofessionnel du vin 
de Champagne (CIVC)

OJ C 291, 26.11.2002

N 367/2002 30.10.2002 Regional aid for investments in the sector of arable crops — 
12th planning contract

OJ C 298, 30.11.2002

N 167/2002 13.11.2002 Aid to promote quality wine on external markets OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 370/2002 13.11.2002 Aid for agriculture in Loire-Atlantique OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 396/2002 13.11.2002 Investment aid, Conseil Général, Cher OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 398/2002 13.11.2002 Aid for research and development in the protein-crop sector OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 660/2002 13.11.2002 Aid to technological development and innovation in the meat 
products and egg products sector

OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 419/2002 22.11.2002 Wine sector OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 170/2002 25.11.2002 Aid for the promotion of fresh and processed fruit and 
vegetables

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 689/2002 6.12.2002 ADEME (French Environment and Energy Management 
Agency) assistance for advisory and consultancy services in the 
agricultural sector

OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 625/2002 12.12.2002 Aid in the perfume, aromatic and medicinal plants sector OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

NN 116/2000 15.1.2002 Ecological development and expansion of forestry (Saxony) OJ C 46, 20.2.2002

N 489/2001 12.2.2002 Aid towards continued training in agriculture and forestry 
(Hessen)

OJ C 64, 13.3.2002

N 270/2001 13.2.2002 Quality programme ‘Certified quality’ (Bavaria) OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 203/2001 13.2.2002 Support for the destruction of MBM and animal fats (Bavaria) OJ C 70, 19.3.2002

N 621/2001 7.3.2002 Protection and development measures in nature protection areas 
(Schleswig-Holstein)

OJ C 86, 10.4.2002

N 273/2001 12.3.2002 BSE — Aid to stockfarmers (NRW) OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 419/2001 12.3.2002 Restructuring of a meat processing plant (Lower Saxony) OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 487/2001 19.3.2002 Aid for steep slope viticulture (Hessen) OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 344a/2001 25.3.2002 Conversion programme for ethologically sound animal 
husbandry (Bavaria)

OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 684/2001 9.4.2002 Regional development plan ‘Active regions’ OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 765/2001 16.4.2002 Promotion of the use of vegetable-based, quickly degradable 
lubricants

OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 766/2001 16.4.2002 Bio-diesel tanks on agricultural undertakings OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 788/2001 16.4.2002 Setting up a consultancy centre for organic farming (Lower 
Saxony)

OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 616/2001 24.4.2002 Support for the destruction of MBM and animal fats 
(Schleswig-Holstein)

OJ C 126, 28.5.2002

N 301/2001 29.4.2002 Quality and sales promotion measures (Bavaria) OJ C 130, 1.6.2002

N 85/2002 29.4.2002 Aid for the distribution of organic milk in schools (North 
Rhine-Westphalia)

OJ C 130, 1.6.2002
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Greece

N 26/2002 8.5.2002 Aid for development projects in organic farming OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 266/2002 5.6.2002 Special programme for State aid when there is a BSE case in a 
slaughterhouse (Bavaria)

OJ C 162, 6.7.2002

N 278/2002 19.6.2002 Support for the destruction costs of SRM (Lower Saxony) OJ C 174, 20.7.2002

N 56/2002 24.6.2002 Investment aid for animal welfare appropriate rearing methods OJ C 177, 25.7.2002

N 57/2002 2.7.2002 Promotion of wine sales (Bavaria) OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 66/2002 11.7.2002 BSE crisis — aid to the feedingstuffs sector (Saarland) OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 748/2000 17.7.2002 Aid to promote pasture management and alpine dairy OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 502/2001 25.7.2002 Disposal of old industrial stocks of feedingstuffs — BSE (Saxony) OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 832/2001 25.7.2002 Promotion of consulting of agricultural and horticultural 
(Lower Saxony)

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 737/2001 31.7.2002 Promotion of animal breeding (Saxony) OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 116a/2002 2.9.2002 Aid for damage due to adverse weather conditions (Rhineland-
Palatinate)

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 189/2002 9.9.2002 Aid for destruction of carcasses (Mecklenburg-West 
Pomerania)

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 549/2001 18.9.2002 Improvement of agrarian structures and coastal protection OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 344b/2001 2.10.2002 Conversion programme for ethologically sound animal 
husbandry in agriculture (Bavaria)

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 201/2002 2.10.2002 Consumer-oriented qualification of regional initiatives for the 
promotion of special services in animal and environmental 
protection

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 409/2002 2.10.2002 Support for destruction of MBM and fats (Bavaria) OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 332/2002 4.10.2002 Aid to umbrella organisations for sales promotion measures 
(Bavaria)

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 225/2002 8.10.2002 Aid for dairy research establishment (Bavaria) OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 387/2002 8.10.2002 Aid for anti-frost rainwater collectors in fruit growing 
(Hamburg)

OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 460/2002 8.10.2002 Investment aid for the prevention of swine fever (Rhineland-
Palatinate)

OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 569/2002 8.10.2002 Holdings endangered in their existence due to the consequences 
of the flood 2002

OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 595/2002 8.10.2002 Investment credits for holdings endangered due to the flood 2002 OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 473/2002 30.10.2002 Special programme to combat the effects of BSE (Saxony) OJ C 298, 30.11.2002

N 30/2001 30.10.2002 Investment in the agricultural sector (Bavaria) OJ C 298, 30.11.2002

N 647/2002 6.11.2002 Special programme ‘flood’ in the common task ‘Improvement 
of the agrarian structure and coastal protection’

OJ C 301, 5.12.2002

N 488/2001 13.11.2002 Aid for animal races threatened by extinction (Hessen) OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 452/2002 25.11.2002 Promotion of the marketing of organic and regional products 
(Saarland)

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 532/2002 25.11.2002 Aid for the preservation of the endangered breed (Glanrind) — 
Rhineland-Palatinate)

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 666/2002 12.12.2002 Promotion of consulting of agricultural and horticultural 
enterprises (Lower Saxony)

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 682/2002 13.12.2002 Aid programme for liquidity aid and for investments that were 
necessary due to the consequences of the flood 2002

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 300/2001 31.1.2002 Financial assistance to farmers whose output was damaged by 
plant diseases or pests

OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 317/2001 31.1.2002 Financial assistance to farmers whose agricultural output, fish 
production, or stocks of agricultural products, fodder or other 
products, was damaged

OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 374/2001 21.2.2002 Aid to enterprises hit by measures to combat BSE OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 135/2002 25.3.2002 Financial aid to farmers whose potatoes were damaged due to 
adverse weather conditions 

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 135/2000 25.3.2002 Financial aid for farmers whose potatoes were damaged due to 
adverse weather conditions

OJ C 100, 25.4.2002
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Italy

N 139/2000 5.4.2002 Aid for loss of bean and tobacco production OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 127/2002 25.7.2002 Measures for farmers whose holdings were harmed by fire 
in 2001

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 143/2002 18.9.2002 Grant of aid to farmers following the bad weather during the 
period November 2001 to January 2002

OJ C 257, 24.10.2002

N 790/2000 2.10.2002 Financial aid for farmers to compensate for adverse weather 
conditions

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 123/2002 2.10.2002 Financial aid for farmers who lost production or stocks of 
agricultural products and fodder because of adverse weather 
conditions

OJ C 43, 22.2.2003

NN 83/2002 8.10.2002 Scrapie monitoring and eradication scheme OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

NN 88a/2002 6.12.2002 Forestry development OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

NN 88b/2002 6.12.2002 Aid to forestry sector (Forestry roads) OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 248/2000 14.1.2002 Aid to stockfarmers whose agricultural farms were affected by 
avian flu (Veneto)

OJ C 40, 14.2.2002

N 302/2000 14.1.2002 Aid to improve soil quality (Emilia Romagna) OJ C 40, 14.2.2002

N 38/2001 30.1.2002 Aid for management of agricultural and livestock waste 
(Lombardy)

OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 204/2002 30.1.2002 Modification of the criteria relating to the quality and hygiene 
of milk and milk products (Bolzano)

OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 639/2001 31.1.2002 Aid for the disposal of fallen stock OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 798/2001 12.2.2002 Preventive control plan for arthritis-encephalitis in goats 
(Lombardy)

OJ C 64, 13.3.2002

N 679/2001 21.2.2002 Aid to agricultural cooperatives for losses due to adverse 
weather conditions

OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 30/2002 27.2.2002 Aid for advertising products OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

NN 103/1999 27.2.2002 Aid to young farmers OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 689/2001 5.3.2002 Aid for investments in agricultural holdings OJ C 85, 9.4.2002 

N 617/2001 7.3.2002 Rules on growing crops, rearing livestock, experimentation and 
marketing (Umbria)

OJ C 86, 10.4.2002

N 423/2001 12.3.2002 Promotion of high-quality agricultural products OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 584/2001 19.3.2002 Aid for rural development compatible with optimising living 
and environmental resources (Lombardy)

OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 446/2001 19.3.2002 Health assistance for livestock farming (Valle d’Aosta) OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 368/2001 3.4.2002 Zuccherificio del Molise SpA — Medium-term restructuring 
project

OJ C 110, 7.5.2002

C 7a/2000 3.4.2002 Aid to agriculture OJ L 194, 23.7.2002

N 248/2000 5.4.2002 Aid to stockfarmers whose agricultural farms were affected by 
avian flu (Veneto)

OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 105/2001 16.4.2002 Aid for agricultural undertakings falling within protected 
regional areas (Lombardy)

OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 68/2002 18.4.2002 Aid for investments in the purchase of agricultural machinery OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

N 350/2001 18.4.2002 Setting up a regional fund for managing outbreaks of epizootic 
diseases and plant diseases in agriculture and exceptional 
measures relating to BSE

OJ C 117, 18.5.2002

C 60/2001 7.5.2002 Rural and forestry infrastructure OJ L 282, 19.10.2002

N 241/2001 7.5.2002 Chambers of Commerce: aid scheme in favour of undertakings 
operating in the agricultural sector

OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 366/2001 7.5.2002 Soft loans (Piedmont) OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 17/2002 15.5.2002 Research programme for the promotion of new varieties of 
potatoes

OJ C 145, 18.6.2002
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N 31/2002 17.5.2002 Additional interventions to compensate farmers for losses due 
to blue tongue

OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 412/2001 30.5.2002 Protection and improvement plan for the waters of the Venice 
basin (Veneto)

OJ C157, 2.7.2002

N 46/2002 6.6.2002 Regulation for granting aid for land reparcelling through 
exchange or purchase of lots

OJ C 162, 6.7.2002

N 45/2002 19.6.2002 2001 interbranch agreement on industrial potatoes and private 
storage aid for ware potatoes

OJ C 174, 20.7.2002

N 721/2001 24.6.2002 Protection of indigenous genetic resources of agricultural 
interest

OJ C 177, 25.7.2002

N 211/2002 24.6.2002 National Law No 122/01, Article 5, paragraph 7 OJ C 177, 25.7.2002

N 504/2001 17.7.2002 Financial measures for the agricultural sector OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 588/2001 17.7.2002 Top-up aid in agriculture OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 728/2001 25.7.2002 Aid promoting the use of seed from permanent grassland OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 769/2001 25.7.2002 Forestry sector (Marche) OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 119/2002 25.7.2002 Urgent measures to combat BSE (Apulia) OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 220/2002 25.7.2002 Tax credits for agricultural investments OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 457/2001 7.8.2002 Aid to Agroindustriale San Martino OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 586/2001 26.8.2002 Call for projects in pigmeat processing sector 
(Friuli-Venezia-Giulia)

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 331/2002 2.9.2002 Aid for damage caused by drought in 2001/02 OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 441/2002 2.9.2002 Aid to develop a part of the forestry sector OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 229/2002 6.9.2002 Aid to mountain farmers OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

N 452/2001 9.9.2002 Organic, quality and ‘niche’ agriculture OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 251/2002 9.9.2002 Aid towards the payment of insurance premiums OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 335/2001 11.9.2002 Articles 61 and 67 of Provincial Law No 3/2001 laying down 
measures in relation to movements of public finances in 2001 
(Trento)

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 122/2002 23.9.2002 Promotion of quality products OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

C 61/1996 2.10.2002 Regional Law 81/95: marketing of products in Annex II to the 
EC Treaty (Sicily) 

OJ L 329, 5.12.2002

N 250/2002 4.10.2002 Aid to an agricultural cooperative for losses due to adverse 
weather

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 384/2002 8.10.2002 Aid to the plant health sector OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

N 54/2002 17.10.2002 Wine and olive oil routes and routes for other typical and 
traditional foodstuffs

OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 302/2002 17.10.2002 Measures in favour of structural investments in stockfarming 
(Friuli-Venezia-Giulia)

OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 216/2002 17.10.2002 Establishment of a floral park in Liguria OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 227/2002 17.10.2002 Aid for the development of tracing systems in the food sector OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 144/2002 17.10.2002 Regional Law 14/2001, Article 23, labelling of beef OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 594/2002 30.10.2002 Aid for damage caused by drought in 2001/02 and frost during 
the winter

OJ C 298, 30.11.2002

N 341/2002 3.11.2002 Aid to promote the setting-up of new businesses and innovation 
in women-led enterprises

OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 782/2000 13.11.2002 Assistance for the agricultural economy (Trento) OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 592/2001 13.11.2002 Aid for the promotion of agricultural products (Sicily) OJ C 311, 14.12.2002 

N 575/2002 13.11.2002 Standards to protect bergamot cultivation and production 
quality

OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 560/2002 25.11.2002 Aid to assist farms affected by bovine tuberculosis (Sardinia) OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 830/2001 6.12.2002 Plan for the control and eradication of contagious agalactia on 
farm holdings (Province of Como)

OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 55/2002 6.12.2002 Promotion of typical wines (Friuli-Venezia-Giulia) OJ C 10, 16.1.2003 

N 145/2002 6.12.2002 Aid for a marketing institute, draft Law No 376/02 OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

NN 37/1998 11.12.2002 Article 11 of Regional Law No 40/1997 (Sicily) OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 590 a/2001 11.12.2002 Regional Law 32/2000: Provisions relating to the 
implementation of the 2000–06 regional operational 
programme and the restructuring of aid schemes

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003
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Luxembourg

Netherlands

Spain

NN 138/2002 11.12.2002 Article 7 of Regional Law No 22/1999 ‘Urgent interventions for 
the agricultural sector’

OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 301/2002 12.12.2002 Provincial Law 1/2000, Articles 91 and 97 OJ C 16, 23.1.2003

N 599/2002 31.1.2003 Rural development aid OJ C 50, 4.3.2003

N 18/2002 9.4.2002 Aid to stockfarmers hit by the BSE crisis OJ C 113, 14.5.2002

N 647/2001 30.10.2002 Aid towards farmers’ income — bad weather in 2000 OJ C 298, 30.11.2002

N 25/2002 27.2.2002 Extension of funding for an advertising campaign for 
mushrooms

OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 641/2001 17.4.2002 Aid to assist the onion sector OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 753/2001 24.4.2002 Modification of the scheme for withdrawal from stockfarming OJ C 126, 28.5.2002

N 857/2001 2.7.2002 Limiting of waste in the wine sector OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 12/2002 4.10.2002 Regulation of the interbranch grouping of market gardeners 
introducing a parafiscal tax on the production of witloof chicory 
with a view to financing an advertising campaign

OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 851/2001 17.10.2002 Investments in organic pig farming OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 129/2002 6.11.2002 Amendment of certain measures by the horticultural marketing 
board in the fruit sector

OJ C 301, 5.12.2002

N 33/2002 25.11.2002 Subsidy regulation on rare breeds of domestic farm animals OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 230b/2002 25.11.2002 Wages premium scheme, north Netherlands 2002 
(Transformation and marketing of agricultural products)

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 432/2002 25.11.2002 Modification of certain parafiscal taxes financing measures for 
ware potatoes

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 210/2002 6.12.2002 Subsidy for the demolition of farm buildings and other 
buildings situated outside built-up areas (North Brabant)

OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 448/2002 6.12.2002 Modification of a parafiscal tax financing measures for starch 
potatoes

OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 774/2001 30.1.2002 Aid to agricultural insurance schemes OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 834/2001 30.1.2002 Aid for the promotion of investment in technological innovation 
in the food industry (Madrid)

OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 835/2001 30.1.2002 Aid for research and development (Andalusia) OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 264/2001 31.1.2002 Aid for collecting, transporting, treating and destroying SRMs OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

N 633/2001 21.2.2002 Aid to Parda cattle breeders (Aragon) OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 5/2002 21.2.2002 Aid to improve the processing of agricultural and forestry 
products (Valencia)

OJ C 75, 26.3.2002

N 654/2001 5.3.2002 Aid to livestock farmers (BSE) (Castile-Leon) OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 52/2002 5.3.2002 Aid to stockfarmers and slaughterhouses to compensate 
for managing SRM (Murcia)

OJ C 85, 9.4.2002

N 815/2001 19.3.2002 Aid for investments in the livestock farming sector (Castile-Leon) OJ C 96, 20.4.2002

N 83/2002 22.3.2002 Aid to beekeeping (Murcia) OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 511/2001 5.4.2002 Aid to Quesos del Duero OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 128/2002 5.4.2002 BSE crisis — Aid to stockfarmers (Galicia) OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 33/2001 5.4.2002 Aid to the farming sector (Navarre) OJ C 111, 8.5.2002

N 249/2002 17.5.2002 Aid to beekeeping (Cantabria) OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 324/2001 29.5.2002 Measures to integrate, set up and extend cooperatives 
(Catalonia)

OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 611a/2001 29.5.2002 Processing and marketing in the agricultural, forestry and food 
sectors

OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 101/2002 17.7.2002 Aid to the milk sector OJ C 207, 31.8.2002
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Sweden 

United Kingdom

1.2. Aid cases in which the Commission initiated proceedings under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty 
in respect of all or part of the measure

Denmark 

N 581/2001 25.7.2002 Aid to agricultural cooperatives (Galicia) OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 772/2001 25.7.2002 Marketing of agricultural products (Madrid) OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 277/2002 25.7.2002 Aid to implement programmes for quality livestock products 
(Canary Islands)

OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 328/2002 25.7.2002 Aid for collecting, transporting, treating and destroying SRMs 
and other risk materials (Basque Country)

OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 444/2002 25.7.2002 Aid to stockfarmers (BSE), Galicia OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 445/2002 31.7.2002 Aid in the beef sector — health checks (Galicia) OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 470/2002 31.7.2002 Aid to potato producer groupings OJ C 238, 3.10.2002

N 676/2001 6.8.2002 BSE — Aid to the bull sector OJ C 291, 26.11.2002

N 764/2001 12.9.2002 Aid to promote agricultural associations (Galicia) OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 852/2001 12.9.2002 Aid to implement quality beef programmes OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 199/2002 12.9.2002 Aid for the processing and marketing of agricultural products 
(Murcia)

OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 503/2002 12.9.2002 Plant health measures for potatoes (Canary Islands) OJ C 246, 12.10.2002

N 547/2002 4.10.2002 Aid for the purchase of sheep, goat and cattle breeds OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

N 112/2002 17.10.2002 Aid to horticulture OJ C 280, 16.11.2002

N 500/2002 13.11.2002 Aid for breeders of the Ojinegra breed of sheep (Aragon) OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 502/2002 13.11.2002 Aid for breeders of the Roya Bilbilitana breed of sheep 
(Aragon)

OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 113/2002 25.11.2002 Aid to restructure greenhouses (Madrid) OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 664/2002 6.12.2002 Aid for collecting, transporting, treating and destroying 
specified risk materials (SRM) and other risk materials 
(Basque Country)

OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 42/2001 30.1.2002 Afforestation of areas in southern Sweden hit by storms OJ C 58, 5.3.2002

NN 55/2002 7.5.2002 Farm business advice service OJ C 140, 13.6.2002

N 318/2001 17.5.2002 Aujeszly’s disease vaccination scheme (Northern Ireland) OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 718b/2001 17.5.2002 Buying time assistance scheme (Northern Ireland) OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 10/2002 17.5.2002 Foot-and-mouth disease business recovery fund OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

N 126/2002 17.5.2002 Northern Ireland scrapie plan — Genotyping scheme OJ C 157, 2.7.2002

NN 54/2002 17.7.2002 School milk subsidy scheme OJ C 207, 31.8.2002

N 70/2002 25.7.2002 Northern Ireland — Organic farming OJ C 214, 10.9.2002

N 327/2002 6.9.2002 Northern Ireland beef quality initiative OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

N 393/2002 6.9.2002 Business advice to farmers affected by the ban on feeding swill 
to pigs

OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

N 184/2002 8.10.2002 Northern Ireland scrapie plan — Eradication scheme OJ C 272, 8.11.2002

NN 114/2002 13.11.2002 Welsh Ewe genotyping scheme OJ C 311, 14.12.2002

N 544/2002 25.11.2002 National scrapie plan: genotyping schemes to encourage 
breeding for genetic resistance

OJ C 324, 24.12.2002

N 505/2002 6.12.2002 Agricultural development scheme (England) OJ C 10, 16.1.2003

N 534/2001 20.12.2002 Nutrient management scheme (Northern Ireland) OJ C 20, 28.1.2003

N 585/2002 16.9.2002 Grants to companies with working environment certificates — 
sea transport

OJ C 1, 4.1.2003 
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1.3. Cases in which the Commission considered that the aid was incompatible with the common 
market and terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty by way of a negative 
or partly negative final decision

Spain

Portugal

1.4. Other Commission decisions

Spain

2. In the fisheries sector

2.1. Measures which the Commission considered compatible with the common market without 
opening a formal investigation under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty 

Belgium

Denmark

Finland

France

C 32/2002
(ex N 522/2001)

24.4.2002 Aid to the beef sector OJ C 145, 18.6.2002

C 39/2002
(ex N 130/2001)

5.6.2002 Restructuring of Cooperativa Agricola Moderna (Marche) OJ C 251, 18.10.2002

C 22/2001 1.12.2002 Measures to support agriculture following the fuel price increase Not yet published

C 31/1999 27.2.2002 Measures in favour of the pig sector Not yet published 

C 65/1997 27.2.2002 Credit line for the debt relief of intensive breeding farms and 
the revival of pig breeding

Not yet published 

C 2/2001 12.3.2002 Recovery decision — Aid for the purchase of milk quotas OJ L 144, 1.6.2002

NN 39/2001 19.6.2002 Aid for the temporary cessation of activity OJ C 175, 23.7.2002

NN 73/2001 19.6.2002 Structural assistance in Belgium OJ C 175, 23.7.2002

NN 20/2002 4.10.2002 Order relating to structural aid in Wallonia Not yet published 

N 464/2002 26.11.2002 Management of fisheries Not yet published 

N 666/2001 25.7.2002 Afgiftsfonden for Danske Dambrug OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 374/2002 10.9.2002 Aid for fisheries Not yet published 

N 102/2001 7.5.2002 Aid for fisheries OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 464/2001 31.1.2002 Parafiscal charges to fund fisheries committees OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 80/2002 19.3.2002 Aid from regional and local authorities — fisheries sector OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

NN 120/2000 3.4.2002 Aid for the permanent withdrawal of fishing vessels OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 839a/2001 24.6.2002 Aid from the State and from OFIMER: investment in fisheries 
and aquaculture (part financed by the FIFG)

Not yet published 
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Germany

Ireland

Italy

Netherlands

N 696/2001 31.1.2002 Herring fishing OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 775/2001 25.3.2002 Measures to upgrade white fish (Mecklenburg-West Pomerania) OJ C 193, 13.8.2002 

N 734/2001 26.3.2002 Aid for investments in the inland fisheries and aquaculture 
sector (Schleswig-Holstein)

OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 597/2001 2.5.2002 Coastal Research Management GBR, Kiel OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 859/2001 2.5.2002 Individual aid for the firm BUTT in the marine fish farming 
sector (Schleswig-Holstein)

OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 212/2002 31.7.2002 Fisheries — Actions in the collective interest Not yet published 

N 348/2002 31.7.2002 Grant to BlueBioTech Not yet published 

N 275/2002 10.9.2002 Measures to support coastal and high-sea fisheries Not yet published 

N 459/2002 14.11.2002 Aid for fisheries and aquaculture — Land of Hessen Not yet published

N 573/2002 25.11.2002 Assistance to undertakings engaging in aquaculture and inland 
fisheries (Land of Baden-Württemberg)

OJ C 59, 14.3.2003 

N 383/2001 8.4.2002 Remedial package for shellfish growers OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 726/2001 29.5.2002 Revitalisation programme for the Castlemaine Bottom Mussel 
Fishery

OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 71/2002 30.5.2002 Tonnage — Re-measurement programme OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 7/2002 26.3.2002 Financial assistance to the fisheries sector (Sardinia) OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

NN 37/2002 3.4.2002 Aid to fisheries (Apulia) OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

NN 48/2002 19.6.2002 Assistance in the fisheries sector (non-Objective 1 regions) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 56/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 57/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG in Tuscany OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 58/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 59/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Lombardy) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

NN 60/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Marche) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 61/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Friuli–Venezia Giulia) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 62/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Liguria) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 63/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Lazio) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 64/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Emilia-Romagna) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 65/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Umbria) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

NN 66/2002 19.6.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG (Trento) OJ C 248, 15.10.2002

N 6/2002 24.6.2002 Financial assistance to the fisheries sector (Calabria) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

NN 50/2002 2.7.2002 Measures co-financed by IFOP — Campania (2000–06) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

NN 159/2001 13.11.2002 Temporary suspension of fishing in 2001 OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

NN 107/2002 13.11.2002 Temporary suspension of fishing in 2002 OJ C 327, 28.12.2002

NN 111/1999 27.11.2002 Programme agreements OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 405/2002 13.12.2002 Structural measures in the aquaculture sector (Molise) Not yet published 

N 87/2002 24.6.2002 Aid to fisheries OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 92/2002 3.7.2002 Parafiscal charges for the benefit of the research fund to assist 
the fishery product landing sector of 2002

OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 117/2002 3.7.2002 Parafiscal charges for the benefit of the research fund to assist 
the fishery products retail sector for 2002

OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

N 546/2001 27.11.2002 Fishing licences OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 321/2002 6.12.2002 State aid scheme in favour of the fisheries sector of Urk for the 
period 2000–06

Not yet published 
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Portugal

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom

N 637/2001 4.2.2002 Stopping of tuna fishing (Azores) OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

NN 150/2001 13.2.2002 Agreement with Morocco — laying-up of the fishing fleet Not yet published

N 515/2001 19.3.2002 Prodesa — Azores — fisheries sector OJ C 100, 25.4.2002

N 820/2001 3.4.2002 Measures implemented by the industry, coastal fishing and 
innovative measures — fisheries sector

OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 130/2002 23.5.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 779/2001 24.6.2002 Quality of fishery and aquaculture products OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 778/2001 3.7.2002 Prodesa — Azores — renewal of the fishing fleet and equipment 
of fishing ports

OJ C 252,19.10.2002

N 312/2002 3.7.2002 Socio-economic measures; fisheries sector OJ C 252,19.10.2002

N 290/2002 8.7.2002 Promotion and development of new markets — fisheries sector 
(Azores)

OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 354/2002 25.7.2002 Prodesa — Azores — Socio-economic measures OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 418/2002 29.7.2002 Prodesa — Coastal fisheries (Azores) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

NN 106/2002 15.11.2002 Socio-economic measures; fisheries sector (Madeira) OJ C 59, 14.3.2003

N 690/2002 13.12.2002 Measures implemented by the industry and innovative measures 
— fisheries sector (Azores)

Not yet published

N 814/2001 4.2.2002 Processing and marketing of fishery and aquaculture products OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

NN 8/2001 13.2.2002 Extension of aid to shipowners fishing in Moroccan waters Not yet published 

NN 81/2001 13.2.2002 Agreement with Morocco — Suspension of operations by the 
fishing fleet

Not yet published 

N 803/2001 3.4.2002 Marketing of fishery products (Andalusia) OJ C 193, 13.8.2002

N 103/2002 26.6.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet 
(Canary Islands)

Not yet published 

N 69/2002 2.7.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet 
(Andalusia)

OJ C 252, 19.10.2002 

N 72/2002 2.7.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet 
(Galicia)

OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 855/2001 3.7.2002 Regional research assistance, fisheries sector (Andalusia) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002 

N 154/2002 3.7.2002 Structural measures in the fisheries sector (Canary Islands) OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 141/2002 25.7.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet 
(Ceuta-Melilla)

OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 84/2002 26.7.2002 Agreement with Morocco — conversion of the fishing fleet OJ C 252, 19.10.2002

N 447/2002 10.9.2002 Processing and marketing of fishery products Not yet published 

N 456/2002 11.9.2002 Temporary stopping of fishing for northern hake (Galicia) OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 458/2002 11.9.2002 Inshore fishing (Galicia) OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 420/2002 15.11.2002 Temporary stopping of fishing (Basque Country) OJ C.59.2003, 14.3.2003

N 624/2002 15.11.2002 Measures implemented by the industry — fisheries sector 
(Galicia)

Not yet published 

N 457/2002 18.12.2002 Temporary stopping of fishing for northern hake (Cantabria) Not yet published 

NN 31/2001 4.9.2002 Scheme of aid to the fishing industry OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

NN 79/2002 18.9.2002 Compensation for cessation of salmon fishing OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 719/2001 4.2.2002 Voluntary buy-out scheme for salmon fisheries in Northern Ireland OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 760/2001 4.2.2002 Fishing vessels scheme 2001 OJ C 77, 28.3.2002

N 178/2001 19.3.2002 Measures part-financed by the FIFG in Wales OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 509/2001 19.6.2002 Salmon net licences buy-out scheme OJ C 252, 19.10.2002
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2.2. Aid cases in which the Commission terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty after the Member State withdrew the proposed measure

Italy

3. In the transport sector

3.1. Cases in which the Commission found, without opening a formal investigation, 
that there was no aid element within the meaning of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty

Austria 

Germany

Portugal

Italy

3.2. Measures which the Commission considered compatible with the common market 
without opening a formal investigation under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty or Article 6(5) 
of Decision 2496/96/ECSC

Denmark

Austria

Belgium

Finland

C 83/2001 13.11.2002 Pollution by algal bloom in the Adriatic Sea Not yet published

N 471/2002 27.11.2002 Erste Donau-Dampfschiffahrtsgesellschaft mbH Not yet published 

C 1810/2002 7.5.2002 Germany/ RAG purchase of Saarbergwerke OJ L 203, 1.8.2002

N 132/2002 9.4.2002 Refinancing TAP Not yet published

N 318/2002 19.6.2002 Alitalia capital increase Not yet published 

N 784/2001 27.2.2002 Aid for Danish private railways OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 563/2001 12.3.2002 Tonnage tax scheme OJ C 146, 19.6.2002

N 100/2001 22.5.2002 Aid scheme for the use of environmentally friendly trucks OJ C 154, 28.6.2002

NN 116/2002 13.11.2002 Danish income tax reduction for seafarers

N 287/2002 11.12.2002 Environmental subsidy for transport of goods on rail OJ C 34, 13.2.2003 

N 644/2001 27.2.2002 Austrian State Fund ERP OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 438/2002 16.10.2002 Harbourmasters at Belgian seaports OJ C 284, 21.11.2002

NN 45/2002 6.3.2002 Extension of airline insurance 

N 195/2002 16.10.2002 Tonnage tax scheme
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France

Germany

Ireland

Italy

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

United Kingdom 

C 65/2000 
(ex N 679/2000)

30.1.2002 Operation costs for new short sea shipping services OJ L 196, 25.7.2002

N 806/2001 30.1.2002 Extension of airline insurance OJ C 59, 6.3.2002

N 643/2001 19.6.2002 Aid for the development of railway sidings OJ C 178, 26.7.2002 

N 781/2002 2.7.2002 Maritime services to Corsica OJ C 186, 6.8.2002

NN 27/2002 17.7.2002 SNCM OJ C 148, 25.6.2003

NN134/2002
(ex N 841/01)

27.2.2002 Shifting of traffic from road to rail between Munich and Verona OJ C 88, 12.4.2002

N 269/2002 2.7.2002 Aviation insurance scheme OJ C 23, 30.1.2003 

N 308/2002 18.9.2002 Promotion of investment in railway infrastructure OJ C 277du 14.11.2002

N 406/2002 2.10.2002 Guidelines for the promotion of transhipment facilities for 
combined transport 

OJ C 292, 27.11.2002

NN 94/2002 30.10.2002 Maritime training aid Not yet published 

NN 34/2002 27.2.2002 Measures for the compensation of damages in the aviation sector 

N 661/2002 2.12.2002 Seafarer’s income tax reduction scheme OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

N 504/2002 11.12.2002 Tonnage tax scheme OJ C 15, 22.1.2003

C 54/96 19.6.2002 Alitalia restructuring aid OJ C 239, 4.10.2002

N 519/2002 6.9.2002 Prolongation of an aid scheme reducing the social charges for 
maritime shipping companies

OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

NN 35/2002 27.2.2002 Government insurance scheme against the risks of war for the 
aviation sector

N 762/2001 27.2.2002 Madeira SIPPE OJ C 65, 19.3.2003

N 507/2001 7.5.2002 Siriart OJ C 178, 26.7.2002

N 736/2001 27.2.2002 Tonnage tax scheme

N 203/2002 18.9.2002 Purchase of electric or hybrid-powered vehicles OJ C 9, 15.1.2003

N 600/B/2001 16.10.2002 Employment schemes for the transport sector OJ C 68, 21.3.2003

N 337/2002 27.11.2002 Acquisition of public transport vehicles for persons with 
reduced mobility

OJ C 34, 13.2.2003

NN 170/2001 13.2.2002 Rescue aid for Railtrack plc OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

NN 43/2002 27.2.2002 Extension of airline insurance OJ C 87, 10.4.2003

N 854/2001 12.3.2002 Aid to airlines for closure of airspace OJ C 98, 23.4.2002

N 706/2001 24.4.2002 CTRL ( Channel Tunnel Rail Link) OJ C 130, 1.6.2002

N 356/2002 17.7.2002 Network Rail OJ C 232, 28.9.2002

N 523/2002 18.9.2002 Channel Tunnel Rail Link IV(CTRL) OJ C 262, 29.10.2002

N 264/2002 2.10.2002 London Underground public-private partnership OJ C 309, 12.12.2002
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3.3. Aid cases in which the Commission initiated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty in respect of all or part of the measure

Austria

Greece

Netherlands 

Belgium 

Spain 

Italy

Portugal

France 

United Kingdom 

3.4. Cases in which the Commission terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) 
of the EC Treaty having found that there was no aid element within the meaning 
of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty

Germany

C 65/2002
(ex N 262/2002)

16.10.2002 Compensation for losses sustained by airlines OJ C 309, 12.12.2002

C 19/2002
(ex NN 133/2000)

6.3.2002 Olympic Airways OJ L 98, 23.4.2002

C 26/2001 3.5.2002 Reduced rates of excise duty

C 51/2002 
(ex N 840/2001)

17.7.2002 Alkmaar terminal OJ C 212 of 6.9.2002 

C 76/2002 11.12.2002 Ryanair, Charleroi OJ C 18, 28.5.2003

C 79/2002 11.12.2002 Intermediación Aérea (InterMed)

C 11/2002
(ex N 382/2001)

27.2.2002 Reduction of tolls for heavy goods vehicles OJ C 87, 11.4.2002

C 24/2001 3.5.2002 Reduced rates of excise duty

C 52/2002
(ex N833/2001)

24.7.2002 Transfer of road to rail transport in the Province of Trento OJ C 242, 8.10.2002

C14/2002
(ex NN 72/2001)

27.2.2002 Reduction of tolls for heavy goods vehicles

C 25/2001 3.5.2002 Reduced rates of excise duty

C 58/2002
(ex N 118/2002)

19.8.2002 SNCM restructuring OJ C 308, 11.12.2002

C 62/2002 
(ex N 221/2002)

2.10.2002 ClydeBoyd Ltd OJ C 269, 5.11.2002

C 63/2000 14.5.2002 Deutsche Bahn AG — Bahn Trans OJ L 211, 7.8.2002
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3.5. Cases in which the Commission considered that the aid was compatible with the common 
market and terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty by way of a positive 
final decision

Italy

3.6. Cases in which the Commission considered that the aid was incompatible with the common 
market and terminated proceedings under Article 88(2) of the EC Treaty by way of a negative 
or partly negative final decision

Netherlands 

France

E — Judgments of the Community courts 

1. Court of First Instance

C 97/2001
(ex N 93/2001)

17.7.2002 Maritime transport safety OJ L 307, 8.11.2002

C 56/2001 19.6.2002 Dutch towage operations OJ L 314, 18.11.2002

C 42/2002
(ex N 286/2002)

11.12.2002 Extension of airline insurance OJ L 77, 24.3.2003

Case Parties Date Publication

T-35/99 Keller and Keller Meccanica v Commission 30.1.2002 OJ C 131, 1.6.2002

T-212/00 Nuove Industrie Molisane v Commission 30.1.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002

T-323/99 INMA and Itainvest v Commission 26.2.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002

T-227/99 and
T-134/00

Kvaerner Warnow Werft v Commission 28.2.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002

T-155/98 SIDE v Commission 28.2.2002 OJ C 144, 15.6.2002

T-92/00 and
T-103/00

Territorio Histórico de Álava — Diputación 
Foral de Álava and Others v Commission 

6.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002

T-168/99 Diputación Foral de Alava v Commission 6.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002

T-127/99,
T-129/99 and
T-148/99

Territorio Histórico de Álava — Diputación 
Foral de Álava and Others v Commission

6.3.2002 OJ C 156, 29.6.2002

T-195/01 and
T-207/01

Government of Gibraltar v Commission 30.4.2002 OJ C 169, 13.7.2002

T-126/99 Graphischer Maschinenbau v Commission 14.5.2002 OJ C 180, 27.7.2002

T-152/99 Hijos de Andrés Molina v Commission 11.7.2002 OJ C 219, 14.9.2002

T-98/00 Linde v Commission 17.10.2002 OJ C 323, 21.12.2002

T-346/99,
T-347/99 and
T-348/99

Territorio Histórico de Álava — Diputación 
Foral de Álava and Others v Commission 

23.10.2002 OJ C 19, 25.1.2003

T-269/99
T-271/99 and
T-272/99

Territorio Histórico de Guipúzcoa — Diputación 
Foral de Guipúzcoa and Others v Commission

23.10.2002 OJ C 19, 25.1.2003

T-114/00 Aktionsgemeinschaft Recht und Eigentum eV v 
Commission

5.12.2002 OJ C 44, 22.2.2003
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2. Court of Justice

Case Parties Date Publication

C-310/99 Italy v Commission 7.3.2002 OJ C 109, 4.5.2002

C-36/00 Spain v Commission 21.3.2002 OJ C 118, 18.5.2002

C-482/99 France v Commission 16.5.2002 OJ C 169, 13.7.2002

C-321/99 P Associação dos Refineradores de Açúcar 
Portugueses and Others v Commission 

16.5.2002 OJ C 169, 13.7.2002

C-382/99 Netherlands v Commission 13.6.2002 OJ C 180, 27.7.2002

C-398/00 Spain v Commission 18.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002

C-242/00 Germany v Commission 18.6.2002 OJ C 191, 10.8.2002

C-499/99 Commission v Spain 2.7.2002 OJ C 233, 28.9.2002

C-114/99 Spain v Commission 19.9.2002 OJ C 274, 9.11.2002

C-113/00 Spain v Commission 19.9.2002 OJ C 274, 9.11.2002

C-351/98 Spain v Commission 26.9.2002 OJ C 289, 23.11.2002

C-394/01 France v Commission 3.10.2002 OJ C 289, 23.11.2002

C-5/01 Belgium v Commission 12.12.2002 OJ C 19, 25.1.2003

C-456/00 France v Commission 12.12.2002 OJ C 19, 25.1.2003

C-209/00 Commission v Germany 12.12.2002 OJ C 31, 8.2.2003
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IV — INTERNATIONAL

Report from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on the application of the
agreements between the European Communities and the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of Canada regarding the application of their competition laws — 1 January 2002
to 31 December 2002

1. United States

1.1. Introduction

On 23 September 1991, the Commission concluded an agreement with the Government of the United
States of America regarding the application of their competition laws (99) (the ‘1991 Agreement’), the aim
of which is to promote cooperation between the competition authorities. By a joint decision of the
Council and the Commission on 10 April 1995 (100), the agreement was approved and declared applicable
from the date it was signed by the Commission.

On 4 June 1998, another agreement, which strengthens the positive comity provisions of the 1991
Agreement, entered into force (101) (the ‘1998 Agreement’), after having been approved by a joint
decision of the Council and the Commission of 29 May 1998.

On 8 October 1996, the Commission adopted the first report on the application of the 1991 Agreement
for the period of 10 June 1995 to 30 June 1996 (102). The second report completes the 1996 calendar year,
covering the period of 1 July 1996 to 31 December 1996 (103). The third report covers the whole calendar
year 1997 (104), the fourth the year 1998 (105), the fifth the year 1999 (106), the sixth the year 2000 (107), and
the seventh the year 2001 (108). The current report concerns the calendar year from 1 January 2002 to
31 December 2002. This report should be read in conjunction with the first report which sets out in detail
the benefits, but also the limitations of this kind of cooperation.

In summary, the 1991 Agreement provides for:

— notification of cases being handled by the competition authorities of one party, to the extent that these
cases concern the important interests of the other party (Article II), and exchange of information on
general matters relating to the implementation of the competition rules (Article III);

— cooperation and coordination of the actions of both parties’ competition authorities (Article IV);

¥99∂ Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Commission of the European Communities
regarding the application of their competition laws (OJ L 95, 27.4.1995, pp. 47 and 50)

¥100∂ See OJ L 95, 27.4.1995, pp. 45 and 46.
¥101∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of the United States of America on the application

of positive comity principles in the enforcement of their competition laws, OJ L 173, 18.6.1998, pp. 26–31.
¥102∂ Com(96) 479 final, see XXVIth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 299-311.
¥103∂ Com(97) 346 final, see XXVIth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 312-318.
¥104∂ Com(98) 510 final, see XXVIIth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 317-327.
¥105∂ Com(1999) 439 final, see XXVIIIth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 313-328.
¥106∂ Com(2000) 618 final, see XXIXth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 319-332.
¥107∂ Com(2001)45 final, see XXXth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 291-307.
¥108∂ Com(2002)505 final, see XXXIst Report on Competition Policy, pp. 331-346.
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— a ‘traditional comity’ procedure by virtue of which each party undertakes to take into account the
important interests of the other party when it takes measures to enforce its competition rules
(Article VI);

— a ‘positive comity’ procedure by virtue of which either party can invite the other party to take, on the
basis of the latter’s legislation, appropriate measures regarding anti-competitive behaviour
implemented on its territory and which affects the important interests of the requesting party
(Article V).

In addition, the 1991 Agreement makes it clear that none of its provisions may be interpreted in a manner
which is inconsistent with legislation in force in the European Union and the United States of America
(Article IX). In particular, the competition authorities remain bound by their internal rules regarding the
protection of the confidentiality of information gathered by them during their respective investigations
(Article VIII).

The 1998 Agreement clarifies both the mechanics of the positive comity cooperation instrument, and the
circumstances in which it can be availed of. In particular, it describes the conditions under which the
requesting party should normally suspend its own enforcement actions and make a referral.

1.2. EU–US cooperation during 2002

During 2002, the Commission continued its close cooperation with the Antitrust Division of the US
Department of Justice (DoJ) and the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Contact between
Commission officials and their counterparts at the two US agencies was frequent and intense. These
contacts range from detailed case-related discussions to more general, sometimes theoretical,
competition policy-related matters. Case-related contacts usually take the form of regular telephone calls,
e-mails, exchanges of documents, and other contacts between the case teams. High-level meetings and
contacts also occur with reasonable frequency. The cooperation continues to be of considerable mutual
benefit to both sides, in terms of enhancing the respective enforcement activity, avoiding unnecessary
conflicts or inconsistencies between those enforcement activities, and in terms of better understanding
each other’s competition policy regimes.

1.2.1. Merger cases

In line with the overall economic climate, the number of transnational mergers decreased in the year
2002. Nevertheless, the year 2002 saw continued good cooperation in those transactions notified to both
the Commission and the US antitrust agencies. With regard to the investigation of these proposed
mergers, staff-level contacts between the Competition DG’s Merger Task Force, on the one hand, and the
US DoJ and FTC, on the other, take place on a very frequent basis. Cooperation is most effective where
the parties involved agree to permit the EU and US authorities to share the information they provide by
means of a waiver which now frequently occurs.

In the Solvay/Ausimont case, a merger in the chemicals industry, the Commission and the US Federal
Trade Commission fully and intensely cooperated not only with respect to the substantive assessment of
the case but also to the suitability of the remedies with contacts occurring on a more or less daily basis. In
some instances, three-way (EU Commission/US FTC/merging parties) telephone conferences were
conducted. The same is true for the analysis of Bayer’s acquisition of Aventis Crop Science (case
Bayer/Aventis). Again, cooperation was particularly intensive in relation to the various remedies
proposed by the merging parties to address the agencies’ common concerns in a multiplicity of markets.
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In this case, there was also three-way communication, including the Canadian Competition Bureau. Both
operations were finally approved subject to undertakings. In the analysis of P/O Princess/Carnival , the
cruise line merger, the Commission’s and FTC’s staff were in close and frequent contact throughout the
investigation, much of the discussion was focused on issues of market definition. The operation was
approved by the Commission and not challenged by the FTC. 

1.2.2. Non-merger cases

During the course of the year, there was also frequent contacts in a number of non-merger cases. In the
Microsoft case, the Commission and the US DoJ kept each other informed about the status of their
respective investigations. Bilateral cooperation between the Commission and the US DoJ was
particularly intensified in cartel cases: numerous contacts took place between officials of the
Commission’s cartel units and their counterparts at the DoJ. The exchanges of information on particular
cases, within the limits of the existing provisions on confidentiality, were most frequent, but discussions
also concerned policy issues. There were 15 Commission investigations for which effective cooperation
took place. Most contacts were established via telephone and e-mail, but in some instances meetings
were held. Many of the case related contacts took place as a result of simultaneous applications for
immunity in the United States and the EC. Furthermore, in a number of instances, coordinated
enforcement actions took place in the United States and the European Union, whereby the agencies tried
to ensure that the time lapse between the start of the respective actions was as short as possible. General
consultations took place on the application of the respective leniency policies of both agencies. Another
important issue which was discussed with the Department of Justice was the discovery in US civil
litigation of evidence submitted to cartel authorities. The Commission intervened in three US civil trials
in order to protect written information submitted in the framework of the Commission’s leniency policy
vis-à-vis such ‘discovery’. Those interventions were intended to safeguard the integrity of the
Commission’s leniency policy, and were not made in support of any of the parties in such civil
procedures. 

1.3. High-level contacts

There were numerous high-level bilateral contacts between the Commission and the relevant US
authorities during the course of 2002. On 23 July 2002, Commissioner Mario Monti met in Brussels the
heads of the US and antitrust agencies, Assistant Attorney General Charles James, and Chairman
Timothy Muris of the Federal Trade Commission for the annual bilateral EU/US meeting.

1.4. EU–US Working Groups

The work of the joint EU–US Working Groups continued. The activities of the existing EU–US Mergers
Working Group were expanded and work intensified. The Competition DG agreed with the US agencies
that the Working Group should consist of a number of subgroups. One subgroup has been dealing with
procedural issues and two other subgroups with substantive issues (one with conglomerate aspects of
mergers, and another with the role of efficiencies in merger control analysis). The fruitful discussion on
remedies also continued.

To date, work has been completed in the subgroups on procedural issues and on conglomerate aspects of
mergers. In each of these subgroups, a series of video-conferences was conducted, involving
presentations and discussions of each other’s policy approach and of the lessons learned from the review
of mergers. The officials involved also made a visit to each other’s agencies, in February (meetings in
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Brussels for the procedural subgroup) and in June (meetings in Washington for the conglomerates
subgroup).

Work in the subgroup dealing with efficiencies in merger control is still in progress. The objective of the
subgroup on efficiencies is to discuss the consideration to be given to efficiencies in merger control
analysis. Work in the subgroup commenced in August 2002, and was ongoing at the end of 2002. 

Best practices on EU–US cooperation in merger cases

On 30 October 2002, Commissioner Monti with his US counterparts, Timothy Muris, Chairman of the
US Federal Trade Commission and Charles James, US Assistant Attorney-General for Antitrust issued a
set of best practices on cooperation in reviewing mergers that require approval on both sides of the
Atlantic, with a view to minimising the risk of divergent outcomes, and to enhancing the good
relationship developed over the last decade. They result from the deliberations of the procedures
subgroup of the EU–US Merger Working Group, which brought together experienced officials from the
three agencies, and which had been closely studying how the effectiveness of EU–US cooperation in
merger cases might be further improved.

The best practices put in place a more structured basis for cooperation in reviews of individual merger
cases. The best practices recognise that cooperation is most effective when the investigation timetables of
the reviewing agencies run more or less in parallel. Merging companies will therefore be offered the
possibility of meeting at an early stage with the agencies to discuss timing issues. Companies are also
encouraged to permit the agencies to exchange information which they have submitted during the course
of an investigation and, where appropriate, to allow joint EU–US interviews of the companies concerned.
The practices moreover designate key points in the respective EU and US merger investigations when it
may be appropriate for direct contacts to occur between senior officials on both sides.

At the occasion of the bilateral meeting of 23 July 2002, both sides agreed to set up a working group on
intellectual property rights issues. Work started in November 2002.

1.5. Statistical information

(a) Number of cases notified by the Commission and by the US authorities

There was a total of 63 formal notifications made by the Commission during the period between
1 January 2002 and 31 December 2002. The cases are divided into merger and non-merger cases and are
listed in Annex 1.

The Commission received a total of 44 formal notifications from the US authorities during the same
period. A list of these cases is found in Annex 2, again broken down into merger and non-merger cases.

Merger cases made up the majority of all notifications in both directions. There were 56 merger
notifications made by the Commission and 27 by the US authorities.

The figures given represent the number of cases in which one (or more) notifications took place and not
the total number of individual notifications. Under Article II of the agreement, notifications may be made
at various stages of the procedure and so more than one notification may be made concerning the same
case.
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(b) Notifications by the Commission to Member States

The text of the interpretative letter sent by the European Communities to the United States as well as the
Statement on Transparency made by the Commission to the Council on 10 April 1995, provides that the
Commission, after notice to the US competition authorities, will inform the Member State or Member
States, whose interests are affected, of the notifications sent to it by the US antitrust authorities. Thus,
when notifications are received from the US authorities, they are forwarded immediately to the relevant
sections in the Competition DG and at the same time copies are sent to the Member States, if any, whose
interests are affected. Equally, at the same time that the Competition DG makes notifications to the US
authorities, copies are sent to the Member State(s) whose interests are affected.

1.6. Conclusions

The year 2002 witnessed a further intensification of EU–US cooperation in all areas of competition law
enforcement. The further increase of cooperation in 2002 with respect to the combating of global cartels
is noteworthy, also the authorities on the two sides of the Atlantic are taking increasingly convergent
approaches to the identification and implementation of remedies, and to post-merger remedy compliance
monitoring. The Commission, DoJ and FTC also continued to maintain an ongoing dialogue on general
competition policy/enforcement issues of common concern.

2. Canada

2.1. Introduction 

The EU–Canada Competition Cooperation Agreement (109) is designed to facilitate cooperation between
the European Communities and Canada with respect to the enforcement of their respective competition
rules. The agreement was signed at the EU–Canada Summit in Bonn on 17 June 1999 and entered into
force at signature.

The agreement provides for, among other things: (i) reciprocal notification of enforcement activities by
either competition authority, where such activities may affect the important interests of the other party;
(ii) one competition authority rendering assistance to the competition authority of the other party in its
enforcement activities; (iii) coordination by the two authorities of their enforcement activities;
(iv) requests by a party that the competition authority of the other party take enforcement action (positive
comity); (v) one party to take into account the important interests of the other party in the course of its
enforcement activities (traditional comity); and (vi) the exchange of information between the parties,
subject to applicable domestic laws to protect confidential information. The report on cooperation
between 17 June 1999 and 31 December 2000 was published together with the sixth report on
cooperation with the United States (110) the seventh report covered the period from 1 January 2001 to
31 December 2001 (111). The current report concerns the calendar year from 1 January 2002 to
31 December 2002.

¥109∂ Agreement between the European Communities and the Government of Canada regarding the application of the
competition laws OJ L 175, 10.7.1999, p. 50.

¥110∂ Com(2001) 45 final, see XXXth Report on Competition Policy, pp. 291–307.
¥111∂ Com (2002) 505 final, see XXXIst Report on Competition Policy, pp. 331–346.
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2.2. Cooperation 

An increasing number of cases is being examined by the competition authorities on both sides resulting
in increased and enhanced cooperation. Contacts between the Commission and the Canadian
Competition Bureau have been frequent and fruitful. Discussions have concerned both case-related
issues, and more general policy issues. Case-related contacts usually take the form of telephone calls,
e-mails, exchanges of documents, and other contacts between the case teams. Case-related contacts
comprised all areas of competition law enforcement. Particularly intensive contact took place in the
Bayer/Aventis merger case, where there was also three-way communication including the US authorities.
There was also some contact with respect to the Pfizer/Pharmacia merger case. Cooperation and
coordination efforts in cartel cases continued as well. 

At the occasion of two bilateral meetings of the merger and cartel units from the respective authorities,
policy-related issues specific to their areas of enforcement were discussed. Furthermore, for the first time
in 2002 a staff exchange for a period of six months was organised and an official from the Commission
and one from the Competition Bureau were seconded to the other agency. Each exchange officer took on
the responsibilities of a regular case officer in the host jurisdiction involving the investigation and
analysis of merger cases.

2.3. Statistical information

(a) Number of cases notified by the Commission and by the Canadian Competition Bureau

There was a total of five formal notifications made by the Commission during the period between
1 January 2002 and 31 December 2002 (Annex 3). The Commission received nine formal notifications
from the Canadian Competition Bureau (CCB) in 2002 with respect to five cases (Annex 4).

(b) Notifications by the Commission to Member States 

As foreseen in the agreement, the Commission has informed the Member State or Member States, whose
interests are affected, of the notifications sent to it by the Canadian Competition Bureau. Thus, when
notifications are received from the Competition Bureau, they are forwarded immediately to the relevant
sections in the Competition DG and at the same time copies are sent to the Member States, if any, whose
interests are affected. Equally, at the same time that the Competition DG makes notifications to the
Competition Bureau, copies are sent to the Member State(s) whose interests are affected.

2.4. Conclusion 

The cooperation agreement has led to a closer relationship between the Commission and the Canadian
Competition Bureau, as well as to a greater understanding of each other’s competition policy. An
increasing number of cases are being examined by both competition authorities, and there is
consequently a growing recognition of the importance of coordinating enforcement activities to the
extent that this is considered mutually beneficial by both parties and of the necessity of avoiding
conflicting decisions. The Commission and the Canadian Competition Bureau also continued to maintain
an ongoing dialogue on general competition policy/enforcement issues of common concern.
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ANNEX 1 (112)

NOTIFICATION BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION TO THE US AUTHORITIES

1 January 2002 to 31 December 2002

Merger cases

¥112∂ Due to confidentiality requirements or to protect the secrecy of ongoing investigations, this list names only those
investigations or cases which have been made public.

1 COMP/ M.2609 Hewlett Packard/Compaq

2 COMP/ M.2666 Berkshire Hathaway/Fruit of the Loom

3 COMP/ M.2544 Masterfoods/Royal Canin

4 COMP/ M.2693 ADM/ACTI

5 COMP/ M.2665 Johnson Professional Holdings/Diversey Lever

6 COMP/ M.2734 Sanmina/SCI Corporation/Alcatel

7 COMP/ M.2720 Alcoa/Elkem

8 COMP/ M.2681 Conoco/Phillips Petroleum

9 COMP/ M.2672 SAS/Spanair

10 COMP/ M.2726 KPN/E-Plus

11 COMP/ M.2705 EnerSys/Invensys (ESB)

12 COMP/ M.2706 Carnival Corporation/P&O Princess

13 COMP/ M.2738 GEES/Union

14 COMP/ M.2780 General Electric/ENRON Wind Turbine Business

15 COMP/ M.2800 Brack Capital/Haslemere

16 COMP/ M.2815 Sanmina-SCI-Hewlett Packard

17 COMP/ M.2823 Bank One Corporation/Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft AG

18 COMP/ M.2785 Publicis/Bcom3

19 COMP/ M.2841 TXU-Braunschweiger Versorgungs AG

20 COMP/ M.2832 General Motors/Daewoo Motors

21 COMP/ M.2891 CD&R Fund VI Limited/Brake Bros plc

22 COMP/ M.2890 Edf/Seeboard

23 COMP/ M.2860 Lehman Brothers/Haslemere

24 COMP/ M.2882 TEREX/DEMAG

25 COMP/ M.2920 Outokumpu Oy/Lennox International Inc. 
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26 COMP/ M.2930 KKR/Demag Holding/Siemens Businesses

27 COMP/ M.2915 DLJ Capital Funding Inc./Hamsard-Bowater

28 COMP/ M.2934 Prudential Financial/Sal. Oppenheim

29 COMP/ M.2901 Magna/Donnelly

30 COMP/ M.2946 IBM/PwC Consulting

31 COMP/ M.2874 StarCore LLC

32 COMP/ M.2886 Bunge/Cereol

33 COMP/ M.2781 Northrop Grumman/TRW

34 COMP/ M.2928 Alcoa/Fairchild Fastener Business

35 COMP/ M.2917 Wendel-KKR/Legrand

36 COMP/ M.2940 TPG Advisors III/Goldman Sachs/Bain Capital Investors/Burger King

37 COMP/ M.2965 Staples Inc./Guilbert SA

38 COMP/ M.2867 UPM-Kymmene/Morgan Adhesives

39 COMP/ M.2939 JCI/Bosch/VB Autobatterien JV

40 COMP/ M.2968 Jabil/Philips Contract Manufacturing Services

41 COMP/ M.2970 GE/ABB Structured Finance 

42 COMP/ M.2996 RTL/CNN/Time Warner/N-TV

43 COMP/ M.2975 Aon Jauch & Hübner/Siemens/JV

44 COMP/ M.2922 Pfizer/Pharmacia

45 COMP/ M.3007 EON/TXU Europe Group

46 COMP/ M.3025 Bain Capital/Dor Chemicals/Trespaphan JV

47 COMP/ M.3024 Bain Capital/Rhodia

48 COMP/ M.2980 Cargill/AOP

49 COMP/ M.3042 Sony/Philips/InterTrust

50 COMP/ M.3045 Masco/Hansgrohe

51 COMP/ M.3027 State Street Corp./Deutsche Bank Global Securities

52 COMP/ M.3012 Tebodin/Lockwood Greene

53 COMP/ M.2993 Carlyle/QinetiQ

54 COMP/ M.3041 Credit Suisse/Safilo

55 COMP/ M.3011 Timken/Torrington

56 COMP/ M.3030 Eaton/Delta

57 COMP/ M 2874 Jabil/Alcatel
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Non-merger cases

1 COMP/A/38.300 PO/Pay-TV in France

2 COMP/F-1/38.153 Stichting Sanquin Boedvoorziening/Hoffmann-LaRoche & Chiron Corporation

3 COMP/38.427 PO Pay Television Film Output Agreements

4 COMP/F-1/38.372 NBA/Chiron + Hoffmann-La Roche + Diagnostics Limited

5 — Rubber Chemicals

6 COMP/36.816/D3 Source/IMS

7 COMP/37.055/D3 NDC/IMS — Information
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ANNEX 2

NOTIFICATION BY THE US AUTHORITIES TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

1 January 2002 to 31 December 2002

Merger cases

1 FAG Kugelfischer AG/INA-Holdings

2 Jupiter Media Metrix, Inc./NetRatings

3 Holm Industries/Industrie Ilpea SpA

4 P&O Princess Cruises plc/Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd/Carnival Corp. 

5 Ralston Purina Company/Nestle SA

6 Danaher Corporation (“Danaher”)/Pennon Group plc (“Pennon”)

7 The Seagram Company/Diageo plc/Pernod ricard SA 

8 Agora SpA/Ausimont SpA

9 Deutsche Gelatine-Fabriken Stoess/Leiner Davis Gelatin Corp.

10 *

11 Bayer AG/Sun Chemical Corporation/Dainippon Ink and Chemicals Inc.

12 US Steel Corp./Bethlehem Steel Corp./Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp./National Steel Corp.

13 Aggregate Industries plc.UK/Wakefield Materials Co., United States

14 Hyprotech Ltd/Aspen Technology Inc.

15 Haarman & Reimer/EQT Northern Europe Private Equity Funds

16 ICAP plc/BrokerTec Global LLC

17 Tibco software Inc./Talarian Corp.

18 Pfizer/Pharmacia

19 Siemens/Dräger

20 ICAP plc/BrokerTec Global LLC

21 *

22 *

23 *

24 *

25 UPM-Kymmene Oyi/Bemis Corporation

26 Hitachi IBM

27 Timken/Torrington
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Non-merger cases

1 *

2 *

3 Elf Atochem SA — (MCAA)

4 *

5 Osborne/Feldman — Stamp dealing

6 Deutsche Bank AG/Reuters America Inc./Atriax LLC

7 Carbon Cathode Block

8 *

9 Hunter Douglas Companies

10 ‘MCAA’ — J.Jourdan

11 *

12 Carbon Cathode Block

13 *

14 *

15 Polyester Staple-Arteva Specialties Sarl (KoSa)

16 Carbon Brushes — Morganite Inc./The Morgan Crucible Co. plc

17 *
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ANNEX 3 (113)

NOTIFICATION BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION TO THE CANADIAN AUTHORITIES

1 January 2002 to 31 December 2002

Merger cases

Non-merger cases

¥113∂ Due to confidentiality requirements or to protect the secrecy of ongoing investigations, this list names only those
investigations or cases which have been made public.

1 COMP/ M.2652 Blackstone/CDPQ/DeTeks NRW

2 COMP/ M.2643 Blackstone/CDPQ/DeTeks BW

3 COMP/ M.3049 Alcan/PlexPac

4 COMP/ M.2901 Magna/Donnelly

1 — Rubber chemicals
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ANNEX 4 

NOTIFICATION BY THE CANADIAN AUTHORITIES TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

1 January 2002 to 31 December 2002

Merger cases

Non-merger cases

— — —

1 Graphite and carbon products

2 Methylglucamine

3 *

4 *

5 *
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V — THE APPLICATION OF COMPETITION RULES 
IN THE MEMBER STATES

The present chapter is based on contributions from Member States’ competition authorities. Fuller details
of their activities may be found in the national reports which most of them draw up.

A — Legislative developments

No new legislative developments were reported for Italy and Finland. New legislative developments took
place in 2002 in the following Member States:

Belgium

On 11 December, the Official Gazette published a joint notice from the Competition Council and the
reporting panel concerning a simplified procedure for vetting certain mergers.

The simplified procedure is applied in the following cases:

— where two or more businesses are acquiring joint control of a joint venture whose activities or
planned activities in Belgium are negligible; or

— where two or more businesses are merging, or one or more businesses are acquiring sole or joint
control of another business, and none of the parties to the merger is commercially active in the same
product and/or geographic market or in a product market upstream or downstream of a product
market in which another party to the merger is active. If this condition is not met, the simplified
procedure can still be applied where the parties’ aggregate market shares are lower than 25 %; or

— where the notifying parties are active in a small market.

The reporting panel invites parties to contact it before making any notification. Where the panel considers
that the merger qualifies for the simplified notification procedure, it drafts a simplified report. The
Council’s decision will likewise be simplified and may be issued within a shorter deadline (25 days).
Nevertheless, where the Council deems it appropriate in a specific case, it may conduct a more detailed
investigation and adopt a full decision within the deadlines laid down by the Act.

Denmark

The Competition Act, last amended in 2000, was amended again in 2002. The amendments concern three
areas: the treatment of restrictions resulting from action taken by public authorities; heavier fines for
infringements of the prohibitions in the Act; and a number of technical amendments and clarifications.

The most important change is the increase in the level of fines. In Denmark, fines of this kind are criminal
penalties. This means that they are imposed by the courts. The same principles will now be applied as in
the EU, though at a lower level. In setting a fine, therefore, account has to be taken of the gravity and
duration of the infringement. Infringements of competition legislation are divided into three categories;
the basic amounts of fines are now as follows:

— minor infringements: from DKK 10 000 to DKK 400 000;
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— serious infringements: from DKK 400 000 to DKK 15 million;

— very serious infringements: DKK 15 million and over.

As in the EU, fines can be adjusted upwards or downwards if there are aggravating or mitigating
circumstances. Firms that cooperate with the competition authorities may have their fines reduced
(‘leniency’). There are not yet any precedents that might indicate the level of fines that can be expected
under the new rules.

Germany

The most significant legislative development in the reporting period was the new law regulating price
maintenance for books and other printed products. It entered into force on 1 October and converts the
former antitrust exemption of book price maintenance agreements into a legal obligation to apply agreed
resale prices. The law does not cover resale price maintenance for newspapers and magazines, to which
the former legal situation still applies, where price maintenance agreements are permissible under
antitrust law (see Section 15 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition (Gesetz gegen
Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen — GWB)). This is similar to the legal situation in a number of other EU
Member States, such as France and Austria.

Greece

On the legislative front, the adoption of Act No 2941/01 (FEK 201/_/12.9.2001) was a major step
forward. Amendment of the legislative framework was a necessary precondition for streamlining the
workings of the Competition Commission. Experience with the Commission Secretariat’s method of
operation has shown that its structure as a directorate headed by a director, responsible both for
enforcement of the law (final approval of reports on cases discussed before the Commission) and for
economic issues and administrative matters, is a source of delay in decision-making. This situation would
be exacerbated if, availing itself of the possibility offered by Act No 2837/00, the Commission
Secretariat were to increase its staff from 30 to 80. Greece therefore opted to upgrade the Secretariat’s
status from that of a directorate to that of a directorate-general.

In preparation for this restructuring of the Secretariat, the Assembly of the Competition Commission has
drawn up a draft instrument — which will take the form of a presidential decree — concerning a new
organisation chart which will enable the Secretariat’s management to be redeployed and strengthened.
The draft organisation chart comprises three directorates, two of which will be responsible for merger
control and antitrust while the third will deal with economic issues and administrative matters. There will
also be departments for international and Community affairs and legal assistance. The director-general
(to be appointed for a three-year term) may be chosen from among the Secretariat’s staff, and his role will
be to relieve the Commission’s President of some of his administrative tasks and coordinate the work of
the directorates and departments.

Spain

The main legislative activities in the competition policy field during the period under review are set out
below.
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1. Act 1/2002 of 21 February 2002 coordinating the powers of the central government and the
autonomous communities in the competition field

The act was passed by Parliament early in the year and entered into force on 23 May. It establishes a new
legislative framework for the exercise of the powers of the central government and the autonomous
communities laid down in Act 16/1989 of 17 July 1989 on the protection of competition, demarcating
generically the powers of each with regard to agreements and restrictive practices and individual
authorisations (Articles 1, 4, 6 and 7) and establishing the necessary machinery for coordination between
the different central and regional bodies involved in applying the act.

The new act first draws the dividing line for determining which cases are to be dealt with by the central
government administration or by the bodies set up for the purpose by the autonomous communities,
according to the area affected by the conduct at issue.

The basic rule is that the central government is responsible for exercising the powers conferred by the
Competition Protection Act in cases involving conduct which distorts or threatens to distort competition
in an area covering more than one autonomous community or across the whole of the domestic market,
even if those powers have to be exercised within the territory of any of the autonomous communities.

Conversely, it is for the relevant autonomous community (determined on a geographic basis) to exercise
the powers with regard to conduct which distorts or threatens to distort competition within a particular
autonomous community.

With a view to ensuring legal certainty for operators and minimising disputes, a set of criteria are laid
down for determining whether conduct affects an area covering more than one autonomous community
or the whole of the domestic market. Some of these criteria have to do with the nature, type and extent of
the anti-competitive effects of the practice in question (size and market share of the company and mode
of operation, scope and effects of the conduct). Others are more general but are in any event linked to the
most basic conditions for the unity of the market (obstruction of the freedom of movement and
establishment, disruption of the economic balance between regions, fragmentation of markets or breach
of the principle of the equality of all Spanish citizens).

It is at all events for the central government to apply the rules on mergers and State aid, approve block
exemption regulations, represent Spain in competition matters vis-à-vis international organisations and
apply Articles 81(1) and 82 of the EC Treaty.

Secondly, the act establishes a procedure for settling any demarcation disputes that may arise, with the
aim of providing a clear system which deals with all possible kinds of disagreement and meets the need
for cases to be handled swiftly.

An Advisory Committee on Disputes is therefore set up. Composed of an equal number of
representatives of the central government and the autonomous communities in dispute, it is a specialised
consultative body which will issue a non-binding opinion and may consult the Competition Tribunal and
the relevant regional bodies. Once it has issued its report, the central or regional body which is deemed
competent is entitled to start its investigation, without prejudice to the right of an administration which
disagrees with the findings of the report to bring the dispute between the central government and the
autonomous communities or between the autonomous communities themselves before the Constitutional
Court.
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Thirdly, the act creates the necessary coordination machinery for the new system:

— a Competition Council is set up. Composed of representatives of all the regional administrations with
powers in the field, its basic tasks are to evolve the criteria for achieving proper coordination in the
application of the Act and to report on draft general measures in the competition field;

— procedures are established for ensuring the full, balanced and mutual exchange of information on
anti-competitive behaviour which has come to the attention of the competition authorities;

— the Competition Service is allowed to intervene in proceedings handled by the regional bodies, with a
view to ensuring uniform application of the act. For their part, the regional bodies must report to the
Competition Service and the Competition Tribunal on practices falling within the central
government’s sphere of responsibility which significantly affect the territory of the autonomous
community.

Lastly, the act allows the Competition Service and the Competition Tribunal to conclude cooperation
agreements with the autonomous communities for investigating and ruling on cases involving conduct
which falls within the sphere of responsibility of both the central government and the autonomous
communities.

2. Key features of the examination of mergers by the Competition Service

The new merger control regulation having entered into force, work began during the year on drawing up
a notice spelling out the key features of the examination of mergers by the Competition Service.

The aim of the exercise is, by issuing these guidelines, to make the procedure more transparent and
strengthen legal certainty for economic operators, help businesses plan their mergers and minimise both
uncertainty for operators and the possible anti-competitive effects of the mergers themselves.

The document does not give an exhaustive description of the factors taken into consideration in the
examination of mergers, only spells out general criteria which necessarily have to be applied flexibly to
each case by the competent authorities.

The guidelines list the features generally examined by the Competition Service in:

— determining whether the notified transaction constitutes a merger within the meaning of Act 16/1989
and how any cooperative aspects (ancillary restraints) are to be dealt with;

— defining the markets potentially affected by the transaction, i.e. the relevant product and geographic
markets;

— examining effective competition on the market and therefore, inter alia, the competitive structure of
the markets, taking into account:

(1) past trends and future prospects,

(2) the structure of supply and demand,

(3) the distribution system,
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(4) the setting of prices and other conditions of sale,

(5) potential competition and other entry barriers;

— assessing the transaction on the basis of the following criteria:

(1) the horizontal, vertical or conglomerate effects of the merger,

(2) established competitors on the market and the likelihood of collusive behaviour,

(3) potential competition and entry barriers,

(4) the countervailing power of demand in preventing the emergence of anti-competitive practices.

3. Act 53/2002 of 30 December 2002 on tax, administrative and social measures, amending
Article 48 (procedures for and decisions on appeals against decisions taken by the Competition
Service) and 56 (maximum procedural deadlines) of the Competition Protection Act

This reform is intended to strengthen legal certainty by explicitly laying down deadlines for cases where
the Tribunal has to hear appeals against rejection decisions by the Competition Service.

The amendment also stipulates other deadlines for appeals against other decisions by the Service which
do not affect the substantive issues.

France

A new set of merger control rules came into force during the period under review.

The New Economic Regulations Act of 15 May 2001 introduced new machinery for monitoring mergers
at domestic level which came into effect on 18 May following adoption of the implementing decree on
30 April.

Notification is now mandatory, having to be effected prior to the operation (on the basis of an irrevocable
undertaking between the parties), and suspensive (with the possibility of derogation) beyond a threshold
of a worldwide turnover of EUR 150 million for all the enterprises concerned and where at least two
enterprises achieve in France a turnover in excess of EUR 15 million. In the interests of simplification
and transparency towards businesses, the French procedural concepts have been aligned on those adopted
at Community level as regards the definition of a merger and the method of calculating turnover, and the
application of the rules by the French authorities remains in line with Community practice. The French
approach refers to the Commission notices on the notion of a concentration, the notion of undertakings
concerned and the calculation of turnover (see, for example, the letter from the Minister for Economic
Affairs, Finance and Industry dated 20 August 2002 on the Financiere Argassi/GIC Gigastore merger and
the draft guidelines, currently open for public consultation). The information requested in the notification
file is furthermore broadly similar to that required on the CO form.

The investigation periods have been shortened. Phase one is limited to a maximum of eight weeks (the
investigation can last up to five weeks, which may be extended for a further three weeks where
commitments are put forward during the last three weeks of the investigation). Where phase two is
initiated, the case is referred to the Competition Council, which must deliver its opinion within three
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months, the Minister then having four weeks in which to take a final decision (this period may be
extended by not more than three weeks under the same circumstances as in phase one).

To improve the transparency of the merger control procedure, information on transactions notified and
decisions taken by the Minister is now disseminated through notices posted on the web site of the
Directorate-General for Competition, Consumption and the Repression of Fraud. The purpose of such
disclosure is to enable third parties (competitors, customers, suppliers) to submit their comments on
operations during their investigation.

With a view to clarifying implementation of the rules (approach taken, criteria adopted in the competitive
analysis, etc.), draft guidelines on procedures and practice in domestic merger control were tabled on
13 December for consultation by the business community and competition-law practitioners, who have
until 14 February 2003 to submit their comments. After the consultation, the definitive guidelines will be
adopted and published.

Non-fulfilment of the notification obligation and inaccurate or incomplete declarations are punishable by
a fine of up to 5 % of turnover in the case of corporations and EUR 1.5 million in the case of individuals.
In the event of failure to fulfil commitments, the Minister may, after consulting the Competition Council,
revoke any authorisation granted or order fulfilment of the commitments, subject to payment of a daily
penalty.

Lastly, any restriction of competition may be taken into account in the competitive analysis. The text
specifies that where the Minister considers that a transaction is liable to restrict competition and the
commitments entered into do not constitute a sufficient remedy, he will consult the Competition Council.
Where phase two is initiated, the Competition Council will examine whether the merger ‘is liable to
restrict competition, inter alia by creating or strengthening a dominant position or by creating or
strengthening an amount of buying power which places suppliers in a situation of economic dependence’.
An assessment of the transaction’s impact on competition is also made and measured against any
economic benefits that might derive from it.

Ireland

In April 2002, the 2002 Competition Act was enacted to consolidate and modernise the existing
enactments relating to competition and mergers. It replaces the 1978 Mergers, Take-overs and
Monopolies (Control) Act, as amended, the 1991 Competition Act and the 1996 Competition
(Amendment) Act. It also introduces significant changes to Ireland’s competition and merger law
arrangements. The Act takes account of the proposed modernisation of EU competition law. The
following are the main provisions of the new legislation:

Enforcement

(a) Prohibitions

Section 4 of the new act repeats the general prohibitions of anti-competitive agreements, decisions and
concerted practices that were introduced under the 1991 Act. The old act contained a system for granting
individual certificates or licences and the existence of a certificate or licence was a defence against
criminal proceedings. Under the new act, the four ‘efficiency criteria’ which must be met if a licence is to
be granted become directly applicable — in other words, it is no longer necessary for undertakings to
notify agreements in order to benefit from exemption. This is similar to the approach taken in the EU
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modernisation proposal. The notification system and the process for the issue of certificates/grant of
licences are abolished, but there is a provision for the Competition Authority to declare that certain
categories of arrangements comply with the efficiency conditions. Section 5 of the act repeats the
provisions of the 1991 Act which prohibited the abuse of a dominant position. 

(b) Offences and defences

The new act abolishes the ‘ignorance defence’ provision under the old legislation in respect of breaches
of Sections 4 and 5 which constituted offences. The Act creates new offences of breaches of Article 81(1)
or 82 to facilitate the enforcement of EU competition law in Ireland. In Section 4(1) proceedings, it is a
defence to show that the four ‘efficiency conditions’ are complied with. It is also a defence to show that
an arrangement falls within an EU exemption, or that the act or acts concerned was or were done
pursuant to a determination made or direction given by a statutory body.

The 2002 Act introduces a new distinction between ‘hard-core cartel’ offences and other breaches of
competition law. Hard-core cartel offences are defined as agreements, decisions or concerted practices
involving competing undertakings, the purpose of which is to:

— directly or indirectly fix prices with respect to the provision of goods or services to persons not party
to the agreement, decision or concerted practice, or

— limit output or sales, or

— share markets or customers.

This distinction reflects a more economic approach whereby certain offences are regarded as being
unequivocally harmful to consumers while others, particularly offences relating to vertical agreements,
are less seriously restrictive of competition. The lesser seriousness of the latter offences over the former
is reflected in the level of penalties provided for in the new act. On conviction on indictment for hard-core
cartel offences, the penalty for an undertaking is up to EUR 4 million while the penalty for an individual
is a similar fine or up to five years imprisonment, or both. Penalties for lesser offences (i.e. other breaches
of Section 4(1) or Article 81(1) and all breaches of Section 5 or Article 82) include the same level of fines
but the possibility of jail sentences is removed.

(c) Search powers

The new act also strengthens the authority’s search powers by providing the authority with the power to
enter premises ‘if necessary by force’, and to search private dwellings. The authority can now take away
original documents, rather than copies as under the old acts, and can keep them for up to six months.

Mergers

Under Part 3 of the 2002 Act, the Competition Authority has taken over, with effect from 1 January 2003,
responsibility for merger control from the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment. Mergers
above a certain threshold, where at least two of the merging undertakings carry on business in Ireland,
must be notified to the Authority. Mergers below the threshold, or where only one party carries on
business in Ireland may be notified. However, all media mergers must be notified. There will be a two-
stage process whereby mergers can either be cleared at Phase 1 or subjected to a more detailed Phase 2
investigation. The authority may determine that a merger or acquisition may be put into effect, may not
be put into effect, or may be put into effect only subject to certain conditions. The act requires
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notification of a proposed merger by each party within one month. The authority will have 30 days to
clear the merger at Phase 1. A Phase 2 determination must be made within four months of notification
and published within one month thereafter.

The new act requires the authority to approve or reject mergers based on competition criteria only. The
test is whether the result of the merger or acquisition will be to substantially lessen competition in
markets for goods or services in the State. The new system involves more openness and transparency: all
notifications are to be published and the authority must consider all submissions made to it, whether in
writing or orally, by the parties concerned or by any other party. Media mergers are treated separately
under the act. This is not unusual. In view of the important role of the media in protecting democracy,
many countries make specific provision for safeguarding plurality and diversity, and plurality of the
media is one of the criteria under which a Member State can safeguard its ‘legitimate interest’ under
Article 21(3) ECMR. When the authority receives notification of a merger which it considers to be a
media merger, it must inform the parties of this opinion, and forward a copy of the notification to the
Minister. The Minister can direct the authority to carry out a Phase 2 investigation and can override
authority approval with or without conditions. In other words, if the authority blocks a media merger, the
Minister cannot unblock it, but if the authority approves a merger, either absolutely or conditionally, the
Minister can block it or can apply new or stricter conditions.

Advocacy

Section 30(1)(c) of the act gives the authority the function of studying and analysing competition matters,
including developments abroad. The authority now also has the power to advise government and
ministers concerning the implications for competition in markets for goods or services of proposals for
legislation, including statutory instruments; the power to advise public authorities generally on issues
concerning competition which may arise in the performance of their functions; the power to identify and
comment on constraints imposed by any enactment or administrative practice on the operation of
competition in the economy; and the power to carry on such activities as it considers appropriate so as to
inform the public about issues concerning competition.

Cooperation agreements with statutory bodies

Section 34 of the act obliges the authority to enter into cooperation agreements with the Broadcasting
Commission of Ireland, the Commission for Electricity Regulation, the Commission for Aviation
Regulation and the Director of Telecommunications Regulation. The purpose of these agreements are to
facilitate cooperation, to avoid duplication of activities involving determinations on competition issues
and to ensure consistency in decision-making. The agreements must include provisions on exchange of
information, on forbearance of performance of functions by one party where the other is already
performing similar functions in relation to a matter and provisions regarding consultation. 

Arrangements with foreign competition bodies

Section 46 of the act permits the authority to enter into arrangements with competition authorities in
other countries for the exchange of information and the mutual provision of assistance.

Luxembourg

The Ministry of Economic Affairs finalised a bill completely overhauling the act of 17 June 1970, as
amended, on restrictive trade practices.
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In September, the government adopted this bill, which will introduce new competition legislation and set
up an independent Competition Council tasked with applying the new act and enforcing Articles 81
and 82 EC. The new legislation will be modelled on Articles 81 and 82 EC and takes account of
Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid
down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty. The bill has been forwarded for opinion to the professional
associations and the Council of State.

The bill empowers the Competition Council to impose administrative fines and introduces leniency rules
whereby firms may obtain reductions in or immunity from fines.

The Competition Council will form part of the future network of competition authorities established by
Regulation No 1/2003.

Netherlands

The Competition Act (Mededingingswet), which entered into force on 1 January 1998, did not itself
undergo any further amendments in 2002.

The bill to distance the Dutch Competition Authority (Nederlandse Mededingingsautoriteit) from the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, which was tabled by the Dutch Government in 2001, was approved by the
Lower House and is now before the Upper House. The bill removes the possibility of the Minister
exerting political influence in individual competition authority cases. It also provides for the Office for
Energy Regulation (Dienst uitvoering en toezicht energie) to be integrated as an organisational unit
within the independent competition watchdog. The bill will also have the effect of transforming the
Competition Authority from a government department with a director-general within the Ministry of
Economic Affairs into an autonomous administrative agency run by an independent management board
consisting of three members. 

Another development in 2002 was the proposal by the post and telecommunications regulator, OPTA,
and the Competition Authority to bring forward their merger. Preparations for this are now under way. 

Austria

Central to the Competition Amending Act 2002, which entered into force on 1 July, is the establishment
of a Federal Competition Authority at the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Labour to act as an
independent investigative and prosecuting authority in competition cases. Decisions remain the
responsibility of the Cartel Court.

The main task of the Federal Competition Authority — led by a fully independent director-general —
is to take action against restrictions of competition by bringing them before the Cartel Court. It is also
responsible for cooperating with the European Commission in individual cases and thus ensuring
consistency between national and European competition law. The authority has been given extensive
investigative powers for the performance of its tasks: these include an obligation on firms and industry
associations to provide information, the right to inspect business documents, including the right to
make copies or other duplicates, the power to search premises (on the basis of a warrant from the
Cartel Court and accompanied by police forces if necessary) where there are grounds for suspecting
serious breaches of the Cartel Act or of Articles 81 and 82 EC or to assist the Commission in its
inspections.
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The Cartel Act 1988 was also amended. The principal changes are as follows:

— a curb on the powerful influence of the social partners: the Joint Cartel Committee, an expert body at
the Cartel Court whose members are nominated by the social partners, was disbanded with effect
from 31 December; moreover, the social partners are no longer official parties (Amtsparteien) in
proceedings and the composition of the Cartel Court divisions has been changed so that professional
judges outvote lay judges (who are nominated by the social partners);

— the replacement of the Cartel Court’s ex officio power to commence proceedings by the newly created
Federal Attorney-General for Cartel Cases at the Cartel Court; like the Federal Cartel Authority, the
Attorney-General is an official party, but is bound by the instructions of the Federal Minister for
Justice; he concentrates on cases in the public or consumers’ interests; 

— the creation of a system of fines on the European model;

— a tightening of the rules on abuse of market power; and

— the empowering of the Cartel Court to apply Articles 81 and 82 EC directly.

Portugal

Portuguese competition law has remained unchanged since the entry into force of Decree-Law
No 371/93 of 29 October 2002.

Nevertheless, Parliament promulgated Act No 24/2002 conferring on the government legislative powers
to set up a Competition Authority, which will begin operating in 2003. Its task will be to enforce the
competition rules in order to ensure the efficient operation of markets and allocation of resources and
protect the interests of consumers. The adoption of this legislation means that considerable changes will
shortly be made to the administrative structure responsible for applying the competition rules.

Sweden

As of 1 August 2002, the Competition Act was amended as follows:

Companies which notify a breach of the Competition Act to the Competition Authority or which
cooperate with that authority in the investigation of a suspected breach may be exempted in whole or in
part from payment of a fine (leniency). The Competition Authority may help foreign authorities to gather
information and conduct enquiries in Sweden, provided there are bilateral agreements to that effect.
Private individuals now have increased opportunities to recover their legal costs in cases to which the
Competition Authority is party.

This year, more far-reaching confidentiality provisions concerning the authority’s investigations of
breaches of the Competition Act were incorporated in the Confidentiality Act, inter alia to protect
information furnished by individuals. 

On account of the amendments to the Competition Act concerning fines, the authority issued general
advice on the reduction and mitigation of fines (KKVFS 2002:1).
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United Kingdom

The Enterprise Act received royal assent in 2002, but its provisions will come into operation during 2003.

As regards UK merger control, the Enterprise Act will replace the merger provisions of the Fair Trading
Act 1973. As a result, the vast majority of merger decisions will not involve the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry, nearly all decisions being taken by OFT or the Competition Commission as
appropriate. Except in certain very limited cases, mergers will be assessed against a pure competition
test, which replaces the old public interest test: mergers will in general be prohibited, or require remedies,
only if they result in a substantial lessening of competition.

As regards antitrust law, the Enterprise Act will introduce a criminal offence for individuals who
dishonestly engage in cartel agreements, as well as providing OFT with the power to have company
directors who breach competition law disqualified. A new Competition Appeals Tribunal — separate
from the Competition Commission — will hear claims for damages in respect of infringements under
both UK and EC law, and powers to make investigation references to the Competition Commission will
be revised. Currently excluded professional rules will be required to comply with the Chapter I
prohibition of the Competition Act 1998. 

For fuller details on the Enterprise Act, please see under ‘business leaflets’ on the news and publications
subsite of OFT’s web site: www.oft.gov.uk

B — Application of the Community competition rules 
by national authorities (114)

The competition authorities of Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal and Sweden did not
report any application of Articles 81(1) and 82 EC during the period under review. The application of
Articles 81(1) and 82 EC in 2002 has been reported by the competition authorities of the following
Member States:

Belgium

Mr Tambue, a member of the Arlon bar, considered that a number of rules adopted by the national bar
association and/or its local branches concerning access to the legal profession constituted restrictive
practices, in particular the rule on possession of a certificate of aptitude for the practice of law (CAPA) (115).

The Competition Council held that it was competent to examine whether the rules adopted by the
governing bodies of the bar association infringe the competition rules. Nevertheless, while reaffirming
such competence, it dismissed the applicant’s complaint on the grounds that the rules in dispute were not
aimed at significantly restricting competition on the relevant market. An appeal is currently pending
against this decision.

¥114∂ See annex for the national competition authorities responsible for applying Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. This
section also covers judgments of courts with jurisdiction to rule on the lawfulness of decisions of national competition
authorities.

¥115∂ See also 1998 Competition Report, p. 167.
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Germany

During the reporting period, the Federal Cartel Office applied the EU competition rules in three cases:

(a) Sony Computer Entertainment Deutschland GmbH was informed that the Federal Cartel Office
intended to prohibit restraints on distribution in existing distribution agreements for the sale of
playstations, on account, among other things, of their breaching Article 81 EC. The distribution
agreements required intermediate dealers to sell playstations and accessories only to certain
retailers. After Sony amended its distribution agreements, the case was closed.

(b) The system of horizontal agreements on which the Green Dot arrangements (‘Der Grüne Punkt —
Duales System Deutschland AG’ (DSD)) are based is the subject of proceedings pursuant to
Article 81 EC. DSD is the only nationwide system for the return and disposal of sales packaging,
whereby firms are exempt from their individual waste disposal obligations under environmental law.
The Federal Cartel Office is examining whether the system as a whole, including the DSD’s articles
of association, agreements between licence-holders and the DSD on the use of its trademark and
service agreements between DSD and waste disposal firms, is compatible with Section 1 of the Act
Prohibiting Restraints of Competition (GWB) and Article 81(1) EC. 

(c) After the European Commission closed its examination of the application for exemption from the
Stiftung Gemeinsames Rücknahmesystem Batterien (GRS), the Federal Cartel Office is now
examining whether GRS constitutes an agreement between battery manufacturers which infringes
Article 81 EC. 

In the reporting period, the following ruling relating to the EU competition rules was handed down by the
Federal Supreme Court.

The Federal Supreme Court referred the case against Scandlines Deutschland GmbH back to the
Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court for a new hearing and decision. The latter had overturned the Federal
Cartel Office’s decision of 21 December 1999 prohibiting Scandlines, pursuant to Section 19(4)(4) of the
Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition (GWB) and Article 82 EC, from refusing two competing ferry
companies shared use of the port facilities at Puttgarden in return for an appropriate fee, for not being
sufficiently specific. The Supreme Court ruled, on the Federal Cartel Office’s appeal, that the conditions
for access to the port did not have to be laid down in the prohibition decision, but that the Federal Cartel
Office could give further details on the obligations of the dominant firm if necessary.

Greece

During the period under review, the Competition Commission initiated proceedings with a view to
adopting a decision on a complaint brought by pharmacists and pharmacists’ cooperatives against
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) for unfairly refusing to sell certain medicines (Case 229/III/2003). The case
was examined in conjunction with a request by GSK for negative clearance under Article 11 of
Act 703/77 of its distribution system from the standpoint of both national and Community law and
competition. The Competition Commission suspended the adoption of a final decision on the complaints
and the application for negative clearance and submitted a request for a preliminary ruling to the EC
Court of Justice with a view to ascertaining whether the refusal of an undertaking with a dominant
position to fulfil all orders addressed to it by pharmaceutical wholesalers, because it wishes to limit their
exporting activity and the harm caused to it by parallel trade, constitutes in itself an abuse within the
meaning of Article 82 EC.
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The Court was also asked to rule on whether a national competition authority has to apply the
Community competition rules in the same manner to markets which operate competitively and to those
on which competition is distorted through government intervention. If the Court were to take the view
that the restriction of parallel trade for the above reasons does not constitute an abuse where practised by
a company holding a dominant position, it was invited to state what criteria should be taken into account
in assessing any abuse.

Spain

1. Cases on which the Competition Tribunal gave a ruling

Case TDC 520/01 Disared

The Competition Tribunal ruled that DISA Red de Servicios Petrolíferos SA, a company engaged in the
wholesale distribution of petroleum products in the Canary Islands, had by its behaviour infringed
Article 1(1) of the Competition Act (Act 16/1989 of 17 July 1989, Official Gazette of 18.7.1989, as
amended by Act 52/99 of 28 December 1999, Official Gazette of 29.12.1999) and Article 81(1)(b) of the
EC Treaty. The restrictive practices consisted in the inclusion in the exclusive concession contracts with
service station proprietors in the Canary Islands of clauses that were prohibited by Regulation (EEC)
No 1984/83 and Royal Decree 157/92 granting block exemptions, for example: excessive duration of
contracts, obligation to sell only DISA lubricants, imposition of retail prices for fuels and lubricants,
right of DISA to inspect the service stations, and an explicit ban on industrial activities not authorised by
DISA.

The Tribunal ordered DISA to cease applying the prohibited clauses, bring its contracts into line with the
provisions of Commission Regulation (EC) No 2790/99 of 29 December 1999, and pay a fine of
EUR 300 000.

Case TDC 518/01 Internautas v Telefónica

The complainant had alleged that Telefónica de España had infringed Article 6 of the Competition Act
and Article 82 of the EC Treaty by restricting competition through discriminating against operators as
regards indirect access to the subscriber loop, in relation to its own subsidiaries, and engaging in
predatory pricing in the provision of ADSL services by those subsidiaries.

In its ruling, the Competition Tribunal found only that Telefónica had infringed Article 6 of the
Competition Act by abusing its dominant position through including in the contract for the Megavia
ADSL service illegal clauses that could mislead consumers into preferring that service to those offered
by other Internet service providers.

Case TDC 523/01 Repsol Baleares

The proceedings were initiated in response to a complaint brought by a number of service stations in the
Balearic Islands against Repsol Comercial de Productos Petroliferos SA for restrictive clauses in its fuel
supply contracts. The Competition Service asked the Tribunal to find that the defendant had infringed
Article 1 of the Competition Act and Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty by setting the retail selling prices of
certain fuels in some contracts with distributors operating on a commission or agency basis. It also
considered that Article 1 of the Competition Act had been infringed by a set of practices aimed at
extending the maximum duration allowed by Regulation (EEC) No 1984/83 and Royal Decree 157/92 in
the case of certain contracts concluded with service stations.
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In its decision, the Tribunal stated that the first conduct of which the defendant was accused had already
been assessed in its judgment 490/00 of 11 July 2001 and could not be re-examined. The second
accusation was not sufficiently established.

Case 510/01 Fujifilm

The case involved a complaint by Safex´80 S.L. against Fujifilm España SA for restricting competition
by acting to limit parallel exports. The Competition Service took the view that Fujifilm España SA and its
parent company Fuji Photo Film (Europe) had infringed Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty by engaging in
various practices designed to limit parallel exports of two Fuji brand radiography products by Safex’80.
The Tribunal ruled that the infringements of Article 81(1) were not proven and stated that the facts had
not been assessed correctly, neither was the legal assessment adequate to establish that there was a
convergence of wills between Fujifilm España SA and Fuji Photo Film (Europe) with the intention of
preventing or restricting parallel exports of the products in question.

Case 486/00 McLane v Tabacalera

The complaint focused on Tabacalera’s refusal in 1996 to supply its own brands of manufactured tobacco
to McLane España SA, thereby allegedly infringing Article 6 of the Competition Act and Article 86 of
the EC Treaty. The Tribunal issued interim measures on several occasions, ordering Tabacalera to supply
McLane, but these were successively appealed against before the Audiencia Nacional. After settling the
preliminary issues, the Tribunal ruled that Tabacalera had engaged in unlawful conduct prohibited by
Article 6 of the Competition Act by refusing to supply McLane España with its own brands of
manufactured tobacco. In its judgment of 24 April, the Tribunal imposed a EUR 3 million fine on
Tabacalera (now Altadis).

2. Other complaints alleging infringement of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty examined by the
Competition Service

Case SDC 2204/00 Associations of service station proprietors v companies belonging to the Repsol and
Cepsa groups, BP Oil and CLH

A total of four complaints against alleged infringements of the Competition Act and Articles 81 and 82 of
the EC Treaty were grouped together in a case involving the following restrictive practices:

1. predatory pricing by Repsol, Cepsa and BP, which did not pass on in final prices to the service
stations belonging to their networks the real increases in the cost of crude oil on the international
market;

2. discriminatory pricing in the wholesale distribution of petroleum products and the refusal by the
vertically integrated oil companies to sell to independent operators;

3. discriminatory pricing in retail distribution to certain final customers by means of discounts, the use
of own means of payment and other instruments.

The view was taken that the conduct referred to in (2) above and other restrictive practices atributed to
CLH were caught by Articles 81 and/or 82 of the EC Treaty. The Competition Service was aware that the
Commission was examining competitive conditions in the wholesale distribution of motor and heating
fuels to independent operators by vertically integrated refineries in several Member States, including
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Spain, in Case COMP/E3/37.987 and also Case COMP/E-/38.027, concerning a complaint against CLH.
It consequently decided to refer the case to the Commission in accordance with Notice 97/C 313/03.

The Competition Service examined the other practices in Cases 2256/01 and 2204/01 and took the view
in both that the alleged abuses did not exist.

Case 1864/98 McLane v Tabacalera

The complaint related to Tabacalera’s refusal to supply its products to McLane, the existence of
exclusivity clauses in Tabacalera’s contracts with its distributors, alleged collusion in the tobacco
industry to prevent distribution via McLane, and the stake held by Tabacalera in competing companies,
allegedly giving rise to restrictive horizontal agreements, and claimed that all these practices infringed
Articles 1 and 6 of the Competition Act and Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty.

The first accusation relates to behaviour covered by the judgment handed down by the Competition
Tribunal on 24 April 2002 in Case 486/00.

As regards the other heads of complaint, the Competition Service stated that there was no need for it to
examine the exclusivity clauses in Tabacalera’s contracts with its distributors in the light of Article 81 of
the EC Treaty or Article 1 of the Competition Act since Tabacalera had, at the Commission’s demand,
removed those clauses from the agreements it had notified to the latter.

It took the same view with regard to the horizontal agreements concluded by Tabacalera and Philip
Morris, since after they had been notified to the Commission the restrictive clauses had been removed
from the agreements.

The claim that the tobacco industry had entered into agreements to prevent its products being distributed
by McLane was not proven. Neither was the stake held by Tabacalera in the capital of competing
companies regarded as incompatible with Article 1 of the Competition Act or Article 81 of the EC Treaty.

Case SDC 1380/96 Navieras v Puerto de Alicante

The complaint related to alleged restrictive practices infringing Articles 1 and 6 of the Competition Act
and Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, consisting in the application of discriminatory charges for vessel
loading and unloading services and other container handling operations in the port of Alicante. After
investigating the facts, the Competition Service found that the practices complained of were not caught
by Article 1 of the Competition Act and Article 81 of the EC Treaty, since they related to the unilateral
behaviour of an enterprise in establishing the prices for its services; neither were Article 6 of the
Competition Act and Article 82 of the EC Treaty applicable, because the undertaking did not hold a
dominant position on the relevant market.

France

By decision No 02-MC-2002 of 15 May, the Competition Council dismissed an application for interim
measures presented by SA Pharma Lab. Pharma Lab had asked the Council to require Pfizer, Lilly France
and GlaxoSmithkline to continue supplying the products it ordered from them for sale on export markets.
Hearing the case on appeal, the Paris Appeal Court recognised that the Competition Council was
competent to apply Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty but took the view that the facts submitted for its
assessment did not establish that the practices complained of were likely to infringe those provisions.
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The Competition Council also rejected, by Decision No 02-MC-09 of 12 June, a request for interim
measures made by Pharmajet, a wholesaler exporting pharmaceutical products. Pharmajet purchased, for
export, medicines in France from Merck, GSK, Pfizer et Lilly, which required it to stop such deliveries.
Pharmajet argued that the policy of those laboratories distorted competition and intra-Community trade
and was therefore caught by Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. The Council found that there was no
evidence to suggest that the decisions to stop supplies were the result of an agreement between
pharmaceutical laboratories or that the latter held a dominant position. The Paris Appeal Court ruled that
the necessary conditions for the adoption of interim measures (in particular, the existence of a serious,
immediate threat to the economy) were not fulfilled and dismissed Pharmajet’s appeal.

Italy

During the period under review, the Competition Authority terminated its investigation of two cases
(International Mail Express v Poste Italiane and Blugas Snam), which had been instituted under
Article 82 of the EC Treaty, and started proceedings, also under Article 82, in a further case (Enel Trade
— eligible customers), which is still pending.

The first set of proceedings was initiated following complaints by several express delivery firms that
Poste Italiane was acting to prevent the transmission of cross-border mail in Italy. The investigation
revealed that Poste Italiane had implemented a systematic policy of intercepting consignments of large
volumes of mail entering Italy from abroad, without distinguishing between cases of ‘ABA’ remailing
(i.e. the posting of letters and invoices on behalf of an Italian operator and to addressees in Italy but via a
foreign country) and ordinary cross-border mail traffic. It was found in particular that Poste Italiane had
engaged in unlawful conduct (i) by blocking foreign correspondence at the offices of exchange and using
arbitrary methods for dealing with the intercepted mail. There had been cases where notification of the
interception to the sender was delayed and intercepted items were opened and destroyed without
informing the sender; and (ii) by charging excessively high prices. Poste Italiane had intercepted not only
actual ABA remailed items but also incoming cross-border mail to which the ordinary domestic rate had
been applied at a considerable saving representing the difference between the domestic rate and the
relevant terminal dues. The authority found that Poste Italiane’s behaviour constituted an infringement of
Article 82(a) and (b) of the Treaty that was particularly serious because it was adopted by an undertaking
that had been granted a special right by law affording it a near-monopoly on the relevant market. The
duration of the behaviour was furthermore significant, since it lasted more than one year, and was such as
to alter the competitive forces on the relevant market considerably. The authority accordingly required
Poste Italiane to pay an administrative fine of EUR 7.5 million.

In the second investigation, the authority found that the way in which Eni had implemented Legislative
Decree No 164/2000 transposing Directive 98/30/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in
natural gas constituted an abuse of a dominant position in breach of Article 82 of the EC Treaty. The
decree required Eni in particular to reduce, from 1 January 2002, its deliveries of gas for final
consumption in Italy to 75 % of domestic consumption. The authority found that outside Italy Eni had
sold volumes of gas to Italian operators originating under its own take-or-pay contracts that were
sufficient to cover, until 2007, the entire residual quota reserved for third-party operators by the decree; it
had also granted, in respect of its own gas sold abroad, priority long-term access to the national grid
owned by its subsidiary Snam Rete Gas, thereby giving preferential treatment to gas deliveries by those
of its competitors who were its customers, to the detriment of the other independent operators. As a
result, an extremely high proportion of the gas carried on the national grid and sold in Italy was supplied,
directly or indirectly, by Eni. In the course of the proceedings, Eni demonstrated that it was willing to
upgrade the capacity of international gas pipelines. In view of that willingness and the fact that Eni had
adopted the behaviour at issue in the absence of any specific rules governing contracts for gas
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transmission on the national grid and in the presence of certain transitional rules, the authority decided to
require the company to pay only a symbolic fine of EUR 1 000.

Lastly, in March the authority started proceedings against Enel Spa and its subsidiary Enel Trade Spa,
which operates on the market in the sale of electricity to so-called eligible customers, to establish
whether it had engaged in behaviour contrary to Article 82 of the EC Treaty. The investigation is focusing
on certain clauses in the contract for the sale of electricity to eligible customers in 2002, governing the
conditions and charges applicable to eligible customers for their supplies of domestically produced or
imported electricity. The contract requires the eligible customers to undertake to source exclusively from
Enel Trade any imported electricity transmitted via the international interconnection capacity allocated to
them. Where electricity is purchased from other (domestic or foreign) competing operators, the contract
provides for specific price increases to be applied to electricity supplied by Enel Trade to individual
eligible customers in respect of the residual share of their overall requirements. Lastly, the contract
includes a preemption clause in favour of Enel Trade in relation to supplies by foreign generation plants
to eligible customers already supplied by Enel Trade in Italy. Given Enel’s position on the electricity
generation market, the contractual clauses in question could constitute a considerable barrier to the entry
and growth of domestic and foreign producers and of wholesalers/intermediaries, in breach of Article 82
of the EC Treaty.

Luxembourg

During the period under review, the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission (CPCR) received a
complaint concerning the storage of petroleum products. Another case, involving alleged abuse of a
dominant position by a Luxembourg company with regard to the prices charged for bank cards, is being
investigated by the CPCR.

Finland

On 4 July, the Supreme Administrative Court of Finland (Suomen korkein hallinto-oikeus, KHO)
delivered a judgment in the field of acquisitions with major implications for the right of appeal, in which
it referred to the case-law evolved by the European Court of Justice. The judgment relates to the
acquisition transaction concluded between the telecommunications companies Sonera Oyj and Loimaan
Seudun Puhelin Oy. The KHO set aside the Competition Council’s prohibition decision and brought into
force a conditional authorisation decision adopted by the Competition Directorate (Kilpailuvirasto). The
KHO annulled the Competition Council’s decision in so far as it examined the appeal by Suomen 2G Oy
and DNA Finland Oy, competitors of the parties to the acquisition, against the Competition Directorate’s
decision and in so far as, following that appeal, the Competition Council prohibited the deal. The KHO
ruled that the Finnish Restrictive Practices Act did not contain any provisions allowing competitors of
parties to an acquisition to request the Competition Council — now the Competition and Consumer
Affairs Court (Markkinaoikeus) — to ban the acquisition. Only the Competition Directorate is
empowered to propose such a ban, and competitors may not, by lodging an appeal, request the
Competition Directorate to adopt a decision banning an acquisition. Neither were the applicant
companies entitled to appeal against the Competition Directorate’s decision since the decision did not
contain any provisions adversely affecting their rights, obligations or interests or have any effect on the
applicants entitling them to challenge it. According to the KHO, competitors of a company responsible
for a restriction of competition which are affected only indirectly by a decision taken by the Competition
Directorate have no right to appeal against the latter’s decisions.

The KHO found that there was no case-law in Finland concerning the status of interested parties and the
right of appeal with regard to the monitoring of acquisitions. It nevertheless referred to precedents
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established by the Court of Justice of the European Communities, which recognise the right of
competitors to appeal against decisions taken by the European Commission in the merger control field. A
company may as a rule be regarded as an interested party only where the merger considerably strengthens
the competitive position of the firms taking part in the transaction and has the opposite effect on the
competitive position of the company bringing the appeal. As the KHO likewise found, it is clear from the
case-law of the Court of Justice that the fact that a third party asking to be recognised as an interested
party is itself a competitor does not suffice to allow it a right of appeal.

United Kingdom

Currently, the OFT does not have the power to apply Articles 81 and 82, except under the Enforcement
Regulations (116). 

During 2002 the OFT investigated two airline alliances pursuant to its powers under the regulations. The
first of these was the proposed alliance between British Airways and American Airlines, which was notified
to the OFT during 2001. However, the parties’ alliance proposals were abandoned in January 2002. 

The OFT also investigated the alliance agreement between British Midland and United Airlines. On
1 November 2002, it announced its decision to grant the agreement an exemption under Article 81(3) EC.
The exemption will take effect from the date that the current restrictions upon British Midland preventing
it from flying to the United States from London Heathrow are lifted, and it is granted for a period of
seven years from that date, or until 31 December 2010, whichever is earlier. The decision itself is
published on the Public Register of Enforcement Regulations cases on the OFT’s web site (at
http://www.oft.gov.uk/Business/Legal+Powers/United+Airlines+and+British+Midland+Alliance+Expan
sion+Agreement.htm).

Both these cases were investigated by the OFT in close cooperation with the Competition DG.

C — Application of the Community competition rules by courts in the EU 
Member States (117)

The competition authorities of Denmark, Spain, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Austria, Portugal, Finland
and Sweden have not reported any decisions by their courts applying the Community competition rules
or referring a question to the European Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling. Decisions of that nature
were reported by the competition authorities of the following Member States:

¥116∂ The EC Competition Law (Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement Regulations 2001, as amended by the EC Competition Law
(Articles 84 and 85) Enforcement (Amendment) Regulations 2002. These regulations provide for the OFT to apply
Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty to cases involving air transport services between the UK and non-EC member States
and to cases involving tramp shipping. For such cases, implementing regulations for the European Commission have not
been made and the UK therefore has a duty under Article 84 of the EC Treaty to rule on whether or not a particular case is
compatible with Articles 81 and 82.

¥117∂ This section does not contain judgments delivered by courts with jurisdiction over decisions by national competition
authorities. These judgments were mentioned in the previous section on the application of the Community competition
rules by national authorities.
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Belgium

1. Brussels Appeal Court, judgment of 20 September 2002, registration number 1998/AR/19
1999/MR/5, Belgacom SA v Way Up SA

In Way Up v Belgacom, the company Way Up had lodged a complaint with the Competition Council
alleging that Belgacom had abused its dominant position by refusing to grant it the same preferential
rates as it applied to the press agency Belga. Belgacom explained its refusal on the grounds that it was
required to grant preferential rates exclusively to Belga by the act of 19 December 1997 amending
the act of 21 March 1991 reforming certain public enterprises in order to bring the regulatory
framework into line with the obligations relating to unrestricted competition and harmonisation on
the telecommunications market deriving from decisions of the European Union.

In its decision of 22 April 1999 (Case 99 — RPR-0606, Official Gazette of 18.8.1999), the Competition
Council had taken the view, following the interpretation given by the European Court of Justice to
Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, that Articles 2 (restrictive agreements) and 3 (abuse of a dominant
position) of the act on protection of economic competition related only to anti-competitive behaviour
adopted by firms on their own initiative. If the law in general (in this case, the act of 19 December 1997)
imposed an anti-competitive practice, or if the legal constraints thus created ruled out any possibility of
competitive behaviour by the firms concerned, then Articles 2 and 3 did not apply.

The President of the Brussels Commercial Court had for his part, in his judgment of 7 November 1997
(not published), taken the view that Belgacom had abused its dominant position within the meaning of
Article 82 of the EC Treaty by refusing to grant Way Up the preferential rates it allowed Belga for the
same type of service and had thereby infringed the Belgian and EU competition rules.

Appeals having been brought against both that judgment and the decision of the Competition Council, the
Brussels Appeal Court, in its judgment of 20 September 2002 (not published), upheld the Competition
Council’s decision and quashed the judgment of the President of the Brussels Commercial Court.

In its judgment, the Brussels Appeal Court stated that ‘if the legislature had wished to place all press
agencies on the same footing, it would have been sure to make that clear in the act instead of expressly
mentioning only Belga’ (paragraph 2.3) and that ‘it (Belgacom) could restore equality (between press
agencies) only by granting Way Up particularly advantageous commercial terms corresponding to the
reduction established by the legislature for the benefit of Belga. But Belgacom has no commercial reason
for granting preferential rates to Way Up. Belgacom is now an economic undertaking which has to be
profitable like all other economic undertakings, with the exception of special cases where the law
requires it to adopt a particular behaviour. Furthermore, in the absence of economic circumstances
justifying rate reductions, granting such an advantage to Way Up would not be justified with regard to the
other users of Belgacom’s services and would disturb the balance between users to their detriment. While
an undertaking holding a dominant position is prohibited from creating discriminations, it cannot be
criticised for complying with the wishes of the legislature’ (paragraph 3.2).

2. Brussels Appeal Court, judgment of 8 May 2002, registration number 2001/AR/1127, Beauté
Prestige v Delhaize Frère

In this judgment, the Brussels Appeal Court held that ‘under the Community competition rules, the
proprietor may not rely on the rights conferred on him by the registered trade mark in order to justify
prohibiting his authorised distributors established in one Member State from reselling the contract goods to
another authorised distributor established in another Member State, since such a practice frustrates the
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objective of establishing a single market’ but, on the other hand, ‘the fulfilment of that objective is in no way
jeopardised by the mere fact of a proprietor using his exclusive right in order to prevent the goods bearing
the trade mark being imported from third countries into a Member State or being marketed within the EEA.
In so doing, the proprietor is merely claiming the absolute territorial protection conferred on him by the
trade mark against imports into the EEA from third countries. Such an attitude does not in itself have the
effect of conferring on authorised distributors protection of the national market on which they are active’.

Germany

A summary follows of decisions by German civil courts in which Community law was applied and about
which the Federal Cartel Office was informed in 2002. The Federal Cartel Office cannot guarantee that it
has been informed by the courts of all relevant cases.

1. Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court, 16.1.2002, U (Kart.) 8/01, P-69/00

Mannesmann Arcor AG & Co., Eschborn v Deutsche Telekom AG, Bonn

No abusive pricing by the defendant as regards the fees charged in the years 1996–99 and approved,
pre-1998, by the State, for CN and CUG services, since the defendant was not free to set the fee amounts
at its own discretion (Article 82 EC; first sentence of Section 4(1) of the Post and Telecommunications
Regulation Act; Section 13(3) of the Telecommunications Customer Protection Regulation 1995;
Section 29(1) of the Telecommunications Act)

2. Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court, 16.1.2002, U (Kart) 9/01, P-41/00

Mannesmann o.tel.o GmbH, Cologne v Deutsche Telekom AG, Bonn

No abusive pricing by the defendant as regards the fees charged in the years 1996–99 and approved,
pre-1998, by the State, for CN and CUG services, since the defendant was not free to set the fee amounts
at its own discretion (Article 82 EC; first sentence of Section 4(1) of the Post and Telecommunications
Regulation Act; Section 13(3) of the Telecommunications Customer Protection Regulation 1995;
Section 29(1) of the Telecommunications Act).

3. Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court, 30.1.2002, U (Kart) 25/98, P-165/98

Aliger Reisen KG, Munich v Deutsche Lufthansa AG, Cologne

Reduction from 9 to 5 % in the commission rate for agency sales of flights by way of a change of contract is
valid, since the defendant is not in a dominant position on the market for agency sales of air transport
services to final consumers and business customers and the change of contract is not unfair (Section 26(2)
of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition, before amendment; Section 20(1) and (2) of the Act
Prohibiting Restraints of Competition, as amended; Article 81 EC).

4. Frankfurt am Main Regional Court, 20.2.2002, 3-08 O 2/02, P-32/02

ABZ-auto-service GmbH, Ludwigshafen v SEAT Deutschland GmbH, Mörfelden-Walldorf

Applicant is not entitled to be supplied since the termination of the agency agreement with one year’s
notice by the opposing party as part of a legitimate and non-arbitrary restructuring of the distribution
system is valid (Article 5(1)(1) and (3) and Article 6(1)(5) of Regulation 1475/95).
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5. Stuttgart Higher Regional Court, 21.3.2002, 2 U 136/01, P-8/01

Gasversorgung Süddeutschland GmbH, Stuttgart v Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall GmbH, Schwäbisch Hall

Judgment based on the defendant’s admission in respect of the invalidity of a demarcation agreement
(gas supply areas); part judgment on an appeal against the finding that a total requirements coverage
clause (gas) is invalid: the total purchase obligation infringes Section 1 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints
of Competition and Article 81 EC; the infringement of antitrust law by the total requirements coverage
clause does not ultimately invalidate the agreement, as the clause can be replaced, if necessary by
reference to safeguard clauses.

6. Munich I Regional Court, 25.4.2002, 7 O 19856/01, P-19/02

Steinbock Gabelstapler-Center GmbH & Co.KG, Kamen v Steinbock GmbH, Moosburg

Invalidity of the non-compete clause in the exclusive dealing agreement between the parties while the
agreement, on which notice has been given to terminate, runs its course (Article 81(1) EC; Regulation
No 1475/95 on motor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements; Regulation No 2790/99 on vertical
agreements; Regulation No 1983/83); however, replacement by a lawful restriction of parallel sales to the
effect that they may be transacted on the same premises with the same staff, but under a different firm and
management (Section 242 of the Civil Code).

7. Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court, 8.5.2002, U (Kart) 46/00, P-206/99

Innung für Orthopädietechnik für den Regierungsbezirk Arensberg v Bundesknappschaft, Bochum

Plaintiff not entitled to claim from the defendant general participation in the supply of the defendant’s
members with orthopaedic appliances (Sections 33, 20(1) and (2); Articles 81 and 82 EC; Section 1 of
the Unfair Competition Act; second sentence of Section 124(5) and second sentence of Section 127(2) of
Book V of the Social Security Code).

8. Berlin Regional Court, 2.7.2002, 102 O 88/01 Kart, P-219/02

L.E.O.N. Automobile GmbH, Frankfurt/ M. v Chrysler Deutschland GmbH, Berlin

Invalidity of the defendant’s routine notice to terminate the Chrysler dealer agreement for
31 December 2002; plaintiff not entitled to delivery (Article 81 EC; Regulation (EEC) No 123/85;
Section 9 of the Standard Terms of Business Act).

9. Schleswig Higher Regional Court, 9.7.2002, 6 U 72/01, P-197/98

Auto Discount Hürup GmbH, Hürup/Flensburg v Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg

Inadmissibility of the complaint regarding the application at 1; otherwise, no cessation of the exemption
of the prohibition on sales to commercial resellers as part of the defendant’s selective distribution system
following the European Commission’s decision imposing a fine (Article 81 EC, Article 3(6) of
Regulation No 1475/95, Sections 33, 20(1) and 2 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition).
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10. Federal Supreme Court, 11 July 2002, I ZR 255/00, P-2/02

Decision of principle on electronic press reviews: transmission of electronic press reviews admissible in
principle (Sections 49 and 97 of the Copyright Act; Directive 2001/29/EC).

11. Düsseldorf Regional Court, 31 July 2002, 12 O 415/98, P-119/99

Timmermann GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg v Tricon Int. Ltd., London/GB and others.

Validity of the franchise agreement (‘Pizza-Hut’), since the law of the state of Kansas/United States
applies to all claims asserted by the plaintiff (Articles 11, 27, 29, 31 and 34 of the Civil Code
Introductory Law; Sections 15, 18, 34 and 98 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition before
amendment; Article 85 EC before amendment).

12. Munich Higher Regional Court, 1 August 2002, U (K) 5658/010, P-178/02

Marianne Seidl, Gilching v Allguth GmbH, Munich

Plaintiff entitled to information on the supply of tobacco products to the defendant’s petrol station shop;
petrol station partner agreement valid under antitrust law (Article 81 EC; Sections 14, 16, and 20 of the
Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition; Section 139 of the Civil Code).

13. Dortmund Regional Court, 8 August 2002, 13 O 149/00 (Kart.), P-222/00

VEW Energie AG, Dortmund v Stadtwerke Lippstadt GmbH, Lippstadt

The electricity supply agreement concluded by the parties in January 1999 is valid under antitrust law,
since it contains no territorial demarcation or total requirements coverage obligation, its duration is not
unacceptably long and there is no abuse in terms of conditions or payment (Sections 1, 16, 19 and 20 of
the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition; Articles 81 and 82 EC).

14. Düsseldorf Regional Court, 28 August 2002, 12 O 288/99, P-135/99

1. Regina Angel-Türk, Dortmund 2. Karin Kahle, Bochum v Tricon International Ltd., London/GB and
others

Validity of the franchise agreement (‘Pizza-Hut’), since the law of the state of Kansas/United States
applies to all claims asserted by the plaintiff; no compensation for breach of the FTC Franchise
Regulations (Articles 11, 27, 29, 31 and 34 of the Civil Code Introductory Law; Sections 15, 18, 34 and
98 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition before amendment; Article 85 EC before
amendment; Article 3 of Regulation No 4087/88).

15. Düsseldorf Regional Court, 28 August 2002, 12 O 414/98, P-49/99

Dorothea Dankworth-Hansen, Flensburg v Tricon International Ltd., London (UK) and others

Validity of the franchise agreement (‘Pizza-Hut’), since the law of the state of Kansas/United States
applies to all claims asserted by the plaintiff; no compensation for breach of the FTC Franchise
Regulations (Articles 11, 27, 29, 31 and 34 of the Civil Code Introductory Law; Sections 15, 18, 34 and
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98 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition, before amendment; Article 85 EC before
amendment; Article 3 of Regulation No 4087/88).

16. Düsseldorf Regional Court, 28 August 2002, 12 O 482/98, P-118/99

HPGS Gastronomiebetriebe G.B.R., Düren v Tricon International Ltd., London/UK and others

Validity of the franchise agreement (‘Pizza-Hut’), since the law of the state of Kansas/United States
applies to all claims asserted by the plaintiff; no compensation for breach of the FTC Franchise
Regulations (Articles 11, 27, 29, 31 and 34 of the Civil Code Introductory Law; Sections 15, 18, 34 and
98 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition before amendment; Article 85 EC before
amendment; Article 3 of Regulation No 4087/88).

17. Hanover Regional Court, 27 September 2002, 21 O 20/02 kart., P-236/02

der Navygather B.V., Weert (NL) v Komatsu Hanomag AG, Hannover

Plaintiff has no claims under contract, tort or antitrust law to EPA certification by the defendant of the
dredger acquired by the plaintiff (Sections 16, 19(4)(1) and 33 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of
Competition; Article 81 EC; Section 823 of the Civil Code).

France

The Council of State upheld its case-law on the inclusion of the competition rules in the body of law
guaranteed by the administrative courts.

It annulled the Order of 11 August 1998 of the Minister of Economic Affairs, Finance and Industry,
which laid down a single decreasing charge for final customers of INSEE and a proportional fee of
20 centimes for broadcasters, finding that the charge was liable to place INSEE in a position in which it
would automatically abuse its dominant position on the market in large mailing lists and ignored the
provisions of Article L 420-2 of the Commercial Code.

Netherlands

1. Supreme Court, 25 January 2002, Etos BV v Parfums Christian Dior SA
[Benelux Trademark Act; Directive 89/104/EEC; Article 81 EC]

The exercise of a trademark that has not yet expired is not in itself grounds for concluding that the action
is in breach of Article 81 of the EC Treaty. Etos’s complaint about the Court’s rejection of its appeal on
the grounds of Article 81 EC is unfounded, in that the Court understandably held that Etos failed to argue
this point adequately in the lower courts where the questions of fact were considered.

2. Supreme Court, 15 February 2002, Jack Daniel’s Properties Inc. v Kamstra International BV et al.,
Kamstra International BV v Jack Daniel’s Properties Inc. and Willem Adriaan Blijdorp v Jack
Daniel’s Properties Inc.
[Benelux Trademark Act; Directive 89/104/EEC; Article 81 EC]

Referring to its judgment in the Etos Case of 25 January 2002, the Supreme Court held that the exercise
of a trademark that has not yet expired is not in itself grounds for concluding that the action is in breach
of Article 81 of the EC Treaty. 
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3. Arnhem Court of Appeal, 12 March 2002, Renault Nissan Nederland BV v Autobedrijf X BV
[Regulation (EC) No 1475/95]

The Court held that the termination of a car dealership agreement was not, in this case, incompatible with
the application of Regulation No 1475/95, nor with the principles of reasonableness and fairness. The
deferments of the date of termination in the course of this period were not unauthorised. Citing the
judgment of 21 January 1999 in Riviera ([1999] ECR II-3), the Court also ruled that the old regulation on
dealerships (Regulation (EEC) No 123/85 of 12 December 1984, OJ L 15, p. 16) contained no mandatory
provisions that affect the validity of the clauses in a distribution contract. The old regulation does not
differ materially from Regulation No 1475/95. Consequently, the Court of Appeal provisionally takes the
view that a new distribution agreement did not come into existence under any clause in the regulation as
a result of one or more deferments of the date of termination after notice had been given. 

4. Administrative Law Division of the Council of State, 22 May 2002, judgment in the appellant’s
appeal against the judgment of the Rotterdam District Court of 14 June 2001 in the appellant’s
action against the management of the Mondriaan Stichting 
[Concept of undertaking]

The District Court had held that a government body acting in the capacity of an organisation authorised
to award subsidies did not constitute an undertaking within the meaning of competition law. The view of
the Court of Appeal on this matter was that in matters of subsidies and decisions on admitting galleries to
the Kunstkoopregeling (art purchase scheme), the Mondriaan Stichting acts not as an entrepreneur but as
an administrative body only. The Court of Appeal could also understand the District Court’s view that the
action could not be said to be in breach of the preamble and paragraph (g) of Article 3(1), in conjunction
with Article 10 and Article 82 EC, because there is no evidence that one or more of the galleries that are
admitted to the scheme enjoys a dominant position. 

5. The Hague District Court, 29 May 2002, Algemene Service en Verkoopmaatschappij Arnhemse
Poort (ASVA) BV v BP Direct v.o.f. et al. 
[Article 5 of Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999]

The case concerns an exclusive purchase agreement between ASVA and BP Direct whereby ASVA
purchases the fuel it needs for its petrol station exclusively from BP Direct for a period of 10 years. The
Court annulled the relevant articles of the fuel resale agreement insofar as they related to a period of more
than five years.

6. Amsterdam District Court, 13 June 2002, Grolsche Bierbrouwerij Nederland BV v Stichting
Onroerend Goed Lanx and Stichting Sociëteit Lanx’91 
[Vertical agreement; contract for the supply of beer with purchase clause]

The dispute concerned the issue of whether purchase clauses in the lease agreement, the statement of debt
and the loan agreement are incompatible with competition law. The Court refers to the judgment of
28 February 1991 in Delimitis ([1991] ECR I-935) which describes the conditions under which a beer
supply contract will be prohibited by Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty. The Court held that the Stichting and
Sociëteit had failed to establish that it was difficult for competitors to gain access to the market and that
the clauses made a significant contribution to sealing off the market. The clauses are not, therefore,
prohibited by Article 81 of the EC Treaty. 
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7. Rotterdam District Court, 28 November 2002, Van Ommeren Agencies Rotterdam BV c.s. v de
Gemeente Rotterdam
[Article 82 EC and Article 24 of the Competition Act]

The question at issue in this case was whether the municipality (Gemeente) had abused its dominant
position by setting excessively high charges for oil tankers using the port of Rotterdam and by
subsequently applying and continuing to apply these charges. The fact that in this matter the municipality
is not acting as a government body but as an undertaking is not in dispute, so its actions are not beyond
the scope of competition law. The Court assumes that the market in which the municipality’s actions
should be subject to assessment in the light of competition law is the market for handling services for
maritime ships using the port of Rotterdam. Citing established case law, the court ruled that the
municipality — de facto at least — occupies a monopoly position in the relevant market. An undertaking
may be said to abuse its dominant position if, for example, it charges prices that are not in reasonable
proportion to the economic value of the service provided (excessive pricing). It is for the national court to
decide whether the prices are excessive in a particular case. The Court held that it cannot be assumed that
prices are excessive simply because the charges in a monopoly or monopoly-like market are not cost-
oriented, i.e. the charges are not made up of actual costs plus a reasonable mark-up for profit. In the view
of the Court, the assumption should be that a price that is considerably higher than the costs of actual use
(and thus yields an excessive profit), without any practical or objective justification on economic
grounds, should be regarded as abuse of dominant position. An important issue here is how the costs of
actual use are calculated. In this connection the Court held that an undertaking with a dominant position
— and certainly a monopoly — could legitimately be expected to keep transparent accounts, and that
failure to do so must count as evidence against that undertaking. Furthermore, the Court held that the cost
structure and method of allocating costs should be decided using current, generally accepted economic
and accounting methods and techniques and should produce a reasonable outcome. 

The court considered that there were grounds for appointing experts to produce a report on the cost
structure, allocation of costs, cost price and the actual return per category linked to this in the General
Conditions Applying to Port Fees (Algemene voorwaarden zeehavengeld).

United Kingdom

In a judgment made on 20 December 2002 concerning a Court of Appeal (Civil Division) action
involving Via Technologies Inc and Intel Corporation (Case Nos A3/2002/1380 and A3/2002/1381), the
court allowed Via to appeal a previous judgment against it, acknowledging that it may have valid
defences under Articles 81 and 82 EC. Both Via and Intel make central processing units and chipsets for
personal computers; and in the previous judgment in 2001 Intel had largely succeeded in an action
alleging that its patents were being infringed by various acts of Via, despite Via arguing that Intel’s
refusal to license was abuse of a dominant position.

D — Application of the 1993 notice on cooperation 
between the Commission and national courts

In 2002, the Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition replied to six requests from courts in the
Member States pursuant to the 1993 notice. Five of these requests came from Spanish courts, four of
which relating to disputes between oil companies and service-station operators. The questions put were
often similar. The fifth request from a Spanish court concerned a sports case. The sixth request came from
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a Belgian court and related to financial assistance granted by a public service to subsidiary companies in
the transport sector.

On 12 December 2001, the Commission received a request for information from the High Court
(administrative litigation) in Zaragoza (Spain). The Court quoted a position it believed the Commission
had taken in a decision on a sports case, and asked for a copy of the decision. The Commission replied on
5 April 2002 that the relevant case had not been closed by a decision but by an Article 6 letter, and that it
did not take the position referred to by the Court. It went on to explain that the position it took in the
Article 6 letter was no longer valid after the Bosman judgment and the Helsinki report, attaching a copy
of this report to its reply.

The Commission replied on 8 April to a request submitted by Court of First Instance No 46 in Madrid on
13 February. The Court’s first three questions centred on whether a service-station operator was to be
classed as a commercial agent or as an independent reseller given the clauses in the contract relating to
commercial risk, and on the applicability of Regulations (EEC) No 1984/83 and (EC) No 2970/1999 on
vertical restraints to the basic relationship between the parties to the case. The Commission’s answer
concerning the distinction between an agent and a reseller under Community competition law was based
extensively on points 12 to 20 of the guidelines on vertical restraints it adopted on 24 May 2000 (118). The
Commission also explained to the Court the demarcation ratione temporis between Regulations (EEC)
No 1984/83 and (EC) No 2970/1999 and the latter’s applicability ratione materiae. The fourth question
concerned the maximum duration of exclusive purchasing agreements for fuel if they were to qualify for
block exemption. The Commission reminded the Court of its strict interpretation of the conditions laid
down in Article 12(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1984/83, which provides for a maximum 10-year
exemption for this type of clause. It pointed out the possibility of legal fictions being resorted to, with
reciprocal contracts being entered into between suppliers and resellers involving the temporary transfer
of ownership or the creation of property rights and the leasing back of business premises so as to
circumvent the 10-year rule. It also drew attention to the conditions laid down in Article 5(a) of
Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999 and in point 59 of the guidelines on vertical restraints, limiting the
duration of this type of clause to five years. The Court’s fifth question focused on the concept of a
connected undertaking. The Commission invited it to assess the facts in the light of Article 11 of
Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999. A final question asked the Commission to make a general assessment of
the compatibility with the Community competition rules of the agreements between the parties
concerned, namely a tenancy contract, an industrial lease and a service-station exclusive supply contract.
The Commission stressed that national courts have powers to apply Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty
directly and drew the Court’s attention to its previous comments on the applicability of the block
exemption regulations and, in this context, the duration of exclusive purchasing and non-compete
obligations and their possible foreclosure effect.

The Commission also replied on the same date to a request made by Court of First Instance No 55 in
Madrid on 12 February. The Court’s four questions were similar to the first four raised by Court of First
Instance No 46 in Madrid, as was the Commission’s reply.

On 5 June, the Commission replied to a request submitted by Court of First Instance No 19 in Madrid on
25 April. Three of the Court’s questions centred on whether a service-station operator was to be classed
as a commercial agent or as an independent reseller given the clauses in the contract relating to
commercial risk, and on the applicability of Regulations (EEC) No 1984/83 and (EC) No 2970/1999 on
vertical restraints to the basic relationship between the parties to the case. They were similar to the

¥118∂ OJ C 291, 13.10.2000, p. 1.
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corresponding questions raised by Courts of First Instance Nos 46 and 55 in Madrid. The Court’s other
question asked the Commission to make a general assessment of the compatibility with the Community
competition rules of the agreements between the parties concerned, namely an industrial lease and a
service-station exclusive supply contract. As in the case of Court of First Instance No 46 in Madrid, the
Commission stressed that national courts have powers to apply Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty directly
and drew the Court’s attention to the issue of the duration of exclusive purchasing and non-compete
obligations and their possible foreclosure effect (119).

By letter of 16 October, the Brussels Commercial Court submitted a number of questions to the
Commission regarding the financial support given by the Belgian public railway undertaking SNCB to its
subsidiaries belonging to the ABX group. This is a group of companies active in road haulage and
logistics, also comprising undertakings established in other Member States (inter alia France, the
Netherlands, Germany). Essentially, the Brussels Court wished to be informed whether this financial
support was compatible with the EC rules on State aid and with Articles 82 and 86 EC.

On 5 December, the Commission informed the Brussels Court that after a preliminary analysis, it had
concluded that the facts presented by the Court did not appear to constitute a violation of Articles 82 and
86 EC. According to the case-law of the Court of First Instance (120), the mere fact that an exclusive right
is granted to an undertaking in order to guarantee that it provides a service of general economic interest
does not preclude that undertaking from extending its activities in non-reserved areas. However, the
acquisition of a company in a non-reserved area could raise competition problems where the funds used
for such acquisition derive from excessive or discriminatory prices. Also, the fact that a company with a
dominant position conducts a strategy of predatory pricing on a neighbouring but closely related market
can constitute abuse of that dominant position (121). The Commission had received no indication that
SNCB was behaving in any of these ways with respect to its subsidiaries active on markets open to
competition.

The Commission replied on 4 November to a request submitted by the 18th division of the Madrid
Provincial Court on 2 September. The Court’s questions were similar to the first four questions put by
Court of First Instance No 46 in Madrid (see above), as was the Commission’s answer.

¥119∂ See points 58-59 and 138-160 of the guidelines on vertical restraints, loc.cit.
¥120∂ Judgment of 20 March 2002 in Case T-175/99 UPS v Commission, not yet published.
¥121∂ Case C-333/94 P Tetra Pak v Commission [1996] ECR I-5951.
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ANNEX

POSSIBILITY FOR NATIONAL COMPETITION AUTHORITIES 
TO APPLY EC COMPETITION RULES

Application Legal provision and/or comments

Belgium Yes Act of 5 August 1991, Section 53: when the Belgian authorities have to decide
on the admissibility of agreements and on the abuse of a dominant position in
the common market, the decision is taken by the authorities stipulated in that
act pursuant to Articles 81(1) and 82 of the Treaty, according to the procedure
and the penalties provided for in the act.

Denmark Yes Act No 416 of 31 May 2000 amending Act No 384 of 10 June 1997 on
competition gives the Danish Competition Authority (Konkurrencestyrelsen)
the right to enforce directly the prohibitions laid down in Articles 81(1) and 82
of the EC Treaty.

Germany Yes Section 50 of the Act Prohibiting Restraints of Competition: the powers conferred
on the authorities of the Member States by Articles 84 and 85 of the EC Treaty,
and by the regulations based on Article 83 of the Treaty, where appropriate in
conjunction with other Treaty provisions, are exercised by the Federal Cartel
Office (Bundeskartellamt). 

Greece Yes Act 703/1977 on the protection of free competition, as amended by Act
 2296/1995, Section 13b(3): the Competition Commission and its secretariat
perform the tasks which have been assigned to the national authorities of the
Member States by Articles 84 and 85 of the EC Treaty and by regulations
adopted pursuant to Article 83 of the Treaty in conjunction with other enabling
provisions thereof. To perform these tasks, the Competition Commission and its
secretariat have the powers granted to them by the Act.

Spain Yes Royal Decree 295/1998 of 27 February 1998 regarding the application in Spain
of EU competition law:
Article 1: the Competition Tribunal (Tribunal de Defensa de la Competencia) is
the competent authority for the application in Spain of Articles 81(1) and 82 of
the EC Treaty;
Article 3: the Competition Service (Servicio de Defensa de la Competencia) is
the body entrusted with carrying out the procedures for implementing
Articles 81(1) and 82 of the EC Treaty.

France Yes Order of 1 December 1986, Article 56 bis (inserted by the Act of 2 December 1992).
Under the order, the Minister for Economic Affairs and Ministry officials, on
the one hand, and the Competition Council, on the other, have the powers to
apply Articles 81 and 82 EC that they normally have to apply French
competition law.

Ireland Yes The Competition Act 2002 was enacted in April 2002. The new act gives the
national competition authority a right of action in case of breaches of Articles
81(1) and 82 EC. 

Italy Yes Community Act 1994, Section 54(5): the Competition Authority (Autorità
garante della concorrenza) applies Articles 81(1) and 82, using the powers
conferred on it by Italian competition law (Act No 287 of 10 October 1990).

Luxembourg No In September 2002, the government adopted a bill which will introduce new
competition legislation and set up an independent Competition Council tasked
with applying the new act and enforcing Articles 81 and 82 EC. The bill has been
forwarded for opinion to the professional associations and the Council of State.

Netherlands Yes Competition Act (Mededingingswet) of 22 May 1997, Section 88: the
director-general of the Competition Authority (Mededingingsautoriteit) is
empowered under the regulations based on Article 83 of the EC Treaty to apply
Articles 81(1) and 82 of the Treaty.
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Conclusions

In 12 of the 15 Member States, the national competition authorities can apply Articles 81 and 82 of the
EC Treaty directly. The Member States in which they cannot do so are Finland, Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom. The Luxembourg and United Kingdom competition authorities are to be given such
powers in 2003. 

Under Articles 5, 35 and 45 of Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 (OJ L 1,
4.1.2003, p.1), all Member States must confer on their national competition authorities powers to apply
Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty by not later than 1 May 2004. 

Austria Yes The Austrian Cartel Court was empowered by an amendment to the Cartel Act to
apply Articles 81 and 82 EC directly. With the entry into force of the Competition
Amending Act on 1 July 2002, a new Federal Competition Authority was set up
to act as an independent investigative and prosecuting authority in competition
cases. Decisions remain the responsibility of the Cartel Court. 

Portugal Yes Decree-Law 371/93 of 29 October 1993, Article 12(2): the Directorate-General
for Competition and Prices is empowered to carry out the tasks for which the
authorities of the Member States are responsible under the regulations based on
Article 83 of the EC Treaty.

Finland No

Sweden Yes The Competition Authority (Konkurrensverket) is empowered as from
1 January 2001 to apply Articles 81 and 82 directly (Act 1994: 1845, as
amended by Act 2000: 1023, Section 2).

United 
Kingdom

No The Enterprise Act, which gives the UK’s competition authorities the power to
apply Articles 81 and 82 EC directly, received royal assent in 2002. Its
provisions will come into operation during 2003.
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VI — STATISTICS

A — Articles 81, 82 and 86 of the EC Treaty + Article 65 of the ECSC Treaty

1. Activities in 2002

1.1. New cases opened in 2002122

1.2. Cases closed in 2002123        124       125

2. Four-year overview

2.1. Evolution of stock of cases

Type Number %

Notifications 101 31.5

Complaints 129 40.2

Ex officio (122) 91 28.3

Total 321 100

¥122∂ An ex officio case is one opened on the Commission’s own initiative.

By formal decision By informal procedure

Infringement of Article 81 11 (123) Comfort letter 81/1, 82 41

Infringement of Article 82 with fine 0 Comfort letter 81/3 20

Negative clearance 0 Discomfort letter 0

Exemption 4 Rejection of complaint 36

Rejection of complaint 12 (124) Administrative closure 233

Non-opposition 1

Infringement of Article 65 ECSC 1

Article 86 decision 0

Article 85 decision 4 (125)

Total 33 Total 330

¥123∂ Nine decisions, of which one closed three cases.
¥124∂ Including one decision relating to an Article 86 complaint.
¥125∂ Two decisions, of which one closed three cases.

Cases open at the end of the calendar year

1999 2000 2001 2002

Notifications 425 374 313 285

Complaints 402 359 333 327

Ex officio 186 202 195 193

Total 1 013 935 841 805
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2.2. Evolution of input

2.3. Evolution of output

B — Council Regulation (EC) No 4064/89 of 21 December 1989 
on the control of concentrations between undertakings (126)

1. Notifications received 1997–2002 

(Explanation: in a few cases two final decisions are taken: one partial referral to a Member State and one decision concerning
the unreferred rest of the case)

New cases registered during the year

1999 2000 2001 2002

Notifications 162 101 94 101

Complaints 149 112 116 129

Ex officio 77 84 74 91

Total 388 297 284 321

Cases closed during the year

1999 2000 2001 2002

Formal decisions 68 36 54 33

Informal procedures 514 343 324 330

Total 582 379 378 363

¥126∂ As amended by Council Regulation (EC) No 1310/97 of 30 June 1997 (OJ L 180, 9.7.1997).

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Cases notified 172 235 272 345 335 277

Notifications withdrawn in phase I 9 5 7 8 8 3

Notifications withdrawn in phase II 0 4 5 6 4 1

Final decisions 142 238 270 345 340 275

Total cases closed by final decision 136 235 269 341 334 264
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2. Article 6 decisions 1999–2002 

3. Article 8 decisions 1999–2002 

4. Referral decisions 1999–2002 

5. Article 7 decisions 1999–2002 

1999 2000 2001 2002

Article 6(1)(a) 1 1.0% 1 0.3 % 1 0.3 % 1 0.4 %

Article 6(1)(b) without undertakings 236 86.0 % 293 85.9 % 299 89.2 % 242 93.1 %

Article 6(1)(c) 20 7.2 % 19 5.6 % 22 6.6 % 7 2.7 %

Cases in which undertakings were accepted 
during phase I 

16 5.8 % 28 8.2 % 13 3.9 % 10 3.8 %

Total 273 100 % 341 100 % 335 100 % 260 100 %

1999 2000 2001 2002

Article 8(2) decisions with conditions 
and obligations 

8 89 % 12 70.6 % 10 50 % 5 56 %

Article 8(2) decisions without conditions 
and obligations 

0 0 % 3 17.7 % 5 25 % 2 22 %

Article 8(3) prohibition 1 11 % 2 11.7 % 5 25 % 0 0 %

Article 8(4) divestiture orders 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 2 22 %

Total 9 100 % 17 100 % 20 100 % 9 100 %

1999 2000 2001 2002

Article 9 (request by a Member State) 10 6 10 10

Article 9 (total or partial referral to a Member State) 5 6 7 13

Article 22(3) 0 0 0 2

1999 2000 2001 2002

Article 7(4) derogation from suspension 7 4 5 14
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C — State aid

1. New cases registered in 2002127

2. Cases being examined as at 31 December 2002 (Pending on 31 December 2002)

3. Cases dealt with in 2002 according to the register in which they were recorded

3.1. Cases forming the subject-matter of a decision in 2002

Agri-
culture

Trans-
port Fisheries Coal Other Total %

Notified aid N 341 48 73 6 349 817 77.5

Non-notified aid NN 34 27 25 1 67 154 14.6

Existing aid E 0 0 0 0 5 5 0.5

Proceedings 
commenced

C 9 12 0 0 57 78 7.4

Total (127) 384 87 98 7 478 1 054
% 36.4 8.3 9.3 0.7 45.3

¥127∂ In addition, Member States submitted 230 reports on exempted aid cases, of which 128 concerned aid in favour of SMEs
and 102 aid in favour of training.

Agri-
culture

Trans-
port Fisheries Coal Other Total %

Notified aid N 270 44 18 2 167 501 53.4

Non-notified aid NN 125 36 11 0 82 254 27.1

Existing aid E 21 8 0 0 9 38 4.1

Proceedings 
commenced

C 49 8 10 8 69 144 15.4

Total 465 96 39 10 327 937
% 49.6 10.2 4.2 1.1 34.9

Agri-
culture

Trans-
port Fisheries Coal Other Total %

Notified aid N 276 48 61 2 276 663 72.9

Non-notified aid NN 14 27 28 0 51 120 13.2

Existing aid E 0 0 0 0 9 9 1.0

Proceedings 
commenced

C 7 12 2 8 88 117 12.9

Total 297 87 91 10 424 909
% 32.7 9.6 10.0 1.1 46.6
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3.2. Cases closed in 2002

4. Decisions taken by the Commission in 2002

5. Evolution over the period 1992 to 2002

Agri-
culture

Trans-
port Fisheries Coal Other Total %

Notified aid N 295 2 61 0 367 725 66.3

Non-notified aid NN 14 1 28 0 68 111 10.1

Existing aid E 0 0 0 0 56 56 5.1

Proceedings 
commenced

C 7 0 2 0 84 93 8.5

Withdrawal by MS 23 0 9 0 77 109 10.0

Total 339 3 100 0 652 1 094
% 31.0 0.3 9.1 0 59.6

Agri-
culture

Trans-
port Fisheries Coal Other Total %

No objection 276 41 84 6 271 678 76.6

Decisions as part 
of the formal scrutiny 

procedure

Initiation 5 11 1 0 62 79 8.9

Positive 0 2 1 1 29 33 3.7

Negative 3 3 0 0 37 43 4.9

Conditional 0 0 0 0 5 5 0.6

Appropriate measures 0 0 0 0 7 7 0.8

Other decisions 4 0 0 3 33 40 4.5

Total 288 57 86 10 444 885
% 32.6 6.4 9.7 1.1 50.2

Decisions taken 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

No objection 473 399 440 504 373 385 308 258 330 315 271

Decisions as part 
of the formal scrutiny 

procedure

Initiation 30 32 40 57 43 68 66 62 65 67 62

Positive 25 19 15 22 14 18 16 28 11 15 29

Negative 8 6 3 9 23 9 31 30 5 26 37

Conditional 7 1 2 5 3 5 8 3 0 3 5

Appropriate measures/other decisions 9 10 27 22 18 17 31 63 34 25 33

Total 552 467 527 619 474 502 460 444 475 451 444
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6. Decisions broken down by Member State

BE DK DE EL ES FR IR IT LU NL AT PT FI SE UK EU

No objection 11 7 69 10 36 26 13 22 0 22 10 6 8 4 27 271

Decisions as 
part of the 

formal scrutiny 
procedure

Initiation 6 1 13 2 8 7 0 13 2 0 1 3 0 0 6 62

Positive 0 0 10 0 4 2 0 8 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 29

Negative 2 0 19 1 4 2 0 4 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 37

Conditional 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5

Appropriate measures 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 7

Other decisions 0 0 7 1 3 5 1 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 33

Total 21 8 121 14 56 44 14 61 4 25 11 13 9 5 38 444
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VII — STUDIES

In 2002, the Directorate-General for Competition commissioned 23 studies. Four of these studies have
been completed, of which one is confidential. 

In addition, 12 studies commissioned in 2001 were completed in 2002, of which 10 were confidential.

While the 11 confidential studies are not covered in this report, the other five completed studies are
summarised below:

Novatris: Study on broadband Internet access 

The aim of this study was to gain a better idea of the borders between the market in broadband Internet
access and that in narrowband Internet access for residential customers and to provide a quantitative basis
on which to refine knowledge of the substitutability, in the eyes of the consumer, between these two
means of accessing the Internet through the elasticity of demand in the presence of a moderate price
variation (10 and 5 %) and the resulting demand transfer phenomena.

The study concludes that, if faced with a price variation of 10 %, 80 % of subscribers would stick to
broadband access, with only 7 % returning to narrowband. This finding tends to confirm that the two
markets are separate.

European economics research: market definition in the media sector 
— Economic issues

This study analyses the methodological problems of market definition in the media sector. It seeks to
identify whether, and how, the economic characteristics of media industries give rise to specific problems
for market definition. The economic characteristics analysed in the study are price discrimination,
bundling, advertising and free content, gateways, rapid change and convergence.

The study considers how these characteristics manifest themselves in practice and provides an economic
critique of approaches to market definition that have been adopted in the past in certain competition cases.
Starting from the Commission’s notice on market definition, it tries to develop practical approaches to market
definition in the sector, leading to a proposal for a framework and for key steps of market definition in media
cases. Supported by a number of appendices underpinning the study’s approach, the analysis provides a
detailed economic overview of the concept of market definition and reviews critically the allegation that a
market definition approach is not appropriate for competitive analysis of ‘new economy’ media cases.
Finally, the study proposes a categorisation of traditional market definition tests and techniques.

Frank Verboven: Quantitative study to define the relevant market 
in the passenger car sector 

This study focuses on the analysis of competitive constraints arising from demand substitution between
different categories of cars and geographic areas within the EU. The definition of the relevant geographic
market is based on evidence of international price differentials and trade barriers as documented in
previously published studies or reports, some of which were produced or commissioned by the
Commission. The definition of the relevant product market is based on an econometric analysis of the
demand for new cars, using a database for five EU countries over the period 1970-99. 
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The study concludes that, in each geographic market analysed, that is a Member State, five distinct
product markets are to be distinguished: subcompact (corresponding to Commission segments A and B),
compact (segment C), intermediate (segment D), standard/luxury (corresponding to Commission
segments E and F), sports (part of the Commission segment G). Each of these product markets in each of
the Member States analysed thus constitute relevant markets. The extent to which this conclusion would
also apply to other Member States, or whether the same analysis would yield slightly different results for
other Member States was not dealt with in the study. The general message, however, is that a meaningful
competitive assessment of the passenger car sector cannot rely on the assumption that there is a sole
relevant market in which all cars compete throughout the EU on an equal basis. The level of competition
in car retailing has to be assessed at a lower and more detailed level of aggregation.

Deloitte & Touche: Assistance to analyse the currency hedging practices 
of a company

The contractor of this study provided expert assessment concerning the analysis of the currency hedging
practices of a specific company, in particular in relation to the typical hedging methods for such a
company, the cost of hedging and the possibility of using provisions as a substitute for currency hedging.
A written report on the subject was submitted by the contractor.

Institut d’économie industrielle: collective dominance

This study was provided by the Institut d’Economie Industrielle at Toulouse University, and more
particularly by a team consisting of Professors Marc Ivaldi, Bruno Julien, Patrick Rey, Paul Seabright and
Jean Tirole. 

The study provides a unified framework for the economic analysis of tacit collusion. It contains a general
survey of the economics of tacit collusion and deals thoroughly with each aspect of a particular market
that affects the analysis of whether tacit collusion is likely to emerge. Furthermore, the study provides an
analysis of other forms of tacit collusion than on prices and makes recommendations as to the impact of
this analysis on enforcement in the field of merger control.

The main part of the study deals with the different factors characterising a particular market that can be
used for an economic analysis of tacit collusion. These factors include: the number of competitors, the
distribution of market shares, entry barriers, the frequency of interaction between competitors, the degree
of transparency, demand growth, the importance of business cycles, cost asymmetries, product
differentiation and multimarket contact. The report explains both the economic intuition and provides
simple mathematical illustrations of how the different factors impact on the analysis.

Although the standard economic model for tacit collusion is based on an assumption of jointly coordinated
prices, there are other ways in which collusion could take place. The report therefore describes how the
analysis would be affected if collusion were to be based on quantities, capacity or investment activities.
Furthermore, certain issues specific to bidding markets and R & D-intensive sectors are elaborated on.

Concerning the implications of this analysis for merger control, the study attempts to provide a hierarchy
of factors which help to identify those issues in a particular case which are critical for determining
whether a merger may lead to an increased risk of coordination.

Due to its clear and comprehensive structure, this study constitutes an important input for the draft notice
on the appraisal of horizontal mergers, and more particularly its section on tacit collusion. It allows the
Commission to base its policy choices on up-to-date economic theory.
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VIII — REACTIONS TO THE XXXIST REPORT

A — European Parliament 

European Parliament resolution on the Commission’s 
XXXIst Report on Competition Policy 2001 
[SEC(2002) 462 — C5-0282/2002 — 2002/2142(COS)] and reply by the Commission

1. Rapporteur: Alain Lipietz

2. EP No: A5- 0352/2002

3. Date of adoption: 21/11/2002

4. Subject: European Parliament resolution on the Commission’s XXX1st Report on Competition
Policy 2001 (SEC(2002) 462 — C5-0282/2002 — 2002/2142(COS))

5. Competent Parliamentary Committee: Economic and Monetary Affairs

6. Background of the resolution: The parliament regularly uses the occasion of the adoption of the
annual report for a general debate on all aspects of competition policy.

7. Analysis of the text and of Parliament’s requests: Parliament welcomes the XXXIst Report on
Competition Policy and acknowledges the work undertaken by the Commission. It endorses the need
for constant and rigorous monitoring of distortions of competition by public and private entities.
Main elements of the resolution concern the reform of the decisional process in mergers and the
reform of the rules on the application of Articles 81 and 82. It underlines the importance of
competition for the consumer and welcomes efforts to increase transparency. It draws attention to
the need to further reduce State aid levels and to ensure that the rules on State aid are applied to the
candidate countries in a non-discriminatory manner. It finally welcomes Commissioner Monti’s
active promotion of greater dialogue and cooperation between international competition authorities.

8. Reply to these and other requests and outlook regarding the action that the Commission has
taken or intends to take:

EP resolution Commission’s position

3. Urges the Commission immediately to lodge a
complaint against South Korea under the WTO dis-
putes settlement procedure with regard to aid to
shipyards, in order to put an end to the existing sit-
uation which places the European shipbuilding
industry in an intolerable position; recalls that
South Korea has for a long time distorted competi-
tion on the shipbuilding market by offering the
vessels which it produces for sale at prices below
their true cost; observes that many years of talks
between the European Union and South Korea with
a view to bringing about healthy competition on the
shipbuilding market have failed to yield any results;

The Commission has taken forward its twin-track strat-
egy against unfair competitive practices in South Korea:
• on 21 October 2002 it launched action against South

Korea by requesting consultations under the World
Trade Organisation’s understanding on rules and pro-
cedures for the settlement of disputes;

• it gave notice of this action in the Official Journal of
24 October (OJ C 257, 24.10.2002, p. 11);

Accordingly, in line with Article 4 of Council Regula-
tion No 1177/2002 of 27 June 2002 concerning a tem-
porary defensive mechanism to shipbuilding (OJ L 172,
2.7.2002, p.1), aid may now be authorised to final
contracts signed from 24 October 2002.
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5. Considers that the current system of appeal to the
Court of Justice does not work in an optimal way,
and asks the Commission to study the possibility of
an independent body, such as a new judicial panel
in accordance with Article 225A of the Nice Treaty
in order to treat cases before the Court in a quick
and effective way by judges with special knowl-
edge of competition and State aid;

The CFI’s recent judgements have demonstrated beyond
any doubt that the European courts provide meticulous
and stringent review of the substance of the Commis-
sion’s analysis in merger cases. Moreover, the CFI has
for all practical purposes become a specialised competi-
tion court, exerting constant pressure on the Commis-
sion to continuously improve its level of expertise. 
However, due process requires that judicial review
should not only be effective in terms of substance — it
must also be timely. There is clearly still some scope for
improvement. The introduction of a fast-track proce-
dure represents an important step forward, demonstrat-
ing that judicial review can be delivered with relative
speed. 
There may, however, be other ways of further improv-
ing the speed of the judicial review process. It may, for
example, be appropriate to consider introducing
improvements to the interim measures procedure. The
Treaty already allows parties to claim such interim
relief. It would also be useful to examine whether it
might be appropriate to create a specialised merger
chamber within the CFI, which might be one of a
number of specialised competition chambers.

6. Asks the Commission to consider a new system
whereby the final decision in a meger case, includ-
ing the imposed conditions, should be subject to a
preview by such an independent body in a fast-
track procedure, giving a greater legal security for
the companies involved and their competitors;

As the calls for amendment relate to the speed of judi-
cial review, there is no compelling case for a radical
move towards a US-type system. It should be added that
administrative merger control systems are employed in
most Member States. Also, very few respondents to the
Commission’s Green Paper advocated an abandonment
or a radical overhaul of the current system. The vast
majority of companies (and that includes many US
companies) have indicated a preference for the EU
system.

13. Welcomes first editions of the public aid score-
board as an important tool for promoting transpar-
ency and democratic control, but regrets the
continued willingness to accept situations of
blatant inequality in this respect;

The Commission cannot guarantee that Member States
grant equal amounts of State aid. In its implementing
rules and guidelines it can only set the limits up to
which an aid measure may be considered compatible
with the Treaty. But it is for the Member States to
decide whether they want to fully use the margin they
have or whether they want to grant aid at all.

14. Welcomes the inclusion of a chapter on services of
general interest in the report;

The Commission is currently preparing a paper con-
cerning the application of State aid rules to services of
general interest in order to increase legal certainty. This
paper will be finalised once the case law of the Court of
Justice has been consolidated.

17. Recalls that the rules on State aid must be applied
to the candidate countries in a non-discriminatory
manner;

The Commission continues to apply the State aid rules
in as uniform a manner as possible with all candidate
countries. Where identified State aid measures have
been deemed to be incompatible with the EU acquis, all
candidate countries have been required either to abolish
these measures or gradually phase them out.
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19. Welcomes the proposed modernisation of Regula-
tion 17 of 1962 implementing Articles 81 and 82 of
the Treaty, but reiterates that this modernisation
must not involve any re-nationalisation of competi-
tion policy;

The new regulation implementing Articles 81 and 82
EC ensures a level playing field for agreements by
obliging national competition authorities and courts to
apply EC competition law. Where they apply national
law in addition, the regulation foresees that they cannot
prohibit agreements that are legal under Article 81. 
In addition, the regulation envisages a network in which
the Commission and national competition authorities
are going to work together. One of the functions of this
network is to foster coherent enforcement. 

21. Shares the concerns which have been expressed
about the need for separation of the powers of the
Commission, and calls for a wide-ranging detailed
analysis and examination of the options for
addressing those concerns;

The Commission’s ability to act itself as enforcer is
essential to safeguard coherent application of Articles 81
and 82 in the internal market in the future new enforce-
ment system. It is the Commission’s decision-making
power that enables it to be the central node of the
network of competition enforcers. Separation of func-
tions could thus weaken the Commission’s ability to
avoid incoherent decisions. On the other hand, decentral-
isation enables Member States’ courts and competition
authorities to take up cases that the Commission would
leave aside and thus create an effective counterweight if
the Commission were to become lenient as enforcer. 
Concerning merger control, the comments made to par-
agraph 6 of the resolution apply. 

26. Urges the Commission to investigate the acquisi-
tion activities of firms in the electricity sector and
the setting of electricity tariffs with respect to
Community rules on illegal State aid;

On 16 October 2002, the Commission proposed appro-
priate measures under Article 88 (1) EC and opened a
formal investigation under Article 88 (2) EC with respect
to a series of State measures in favour of EDF that could
have been used to partly finance its acquisitions abroad.

27. Reiterates its call in the context of the new revision
of the Treaty in 2004 for the co-decision procedure
to apply to future legislative rules on competition
policy, where the Council acts by qualified majority;

The Commission refers to its communication ‘A
project for the European Union’ (COM(2002)247) of
22 May 2002, by which it contributed to the works of
the European Convention on the Future of the Union.

28. Applauds the Commission’s continued commit-
ment to the European Competition Day held in the
Member State of the Presidency of the Council,
and calls on the Commission to continue to work to
ensure that citizens of Europe become fully aware
of the real advantages of an effective competition
policy, leading to increased understanding and
public support;

The Commission shares the view that Europe’s citizens
need to be better informed on the benefits deriving from
competition and is undertaking to increase its efforts.
Apart from supporting the European Competition Day
the Commission is increasingly underlining this aspect
in its publications and statements and is publishing bro-
chures on competition policy targeted at the public at
large.

29. Welcomes the progress made in relation to the
review of the block exemption relating to motor
vehicle distribution, but calls for further action to
challenge excessive pricing differentials between
Member States;

Although the Commission has no power to directly
force operators to reduce price differentials between
Member States, it can take measures aimed at making
the Single Market function as it should, and this will in
turn put pressure on price differentials. Since the begin-
ning of the 1990s, the Commission has published a
twice-yearly report detailing car price differentials
across Europe, and will continue to do so now that the
new block exemption is in force. 
The new block exemption contains a number of meas-
ures intended to reinforce the Single Market in this
sector and increase trade in new motor vehicles
between Member States. These measures are further
explained in an explanatory brochure which clearly sets
out the obligations and rights of market operators
including consumers.
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B — European Economic and Social Committee

Opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee on the XXXIst Report 
on Competition Policy 2001 (SEC(2002) 462 final) and reply by the Commission

On 29 April 2002, the European Commission decided to consult the European Economic and Social
Committee, under Article 262 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, on the XXXIst Report
on Competition Policy 2001 (SEC(2002) 462 final).

The Section for the Single Market, Production and Consumption, which was responsible for preparing
the Committee’s work on the subject, adopted its opinion on 19 December 2002. The rapporteur was
Mr Barros Vale.

At its 396th plenary session (meeting of 22 January 2003), the European Economic and Social
Committee adopted the following opinion by 120 votes in favour, nine votes against and five abstentions.

30. Supports the Commission’s continued commitment
to reducing State aid still further;

The Commission has already begun to look more closely
at the effectiveness and efficiency of aid. However, this
aspect of State aid policy is one for which Member States
are primarily responsible. The Stockholm and Barcelona
Council conclusions invite Member States to further
develop evaluations of aid schemes, so as to rebalance
them in a more effective way. The Commission intends
to facilitate such processes and to provide a forum for
exchanges of experience and evaluation exercises.

TITRE: XXXIst Report on Competition Policy 
SEC(2002) 462 final — CESE 69/2003 — January 2003 — COMPETITION DG — M. Monti

Main points of the EESC opinion Commission position 

4.11. The Committee wishes that the annual report also
mentions the question of limitations imposed on com-
petition by liberal professions and their associations.
Bearing in mind the implications this can have, the
Committee feels that it merits attention and, if neces-
sary, intervention by the Commission.

The Commission shares the Committee’s view that
liberal professions are in principle also subject to the
rules of European competition law. The Commission
has just launched a public debate on whether the
present rules and regulations produce more costs than
benefits and on possible alternatives.

4.26.1 The Committee finds the public State aid register
difficult to access, either because much of the informa-
tion is unavailable in more than one language, or
because of the way the information is structured. The
Committee suggests that the page containing this infor-
mation be updated to make it clearer and more transpar-
ent, and that a search engine be added.

The Commission is continuously improving the content
and structure of the information it makes available on
the web.
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